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Chapter 3

The Evolving Landscape for
Enforcement of International
Arbitral Awards in the
United States
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP

Introduction
3DUWLHV VHHNLQJ WR HQIRUFH LQWHUQDWLRQDO DUELWUDWLRQ DZDUGV LQ WKH
United States should be aware of two potential procedural defences
that may be available to parties seeking to resist such enforcement.
$OWKRXJKWKH8QLWHG6WDWHVLVDSDUW\WRWKH&RQYHQWLRQRQWKH
Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (“New
<RUN &RQYHQWLRQ´  DQG WKH  ,QWHU$PHULFDQ &RQYHQWLRQ RQ
,QWHUQDWLRQDO &RPPHUFLDO $UELWUDWLRQ ³3DQDPD &RQYHQWLRQ´ 
which limit the grounds on which courts may decline recognition
and enforcement of international arbitral awards, several U.S.
IHGHUDO FRXUWV KDYH KHOG WKDW FRQ¿UPDWLRQ PD\ DOVR EH UHIXVHG
 RQWKHJURXQGVWKDWWKHFRXUWODFNVMXULVGLFWLRQRYHUHLWKHUWKH
GHEWRURUWKHGHEWRU¶VDVVHWVRU  RQWKHEDVLVRIWKHGRFWULQHRI
forum non conveniens. This chapter discusses the current state of
the law with respect to these two evolving issues.

The Personal Jurisdiction Requirement
Several federal appellate courts have held that in order to satisfy the
UHTXLUHPHQWV RI WKH 'XH 3URFHVV &ODXVH RI WKH 86 &RQVWLWXWLRQ
a court must possess jurisdiction over either the debtor (personal
jurisdiction) or the debtor’s property (quasi in rem jurisdiction) as
a prerequisite to the enforcement of an international arbitral award.
These courts have distinguished between the substantive grounds
for recognition set forth in the New York Convention and the
SURFHGXUDO SUHUHTXLVLWHV WKDW PXVW EH VDWLV¿HG IRU D 86 FRXUW WR
exercise its authority.
$V WKH 1LQWK &LUFXLW KDV H[SODLQHG ³QHLWKHU WKH >1HZ <RUN@
Convention nor its implementing legislation removed the district
FRXUWV¶REOLJDWLRQWR¿QGMXULVGLFWLRQRYHUWKHGHIHQGDQWLQVXLWVWR
FRQ¿UPDUELWUDWLRQDZDUGV´ Thus, the Courts of Appeals for the
Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth, Ninth and D.C. Circuits have all held
that the federal courts must have jurisdiction over the defendant in
RUGHUIRUWKHFRXUWVWRFRQ¿UPRUUHFRJQLVHDQDZDUGXQGHUWKH1HZ
York Convention.3

The U.S. Supreme Court’s Most Recent
Articulation of the Test for Personal
Jurisdictional over Corporate Entities
,QRUGHUWRFRPSO\ZLWKWKH'XH3URFHVV&ODXVHLWKDVORQJEHHQ
established that a defendant must have “certain minimum contacts”
with the forum “such that maintenance of the suit does not offend
‘traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice’”.4,QLQ

Lea Haber Kuck

Timothy G. Nelson

its landmark decision in Daimler AG v. Bauman,5 the U.S. Supreme
Court provided guidance on how this standard must be applied to
GHWHUPLQH ZKHWKHU WKH 'XH 3URFHVV &ODXVH KDV EHHQ VDWLV¿HG IRU
corporate entities.
In Daimler D JURXS RI  $UJHQWLQH UHVLGHQWV EURXJKW WRUW DQG
statutory claims against Daimler AG (a German company) in the
U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California, alleging
that they and/or their relatives were victims of mistreatment and
torture by Argentine police and military forces.6 These plaintiffs
alleged that Daimler AG’s Argentinian subsidiary, Mercedes-Benz
Argentina, collaborated with state security forces to injure the
plaintiffs and/or their relatives.7
The Daimler plaintiffs attempted to establish general personal
jurisdiction over Daimler AG in California, based on alleged
contacts that one of its U.S. subsidiaries had with California. That
U.S. subsidiary was incorporated in Delaware with its headquarters
in New Jersey. The plaintiffs contended, however, that because
the U.S. subsidiary undertook the distribution and sale in California
of Mercedes-Benz vehicles allegedly manufactured by Daimler AG,
the U.S. subsidiary was the “agent” in California of Daimler AG,
and thus Daimler AG itself should be viewed as being present in
California.
Notably, the Daimler plaintiffs were seeking to establish general
jurisdiction over Daimler AG. Thus, even though the case involved
“events occurring entirely outside the United States”, the plaintiffs
FODLPHGWKDW'DLPOHU$*KDGDVXI¿FLHQWFRQQHFWLRQZLWK&DOLIRUQLD
such that it could literally be subject to “any” claims in that forum.
7KH6XSUHPH&RXUWÀDWO\UHMHFWHGWKLVWKHRU\
,QLWVRSLQLRQUHQGHUHGRQ-DQXDU\WKH&RXUWXQDQLPRXVO\
held that the exercise of jurisdiction over Daimler AG by the
California courts was “barred by due process constraints on the
assertion of adjudicatory authority”. In order to reach this
conclusion, the Court rejected the “doing business test” that had
EHHQ LQ SODFH IRU PRUH WKDQ  \HDUV DQG WKDW SHUPLWWHG FRXUWV
to exercise general jurisdiction over a foreign corporation in any
state where it “engages in a substantial, continuous, and systematic
course of business”.
The Court instead established a new test for ascertaining whether
general jurisdiction exists over corporate entities. That test
requires a U.S. court to inquire whether the corporation must
be viewed as “‘essentially at home’” in the forum state; that is,
a state court may exercise general jurisdiction over a foreign
FRUSRUDWLRQ ³RQO\ ZKHQ WKH FRUSRUDWLRQ¶V DI¿OLDWLRQV ZLWK WKH
State in which suit is brought are so constant and pervasive ‘as
WR UHQGHU >LW@ HVVHQWLDOO\ DW KRPH LQ WKH IRUXP 6WDWH¶´ Under
the new Daimler test, except in the “exceptional case” which the
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&RXUWGLGQRWFOHDUO\GH¿QHDGHIHQGDQWLV³DWKRPH´RQO\LQWKH
state where it is incorporated and in the state where it maintains
its principal place of business.
,Q WKH ¿QDO VHFWLRQ RI LWV RSLQLRQ WKH &RXUW GLVFXVVHG ³WKH
WUDQVQDWLRQDOFRQWH[WRIWK>H@GLVSXWH´DQGZDVSODLQO\FRQVFLRXV
that the previously expansive position taken by the U.S. courts
on the issue of general jurisdiction was out of step with the views
of other nations. Indeed, Daimler should be seen as part of an
ongoing effort by the Supreme Court to curtail the use of the U.S.
courts in cases by foreign plaintiffs trying to gain redress from
foreign defendants for events that took place outside of the United
States.

Implications for Enforcement of
International Arbitral Awards
%HFDXVH RI WKH UHTXLUHPHQW WKDW SURFHHGLQJV IRU FRQ¿UPDWLRQ
or recognition under the New York Convention are subject to the
'XH3URFHVVOLPLWDWLRQVDaimlerPD\KDYHDVLJQL¿FDQWLPSDFWRQ
VXFK FDVHV DQG OLPLW SDUWLHV¶ DELOLW\ WR FRQ¿UP IRUHLJQ DZDUGV LQ
the United States. The impact is illustrated by the Second Circuit’s
decision in 6RQHUD +ROGLQJ %9 Y dXNXURYD +ROGLQJ $ù in
which, only a few months after the Daimler decision, the Second
Circuit applied the new Daimler test to dismiss an action seeking
enforcement and recognition of a foreign arbitral award for lack of
personal jurisdiction over the party against whom the award was
entered.
The SoneraGLVSXWHDURVHIURPDPLOOLRQDUELWUDWLRQDZDUG
obtained by Sonera, a Dutch corporation, against Çukurova, a
Turkish company headquartered in Turkey, from an ICC arbitral
tribunal in Geneva, Switzerland. Sonera sought enforcement
of the Geneva award in several jurisdictions around the world,
including the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New
York. The district court held, prior to the Daimler decision,
that it had general jurisdiction over Çukurova based on alleged
FRQWDFWVZLWK1HZ<RUNE\FHUWDLQRILWVDI¿OLDWHV7KRVHFRQWDFWV
LQFOXGHGWKHXVHRIDQRI¿FHLQ1HZ<RUNE\WZRDI¿OLDWHVRIWKH
GHEWRU DQG VWDWHPHQWV RQ WKH ZHEVLWH RI RQH RI WKRVH DI¿OLDWHV
WKDWLWKDGEHHQ³>I@RXQGHGLQ1HZ<RUN&LW\LQ´DQGZDV
Çukurova’s “gateway to the Americas”. The district court
QRW RQO\ FRQ¿UPHG WKH DZDUG EXW DOVR JUDQWHG SRVWMXGJPHQW
discovery in aid of judgment enforcement and enjoined Çukurova
from engaging in certain property or assets transfers.
Reversing in light of Daimler, the Second Circuit noted that “only
D OLPLWHG VHW RI DI¿OLDWLRQV ZLWK D IRUXP ZLOO UHQGHU D GHIHQGDQW
amenable to all-purpose jurisdiction there”. Under the new
Daimler test, the Second Circuit concluded that Çukurova had
LQVXI¿FLHQW FRQWDFWV ZLWK 1HZ <RUN EHFDXVH ³HYHQ D FRPSDQ\¶V
µHQJDJH>PHQW@LQDVXEVWDQWLDOFRQWLQXRXVDQGV\VWHPDWLFFRXUVHRI
EXVLQHVV¶LVDORQHLQVXI¿FLHQWWRUHQGHULWDWKRPHLQDIRUXP´DQG
therefore, the exercise of general jurisdiction over Çukurova violated
WKH'XH3URFHVV&ODXVH7KHUHVXOWRI¿QGLQJWKDWdXNXURYDZDV
not subject to personal jurisdiction was that the Geneva award could
not be enforced in New York courts.
Should other courts follow the Second Circuit’s lead, U.S. courts
will no longer provide a vehicle for many creditors to obtain the type
of broad discovery and relief in aid of enforcement that was ordered
by the lower court in Sonera prior to Daimler.

International Arbitration in the U.S.
Application of the Forum Non Conveniens
Doctrine

Even where a court has personal jurisdiction over the parties in an
action, it may use its discretion to decline jurisdiction on the ground
of forum non conveniens, a common law doctrine by which courts
may, in some circumstances, decline jurisdiction. The U.S. Supreme
Court has described the doctrine as “essentially, ‘a supervening
venue provision, permitting displacement of the ordinary rules of
venue when, in light of certain conditions, the trial court thinks that
jurisdiction ought to be declined’”. Several federal courts in the
8QLWHG6WDWHVKDYHDFFHSWHGWKHDUJXPHQWWKDWDFWLRQVWRFRQ¿UPDQ
international arbitral award may be dismissed under this doctrine,
but in their application of the doctrine, the outcomes of the cases
have been mixed.
The Second Circuit has denied enforcement of arbitral awards in
two cases on the basis of forum non conveniens. In Monegasque de
Reassurances S.A.M. v. Nak Naftogaz of Ukraine, a case involving
DQPLOOLRQDZDUGUHQGHUHGLQ0RVFRZWKH6HFRQG&LUFXLWKHOG
that the doctrine of forum non conveniens, “a procedural rule”, may
be applied in enforcement actions under the New York Convention;
it rejected the argument that Article V of the New York Convention
“sets forth the only grounds for refusing to enforce a foreign
DZDUG´ DQG QRWHG WKDW$UWLFOH ,,, RI WKH &RQYHQWLRQ ³DOORZ>V@ IRU
the application of the ‘rules of procedure where the award is relied
upon’”.  %HFDXVH WKH 86 6XSUHPH &RXUW KDV FODVVL¿HG forum
non conveniens as “‘procedural rather than substantive’”, the
Second Circuit concluded that the doctrine “may be applied under
the provisions of the Convention”.  ,W WKHQ DI¿UPHG WKH GLVWULFW
court’s dismissal because the creditor’s choice of forum deserved
little deference – an alternative forum (Ukraine) was available – and
private as well as public interests weighed in favour of dismissal.
In Figueiredo Ferraz e Engenharia de Projeto Ltda. v. Republic
of Peru, the Second Circuit again considered the applicability of
forum non conveniens to actions to enforce foreign awards, and
the court’s majority held that the district court erred in refusing
dismissal on this ground. Figueiredo LQYROYHG D 3HUXYLDQ
DUELWUDWLRQDZDUGGLUHFWLQJDQDJHQF\RIWKH3HUXYLDQJRYHUQPHQW
WRSD\WKHFUHGLWRUD%UD]LOLDQFRPSDQ\PLOOLRQ The decisive
IDFWRUZLWKUHVSHFWWRWKH³SXEOLFLQWHUHVW´DWVWDNHZDVD3HUXYLDQ
statute that imposed a “limit” of three percent of the budget of a
government entity on the amount the entity may pay annually to
satisfy a judgment. Although it was undisputed that the statute
GLG QRW DSSO\ WR 3HUX¶V DVVHWV ORFDWHG LQ WKH 8QLWHG 6WDWHV the
PDMRULW\VWDWHGWKDW³WKHFDSVWDWXWHLVDKLJKO\VLJQL¿FDQWSXEOLF
factor warranting [forum non conveniens@GLVPLVVDO´33
The dissenting judge, however, argued that “a strong case can
be made” that the United States made forum non conveniens
inapplicable to enforcement actions because it does not appear as a
GHIHQFHWRHQIRUFHPHQWLQWKH1HZ<RUNRU3DQDPD&RQYHQWLRQV34
In his view, the doctrine is inconsistent with the Conventions because
the Conventions sought to unify the standards for non-enforcement
in signatory countries; forum non conveniens “introduces a highly
VLJQL¿FDQWLQFRQVLVWHQF\LQWRWKHLQWHUQDWLRQDOUHJLPHRIUHFLSURFDO
enforcement” and “would seem to dramatically undermine this
country’s obligations under the treaties to grant enforcement in most
cases”.35 Further, he noted that “we should be especially wary of
applying that doctrine expansively or in novel ways that suggest
that enforcement plaintiffs should be referred back to the very courts
they sought to avoid in resorting to arbitration”.36
The Courts of Appeals for the Sixth, Ninth and D.C. Circuits
have also considered the applicability of forum non conveniens in
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actions to enforce international arbitral awards. The D.C. Circuit
has both granted and refused dismissal when presented with this
issue. In TMR Energy Ltd. v. State Property Fund of Ukraine, it
DI¿UPHG D MXGJPHQW HQIRUFLQJ D 6ZHGLVK DZDUG DJDLQVW DQ HQWLW\
which the court held was an “agent” of the State of Ukraine.37 The
court rejected the argument that the enforcement action should
be dismissed on the ground that the debtor had no property in the
8QLWHG6WDWHVFRQFOXGLQJWKDW³>H@YHQLIWKH>GHEWRU@FXUUHQWO\KDV
no attachable property in the United States, however, it may own
SURSHUW\ KHUH LQ WKH IXWXUH DQG >FUHGLWRUV@ KDYLQJ D MXGJPHQW LQ
hand will expedite the process of attachment”.
7KH'&&LUFXLWWKHQDI¿UPHGGLVPLVVDORIDQHQIRUFHPHQWDFWLRQLQ
TermoRio S.A. E.S.P. v. Electranta S.P. In that case, the appellate
court upheld the district court’s refusal to enforce an award that had
been set aside at the seat (Colombia), but it did not decide whether
the action “might have been dismissed on the ground of forum
non conveniens, the alternative basis announced by the District
Court”. The district court had indeed granted dismissal on that
JURXQGQRWLQJWKDW³>W@KLVPDWWHULVDSHFXOLDUO\&RORPELDQDIIDLU
and should properly be adjudicated in that country”.
In Venture Global Engineering LLC v. Satyam Computer Services,
Ltd.,WKH6L[WK&LUFXLWDI¿UPHGHQIRUFHPHQWRIDQDZDUGUHQGHUHG
in England and refused to dismiss on the basis of forum non
conveniens  6SHFL¿FDOO\ WKH 6L[WK &LUFXLW DSSHDUHG WR HQGRUVH
the district court’s reasoning that no public interest of India (the
purported adequate alternative forum) outweighed the interest in
having the case resolved in Michigan: the debtor was a Michigan
company, the award involved the transfer of the assets of a
Michigan company, and the agreements at issue were governed by
Michigan law.43
2Q WKH RWKHU KDQG D PDMRULW\ RI D 1LQWK &LUFXLW SDQHO DI¿UPHG
dismissal of an enforcement action in Melton v. Oy Nautor Ab.44
Because the defendant had not challenged the application of forum
non conveniens in the district court, the majority found that the
argument had been waived, and it issued its decision assuming that
WKH GRFWULQH ZDV DSSOLFDEOH QRWLQJ WKDW ³>R@XU GHFLVLRQ LV OLPLWHG
to the application of the doctrine of forum non conveniens to the
VSHFL¿FIDFWVRIWKLVFDVH:HH[SUHVVQRRSLQLRQDVWRLQWHUSUHWDWLRQ
RI WKH >1HZ <RUN &RQYHQWLRQ@´45 Upholding dismissal, the
judges noted that an alternative forum existed (Finland, the seat of
arbitration) and held that the district court did not abuse its discretion
in concluding that the private and public interest factors weighed in
favour of dismissal.46
The dissent, however, disagreed with the majority’s refusal to
consider the applicability of the doctrine. The dissenting judge
WKHQ H[SUHVVHG KLV YLHZ WKDW ³>L@W VHHPV XQZLVH WR DSSO\ forum
non conveniens to an action to enforce a foreign arbitration award
under the Convention, in the absence of any law that forum non
conveniens applies to cases arising under the Convention”.47 He
concluded that dismissal based on forum non conveniens was not
DSSURSULDWHUHFRJQLVLQJWKDWLQD³VXPPDU\SURFHHGLQJWRFRQ¿UP
an arbitration award . . . the proof and logistics factors attendant to
trial are non-existent”.
The application of forum non conveniens in this context has been
widely criticised by bar associations and commentators. And even
if the doctrine is applied, it does not necessarily result in dismissal
even within the circuits in which the Courts of Appeals have
found it applicable. For example, in Thai-Lao Lignite (Thailand)
Co. v. Government of the Lao People’s Democratic Republic, a
district court in the Southern District of New York acknowledged
that the creditor’s choice of forum was “entitled to a presumption
of validity”; that despite the existence of an adequate alternative
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forum, the private and public interests weighed against dismissal
because enforcement “is typically a summary proceeding”; and
the case was “connected to the forum” (the parties had travelled to
preliminary conferences in New York, retained New York counsel
and did not identify any foreign law to be applied to decide the
case). As another example, in Higgins v. SPX Corporation, the
U.S. District Court for the Western District of Michigan stayed an
action pending vacatur proceedings in Brazil, but refused to dismiss
on the basis of forum non conveniens. That court acknowledged
that “there will remain a second aspect of this suit, enforcement of
the arbitration award, which will nevertheless be proper following
WKHSUHVXPHGFRQ¿UPDWLRQRIWKHDUELWUDWLRQDZDUG,QRWKHUZRUGV
0LFKLJDQ EHFDXVH RI WKH ORFDWLRQ RI >GHEWRU¶V@ DVVHWV PD\ EH D
SURSHUDQGFRQYHQLHQWIRUXPIRU3ODLQWLIIWRHQIRUFHWKHDUELWUDWLRQ
DZDUGXSRQVXFFHVVIXOFRPSOHWLRQRIWKHQXOOL¿FDWLRQVXLW´53

Conclusion: Other Avenues for
Enforcement
While a lack of personal jurisdiction or the forum non conveniens
doctrine may present hurdles for enforcement of certain international
arbitral awards in the United States, they are not insurmountable.
First, with some foresight, parties may dispose of these potential
REVWDFOHV E\ VSHFL¿FDOO\ SURYLGLQJ LQ WKHLU DUELWUDWLRQ DJUHHPHQWV
for consent to the jurisdiction of the U.S. courts for purposes of
recognition and enforcement of any arbitral award, and for a waiver
of any defence of forum non conveniens in connection with any
enforcement proceedings. The U.S. courts are likely to respect such
an agreement between the parties. At the time of enforcement, the
parties may also explore whether the potential defendant has taken
some other action, or engaged in activities, that make it susceptible
WRJHQHUDORUVSHFL¿FMXULVGLFWLRQLQDSDUWLFXODU86IRUXP
Secondly, parties seeking to enforce an award may attempt to
determine what assets a debtor may have in the jurisdiction and,
assuming that there are some assets, whether the particular U.S.
MXULVGLFWLRQZLOOFRQVLGHUWKHSUHVHQFHRIWKRVHDVVHWVVXI¿FLHQWWR
satisfy the jurisdictional requirement.
Finally, a party seeking recognition might be able to circumvent
these hurdles by converting its award to a judgment in a foreign
jurisdiction and then seeking recognition of that foreign judgment
in the United States. This may be possible because of an anomaly
of U.S. law in certain jurisdictions in which a lack of personal
jurisdiction and forum non conveniens may be invoked to prevent
enforcement of foreign arbitral awards in the federal courts, but they
are not applicable defences to the enforcement of foreign judgments
in a state court.54
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VACATING AN INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION AWARD RENDERED IN THE UNITED
STATES: DOES THE NEW YORK CONVENTION, THE FEDERAL ARBITRATION ACT
OR STATE LAW APPLY?
By
Lea Haber Kuck and Amanda Raymond Kalantirsky*

I.

INTRODUCTION

When an international arbitration award is issued in the United States, and
one party wants to have the award confirmed, enforced or vacated, three different
bodies of law are potentially implicated: (1) the Convention on the Recognition
and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards ("New York Convention"),1 (2) the
Federal Arbitration Act ("FAA"),2 and (3) state law. A recent decision by the
United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit in Ario v. Underwriting
Members of Syndicate 53 at Lloyds3 highlights the complex interaction of these
laws in the context of an attempt to vacate an international award. The case
demonstrates both why the parties' selection of the seat of an arbitration is critical
and why parties must take care in drafting arbitration clauses.
This article begins by examining the relevant provisions of the
Convention, the FAA, and the role of state law. For an illustration of the interplay
of these provisions, it then discusses the Third Circuit's decision in Ario, where the
Third Circuit held that the grounds for vacatur of an international arbitration award
issued in the United States are the same grounds as those applied to a domestic
arbitration award. By this decision, the Third Circuit joined other circuits that have

*

Lea Haber Kuck is a partner in the International Litigation and Arbitration Group of
Skadden, Arps, Slate Meagher & Flom LLP. Amanda Raymond Kalantirsky is an associate
in the group. Any views expressed herein are solely those of the authors and are not
necessarily those of their firm or the firm's clients.
 Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, June 10,
1958, 21 U.S.T. 2517, 330 U.N.T.S. 38 [hereinafter New York Convention].
 9 U.S.C. §§ 1-16, 201-08, 301-07 (2011).
 Ario v. Underwriting Members of Syndicate 53 at Lloyds, 618 F.3d 277 (3d Cir. 2010).
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held that the grounds for vacatur set forth in the FAA applicable to domestic
arbitration awards also apply to international arbitration awards rendered within
the United States. However, a few courts have held that a motion to vacate an
international award rendered in the United States should be decided only under the
New York Convention's more limited grounds for review. The result of this split in
the case law is that parties and practitioners must be aware of the jurisdiction
within the United States where a motion to vacate an award is likely to be brought.
As discussed below, whether the New York Convention or the FAA governs also
has important implications with respect to certain procedural rules that apply to the
application to vacate.

II.

THE THREE BODIES OF LAW IMPLICATED BY A MOTION TO VACATE

A.

The New York Convention
The New York Convention, which has been in force in the United States

for almost 40 years and has been ratified or acceded to by more than 140 countries,
provides a relatively straightforward and effective mechanism for the enforcement
of arbitral awards throughout the world. The goal of the New York Convention is
"to encourage the recognition and enforcement of international arbitration awards
and agreements";4 its "'underlying theme . . . as a whole is clearly the autonomy of
international arbitration.'"5
The New York Convention applies to (a) arbitral awards that are made in a
country which is a party to the Convention other than the country where
enforcement is sought, or (b) awards that are "not considered as domestic awards



Jacada (Europe) Ltd. v. Int'l Mktg. Strategies, Inc., 401 F.3d 701, 705 (6th Cir. 2005).
Gulf Petro Trading Co. v. Nigerian Nat'l Petroleum Corp., 512 F.3d 742, 746 (5th Cir.
2008) (quoting PHILIPPE FOUCHARD, EMMANUEL GAILLARD & BERTHOLD GOLDMAN,
FOUCHARD, GAILLARD, GOLDMAN ON INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION para.
250 (Emmanuel Gaillard & John Savage eds., 1999)).
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in the [country] where their recognition and enforcement is sought."6 Thus,
whether an award is considered international or domestic is determined by the law
of the country where recognition or enforcement is sought, rather than the
Convention.

B.

The FAA
In the United States, the New York Convention is implemented through

the FAA. As the Supreme Court has explained, "Congress enacted the FAA to
replace judicial indisposition to arbitration with a 'national policy favoring [it] and
plac[ing] arbitration agreements on equal footing with all other contracts."7 The
FAA consists of three chapters. Chapter 18 contains "a set of default rules
'designed "to overrule the judiciary's longstanding refusal to enforce agreements to
arbitrate"'";9 Chapter 2 implements the New York Convention and governs
international or non-domestic awards;

10

and Chapter 3 provides for the

enforcement of the Inter-American Convention on International Commercial
Arbitration, also known as the Panama Convention,11 and sets forth the interplay
between the New York Convention and the Panama Convention. 12

 New York Convention, supra note 1, art. I, 21 U.S.T. at 2519. This approach was adopted
to accommodate a divergence of opinion between civil law countries, which considered
"'the nationality of an award [to be] determined by the law governing the procedure,'"
Jacada (Europe), 401 F.3d at 705 (quoting Bergesen v. Joseph Muller Corp., 710 F.2d 928,
931 (2d Cir. 1983)), and common law countries, which "favored a simple rule under which
an award was domestic in the country it was entered and foreign elsewhere." Id.
 Hall St. Assocs., L.L.C. v. Mattel, Inc., 552 U.S. 576, 581 (2008) (alterations in original)
(quoting Buckeye Check Cashing, Inc. v. Cardegna, 546 U.S. 440, 443 (2006)).
9 U.S.C. §§ 1-16.
Ario v. Underwriting Members of Syndicate 53 at Lloyds, 618 F.3d 277, 288 (3d Cir.
2010) (quoting Volt Info. Scis., Inc. v. Bd. of Trs.. of Leland Stanford Jr. Univ., 489 U.S.
468, 474 (1989)).
 9 U.S.C. §§ 201-208.
 Inter-American Convention on International Commercial Arbitration, Jan. 30, 1975, S.
Treaty Doc. No. 97-12, O.A.S.T.S. No. 42, 14 I.L.M. 336 [hereinafter Panama
Convention]. The following states have ratified the Panama Convention: Argentina,
Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras,
Mexico, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, United States, Uruguay and Venezuela. The only OAS
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Chapter 2 defines what awards constitute international or non-domestic

arbitration awards and are thus covered by the New York Convention:

An arbitration agreement or arbitral award arising out of a
legal relationship, whether contractual or not, which is
considered as commercial . . . falls under the Convention. An
agreement or award arising out of such a relationship which
is entirely between citizens of the United States shall be
deemed not to fall under the Convention unless that
relationship involves property located abroad, envisages
performance or enforcement abroad, or has some other
reasonable relation with one or more foreign states.13
Application of Chapter 2 of the FAA is not limited to awards rendered outside the
United States. Rather, under the FAA, an arbitration award issued in New York, in
a commercial dispute governed by New York law, in favor of a New York citizen,
would nevertheless be considered an international award if another party to the
arbitration was not a U.S. citizen, or alternatively, if it involved a dispute relating
to property or performance outside of the United States.14
The FAA also provides, however, that "Chapter 1 [of the FAA, governing
domestic disputes,] applies to actions and proceedings brought under [Chapter 2]
to the extent that chapter is not in conflict with [Chapter 2] or the Convention as

member states that have not ratified the Convention are the Dominican Republic and
Nicaragua.
 9 U.S.C. §§ 301-307.
 9 U.S.C. § 202.
 See, e.g., Lander Co. v. MMP Invs., Inc., 107 F.3d 476-78, 481-82 (7th Cir. 1997)
(award issued in New York in dispute between two U.S. firms for distribution of U.S.manufactured products in Poland found to be non-domestic under 9 U.S.C. § 202). See also
Zeiler v. Deitsch, 500 F.3d 157, 164 (2d Cir. 2007) (arbitration was non-domestic, even
though it took place in New York, where assets were located in Israel, some parties resided
in Israel and governing law was based on a foreign system).
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ratified by the United States."15 Thus, the federal law governing domestic
arbitrations may also be implicated in connection with the judicial review of an
international award. Then, as a result, state law may also come into play because,
as discussed below, the FAA also permits parties to agree that state arbitration law
will apply to certain aspects of their arbitration.

C.

Recognition or Enforcement of an Award Under the New York Convention
As discussed above, the New York Convention may apply to arbitration

awards issued in the United States because some of these awards will be
considered to be international or non-domestic under the FAA.16
While the New York Convention sets forth the grounds on which a court
may refuse to recognize or enforce an international award, it does not explicitly
deal with the grounds that are available on a motion to vacate or set aside an
arbitral award. The New York Convention provides that a court "shall recognize
arbitral awards as binding and enforce them in accordance with the rules of
procedure of the territory where the award is relied upon"17 unless the party against
whom the award is invoked provides "proof" that one of seven limited grounds for
non-recognition exists.18 One of the seven grounds set forth in Article V(1)(e) is



9 U.S.C. § 208.
See 9 U.S.C. § 202; New York Convention, supra note 1, art. I(1), 21 U.S.T. at 2519.
 New York Convention, supra note 1, art. III, 21 U.S.T. at 2519.
 See id., art. V, 21 U.S.T. at 2520. Article V provides:
1. Recognition and enforcement of the award may be
refused, at the request of the party against whom it is invoked, only
if that party furnishes to the competent authority where the
recognition and enforcement is sought, proof that:
(a) The parties to the agreement referred to in article II
were, under the law applicable to them, under some incapacity, or
the said agreement is not valid under the law to which the parties
have subjected it or, failing any indication thereon, under the law
of the country where the award was made; or
(b) The party against whom the award is invoked was not
given proper notice of the appointment of the arbitrator or of the
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that the award "has been set aside or suspended by a competent authority of the
country in which, or under the law of which, that award was made."19
Article V(1)(e) appears to draw a distinction between courts of the country
"in which, or under the law of which, that award was made,"20 and courts of
countries where enforcement of the award is sought. This divide has been
recognized as creating a distinction between courts with "primary" jurisdiction
(i.e., jurisdiction to set aside or vacate an arbitral award), and "secondary"
jurisdiction (i.e., without jurisdiction to set aside or vacate an award, but with
jurisdiction to deny enforcement of an award). As the Fifth Circuit has recognized,

arbitration proceedings or was otherwise unable to present his
case; or
(c) The award deals with a difference not contemplated by
or not falling within the terms of the submission to arbitration, or it
contains decisions on matters beyond the scope of the submission
to arbitration, provided that, if the decisions on matters submitted
to arbitration can be separated from those not so submitted, that
part of the award which contains decisions on matters submitted to
arbitration may be recognized and enforced; or
(d) The composition of the arbitral authority or the
arbitral procedure was not in accordance with the agreement of the
parties, or, failing such agreement, was not in accordance with the
law of the country where the arbitration took place; or
(e) The award has not yet become binding on the parties,
or has been set aside or suspended by a competent authority of the
country in which, or under the law of which, that award was made.
2. Recognition and enforcement of an arbitral award may
also be refused if the competent authority in the country where
recognition and enforcement is sought finds that:
(a) The subject matter of the difference is not capable of
settlement by arbitration under the law of that country; or
(b) The recognition or enforcement of the award would be
contrary to the public policy of that country.
Id. The grounds to refuse recognition of a foreign award under the New York Convention
are identical to the grounds contained in the Panama Convention. See Panama Convention,
supra note 12, art. 5.
 New York Convention, supra note 1, art. V(1)(e), 21 U.S.T. at 2520; see also 9 U.S.C. §
207.
 New York Convention, supra note 1, art. V(1)(e), 21 U.S.T. at 2520.
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"[o]nly a court in a country with primary jurisdiction over an arbitral award may
annul that award."21
The Convention contains no description of or limitation on the capacity of
the jurisdiction where the award was rendered to apply its own law vacating the
award.22 This means that the parties' choice of the seat of arbitration can have
significant consequences for any judicial review of the award. According to one
scholar, the Convention "entrusts the place of arbitration with significant power to
enhance, or to impair, the international effectiveness of an award rendered within
its territory. The ways courts at the arbitral seat exercise, or fail to exercise, their
power to set an award aside generally will determine the award's international
currency."23

D.

Vacating an Arbitral Award in the United States
For the reasons discussed above, in order for a party to invoke Article

V(1)(e) of the New York Convention as a ground for denying enforcement of the
award, an international award made in the United States would need to be vacated
by a U.S. court under U.S. law.24 Under U.S. law, a threshold question arises as to
whether a motion to vacate an award is governed by the FAA standards for vacatur
or by the arbitration law of the state in which the award was made, or of the state
whose law governs the parties' contract. Although the Supreme Court held in a
 Karaha Bodas Co., L.L.C. v. Perusahaan Pertambangan Minyak Dan Gas Bumi Negara,
364 F.3d 274, 287 (5th Cir. 2004); See also M & C Corp. v. Erwin Behr GmbH & Co., 87
F.3d 844, 849 (6th Cir. 1996) ("We hold . . . that such a motion to vacate may be heard
only in the courts of the country where the arbitration occurred or in the courts of any
country whose procedural law was specifically invoked in the contract calling for
arbitration of contractual disputes.").
 See William W. Park, The International Currency of Arbitral Awards, in
INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION 2007 309, 333 (PLI Litig. & Admin. Practice, Course
Handbook Series No. 756, 2007); see also George A. Bermann, Jurisdiction: Courts vs.
Arbitrators, in INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION IN NEW YORK 135, 169 (James
H. Carter & John Fellas eds., 2010).
 WILLIAM W. PARK, INTERNATIONAL FORUM SELECTION 127 (1995).
 See Yusuf Ahmed Alghanim & Sons, W.L.L. v. Toys "R" Us, Inc., 126 F.3d 15, 21-23
(2d Cir. 1997).
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case involving a domestic arbitration that, as a general matter, the FAA does not
preempt state law,25 in this specific context, the FAA standards for vacatur are
widely recognized to preempt state grounds for vacatur unless the parties clearly
provide otherwise in their agreement.26
In Hall Street Associates, L.L.C. v. Mattel, Inc.,27 the Supreme Court
expressly left open the possibility that parties may select state law to govern
enforcement or vacatur of an arbitral award, stating:

The FAA is not the only way into court for parties wanting
review of arbitration awards: they may contemplate
enforcement under state statutory or common law, for
example, where judicial review of different scope is
arguable. But here we speak only to the scope of the
expeditious judicial review under §§ 9, 10, and 11 [of the
FAA], deciding nothing about other possible avenues for
judicial enforcement of arbitration awards.28
Several Courts of Appeals have also contemplated that parties may displace the
federal standard for vacatur with a state law standard, but only if they do so
explicitly in their agreements.29
 See Volt Info. Scis., Inc. v. Bd. of Trs. of Leland Stanford Jr. Univ., 489 U.S. 468, 477
(1989) ("The FAA contains no express pre-emptive provision, nor does it reflect a
congressional intent to occupy the entire field of arbitration").
 See GARY B. BORN, INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION 2565 (2009) ("It is
well-settled that federal standards for vacatur under the FAA are preemptive under U.S.
law, superseding more expansive grounds for vacatur under state law."); Ario v.
Underwriting Members of Syndicate 53 at Lloyds, 618 F.3d 277, 292 (3d Cir. 2010)
("'[T]he FAA standards control "in the absence of contractual intent to the contrary."'"
(alteration in original) (quoting Roadway Package Sys., Inc. v. Kayser, 257 F.3d 287, 296
(3d Cir. 2001) (quoting Mastrobuono v. Shearson Lehman Hutton, Inc., 514 U.S. 52, 59
(1995)))).
 Hall Street Assocs., L.L.C. v. Mattel, Inc., 552 U.S. 576 (2008).
 Id. at 590.
 See, e.g., Ario v. Underwriting Members of Syndicate 53 at Lloyds for 1998 Year of
Account, 618 F.3d 277, 292-93 (3d Cir. 2010); Jacada (Europe) Ltd. v. Int'l Mktg.
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Assuming that the parties have not explicitly chosen a state law regime for
vacatur, parties may move to vacate arbitral awards made in the United States
under Section 10 of the FAA,30 which provides the exclusive grounds for vacatur
of awards under the FAA.31 Under Section 10, a court may vacate an award for the
following reasons:

(1) where the award was procured by corruption, fraud, or
undue means;
(2) where there was evident partiality or corruption in the
arbitrators, or either of them;
(3) where the arbitrators were guilty of misconduct in
refusing to postpone the hearing, upon sufficient cause
shown, or in refusing to hear evidence pertinent and material
to the controversy; or of any other misbehavior by which the
rights of any party have been prejudiced; or
(4) where the arbitrators exceeded their powers, or so
imperfectly executed them that a mutual, final, and definite
award upon the subject matter submitted was not made.32
These grounds to vacate under the FAA overlap to a large extent with the grounds
to deny enforcement contained in Article V of the Convention, but are also

Strategies, Inc., 401 F.3d 701, 711-12 (6th Cir. 2005) (generic choice of law clause was not
sufficient evidence to demonstrate that the parties intended to displace the federal standard
for vacatur); Action Indus., Inc. v. U.S. Fid. & Guar. Co., 358 F.3d 337, 342-43 (5th Cir.
2004) (holding that agreement at issue's "choice-of-law provision [did] not express the
parties' clear intent to depart from the FAA's vacatur standard").
 9 U.S.C. § 10.
 See Hall St. Assocs., 552 U.S. at 583-84. In Hall Street Associates, the Court held that
parties could not expand the scope of judicial review under the FAA by contract. See id. at
583-84 & n.5, 586-87.
 9 U.S.C. § 10(a).
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somewhat broader.33 For example, the FAA authorizes vacatur of an award for an
arbitrator's refusal to postpone a hearing or refusal to hear pertinent evidence.34 By
contrast, the New York Convention permits a court to deny recognition only where
"the party against whom the award is invoked was not given proper notice of the
appointment of the arbitrator or of the arbitration proceedings or was otherwise
unable to present his case."35 The inability to present one's case is a somewhat
narrower ground than the ground for vacatur enunciated in the FAA.36
Additionally, while there is currently a debate about whether "manifest disregard
for the law" remains a viable ground for vacatur under the FAA after the Supreme
Court's decision in Hall Street Associates,37 it is undoubtedly not a ground on
which to deny enforcement under the Convention.38


See Ario, 618 F.3d at 290 n.9.
9 U.S.C. § 10(a)(3).
 New York Convention, supra note 1, art. V(1)(b), 21 U.S.T. at 2520.
 On the other hand, because the grounds for vacating an arbitral award under the FAA
and denying the recognition and enforcement of an award under the New York Convention
are similar in some respects, whether the FAA or the New York Convention govern a
motion to vacate may not have significant practical consequences in certain cases. See John
V.H. Pierce & David N. Cinotti, Challenging and Enforcing International Arbitral Awards
in New York Courts, in INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION IN NEW YORK 357,
396 (James H. Carter & John Fellas eds., 2010).
 Some courts have taken the view that "manifest disregard" is a non-statutory ground for
review which is inconsistent with Hall Street Associates. See, e.g., Coffee Beanery, Ltd. v.
WW, L.L.C., 300 F. App'x 415, 418-19 (6th Cir. 2008). Others have concluded that
"manifest disregard" refers collectively to the grounds for review in the FAA, and is
therefore a "judicial gloss" on the statutory grounds for review which is no longer viable
after Hall Street Associates. See, e.g., Stolt-Nielsen SA v. AnimalFeeds Int'l Corp., 548
F.3d 85, 94-95 (2d Cir. 2008), rev'd on other grounds, 130 S. Ct. 1758 (2010).
38
See, e.g., M & C Corp. v. Erwin Behr GmbH & Co., KG, 87 F.3d 844, 850-51 (6th Cir.
1996); Int'l Trading & Indus. Inv. Co. v. DynCorp Aerospace Tech., No. 09-791 (RBW),
2011 WL 192517, at *8-13 (D.D.C. Jan. 21, 2011). As the United States District Court for
the District of Columbia has recently observed:
It should be no surprise, then, that [respondent] DynCorp has failed
to cite any case law where the "manifest disregard for the law"
standard has been considered an express or implied basis for
denying recognition of an arbitral award under the New York
Convention. Instead, the cases that DynCorp cites . . . all involve
arbitral awards that have been rendered in the United States,
thereby allowing the non-prevailing parties in those cases to seek
vacatur of the award under Article V(1)(e) of the Convention.
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In addition, Section 12 of the FAA contains other rules governing a notice
of a motion to vacate an award. Importantly, Section 12 requires that notice of a
motion to vacate an award "must be served upon the adverse party or his attorney
within three months after the award is filed or delivered."39

III.

INTERPLAY BETWEEN THE NEW YORK CONVENTION AND U.S. DOMESTIC
LAW

A.

The Third Circuit’s Decision in Ario
The Third Circuit’s recent decision in Ario v. Underwriting Members of

Syndicate 53 at Lloyds40 illustrates the interplay between the principles discussed
above as well as the importance of carefully drafting arbitration agreements.41 The
case involved four reinsurance contracts, or “treaties,” between two Pennsylvania
insurance companies (the “Insurers”) and the Underwriting Members of Syndicate
53 at Lloyd’s for the 1998 Year of Account (the “Reinsurers”), who were mostly
British.42 At the time of the lawsuit, the Insurers were in liquidation and
represented by Joel Ario, the Insurance Commissioner of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania as statutory liquidator.43
The arbitration clause provided that “[a]rbitration hereunder shall take
place in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania unless both parties otherwise agree. Except as
hereinabove provided, the arbitration shall be in accordance with the rules and
procedures established by the Uniform Arbitration Act as enacted in
Pennsylvania.”44 The arbitrators issued an “unreasoned award” rescinding three of
the four reinsurance treaties, which did not provide a rationale or identify the

Int'l Trading & Indus. Inv. Co., 2011 WL 192517, at *11.
39
9 U.S.C. § 12.
40
618 F.3d 277 (3d Cir. 2010).
41
See id. at 288-96.
42
Id. at 283 & n.2.
43
Id. at 283.
44
Id. at 284.
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evidence on which it was based.45 The Insurers then filed a motion to confirm in
part and vacate in part the award in Pennsylvania state court. The Reinsurers
removed the case to federal district court and filed a motion to confirm the award.46
The parties agreed that the award was subject to the New York Convention, but
they disagreed about the applicability of the FAA and Pennsylvania state law.47
Ario argued that the parties had opted out of the FAA entirely by their
choice of the rules and procedures established by the Pennsylvania Uniform
Arbitration Act (“PUAA”)48 to govern the arbitration, and that the federal court
thus lacked subject matter jurisdiction.49 The district court held that it had
jurisdiction over the case because the case related to an arbitration award falling
under the Convention.50 After the district court denied his motion to remand, Ario
argued that his motion to vacate was governed by the standards in PUAA rather
than the more stringent vacatur standards in the FAA. The district court concluded
that its review was governed by the FAA rather than PUAA, denied the motion to
vacate, and confirmed the award.51
The Third Circuit affirmed, with one dissent, the judgment confirming the
award,52 holding that (1) parties may not “opt out” of the FAA, but the FAA
permits the parties to waive the right of removal as long as they do so in “clear and
unambiguous language” (although the court concluded the parties did not do so in
this case);53 and (2) that the FAA, rather than the Convention or PUAA, provided
the standards for vacatur.54

45

Ario, 618 F.3d at 286.
Id.
47
Id.
48
42 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. §§ 7301-7320 (West 2007).
49
Ario, 618 F.3d at 286.
50
Id.
51
Id. at 287.
52
It reversed, however, the district court's award of sanctions under Federal Rule of Civil
Procedure 11 against Ario and his counsel. Id. at 283.
53
Id. at 288-90.
54
Ario, 618 F.3d at 290-95.
46
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On the first point, the Third Circuit quoted the Supreme Court’s statement
that “when ‘parties have agreed to abide by state rules of arbitration, enforcing
those rules according to the terms of the agreement is fully consistent with the
goals of the FAA.’”55 Thus, it held:

An agreement by parties to apply the rules and procedures of
state law operates neither as an “opt out” of the domestic
FAA nor as an “opt out” of the Convention’s implementing
legislation. It is federal law that allows the parties to make
and enforce agreements that fall under the FAA or the
Convention.56
It held that “although Volt [and a later Supreme Court decision] addressed only the
domestic FAA, the principles undergirding those decisions apply to the
Convention’s implementing legislation.”57 However, because of the “’strong and
clear preference for a federal forum,’” the Third Circuit applied a “strict standard,”
requiring “’clear and unambiguous language’” evidencing a waiver of the right to
remove.58
After concluding that the parties in the case before it did not “clearly and
unambiguously” agree to waive the right of removal, the Third Circuit considered
whether the FAA “domestic” vacatur standards applied to a “Convention award
rendered and enforced in the United States.”59 It recognized that “if vacatur is
limited to the grounds listed in the Convention, Ario would have little chance of
success.”60

55

Id. at 288 (quoting Volt Info. Scia., Inc. v. Bd. of Trs. of Leland Stanford Jr. Univ., 489
U.S. 468, 479 (1989)).
56
Id. at 289.
57
Id.
58
Id. (quoting Suter v. Munich Reinsurance Co., 223 F.3d 150, 158 (3d Cir. 2000)).
59
Ario, 618 F.3d at 290-92.
60
Id. at 291.
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The Third Circuit adopted the reasoning and holding of the Second Circuit

in Yusuf Ahmed Alghanim & Sons Co., W.L.L. v. Toys “R” Us, Inc.,61 the seminal
case on the issue of the law applicable to a motion to vacate a non-domestic
arbitration award rendered in the United States. Toys “R” Us has been widely cited
for the proposition that a motion to vacate an international or non-domestic arbitral
award rendered in the United States is governed by Chapter 1 of the FAA.62
In Toys “R” Us, the Second Circuit reasoned: “We read Article V(1)(e) of
the Convention to allow a court in the country under whose law the arbitration was
conducted to apply domestic arbitral law, in this case the FAA, to a motion to set
aside or vacate that arbitral award.”63 The Second Circuit summarized the
framework of the New York Convention by concluding that the Convention:

mandates very different regimes for the review of arbitral
awards (1) in the state in which, or under the law of which,
the award was made, and (2) in other states where
recognition and enforcement are sought. The Convention
specifically contemplates that the state in which, or under the
law of which, the award is made, will be free to set aside or
modify an award in accordance with its domestic arbitral law
and its full panoply of express and implied grounds for
relief.64

61

Yusuf Ahmed Alghanim & Sons Co., W.L.L. v. Toys "R" Us, Inc., 126 F.3d 15 (2d Cir.
1997) [hereinafter Toys "R" Us].
62
The Toys "R" Us case arose out of a contract between Toys "R" Us and a Kuwaiti
company, Yusuf Ahmed Alghanim & Sons Co., W.L.L. ("Alghanim"), to open Toys "R"
Us stores around the Middle East. When a dispute arose after Toys "R" Us attempted to
terminate the agreement, the parties initiated arbitration under the auspices of the American
Arbitration Association. The arbitrator rendered an award in favor of Alghanim. Alghanim
petitioned the district court to confirm the award under the New York Convention, and
Toys "R" Us cross-moved to vacate or modify the award. Id. at 17-18.
63
Id. at 21.
64
Id. at 23.
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It drew support from scholarly literature interpreting Article V(1)(e), noting that
“[t]here appears to be no dispute among these authorities that an action to set aside
an international arbitral award, as contemplated by Article V(1)(e), is controlled by
the domestic law of the rendering state.”65 The court also reasoned from the history
of the New York Convention that it was not meant “to deprive the rendering state
of its supervisory authority over an arbitral award, including its authority to set
aside that award under domestic law.”66
In Ario, the Third Circuit agreed with the Second Circuit that Article V of
the Convention specifically contemplates that the country in which the award is
made is free to vacate or set aside an arbitral award in accordance with its domestic

65

Id. at 21; see also id. at 22 ("'[T]he Convention is not applicable in the action for setting
aside the award.'" (quoting ALBERT JAN VAN DEN BERG, THE NEW YORK ARBITRATION
CONVENTION OF 1958: TOWARDS A UNIFORM JUDICIAL INTERPRETATION 20 (1981))); id.
("'[T]he fact is that setting aside awards under the New York Convention can take place
only in the country in which the award was made.'" (quoting Jan Paulsson, The Role of
Swedish Courts in Transnational Commercial Arbitration, 21 VA. J. INT'L L. 211, 242
(1981))); id. at 22-23:
[Article V(1)(e)] fails to specify the grounds upon which the
rendering State may set aside or suspend the award. While it would
have provided greater reliability to the enforcement of awards
under the Convention had the available grounds been defined in
some way, such action would have constituted meddling with
national procedure for handling domestic awards, a subject beyond
the competence of the Conference.
quoting Leonard V. Quigley, Accession by the United States to the United Nations
Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, 70 YALE L.J.
1049, 1070 (1961).
66
Toys "R" Us, Inc.,126 F.3d at 22. The Second Circuit reaffirmed its holding Zeiler v.
Deitsch, 500 F.3d 157 (2d Cir. 2007). In Zeiler, the court reviewed a district court decision
vacating certain arbitration awards and confirming other awards made by the same tribunal.
The lower court appeared to have considered only Article V in its decision. On review, the
Second Circuit commented on the "double role" of the reviewing court where the court was
asked to confirm a non-domestic arbitration award falling under the Convention, as well as
serving as an authority under Article V(1)(e) "authorized under Chapter 1 of the FAA to
vacate arbitration awards entered in the United States." Id. at 165 n.6. The Second Circuit
explained that the district court should not have vacated the awards on the basis of Article
V(1)(d) because neither the Convention nor Chapter 2 of the FAA grant the power to
vacate non-domestic awards. Id. Rather, the lower court should have analyzed the vacatur
motion under Section 10 of the FAA. Id.
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arbitration law.67 Because Article V(1)(e) incorporates the domestic FAA with
respect to motions to set aside awards, the court concluded that there is no conflict
between the Convention and the FAA.68
The Third Circuit then turned to the question of whether, under the FAA,
the parties could displace the federal vacatur standards with the state law standards
in the PUAA. As the dissent recognized, the answer to this question was
significant. The dissent explained: The FAA standards still rigorously limit judicial
intervention, requiring challengers to show the award was “completely irrational,”
a near prohibitive burden. Under the PUAA by contrast, a court may modify or
correct an award that is “contrary to the law.” 69
The Third Circuit ruled that parties could do so: [T]he domestic FAA
allows parties to agree to apply state law enforcement mechanisms in lieu of the
FAA default rules. Of course, “[t]he FAA is not the only way into court for parties
wanting review of arbitration awards,” and parties “may contemplate enforcement
under state statutory or common law.” 70 It held, however, that in order to displace
the “’FAA standards [which] control in the absence of contractual intent to
contrary[,]’”71 it would “require the parties to express a ‘clear intent’ to apply state
law vacatur standards instead of those of the FAA.”72

67

Ario, 618 F.3d at 292.
Id. at 292.
69
Id. at 298 (Aldisert, J., dissenting in part) (citations omitted) (citing Mut. Fire, Marine &
Inland Ins. Co. v. Norad Reinsurance Co., 868 F.2d 52, 56 (3d Cir.1989); 42 Pa. Cons.Stat.
Ann. §§ 7301(d)(2) & 7314(a)). The Third Circuit recognized that in Hall Street
Associates, L.L.C. v. Mattel, Inc., 552 U.S. 576, 590 (2008), the "Supreme Court addressed
only the narrow question of whether the parties could agree to modify the FAA's
confirmation, vacatur and modification standards [set forth in 9 U.S.C. §§ 9, 10 and 11],
concluding that they 'provide exclusive regimes for the review provided by statute,' and
thus could not be altered by the parties." Id. at 292 n.11 (majority opinion) (quoting Hall
St. Assocs., 522 U.S. at 590). The court in Ario held, however, that "Hall Street says
nothing about using the alternate avenue of 9 U.S.C. § 205 for judicial enforcement of an
arbitration award falling under the Convention, and does not support Ario's arguments that
the FAA is entirely displaced." Id.
70
Id. at 292 (second alteration in original) (quoting Hall St. Assocs., 522 U.S. at 590).
71
Id. (quoting Roadway Package Sys., Inc. v. Kayser, 257 F.3d 287, 296 (3d Cir. 2001)).
72
Ario, 618 F.3d at 293 (citing Roadway Package Sys., 257 F.3d at 288, 293, 295).
68
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The majority of the court then determined that the arbitration agreement in
issue did not evince a “clear intent” to apply the vacatur standards in the PUAA to
the exclusion of the FAA.73 It concluded that while “there is a plausible argument
that the parties may have agreed to apply PUAA standards, it falls short of the
‘clear intent’ we demand.”74 It interpreted the arbitration provisions, which stated
that the arbitration “shall be in accordance with the rules and procedures
established by the Uniform Arbitration Act as enacted in Pennsylvania,”75 “[to be]
concerned with only the conduct of the arbitration itself, not judicial enforcement
of a resulting award.”76 The dissent agreed with the majority’s recitation of the
law, but disagreed with the majority’s interpretation of the arbitration agreement,
reasoning that the PUAA’s “rules and procedures” included rules of judicial
vacatur.77

B.

Ario Reflects the Majority View
The holding of the Third Circuit in Ario and the Second Circuit in Toys

"R" Us that a motion to vacate an international award rendered in the United States
is governed by the domestic standards for vacatur set forth in Chapter 1 of the
FAA reflects the majority view.
The Sixth Circuit likewise decided in Jacada (Europe) Ltd. v.
International Marketing Strategies, Inc. (Europe)78 that the FAA grounds for
domestic vacatur development company from the United Kingdom and a
marketing firm from Michigan. After arbitration in Michigan under the auspices of
the American Arbitration Association, the tribunal issued an award in which it
expressly disregarded a limitation on liability provision in the contract and issued

73

Id.
Id.
75
Id. at 284.
76
Id. at 294.
77
Ario, 618 F.3d at 299 (Aldisert, J., dissenting in part).
78
401 F.3d 701 (6th Cir. 2005).
74
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an award in favor of IMS.79 Jacada filed a petition to vacate the award in state
court, and a few hours later IMS filed a petition to confirm the award in federal
court.80 The federal case was stayed, and the state case was transferred and then
removed to federal district court.81
The federal district court ruled that the Convention was applicable to the
dispute and therefore that the action was properly removed, a decision upheld by
the Sixth Circuit.82 The court then addressed Jacada's petition to vacate the award.
It began its analysis with the language of Article V(1)(e) and held that "[b]ecause
this award was made in the United States, we can apply domestic law, found in the
FAA, to vacate the award."83
The Sixth Circuit distinguished its prior holding in M & C Corp. v. Erwin
Behr GmbH & Co., KG,84 which "held that a party seeking to vacate an arbitral
award was limited to raising the exclusive grounds found in Article V of the
Convention because the FAA does not apply to cases under the Convention if the
FAA is 'in conflict' with the Convention or its implementing legislation."85 The
court distinguished this holding on the grounds that M & C dealt with an award
that had been rendered in the United Kingdom. In Jacada, the award was rendered
in the United States and Article V(1)(e) therefore authorized the application of
domestic law.86
Other circuits have stated in dicta that motions to vacate international
arbitral awards are reviewed under the FAA vacatur standards, rather than under
the grounds in Article V of the New York Convention for denying enforcement of
79

Id. at 703-04.
Id. at 704.
81
Id.
82
Id. at 704-09.
83
Id. at 709.
84
87 F.3d 844 (6th Cir. 1996).
85
401 F.3d at 709 n.8.
86
Id. The court also addressed whether the parties had agreed to "opt out" of the FAA in
favor of Michigan's law, which provided a "more thorough standard of review," and
concluded that the "generic choice-of-law provision" in the contract was insufficient to opt
out of the federal vacatur standard of review. Id. at 710.
80
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an award. For example, the Seventh Circuit noted in passing in Lander Co. v.
MMP Investments, Inc. that the New York Convention "contemplates the
possibility of the award's being set aside in a proceeding under local law."87
The Fifth Circuit Court addressed the interaction of the New York
Convention and the FAA in greater detail in the Gulf Petro Trading Co. case.88
That case involved a dispute over a joint venture between Nigerian National
Petroleum Corporation (NNPC), owned by the government of Nigeria, and Petrec,
a division of a U.S. company.89 The arbitral tribunal rendered two decisions: a
"Partial Award" finding that Petrec had standing to submit its claims and that
NNPC had not fulfilled its obligation under the joint venture agreement, and a
"Final Award," finding that Petrec in fact did not have standing to sustain its
claims against NNPC.90 Petrec made an application before the Swiss Federal Court
to set aside the Final Award, but the Swiss court confirmed the award.91 Petrec
then filed a claim in the Northern District of Texas to enforce the Partial Award
and set aside or modify the Final Award. The district court determined that by
seeking to enforce the Partial Award, Petrec was really seeking to annul the Final
Award, because the findings of the Partial Award had been essentially vacated by
the arbitral tribunal in the Final Award. Because the New York Convention does
not authorize secondary jurisdictions – i.e., jurisdictions other than the jurisdiction
where the award was made – to vacate or annul awards, the district court held that
it was precluded from granting the relief sought by Petrec.92 The district court held
that "United States federal courts cannot set aside or modify an arbitral award

87

107 F.3d 476, 478 (7th Cir. 1997).
Gulf Petro Trading Co. v. Nigerian Nat'l Petroleum Corp., 512 F.3d 742 (5th Cir. 2008);
Gulf Petro Trading Co. v. Nigerian Nat'l Petroleum Corp., 288 F. Supp. 2d 783 (N.D. Tex.
2003), aff'd, 115 F. App'x 201 (5th Cir. 2004).
89
Gulf Petro Trading Co., 512 F.3d at 744.
90
Id.
91
Id.
92
Gulf Petro Trading Co., 288 F. Supp. 2d at 792.
88
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made in another nation," and therefore do not have subject matter jurisdiction over
such claims.93
After the Fifth Circuit upheld the district court's determination that it could
not set aside or modify the Final Award because it had only secondary jurisdiction,
Petrec filed suit in the Eastern District of Texas, claiming that the arbitral award
was the result of bribery and fraud,94 and asserting statutory claims under the U.S.
Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO) and the Texas
Deceptive Trade Practices Consumer Protection Act, and common law claims for
fraud and civil conspiracy.95 The district court determined, and the Fifth Circuit
agreed, that all of Gulf Petro's claims in this second lawsuit constituted a collateral
attack on the Final Award, because the harm that Gulf Petro suffered was a result
of the arbitral award against it, not the alleged bribery itself.96 Because a "court
sitting in secondary jurisdiction lacks subject matter jurisdiction over claims
seeking to vacate, set aside, or modify a foreign arbitral award," the Fifth Circuit
dismissed all of Gulf Petro's claims.97
Finally, the D.C. Circuit held in TermoRio S.A. E.S.P. v. Electranta S.P.
that "[u]nder the [New York] Convention, the power and authority of the local
courts of the rendering state remain of paramount importance.'"98 It noted that the
New York Convention did not "'"provide any international mechanism to insure
the validity of the award where rendered. This was left to the provisions of local
law. The Convention provides no restraint whatsoever on the control functions of
local courts at the seat of arbitration."'"99

93

Id.
Gulf Petro Trading Co., 512 F.3d at 745.
95
Id. at 749.
96
Id. at 750.
97
Id. at 747.
98
TermoRio S.A. E.S.P. v. Electranta S.P., 487 F.3d 928, 939 (D.C. Cir. 2007) (quoting
Alghanim, 126 F.3d at 22).
99
Id. (quoting Alghanim, 126 F.3d at 22).
94
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The Eleventh Circuit's Contrary View
The Eleventh Circuit has taken a different approach than the cases

discussed above. In Industrial Risk Insurers v. M.A.N. Gutehoffnungshutte
GmbH,100 it considered an appeal from a denial of a motion to vacate the arbitral
award made in the United States that it concluded was a non-domestic award
governed by the Convention because one of the parties was a non-U.S. party.101
The court then addressed the appellant's three theories for why the award
should be vacated, and used the terminology for vacating an award and denying
enforcement of an award interchangeably. Although the appeal was of the denial of
a motion to vacate an award, the court began its analysis by stating: "The Tampa
panel's arbitral award must be confirmed unless appellants can successfully assert
one of the seven defenses against enforcement of the award enumerated in Article
V of the New York Convention."102
The Eleventh Circuit declined to vacate the arbitral award because the
ground advanced by the party seeking vacatur was not contained in Article V of
the Convention.103 The court analyzed the distinction between the regime
governing vacatur of domestic arbitration awards and non-domestic awards. It
concluded that the reasons for vacatur of domestic awards included the four
grounds enumerated in the FAA and two non-statutory defenses against
enforcement, namely that an award is "arbitrary and capricious" or enforcement
would be against public policy.104 The court contrasted this regime for vacatur with
the defenses against enforcement of an award contained in the Convention, and
quoted the Second Circuit's opinion in Toys "R" Us for the proposition that the
grounds to deny enforcement of an award "'enumerated in Article V of the

100

Indus. Risk Insurers v. M.A.N. Gutehoffnungshutte GmbH, 141 F.3d 1434 (11th Cir.
1998).
101
Id. at 1441.
102
Id. (emphasis added).
103
Id. at 1445.
104
Id. at 1445-46.
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Convention are the only grounds available for setting aside an arbitral award.'"105 It
held that "the Convention's enumeration of defenses is exclusive," and that Chapter
1 of the FAA was inapplicable to a motion to vacate an arbitral award that falls
under the New York Convention.106
A district court within the Eleventh Circuit has noted that Industrial Risk
Insurers and Toys "R" Us appear to be at odds with each other.107 The court noted
that Toys "R" Us recognized "that grounds other than those set forth in the New
York Convention may apply to a motion to set aside or vacate a foreign arbitral
award rendered in the United States," but declined to rely on Toys “R” Us because
it was "not binding law . . . and appears to be contrary to [Industrial Risk
Insurers]."108
Another federal district court sitting in Virginia similarly held, in RZS
Holdings AVV v. PDVSA Petroleos S.A., 109 that Chapter 1 of the FAA does not
apply to international awards rendered in the United States. The court was
presented with a petition to vacate an award on the basis that one or both parties
had received a draft of the award prior to its publication, one of the arbitrators
attended a conference with an attorney from the prevailing party, and the
prevailing party paid the entire cost of the arbitration.110 The court denied the
petition because none of the grounds presented in support of the petition were
contained in Article V of the Panama Convention, which is nearly identical to
Article V of the New York Convention.111 It held that there was a conflict between
Chapter 1 and Chapter 3 of the FAA, which implements the Panama Convention,
based upon its "reading of the language of 9 U.S.C. § 207 that indicates that the

105

Id. at 1446 (quoting Toys "R" Us, 126 F.3d at 20).
Id.
107
See Nicor Int'l Corp. v. El Paso Corp., 318 F. Supp. 2d 1160, 1168 n.7 (S.D. Fla. 2004).
108
Id.
109
RZS Holdings AVV v. PDVSA Petroleos S.A., 598 F. Supp. 2d 762 (E.D. Va. 2009),
aff'd, 383 F. App'x 281 (4th Cir. 2010).
110
Id. at 768.
111
Id. at 767.
106
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reasons enumerated in Article V of the [Panama] Convention provide the exclusive
list of grounds to vacate international arbitration awards."112

D.

Practical Considerations in Seeking To Vacate an Award: The Timing
Trap
The FAA contains a strict three-month deadline for parties to move to

vacate arbitral awards: "Notice of a motion to vacate, modify, or correct an award
must be served upon the adverse party or his attorney within three months after the
award is filed or delivered."113 If Chapter 1 of the FAA applies to awards covered
by the New York Convention, then this limitations period likewise applies.114
Many state statutes also have very short deadlines for seeking vacatur.115 This is in
contrast to the three years permitted under the Convention for a party to seek
confirmation of an award.116
If a party does not move to vacate an award within the three-month time
frame, it cannot seek to do so later when faced with a motion to confirm the
award.117 Accordingly, a party who intends to seek to vacate an international award
rendered in the United States must move quickly and may not wait until the
prevailing party seeks confirmation of the award.
If a party chooses not to vacate or misses the deadline, then its only option
is to wait for the opposing party to attempt to confirm or enforce that award under
the New York Convention, and attempt to resist confirmation or enforcement. As
discussed above, however, under the New York Convention, a court must confirm
112

Id. at 766-67.
9 U.S.C. § 12.
114
See Republic of Arg. v. BG Group PLC, 715 F. Supp. 2d 108, 120 n.10 (D.D.C. 2010).
115
See, e.g., 42 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. § 7314(b) (2007) (30 days); FLA. STAT. § 682.13(2)
(2003) (90 days); N.Y. C.P.L.R. § 7511(a) (McKinney Supp. 2011) (90 days).
116
9 U.S.C. § 207 ("Within three years after an arbitral award falling under the Convention
is made, any party to the arbitration may apply to any court having jurisdiction under this
chapter for an order confirming the award as against any other party to the arbitration.").
117
See Lander Co. v. MMP Invs., Inc., 107 F.3d 476, 478 (7th Cir. 1997); see also Taylor
v. Nelson, 788 F.2d 220, 225 (4th Cir. 1986); Florasynth v. Pickholz, 750 F.2d 171, 174-77
(2d Cir. 1984).
113
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the award unless the party opposing confirmation proves "one of the grounds for
refusal or denial of recognition or enforcement of the award specified" in the New
York Convention exists.118 If a party does not move to vacate an award within the
three-month time limit, then it would only have available the Article V grounds to
resist enforcement of the award, not the Chapter 1 grounds under the FAA to
vacate the award.
Moreover, it is not necessary for a party to confirm the award in the United
States before seeking to enforce the award elsewhere. 119 As the Second Circuit has
explained: "While the distinction between vacation of an arbitration award and
refusal to confirm an award may be of negligible significance within the United
States, it can affect the remaining force of an unconfirmed award outside this
country, if a party seeks to confirm and enforce the award under the Convention
abroad."120

IV.

CONCLUSION
Parties choosing the United States as the place of their international

commercial arbitrations need to understand the interplay between the Convention,
the FAA and state law and to consider the issues discussed above both at the time
they draft their arbitration agreements and after an award is entered. Parties who
are not aware of these issues may lose their opportunity to have an award entered
against them vacated based on grounds in the FAA, or on more lenient state law
grounds, which may not be available under the New York Convention.

118

See 9 U.S.C. § 207.
See, e.g., Oriental Commercial & Shipping Co., (U.K.), Ltd. v. Rosseel, N.V., 769 F.
Supp. 514, 516-17 (S.D.N.Y. 1991). In Oriental Commercial, the court noted that parties
obtaining an international arbitral award in the United States have two options. They can
seek to have the award confirmed by a U.S. court and enforce it elsewhere as a foreign
judgment. Alternatively, they can go directly to a court outside of the United States and
seek enforcement of the award under the New York Convention. Id.
120
Zeiler v. Deitsch, 500 F.3d 157, 165 n.6 (2d Cir. 2007).
119
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Interim, Provisional and Conservatory Measures in U.S.
Arbitration
By Steven Skulnik
A longer version of this Practice Note was first published by Practical Law Litigation web service at http://
us.practicallaw.com/0-587-9225. For more information about Practical Law, visit us.practicallaw.com.
U.S. Legal Framework for Arbitration
Arbitration in the U.S. is governed by both federal
and state law. The main source of U.S. arbitration law is
the Federal Arbitration Act (“FAA”),1 which applies in
the state and federal courts of all U.S. jurisdictions. The
FAA applies to all arbitrations arising from maritime
transactions or to any other contract “involving commerce,” which is deﬁned broadly. This effectively means
that the FAA applies to all international arbitrations and
most domestic arbitrations seated in the U.S.

Seeking Interim Relief Before Courts and
Arbitrators
Arbitration governed by institutional rules such as
the American Arbitration Association (“AAA”) Commercial Arbitration Rules (as amended on September 9,
2013, for arbitrations that commence on or after October
1, 2013) (“AAA Rules”) and the International Centre for
Dispute Resolution (“ICDR”) International Arbitration
Rules as amended and effective June 1, 2014 (“ICDR
Rules”) specify that the arbitrators have the power to
grant interim, provisional and conservatory measures
and specify procedures for obtaining relief even before
the tribunal is constituted.2
Provisional relief is often necessary before arbitration
when:
• A party has evidence that is relevant to the dispute
but this evidence is likely to be destroyed, damaged or lost absent an interim order protecting it.
• A dispute is concerned with the ownership of perishable goods that may deteriorate before the dispute can be determined. An interim order requiring the sale of the goods (with the sale proceeds
to be held pending the ﬁnal award), or requiring
the goods to be sampled, tested or photographed
before the sale is often granted in this case.
Who May Provide Relief
Interim, provisional and conservatory relief in aid of
arbitration may be provided by:
• The arbitral tribunal;
• An “emergency arbitrator” appointed by an administering body;
• A federal or state court.

The precise scope of the powers of each of these to act
depends on:
• The arbitration agreement;
• Applicable arbitration rules;
• Applicable federal and state law.
Court-imposed Limits
Under the FAA, a court may grant interim relief pending arbitration.3 The question of whether a federal court
should grant preliminary injunction is generally one of
federal law even in diversity actions, but state law issues
are sometimes considered.4
Court-issued interim orders generally last only until
the arbitrators have the opportunity to consider the
request for emergency or injunctive relief.5 In effect, restraints issued by courts often serve the same function as
temporary restraining orders.
While some U.S. courts have held that they lack
power to grant interim relief where the underlying dispute is subject to an arbitration agreement governed by
the New York Convention6 other courts have rejected this
approach.7 In Sojitz Corp. v. Prithvi Info. Solutions Ltd., 921
N.Y.S.2d 14, 17 (1st Dep’t 2011), for example, the court
held that a creditor can attach assets, for security purposes, in anticipation of an award that will be rendered in an
arbitration seated in a foreign country, even where there is
no connection between the arbitral dispute and the state,
as long as there is a debt owed by a person or entity in
the state to the party against whom the arbitral award is
sought.
Where admiralty jurisdiction is invoked, federal law
governs attachments of ships and other assets.8 In proceedings begun by libel and seizure of vessels or other
properties in admiralty proceedings, Section 8 of the FAA
provides the federal courts with jurisdiction to direct the
parties to proceed with arbitration and to enter a decree
on the award.
Procedure under State Law
Outside of admiralty, state law governs the availability of the provisional remedy of attachment in federal
court.9 Most state laws authorize provisional remedies in
aid of arbitration.10 Some state statutes that have adopted
the UNCITRAL Model Law expressly allow for applications for interim measures of protection in aid of an
arbitration.11
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Whether to Apply to the Arbitral Tribunal or the
Court
Parties generally can apply either to a court or to
arbitrators for interim relief. Parties should consider applying to the court when:
• The arbitral tribunal has not yet been constituted
and therefore cannot yet act. In these cases, unless
the applicable arbitral rules contain emergency
arbitrator provisions, an application to the court is
necessary.
• The party seeking interim relief needs judicial compulsion. Although arbitrators can impose negative
consequences on parties (for example, drawing
adverse inferences if a party does not produce evidence), they have no ability to make a party carry
out their orders and no power that can be applied
to non-parties.
• The party needs ex parte relief. Under most institutional rules, a party seeking emergency measures
of protection must notify the other parties.12 Notice
of the application gives the party an opportunity to
dissipate the evidence or assets that are the subject
of the application. By the time the tribunal makes
an order, it can be too late. By contrast, federal
courts and most state courts (e.g., California and
New York) permit an applicant to proceed without
notice in urgent cases.
• The matter is urgent and the arbitrator does
not act timely or does not provide an adequate
remedy.13Absent a showing of urgency, under
the RUAA parties may seek relief only from the
arbitrator after the arbitrator is appointed and is
authorized and able to act.
• The arbitrator may not have the power to grant
the relief sought. For example, arbitrators may not
have the authority to appoint a receiver.14
Parties should consider applying to the arbitral tribunal for interim relief when:
• The tribunal has been constituted and is available
on short notice;
• The applicant is satisﬁed that the other party will
respect orders issued by the tribunal;
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Interim Relief from the Arbitral Tribunal
Institutional Rules
Interim relief is available under, inter alia, the:
• AAA Rules;
• ICDR Rules;
• JAMS Arbitration Rules (effective July 1, 2014);
• The International Institute for Conﬂict Prevention
& Resolution (CPR) Administered Arbitration Rules
(effective July 1, 2013).
This section summarizes the interim relief available
under the AAA and ICDR Rules. A review of the other institutions is included in the online version of this practice
note at http://us.practicallaw.com/0-587-9225.
AAA Rules
Under the AAA Rules:
• The tribunal may take whatever interim measures it
deems necessary, including injunctive relief and measures for the protection or conservation of property.
• Interim measures may take the form of an interim
award and the tribunal may require security for the
costs of the interim measures.16
AAA Rule 38 provides that where a party requires
emergency relief before the tribunal has been formed, the
AAA appoints an “emergency arbitrator.” The emergency
arbitrator has the power to order interim measures for
the protection or conservation of property and may grant
interim measures in the form of an award or an order, giving reasons in either case.17 The authority of the emergency arbitrator ceases once the panel has been constituted.18
The rules also provide for parties to seek temporary
relief in court, stating that:
A request for interim measures addressed
by a party to a judicial authority shall not
be deemed incompatible with this rule,
the agreement to arbitrate or a waiver of
the right to arbitrate.19
ICDR Rules
Under the ICDR Rules:

• The federal or state courts at the place of arbitration are reluctant to grant provisional remedies in
aid of arbitration;

• At the request of any party, the tribunal may take
whatever interim measures it deems necessary,
including injunctive relief and measures for the
protection or conservation of property.

• The parties’ agreement or the applicable institutional rules empower the arbitral tribunal to grant
broader interim relief than would be available in
court.15

• Interim measures may take the form of an interim
award and the tribunal may require security for the
costs of the interim measures.20
Furthermore, the rules expressly permit the tribunal
to apportion the costs of the application in any interim
award or in the ﬁnal award.21 In many cases it is prefer-

18
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able for costs to be dealt with globally at the end of the
arbitration, rather than at the application itself.
The rules further provide that where a party requires
emergency relief before the tribunal has been formed, the
ICDR appoints an “emergency arbitrator.”22 The emergency arbitrator has the power to order interim measures for
the protection or conservation of property and may grant
interim measures in the form of an award or an order, giving reasons in either case.23 The authority of the emergency
arbitrator ceases once the tribunal has been constituted.24
The rules also provide for parties to seek temporary
relief in court, stating that:
A request for interim measures addressed by a party to a judicial authority
shall not be deemed incompatible with
the agreement to arbitrate or a waiver of
the right to arbitrate.25
When to Apply
As a general principle, applications for interim and
conservatory relief should be made as early as possible.
This is because:
• Failure to apply early may prejudice the application for practical reasons. Evidence or assets may
be disposed of or property may deteriorate.
• Delay in applying may be taken into account by the
tribunal. If the matter is not urgent enough to cause
a party to seek relief promptly, a tribunal may decide that the relief is not necessary.
How to Apply
The procedure for applying to the tribunal depends
in the ﬁrst instance on the arbitration agreement or any
applicable rules. However, the following points are
generally applicable to arbitration under any institution’s
rules:
• Apply in writing. In the absence of any particular
procedural requirements, most applications to the
tribunal for interim measures should be made in
writing.
• Submit evidence. The applicant should provide
evidence in support of its position. For example, if
a party is seeking conservatory orders in relation
to property, it should identify the property and its
whereabouts, and provide evidence that establishes
why the relief sought is necessary. If the applicant
is seeking to enforce an employee non-compete
agreement, provide afﬁdavits establishing the
employer’s business interest in enforcing the noncompete and the potential harm to the employer if
the tribunal does not issue an order preserving the
status quo. The applicant should also brief the applicable law regarding its entitlement to the relief
sought.
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• Specify relief sought. State the precise order
sought clearly in the application. Do not apply for
an order that is too broad in scope. Provide a carefully formulated draft order so that the tribunal can
easily see what is being requested and why.
Ex Parte Applications to Arbitrators
The rules of the major arbitral institutions prohibit
applications for interim relief being made without notice.
In any event, proceeding before an arbitrator on an ex
parte basis would be ill-advised because:
• Most arbitral tribunals are extremely reticent about
proceeding without giving both parties an opportunity to address them.
• Any steps taken without notice may affect the enforceability of the ultimate award. Ex parte evidence
submitted to an arbitration panel that disadvantages any of the parties in their rights to submit and
rebut evidence violates the parties’ rights and is
grounds for vacatur of an arbitration award.26
No Power to Bind Fully Constituted Arbitral Tribunal
Under the institutional rules considered here, the
emergency arbitrator does not have the power to bind the
full arbitral tribunal. The fully constituted tribunal has
the power to vacate, amend or modify any order, award
or decision by the emergency arbitrator.
The usual default position is that the emergency
arbitrator cannot become a member of the full arbitral
tribunal unless the parties agree otherwise.
Enforcing Preliminary Relief Awarded by Arbitrators
in Court
Courts have held that they do not have the power to
review an interlocutory ruling by an arbitration panel,27
but have relaxed this rule when parties seek conﬁrmation
of provisional remedies awarded by arbitrators.28
In Yahoo! Inc. v. Microsoft Corp., the court conﬁrmed
an award issued by an emergency arbitrator appointed
under the AAA rules to grant emergency relief “until the
matter can be fully and fairly decided by a three arbitrator panel of industry experts following discovery.”29
The Yahoo! case shows how quickly interim relief can be
obtained in arbitration. The emergency arbitrator held
two days of evidentiary hearings starting 11 days after
Microsoft commenced arbitration and issued a decision
six days after conclusion of those hearings. The next day,
Yahoo! moved in court to vacate the award and Microsoft
cross-moved to conﬁrm. The court ruled for Microsoft
less than a week later. In going from commencement to
judicial conﬁrmation in merely 25 days, the Yahoo! case
demonstrates that even where the tribunal is not constituted, the use of emergency procedures provided by
arbitral institutions can provide expeditious and effective relief. Moreover, the court respected the parties’
agreement to keep proceedings conﬁdential. The motion
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papers were ﬁled under seal and the only part of the proceeding that was made public was the judge’s decision.
More recently, in Companion Property & Casualty
Insurance Co. v. Allied Provident Insurance, Inc., the arbitrators issued an interim award requiring the respondent
to post security.30 When the respondent ignored the
interim award, the claimant made a motion in court to
conﬁrm it. The court reviewed the case law that supports
the court’s power to conﬁrm interim awards of security
and noted that “[w]ithout the ability to conﬁrm such
interim awards, parties would be free to disregard them,
thus frustrating the effective and efﬁcient resolution of
disputes that is the hallmark of arbitration.” Having
concluded that it had the power to conﬁrm the interim
award, the court noted that it should conﬁrm as long as
there is a “barely colorable justiﬁcation.” On that standard, the court conﬁrmed the award because the agreement between the parties required that the respondent
provide collateral for its obligations.31
Where, on the other hand, a court is asked to vacate
an interim award issued by arbitrators, the same considerations may not apply. In Chinmax Med. Sys. Inc. v. Alere San
Diego, Inc., the court refused a request to vacate an emergency arbitrator’s interim order for certain conservatory
measures under the ICDR Rules.32 In Chinmax, the court
in addressing a challenge to the interim order found that it
did not have jurisdiction to vacate the order because it was
not ﬁnal and binding for the purposes of the New York
Convention. The order itself stated that it would be subject
to the consideration of the full arbitration tribunal, and on
this basis the court refused to grant the motion to vacate.
Courts will only enforce that part of the interim relief
that requires judicial intervention at that stage of proceedings. To determine whether to enter grant relief, a
court must consider:
• The likelihood that the harm alleged by the party
will ever come to pass.
• The hardship to the parties if judicial relief is denied at this stage in the proceedings.
• Whether the factual record is sufﬁciently developed to produce a fair adjudication of the merits.33

Resisting Interim Relief
In response to a request for interim relief, a party
should marshal its legal arguments and supporting evidence to convince the tribunal or a court not to grant the
requested relief. The opposition should address whether
the tribunal or court has the power to grant the request
and should give reasons why the application should be
denied as a matter of discretion.
In addition to its main argument, the respondent
should consider arguing in the alternative that if the
relief sought by the applicant is granted, it should be
20
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conditioned on the applicant providing adequate security.
Most institutional rules provide for security as a condition
of interim relief granted by arbitrators.
Before an Emergency Arbitrator
The respondent should check how long it has under
the rules to object to the appointment of the arbitrator and
make the relevant objections in the permitted time frame.
There may be grounds to resist the granting of emergency
relief if the respondent has not been given proper notice
of the application, or if the application fails to establish
that the award to which the applicant may be entitled
may be rendered ineffectual without interim relief.
In its response to the application, the respondent may
consider whether it can object to the:
• Jurisdiction of the emergency arbitrator;
• Application on these grounds, among others:
• the emergency arbitrator provision of the relevant
rules do not apply;
• the applicant is unlikely to succeed on the merits;
• there is no urgent need for the interim relief to be
granted;
• irreparable harm would be suffered by the
respondent if the emergency relief were granted; or
• greater harm would be suffered by the
respondent if the interim measure is granted than
would be suffered by the applicant if it were not.
Before the Arbitral Tribunal
The respondent should check the applicable rules
regarding the power of the tribunal and the procedures
for interim relief. In its response to the application, the
respondent may consider whether it can object to the application on these, among other grounds:
• The applicant is unlikely to succeed on the merits;
• There is no urgent need for the interim relief to be
granted;
• Irreparable harm would be suffered by the respondent if the emergency relief were granted;
• Greater harm would be suffered by the respondent
if the interim measure is granted than would be suffered by the applicant if it were not.
Before a Court
The respondent should consider:
• Whether federal or state courts in the state where
the arbitration is seated have held that they lack
power to grant the relief requested.34
• The application can be opposed on the ground that
courts should intervene only until the arbitrators
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12.

See AAA Rule 38(b) and Article 6, ICDR Rules.

13.

See section 8 of the RUAA.

14.

Compare Stone v. Theatrical Inv. Corp., No. 14 CIV. 6494 PAE, 2014
WL 6790262, at *12 (S.D.N.Y. Dec. 2, 2014), reconsideration denied,
No. 14 CIV. 6494 PAE, 2015 WL 195848 (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 14, 2015)
(arbitrator has the power to appoint receiver as part of a ﬁnal
award) with Ravin, Sarasohn, Cook, Baumgarten, Fisch & Rosen,
P.C. v. Lowenstein Sandler, P.C., 839 A.2d 52, 57-58 (N.J. Super. Ct.
App. Div. 2003) and Pursuit Capital Management, LLC v. Claridge
Associates, LLC, No. 654301/12 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Co. Mar. 21, 2013)
(unpublished) (arbitrators may not appoint a receiver as a
provisional remedy).

15.

See, e.g., CE Int’l Res. Holdings LLC v. S.A. Minerals Ltd. Pship, No.
12 CIV. 8087 CM, 2012 WL 6178236, at *3-*5 (S.D.N.Y. Dec. 10,
2012).

16.

AAA Rule 37.

17.

AAA Rule 38(e).

18.

AAA Rule 38(f).

19.

AAA Rule 38(h).

20.

Article 24, ICDR Rules.

21.

Article 24.4, ICDR Rules.

22.

Article 6(2), ICDR Rules.

23.

Article 6(4), ICDR Rules.

24.

Article 6(5), ICDR Rules.

See Fairﬁeld Cnty. Med. Ass’n v. United Healthcare of New England,
Inc., 557 F. App’x 53, 56 (2d Cir. 2014) and Next Step Med. Co. v.
Johnson & Johnson Int’l, 619 F.3d 67, 70 (1st Cir. 2010).

25.

Article 24(3), ICDR Rules.

26.

See Pac. Reinsurance Mgmt. Corp. v. Ohio Reinsurance Corp., 935 F.2d
1019, 1025 (9th Cir. 1991).

6.

See, e.g., McCreary Tire & Rubber Co. v. CEAT S.p.A., 501 F.2d 1032,
1037-38 (3d Cir. 1974) and I.T.A.D. Assocs., Inc. v. Podar Bros., 636
F.2d 75 (4th Cir. 1981).

27.

See Michaels v. Mariforum Shipping, S.A., 624 F.2d 411, 414 (2d Cir.
1980).

7.

See Borden, Inc. v. Meiji Milk Prods. Co., 919 F.2d 822, 826 (2d Cir.
1990); Aggarao, 675 F.3d at 376; Karaha Bodas Co. v. Perusahaan
Pertambangan Minyak Dan Gas Bumi Negara, 335 F.3d 357, 365 (5th
Cir. 2003); Rhone Mediterranee Compagnia Francese Di Assicurazioni
E Riassicurazoni v. Lauro, 712 F.2d 50, 54-55 (3d Cir. 1983).

28.

8.

See Result Shipping Co. v. Ferruzzi Trading USA Inc., 56 F.3d 394, 399
(2d Cir. 1995).

9.

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (FRCP) 64 states: “[a]t the
commencement of and throughout an action [for attachment in
federal district court], every remedy is available that, under the law
of the state where the court is located, provides for seizing a person
or property to secure satisfaction of the potential judgment.”

See Sperry Int’l Trade v. Gov’t of Isr., 532 F. Supp. 901, 909 (S.D.N.Y.
1982), aff’d, 689 F.2d 301 (2d Cir. 1982) (conﬁrming an arbitrator’s
order to place a disputed $15 million letter of credit in escrow
pending a decision on the merits, ﬁnding that the award would
be rendered a meaningless exercise of the arbitrator’s power if
the order were not enforced); Island Creek Coal Sales Co. v. City
of Gainesville, 729 F.2d 1046, 1059 (6th Cir. 1984) (upheld the
conﬁrmation of the award that preserved the status quo, reasoning
that the injunction issued by the arbitral tribunal would be
meaningless absent judicial conﬁrmation of it) and S. Seas Navigation
Ltd. v. Petroleos Mexicanos, 606 F. Supp. 692, 694 (S.D.N.Y. 1985)
(holding that if “an arbitral award of equitable relief based upon a
ﬁnding of irreparable harm is to have any meaning at all, the parties
must be capable of enforcing or vacating it at the time it is made”).

10.

Section 7502(c) of the New York Civil Practice Law and
Rules (“CPLR”), for example, provides that to obtain provisional
relief, the movant must demonstrate that “the award to which the
applicant may be entitled may be rendered ineffectual without such
provisional relief.” CPLR 7502(c) provides that a showing of an
ineffectual award is the “sole ground for the granting of the remedy”
(compare JetBlue Airways v. Stephenson, 932 N.Y.S.2d 761 (Sup. Ct.
N.Y. Co. 2010), aff’d, 931 N.Y.S.2d 284 (1st Dep’t 2011) (denying
motion for injunctive relief under CPLR 7502(c) because, although
the movant presented arguments regarding the CPLR Article 63
criteria, it ignored the “ineffectual award” requirement) with Winter
v. Brown, 853 N.Y.S.2d 361 (2d Dep’t 2008) (lower court erred when it
granted preliminary injunction in favor of seller in breach of contract
action where seller failed to satisfy the traditional equitable criteria
for preliminary injunctive relief)). CPLR 7502(c) also provides that
if an arbitration is not commenced within 30 days of the granting
of provisional relief, the order granting relief expires and costs,
including reasonable attorneys’ fees, are awardable to the respondent.

29.

983 F. Supp. 2d 310 (S.D.N.Y. 2013).

30.

No. 13-CV-7865, 2014 WL 4804466, at *3 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 26, 2014).

31.

Zurich Am. Ins. Co. v. Trendsetter HR, LLC, 2016 WL 4453694 (N.D.
Ill. Aug. 24, 2016) (conﬁrming interim award requiring insured to
post security for insurance carrier’s claims) and see also Ecopetrol
S.A. v. Offshore Exploration & Prod. LLC, 46 F. Supp. 3d 327, 337
(S.D.N.Y. 2014) (enforcing interim awards requiring seller to
tender certain amounts to purchaser with funds not derived from
amounts in escrow).

32.

No. 10CV2467 WQH NLS, 2011 WL 2135350 (S.D. Cal. May 27,
2011).

33.

See Draeger Safety Diagnostics, Inc. v. New Horizon Interlock, Inc., No.
MC 11-50160, 2011 WL 653651, at *4 (E.D. Mich. Feb. 14, 2011).

34.

See, e.g., McCreary Tire, 501 F.2d at 1037-38, see also Bowers v. N.
Two Cayes Co. Ltd., 2016 WL 3647339, at *3 (W.D.N.C. July 7,
2016) (conﬁrming arbitrator’s grant of injunctive relief ordering
a percentage of the sale of certain real estate to be placed in
an escrow account pending the outcome of the arbitration but
denying conﬁrmation of arbitrator’s ruling that that the arbitration
is binding on the parties).

35.

See, e.g., Next Step Med., 619 F.3d 67 at 70.

36.

See, e.g., Simula, Inc. v. Autoliv, Inc., 175 F.3d 716, 726 (9th Cir. 1999).

have the opportunity to consider the request for
emergency or injunctive relief.35 Where the arbitral
tribunal is authorized to grant the equivalent of
preliminary injunctive relief, it has been inappropriate for the district court to do so.36
• The applicant is unlikely to succeed on the merits;
• There is no urgent need for the interim relief to be
granted;
• Greater harm would be suffered by the respondent
if the interim measure is granted than would be
suffered by the applicant if it were not.

Endnotes
1.

9 U.S.C. §§ 1-16, 201-208, 301-07.

2.

See AAA Rules 37 and 38 and Articles 6 and 24, ICDR Rules.

3.

See Aggarao v. MOL Ship Mgmt. Co., 675 F.3d 355, 376 (4th Cir.
2012), Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc. v. Salvano, 999 F.2d
211, 214-15 (7th Cir. 1993) and Blumenthal v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce,
Fenner & Smith, Inc., 910 F.2d 1049, 1051-54 (2d Cir. 1990).

4.
5.

11.

See AIM Int’l Trading LLC v. Valcucine SpA., 188 F. Supp. 2d 384, 387
(S.D.N.Y. 2002).

See, e.g., Bahr Telecomms. Co. v. DiscoveryTel, Inc., 476 F. Supp.
2d 176, 184 (D. Conn. 2007) (federal court applying state law of
attachment) and Scottish Re Life Corp. v. Transamerica Occidental Life
Ins. Co., 647 S.E.2d 102, 105 (N.C. App. 2007) (granting preliminary
injunction under the Revised Uniform Arbitration Act (RUAA)).
States that have adopted this rule include Colorado, Florida,
Minnesota and Washington.
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Interest on damages awarded by an arbitral tribunal can be a significant component of a
prevailing party’s total recovery in international commercial arbitration. Uncertainty exists,
however, with respect to the criteria that international arbitrators should apply in determining
pre-award and post-award interest.

One question that arises in domestic and international

arbitrations governed by New York substantive law and seated in New York is whether the
prejudgment interest provisions contained in Sections 5001, 5002 and 5004 of the New York
Civil Practice Law and Rules (“N.Y.C.P.L.R.” or “C.P.L.R.”) apply to the determination of preaward or post-award interest. The answer to the question whether arbitrators are obligated to (or
should) apply New York’s nine percent statutory prejudgment interest rate can have a substantial
economic impact on the parties in an arbitration.
Part I of this report sets forth an executive summary.
Part II provides a discussion of the standards applicable to interest determinations in
international commercial arbitrations, with a focus on arbitrations that are both governed by New
York substantive law and seated in New York.1
Appendix A sets forth summaries of pre-award and post-award interest determinations of
arbitral tribunals in approximately 45 international commercial arbitrations governed by New
York substantive law.
Appendix B sets forth summaries of New York federal and state court decisions
reviewing arbitral awards of interest in post-award proceedings brought under Chapter 1 of the
Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. §§ 1–16; the United Nations Convention on the Recognition
1

This report proposes a step-by-step approach that international arbitrators may apply to the determination
of interest in international commercial arbitrations generally, and not merely in international commercial arbitrations
governed by New York substantive law and seated in New York. This report does not address, however, the choice
of law issues that may arise when the arbitral law of the seat of arbitration may conflict on the question of interest
with the substantive law governing the dispute because no such conflict exists between New York arbitral law and
New York substantive law. The report addresses the law of the seat of arbitration principally as a factor that
arbitrators may wish to consider as one indication of party intent.

1
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and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, enacted as Chapter 2 of the Federal Arbitration
Act, 9 U.S.C. §§ 201–208 (the “New York Convention”); or New York State’s arbitration
statute, C.P.L.R. Article 75.
I.

Executive Summary
International arbitrators have discretion to apply or not to apply New York’s statutory

prejudgment interest provisions to the determination of pre-award and post-award interest in an
international commercial arbitration governed by New York substantive law and seated in New
York, in the Committee’s view, for several reasons. First, the text of C.P.L.R. Sections 5001 and
5002 contains numerous terms (including references to “the court’s discretion,” “the cause of
action,” “the jury,” and “the clerk of the court”) indicating that these sections are intended to
apply only to court proceedings, not arbitration. Second, the legislative history of C.P.L.R.
Section 5004, which sets the prejudgment interest rate applicable under Sections 5001 and 5002,
indicates that the New York State Legislature (the “NY Legislature”) adopted a fixed rate of nine
percent in part in consideration of factors that are not directly related to the compensatory
purpose of an award of interest and that arbitrators may or may not deem relevant to the award of
interest in international arbitration. In particular, the NY Legislature’s adoption of a fixed rate in
1972 reflected its desire to simplify the calculation of interest by the courts; in 1981, after market
rates of interest had risen into the high teens, the NY Legislature increased the fixed rate from six
to nine percent in part to discourage defendants from using delay tactics in court proceedings.
Third, although New York’s highest court has not had occasion to address squarely the
applicability, or not, of New York’s prejudgment interest provisions to international or domestic
arbitration, the State’s Appellate Divisions have held that these provisions do not necessarily

2
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apply to arbitrations and that an arbitral tribunal’s decision on this question is not subject to
review by the courts.2
New York courts acknowledge that, in the absence of express party agreement on the
interest rate to be applied, arbitrators have discretion to determine interest based on a broad range
of considerations. It may be appropriate for an arbitral tribunal to determine pre-award and postaward interest in accordance with New York’s prejudgment interest provisions if, by way of
example only: evidence exists that the parties intended for the statutory prejudgment interest rate
to apply, or no case is made in favor of applying a different rate, or the choice of interest rate
would not have a significant economic impact one way or another.

Arbitrators also have

discretion to take into consideration that, as already noted, the NY Legislature adopted a fixed
rate in part for the administrative convenience of the courts. Moreover, arbitrators may choose
to consider to what extent New York’s nine percent rate differs from market rates prevailing
during the pre-award period and/or economic factors specific to the parties such as their cost of
funds. However arbitrators may choose to exercise their discretion to determine interest, in order
to facilitate international enforcement the Committee recommends that the tribunal set forth
clearly in its award the basis for its interest determination.
In the Committee’s view, thoughtful consideration of two guiding principles common to
New York law and to international arbitration – the freedom of contracting parties to agree on
the terms of their relationship, and the compensatory purpose of interest – should guide
arbitrators in prioritizing the many factors that they may consider in awarding interest in a
particular case. Generally, the more clearly a factor reflects the intent of the parties, the higher
the priority an arbitral tribunal should give to that factor. A focus on party intent generally leads
2

See, e.g., Penco Fabrics, Inc. v. Bogopulsky, Inc., 146 N.Y.S.2d 514, 515 (1st Dep’t 1955); Dermigny v.
Harper, 6 N.Y.S.3d 561, 562 (2d Dep’t 2015); Rothermel v. Fidelity & Guarantee Ins. Underwriters, Inc., 721
N.Y.S.2d 565, 566 (3d Dep’t 2001).
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to an examination of key factors in the following order: (a) contractual stipulations on interest
rates to be applied to one or more aspects of the contract; (b) guidance that may be found in the
arbitration rules chosen by the parties regarding the award of interest; (c) the substantive law
governing the merits of the case; and (d) the arbitration law of the seat of the arbitration. An
arbitral tribunal should consider these indicators of party intent in light of the underlying
compensatory purpose of interest awards subject to narrow exceptions based on public policy.
An arbitral tribunal engaged in the reasonable exercise of its discretion may seek
guidance in appellate court decisions that set forth guidelines for trial courts to follow in
exercising their discretion to award prejudgment interest in federal question and admiralty cases.
For example, the guidelines set forth by the federal Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit call
upon the district courts to award prejudgment interest at the market rate, which may be either (a)
the actual rate that the losing party must pay to borrow money or (b) the U.S. prime rate, which
is a market-based estimate.3 Counsel may wish to alert arbitrators to this case law and/or to the
various approaches that economists employ in calculating the amount of prejudgment (or preaward) interest necessary to compensate the prevailing party for the loss of use of its money.
Summaries of arbitral awards set forth in Appendix A to this report suggest that
uncertainty exists with respect to the criteria that international arbitrators should apply in
determining pre-award and post-award interest. International arbitrators generally give effect to
contractual stipulations on interest; however, arbitral practice varies with respect to the
determination of interest in the absence of such stipulations. Arbitrators in a significant minority
of the surveyed awards expressly determined that New York’s nine percent prejudgment interest

3

In re Oil Spill by the Amoco Cadiz, 954 F.2d 1279, 1331-35 (7th Cir. 1992).
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provisions do not apply to the determination of interest in international arbitration.4 A majority
of the awards surveyed awarded interest, typically with little or no analysis, in accordance with
New York’s prejudgment interest provisions.5 The Committee hopes that this report will serve
to enhance consistency and predictability in the analysis underpinning the award of interest in
international arbitrations governed by New York substantive law.
II.

Standards Governing the Award of Interest by International Arbitrators
Generally, interest on amounts awarded in arbitration may accrue during three periods:

(a) the period from the date the prevailing party’s claim arose to the date of the award (pre-award
interest); (b) the period from the date of the award to the date of entry of judgment enforcing the
award (post-award, prejudgment interest); and (c) the period from the date of entry of judgment
to the date of payment (post-judgment interest).
The confidentiality of the arbitral process presents an obstacle to the collection of reliable
statistics. The summaries of awards set forth in Appendix A indicate, however, that commercial
arbitrators grant pre-award interest to the prevailing party as a matter of course and sometimes
grant post-award, prejudgment interest.
A.

Pre-Award Interest

Recent commentaries on the award of interest in international arbitration illustrate the
complexity of the subject and prompt this Committee to propose that, in international
commercial arbitration governed by New York substantive law, arbitrators apply a step-by-step
approach to their determination of pre-award interest.6

4

See Appendix A, rows 1 to 8.

5

See id., rows 17 to 42.

6

See, e.g., GARY B. BORN, INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION 3105 (2014) (“The interplay
between differing national laws dealing with interest, as well as national characterizations of interest rules and
national choice-of-law rules, can be metaphysical in their theoretical complexity.”); Thierry J. Senechal & John Y.
Gotanda, Interest as Damages, 47 COLUMBIA J. TRANSNAT’L L. 491 (2009); Andrea Giardina, Issues of Applicable
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The standards that govern the pre-award interest determination in any given arbitration
will depend on factors including (a) the terms of the parties’ contract, (b) the applicable
arbitration rules, (c) the law governing the merits, and/or (d) the applicable arbitration law. The
Committee proposes that arbitrators prioritize these factors according to how clearly and directly
each factor reflects the intent of the parties as to the principles that should govern in the event of
an arbitrated dispute between them. The recommended order of priority acknowledges and gives
effect to (a) the contracting parties’ broad autonomy, under the law of international commercial
arbitration applicable in New York, to agree on the law and procedures that apply to their
dispute, and (b) the emphasis in the New York law of contract interpretation on construing
agreements in accordance with the parties’ intent as expressed in the language of their
agreement.7
Each step in the Committee’s suggested methodology is explained seriatim below. The
last subsection (subsection II.A.5) provides general guidelines that arbitrators may decide to
follow in exercising the discretion that they will often possess with respect to the determination
of pre-award interest in arbitrations governed by New York substantive law.

Law and Uniform Law on Interest: Basic Distinctions in National and International Practice, in INTEREST,
AUXILIARY AND ALTERNATIVE REMEDIES IN INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION 129 (Filip de Ly & Laurent Lévy eds.,
2008); Matthew Secomb, A Uniform, Three-step Approach to Interest Rates in International Arbitration, in
INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION AND INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL LAW: SYNERGY, CONVERGENCE AND EVOLUTION
431 (Stefan M. Kröll et al. eds., 2011). See also J. Martin Hunter & Volker Triebel, Awarding Interest in
International Arbitration: Some Observations Based on a Comparative Study of the Laws of England and Germany,
6(1) J. INT’L ARB. 7 (1989); David J. Branson & Richard E. Wallace, Awarding Interest in International
Commercial Arbitration: Establishing a Uniform Approach, 28 VA. J. INT’L L. 919 (1988); J. Gillis Wetter, Interest
as an element of damages in the arbitral process, 5 INT’L FIN. L. REV. 20 (1986).
7

See, e.g., BORN, supra note 6 at 102 (noting the New York Convention’s “emphatic recognition of the
predominant role of party autonomy in the arbitral process”); Sec. Ins. Co. of Hartford v. TIG Ins. Co., 360 F.3d 322,
325 (2d Cir. 2004) (Federal Arbitration Act “requires arbitration proceed in the manner provided for in the parties’
agreement”) (internal quotation marks, alteration and citation omitted; emphasis in original); Greenfield v. Phillies
Records, Inc., 98 N.Y.2d 562, 569 (2002) (“The fundamental, neutral precept of contract interpretation is that
agreements are construed in accord with the parties’ intent.”) (citation omitted); Slatt v. Slatt, 64 N.Y.2d 966, 967
(1985) (“In adjudicating the rights of parties to a contract, courts . . . are required to discern the intent of the
parties[.]”).
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1.

Contractual Stipulations on Interest

The first step in the Committee’s suggested methodology is for arbitrators to determine
whether the parties’ contract establishes how interest is to be assessed in the arbitration. Subject
to limited exceptions discussed below, contractual stipulations governing the assessment of
interest on the damages awarded by a court or tribunal are valid and enforceable under the laws
of most jurisdictions (including New York).8
Contracts occasionally include a clause that specifically sets the rate of interest on
damages or on a particular category of damages.9 If the contract contains such a clause, and if
the clause applies to the damages awarded, it is appropriate for arbitrators to determine preaward interest in accordance with it, subject to the considerations discussed below. More often,
the parties’ contract will contain a “late payment” clause or other similar type of clause
stipulating how interest is to be assessed on amounts past due under the contract.10 Such a clause
typically addresses such matters as when interest begins to accrue on an amount due, the rate at
which it accrues, whether the interest is simple or compound, and, if it is compound, the
compounding period.
In the Committee’s view, generally it is appropriate for arbitrators to apply a late
payment or other similar clause if the losing party’s breach consists of a failure to make or delay
8

See, e.g., NML Capital v. Republic of Argentina, 17 N.Y.3d 250, 258 (2011) (NML I) (“When a claim is
predicated on a breach of contract, the applicable rate of prejudgment interest varies depending on the nature and
terms of the contract.”); 10 JACK B. WEINSTEIN, HAROLD L. KORN & ARTHUR R. MILLER, NEW YORK CIVIL
PRACTICE ¶ 5004.01a, at 50-79 (2016) (“The parties may establish, by contract, the rate of interest to be paid until
entry of judgment[.]”); English Arbitration Act 1996, § 49(1) (“The parties are free to agree on the powers of the
tribunal as regards the award of interest.”).
9

Following is an example of a clause addressing the assessment of interest on a particular category of
damages: “[Any amount of unpaid Seller Damages] that is ultimately determined to have been due on any Damages
Due Date shall bear interest at the Default Rate . . . from such Damages Due Date until the date of payment.”
10

Following is an example of a late payment clause: “Unless otherwise specified, all sums due under the
Contract shall be paid within forty five (45) days from the date on which the obligation to pay was incurred. All
sums due by one Party to the other under the Contract shall, for each day such sums are overdue, bear interest
compounded daily at the applicable LIBOR plus two (2) percentage points.”
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in making a required payment under the contract. Arbitrators should exercise caution, however,
in deciding whether to grant pre-award interest in accordance with a late payment clause on
damages awarded for breaches of contract not involving non-payment or late payment.11 If an
arbitral tribunal decides that an interest rate in a late payment clause is not relevant to the
determination of pre-award interest on damages awarded for other kinds of breaches, the
arbitrators should proceed to the next step in the methodology suggested herein.
In certain limited circumstances, arbitrators may decline to award interest in accordance
with a contractual stipulation. For example, if a contractual stipulation on interest is invalid
under the usury law of the jurisdiction whose law governs the parties’ contract, arbitrators should
decline to enforce the stipulation and consider other methods of calculating interest.12 Usury
laws may be subject, however, to exceptions rendering them inapplicable to pre-award and postaward interest. For example, New York’s civil usury law, which prohibits charging more than
sixteen percent interest per year, does not preclude applying a contractually stipulated rate to preaward and post-award interest in a commercial dispute because the usury law does not apply to
interest on defaulted obligations.13
11

See, e.g., Allenby, LLC v. Credit Suisse AG, 25 N.Y.S.3d 1, 6 (1st Dep’t 2015) (contractual stipulation on
interest applied only to delayed settlement, not damages awarded by court for breach of contract); Ross v. Ross
Metals Corp., 976 N.Y.S.2d 485, 487-88 (2d Dep’t 2013) (contractual stipulation on interest was basis for
calculating monthly payments due under contract, but did not apply to damages awarded by court for defendant’s
breach of its obligation to make such payments); NML I, 17 N.Y.3d at 261-62 (clause in bond documents providing
that interest would accrue at specified rate “until the principal is paid” applied to damages awarded by court for
Argentina’s breach of its obligation to make bi-annual interest payments to bondholders). In drafting a late payment
or other similar clause, contract drafters may wish to make clear whether the clause is intended to apply to the
determination of interest on the damages awarded for a contractual breach not consisting of a failure to make a
required payment or of a delay in making a required payment.

12

The validity of a contractual stipulation on interest is generally determined by the law governing the
parties’ contract. See Restatement (Second) Conflict of Laws § 207 cmt. e (1971) (“[The law governing the parties’
contract] determines the validity of an express contractual provision for the payment of a stipulated rate of
interest.”); DICEY, MORRIS & COLLINS ON THE CONFLICT OF LAWS (15th ed.) § 7-089 (“[W]hether an express
undertaking to pay interest is lawful or whether it is made invalid wholly or partly by legislation referring to usury
or money-lending depends on whether that legislation forms part of the law applicable to the contract.”).
13

See, e.g., Bloom v. Trepmal Constr. Corp., 289 N.Y.S.2d 447, 448 (2d Dep’t 1968), aff’d, 23 N.Y.2d 730
(1968) (provision in note fixing interest due after default at rate in excess of statutory maximum was valid and
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In addition, the public policy of some countries may prohibit the charging of any interest
or the charging of interest at a high rate.14 If an arbitration is seated in such a country, or if
enforcement is likely to be sought in such a country, the tribunal may decline to give effect to an
otherwise valid contractual stipulation on interest in order to minimize the risk that its award will
be vacated (annulled) by a court of the seat or denied enforcement in other courts on public
policy grounds.15 Alternatively, arbitrators may issue a partial award granting the principal
amount of damages and a separate partial award granting interest as a possible device to insulate
the former award from vacatur at the seat or a refusal to enforce on public policy grounds.16
2.

Arbitration Rules

The second step in the Committee’s suggested methodology, to be followed if the parties’
contract does not contain a provision governing the assessment of interest on damages awarded,
enforceable); Manfra, Tordella & Brookes, Inc. v. Bunge, 794 F.2d 61, 63 n.3 (2d Cir. 1986) (“the [New York]
usury laws do not apply to defaulted obligations”). New York’s civil usury law also does not apply if the principal
amount involved is greater than $250,000, and it cannot be interposed as a defense by corporations or other business
entities. See N.Y. Gen. Oblig. Law §§ 5-501(1), (2), (6)(a), 5-521 (McKinney 2016); N.Y. Banking Law § 14a-(1)
(McKinney 2016). New York’s criminal usury law (which prohibits charging more than 25% interest per year) does
not apply to defaulted obligations or if the principal amount involved is greater than $2.5 million. See N.Y. Penal
Law §§ 190.40, 190.42; N.Y. Gen. Oblig. Law § 5-501(6)(b); Bristol Inv. Fund, Inc. v. Carnegie Int’l Corp., 310 F.
Supp. 2d 556, 563-64 (S.D.N.Y. 2003).
14

For example, the public policy of some countries prohibits the charging of any interest on the ground that it
violates Islamic law. See ABDUL HAMID EL-AHDAB & JALAL EL-AHDAB, ARBITRATION WITH THE ARAB
COUNTRIES 632 (2011) (“contracts relating to interest . . . are considered to be against [Saudi Arabian] public
policy”). New York’s public policy against usury is coterminous with its usury laws. Accordingly, the charging of
interest at a high rate does not violate New York public policy unless it runs afoul of New York’s usury laws. See
NML Capital v. Republic of Argentina, 621 F.3d 230, 238-39 (2d Cir. 2010) (NML II) (enforcement of 101% annual
interest rate on notes issued by Argentina in principal amount of $102 million did not violate New York public
policy because New York’s civil and criminal usury laws do not apply where the principal amount involved exceeds
$250,000 and $2.5 million, respectively).
15

Article 50(2) of Saudi Arabia’s Arbitration Law (promulgated on April 16, 2012) provides that “[t]he
competent court shall, on its own initiative, annul an arbitral award if it includes anything contrary to the rules of
Islamic law and the laws of the Kingdom.” See also, e.g., UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial
Arbitration, Art. 34(2)(b)(ii) (court at seat of arbitration may set aside award if it finds that “the award is in conflict
with the public policy of [the seat]”); New York Convention, Art. V(1)(e) (court in country where recognition and
enforcement is sought may refuse recognition and enforcement if award “has been set aside . . . by a competent
authority of the country in which . . . that award was made”).

16

Article V(2)(b) of the New York Convention provides that a court may refuse to recognize or enforce a
foreign award if “recognition or enforcement of the award would be contrary to the public policy of [the] country
[where recognition and enforcement is sought].”
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is for arbitrators to look to the arbitration rules chosen by the parties for any provisions regarding
the award of interest.

The rules of several leading international arbitral institutions grant

arbitrators discretion to award such interest as they consider appropriate.17 For example, Article
31(4) of the International Arbitration Rules (the “Rules”) of the American Arbitration
Association’s International Centre for Dispute Resolution (the “ICDR”) (“ICDR Article 31(4)”)
provides as follows: “[T]he tribunal may award such pre-award and post-award interest, simple
or compound, as it considers appropriate, taking into consideration the contract and applicable
law(s).” By contrast, the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules and the rules of several other leading
institutions, including the ICC, Hong Kong International Arbitration Centre (the “HKIAC”) and
Swiss Chambers, are silent with respect to the award of interest.
In view of the frequent use of the ICDR Rules in international commercial arbitrations
governed by New York substantive law, the requirement under ICDR Article 31(4) that the
tribunal “tak[e] into consideration the contract and applicable law(s)” in exercising its discretion
to award interest raises three noteworthy issues.18

First, arbitrators might well ponder the

meaning of “taking into consideration the [parties’] contract.” In the Committee’s view, if the
contract contains a clause that specifically addresses the assessment of interest on the amounts

17

See ICDR International Arbitration Rules, Art. 31(4) (quoted in text); LCIA Arbitration Rules, Art. 26.4
(“Unless the parties have agreed otherwise, the Arbitral Tribunal may order that simple or compound interest shall
be paid by any party on any sum awarded at such rates as the Arbitral Tribunal decides to be appropriate (without
being bound by rates of interest practised by any state court or other legal authority) in respect of any period which
the Arbitral Tribunal decides to be appropriate ending not later than the date upon which the award is complied
with.”); SIAC Arbitration Rules, Rule 32.9 (“The Tribunal may award simple or compound interest on any sum
which is the subject of the arbitration at such rates as the parties may have agreed or, in the absence of such
agreement, as the Tribunal determines to be appropriate, in respect of any period which the Tribunal determines to
be appropriate.”); WIPO Arbitration Rules, Art. 62(b) (“The Tribunal may award simple or compound interest to be
paid by a party on any sum awarded against that party. It shall be free to determine the interest at such rates as it
considers to be appropriate, without being bound by legal rates of interest, and shall be free to determine the period
for which the interest shall be paid.”); JAMS International Arbitration Rules, Art. 35.7 (same as Article 31(4) of
ICDR Rules); DIFC-LCIA Arbitration Rules, Art. 26.4 (same as Article 26.4 of LCIA Rules).

18

This language is repeated in the September 2016 revisions to the JAMS International Arbitration Rules.
See JAMS International Arbitration Rules, Art. 35.7.
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awarded, respect for party autonomy typically would suggest that arbitrators determine interest
in accordance with that clause rather than exercise their discretion under ICDR Article 31(4), at
least in part because “specific terms [of a contract] . . . are given greater weight than general
language.”19 The reference to “taking into consideration” the parties’ contract in ICDR Article
31(4) appears to acknowledge that an arbitral tribunal has discretion to consider whether to
determine interest in accordance with a contractual stipulation on interest, such as a late payment
clause, that does not strictly apply, by its terms, to damages awarded for reasons other than late
payment.20
Second, arbitrators may wish to consider what laws are included within the term
“applicable law(s)” in ICDR Article 31(4). In the Committee’s view, the term includes the
substantive law(s) governing the parties’ contract.21 The Committee considers that the term
“applicable laws(s)” may be understood also to include the arbitration law of the arbitral seat
when it addresses an arbitral tribunal’s remedial powers.22 In addition, arbitrators exercising
discretion under ICDR Article 31(4) may take into consideration the public policies of the
arbitral seat and of any jurisdiction where the award is likely to be enforced, even though such

19

RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 203(c) (1981). See generally County of Suffolk v. Long Island
Lighting Co., 266 F.3d 131, 139 (2d Cir. 2001) (“It is axiomatic that courts construing contracts must give specific
terms and exact terms greater weight than general language.”) (internal quotation marks, ellipsis and citations
omitted).
20

See, e.g., ICC Award No. 7622, ICC International Court of Arbitration Bulletin 15(1) (2004), at 79
(applying contract rate even though it did not apply to damages awarded); ICC Award No. 6219, ICC International
Court of Arbitration Bulletin 3(1) (1992), at 22 (same). See also Secomb, supra note 6, at 432.

21

Paragraph (1) of Article 31 provides in pertinent part that “[t]he arbitral tribunal shall apply the substantive
law(s) or rules of law agreed by the parties as applicable to the dispute.” Prior to the 2014 revisions to the ICDR
Rules, the predecessor article to ICDR Article 31(4) required that the tribunal take into consideration the contract
and “applicable law” (singular). See ICDR International Arbitration Rules (as amended and effective June 1, 2009),
Art. 28(4). No commentary on the 2014 revisions to the Rules addresses the change from the singular to the
optional plural in the interest provision.

22

See subsection II.A.4 below.
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public policies might not be viewed as falling within the ordinary meaning of “applicable
law(s).”
Third, when “taking into consideration the . . . applicable law(s)” in accordance with
ICDR Article 31(4), arbitrators may wish to consider what effect they should give to the law
governing the parties’ contract.23 As discussed in subsection II.A.3 below, many jurisdictions
have enacted statutory provisions specifying how interest shall be assessed on the damages
component of court judgments. Arbitrators exercising their discretion under ICDR Article 31(4)
may deliberate on the meaning of “taking into consideration” such statutory provisions. The
question takes on practical significance when the statutory provisions call for the application to
court judgments of a rate of interest that materially overcompensates or undercompensates the
prevailing party in light of prevailing market rates of interest or the prevailing party’s actual cost
of funds.24
In the Committee’s view, ICDR Article 31(4) allows an arbitral tribunal, in the exercise
of its discretion, to determine pre-award and post-award interest wholly or partially in
accordance with the statutory prejudgment interest provisions applicable to court judgments
23

The same question could be asked with respect to the arbitration law of the seat. As discussed in
subsection II.A.4 below, however, all of the arbitration laws surveyed that address the awarding of interest either (a)
grant the tribunal discretion to award such interest as it considers appropriate or (b) provide that the tribunal may
award interest, without addressing the standard that the tribunal should apply in making such an award.
Accordingly, no conflict generally will arise between the standard for awarding interest under Article 31(4) of the
ICDR Rules and the standard for awarding interest under the arbitration law of the seat.
24

New York’s statutory prejudgment interest rate of nine percent, enacted by the NY Legislature when
market rates were even higher, exceeds market rates of interest generally prevailing in the United States at the time
of this report. By contrast, the statutory interest rates of some other jurisdictions may be set below commercially
available rates. For example, the French Civil Code allows for the award of simple interest at the “legal rate,” which
is fixed by the French Minister of Economy every six months based on the European Central Bank’s benchmark rate
and commercial lending rates in France. See CODE CIVIL [C. CIV.] art. 1231-7 (Fr.); Decree No. 2014-947 of August
20, 2014 Relating to the Legal Rate of Interest (amending Article L. 313-2 of the Monetary and Financial Code). As
of June 2017, the French legal rate was only 0.90% per year. Some jurisdictions have adopted a statutory
prejudgment interest rate that continuously floats by reference to a benchmark rate. For example, the Delaware
Code provides for a “legal rate” of five percent over the Federal Reserve discount rate. See DEL. CODE ANN. tit.
6, § 2301(a). The Delaware courts generally award prejudgment interest at the legal rate defined by Section
2301(a). See, e.g., Montgomery Cellular Holding Co. v. Dobler, 880 A.2d 206, 226 (Del. 2005) (“the legal rate
[defined by Section 2301(a)] has historically been considered as the ‘benchmark’ for prejudgment interest”).
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under the law governing the parties’ contract. For example, if interest only begins to accrue
under that law from the date of a formal demand for payment, arbitrators would have discretion
to award interest from that date; at the same time, they could determine the interest rate based on
commercial considerations and without regard for any statutory prejudgment interest rate under
the applicable law.
An arbitral tribunal would also have discretion, in the Committee’s view, to award
interest under ICDR Article 31(4) based exclusively on commercial considerations and without
any regard for statutory interest provisions applicable to court judgments under the law
governing the parties’ contract.25

In the Committee’s view, an award of interest based

exclusively on commercial considerations would be in accord with party expectations that
reasonably arise (subject to specific evidence to the contrary) from ICDR Article 31(4)’s grant of
discretion to the tribunal to award such interest “as it considers appropriate.”
3.

Law Governing the Merits

Courts have held that the purpose of pre-award interest is to compensate the prevailing
party for the loss of use of money that the prevailing party was entitled to receive from the date
its claim arose until the date of the award.26 Because pre-award interest is an element of

25

Subsection II.A.5 below sets forth general guidelines that a tribunal may choose to follow in determining
an appropriate interest rate, whether interest is simple or compound, and, if compound, the compounding period.
26

See, e.g., NML I, 17 N.Y.3d at 266 (“[T]he function of prejudgment interest is to compensate the creditor
for the loss of use of money the creditor was owed during a particular period of time.”) (internal citations omitted);
Kassis v. Teachers’ Ins. & Annuity Ass’n, 786 N.Y.S.2d 473, 474 (1st Dep’t 2004) (“The purpose of prejudgment
interest is to compensate parties for the loss of the use of money they were entitled to receive, taking into account
the time value of money.”) (internal quotation marks and citation omitted).
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complete compensation for the claim,27 the Committee’s view is that it should generally be
determined in accordance with the same law that governs liability and damages.28
This choice-of-law approach accords with New York’s choice-of-law rules.29 It also
accords with Comment (e) to Section 207 of the Restatement (Second) of Conflict of Laws,
which provides that the law governing the parties’ contract “determines whether plaintiff can

27

See, e.g., West Virginia v. United States, 479 U.S. 305, 310 (1987) (“Prejudgment interest is an element of
complete compensation.”). In the international context, see 2010 UNIDROIT PRINCIPLES OF INTERNATIONAL
COMMERCIAL CONTRACTS (“UNIDROIT PRINCIPLES”) Art. 7.4.2(1) (“The aggrieved party is entitled to full
compensation for harm sustained as a result of the non-performance.”).
28

Most international arbitration rules grant arbitrators discretion to apply the law or rules of law they
determine to be appropriate, in the absence of party agreement as to the applicable law. See, e.g., ICDR Arbitration
Rules, Art. 31(1) (“Failing such an agreement by the parties [on the substantive law(s) or rules of law applicable to
the dispute], the tribunal shall apply such law(s) or rules of law as it determines to be appropriate.”); ICC Arbitration
Rules, Art. 21(1) (“In the absence of any such agreement [on the rules of law applicable to the merits of the dispute],
the arbitral tribunal shall apply the rules of law which it determines to be appropriate.”). International arbitrators
reasonably may conclude that a generic choice-of-law clause specifying the law governing the parties’ contract does
not encompass an agreement that that law shall govern the determination of pre-award interest, given that interest is
generally considered as incidental to the damages awarded on the main claim. Cf. Mastrobuono v. Shearson
Lehman Hutton, Inc., 514 U.S. 52, 58-64 (1995) (interpreting generic choice-of-law clause referring to “the laws of
the State of New York” as encompassing New York’s substantive rights and obligations, but not its prohibition on
the award of punitive damages by arbitrators). Nonetheless, as explained in this subsection, it would generally be
appropriate for international arbitrators to determine pre-award interest in accordance with the law governing the
parties’ contract, because interest is an element of complete compensation for the main claim.

Gary Born distinguishes, for choice-of-law purposes, between an arbitral tribunal’s authority to award
interest and the standards governing the exercise of that authority. BORN, supra note 6 at 3103-06. According to
Professor Born, “the better view appears to be that, absent contrary agreement, questions concerning the arbitrators’
authority to award interest are better regarded as subject to the law of the arbitral seat” because “[i]t is that law
which is generally regarded as having the closest connection to questions concerning the tribunal’s powers.” Id. at
3104. As discussed in subsection II.A.4.a below, both federal and New York arbitral law grant arbitrators broad
remedial powers that include the power to award interest, absent party agreement to the contrary. Professor Born
further suggests that international arbitrators should “apply the law of the currency in which any award is made to
determine the substantive standards, including the applicable interest rates, for any award of interest,” although he
recognizes that “arbitrators have in practice generally looked to the substantive law governing the parties’
underlying claims for standards regarding interest.” Id. at 3105-06.
29

See, e.g., Schwimmer v. Allstate Ins. Co., 176 F.3d 648, 650 (2d Cir. 1999) (“Under New York choice of
law rules, the law of the jurisdiction that determines liability governs the award of pre-judgment interest.”);
Davenport v. Webb, 11 N.Y.2d 392, 394-95 (1962) (prejudgment interest is substantive issue controlled by law
governing merits); Sirie v. Godfrey, 196 A.D. 529, 539 (1st Dep’t 1921) (entitlement to prejudgment interest was
governed by French law, which was law governing parties’ contract). The choice-of-law rules of some other
jurisdictions may treat prejudgment interest as a procedural matter governed by the law of the forum. See BORN,
supra note 6, at 3105.
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recover interest, and, if so, the rate, upon damages awarded him for the period between the
breach of contract and the rendition of judgment.”30
a.

New York Substantive Law Relating to the Award of Interest by
International Arbitrators

If New York substantive law governs the merits of the parties’ dispute, international
arbitrators should consider what standards, if any, that law imposes on the award of interest in
international arbitration. One question that frequently arises in practice is whether New York’s
prejudgment interest provisions contained in C.P.L.R. Sections 5001, 5002 and 5004 apply to the
determination of interest in arbitration. For the reasons set forth in this subsection, it is the
Committee’s view that international arbitrators (a) are not bound to apply these provisions and
(b) have discretion under New York’s substantive common law to award such interest as they
consider appropriate.
i.

Inapplicability of New York’s Prejudgment Interest
Provisions to International Arbitration

C.P.L.R. Sections 5001, 5002 and 5004 provide for mandatory prejudgment interest, at an
annual rate of nine percent and on a simple-interest basis, upon any sum awarded by a New York
State court for breach of contract.31 Although these provisions are found in the Civil Practice
Law and Rules, state and federal courts have found them to be substantive for choice-of-law and
Erie purposes.32 Whether these statutory prejudgment interest provisions apply in arbitration

30

RESTATEMENT (SECOND) CONFLICT OF LAWS § 207 cmt. e (1971). See also id. § 171 cmt. c (law governing
tort liability and damages “determines whether the plaintiff can recover interest and, if so, at what rate for a period
prior to the rendition of judgment as part of the damages for a tort”).

31

N.Y.C.P.L.R. §§ 5001(a), 5002, 5004 (McKinney 2016); Long Playing Sessions, Inc. v. Deluxe Labs., Inc.,
514 N.Y.S.2d 737, 738 (1st Dep’t 1987) (court may award only simple interest under C.P.L.R. §§ 5001 and 5004).
32

See, e.g., Davenport, 11 N.Y.2d at 394-95 (prejudgment interest is substantive issue controlled by law
governing merits); Paine Webber Jackson & Curtis, Inc. v. Winters, 579 A.2d 545, 551-53 (Conn. App. Ct. 1990)
(N.Y.C.P.L.R. § 5001 is rule of substantive law to be applied by Connecticut courts if New York law governs
merits); Schwimmer, 176 F.3d at 650 (prejudgment interest is substantive issue for Erie purposes). See also
RESTATEMENT (SECOND) CONFLICT OF LAWS § 207 cmt. e (1971); id. § 171 cmt. c. Under the Erie doctrine, a U.S.
federal court hearing a claim brought under state law must apply state rules that the court considers “substantive”
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does not turn, however, on whether they are characterized as substantive or procedural for
purposes of determining their applicability in state or federal court.33 Rather, the Committee
considers the key question to be whether the provisions are directed to the determination of
interest not only by a court, but also by arbitrators. As shown by the summaries of awards in
Appendix A of this report, arbitrators have not always considered this question or answered it in
a consistent manner.
In the Committee’s view, based upon the statutory language and New York case law,
New York’s statutory prejudgment interest provisions are binding only in court proceedings and
not in arbitration. Several sections of the C.P.L.R. support this conclusion. First, C.P.L.R.
Section 101 provides that the Civil Practice Law and Rules “shall govern the procedure in civil
judicial proceedings in all courts of the state and before all judges.”34 The inclusion of New
York’s prejudgment interest provisions in a statute that governs civil proceedings in the courts of
the state and before “all judges” indicates that the NY Legislature intended for the interest
provisions to be applicable in court proceedings, not in arbitration. The C.P.L.R. does address
certain limited aspects of arbitration in its Article 75, generally considered to be the first
under federal law, while applying federal rules that it considers “procedural” under federal law. See Erie R.R. Co. v.
Tompkins, 304 U.S. 64 (1938). It is beyond the scope of this report to address whether courts outside the United
States apply New York’s prejudgment interest provisions if New York substantive law governs the merits of the
parties’ dispute.
33

One reason courts have characterized statutory prejudgment interest provisions as substantive for choiceof-law and Erie purposes is to discourage forum shopping by plaintiffs, who otherwise might choose to sue in a
particular court to take advantage of that forum’s statutory prejudgment interest rate. See, e.g., Jarvis v. Johnson,
668 F.2d 740, 745 (3d Cir. 1982) (“[I]f [Pennsylvania’s prejudgment interest statute] is not applied in the federal
courts, an incentive for forum shopping in diversity actions may well result. We can readily foresee that many
plaintiffs would sue in Pennsylvania state court to take advantage of [Pennsylvania’s prejudgment interest statute]
and thus to recover considerable additional damages.”). This anti-forum-shopping rationale does not support the
application of statutory prejudgment interest provisions in arbitration, however, because the parties to an arbitration
agreement cannot shop for a forum after the agreement to arbitrate has been signed. And unlike the rules that
govern court jurisdiction, the parties’ choice of a seat of arbitration in international arbitration frequently reflects a
determination that the seat has no connection with the parties or the dispute. There is, therefore, little reason for an
arbitral tribunal to reach the same result that a court at the seat would reach.
34

N.Y.C.P.L.R. Section 105(d) defines “civil judicial proceeding” as “a prosecution, other than a criminal
action, of an independent application to a court for relief.”
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arbitration statute in the United States and a model used in the drafting of the Federal Arbitration
Act.35 Article 75 makes no reference, by cross-reference or otherwise, to the issue of interest
awards in arbitration.
Second, New York’s prejudgment interest provisions are part of C.P.L.R. Article 50,
entitled “Judgments Generally.”

N.Y.C.P.L.R. Section 5011 defines “judgment” as “the

determination of the rights of the parties in an action or special proceeding and may be either
interlocutory or final.” Arbitration does not qualify as an “action” or as a “special proceeding”
under the N.Y.C.P.L.R.36 The inclusion of the prejudgment interest provisions in an article
relating to “judgments” is a further indication that the NY Legislature intended for the interest
provisions to apply only to civil proceedings in New York State’s courts.
Third, N.Y.C.P.L.R. Sections 5001 and 5002 contain numerous terms indicating that they
are intended to apply only in court proceedings. Subdivision (a) of Section 5001 provides, in
full, as follows:
Actions in which recoverable. Interest shall be recovered upon a sum awarded
because of a breach of performance of a contract, or because of an act or omission
depriving or otherwise interfering with title to, or possession or enjoyment of,
property, except that in an action of an equitable nature, interest and the rate and
date from which it shall be computed shall be in the court’s discretion.
Subdivision (a) thus refers to “action[s]” both in its title and in its text. As already noted,
arbitration does not qualify as an “action” under the C.P.L.R. The reference to the “court’s
discretion” to award interest in equitable actions further suggests that the NY Legislature, in its
enactment of Section 5001, considered only court proceedings. So, too, do the references in
subdivisions (b) and (c) of Section 5001 and in Section 5002 to “the cause of action,” “the jury,”
“the court,” “motion,” “the clerk of the court” and “any action.”
35

See Southland Corp. v. Keating, 465 U.S. 1, 34 (1984).

36

See, e.g., N.Y.C.P.L.R. §§ 103(b), 105(b), 304, 7502(a).
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The legislative history of C.P.L.R. Section 5004, which fixes the prejudgment interest
rate applicable under Sections 5001 and 5002 at nine percent, further supports the conclusion
that these sections are intended to apply only in court proceedings, not in arbitration. The NY
Legislature adopted the fixed nine percent rate in part for reasons not directly related to the
compensatory purpose of an interest award and not necessarily relevant to the award of interest
in international arbitration.
The highest court of the State of New York, the New York Court of Appeals (“NY Court
of Appeals”) explained as follows:
Prior to 1972, CPLR 5004 provided that “[i]nterest shall be at the legal rate,
except where otherwise prescribed by statute.” The “legal rate” was then based
upon the variable rate of interest on the loan or forbearance of money as set by the
Banking Board, or, if no rate had been prescribed by the Banking Board, the rate
of 6% per annum (see, 1972 Report of NY Law Rev Commn, 1972 NY Legis Doc
No. 65 [C], reprinted in 1972 McKinney’s Session Laws of NY, at 3226).
However, in its review of the provision, the Law Revision Commission
recommended that the rate be fixed at 6% based upon the following reasons: (1)
6% was the historical rate from 1879; (2) the interest rate for a loan or
forbearance was not logically or necessarily related to the rate for judgments; (3)
a fixed rate would facilitate the administrative act of entering judgments with
interest “without possible controversy over different rates for different periods;”
and (4) the power of the Banking Board to set such rates was due to expire later
that year. Accordingly, in 1972, CPLR 5004 was amended to set a fixed interest
rate on judgments at “six per centum per annum” (L 1972, ch 358).
However, in the years that followed, interest rates soared in an inflationary
market. The 1981 Report of the Advisory Committee on Civil Practice noted
reports where defendants had exploited the system by investing and accruing
interest on funds which would otherwise have been used to pay judgment
creditors (1981 McKinney’s Session Laws of NY, at 2658). Increased returns
were facilitated through such delaying tactics as “the prosecution of unmeritorious
appeals and eschewing reasonable settlements” (Mem of Assemblyman
Goldstein, 1981 NY Legis Ann, at 148). Although arguments had been made “to
reinstate the market rate under CPLR 5004” (1981 McKinney’s Session Laws of
NY, at 2658; see also, Siegel, Practice Commentaries, McKinney’s Cons Laws of
NY, Book 7B, CPLR 5004), the Advisory Committee then recommended
increasing the fixed rate payable on judgments from 6 to 9%.
The
recommendation was enacted in 1981 (see, L 1981, ch 258) and the rate has
remained unchanged since.
18
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Rodriguez v. New York City Housing Authority, 91 N.Y.2d 76, 78-79 (1997).

The NY

Legislature thus appears to have adopted a fixed rate of six percent in 1972 based upon a
complex set of public policy goals not all of which were directly related to determining an
appropriate level of compensation in a particular case.37 In 1981, after market rates had risen
into the high teens, the NY Legislature increased the fixed rate from six percent to nine percent,
in part, to discourage defendants from using delay tactics in court proceedings.38
The NY Court of Appeals has not had occasion to address squarely the applicability, or
not, of New York State’s prejudgment interest provisions to international or domestic arbitration.
It can reasonably be surmised that this is due, at least in part, to the very limited grounds
available to challenge an arbitral award or to resist its enforcement. New York’s courts have
consistently rejected, however, applications to modify an award or to grant pre-award interest in
circumstances where the award allegedly did not comply with New York’s prejudgment interest
provisions.
The leading case in this area is Penco Fabrics, Inc. v. Bogopulsky, Inc., 146 N.Y.S.2d
514 (1st Dep’t 1955), in which the Appellate Division, First Department, held that “[t]he right to
interest involves questions of fact and law that are within the purview of the arbitrators.” Id. at
515. The arbitral tribunal had awarded damages for breach of contract, but it had not granted
any pre-award interest, even though Section 480 of the then Civil Practice Act, the predecessor
to C.P.L.R. Section 5001, provided for mandatory prejudgment interest in breach of contract

37

The six percent rate adopted in 1972 was close to the market rates in effect at the time. During 1972, the
U.S. prime rate ranged from 4.50% to 6.00%. See http://www.fedprimerate.com/wall_street_journal_prime_rate_
history.htm.
38

During 1981, the U.S. prime rate ranged from 15.75% to 21.50%. See id.
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actions.39 The Appellate Division denied the award-creditor’s request for pre-award interest,
reasoning as follows:
The mere fact that the award was silent on the question did not mean that the
arbitrators did not consider the question and did not operate to enable the court to
allow such interest. Provisions of law applicable to judicial actions and
proceedings do not necessarily apply to arbitrations. Parties who submit their
controversies to arbitration forego those provisions and leave all questions of law
and fact to the arbitrators.
Id. The Appellate Division characterized the grant of pre-award interest as a mixed question of
law and fact for the tribunal to decide and held that a tribunal’s decision on that question is not
subject to review by the courts.40
Three Appellate Division cases holding that a domestic arbitral tribunal’s power to grant
pre-award interest stems from its broad remedial powers under New York arbitral law (without
any mention of C.P.L.R. Section 5001) support the conclusion that New York State’s
prejudgment interest provisions do not apply in arbitration.41 Levin & Glasser, P.C. v. Kenmore
Property, LLC, 896 N.Y.S.2d 311 (1st Dep’t 2010), is typical of these three cases. The awardcreditor in Levin & Glasser requested that the court grant pre-award interest on the damages
39

Section 480 of the then Civil Practice Act provided as follows:
In every action wherein any sum of money shall be awarded by verdict, report, or decision upon a
cause of action for the enforcement of or based upon breach of performance of a contract, express
or implied, interest shall be recovered upon the principal sum, whether theretofore liquidated or
unliquidated, and shall be added to and be a part of the total sum awarded.

N.Y. Civil Practice Act § 480 (as amended in 1927).
40

In subsequent cases, the Appellate Division has reaffirmed that “in a contract dispute brought before an
arbitrator[,] the question of whether interest from the date of the breach of the contract should be allowed in an
arbitration award is a mixed question of law and fact for the arbitrator to determine.” Levin & Glasser, P.C. v.
Kenmore Property, LLC, 896 N.Y.S.2d 311, 312 (1st Dep’t 2010) (internal quotation marks, alteration and citation
omitted). See also, e.g., Dermigny v. Harper, 6 N.Y.S.3d 561, 562 (2d Dep’t 2015) (“[B]ecause the arbitration
award did not include a provision awarding the defendant [pre-award] interest, the court was without power to
award [such] interest.”); Rothermel v. Fidelity & Guarantee Ins. Underwriters, Inc., 721 N.Y.S.2d 565, 566 (3d
Dep’t 2001) (“the question as to whether pre-award interest is to be allowed is for the arbitrator to determine”);
Gruberg v. Cortell Group, Inc., 531 N.Y.S.2d 557, 558 (1st Dep’t 1988).

41

See Levin & Glasser, P.C. v. Kenmore Property, LLC, 896 N.Y.S.2d 311 (1st Dep’t 2010); West Side Lofts,
Ltd. v. Sentry Contracting, Inc., 751 N.Y.S.2d 475, 476 (1st Dep’t 2002); Rosenblum v. Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co., 439
N.Y.S.2d 482, 483 (3d Dep’t 1981).
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awarded by the tribunal, contending that the tribunal had lacked the authority to award interest
under the arbitration rules of New York’s Fee Dispute Resolution Program, which are silent on
this issue. Id. at 312-13. The Appellate Division rejected this contention on the ground, inter
alia, that a tribunal’s “broad authority to resolve disputes” under New York arbitral law includes
the power to award interest. Id. The fact that the court rested its decision on a tribunal’s broad
remedial powers under New York arbitral law rather than on C.P.L.R. Section 5001 suggests that
the court did not consider Section 5001 in the context of arbitration.42
Three New York federal district courts appear to have assumed, notwithstanding several
reported Appellate Division decisions, that New York State’s prejudgment interest provisions
apply in domestic arbitration.43 In each case, the award-creditor claimed that the tribunal had
“manifestly disregarded” the law by failing to grant pre-award interest in accordance with
C.P.L.R. Section 5001. The district courts rejected this argument in each of the three cases on
grounds other than the non-applicability of C.P.L.R. Section 5001 in arbitration (a point that does
not appear to have been argued).44 In view of (a) the principle that, in order to establish manifest

42

See also West Side Lofts, 751 N.Y.S.2d at 476 (arbitrator did not exceed his powers by awarding interest;
court did not refer to C.P.L.R. § 5001 but instead cited Silverman v. Benmor Coats, Inc., 61 N.Y.2d 299, 308 (1984),
which held that arbitrator “may do justice as he sees it”); Rosenblum, 439 N.Y.S.2d at 483 (arbitrators had power to
rule on pre-award interest based on their broad power to fashion awards to achieve just results).
43

See Sayigh v. Pier 59 Studios, L.P., No. 11-CV-1453, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 27139, at *33-*36 (S.D.N.Y.
Mar. 5, 2015); Shamah v. Schweiger, 21 F. Supp. 2d 208, 217 (E.D.N.Y. 1998); Nicoletti v. E.F. Hutton & Co., 761
F. Supp. 312, 315 (S.D.N.Y. 1991).

44

In Sayigh, the district court held that the tribunal had not manifestly disregarded the law because (1) the
petitioner’s claim arose under a human rights statute and (2) C.P.L.R. Section 5001(a) requires the award of interest
only on sums awarded for breach of contract or interference with property. Sayigh, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 27139,
at *35. In Shamah, the district court concluded that both arbitral tribunals and federal district courts exercising
diversity jurisdiction have discretion to award interest at a rate lower than the applicable state statutory prejudgment
interest rate, although it erroneously based that conclusion on a Second Circuit decision which held only that in the
narrow circumstances of that particular case, the district court had not abused its discretion by using a rate lower
than the applicable Vermont statutory prejudgment interest rate. See Shamah, 21 F. Supp. 2d at 217 (citing
Chandler v. Bombardier Capital, Inc., 44 F.3d 80, 84 (2d Cir. 1994)). In Nicoletti, the district court reasoned that
“[a]lthough petitioner’s claim sounded in contract, the arbitrators may have concluded that [his] entitlement was
equitable rather than contractual, and that therefore interest was discretionary [under C.P.L.R. Section 5001(a)].”
Nicoletti, 761 F. Supp. at 315.
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disregard of the law, “[t]he governing law alleged to have been ignored by the arbitrators must
be well defined, explicit, and clearly applicable”;45 (b) the text of the C.P.L.R.; and (c) the
Appellate Division’s observation in Penco Fabrics that New York’s prejudgment interest
provisions “do not necessarily apply to arbitrations,” 146 N.Y.S.2d at 515, counsel for the
award-debtor in each of the three cases had available, in opposition to the manifest disregard
challenge, a further argument that C.P.L.R. Section 5001 is not “clearly applicable.”46
ii.

Pre-Award Interest Under New York’s Substantive
Common Law

In the Committee’s view, New York’s substantive common law allows an arbitral
tribunal to award interest as an element of damages on the main claim(s).47 After the enactment
of New York’s first prejudgment interest statute in 1920, New York courts have held that they
may award prejudgment interest only on the basis of specific statutory authority. 48 Prior to the

45

Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith v. Bobker, 808 F.2d 930, 934 (2d Cir. 1986).

46

In Moran v. Arcano, No. 89 Civ 6717, 1990 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 9349 (S.D.N.Y. July 27, 1990), Judge
Haight of the District Court for the Southern District of New York stated in dictum and without referring to C.P.L.R.
Section 5001 that “[w]hether interest is taxed on a claim prior to the entry of an arbitration award is within the
discretion of the arbitrators.” Id. at *6. Judge Haight thus appears to have concluded, sub silentio, that C.P.L.R.
Section 5001 does not apply in arbitration. However, neither of the two cases that he cited in support of this
statement so held. See Sun Ship, Inc. v. Matson Navigation Co., 785 F.2d 59, 63 (3d Cir. 1986) (holding that district
court should have granted post-award, prejudgment interest because, while arbitrators had included pre-award
interest in their award, they “lacked authority to decide the entirely separate question of prejudgment interest on the
amount confirmed by the district court judgment”); Brandeis Intsel Ltd. v. Calabrian Chemicals Corp., 656 F. Supp.
160, 170 (S.D.N.Y. 1987) (confirming award that included pre-award interest granted by arbitrators under English
law; arbitration seated in London and parties’ contract governed by English law).

A Massachusetts appellate court has held squarely that, under Massachusetts law, “[a]n arbitrator’s award
of interest, when made as a component of an award, is an integral part of the total remedy that he fashions and, as
such, is not subject to the statutory provisions which apply to court-awarded interest on contract claims.” Blue Hills
Reg’l Dist. Sch. Comm. v. Flight, 409 N.E.2d 226, 235 (Mass. App. Ct. 1980). The Massachusetts statutory
prejudgment interest provisions are worded similarly to the New York provisions. See MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 231, §
6C (2016) (“In all actions based on contractual obligations, upon a verdict, finding or order for judgment for
pecuniary damages, interest shall be added by the clerk of the court to the amount of damages, at the contract rate, if
established, or at the rate of twelve percent per annum from the date of the breach or demand.”).
47

Some commentators argue that, as a general matter, “[c]laimants would be more accurately compensated
for the loss of use of their money if they received interest as damages, as opposed to interest on damages.”
SENECHAL & GOTANDA, supra note 6 at 514. See also SECOMB, supra note 6, at 443-44.

48

See, e.g., In re Brooklyn Navy Yard Asbestos Litig., 971 F.2d 831, 851 (2d Cir. 1992) (“The right to interest
[under New York law] is purely statutory and in derogation of the common law and it cannot be extended beyond
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enactment of that statute, New York common law allowed courts to award prejudgment interest
in breach of contract actions with interest running from the date on which the defendant could
have ascertained the damages with reasonable certainty.49 The Committee believes that, because
New York’s prejudgment interest provisions do not apply in arbitration, the proscription on nonstatutory interest under New York law also does not apply in arbitration.

Moreover, the

availability of pre-award interest under New York’s substantive common law accords both with
(a) the historical allowance of prejudgment interest under the common law and (b) the
compensatory purpose of such interest.50
In addition, as discussed in subsection II.A.4.a below, federal and New York arbitral law
both grant arbitrators broad remedial powers that include the discretionary power to award
interest on damages.

In the Committee’s view, an arbitral tribunal may consider the law

regarding its remedial powers, including its discretionary power to award interest, to be
substantive law for purposes of choice-of-law analysis, particularly if the tribunal is seated in a
jurisdiction that treats arbitrators’ remedial powers as a question of substantive law.51

the statutory regulations or limitations.”) (internal quotation marks and citation omitted); Two Clinton Square Corp.
v. Computerized Recovery Sys., Inc., 446 N.Y.S.2d 663, 664 (4th Dep’t 1981) (“interest should not be awarded
without specific legislative authority”); United Bank Ltd. v. Cosmic Int’l, Inc., 542 F.2d 868, 878 (2d Cir. 1976)
(“This Court has repeatedly held that since CPLR § 5001 is obviously phrased in mandatory terms, New York law
does not permit the trial court to exercise any discretion with regard to prejudgment interest determinations.”).
49

See, e.g., Faber v. City of New York, 222 N.Y. 255, 262 (1918) (“[I]f a claim for damages [on account of
breach of contract] represents a pecuniary loss, which may be ascertained with reasonable certainty as of a fixed
day, then interest is allowed from that day.”).

50

In 1927, the New York State Legislature amended the State’s prejudgment interest statute to allow the
courts to award prejudgment interest on the principal amount of damages “whether theretofore liquidated or
unliquidated.” Shortly thereafter, the NY Court of Appeals held that retrospective application of the amendment to
contracts entered into before its enactment did not violate the non-impairment clause of the U.S. Constitution
because the amendment “prevents an escape . . . from the real obligation to make full compensation for breach of
contract” and “vindicates a preexisting right to compensation for breach of contract.” J.B. Preston Co. v.
Funkhouser, 261 N.Y. 140, 145 (1933).

51

See BORN, supra note 6, at 3068 (“[I]n many jurisdictions, the arbitrators’ remedial powers are treated as an
aspect of the substantive dispute between the parties.”).
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One question that may arise is whether an international arbitral tribunal, in exercising
discretion to award interest under New York law, should apply New York’s prejudgment interest
provisions even though they are not directed to the determination of interest by arbitrators.
Given that C.P.L.R. Section 5001 has been characterized as substantive for choice-of-law and
Erie purposes, one might argue that an award of interest under this section ordinarily would
accord with the parties’ reasonable expectations if they have chosen New York law as the law
governing their relationship. Moreover, the Appellate Division recently stated that New York’s
“statutory nine percent rate [is] presumptively fair and reasonable, irrespective of the lower
interest rate in the current market,” although it made this statement in an equitable action in
which it upheld the trial court’s awarding of six percent interest.52
Arbitrators have discretion to determine interest based primarily on commercial
considerations and to consider New York’s statutory prejudgment interest provisions in the light
of commercial realities, for three main reasons.
First, as discussed above, the NY Legislature adopted a fixed nine percent prejudgment
interest rate in part for reasons not directly related to the compensatory purpose of an interest
award and not necessarily relevant to the award of interest in international arbitration.
Second, the award of nine percent simple interest in accordance with New York’s
statutory prejudgment interest provisions may materially overcompensate or undercompensate
the prevailing party for the loss of use of its funds.53

52

Gourary v. Gourary, 943 N.Y.S.2d 80, 82 (1st Dep’t 2012).

53

In some cases, even in the current low rate environment, the award of nine percent interest in accordance
with New York’s statutory prejudgment interest provisions may undercompensate the prevailing party for the loss of
use of its funds. As noted above, a court may award only simple interest under C.P.L.R. Sections 5001 and 5004. In
the commercial world, however, interest on a debt is almost always compounded; for this reason, an arbitral tribunal
exercising its discretionary power to award interest under New York’s substantive common law may choose to
award interest on a compound basis. Depending on various factors such as the compounding interval and the length
of the pre-award period, compound interest calculated at today’s low market rates may exceed simple interest
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Third, given the broad remedial powers of arbitrators under both federal and New York
arbitral law and the many uncertainties at the time of contract regarding possible future disputes,
commercial parties and their counsel may reasonably expect an arbitral tribunal to exercise
discretion to award such interest as it considers appropriate. Of course, if for any reason the
parties express a different expectation, for example by fixing the pre-award interest rate in
advance, they are free to do so in their contract or in a stipulation entered during arbitration.54
During a period when New York’s statutory prejudgment interest rate is substantially
higher or lower than market rates, factors that may weigh in favor of application of the statutory
rate in a specific case may include, in the judgment of the tribunal, a showing of party intent that
the statutory prejudgment interest rate be applied; the absence of any case made in favor of
applying a different rate; or a lack of significant economic impact on the interest calculation in a
particular case. Moreover, if both parties argue that New York’s statutory prejudgment interest
provisions govern their respective claims for pre-award interest, a tribunal could reasonably infer
agreement between the parties that the statutory prejudgment interest rate applies in their
arbitration.55
On the other hand, arbitrators have discretion to consider factors that may weigh against
application of New York’s statutory prejudgment interest rate in a time of low market interest
rates, including the NY Legislature’s desire to set the prejudgment interest rate at a level close to
or below the market rates at the time the statutory rate was chosen; the NY Legislature’s concern
calculated at New York’s nine percent statutory prejudgment rate. In the Committee’s view, this possibility
confirms that it may be appropriate for arbitrators to award interest based on commercial considerations.
54

See subsection II.A.1 supra.

55

Arbitrators may also exercise their discretion to apply New York’s statutory prejudgment interest
provisions if they take the view that it would be desirable, as a general matter, that the relief granted coincide
precisely with the relief that a court hearing the same claim would grant. In the Committee’s view, a tribunal may
consider how a court would decide the same question but retains discretion, under well-settled federal and New
York State arbitral law, to consider other factors in shaping the tribunal’s remedy. See subsection II.A.4.a below.
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for easing administrative burdens on the courts; and the extent to which current market rates of
interest may adequately discourage the use of delay tactics in arbitration.56
iii.

Inapplicability of Section 5-501(1) of New York’s General
Obligations Law to Pre-Award Interest

An arbitral tribunal may also wish to consider whether it would be appropriate to award
interest at New York’s statutory default rate of interest for loan obligations, as established by
Section 5-501(1) of the State’s General Obligations Law (“G.O.L.”). G.O.L. Section 5-501(1)
provides that “[t]he rate of interest, as computed pursuant to this title, upon the loan or
forbearance of any money, goods, or things in action . . . shall be six per centum per annum
unless a different rate is prescribed in section fourteen-a of the banking law.”
In Sedlis v. Gertler, 554 N.Y.S.2d 614 (1st Dep’t 1990), the Appellate Division held that
an arbitrator should have granted pre-award interest at the six percent rate set by G.O.L. Section
5-501(1) because the parties’ contract provided that late payments would bear interest at New
York’s “legal rate.” Id. at 616. Relying on C.P.L.R. Section 7511(c)(1), which provides that the
court shall modify an award if “there was a miscalculation of figures . . . in the award,” the
Appellate Division modified the arbitrator’s award (which granted twelve percent pre-award
interest) to provide for interest at the six percent rate. Id. The Appellate Division’s modification

56

New York’s maintenance of the nine percent statutory prejudgment interest rate in the current low rate
environment may also be intended to encourage defendants to settle claims brought against them. See Oden v.
Schwartz, 71 A.3d 438, 457 (R.I. 2013) (upholding constitutionality of Rhode Island’s statutory prejudgment
interest rate of twelve percent in medical malpractice actions on ground that this rate is “rationally related to a
legitimate state interest of promoting settlement as well as compensating an injured plaintiff for the loss of the use of
money to which he or she is legally entitled”). However, any possible state interest in promoting settlement of
claims appears to be related to the efficient administration of justice by the courts and does not reflect a substantive
policy favoring plaintiffs over defendants. See Paine Webber, 579 A.2d at 551 (court held that Connecticut’s “offer
of judgment” rule, which “provides an economic incentive for parties to settle disputes before trial,” was
“procedural rule, punitive in nature, and enacted to promote fair and reasonable pretrial compromises of litigation,”
and that it therefore applied to action in Connecticut state court even though New York law governed substantive
issues in dispute). In view of the many and varied social policies underlying statutory prejudgment interest rates,
arbitrators reasonably may conclude that a statutory prejudgment interest rate binding on courts may or may not be
appropriate in a particular case but should not dictate the determination of interest in arbitration.
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of the award appears anomalous in the sense that it involved the reversal of a substantive ruling,
not the correction of a mere computational error.57 The court’s interpretation of G.O.L. Section
5-501(1) as establishing a legal rate of interest of six percent under New York law would appear
to support the application of this rate to pre-award interest in arbitration irrespective of whether
or not the parties specifically so agreed in their contract.
Three factors militate against the application of the six percent rate established by G.O.L.
Section 5-501(1) to pre-award interest in arbitration, absent party agreement that this rate will
apply. First, G.O.L. Section 5-501(1) provides that the rate set by that section applies to a “loan
or forbearance,” a phrase that does not encompass damages owed by a breaching party.58
Accordingly, the text of the statute provides no basis for arbitrators to award interest at the six
percent rate, absent party agreement to the contrary.
Second, the majority of courts to have addressed the issue have concluded that the six
percent rate set forth in G.O.L. Section 5-501(1) is “superseded” by New York’s maximum
interest rate of sixteen percent set by Section 14-a of the Banking Law.59 The latter is a usury
rate and does not reflect the NY Legislature’s calculation of what rate would make an injured
party whole. Accordingly, it would not be appropriate, in the Committee’s view, for arbitrators
to award interest at the sixteen percent rate set by Section 14-a, absent clear evidence of party
intent that it apply in the circumstances.
Third, to the extent that the six percent rate mentioned in G.O.L. Section 5-501(1) retains
any validity, the Committee is not aware of any precedent or other authority supporting the
57

See, e.g., Madison Realty Capital, L.P. v. Scarborough-St. James Corp., 25 N.Y.S.3d 83, 85 (1st Dep’t
2016) (“CPLR 7511(c)(1) only authorizes modification of computational errors . . ., not reversal of substantive
rulings”).

58

See, e.g., Manfra, Tordella & Brookes, 794 F.2d at 63.

59

See, e.g., La Barbera v. A.F.C. Enters., 401 F. Supp. 474, 479-80 (S.D.N.Y. 2005) (collecting cases);
Rachlin & Co. v. Tra-Mar, Inc., 308 N.Y.S.2d 153, 158 (1st Dep’t 1970).
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award of interest in accordance with G.O.L. Section 5-501(1) in arbitration, absent party
agreement that New York’s “legal rate” is applicable. Arbitrators therefore should not presume,
solely on the basis of the parties’ choice of New York law as the law governing their contract,
that parties intended for the six percent rate to apply to the award of interest.
b.

International Arbitrators Should Align the Rate of Interest With the
Currency of the Award

As already noted, many jurisdictions (including New York, in the case of a court
judgment) have enacted statutory provisions specifying how interest shall be assessed on
damages, including the rate at which it shall accrue.60

For reasons set forth above, the

Committee takes the view that neither the New York prejudgment interest provisions (C.P.L.R.
§§ 5001, 5002 and 5004) nor G.O.L. Section 5-501(1) are binding in international arbitration.
For purposes of this discussion, the Committee assumes that, under some circumstances, the
statutory interest provisions of other jurisdictions may be deemed applicable, as a question of
local law or public policy, in a particular international arbitration.
In accordance with the choice-of-law analysis discussed above, the law governing the
parties’ contract generally should determine whether the prevailing party may recover interest on
damages and, if so, how much.61 An award of interest in accordance with these provisions may
not be appropriate, however, if (a) the governing law specifies a legal rate of interest and (b) the
arbitral tribunal assesses damages and issues its award in the currency of another jurisdiction.
For example, a contract may provide for arbitration in New York, French governing law, and
payment in U.S. dollars. If, as would be expected, the arbitral tribunal assesses damages and

60

See, e.g., C. CIV. art. 1231-7 (Fr.) (interest on damages accrues at “legal rate”); Decree No. 2014-947 of
August 20, 2014 Relating to the Legal Rate of Interest (amending Article L. 313-2 of the Monetary and Financial
Code) (legal rate fixed by French Minister of Economy every six months).
61

See supra notes 26-30 and accompanying text.
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issues its award in U.S. dollars, the grant of pre-award interest at the French legal rate may not
make commercial sense because that rate reflects, inter alia, material changes in the value of the
Euro over time.62 In fairly foreseeable circumstances, therefore, application of the French legal
rate to an arbitral award in U.S. dollars could significantly undercompensate or overcompensate
the prevailing party for the loss of use of its money.63
Arbitral tribunals may wish to consider at least two factors as they seek to avoid
anomalies in the interest rate used to calculate pre-award interest. First, arbitrators may consider
whether, as a matter of statutory construction, the legal rate under the governing law does not
apply to damages assessed in a foreign currency. As explained by Professor Pierre Mayer:
The arbitrator’s sense of equity can suggest to him that the rule expressed in the
applicable law only deals with domestic situations, which allows him to formulate
himself the rule that is supposed to apply to international situations. This last
device has been used to set aside provisions, which can be found in many national
laws, which fix the rate of interest at a certain percentage, regardless of the place
of payment and of the currency in which the debt was expressed; indeed, such
provisions lead to absurd results when applied to international contracts.64
In the event an arbitral tribunal should determine that the legal rate of interest under the
governing law does not apply, the arbitrators may consider assessing interest at a rate appropriate
to the currency of the award through the exercise of any discretion that they possess in
determining damages under the governing substantive law or the arbitral law of the seat.

62

In the international context, particularly in the absence of an express provision in the parties’ contract, an
arbitral tribunal may have discretion in determining the currency in which the award is rendered. See UNIDROIT
PRINCIPLES Art. 7.4.12 (“Damages are to be assessed either in the currency in which the monetary obligation was
expressed or in the currency in which the harm was suffered, whichever is more appropriate.”).

63

The 2012 U.S. Model Bilateral Investment Treaty recognizes the importance of matching the interest rate to
the currency of the award. Article 6(3) of the Model Treaty provides that if the fair market value of an expropriated
investment is denominated in a freely usable currency, the arbitral tribunal shall grant pre-award and post-award
interest “at a commercially reasonable rate for that currency[.]” See also 2012 U.S. Model Bilateral Investment
Treaty, Art. 6(4) (specifying compensation payable if fair market value of expropriated investment is denominated
in currency that is not freely usable).
64

Pierre Mayer, Reflections on the International Arbitrator’s Duty to Apply the Law, 17(3) ARB. INT’L 235,
244 (2001). See also Secomb, supra note 6, at 440.
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Alternatively, international arbitrators reasonably may conclude that the choice-of-law
approach, holding that interest should be determined in accordance with the same law that
governs liability and damages, is subject to an exception in an international case if the value of
the currency of the governing law changes at a materially different rate from the value of the
currency of the award.65

In such circumstances, the Committee believes that it would be

appropriate for a tribunal to determine the entitlement to interest and the period during which
interest accrues in accordance with the law governing the contract, while determining the interest
rate, whether the interest is simple or compound, and (if it is compound) the compounding period
in accordance with general principles of law.66 Such general principles include the prevailing
party’s right to full compensation for the loss of use of money it was entitled to receive from the
date when interest begins to accrue under the governing law until the date of the award.67 An
international arbitration tribunal possesses discretion under general principles of law to assess

65

Section 10 of the Restatement (Second) Conflict of Laws expressly recognizes that “[t]here may . . . be
factors in a particular international case which call for a result different from that which would be reached in an
interstate case.” The Reporters Notes to Section 10 of the Restatement observe that “[s]ome questions can arise only
in international conflicts, [such] as questions involving . . . the conversion of one currency into another.”

66

This recommended choice-of-law rule is similar to the approach followed by the English courts, which
determine liability to pay prejudgment interest in accordance with the law governing the merits, while determining
the rate of interest in accordance with English law. See DICEY, MORRIS & COLLINS ON THE CONFLICT OF LAWS
(15th ed.) § 7R-082, Rule 20(2). English law authorizes the High Court to award prejudgment interest on a simpleinterest basis “at such rate as the court thinks fit[.]” Senior Courts Act, 1981, § 35A(1). In the exercise of its
discretion under English law, the High Court “will, prima facie, award the rate applicable to the currency in which
the debt is expressed.” DICEY, MORRIS & COLLINS, supra, § 7R-082, Rule 20(3) (footnotes omitted). See also, e.g.,
Miliangos v. George Frank (Textiles) Ltd., [1977] Q.B. 489, 497 (“while you look to the proper law of the contract
to see whether there is a right to recover interest by way of damages, you look to the lex fori to decide how much”;
court awarded damages in Swiss francs and held that claimant was entitled to prejudgment interest on a simpleinterest basis “at a rate at which someone could reasonably have borrowed Swiss francs in Switzerland at simple
interest”).
67

See UNIDROIT PRINCIPLES Art. 7.4.10 (“Unless otherwise agreed, interest on damages for nonperformance of non-monetary obligations accrues from the time of non-performance.”).
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pre-award interest at a market rate appropriate to the currency of the award and on a compound
basis.68
Comment (e) to Section 823 of the Restatement (Third) of the Foreign Relations Law of
the United States addresses the awarding of prejudgment interest by U.S. state and federal courts
in international cases as follows:
The date for commencement of interest on an obligation or a judgment is
determined by the law of the forum, including its rules on choice of law. When a
statutory rate of interest is applicable in the forum, that rate must be applied, even
if the judgment is given in foreign currency. If no statutory rate of interest is
applicable, the court may, in appropriate cases, order interest to be based on the
interest rate applicable at the principal financial center of the state issuing the
currency in which the judgment is payable.69
In accordance with the first sentence of this comment, read together with Comment (e) to
Section 207 of the Restatement (Second) of Conflicts of Law, the law governing the merits of the
parties’ dispute should determine the date for commencement of prejudgment interest. The
second sentence appears to provide that a U.S. court must apply the forum’s statutory
prejudgment interest rate, if any, in assessing prejudgment interest in an international case, “even
if the judgment is given in foreign currency.” This approach to the applicable interest rate can

68

See, e.g., UNIDROIT PRINCIPLES Art. 7.4.9(2) (providing that interest on late payments shall be payable at
“the average bank short-term lending rate to prime borrowers prevailing for the currency of payment at the place for
payment”); ICC Award No. 8769, ICC International Court of Arbitration Bulletin 10(2) (1999), at 75 (awarding
interest at “commercially reasonable interest rate” in accordance with Article 7.4.9(2) of UNIDROIT Principles).
International investment tribunals, applying international law, often assess pre-award interest at a market rate
appropriate to the currency of the award and on a compound basis. A recent survey of pre-award interest
determinations in 63 investment awards rendered between January 2000 and March 2016 found that 18 of the 63
awards surveyed (approximately 30%) assessed pre-award interest at a rate based on LIBOR, most often with an
uplift of two percentage points. See Tiago Duarte-Silva & Jorge Mattamouros, Prejudgment interest – a mere
afterthought?, 11(5) GLOBAL ARB. REV. 30, 31 (2016). LIBOR is a benchmark rate that the leading banks in
London charge each other for short-term loans. Sixteen of the awards surveyed (25%) assessed interest at a rate not
linked to any benchmark, most often from four to six percent, while nine of the awards (14%) assessed interest at a
rate based on U.S. Treasury yields. Id. at 31-32. In the majority of recent awards, international investment tribunals
have assessed interest on a compound basis. See RUDOLF DOLZER & CHRISTOPH SCHREUER, PRINCIPLES OF
INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT LAW 298 (2012).
69

RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF THE FOREIGN RELATIONS LAW OF THE UNITED STATES § 823 cmt. e (1987).
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give rise to anomalies for at least two reasons.70 First, if a statutory prejudgment interest rate is
to be applied, the presumptively applicable interest rate in an international case generally is not
the forum’s statutory rate, but the statutory rate under the governing substantive law.71 Second, a
court or arbitral tribunal should consider the impact, if any, of the currency in which damages are
to be awarded. If the value of the currency of the governing substantive law changes at a
materially different rate than the value of the currency of the award, it may be inappropriate, as a
general matter, for a court or arbitral tribunal to grant one of the parties a windfall by applying a
statutory prejudgment interest rate that has no relevance to the loss incurred as a result of delay
in recovery of compensation.72
4.

Law of the Arbitral Seat

The next step in the Committee’s suggested approach is for arbitrators to look to the law
of the arbitral seat governing the arbitral process.73

70

To the Committee’s knowledge, no U.S. court has ever cited or applied the second sentence of Comment
(e) to Section 823 of the Restatement (Third) of the Foreign Relations Law of the United States. See, e.g., Amoco
Cadiz, 954 F.2d at 1333 (“Rules for prejudgment interest . . . usually come from the law defining the elements of
damages. . . . One would think, therefore, that prejudgment interest on the French plaintiffs’ claims depends on
French law[.]”).

71

See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF THE CONFLICT OF LAWS § 207 cmt. e (1971).

72

In an article published in 1985, Professor Ronald Brand proposed that Section 823 of the draft Restatement
(Third) of the Foreign Relations Law of the United States then under consideration be revised to include the
following provision:
In giving judgment on a foreign currency obligation, a court may award both pre-judgment and
post-judgment interest at such rate or rates as may be appropriate, taking into consideration the
statutory rate of interest, if any, otherwise applicable and the rate of interest generally available in
the market on investments made in terms of the currency in which judgment is made.

Ronald A. Brand, Restructuring the U.S. Approach to Judgments on Foreign Currency Liabilities: Building on the
English Experience, 11(1) YALE J. INT’L L. 139, 184 (1985). As Professor Brand explained, this provision was
“directed at the problem of matching the interest rate to the currency of judgment. Without such a rule, it is possible
that a court would render judgment in one currency and apply the interest rate relevant to another currency[.]” Id. at
189. Professor Brand’s proposal was not adopted.
73

The choice of a seat almost invariably leads to the application of its arbitration law, and so parties should
expect that their selection of a seat will affect numerous aspects of the arbitral process, potentially including the
standards applicable to the awarding of interest. See, e.g., BORN, supra note 6, at 2052 (“[T]he law of the arbitral
seat can directly govern a number of distinct legal issues affecting any international arbitration, many of which can
be highly important.”). An arbitral tribunal, in considering an award of interest, may decide, in the face of evidence
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As discussed in subsection (a) below, the law of the arbitral seat, when the seat is New
York, accords with New York substantive law relating to the award of interest by international
arbitrators. If, in a particular case, the law of the arbitral seat conflicts with the applicable
substantive law relating to the award of interest by international arbitrators, the tribunal will need
to determine how to reconcile the conflict. No such conflict exists when New York is the arbitral
seat and New York substantive law governs the dispute. This Committee does not express a
view as to how such conflicts might be addressed in arbitrations seated in other jurisdictions.
a.

International Arbitrators’ Broad Remedial Powers Under Federal
Arbitral Law

The Federal Arbitration Act and C.P.L.R. Article 75, New York’s arbitration statute, are
silent with respect to the award of interest. It is well-settled, however, as a matter of federal and
New York arbitral law that, “[w]here an arbitration clause is broad . . . arbitrators have the
discretion to order remedies they determine appropriate, so long as they do not exceed the power
granted to them by the contract itself.”74
In the Committee’s view, the broad remedial powers of international arbitrators under
federal arbitral law include at least the same discretionary power to award interest that the New
in a specific case that the contracting parties carefully considered the arbitration law of the seat, that the arbitration
law of the seat be given greater weight in that case than the law governing the merits. However, contracting parties
frequently select the seat of arbitration primarily or exclusively for reasons of logistical convenience and without
regard to its arbitration law. Under the latter, more typical scenario in commercial cases, principles of party
autonomy and respect for the intent of the parties arguably weigh in favor of giving the arbitration law of the seat
lower priority than the law governing the merits of the parties’ dispute. Following the same logic, when parties
neglect to designate the seat and, as a consequence, the seat is designated for the parties, arbitrators reasonably may
decide not to give weight to the law of the seat as reflective in any way of party intent as to interest awards.
74

Banco de Seguros del Estado v. Mut. Marine Office, Inc., 344 F.3d 255, 262 (2d Cir. 2003) (federal law).
See also, e.g., Benihana, Inc. v. Benihana of Tokyo, LLC, 784 F.3d 887, 902 (2d Cir. 2015) (“Like federal law, New
York law gives arbitrators substantial power to fashion remedies that they believe will do justice between the parties
and under New York law, arbitrators have power to fashion relief that a court might not properly grant.”) (internal
quotation marks, ellipsis and citation omitted); Bd. of Educ. of Norwood-Norfolk Cent. Sch. Dist. v. Hess, 49 N.Y.2d
145, 152 (1979) (“[T]o achieve what the arbitration tribunal believes to be a just result, it may shape its remedies
with a flexibility at least as unrestrained as that employed by a chancellor in equity.”); Silverman v. Benmor Coats,
Inc., 61 N.Y.2d 299, 308 (1984) (arbitrator “may do justice as he sees it”); Benedict P. Morelli & Assocs., P.C. v.
Shainwald, 854 N.Y.S2d 133, 134 (1st Dep’t 2008) (“Arbitrators are free to shape a remedy with unrestrained
flexibility in order to achieve a just result.”).
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York courts possess in equitable actions. In equitable actions, the New York courts enjoy
discretion under C.P.L.R. Section 5001(a) to determine whether to award any interest and, if so,
how much.75 As explained by the Appellate Division in Rosenblum v. Aetna Casualty & Surety
Co., 439 N.Y.S.2d 482 (3d Dep’t 1981),
[I]t is . . . well settled that the inclusion of interest in recoveries in actions of an
equitable nature is left to the sound discretion of the court (see CPLR 5001, subd
[a]) and that arbitrators are empowered to fashion awards to achieve just results
and may shape remedies with a flexibility at least as unrestrained as that
employed by a chancellor in equity.
Id. at 483 (internal quotation marks, ellipsis and citation omitted). Although the underlying
claim in Rosenblum was equitable, the Appellate Division’s conclusion that a tribunal’s broad
remedial powers under New York law include the discretionary power to award interest applies
equally regardless of whether the claim in the arbitration is characterized as legal or equitable.76
An international arbitral tribunal seated in New York has discretion, therefore, to award such
interest as it considers appropriate.
b.

International Arbitrators’ Power to Award Interest Under Other
National Arbitration Laws

The arbitration statutes of England and several predominantly British Commonwealth
jurisdictions expressly grant to arbitral tribunals discretion to award such interest as they

75

N.Y.C.P.L.R. § 5001(a) (“. . . in an action of an equitable nature, interest and the rate and date from which
it shall be computed shall be in the court’s discretion”). By contrast, in actions of a legal nature, courts generally
have no discretion under New York law with regard to prejudgment interest determinations. See, e.g., United Bank,
542 F.2d at 878 (“This Court has repeatedly held that since CPLR § 5001 is obviously phrased in mandatory terms,
New York law does not permit the trial court to exercise any discretion with regard to prejudgment interest
determinations.”).
76

See Levin & Glasser, 896 N.Y.S.2d at 312 (tribunal’s “broad authority to resolve disputes” includes power
to award interest; nature of underlying claim in arbitration not specified); West Side Lofts, 751 N.Y.S.2d at 476
(arbitrator did not exceed his powers by granting pre-award interest; nature of underlying claim in arbitration not
specified); Grobman v. Chernoff, No. 024250/98, 2008 N.Y. Misc. LEXIS 10792, at *3 (Sup. Ct. Nassau County
2008) (“an arbitrator’s power includes pre-award interest as part of a decision”; sole issue in arbitration was amount
of damages owed for personal injuries).
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consider appropriate.77 For example, Section 49(3) of the English Arbitration Act 1996 provides
that “[t]he tribunal may award simple or compound interest from such dates, at such rates and
with such rests as it considers meets the justice of the case . . . on the whole or part of any
amount awarded by the tribunal[.]”
The House of Lords’ well-known decision in Lesotho Highlands Development Authority
v. Impregilo SpA, [2005] UKHL 43, establishes that a tribunal seated in England has discretion to
award interest under Section 49(3) of the English Arbitration Act even if the law governing the
merits specifies how interest shall be calculated on damages. The dispute in that case arose
under a contract governed by the law of Lesotho and providing for arbitration in London. The
law of Lesotho included statutory interest provisions, but the tribunal disregarded those
provisions in exercising its discretion to award interest under Section 49(3) of the Arbitration
Act. The Court of Appeal held that the tribunal had exceeded its powers, reasoning that “there is
no room for any discretionary procedural power” under Section 49(3) where the law governing
the merits confers a substantive right to interest.78 The House of Lords reversed on the ground,
inter alia, that Section 49 of the Arbitration Act allows an arbitral tribunal to award interest
either by exercising its discretionary power under Section 49(3) or by applying the law
governing the merits pursuant to Section 49(6).79

77

See, e.g., ENGLISH ARBITRATION ACT 1996 § 49; SINGAPORE INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION ACT 2012 §§
12(5)(b), 20; HONG KONG ARBITRATION ORDINANCE, Art. 34D; BERMUDA INTERNATIONAL CONCILIATION AND
ARBITRATION ACT 1993 § 31; BRITISH COLUMBIA INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION ACT § 31(7);
AUSTRALIAN INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION ACT 1974 §§ 25-26; INDIAN ARBITRATION AND CONCILIATION ACT
1996 § 31(7)(a); IRISH ARBITRATION ACT 2010 § 18. Several U.S. states that enacted arbitration statutes based on
the UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration added a section providing that unless
otherwise agreed by the parties, the arbitral tribunal “may award interest.” See CALIFORNIA CIV. PROC. CODE §
1297.317 (2017); 710 ILLINOIS COMP. STAT. 30/25-20(g) (2017); OREGON REV. STAT. § 36.514(6) (2017); TEXAS
CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE § 172.144 (2017). These U.S. state statutes do not address the standard that the tribunal
should apply in awarding interest.
78

Lesotho Highlands Development Authority v SPA, [2003] EWCA Civ 1159, at [48]-[49].

79

Lesotho Highlands Development Authority v. Impregilo SpA, [2005] UKHL 43, at [38]-[39].
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5.

General Guidelines for the Exercise of Discretion in Awarding Interest

Federal case law with respect to the awarding of prejudgment interest by the federal
district courts in federal question and admiralty cases may provide useful guidance for
international arbitrators in the exercise of any discretion they possess with respect to the
awarding of pre-award interest in arbitration, whether by virtue of the applicable arbitration
rules, the applicable substantive law (or rules of law), or the applicable arbitration law. The
federal district courts have broad discretion as to the awarding of prejudgment interest in such
cases.80 Each Circuit has developed somewhat different guidelines for the exercise of this
discretion. The Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals has set forth perhaps the clearest and most
comprehensive set of guidelines. See In re Oil Spill by the Amoco Cadiz, 954 F.2d 1279, 133135 (7th Cir. 1992). In a per curiam opinion, Chief Judge Bauer and Judges Easterbrook and
Fairchild set forth the following guidelines:
x

A district court should award prejudgment interest at the market rate, because
interest at this rate “puts both parties in the position they would have occupied
had compensation been paid promptly.” Id. at 1331.

x

The market rate is “the minimum appropriate rate for prejudgment interest,
because the involuntary creditor [i.e., the prevailing party] might have charged
more to make a loan.” Id.

x

“Any market rate reflects three things: the social return on investment (that is, the
amount necessary to bid money away from other productive uses), the expected
change in the value of money during the term of the loan (i.e., anticipated
inflation), and the risk of nonpayment. The best estimate of these three variables
is the amount the defendant must pay for money, which reflects variables specific
to that entity.” Id. at 1332.

x

A district court need not try to determine the actual rate that the defendant must
pay to borrow money. Id. If the court chooses not to engage in such “refined
rate-setting,” it should award prejudgment interest at the U.S. prime rate, which is
“the rate banks charge for short-term unsecured loans to credit-worthy

80

See, e.g., Wickham Contracting Co. v. Local Union No. 3, Int’l Bhd. of Elec. Workers, AFL-CIO, 955 F.2d
831, 833-34 (2d Cir. 1992) (federal question case); Indep. Bulk Transp., Inc. v. Vessel “Morania Abaco”, 676 F.2d
23, 25 (2d Cir. 1982) (admiralty case).
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customers.” Id.81 While the prime rate “may miss the mark for any particular
party, . . . it is a market-based estimate.” Id.
x

The relevant market rate is the rate in effect during the prejudgment period, “not
the going rate at the end of the case.” Id. If the market rate fluctuated during the
prejudgment period, the district court should calculate interest at the different
rates in effect during this period. Id. at 1333. Alternatively, it may use an
average rate during the period. Id. at 1335.

x

The “norm” in federal litigation is to award prejudgment interest on a compound
basis because (1) the defendant would have had to pay interest on unpaid interest
if it had borrowed the amount of the damages and (2) the plaintiff could have
earned interest on interest if it had invested or loaned that amount. Id. at 1331-32.

The Seventh Circuit’s guidelines are broadly similar to those developed by the other
federal courts of appeals. For example, the Second Circuit held, in Mentor Insurance Company
(U.K.) Ltd. v. Norges Brannkasse, 996 F.2d 506 (2d Cir. 1993), that the district court may award
prejudgment interest at a rate that “reflects the cost of borrowing money, if measured for
example by the average prime rate or adjusted prime rate[.]” Id. at 520.82 Judge Jacobs, writing
for the panel, concluded that “[t]he award of compound interest . . . was within the district
court’s broad discretion.” Id. Unlike the Seventh Circuit in Amoco Cadiz, the Second Circuit in
Mentor Insurance held that (a) the district court may award interest at a short-term, risk-free rate,
rather than the market rate, and (b) “a prevailing party is not entitled to a calculation of
prejudgment interest at the interest rates at which it actually borrowed money during the period
in question since consideration of the precise credit circumstances of the victim would inject a
needless variable into these cases.” Id. (internal quotation marks and citation omitted).

81

As of the date of this report (June 2017), the U.S. prime rate is 4.25%. If the tribunal assesses damages and
issues its award in a currency other than the U.S. dollar, the Committee considers that it would generally be
appropriate for it to use a market rate appropriate to the currency of the award. See subsection II.A.3.b supra.

82

See also, e.g., Cont’l Transfert Technique Ltd. v. Fed. Gov’t of Nigeria, 603 Fed. Appx. 1, 5 (D.C. Cir.
2015) (“This court has repeatedly concluded that the use of the prime rate in the award of prejudgment interest
reflects an appropriate exercise of the district court’s discretion.”).
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An arbitral tribunal may find guidance in judicial opinions that set forth guidelines
intended to ensure that the prevailing party is fully compensated for its loss. Arbitral tribunals
generally differ from most trial courts in being able to bring to bear whatever resources the
parties consider appropriate in order to take into account the particular circumstances of the
parties including, in appropriate cases, engaging in a “refined rate-setting” exercise. See Amoco
Cadiz, 954 F.2d at 1332. In other cases they may choose to award interest at an appropriate
market rate or at a risk-free rate. See Mentor Ins., 996 F.2d at 520.
Economists differ as to how pre-award (or prejudgment) interest should be calculated in
order to compensate the prevailing party for the loss of use of money it was entitled to receive
from the date its claim arose until the date of the award.83 For example, some economists
espouse the “coerced loan” theory, which holds that pre-award interest should be calculated at
the rate that the losing party would have paid a voluntary creditor because the losing party, by
not immediately compensating the prevailing party for its harm, in effect forced the prevailing
party to make a loan to the losing party equal in value to the prevailing party’s harm.84 Other
economists argue that pre-award interest should be calculated at a rate equal to the prevailing
party’s opportunity cost of capital.85 Several other approaches for determining the pre-award

83

See Aaron Dolgoff & Tiago Duarte-Silva, Prejudgment Interest: An Economic Review of Alternative
Approaches, 33(1) J. INT’L ARB. 99 (2016).

84

See, e.g., Michael S. Knoll & Jeffrey M. Colon, The Calculation of Prejudgment Interest (2005), in PENN
LAW: LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP REPOSITORY.
85

See, e.g., Manuel A. Abdala et al., Invalid Round Trips in Setting Pre-Judgment Interest in International
Arbitration, 5(1) WORLD ARB. & MEDIATION REV. 1 (2011). In a number of industries and economic sectors,
commercial enterprises have an opportunity cost of capital equal to or in excess of nine percent per annum. In those
circumstances, at least, adoption of an “opportunity cost of capital” approach to calculating pre-award interest would
tend to support the award of interest at New York’s nine percent statutory prejudgment interest rate as an
appropriate estimate of the prevailing party’s opportunity cost of capital. On the other hand, a number of
economists criticize the opportunity cost of capital approach to calculating pre-award interest on the ground, inter
alia, that the prevailing party does not actually put any investment at risk; rather, the only risk that the prevailing
party assumes is the risk that the losing party will not satisfy the award, and this risk may be compensated by
requiring the losing party to pay interest at the rate that it would have paid a voluntary creditor. See, e.g., Dolgoff &
Duarte-Silva, supra note 83 at 101 (“[T]here is an inconsistency introduced by applying ex ante cost of capital rates
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interest rate also exist.86 It will generally be up to the parties in the arbitration to argue to the
arbitral tribunal what rate is appropriate in the particular circumstances of their dispute.
The Seventh Circuit awarded the plaintiffs in the Amoco Cadiz case prejudgment interest
at the average U.S. prime rate compounded annually, although it did not address the appropriate
compounding period in its decision.87 It would not be inappropriate for arbitrators, in exercising
their discretion, to award compound interest and to base the compounding period on factors
specific to the parties and their industry.
Finally, the Committee believes that it is generally appropriate for pre-award interest to
begin to accrue from the date of the non-performing party’s breach, except that interest upon
damages incurred thereafter should generally begin to accrue from the date the damages were
incurred. Subject to any countervailing equitable considerations, the awarding of interest until
the date of the award generally appears to be necessary to provide full compensation to the
prevailing party for the loss of use of its money.88

to an ex post calculation of compensation. The opportunity cost of capital is also inappropriate because the claimant
has not actually put any investments at risk to earn such a return.”); Don Harris et al., A Subject of Interest: Preaward Interest Rates in International Arbitration (2015), at http://www.brattle.com (“Pre-award interest at the
claimant’s cost of capital would compensate the claimants for a favourable outcome to the alternative investment,
while ignoring the chances that they could have lost. Moreover, if the alternative project was really so fantastic,
then the claimant should have been able to find sources of funding for it other than the amounts owed by
respondent.”); Knoll & Colon, supra note 84 at 9 (“Given th[e] assumption [that the plaintiff had access to the
capital markets], the defendant’s actions cannot plausibly be said to have prevented the plaintiff from foregoing any
attractive investment opportunities and thus to have missed out on the resulting return.”).
86

See Dolgoff & Duarte-Silva, supra note 83.

87

See Amoco Cadiz, 954 F.2d at 1331-32; Cement Div., Nat’l Gypsum Co. v. City of Milwaukee, 950 F. Supp.
904, 910-11 (E.D. Wis. 1996).

88

This pre-award period coincides with the periods specified in C.P.L.R. Section 5001(b) and UNIDROIT
Principles Article 7.4.10. See N.Y.C.P.L.R. § 5001(b) (“Interest shall be computed from the earliest ascertainable
date the cause of action existed, except that interest upon damages incurred thereafter shall be computed from the
date incurred. Where such damages were incurred at various times, interest shall be computed upon each item from
the date it was incurred or upon all of the damages from a single reasonable intermediate date.”); UNIDROIT
PRINCIPLES Art. 7.4.10 (“Unless otherwise agreed, interest on damages for non-performance of non-monetary
obligations accrues from the time of non-performance.”).
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B.

Post-Award, Prejudgment Interest

Parties sometimes request not only that arbitrators include pre-award interest as part of
the total compensation due under the award, but also that the arbitral tribunal order the losing
party to pay interest on the total amount of the award from the date the award is issued until the
date it is paid. The Committee is also aware that there have been instances in which the ICC
International Court of Arbitration, following its review of a tribunal’s draft award under Article
33 of the ICC Rules, has asked the tribunal to modify its award to address the granting of postaward interest, even if the prevailing party did not request such interest in its pleadings.
Increasingly, the practice is for arbitral tribunals to order the award-debtor to pay postaward interest if it does not satisfy the award within a specified time period. In U.S. courts, postaward interest ordered by an arbitral tribunal generally accrues from the date of the award (or the
date on which payment is due under the award) until the date of a U.S. federal or state court
judgment enforcing the award, even if the award provides that such interest shall accrue until the
date the award is paid. Under the so-called merger doctrine, when an award is enforced through
a U.S. federal or state court judgment, the debt created by the award merges with the judgment,
such that the award debt is extinguished and, in the jurisdiction that rendered the judgment, only
the judgment debt survives.89 Accordingly, “post-award” interest ordered by an arbitral tribunal
comprises only post-award, prejudgment interest; post-judgment interest is separately determined
in accordance with the law of the enforcement forum.

In cases potentially involving

enforcement proceedings in a forum that has not adopted a merger doctrine analogous to the
89

See, e.g., Marine Mgmt, Inc. v. Seco Mgmt., Inc., 574 N.Y.S.2d 207, 208 (2d Dep’t 1991), aff’d, 80 N.Y.2d
886 (1992); Westinghouse Credit Corp. v. D’Urso, 371 F.3d 96, 102 (2d Cir. 2004); Tricon Energy Ltd. v. Vinmar
Int’l, Ltd., 718 F.3d 448, 457 (5th Cir. 2013); Fid. Fed. Bank, FSB v. Durga Ma Corp., 387 F.3d 1021, 1024 (9th
Cir. 2004); Newmont U.S.A. Ltd. v. Ins. Co. of N. Am., 615 F.3d 1268, 1275-77 (10th Cir. 2010); Parsons &
Whittemore Ala. Mach. & Servs. Corp. v. Yeargin Constr. Co., 744 F.2d 1482, 1484 (11th Cir. 1984); Bayer
CropScience AG v. Dow Agrosciences LLC, No. 2016-1530, 2017 U.S. App. LEXIS, at *30 (Fed. Cir. Mar. 1,
2017).
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doctrine prevailing in the United States, there may be good practical reasons for the arbitral
tribunal to award interest until the date the award is paid.
In the Committee’s view, it is generally appropriate for an arbitral tribunal to follow the
same step-by-step methodology to identify the standards governing the award of post-award,
prejudgment interest that an arbitral tribunal follows to determine the standards for pre-award
interest. The fundamental guiding principles remain the same: respect for the intent of the
parties and the compensatory purpose of interest. Not surprisingly, all of the arbitration rules
that address the awarding of interest grant the arbitral tribunal discretion to award such preaward and post-award interest as it considers appropriate.90
Accordingly, an arbitral tribunal, in exercising discretion with respect to post-award,
prejudgment interest, may follow the guidelines set forth in subsection II.A.5 above for preaward interest. Notwithstanding the arguably secondary purpose to encourage an award-debtor
to satisfy an award promptly, the awarding of post-award, prejudgment interest at a rate higher
than the rate of pre-award interest may be deemed an unenforceable penalty in some
jurisdictions.91
C.

Post-Judgment Interest

As noted above, “post-award” interest ordered by an arbitral tribunal only accrues until
the date of a U.S. federal or state court judgment enforcing the award, because the debt created

90

See, e.g., ICDR International Arbitration Rules, Art. 31(4); LCIA Arbitration Rules, Art. 26.4; SIAC
Arbitration Rules, Rule 32.9. One circumstance in which the governing standards for pre-award interest and postaward, prejudgment interest would differ is where the parties’ contract contains a clause specifically addressing the
assessment of interest on any damages “until the date of award,” rather than “until the date of payment.”

91

See Laminoirs-Trefileries-Cableries de Lens, S.A. v. Southwire Co., 484 F. Supp. 1063, 1068-69 (N.D. Ga.
1980) (declining to enforce that portion of award assessing post-award interest at rates higher than rate of pre-award
interest on ground that post-award rates were penal rather than compensatory). The Indian Arbitration and
Conciliation Act (as amended in 2015) provides that, unless otherwise ordered by the arbitral tribunal, post-award
interest shall accrue at a rate two percent higher than the Indian legal rate in effect on the date of the award. See
INDIAN ARBITRATION AND CONCILIATION ACT 1996 § 31(7)(b).
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by the award is deemed to merge into the judgment under the merger doctrine prevailing in the
United States.92 Interest on the judgment, or “post-judgment interest,” is separately determined
in accordance with the law of the enforcement forum. For U.S. federal court judgments, 28
U.S.C. Section 1961 specifies that interest shall be calculated from the date of entry of the
judgment, “at a rate equal to the weekly average 1-year constant maturity Treasury yield . . . for
the calendar week preceding the date of the judgment,” and that it shall be compounded
annually.93
It may be possible, under some circumstances, for parties to override the general merger
rule and to specify a post-judgment interest rate, if the parties use “clear, unambiguous, and
unequivocal” language indicating their intent that interest will accrue at this rate after the entry
of a judgment.94 Contractual language stating that interest will accrue at a particular rate “until
the principal is paid,” or other similar language, has been held not to meet this high standard.95
Where the parties have agreed to a broad arbitration clause, the question whether they
have sufficiently contracted for their own post-judgment rate is a determination reserved for the
arbitral tribunal.96 Nevertheless, an award ordering that interest shall accrue at a particular rate
“until the award is paid,” or other similar language, does not override the general rule on
merger.97 Rather, the arbitral tribunal must use words that make crystal clear its intent to award

92

See, e.g., Marine Mgmt., 574 N.Y.S.2d at 208; Westinghouse, 371 F.3d at 102; Tricon, 718 F.3d at 457;
Fid. Fed. Bank, 387 F.3d at 1024.
93

See 28 U.S.C. § 1961(a), (b). See also N.Y.C.P.L.R. §§ 5003, 5004 (providing for 9% interest upon New
York State court judgments).

94

Marine Mgmt., 574 N.Y.S.2d at 209; Westinghouse, 371 F.3d at 102; Tricon, 718 F.3d at 457; Fid. Fed.
Bank, 387 F.3d at 1024.

95

Marine Mgmt., 574 N.Y.S.2d at 208-09; Tricon, 718 F.3d at 459.

96

Tricon, 718 F.3d at 457; Newmont, 615 F.3d at 1276-77.

97

Tricon, 718 F.3d at 459-60; Fid. Fed. Bank, 387 F.3d at 1022, 1024.
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post-judgment interest.98

The Committee is aware of only one case in which an arbitral

tribunal’s award was interpreted as awarding post-judgment interest.99

International Commercial Disputes Committee
Richard L. Mattiaccio, Chair

June 2017

98

Tricon, 718 F.3d at 459-60.

99

See Newmont, 615 F.3d at 1273, 1276-77 (tribunal’s award “provided for pre- and post-judgment interest at
rate of 1.5% per month”).
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Case

Rate Applied

Awards Granting Interest at a Market Rate

Case Details

Approach to Interest

The LCIA Rules provide, at Article 26.4, that “the arbitral tribunal may
order that simple or compound interest shall be paid by any party on any
sum awarded at such rates as the arbitral tribunal decides to be
appropriate (without being bound by rates of interest practised by any
state court or other legal authority).”

The IUSCT Arbitration Rules, which are adapted from the 1976
UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules, are silent regarding interest.

The ICDR International Arbitration Rules provide, at Article 31(4), that
a tribunal “may award such pre-award and post-award interest, simple or
compound, as it considers appropriate, taking into consideration the
contract and applicable law(s).”

The ICC Arbitration Rules are silent with regard to interest.

Relevant Rules on Interest

1

Veolia Propreté v. Valores Ecologicos S.A.
de C.V., ¶¶ 259–60, 279(a)-(c)

Institution: ICC
Seat: New York

-

A-1

5%

The tribunal considered that a grant of pre-award interest was
appropriate, and acknowledged that the CPLR rate was 9%.
Nonetheless, the tribunal granted simple pre-award interest at a

Some arbitral tribunals granted pre-award interest and/or post-award interest at a market rate, rather than at New York’s statutory prejudgment interest rate. The law
governing the merits in all of these arbitrations was New York law. Some of the arbitrations were seated in jurisdictions other than New York. Awards declining to apply
the New York statutory prejudgment interest rate tend to contain the most thorough and searching analysis with respect to the awarding of interest.

No.

LCIA: London Court of International Arbitration

IUSCT: Iran- U.S. Claims Tribunal

ICDR: International Centre for Dispute Resolution

ICC: (International Chamber of Commerce)

Arbitral Institution

Key: Arbitral Institutions and Relevant Rules

International Commercial Arbitrations Governed by New York Substantive Law

Arbitrators’ Pre-Award and Post-Award Interest Determinations in
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2

No.

(excerpted in David J. Branson & Richard
E. Wallance, Awarding Interest in
International Commercial Arbitration:
Establishing a Uniform Approach, 28 Va. J.
Int’l L. 919 (1987)

Grove Skanska v. Lockheed International
A.G., ICC Case No. 3903

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

Case

Law: New York
Year: 1981

-

Seat: Geneva

-

Institution: ICC

Year: 2007

-

-

Law: New York

-

Case Details

A-2

Unspecified
“realistic rate”

Rate Applied

The tribunal first noted that, under New York case law, the
question of interest is deemed substantive. However, the tribunal
declined to apply the CPLR interest provisions on the ground that

The prevailing party contended that interest should be computed at
market rates (LIBOR +1%). LIBOR had been as high as 20%
during the pre-award period. The losing party argued that interest
should be set at the New York statutory prejudgment rate, which
at that time was 6%.

The contract at issue in this case provided that a party’s failure to
make payments on time would carry the penalty of interest, but
did not specify any particular interest rate. The contract had an
unusual governing law clause which explicitly provided that “the
law of the State of New York, U.S.A. (procedural and substantive)
shall govern the interpretation of the Agreement.”

For post-award interest, the tribunal granted interest at a 5% rate,
or the applicable rate in the jurisdiction where enforcement of the
award was sought.

The tribunal considered that since the 9% interest rate under the
CPLR had been fixed by statute over 20 years prior, it is a rate that
“inevitably bears no relation to existing market rates.”

The tribunal found that the CPLR was meant to govern “the civil
procedure in the courts of New York” and not arbitration
proceedings taking place in New York, other than as provided for
under CPLR Article 75. Accordingly, the tribunal did not feel
“compelled to apply the CPLR interest rate of 9%”.

The tribunal undertook a comparatively lengthy analysis of the
applicability of the CPLR to pre-award interest. It concluded that
while there was no doubt that New York law governed the
contract at issue, “[t]his agreement by the parties does not extend
to their joint agreement as to the applicability of Section 5004 of
the Civil Practice Law and Rules (CPLR) of the State of New
York.”

rate of 5%, describing this rate as “market based.”

Approach to Interest
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Daum Global Holdings Corp. v. Ybrant
Digital Ltd., ¶¶ 56–61

3

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

Case

No.

Law: New York
Year: 2013

-

Seat: Singapore

-

Institution: ICC

-

Case Details

A-3

Unspecified

Rate Applied

The tribunal further explained that CPLR Article 50 is “concerned

In this case, the tribunal found that although New York law
governed the merits of the parties’ dispute, interest was governed
by Singapore law, as the lex arbitri. Section 20(1) of the
Singapore Arbitration Act 2012 expressly grants to arbitral
tribunals the authority to “award simple or compound interest
from such date, at such rate and with such rest as the arbitral
tribunal considers appropriate. . .”

Ultimately, the tribunal granted interest at what it called a
“realistic rate,” but did not give an indication of what it considered
this to be. Instead, the tribunal expressed the hope and
expectation that the parties would be able to agree on a mutuallyacceptable, appropriate rate.

The arbitrators conceded that if there was some indication that
New York law was intended to limit interest rates in all contexts,
it would control. Absent some clear indicia of such an intent,
however, the tribunal did not believe that New York law had such
a broad application.

The tribunal performed its own analysis of the CPLR, noting that
the separate section dealing with arbitration (Article 75) does not
cross-reference the CPLR prejudgment interest provisions,
whereas it does explicitly refer to other portions of the CPLR such
as the prescription rules found in Article 2. The tribunal stated
that “[w]e approach §§ 5001 and 5004 on the footing that the rate
of interest laid down may have the characteristic of a rule of
practice to be applied in certain circumstances but not necessarily
of universal application to all tribunals charged with the duty of
deciding issues in accordance with the law of the State of New
York.”

they only pertained to court actions and not to international
arbitrations. The tribunal noted the “truly international flavor” of
the dispute and stated that “in international commercial
arbitrations it is generally accepted that arbitrators are entitled and
indeed expected to award a realistic rate of interest.”

Approach to Interest
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Seat: Paris
Law: New York
Year: 2002

-

(excerpt available via ICC Dispute
Resolution Library)

Institution: ICC

Year: 2010

-

-

Law: New York

-

ICC Case No. 10888

Seat: New York

-

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

5

Institution: ICC

-

NTT Docomo, Inc. v. Ultra D.O.O, ¶ 85

4

Case Details

Case

No.

A-4

U.S. Risk-Free

(3.25% - 4.25%)

U.S. Prime

Rate Applied

The tribunal expressed concern that employing the New York rate
would hinder the enforceability of its award, and instead chose the

The tribunal rejected the application, noting that an international
arbitral tribunal acting under the ICC Rules and seated in Paris
was not bound to apply a rule on interest that was intended for the
courts of New York State.

Claimant applied for correction of the award, asserting that the
tribunal should have awarded interest at the 9% New York
statutory prejudgment interest rate.

The tribunal had previously granted pre-award interest at a riskfree interest rate computed by an expert. Said interest was to run
from the date of breach to the date of the award.

The tribunal did not provide a detailed explanation as to why it
chose to apply the Prime rate over the New York statutory
prejudgment interest rate. However, one factor that was likely
relevant is that Docomo only claimed interest at the Prime rate,
and Ultra made no submission in response.

Rather, the tribunal applied the U.S. Prime rate for pre-award
interest, to run as of three separate dates for separate breaches.
Similarly, the tribunal granted simple post-award interest at the
Prime rate, to run until the award was paid or reduced to
judgment.

The tribunal first noted that Docomo was entitled to pre-award and
post-award interest at the New York statutory prejudgment interest
rate pursuant to CPLR § 5001. However, it chose not to grant
interest at this rate.

The tribunal noted that it had wide discretion as to the awarding of
interest, but it held that it had insufficient information to make a
suitable award of interest at the time. Instead, it reserved the
question for a later award.

with New York court proceedings.”

Approach to Interest
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8

7

Al Maya Trading Establishment v. Global
Export Marketing Co., Ltd., ¶ 88

6

Seat: The Hague
Law: New York
Year: 1986

-

Year: 2010

-

(available at Yearbook of Commercial
Arbitration, Vol. XII, Page 253 (1987))

Law: France, New
York

-

Institution: IUSCT

Lex Arbitri: England

-

-

Seat: London

-

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

PepsiCo, Inc. v. Iran

Institution: ICDR

Year: 2016

-

-

Law: New York

Seat: New York

-

Institution: ICDR

-

Case Details

Butzel Long v. Valtech, S.A., ¶¶ 7.1–7.7

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

Case

No.

A-5

10%

5%

(3.25%)

U.S. Prime

Rate Applied

Notably, neither party argued for the application of the New York
statutory prejudgment interest rate, even though New York law

In this case, the tribunal applied LIBOR +3% for damages relating
to most of the contractual breaches found. For one breach, the
tribunal applied a 10% rate, deeming this “reasonable.”

The sole arbitrator granted pre-award interest at 5%, in accordance
with English court practice. While “this rate may be in excess of
the interest rate at which Valtech could borrow from a bank,” it
was “designed to encourage Valtech to resist the temptation to
delay payment to Chesapeake of the sums due it, in effect using
Chesapeake as its de facto banker.” For post-award interest, the
Arbitrator similarly applied a rate of 5% both for damages and
costs, with a three-week grace period for the latter. This interest
was to be compounded quarterly.

The sole arbitrator concluded that interest was governed by the
English Arbitration Act as the lex arbitri. Under Section 49 of
that Act, an arbitral tribunal has broad discretion to fix the rate of
interest.

The tribunal thus granted pre-award interest at the U.S. Prime
Rate.

Notably, the tribunal cited to the Grove Skanska case in support of
its proposition that “CPLR Article 50 . . . concerns court
judgments.”

The tribunal acknowledged that New York law prescribes 9%.
However, it found that “in an international arbitration such as this,
where the parties have not specifically agreed to any particular
interest rate and no evidence was presented as to actual borrowing
costs, we believe that the better course is to apply a commercial
rate in the relevant currency.”

“U.S. risk-free prejudgment interest rate,” which it viewed as
more reflective of the economic reality.

Approach to Interest
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Case

Rate Applied

Approach to Interest
governed the underlying contract.

Awards Granting Interest at the Contractual Rate

Case Details

10

9

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

PDV Sweeny, Inc. v. ConocoPhillips Co.,
ICC Case No. 16982, Final Award of 18
August 2014, ¶¶ 31–32

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

Sullivan & Cromwell, LLP v. Justice, ¶¶
128–32

Institution: ICC
Seat: New York
Law: New York,
Venezuela
Year: 2014

-

Year: 2016

-

-

Law: New York

Seat: New York

-

Institution: AAA

-

A-6

Default Rate
(4.875%)

8%

Respondents sought the 9% statutory prejudgment interest rate for

The tribunal had previously rendered a Partial Award in which it
awarded respondent Seller Damages under the contract. The
parties had agreed that pre-award interest should be granted at the
Default Rate (4.875%), and that it should run from the date when
Seller Damages became due until the date of the Partial Award.

The relevant contract in this case was unusual, in that it provided
for an interest rate that was specifically to be applied to damages.
It read, in relevant part: “[Seller Damages] shall bear interest at
the Default Rate pursuant to Section 4.2 from such Damages Due
Date until the date of payment.”

The tribunal rejected the law firm’s request for 9% pre-award
interest, noting that “[u]nder New York law, where a contract
provides that interest will be paid at a specific rate until the
principal has been paid, the contract rate governs, not the statutory
rate, and interest is due until payment of the principal is made or
until the contract is merged into a judgment.” The tribunal further
noted that “[a]mbiguous provisions in attorney-client fee
agreements are to be construed in a manner most favorable to the
client.”

The parties’ contract (an attorney-client fee agreement) provided
that the client could elect to make certain payments due under the
contract over a period of 10 calendar quarters at an annual interest
rate of 8%. The tribunal held that this provision was not directly
applicable to the amount due by the client and considered the
contract ambiguous as to whether the parties intended the 8%
contractual rate or the 9% statutory rate to apply to this amount.

Usually, contractual interest rates apply, by their terms, only to the late payment of money owed under the contract. However, tribunals have often applied such contractual
rates to the award of damages.

No.
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12

Travis Coal Restructured Holdings v. Essar
Global Fund, Ltd., ¶¶ 711–23

11

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

CIMC Raffles Offshore Ltd. v. Schahin
Holdings, S.A., ¶ 81(1)(a)-(c)

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

Case

No.

Law: New York (?)
Year: 2012

-

Seat: New York

-

Institution: ICDR

Year: 2014

-

-

Law: New York

Seat: New York

-

Institution: ICC

-

Case Details

A-7

LIBOR +2%

10%

Rate Applied

The tribunal did not explain why it decided to apply different rates

The tribunal granted pre-award interest at the contractual rate.
However, the tribunal granted post-award interest at the statutory
9% rate, which was to run beginning 30 days after the rendering of
the award.

The contract included an interest rate of LIBOR +2%.

The tribunal also granted simple post-award interest at 10%.

The tribunal further concluded that the interest rates specified
under the contract were not prohibited by New York’s anti-usury
laws. As such, the tribunal granted simple pre-award interest at
8% up until the “default date,” and 10% interest thereafter.

The tribunal construed the term “Requirements of Law” as
addressing only those laws that set upper limits on interest, such as
usury statutes. To hold otherwise, the tribunal reasoned, would be
to needlessly abridge the parties’ freedom to contractually agree
on an interest rate of their choice.

The contract in this case provided for a “pre-default” interest rate
of 8% on the principal balance due, and a 10% “default” rate once
the claimant had made a demand for payment. The contract
further provided that any amount to be paid by respondent “shall
bear interest at the Default Rate or the maximum rate permitted by
applicable Requirements of Law, whichever is less . . . .” This
contract was more in line with the norm, in that it provided that
the contractual rates applied to late payments and not to damages.

post-award interest, arguing that the contract did not specify a rate
for post-award interest. The tribunal held that this provision was
tantamount to a post-award interest provision, given that it
specified that interest was to run “until the date of payment.” The
tribunal thus awarded post-award interest at the Default Rate of
4.875%, reasoning that applying the New York statutory
prejudgment interest rate would be contrary to the parties’
agreement.

Approach to Interest
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17

16

15

14

Thales Alenia Space France v. Globalstar,
Inc., ¶¶ 124, 126.

13

KWV Int’l (Pty) Ltd. v. Peter Andrew LLC,
pp. 12–13

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

Institution: ICDR

Year: 2010

-

Law: New York

-

Seat: New York

-

Year: 2011

-

Institution: ICDR

Law: New York

-

-

Seat: New York

-

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

Westminster Securities Corp. v. Petrocom
Energy Ltd.

Institution: ICDR

Year: 2011

-

Law: New York,
India

Seat: New York

-

Institution: ICDR

Year: 2012

-

-

Law: New York

Seat: New York

-

Institution: ICDR

-

Case Details

Agrera Investments, Ltd. v. Palant, ¶ 68

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

Amaprop Ltd. v. Indiabulls Financial
Services Ltd., ¶¶ 155–56

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

Case

No.

A-8

7%

12%

12%

12%

EURIBOR +
400 basis points

Rate Applied

One of the contracts at issue provided for an interest rate of 7% on
overdue payments; the other was silent on interest.

The tribunal granted pre-award interest on damages as well as on
the fees and costs awarded. The tribunal did not specify the
interest rate it was applying, although claimant had requested
interest at the contractual rate applicable to late payments (12%).

The tribunal applied the contractual rate, in light of the fact that
claimant sought damages for breach of the very contractual
provision that provided for the 12% interest rate.

The contract provided for a 12% interest rate on payments for
purchase of shares, pursuant to a contractual stock purchase
option.

The tribunal, invoking the contract as well as equitable
considerations and arbitral practice, awarded pre-award and postaward interest at the 12% contractual rate.

The agreement between the parties provided that the respondent
would pay 12% interest per annum on all amounts borrowed.

The tribunal granted pre-award interest at the contractual
EURIBOR rate. For post-award interest, the tribunal awarded 5%
simple interest to run on unpaid amounts beginning 30 days from
the issuance of the award until payment in full. The tribunal noted
that this 5% rate corresponded closely to the rate that the parties
agreed to in the contract (EURIBOR +400 basis points).

The contract stipulated an interest rate of EURIBOR + 400 basis
points for late payments.

to pre-award and post-award interest.

Approach to Interest
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Case

Law: New York
Year: 2008

-

Case Details

Seat: New York

-

Case Details

Rate Applied

Approach to Interest

Despite the fact that “[b]oth parties have requested pre and post
award interest at the New York statutory rate of 9% per annum,”
the sole arbitrator concluded that the contractual interest provision
reflected what the parties had deemed an appropriate rate of
interest for their business arrangement and accordingly awarded
interest at the 7% contractual interest rate, to run from the date of
breach until the date of payment.

Approach to Interest

Awards Granting Interest at the New York Statutory Prejudgment Interest Rate (Reasoned Decisions)

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

Case

20

19

18

Seat: New York
Law: New York
Year: 2011

-

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

(available via Westlaw Arbitration

Kailuan Int’l Co., Ltd v. Sino East Minerals
Ltd. ¶¶ 136–37

Seat: New York

Institution: ICDR

-

Digitelcom Ltd. v. Tele2 Sverige AB, ¶ 457

-

Year: 2017

-

Institution: ICC

Law: New York

-

-

Seat: New York

-

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials

Institution: AAA

-

Organizacion Ideal, S. de R.L. de C.V. v.
FHR Mexico Management Company, S.A.
de C.V., ¶¶ 484–500

A-9

The tribunal, citing the CPLR, granted pre-award interest at the statutory 9% rate,
stating that “[w]e find this rate appropriate” because New York law governed the
contract. The tribunal further granted post-award interest at 9%, to run beginning 30

It applied the New York 9% statutory prejudgment interest rate, holding that it was
appropriate given that New York law governed the contract and New York was the
seat of arbitration.

The tribunal granted post-award interest on costs, to run beginning 15 days from the
rendering of the award.

The dispute related solely to whether the grant of pre-award interest on an award of
lost profits would constitute double recovery and a windfall for the award creditor.
The sole arbitrator considered that New York law did not bar the grant of prejudgment
interest on lost profits.

The sole arbitrator granted pre-award interest at the 9% statutory rate. In this case, the
parties apparently agreed that CPLR §§ 5001 and 5004 governed the grant of interest.

In arbitrations where the contract between the parties was silent on the issue of interest, arbitral tribunals have often granted pre-award and/or post-award interest at the 9%
New York statutory prejudgment interest rate. Those tribunals that have issued (often perfunctory) reasoned decisions on this issue have generally relied on the parties’
choice of New York law as the law governing the contract.

No.
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23

22

21

No.

(available via Westlaw Arbitration

Institution: LCIA
(UNCITRAL Rules)
Seat: New York

-

Year: 2014

-

-

Law: New York

-

Barracuda and Caratinga Leasing Co.,
B.V. v. Kellogg Brown & Root, LLC, at Part
K(A)

Seat: New York

-

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

Institution: ICDR

Year: 2015

-

-

Law: New York

Seat: New York

-

Institution: ICC

Year: 2016

-

Law: New York

-

Case Details

Sexton v. Karam et al., ¶¶ 218–222

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials

Logic, S.P.A. v. L-3 Communications Corp.,
¶ 111

Materials)

Case

A-10

The tribunal declined to grant any pre-award interest, noting that the claimant did not
request such interest and that the claimant had not incurred additional replacement

This arbitration, while administered by the LCIA, was conducted pursuant to the 1976
UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules, which are silent as to the award of interest.

In exercise of its discretion, the tribunal nonetheless chose to apply the 9% CPLR rate
“that would apply to a judgment rendered by a New York state court as of the date of
this Final Award.”

The tribunal further indicated that the “New York CPLR does not set forth a postaward interest rate for international arbitrations seated in New York and does not
mandate the application of its post-judgment interest rate to such arbitrations. Further,
it is generally accepted in international arbitration that neither the statutory postjudgment interest rate at the seat of arbitration nor the statutory post-judgment interest
rate of the law governing the contract mandatorily applies. Instead, arbitrators
generally have wide discretion to determine the applicable interest rate, and the ICDR
Rules reflect this principle.

The tribunal noted that Article 28(4) of the ICDR Rules allowed it to “award such . . .
post-award interest . . . as it considers appropriate, taking into consideration the
contract and applicable law.”

The tribunal did not grant pre-award interest, as it had rejected the claimant’s claims
and there were no counterclaims. However, it did grant post-award interest on its
award of costs and fees.

The tribunal granted simple pre-award interest at 9%, running from the date of breach.
It also granted 9% post-award interest until the date the award was paid.

This decision is notable in that the tribunal explicitly found that it was not bound to
apply the New York statutory prejudgment interest rate. However, citing to CPLR §§
5001 and 5004, it found the 9% rate “appropriate” because it was the rate applied to
New York court judgments and therefore “may be used by arbitral tribunals for
guidance.”

days after the rendering of the award.
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Law: New York
Year: 2008

-

Seat: Miami

-

Institution: ICDR

Year: 2011

-

-

Law: New York

-

Case Details

The sole arbitrator determined that pre-award statutory interest would run from the
date of breach as determined by the arbitrator. Post-award interest would begin
accruing if payment of the amount awarded was not made within 30 days.

The sole arbitrator granted pre- and post-award interest at the 9% statutory
prejudgment interest rate, reasoning that “no interest rate was stipulated” in the
contract.

With respect to post-award interest, the tribunal granted the New York statutory
prejudgment interest rate because New York law was the “law applicable to the
arbitration” and the contract. This post-award interest was applied both to damages
and to the costs awarded by the tribunal.

costs that would warrant the grant of pre-award interest.
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Awards Granting Interest at the New York Statutory Prejudgment Interest Rate (Unreasoned Decisions)

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

Aconcagua Investing Ltd. v. Ingaseosas
International Co., ¶¶ 165–66

Materials)

Case

27

26

25

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

Travelers v. Idas Celik Enerji Tersane ve
Ulasim Sanayi A.S.

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

Moses & Singer LLP v. Cleveland Heart,
Inc., ¶¶ 1–7

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials

Life Insurance Fund Elite Trust v. Avon
Capital, LLC

Law: New York

Seat: New York

-

Institution: ICDR

Year: 2015

-

Law: New York

Seat: New York

-

Institution: AAA

Year: 2016

-

Law: New York

Seat: New York

-

Institution: AAA

-

A-11

For pre-award interest, the tribunal simply awarded a lump sum amount. For postaward interest, the tribunal granted interest at the New York statutory prejudgment
interest rate to run on any amounts unpaid within 30 days of issuance of the arbitral
award.

The sole arbitrator granted 9% interest pursuant to CPLR § 5004 to each of seven
sums due under seven separate invoices.

The sole arbitrator granted 9% pre-award interest pursuant to CPLR §§ 5001 and
5004. The sole arbitrator did not provide any reason for this award other than that the
claimant was “entitled” to statutory interest.

Many awards that have granted interest at the 9% statutory prejudgment interest rate have done so without any analysis.

24
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Law: New York
Year: 2014

-

32

31

30

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

GlobeOp Financial Svcs. LLC v. Titan
Capital Group, p. 51

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

Law: New York
Year: 2014

-

Seat: New York

-

Institution: ICDR

Year: 2014

-

Law: New York (?)

Seat: New York

-

Institution: ICDR

Year: 2014

-

Law: New York

-

Schulte, Roth & Zabel, LLP v. China North
Docl East Petroleum Holdings Ltd., p. 8

Seat: New York

-

Year: 2014

-

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

Law: New York (?)

-

Institution: ICC

Seat: New York

-

-

Institution: ICDR

-

Garcia v. Ridge C.C., ¶¶ 66, 82

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

Caldera Resources, Inc. v. Global Gold
Mining, LLC, ICDR Case No. 50 2010
00674, p. 40

Seat: New York

-

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

29

Institution: ICDR

-

Hard Way, LLC v. Roc Fashions, LLC, p. 2

Year: 2015

28

-

Case Details

Case

No.

A-12

The sole arbitrator referenced the contractual choice of New York law and noted that
“under New York law, interest is normally allowed and awarded as a matter of
course.” He granted pre-award interest at 9%. He also granted post-award interest at
the statutory prejudgment interest rate.

The sole arbitrator granted pre-award interest at the 9% statutory prejudgment interest
rate, to run from date of breach. There was no discussion of post-award interest.

The tribunal granted 9% simple pre-award and post-award interest. The pre-award
interest was to run from the date of breach. The tribunal opted to grant simple interest
despite a contractual provision that allowed it discretion to grand compound interest.

The tribunal neither granted nor discussed pre-award interest. It granted post-award
interest at New York’s statutory prejudgment interest rate of 9% on most categories of
damages awarded, running from the date of award.

For post-award interest, the tribunal granted 9% statutory interest, to run beginning 30
days after the rendering of the award.

The tribunal granted a fixed figure for pre-award interest ($68,219.18 interest through
June 18, 2014 plus $4.28 per day through date of award).
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38

37

36

35

34

CE Int’l Resources Hldgs, LLC v. S.A.
Minerals Ltd. Partnership, ¶ 75

33

(available via Westlaw Arbitration

A.G.k. SARL v. A.M. Todd Co., ¶ 17

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

Amri Rensselaer, Inc. v. Borregaard
Industries Ltd., ¶ 3

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

Institution: ICDR

Year: 2010

-

Law: New York

Seat: New York

-

Institution: ICDR

Year: 2011

-

Law: New York

Seat: New York

-

Institution: ICC

Year: 2012

-

Law: New York

-

Oakley Fertilizer, Inc. v. Hagrpota For
Trading & Distribution, Ltd., ¶ 136

Seat: New York

-

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

Institution: ICDR

Year: 2012

-

Law: New York

Seat: New York

-

Institution: ICDR

Year: 2013

-

Law: New York

Seat: New York

-

Institution: ICDR

-

Case Details

Colt Int’l Ltd. v. Altpower, Inc.

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

Toshiba Corp. v. Nat’l Film Laboratories,
Inc.

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

Case

No.

A-13

The tribunal granted pre-award interest at the 9% statutory prejudgment interest rate.
The interest was to run from the date the arbitration commenced, given the extreme

The sole arbitrator also granted post-award statutory interest at 9%, to run until date of
payment.

The sole arbitrator cited to the CPLR, and granted pre-award interest at the statutory
prejudgment interest rate. The interest was to run from the date on which claimant
received notice of the termination of the contract at issue.

The tribunal granted simple 9% statutory interest, running from the date of breach. It
made no express finding with respect to post-award interest.

The sole arbitrator granted pre-award interest at the statutory prejudgment interest
rate, to run from a date fixed after the commencement of the arbitration. There was no
mention of post-award interest.

The sole arbitrator granted post-award interest at the statutory prejudgment interest
rate on attorney’s fees and costs, to begin running immediately after the rendering of
the award. There was no mention of pre-award interest.

The sole arbitrator granted 9% statutory interest, to run from the approximate date of
breach. This interest was to run until award-debtor received payment in full.
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41

40
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No.

Esso Exploration and Prod. Chad Inc. v.

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

Lubiam Modo per l’Uomo SPA v. Chesa
Int’l Ltd., ¶ 19

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

Colonial Oil Industries, Inc. v. Masefield
America, Inc., ¶ 5.3

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

Navneet Publications India Ltd. v.
American Scholar, Inc., ¶¶ 5.2-5.3

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

Lizton Trading, Ltd. v. ATM Lenders, LLC,
¶¶ 190–91, 194

Materials)

Case

Institution: ICC

Year: 2007

-

Law: New York

Seat: New York

-

Institution: ICDR

Year: 2007

-

Law: New York

Seat: New York

-

Institution: ICC

Year: 2008

-

Law: Unclear

Seat: New York

-

Institution: ICDR

Year: 2008

-

-

Law: New York

-

Seat: London

-

Year: 2010

Institution: LCIA

Law: New York

-

-

Seat: New York

-

Case Details

A-14

In this case, the applicability of the 9% statutory prejudgment interest rate was
uncontested. The sole arbitrator granted pre-award interest, to run from “an

The tribunal granted pre-award interest “at the legal rate of interest permitted under
the law of New York .” The interest was to run until the date of payment.

The tribunal granted both pre-award and post-award interest at the 9% statutory
prejudgment interest rate.

The sole arbitrator granted the claimant 9% pre-award interest running from the date
of breach, and 9% post-award interest on any unpaid amounts to begin running 30
days from the date the award was rendered.

The tribunal awarded interest at a rate of LIBOR +2% on the costs of the arbitration if
not paid within 14 days.

Similarly, for post-award interest, the tribunal granted simple interest at New York’s
statutory prejudgment interest rate. This was uncontested.

With respect to pre-award interest, the tribunal stated that it would exercise “its
discretion to apply the New York rate of interest of 9% to the principal sums
awarded.” This was to be a simple interest rate, running from the date of breach.

The tribunal also granted post-award interest at the 9% statutory prejudgment interest
rate, to run until payment in full.

longevity of the dispute.
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46

45
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No.

Year: 1999

-

(summarized in 1983 Y.B. Com. Arb. 320)
Law: Unclear
Year: 1982

-

Seat: The Hague

Law: New York

-

-

Seat: Unclear

-

(excerpt available in 2004 Y.B. Com. Arb.
66)

Institution: IUSCT

Institution: ICC

-

ICC Case No. 9839, ¶ 63

-

Year: 2004

-

White Westinghouse Int’l Co. v. Bank
Sepah, IUSCT Case No. 14 (7-14-3),

Law: New York

Seat: New York

-

Year: 2005

Institution: ICC

Law: New York

-

-

Seat: New York

-

-

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

Chemical Overseas Hldgs, Inc. v. Uruguay,
¶¶ 64–65, 68(a) and 68(h)

(available via italaw.com)

Institution: ICC

-

Year: 2006

-

Capital India Power Mauritius I v.
Maharashtra Power Dev’t Corp. Ltd., ICC
Award No. 12913/MS, pp. 34–36

Law: New York

-

(available via Westlaw Arbitration
Materials)

Seat: New York

-

Case Details

Taylors Int’l Svcs. Ltd., ¶¶ 58, 60

Case

A-15

The tribunal noted evidence that respondent’s U.S. funds had yielded interest during
the period in question, and therefore respondent could not be exempted from paying
New York statutory interest.

In this case, a check issued by the respondent to claimant remained unpaid due to a
presidential order of 14 November 1979, freezing respondent’s U.S. assets. A consent
judgment was filed in the New York Count Clerk’s office on 28 February 1980.
Before the Iran-U.S. Claims Tribunal, the claimant sought the principal amount of this
judgment plus interest running from 14 November 1979. For its part, the respondent
claimed that no interest should be payable on the principal amount because its funds in
the U.S. were frozen.

The tribunal held that, under CPLR § 5001, the petitioner was owed 9% interest from
the earliest possible date its cause of action existed. This 9% interest was to run until
petitioner received full payment of the sum awarded.

The tribunal also granted simple post-award interest at the statutory 9% rate.

Invoking the CPLR, the tribunal held that claimants were entitled to simple 9%
interest “from the earliest ascertainable date the cause of action existed.”

The tribunal also granted 9% simple post-award interest.

The tribunal granted 9% simple pre-award interest, to run from the date of the
destruction of claimant’s equity in an investment project in breach of a Shareholders
Agreement. The tribunal invoked its discretion to decline to grant pre-award interest
on arbitration costs.

appropriate midpoint of the various dates on which Esso Chad incurred the losses
suffered by it.” Post-award interest at the 9% rate was granted on both damages and
the costs and fees awarded by the tribunal. It was to run starting 1 month and 1 week
after the rendering of the award.
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No.

Case

Case Details

A-16

No post-award interest was granted.

The tribunal granted pre-award interest at 6% up to and including 24 June 1981. After
that date, pre-award interest was raised to 9% to match the increase in the CPLR rate.
This interest was to run from the date of the consent judgment.

The tribunal applied §§ 5003 and 5004 of the CPLR in its analysis. The application of
§ 5003, which deals with post-judgment interest, was a product of the unusual
circumstances of this case, i.e. that the tribunal was dealing with an award that
followed a New York state court judgment.
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Case Citation
Federal Court Decisions Reviewing Arbitrators’ Interest Awards

Approach to Interest

Waterside Ocean Navigation Co. v. International
Navigation Ltd., 737 F.2d 150 (2d Cir. 1984)

Manios v. Zachariou, No. 14CV4331-LTS-DCF,
2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 42537 (S.D.N.Y. 2015)

Sayigh v. Pier 59 Studios, No. 11-CV-1453-RA,
2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 27139, at *37 (S.D.N.Y.

1

2

3

A-17

In this proceeding to modify or vacate an arbitral award, the award-creditor argued that the arbitrator
manifestly disregarded New York law by not granting her pre-award interest.

Accordingly, the award-debtor was not entitled to vacatur of the arbitral tribunal’s award under the FAA.

The court rejected the award-creditor’s “manifest disregard” claim, holding that where parties agree to
submit a dispute to AAA arbitration (such as in the instant case), the AAA Commercial Rules are
incorporated into the underlying agreement. Because the AAA Rules grant arbitrators the authority to
award interest at such rate and from such date as they may deem appropriate, the tribunal did not
manifestly exceed its authority by granting pre-award interest in this case.

In this proceeding to vacate an international arbitral award under Chapter 2 of the Federal Arbitration Act
(“FAA”), the award-creditor argued that the arbitrators had manifestly disregarded the law by granting preaward interest on a distribution of assets in an estate settlement case. The award-creditor contended that
the terms of CPLR § 5001 only allow for interest upon “a sum awarded.”

The case was thus remanded to the district court for computation of post-award, prejudgment interest at a
“appropriate rate.”

On appeal, the Second Circuit held that whether to grant post-award, prejudgment interest in cases arising
under federal law has, in absence of statutory directive, been placed in the “sound discretion” of the district
courts. The court noted that there is a presumption in favor of the award of prejudgment interest, and that
the facts did not indicate that award of prejudgment interest would be inappropriate in this case.

In this New York Convention case, the lower court had confirmed the tribunal’s award without granting
post-award, prejudgment interest, stating that it did not have jurisdiction to “go beyond confirmation” of
the award.

Federal courts have consistently held that the question of whether to grant pre-award interest is for the arbitrators to determine and that courts are powerless to award
such interest if the arbitrators have not done so. By contrast, federal courts have discretion to grant post-award, prejudgment interest if the arbitral tribunal has not
granted such interest in its award. Where arbitral tribunals have granted post-award interest, federal courts will confirm the award of interest for the post-award,
prejudgment period. There appears to be no difference between the federal courts’ approach to domestic and international arbitral awards.

No.

New York Federal and State Court Decisions Reviewing Arbitrators’ Awards of Interest
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Local Union No. 1 of the United Assn. of
Journeymen & Apprentices of the Plumbing &
Pipe Fitting Indus. v. Bass Plumbing & Heating
Corp., 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 183085 (E.D.N.Y.
Oct. 28, 2014)

PremiereTrade Forex, LLC v. FXDirectDealer,
LLC, No. 12 CIV. 7006 PAC, 2013 WL 2111286
(S.D.N.Y. May 16, 2013)

5

The court rejected this argument, first noting that CPLR § 5001 (providing that interest shall be recovered
on a sum awarded for breach of contract) was inapplicable, as the underlying dispute concerned an alleged
act of employment discrimination.

Mar. 5, 2015)

A-18

The court denied the award-creditor’s request for duplicative post-award, prejudgment interest, noting that
“confirmation of the award will include post-award interest at a rate of 9% specified in the arbitrators’
opinion”. The court further noted that, to the extent the award-creditor’s request for prejudgment interest
referred to pre-award interest, “the Court will not grant interest that the arbitrators in this action explicitly
denied.”

During the confirmation proceeding, the award-creditor sought a separate, additional award of
prejudgment interest at 9% per annum, on top of the arbitrators’ award of post-award interest.

In this proceeding to confirm a domestic arbitral award, the tribunal in the underlying arbitration had
granted post-award interest at the New York statutory prejudgment interest rate of 9%, to begin running 30
days after the award.

This judgment is at odds with the weight of New York federal case law, which provides that courts have
discretion to grant post-award, prejudgment interest where the arbitral award is silent as to such interest.
The outcome of this case appears to have resulted from the Magistrate Judge’s misreading of certain
precedents (see Shamah v. Schweiger and Moran v. Arcano, below) which had referred to pre-award
interest as “prejudgment” interest.

Magistrate judge Viktor Pohorelsky found that where an award is silent as to prejudgment interest, a court
is not entitled to award such interest. He therefore recommended that Petitioner’s request for interest be
denied. This recommendation was adopted, and a judgment was entered in Local Union No. 1 of the
United Assn. of Journeymen & Apprentices of the Plumbing & Pipe Fitting Indus. v. Bass Plumbing &
Heating Corp., 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 37932 (E.D.N.Y. Mar. 25, 2015).

In this proceeding to confirm a domestic arbitral award, the arbitral tribunal had not granted post-award,
prejudgment interest. Petitioner sought, along with confirmation of its award, to obtain interest from the
date of the award.

The court, applying CPLR § 5002, granted “post-award prejudgment interest at an annual rate of 9%” as
well as post-judgment interest at the rate provided for in 28 U.S.C. § 1961(a).

The court further held that, “where an arbitrator could have awarded pre-award prejudgment interest but
did not, the court may not do so when entering judgment on an arbitration award.”
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Case Citation

Ganfer & Shore, LLP v. Witham, 2011 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 2622 (S.D.N.Y. 2011)

Finger Lakes Bottling Co. v. Coors Brewing Co.,
748 F.Supp.2d 286, 292-93 (S.D.N.Y. 2010)

Petrie v. Clark Moving & Storage, Inc., No. 09CV-06495, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 48460
(W.D.N.Y. 2010)

Coastal Caisson Corp. v. E.E. Cruz/NAB/FrontierKemper, 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 58114 (S.D.N.Y.
Aug. 10, 2007)

No.

6

7

8

9

A-19

In denying the award-creditor’s motion to modify the award, the court noted that “the arbitrators did not

The arbitral tribunal had held that “[a]lthough prejudgment interest may be required by the CPLR, we find
that we have discretion under the applicable rules of the American Arbitration Association not to award
pre-award interest . . . . Given the vast uncertainties concerning the amounts due and the reasons for those
uncertainties . . . we think it is highly inappropriate to award interest and we decline to do so.”

In this proceeding to confirm a domestic arbitral award, the award-creditor moved to modify the award to
add prejudgment interest. The award-creditor sought 9% prejudgment interest pursuant to the CPLR,
from the date the contract balance was due.

Because the “court is not entitled to award an amount relating to such prejudgment interest . . . the parties
must determine the applicable interest rate and calculate the amount due.”

The court rejected the award-creditor’s claim, noting that arbitrators may provide for pre-award interest as
part of their award, but if the award is silent on pre-award interest courts may not grant it.

In this proceeding to confirm a domestic arbitral award, the award-creditor requested that the court grant
pre-award interest at the 9% rate specified in CPLR § 5004.

The award-creditor was not entitled to interest at the 9% statutory prejudgment interest rate because it did
not assert a claim for breach of contract. Rather, because the proceeding was one of an equitable nature,
the court had discretion to grant pre-award interest under CPLR § 5001. The court ultimately granted
interest at the treasury bill rate, reasoning that the New York statutory prejudgment interest rate was not in
line with actual market conditions.

However, in this case the issue of interest was beyond the scope of the parties’ narrowly-worded and
limited arbitration agreement. New York law governed the granting of pre-award interest, because this
was a diversity case and New York law governed the arbitration agreement.

In this proceeding to confirm a domestic arbitral award, the court first noted that, where arbitrators have
authority to grant pre-award interest, courts cannot grant such interest in post-award proceedings.

By contrast, the court held that it was required to grant post-award, prejudgment interest “absent
circumstances warranting the contrary” and that post-judgment interest was similarly “mandatory.”

In this proceeding to confirm a domestic arbitral award, the court held that where an arbitral tribunal does
not grant pre-award interest, a court cannot award such interest on a motion to confirm the arbitration
award.
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Case Citation

P.M.I. Trading Ltd. v. Farstad Oil, Inc., 2001 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 227 (S.D.N.Y. 2001)

Shamah v. Schweiger, 21 F.Supp.2d 208
(E.D.N.Y. 1998)

Nicoletti v. E.F. Hutton & Co., 761 F.Supp. 312
(S.D.N.Y. 1991)

No.

10

11

12

A-20

The court denied the motion, noting that the award-creditor had cited to no case in which an arbitration

The award-creditor moved to modify a domestic arbitral award on the ground that the tribunal had
manifestly disregarded the law in failing to grant him pre-award interest under CPLR § 5001.

The court considered that, in awarding 6% interest, the tribunal could have been using the federal postjudgment interest rate. Accordingly, there was no evidence that the pre-award interest component of the
arbitral award was miscalculated. The court denied the award-creditor’s request for modification.

The court denied the motion, noting that courts “have rejected motions to vacate or modify arbitration
awards which have failed to provide prejudgment interest.” The court also cited Moran v. Arcano for the
proposition that arbitrators may grant pre-award interest, but when their award is silent with regard to such
interest, courts may not grant it in the arbitrators’ stead.

In this proceeding to confirm a domestic arbitral award, the award-creditor moved to modify the amount of
the award to include pre-award interest at the New York statutory prejudgment interest rate of 9%. It
asserted that the tribunal’s grant of 6% interest was a “material miscalculation” that necessitated
modification.

It granted post-award, prejudgment interest, as well as post-judgment interest, at the federal post-judgment
rate specified by 28 U.S.C. § 1961(a).

The court held that “[t]he mere fact that arbitrators chose not to award post-award, prejudgment interest
does not control this analysis.”

In this New York Convention case, the court, citing Waterside Ocean Nav., held that, absent persuasive
evidence to the contrary, post-award, prejudgment interest is available for judgments rendered under the
New York Convention and is presumed to be appropriate.

This case was partially reversed on unrelated grounds in E.E. Cruz v. Coastal Caisson Corp., 346 Fed.
Appx. 717 (2d Cir. 2009).

Ultimately, the court concluded that “[g]iven the tension between Rule 44(d) and Section 5001, it is
appropriate to refrain from vacating an arbitral award and to defer to the arbitrators’ judgment.

disregard law in exercising their discretion to deny [award-creditor] prejudgment interest.” The court
noted that the parties had selected the American Arbitration Association Construction Industry Rules and
New York law to govern their dispute. The former, at Rule 44(d), grant arbitrators discretion to award
such interest as they may deem appropriate. The latter, at CPLR § 5001, provides that “interest may be
required by law.”
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The court rejected the award-debtor’s argument that this grant of interest was unauthorized, noting that
“[p]ost-award interest is an entirely rational arrangement established by the arbitrators to compensate
[award creditor] for its loss. . . . Absent some express limitation on such an award, the Court can discern

In this proceeding to confirm a domestic arbitral award, the award-debtor cross-moved to vacate the
award, in part on the ground that the tribunal’s calculation of post-award interest was incorrect and
unauthorized. The tribunal had granted post-award interest at a rate of 12%, to run beginning 30 days after
the award was rendered.

The court denied the cross-motion, holding that the award-debtor had not shown that the arbitrators’
chosen rate of 11.25% per annum was penal as a matter of English law, which governed the parties’
contract. Moreover, the award-debtor had not pointed to any other expression of accepted public policy
which would weigh against confirming the arbitrators’ award of interest. 28 U.S.C. § 1961(a), which
refers to post-judgment interest, was inapposite.

In this proceeding to confirm an international arbitral award under the New York Convention, the awarddebtor cross-moved for vacatur, inter alia on the ground that the tribunal’s award of 11.5% pre-award
interest was penal and therefore contrary to U.S public policy.

The court held that if the award is silent as to pre-award interest, a court is not entitled to grant it. By
contrast, it held that “the award of post-award prejudgment interest is a matter left with the district court.”

In this proceeding to confirm a domestic arbitral award, the award-creditor claimed pre-award and postaward, prejudgment interest. The court held that whether interest is taxed on a claim prior to the entry of
an arbitration award (i.e., pre-award interest) is within the discretion of the arbitrators (although neither of
the two cases that it cited in support of this proposition so held).

In addition to confirming the principal amount of the award, the court expressly noted that it was
confirming the arbitrators’ award of prejudgment interest pursuant to Waterside Ocean Nav.

In this New York Convention enforcement proceeding, the arbitral tribunal had granted post-award,
prejudgment interest “in the amount of 10% per year from the date of the award until the award is fully
paid or reduced to judgment.”

award was vacated or modified for failure to award prejudgment interest. Although the award-creditor’s
claim sounded in contract, the arbitrators may have determined that his entitlement was equitable rather
than contractual, and that interest was therefore discretionary under CPLR § 5001(a).
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N.B. This case appears at odds with the weight of subsequent case law, which unambiguously holds that
courts may not grant pre-award interest if the arbitrators have not done so.

Thus, even though the arbitral tribunal had not granted pre-award interest, the court rejected the awarddebtor’s argument that the court’s grant of pre-award interest was improper and merited vacatur or
modification of the prior judgment.

The court held that, under CPLR §§ 5001, 5002 and 5003, the award-creditor was entitled to interest as a
matter of right. The court noted that while the issue of interest was not submitted to the tribunal in the
demand for arbitration, the parties specifically agreed in their arbitration agreement to arbitrate their
dispute “as to balance due, together with appropriate interest.” Further, the award-creditor had demanded
interest in the complaint it submitted to the district court.

In this case, the award-debtor moved to vacate a prior judgment confirming an arbitral award. The prior
judgment had granted pre-award interest to the award-creditor notwithstanding that (a) the tribunal had not
granted pre-award interest, and (b) the issue of interest had not been placed before the arbitral tribunal.

The grant of interest was thus confirmed. The court, applying federal maritime law, granted post-award,
prejudgment interest, also at 14%.

The court rejected the award-debtor’s claim, holding that the tribunal had not considered the issue of
interest in its initial award, and therefore retained discretion to subsequently add pre-award interest in the
form of Appendix B.

In this confirmation proceeding, the award-debtor moved to vacate the arbitral tribunal’s grant of preaward interest at 14%, as said interest was omitted from the arbitral award itself and was only later added
as an “Appendix B.” The award-debtor argued that this amounted to an impermissible reconsideration of
the tribunal’s ruling.

The court further rejected the award-debtor’s argument that the annual rate of 12% established in the
arbitral award should be set aside, as there was no indication that the tribunal disregarded the law in
granting such a rate of interest.

no disregard of applicable law or of the [underlying contract] here.”
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New York state case law mirrors federal case law with regard to the review of arbitrators’ awards of interest.

New York State Court Decisions Reviewing Arbitrators’ Interest Awards

Case Citation

No.
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In this appeal, the award-creditor sought to reinstate a vacated lower court judgment that had confirmed an
arbitral award and granted pre-award interest. The lower court had vacated its own judgment on the
ground that the award-creditor had misrepresented to the clerk of the court that he was entitled to preaward interest.

Dermigny v. Harper, 6 N.Y.S.3d 561 (2d Dep’t
2015)

Esrey v. Ernst & Young, LLP, 133 A.D.3d 539 (1st
Dep’t 2015)

Peters v. Collazo Florentino & Keil LLP, 117
A.D.3d 432 (1st Dep’t 2014)

Kingdon Capital Mgt., LLC v. Kaufman, 110
A.D.3d 648 (1st Dep’t 2013)

Levin & Glasser, P.C. v. Kenmore Property, LLC,
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In this case involving a domestic arbitral award, the award-debtor appealed from the lower court’s

The First Department unanimously affirmed the lower court judgment, noting that there was no basis for
modifying the rate of prejudgment interest awarded.

In this case involving a domestic arbitral award, the award-debtor appealed from the lower court’s
judgment granting the award-creditor the sum and prejudgment interest rate set by the award.

It is not entirely clear why the court felt that the 2% rate was proper. The court cited to CPLR § 5001(a),
suggesting that it may have viewed the dispute as one of an equitable nature rather than for breach of
contract. CPLR § 5001(a) provides that “in an action of an equitable nature, interest and the rate and date
from which it shall be computed shall be in the court’s discretion.”

The First Department, reviewing the award under CPLR Article 75, denied the appeal and held that (a) the
award-creditor failed to timely move to modify the award to raise the prejudgment interest rate to 9%, and
(b) in any event, the arbitrator properly set the prejudgment interest rate at 2%.

In this case involving a domestic arbitral award, the award-creditor appealed from a decision confirming
an arbitral award which granted prejudgment interest at a rate of 2% per annum.

The First Department affirmed the trial court’s ruling, noting that (a) the parties’ agreement limited the
prevailing party’s damages to the actual damages suffered and (b) the tribunal had found that the awardcreditors were “fully compensated” by reduced prejudgment interest.

In this case, the award-creditors appealed from a lower court ruling denying a motion to vacate an arbitral
award on the ground that the tribunal had manifestly disregarded the law by granting prejudgment interest
at a rate lower than the CPLR rate.

The Appellate Division noted that, because the arbitration award did not include a provision granting preaward interest to the award-creditor, the court was without power to grant such pre-award interest. Postaward, prejudgment interest and post-judgment interest were granted pursuant to CPLR 5002 and 5003,
respectively.
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The Appellate Division affirmed the lower court’s ruling, holding that the question as to whether preaward interest is to be awarded is for the arbitrator to determine and, if the arbitrator does not award any
pre-award interest, the court is powerless to do so.

In this case involving a domestic arbitral award, the award-creditor appealed from a lower court ruling
denying his request for pre-award interest. The arbitral tribunal had also refused to grant pre-award
interest.

The First Department affirmed the lower court’s judgment. It held that, [g]iven a broad arbitration clause
and the absence of a contractual provision specifically prohibiting preaward interest, the award of
preaward interest cannot be successfully challenged as beyond the arbitrator’s power simply because the
parties’ contract contains no provision therefor and petitioner made no such demand in the arbitration.”

In this case involving a domestic arbitral award, the award-debtor appealed from a lower court ruling
confirming an arbitral award, including pre-award interest.

Thus, the Appellate Division granted the award-creditor interest on her personal injury award from the date
the award-debtor’s liability was determined, notwithstanding the tribunal’s silence with regard to preaward interest. This decision was affirmed by the Court of Appeals in Grobman v Chernoff, 15 N.Y.3d
525 (2010).

The Appellate Division observed that in a personal injury action in which the trial is bifurcated, interest on
damages runs from the date liability is determined. Therefore, the court held that the award-creditor was
entitled to “pre-award” interest, i.e. interest running from the date of the jury verdict that preceded the
arbitration.

The award-creditor appealed from a lower court order that disallowed pre-award interest. The
circumstances of this case were unusual, in that the arbitration was focused solely on the issue of damages
after the award-debtor’s liability had been determined in a prior jury trial.

Because the award-creditor could have sought pre-award interest from the arbitral tribunal, it was now
barred from seeking such interest from the court.

The Appellate Division vacated the lower court’s judgment, holding that the lower court had erred in
granting pre-award interest. It reasoned that, in contract disputes before an arbitral tribunal, the question
of whether interest from the date of breach of contract should be allowed in the arbitral award is a mixed
question of law and fact that is for the arbitrator to determine.

judgment granting the award-creditor pre-award interest pursuant to CPLR § 5001.
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In modifying the award, the First Department relied on CPLR § 7511(c)(1), which provides that the court
shall modify an arbitral award if “there was a miscalculation of figures . . . in the award.” This appears to
have been in error, given that CPLR § 7511(c)(1) only authorizes modification of computational errors and
not reversal of substantive rulings. The arbitrators’ award of interest involved a decision on a substantive

The First Department held that, as no interest rate was specified in the parties’ contract, prejudgment
interest should be calculated at the rate of 6% per annum set by General Obligations Law § 5-501(1).

The parties’ contract provided that late payments would bear interest at the rate specified or at the “legal
rate” at the award-creditor’s place of business, which was New York.

In this appeal from a lower court judgment confirming a domestic arbitral award, the tribunal had granted
pre-award interest and post-award interest at a rate of 12%. The award-creditor requested that the court
vacate the award or modify the interest the interest portion of the award.

The Appellate Division explained that the lower court was powerless to grant pre-award interest (as
presumably the tribunal had not provided for such interest). Rather, upon confirmation of an arbitrator’s
award, interest should be calculated from the date of the award.

In this appeal from a lower court judgment confirming an arbitral award, the Appellate Division modified
the lower court’s ruling so as to omit the court’s award of pre-award interest.

The Second Department noted simply that “[t]he court lacked the power to award pre-arbitration award
interest.”

In this appeal, the Second Department reversed a lower court order that granted pre-award interest, in spite
of the arbitral tribunal’s failure to do so.

The Appellate Division affirmed the lower court, holding that the arbitrators exceeded their authority in
awarding pre-award interest on the back rent they found due, because (a) the parties’ narrow arbitration
clause only covered specifically-mentioned issues of fact and (b) the parties did not agree to submit the
issue of interest to the arbitrators. The court also declined to use “judicial discretion” to award interest
under CPLR 5001, criticizing the award-debtor’s conduct in the underlying arbitration.

The award-creditor appealed from a lower court judgment vacating so much of an arbitration award as
granted pre-award interest.

The court added that even if the arbitrator had committed an error of fact or law in denying the awardcreditor pre-award interest, the lower court would have lacked the authority to correct such an error.
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Citing Dermigny and Rothermel, the court noted that the arbitration award “did not include a provision

In this proceeding to confirm an arbitral award pursuant to CPLR Article 75, the award-creditor moved to
modify the award to add pre-award interest, pursuant to CPLR § 5001.

Additionally, the court noted that provisions of law applicable to judicial actions and proceedings do not
necessarily apply to arbitrations. Parties who submit their disputes to arbitration forego these provisions
and leave all questions of law and fact to the arbitrators. The right to interest involves questions of law
and fact that were within the arbitrators’ purview.

In this proceeding involving a domestic arbitral award, the Appellate Division held that the question of
whether interest is to be allowed from the date of breach was for the arbitrators to determine. The court
was powerless to award interest from the date of breach. The mere fact that the award was silent on
interest did not mean that the arbitrators did not consider this question.

The Appellate Division considered it “well settled” that arbitrators are empowered to fashion awards to
achieve just results and “may shape remedies with a flexibility at least as unrestrained as that employed by
a chancellor in equity.” Accordingly, the award should not be disturbed.

The award-creditor appealed from a lower court judgment confirming an arbitral award that omitted preaward interest. The award-creditor had moved under CPLR § 7511 to modify the award to include preaward interest, but this motion was denied.

In this case, since the tribunal’s award was silent as to pre-award interest, the lower court did not have the
authority to grant such interest.

The Appellate Division noted that in a contract dispute brought before an arbitrator, the question of
whether interest from the date of breach of contract should be allowed is a mixed question of law and fact
for the arbitrator to determine. Further, in a motion under CPLR § 7510 to confirm an arbitral award, the
arbitrator’s award is deemed conclusive as to all matters of law and fact, unless some ground for
modification or vacatur exists under CPLR § 7511.

The Appellate Division upheld the lower court’s decision to deny pre-award interest, but modified the date
from which post-award interest was to run to correct a computational error by the arbitrator.

In this case involving a domestic arbitral award, the award-creditor appealed from a lower court judgment
that had denied pre-award interest.

issue, and not a mere miscalculation.
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The court thus granted summary judgment dismissing the award-creditor’s attempt to enforce the
mechanic’s lien.

The court noted that “interest was an incident of the award and arose out of the contract between the
parties” because all matters arising out of that contract were within the scope of the parties’ arbitration
agreement. It followed that the arbitral award and the judgment entered thereon stood as a bar to
enforcement of the mechanic’s lien.

In this case involving a domestic arbitration, the arbitral tribunal had rendered an award, a judgment had
been entered thereon, and the award-debtor had made payment in full. Nevertheless, the award-creditor
contended that he was still entitled to continue a proceeding to enforce a mechanic’s lien for pre-award
interest on the arbitral award. The arbitrator’s award had not provided for pre-award interest.

Thus, because pre-award interest was not mentioned in the arbitral award, the award-creditors’ request was
denied.

In particular, the court noted that arbitrators may provide for pre-award interest as part of their award, and
that courts have rejected motions to vacate or modify arbitration awards which have failed to provide preaward interest. It also noted that where an award is silent on pre-award interest, a court may not grant it.

The court, applying the review standards contained within CPLR Article 75 and the Federal Arbitration
Act, concluded that “judicial review of arbitration awards is extremely limited.”

In this proceeding to confirm a domestic arbitral award in a labor dispute, the award-creditors claimed that
they were entitled to pre-award interest on their back pay award as a matter of law, despite the fact that the
tribunal had not granted such interest.

granting the [award-creditor] pre-arbitration award interest; consequently, the court is without power to
award such interest.”
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Formal Opinion 477R (May 22, 2017), Securing Communication of Protected
ClientInformation

x

Formal Opinion 483 (Oct. 17, 2018), Lawyers’ Obligations After an Electronic
DataBreach or Cyberattack
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The ABA Cybersecurity Handbook: A Resource for Attorneys, Law Firms, and
Business Professionals (2d ed. 2018)

Cybersecurity in International Arbitration
x

ICCA-CPR-New York City Bar Association Draft Cybersecurity Protocol for Arbitration
– 2019 revision forthcoming

x

Debevoise Protocol to Promote Cybersecurity in International Arbitration (July 2017)

x

2018 CPR Non-Administered Arbitration Rules, Rule 9.3(f) – at the administrative
conference, parties may consider “the possibility of implementing steps to address
issues of cybersecurity and to protect the security of information in the arbitration”

x

HKIAC Administered Arbitration Rules, Article 3.1(e) – recognized means of
communication may include “any secured online repository that the parties have
agreed to use”

x

Stephanie Cohen & Mark Morril, A Call to Cyberarms—The International Arbitrator’s
Duty to Avoid Digital Intrusion, 40 Fordham International Law Journal 981 (2017)
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Cross-Border Data Privacy Compliance in International Arbitration
x

ICC Note to Parties and Arbitral Tribunals on the Conduct of Arbitration under the ICC
Rules of Arbitration, effective 1 January 2019, includes new guidance on data protection
(see ¶¶ 80-91) which the ICC summarized as follows in its announcement to the press:
“An entire new section of the Note is devoted to compliance with European Union
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) regulations. In particular, the Note clarifies
that by accepting to participate in an ICC Arbitration, parties, their representatives,
arbitrators, the administrative secretary, witnesses, experts and any other individuals
that may be involved in any capacity in the arbitration accept that their personal data
will be collected, transferred, archived and as the case may be, published.
The Note further reminds parties of their duty to ensure that said individuals are aware
and accept the use of their personal data. Arbitral tribunals shall to that effect, at an
appropriate time in the arbitration, remind the parties and other participants in the
arbitration that their data may be used, as well as of their right under the GDPR
Regulation to seek the correction or suppression of the same. It is in particular
encouraged to include a clause to the effect in the Terms of Reference and the
Secretariat is available to recommend a model clause.”

x

Press Release, ICCA and IBA Establish Task Force on Data Protection (Feb. 2019)

x

Kathleen Paisley, It’s All About the Data: The Impact of the EU General Data Protection
Regulation on International Arbitration, 41 Fordham International Law Journal 841
(2018)
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I. INTRODUCTION
International commercial arbitration rests on certain fundamental
attributes that cut across the different rule sets and cultural and legal
systems in which it operates. There is common ground that any
international commercial arbitration regime must encompass integrity
and fairness, uphold the legitimate expectations of commercial
parties, and respect essential elements of due process such as equal
treatment of the parties, a fair opportunity for each party to present its
case and neutral adjudicatory proceedings, untainted by illegal
conduct.1
The system and its integrity depend substantially on the role of
the arbitrator. As Professor Rogers has stated: “[T]he authoritative
nature of adjudicatory outcomes, as well as their existence within a
larger system, imposes on adjudicators an obligation to preserve the
integrity and legitimacy of the adjudicatory system in which they
operate.”2 Cyberbreaches of the arbitral process, including intrusion
1. See e.g., UNCITRAL MODEL LAW ON INT’L COM. ARB., art. 18 (1985) [hereinafter
UNCITRAL Model Law], (“The parties shall be treated with equality and each party shall be
given a full opportunity of presenting his case.”); Convention on the Recognition and
Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, art. V(1)(b) (1958) (party inability to present case is
grounds to refuse recognition and enforcement of an award); ENGLISH ARBITRATION ACT 1, §
33 (1996) (general duty of tribunal); LONDON CT. OF INT'L ARB., LCIA ARBITRATION RULES
(2014) [hereinafter LCIA RULES] art. 14.4 (conduct of proceedings); William Park, Arbitrators
and Accuracy, 1 J. OF INT’L DISP. SETTLEMENT 43, note 89 (2010) (arbitrators rejecting
complicity with money laundering, fake arbitrations, and other illicit schemes.); LEADING
ARBITRATORS’ GUIDE TO INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION 485 (Lawrence W. Newman &
Richard D. Hill eds., 3d ed., 2014); Klaus Peter Berger & J. Ole Jensen, Due Process Paranoia
and the Procedural Judgment Rule: a Safe Harbour for Procedural Management Decisions by
International Arbitrators, 32 (3) ARB. INT’L 415 (2016).
2. CATHERINE ROGERS, ETHICS IN INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION 283 (2014).
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into arbitration-related data and transmissions, pose a direct and
serious threat to the integrity and legitimacy of the process.3 This
article posits that the arbitrator, as the presiding actor, has an
important, front-line duty to avoid intrusion into the process.
The focus here on cyberintrusion into the arbitral process does
not imply that international arbitration is uniquely vulnerable to data
breaches, but only that international arbitration proceedings are not
immune to increasingly pervasive cyberattacks against corporations,
law firms, government agencies and officials and other custodians of
large electronic data sets of sensitive information.4Similarly, our
focus on the role and responsibilities of the arbitrator should not
obscure that cybersecurity is a shared responsibility and that other
actors have independent obligations.5 Arbitrators are not uniquely
vulnerable to data breaches and are not guarantors of cybersecurity.6
In the highly interdependent landscape of international commercial
arbitration, data associated with any arbitration matter will only be as
secure as the weakest link. Since data security ultimately depends on
3. Though we focus primarily on the threat of data breaches, the analysis here is
generally applicable to other forms of unauthorized digital intrusion in proceedings, such as
surreptitious surveillance of a hearing or of arbitration counsel in their offices, or the
inadvertent recording and disclosure of an otherwise private conversation between members of
the tribunal.
4. See infra Part II.
5. Most notably, counsel have ethical duties to protect client confidentiality and to keep
abreast of the risks and benefits of technology related to their practice. Further, all actors in the
process may have contractual or regulatory obligations to protect sensitive personal or
commercial information. See infra Sections III.A and III.C.
6. High profile examples of arbitration-related cyberattacks or data breaches have
involved arbitral institutions, counsel, and parties as targets. See Zachary Zagger, Hackers
Target Anti-Doping, Appeals Bodies Amid Olympics, LAW360.COM, (Aug. 12, 2016),
https://www.law360.com/articles/827962/hackers-target-anti-doping-appeals-bodies-amidolympics (reporting that hackers attempted to infiltrate the website of the Court of Arbitration
for Sport during the Rio Olympic Games); Alison Ross, Tribunal Rules on Admissibility of
Hacked Kazakh Emails, GLOBAL ARBITRATION REV., (Sept. 22, 2015),
http://globalarbitrationreview.com/article/1034787/tribunal-rules-on-admissibility-of-hackedkazakh-emails (reporting that privileged e-mails between a government and its arbitration
counsel were disclosed by hackers of the government’s internal network); Alison Ross,
Cybersecurity and Confidentiality Shocks for PCA, GLOBAL ARBITRATION REV., (July 23,
2015), http://globalarbitrationreview.com/article/1034637/cybersecurity-and-confidentialityshocks-for-the-pca (reporting that the Permanent Court of Arbitration website was hacked
during a hearing of China-Philippines arbitration and counsel in a Russia-related arbitration
received “Trojan downloaders” that, if opened, would have enabled hackers to listen in on
conversations).
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the responsible conduct and vigilance of individuals, any individual
actor can be that weak link, whatever their practice setting, whatever
the infrastructure they rely upon, and whatever role they play in an
arbitration.7
We explore in Part II the threat that cybersecurity breaches pose
to international commercial arbitrations, using some examples of
high-profile breaches that already have occurred.8 We analyze in Part
III the obligations that underpin the arbitrator’s duty to avoid
intrusion. That duty, in our view, need not be created anew. Rather, it
rests securely on well-established duties of arbitrators to safeguard
both the confidentiality and the legitimacy and integrity of
proceedings, as well as to be competent to handle each individual
matter.9 In an era of significant cyberthreats to the international
commercial arbitration process, the duty to avoid intrusion is an
inherent duty that follows as a matter of necessity from these earlier
identified duties.
We then discuss, in Part IV, the nature and scope of the
arbitrator’s duty to avoid intrusion, which is bounded and fulfilled by
taking reasonable measures to prevent unauthorized digital access to
7. The impact of individual conduct on cybersecurity has been highlighted in recent high
profile security breaches. See, e.g., Gregory Krieg & Tal Kopan, Is This the Email That
Hacked
John
Podesta’s
Account?,
CNN
(Oct.
28,
2016),
http://www.cnn.com/2016/10/28/politics/phishing-email-hack-john-podesta-hillary-clintonwikileaks/index.html; Eric Lipton, et al., The Perfect Weapon: How Russian Cyberpower
Invaded
the
United
States,
N.Y.
TIMES
(Dec.
13,
2016),
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/13/us/politics/russia-hack-election-dnc.html; Tom Vanden
Brook & Michael Winter, Hackers Penetrated Pentagon E-mail, USA TODAY (Aug. 7, 2015),
http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2015/08/06/russia-reportedly-hacks-pentagonemail-system/31228625; Tom Fox-Brewster, Sony Needed to Have Basic Digital Protection. It
Failed,
THE
GUARDIAN
(Dec.
20,
2014),
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2014/dec/21/sony-hacking-north-korea-cybersecurity.
8. Although the focus of this article is on international commercial arbitration, many of
the considerations discussed here will apply as well in investor-state and public international
arbitration. Notably, some of the high profile data security breaches discussed in this article
occurred in those contexts. See supra note 6. At the same time, however, there may be
important differences between the scope of the arbitrator’s duty to avoid intrusion in the two
regimes owing to the public interest in investor-state arbitration and initiatives to increase
transparency in the settlement of investor-state disputes. See, e.g., UN Convention on
Transparency in Treaty-Based Investor-State Arbitration (2015).
9. See William Park, The Four Musketeers of Arbitral Duty: Neither One-For-All No AllFor-One, 8 ICC DOSSIERS 24 (2011).
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arbitration-related information. There is no bright line list of measures
that will fulfill the duty. Rather, assessment of the cybersecurity
necessary in international commercial arbitration is an ongoing, riskbased process that requires all participating individuals to understand
data security threats in context. As threats evolve, participants must
know their own digital architecture and security vulnerabilities
(including those that arise from their personal day-to-day work habits)
in order to implement protective measures responsive to the threats
that apply to their data landscape and individual matters.
The specific protective measures required to satisfy the duty will
depend on an analysis of the security risks and on the measures that
are practically available, as both will undoubtedly evolve from time to
time. They will also depend upon considerations of convenience, cost
and efficiency, as the arbitrator may need to balance the duty to avoid
intrusion against other duties, including the duty to conduct
proceedings in an expeditious and cost-effective manner10 and, in the
absence of overriding considerations, consistent with the parties’
choices.11
Finally, in Part V, we address some practical considerations for
arbitrators as they determine what measures to implement to avoid
intrusion and, in Part VI, suggest for future dialogue some ways in
which all participants in the international commercial arbitration
system may collaborate to address the ongoing threats. The
10. See INT’L CHAMBER OF COMMERCE [ICC], RULES OF ARBITRATION (2017)
[hereinafter ICC RULES], art. 22(1) (tribunal shall make every effort to conduct the arbitration
in an expeditious and cost-effective manner); INT'L CTR. FOR DISP. RES., INTERNATIONAL
CENTRE FOR DISPUTE RESOLUTION INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION RULES (2014) [hereinafter
ICDR RULES], art. 20(2) (“The tribunal shall conduct the proceedings with a view to
expediting the resolution of the dispute”); LCIA RULES, supra note 1, at art. 14.4(ii)
(tribunal’s general duty to adopt suitable procedures, avoiding unnecessary delay or expense,
so as to provide a fair and efficient means for the final resolution of the parties’ dispute).
11. See, e.g., UNCITRAL Model Law, supra note 1, at art. 34(2)(a)(iv) (award may be
set aside if “the arbitral procedure was not in accordance with the parties’ agreement, unless
such agreement was in conflict with a provision of this Law from which the parties cannot
derogate”); LCIA RULES, supra note 1, at art. 14.2 (“The parties may agree on joint proposals
for the conduct of their arbitration for consideration by the Arbitral Tribunal. They are
encouraged to do so in consultation with the Arbitral Tribunal and consistent with the Arbitral
Tribunal's general duties . . .”); ICDR RULES, supra note 10, at 1 (rules apply “subject to
modifications that the parties may adopt in writing” except that “where any rule[] is in conflict
with any provision of the law applicable to the arbitration from which the parties cannot
derogate, that provision shall prevail”).
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fundamentals of effective cybersecurity management are accessible
and not unduly burdensome. The arbitrator who keeps abreast of risks
and benefits of technology in the arbitration process, is conscious of
his or her digital assets and infrastructure, and who implements
reasonable protective measures, will readily meet the obligation to
avoid intrusion.
II. DATA SECURITY THREATS IN INTERNATIONAL
ARBITRATION
Cyberintrusion, or hacking as it is more commonly known, is
often in the news in respect to geo-politics12 and major corporate and
government records data breaches.13 Law firms, too, are increasingly
12. See, e.g., U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation and U.S. Department of Homeland
Security, Joint Analysis Report, GRIZZLY STEPPE-Russian Malicious Cyber Activity, JAR16-20296A
(2016),
https://www.us-cert.gov/sites/default/files/publications/JAR_1620296A_GRIZZLY%20STEPPE-2016-1229.pdf (providing technical details regarding the
tools and infrastructure used by the Russian civilian and military intelligence services to
compromise and exploit networks and endpoints associated with the US election); David E.
Sanger & Mark Mazzetti, U.S. Had Cyberattack Plan if Nuclear Dispute Led to Conflict, N.Y.
TIMES (Feb. 16, 2016), https://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/17/world/middleeast/us-hadcyberattack-planned-if-iran-nuclear-negotiations-failed.html.
13. See, e.g., Vindu Goel and Nicole Perlroth, Yahoo Says 1 Billion Accounts Were
Hacked,
N.Y.
TIMES
(Dec.
14,
2016),
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/14/technology/yahoo-hack.html (stating that following a
September 2016 disclosure that sensitive personal information associated with 500 million
users was stolen in late 2014 in an apparently state-sponsored attack, Yahoo disclosed that a
separate 2013 attack compromised more than one billion users.); Kevin McCoy, Cyber Hack
Got Access to Over 700,000 IRS Accounts, USA TODAY (Feb. 26, 2016),
http://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2016/02/26/cyber-hack-gained-access-more-than700000-irs-accounts/80992822/; James Billington, Hackers Carry Out $55M Cyber Heist
From Boeing Aerospace Parts Manufacturer, INT’L BUS. TIMES (Jan. 27, 2016),
http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/hackers-carry-out-55m-cyber-heist-boeing-aerospace-partsmanufacturer-1540455; Ahiza Garcia, Target Settles for $39 Million Over Data Breaches,
CNN (Dec. 2, 2015), http://money.cnn.com/2015/12/02/news/companies/target-data-breachsettlement/ (noting that the 2013 hack of Target database compromised roughly forty million
customers); Julie Hirschfield Davis, Hacking of Government Computers Exposed 21.5 Million
People, N.Y. TIMES (July 9, 2015), https://www.nytimes.com/2015/07/10/us/office-ofpersonnel-management-hackers-got-data-of-millions.html; Anna Wilde Mathews, Anthem:
Hacked Database Included 78.8 Million People, WALL ST. J. (Feb. 24, 2015),
http://www.wsj.com/articles/anthem-hacked-database-included-78-8-million-people1424807364. See generally Verizon, 2016 Data Breach Investigations Report [hereinafter
Verizon Report], http://www.verizonenterprise.com/verizon-insights-lab/dbir/2016/ (last
visited Jan. 22, 2017) (analyzing a dataset provided by security service providers, law
enforcement, and government agencies of more than 100,000 security incidents in 2015,
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reported as having fallen victim to cyberattacks.14 As awareness
increases that corporations and players in the legal sector are
attractive targets for cybercriminals, the multiple players involved in
international private commercial arbitrations should realize that they
too are vulnerable to cybercriminals.15 International commercial
arbitrations routinely involve sensitive commercial and personal
information, including information that is not publicly available and
that has a potential to move markets or impact competition.
Conveniently for hackers, this information is culled together in large
data sets, ranging from pleadings and documents produced in
disclosure, documentary evidence, witness statements, expert reports,
memorials, transcripts, attorney work product, tribunal deliberation
materials, and case management data. As the multiple players
involved often live in different countries, the information is frequently
exchanged and stored in electronic form, making it vulnerable to
malevolent outside actors.
Data custodians, who hold sensitive data to varying degrees,
include arbitral institutions, counsel, the parties and members of the
revealing 3,141 confirmed data breaches in eighty-two countries); PricewaterhouseCoopers,
Key Findings from the Global State of Information Security Survey (2017),
http://www.pwc.com/gx/en/issues/cyber-security/information-security-survey/assets/gsissreport-cybersecurity-privacy-possibilities.pdf [hereinafter PWC Report]; Sarah Kuranda, New
Federal Budget Proposal Raises Government Security Spending (Feb. 9, 2016),
http://www.crn.com/news/security/300079648/new-federal-budget-proposal-raisesgovernment-security-spending-ups-opportunity-for-vars.htm (referencing hacks of United
States Office of Personnel Management records and email accounts of the Director of the CIA
and the Secretary of Homeland Security).
14. See, e.g., Nate Raymond, U.S. Accuses Chinese Citizens of Hacking Law Firms,
INSIDER TRADING (Dec. 28, 2016), http://www.reuters.com/article/us-cyber-insidertradingidUSKBN14G1D5; Michael Schmidt and Steven Lee Myers, Panama Law Firm’s Leaked
Files Detail Offshore Accounts Tied to World Leaders, N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 3, 2016),
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/04/us/politics/leaked-documents-offshore-accountsputin.html (reporting that 11.5 million documents leaked from Panama law firm exposed the
offshore accounts of 140 politicians and public officials). See also New York State Bar Ass’n
Ethics Opinion 1019 (Aug. 2014) (“Cyber-security issues have continued to be a major
concern for lawyers, as cyber-criminals have begun to target lawyers to access client
information, including trade secrets, business plans and personal data. Lawyers can no longer
assume that their document systems are of no interest to cyber-crooks.”).
15. For an overview of the major cyber risks in the practice of international arbitration
and the tradecraft of the principal threat actors (hacktivists, state actors, and criminals), see
James Pastore, Practical Approaches to Cybersecurity in Arbitration, 40 FORDHAM INT’L L.J.
1023 (2017). See also Verizon Report, supra note 13.
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arbitral tribunal (along with their respective support staff), as well as
experts and vendors, including court reporters, translation services,
couriers, and information technology (“IT”) professionals, among
others. Hackers may attack individual actors directly16 or the digital
infrastructure of their organizations.17 Moreover, each smartphone,
tablet, laptop, thumb drive, other digital device, and cloud service
used for the transmission or hosting of arbitration-related data offers a
potential portal for unauthorized outsiders to gain access.
The participants in international commercial arbitrations are, to a
large degree, digitally interdependent, in that the process typically
involves the transmission and hosting of data and collaborative
elements such as communications relating to the arbitration.
Consequently, any break in the custody of sensitive data has the
potential to affect all participants. Indeed, since participants will
frequently play host not only to their own sensitive data, but also to
the sensitive data of others, intrusion into data held by one participant
may injure another more than the one whose data security was
compromised.

16. A prevalent method of attack that capitalizes on human error is ransomware, a form
of malware frequently distributed through spear phishing e-mails sent to targeted individuals.
The FBI explains:
[V]ictims—upon seeing an e-mail addressed to them—will open it and may click on
an attachment that appears legitimate, like an invoice or an electronic fax, but which
actually contains the malicious ransomware code. Or the e-mail might contain a
legitimate-looking URL, but when a victim clicks on it, they are directed to a
website that infects their computer with malicious software. Once the infection is
present, the malware begins encrypting files and folders on local drives, any
attached drives, backup drives, and potentially other computers on the same network
that the victim computer is attached to. Users and organizations are generally not
aware they have been infected until they can no longer access their data or until they
begin to see computer messages advising them of the attack and demands for a
ransom payment in exchange for a decryption key.
FBI, Cyber Crime, https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/cyber (last visited Jan. 16, 2017).
17. In a July 2015 “watering hole” attack, for example, hackers implanted a malicious
Adobe Flash file on the Permanent Court of Arbitration’s website that allowed them to infect
the computer systems of website visitors who had not patched a known Adobe Flash security
flaw. Luke Eric Peterson, Permanent Court of Arbitration Website Goes Offline, with CyberSecurity Firm Contending that Security Flaw was Exploited in Concert with China-Philippines
Arbitration, IA REP. (July 23, 2015), http://www.iareporter.com/articles/permanent-court-ofarbitration-goes-offline-with-cyber-security-firm-contending-that-security-flaw-was-exploitedin-lead-up-to-china-philippines-arbitration.
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Unauthorized access of sensitive data may result in the
disclosure, or even acceptance into evidence of, illegally obtained,
confidential, or privileged matter in ways that undermine fundamental
elements of the adjudicatory process and its baseline due process
elements.18 Disclosure of commercially sensitive information, trade
secrets, or personal information may violate laws or contractual
commitments in business-to-business or customer agreements, cause
serious reputational and economic harm to individuals or
businesses,19 trigger regulatory sanctions20 or negligence claims,21 and
impact the integrity of public securities markets.22 Further, since the
parties, counsel and arbitrators frequently reside in different countries
and may be subject to differing data security law, privacy regimes and
ethical standards, the legal effect of a data breach may be uncertain
and complex.23 Last, and not least, data security breaches, particularly
those resulting from a failure to implement reasonable security
protocols, threaten to undermine public confidence in the very

18. See Alison Ross, Tribunal Rules on Admissibility of Hacked Kazakh Emails, GAR
(Sept. 22, 2015) (reporting on unpublished order in Caratube International Oil Co. LLP and
Devincci Salah Hourani v. Republic of Kazakhstan, ICSID Case No. ARB/13/13, admitting
into evidence certain documents obtained from the public disclosure of documents hacked
from Kazakhstan’s government computer network, yet excluding other documents on the basis
of privilege).
19. See, e.g., Michael Cieply and Brooks Barnes, Sony Hacking Fallout Includes
Unraveling of Relationships in Hollywood, N.Y. TIMES (Dec. 18, 2014),
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/19/business/media/sony-attack-is-unraveling-relationshipsin-hollywood.html.
20. See, e.g., FINRA Fines Lincoln Financial Sub $650,000 for Cybersecurity
Shortcomings, NAT’L L. REV. (Nov. 24, 2016), http://www.natlawreview.com/article/finrafines-lincoln-financial-sub-650000-cybersecurity-shortcomings.
21. See, e.g., Robert Burnson, Yahoo’s Massive Data Breach Draws Negligence Suits by
Users, BLOOMBERG TECH. (Sept. 23, 2016), https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/201609-23/yahoo-s-massive-data-breach-draws-negligence-lawsuit-by-user; See also Shore et al. v.
Johnson & Bell, Ltd., No. 1:16-cv-04363 (Verified Complaint) (N.D. Ill. Apr. 15, 2016) (class
action alleging a Chicago law firm was negligent and engaged in malpractice by using security
practices that left client information vulnerable to hacking, including, for example, a ten yearold time-entry system that had not been updated with security patches).
22. Nate Raymond, U.S. Accuses Chinese Citizens of Hacking Law Firms, INSIDER
TRADING
(Dec.
28,
2016),
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-cyber-insidertradingidUSKBN14G1D5 (reporting criminal charges for trading on confidential corporate
information obtained by hacking into networks and servers of law firms working on mergers).
23. See Cybersecurity and Arbitration: Protecting Your Documents and Ensuring
Confidentiality, NYSBA INSIDE (2016).
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institution of international private commercial arbitration. We explore
the latter consequence further below.

III. SOURCES OF THE ARBITRATOR’S DUTY TO AVOID
INTRUSION
The arbitration rules, ethical codes, practice guidelines, and
national laws that govern international commercial arbitration do not,
by and large, establish an express duty for arbitrators or any other
participant in the arbitral process to implement cybersecurity
measures.24 Why, then, does the arbitrator bear responsibility to avoid
cybersecurity breaches? In our view, the arbitrator’s duty to avoid
intrusion rests on well-established arbitral duties: (i) the duty to
protect the confidentiality and privacy of the proceedings, which will
vary in different arbitrations, but exists to some degree in all
proceedings; (ii) a fundamental duty to preserve and protect the
integrity and legitimacy of the arbitral process; and (iii) a duty to be
competent. In addition to these general duties, some arbitrators may
have express or implied cybersecurity obligations by virtue of
attorney codes of conduct, national data protection laws or
regulations, or agreement with the parties.
A. Duty of Confidentiality
It is by now well-established that although parties generally have
a right to keep international commercial arbitrations private (i.e., to
exclude third parties from hearings),25 it cannot be assumed that they
24. See Section III.C for a discussion of the ethical obligations of lawyers under the
ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct, which regulate attorney conduct.
25. See Simon Crookenden, Who Should Decide Arbitration Confidentiality Issues? 25
ARB. INT’L 603, 603 (2009) (“The privacy of arbitration proceedings is generally recognised
internationally.”); see also, e.g., ICC RULES, supra note 10, at art. 26(3): (“ . . . Save with the
approval of the arbitral tribunal and the parties, persons not involved in the proceedings shall
not be admitted.”); ICDR RULES, supra note 10, at art. 23(6) (“Hearings are private unless the
parties agree otherwise or the law provides to the contrary.”); LCIA RULES, supra note 1, at
art. 19.4: (“All hearings shall be held in private, unless the parties agree otherwise in
writing.”); SINGAPORE INT'L ARB. CTR., ARBITRATION RULES OF THE SINGAPORE
INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION CENTRE (2016) [hereinafter SIAC RULES], art. 24.4 (“Unless
otherwise agreed by the parties, all meetings and hearings shall be in private, and any
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have a general duty or right to keep arbitration-related information
confidential (i.e., to refrain from disclosing, and to keep others from
disclosing, such information to third parties).26 Arbitrators are on
slightly different footing. Although applicable law,27 governing
arbitration rules,28 and party agreement may vary in the extent to
which they obligate an arbitrator to keep all aspects of an arbitration
proceeding confidential, it is uncontroversial that the arbitrator has a
recordings, transcripts, or documents used in relation to the arbitral proceedings shall remain
confidential.”).
26. UNCITRAL Notes on Organizing Arbitral Proceedings, ¶ 50 (2016) [hereinafter
UNCITRAL Notes] (“there is no uniform approach in domestic laws or arbitration rules
regarding the extent to which participants in an arbitration are under a duty to observe the
confidentiality of information relating to the arbitral proceedings”); L. Yves Fortier, The
Occasionally Unwarranted Assumption of Confidentiality, 15 ARB. INT’L 131 (1999); Leon
Trakman, Confidentiality in International Commercial Arbitration, 18 ARB. INT’L 1 (2002).
27. More often than not, whether an arbitrator has a duty of confidentiality is not
addressed by national legislation. See BORN, INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION
2003 (Wolters Kluwer, 2d ed. 2014); see also Joshua Karton, A Conflict of Interests: Seeking a
Way Forward on Publication of International Arbitral Awards, 28 ARB. INT’L 447, 450
(2012).
28. Although they differ in scope, most institutional international arbitration rules, with
the notable exception of the ICC Rules, impose an express obligation of confidentiality on
arbitrators. See, e.g., ICDR RULES, supra note 10, at art. 37(1) (“Confidential information
disclosed during the arbitration by the parties or by witnesses shall not be divulged by an
arbitrator . . . . [T]he members of the arbitral tribunal . . . shall keep confidential all matters
relating to the arbitration or the award.”); LCIA RULES, supra note 1, at art. 30.2 (“The
deliberations of the Arbitral Tribunal shall remain confidential to its members . . . .”); SIAC
RULES, supra note 25, at art. 39.1 (“Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, a party and any
arbitrator, including any Emergency Arbitrator . . . shall at all times treat all matters relating to
the proceedings and the Award as confidential. The discussions and deliberations of the
Tribunal shall be confidential.”), art. 39. 3 (“. . . matters relating to the proceedings” includes
the existence of the proceedings, and the pleadings, evidence and other materials in the arbitral
proceedings and all other documents produced by another party in the proceedings or the
Award arising from the proceedings, but excludes any matter that is otherwise in the public
domain”); JAMS FOUNDATION, JAMS INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION RULES (2016), art. 17.1
(“Unless otherwise required by law, or unless the parties expressly agree, the Tribunal, the
Administrator and JAMS International will maintain the confidentiality of the arbitration.”),
art. 17.2 (“Unless otherwise required by law, an award will remain confidential, unless all of
the parties consent to its publication.”); INT'L INST. FOR CONFLICT PREVENTION & RES., CPR
2014 RULES FOR ADMINISTERED ARBITRATION OF INTERNATIONAL DISPUTES (2014)
[hereinafter CPR RULES], art. 20 (“Unless the parties agree otherwise, the parties, the
arbitrators and CPR shall treat the proceedings, any related disclosure and the decisions of the
Tribunal, as confidential . . . .”). But see ICC RULES, supra note 10, at app. I, art. 6 (“The work
of the [ICC] Court is of a confidential nature which must be respected by everyone who
participates in that work in whatever capacity.”).
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fundamental duty to keep at least certain aspects of a proceeding
confidential. Gary Born takes a broad view of the confidentiality
obligation, stemming from the arbitrator’s adjudicatory role:
Even where confidentiality obligations are not imposed upon the
parties by either their agreement or applicable national law, the
arbitrators are subject to separate confidentiality obligations by
virtue of their adjudicative function. One element of the
arbitrator’s role is the duty to maintain the confidentiality of the
parties’ written and oral submissions, evidence and other
materials submitted in the arbitration. It is generally inconsistent
with the arbitrator’s mandate to disclose materials from the
arbitration to third parties.29

The AAA/ABA Code of Ethics for Arbitrators in Commercial
Disputes is consistent with this view. Canon VI provides that “[a]n
arbitrator should be faithful to the relationship of trust and
confidentiality inherent in that office.”30 In particular, the arbitrator
has a duty to “keep confidential all matters relating to the arbitration
proceedings and decision” and “[i]n a proceeding in which there is
more than one arbitrator, . . . [not to] inform anyone about the
substance of the deliberations of the arbitrators.”31
Less
comprehensively, the IBA Rules of Ethics for Arbitrators specify that
the “deliberations of the arbitral tribunal and the contents of the award
itself, remain confidential in perpetuity unless the parties release the

29. BORN, supra note 27, at 2004.
30. Similarly, the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators Code of Professional and Ethical
Conduct for Members (Oct. 2009) provides: “A member shall abide by the relationship of trust
which exists between those involved in the dispute and (unless otherwise agreed by all the
parties, or permitted or required by applicable law), both during and after completion of the
dispute resolution process, shall not disclose or use any confidential information acquired in
the course of or for the purposes of the process.” CHARTERED INST. OF ARBITRATORS, THE
CHARTERED INSTITUTE OF ARBITRATORS CODE OF PROFESSIONAL AND ETHICAL CONDUCT
FOR MEMBERS (Oct. 2009) [hereinafter CIARB ETHICS CODE], Rule 8.
31. AAA/ABA CODE OF ETHICS FOR ARBITRATORS IN COMMERCIAL DISPUTES, Canon
VI (B), (C). See also Canon I (I) (“An arbitrator who withdraws prior to the completion of the
arbitration, whether upon the arbitrator’s initiative or upon the request of one or more of the
parties, should take reasonable steps to protect the interests of the parties in the arbitration,
including return of evidentiary materials and protection of confidentiality.”).
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arbitrators from this obligation.”32 At the same time, however, they
encapsulate a general duty of confidentiality by stating that arbitrators
should be “discreet."33
In contrast to arbitrators, who are thus bound by a duty of
confidentiality,34 the parties themselves may not have a duty to keep
arbitration proceedings or certain aspects of them confidential.
Nonetheless, there is a common expectation among users of
international commercial arbitration35 that the overall process will be

32. INT'L BAR ASSOC., IBA RULES OF ETHICS FOR ARBITRATORS, article 9. The IBA
Rules of Ethics are not binding, but are deemed to reflect internationally acceptable guidelines
developed by practicing lawyers from all continents. Id. at Introductory Note.
33. Id.
34. We note that while many arbitrators are lawyers and will have professional ethical
obligations to preserve client confidentiality, by their terms, such obligations apply only when
a lawyer is acting in a representative capacity for a client and not when serving as an arbitrator,
who does not represent any party but has equal duties to all. BORN, supra note 27 at 1970;
CPR-Georgetown Commission on Ethics and Standards in ADR, Proposed New Model Rule
of Professional Conduct Rule 4.5: The Lawyer as Third-Party Neutral (2002), Rule 4.5.2,
comments [1], [3]. Nonetheless, to the extent that lawyers’ duties of confidentiality have been
updated to take account of cyberthreats, analysis of those duties may inform how the
international arbitrator should view the nature and scope of his or her duty to avoid intrusion.
See, e.g., U.K. Information Commission Office, Monetary Penalty Notice under the Data
Protection Act 1998, Supervisory Powers of the Information Commissioner (Mar. 10,
2017), https://ico.org.uk/media/action-weve-taken/mpns/2013678/mpn-data-breach-barrister20170316.pdf (fining UK family law barrister for failing to take “appropriate technical
measures against the unauthorised or unlawful processing of personal data” in relation to
confidential client files where the barrister failed to encrypt such files on her home computer
and her husband inadvertently made the files accessible on an online directory while
attempting to update software, noting that the Bar Council and barrister’s chambers had issued
guidance to barristers that a computer used by family members or others may require
encryption of files to prevent unauthorized access to confidential material by shared users).
35. Notably, expectations of privacy and confidentiality may differ in investor-state
arbitration. As explained in the UNCITRAL Notes on Organizing Arbitral Proceedings:
[t]he specific characteristics of investor-State arbitration arising under an investment
treaty have prompted the development of transparency regimes for such arbitrations.
The investment treaty under which the investor-State arbitration arises may include
specific provisions on publication of documents, open hearings, and confidential or
protected information. In addition, the applicable arbitration rules referred to in
those investment treaties may contain specific provisions on transparency. Further,
parties to a treaty-based arbitration may agree to apply certain transparency
provisions.
UNCITRAL Notes, supra note 26, at ¶ 55.
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confidential.36 More specifically, parties and institutions expect that
the arbitrator will maintain the confidentiality of the arbitration.37
Moreover, in the adversarial and adjudicatory context, each actor in
arbitration has legitimate expectations of privacy as to the data that
defines or supports its role in the process. Irrespective of the extent to
which the proceeding as a whole is entirely confidential or in some
respects public, counsel and clients expect that they alone will have
access to their communications and case strategy, for example, while
arbitrators expect that no one else will have access to their
deliberations or draft adjudicative documents and other work product.
Those who intrude on these boundaries by hacking or other
unauthorized access may break the law38; at a minimum, they will
threaten legitimate expectations as to privacy in any adjudicatory
process and the integrity of the process as a whole. In sum, since
36. Paul D. Friedland, Arbitration Clauses for International Contracts 21 (Juris, 2d ed.
2007) (“Notwithstanding the usual absence of prohibitions on party disclosure, there is an
expectation and tradition of confidentiality in arbitration, which a party violates at its own peril
vis-à-vis the arbitrators.”); Queen Mary Univ. of London Sch. of Int’l Arb., 2010 International
Arbitration
Survey:
Choices
in
International
Arbitration,
at
29,
http://www.arbitration.qmul.ac.uk/docs/123290.pdf, 29 (Fifty percent of corporations indicated
that they “consider that arbitration is confidential even where there is no specific clause to that
effect in the arbitration rules … .or agreement”); Int'l Inst. for Conflict Prevention & Res.,
General Commentary for CPR Rules for Administered Arbitration of International Disputes,
available
at
https://www.cpradr.org/resource-center/rules/international-other/arbitration/
international-administered-arbitration-rules (“Parties that choose arbitration over litigation of
an international dispute do so primarily to avoid the unfamiliarity and uncertainty of litigation
in a foreign court; also out of a need or desire for a proceeding that is confidential and
relatively speedy.”); ICC International Court of Arbitration, Note to Parties and Arbitral
Tribunals on the Conduct of the Arbitration under the ICC Rules of Arbitration, ¶ 27 (July 13,
2016) (“The [ICC] Court endeavors to make the arbitration process more transparent in ways
that do not compromise expectations of confidentiality that may be important to parties.”)
37. UNCITRAL Notes, supra note 26, at ¶ 53 (“Whereas the obligation of
confidentiality imposed on the parties and their counsel may vary with the circumstances of
the case as well as the applicable arbitration law and arbitration rules, arbitrators are generally
expected to keep the arbitral proceedings, including any information related to or obtained
during those proceedings, confidential.”) (emphasis added); LCIA Notes for Arbitrators, ¶ 6
(June 29, 2015) (“Parties to arbitrations are entitled to expect of the process a just, wellreasoned and enforceable award. To that end, they are entitled to expect arbitrators: . . . to
maintain the confidentiality of the arbitration. . . .”) (emphasis added).
38. In the United States, for example, certain federal laws criminalize hacking and most
states have computer crime laws that address unauthorized access. See Computer Fraud and
Abuse Act, 18 U.S.C. § 1030; National Conference of State Legislatures, Computer Crime
Statutes (Dec. 5, 2016), http://www.ncsl.org/research/telecommunications-and-informationtechnology/computer-hacking-and-unauthorized-access-laws.aspx.
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cyberintrusion undermines or negates the legitimate expectations of
confidentiality that exist in international commercial arbitration as
well as the legitimate expectations of privacy that exist to some
degree in all adjudicatory proceedings, it follows that the arbitrator’s
special duty to protect confidentiality extends to an obligation to
avoid intrusion by non-participants who are determined to defeat
those expectations.39

B. Duty to Preserve and Protect the Integrity and Legitimacy of the
Arbitral Process
The arbitrator’s duty to avoid intrusion also rests on a duty to
protect the integrity and legitimacy of the arbitral process.
Unauthorized intrusion by hackers or other malevolent actors
threatens more than confidentiality: it is a direct threat to the fair,
neutral, and orderly process that underlies all arbitrations and to
public trust in the arbitral process. If we accept that hacking threatens
the integrity of the process, it follows that the arbitrator’s obligation
to protect the integrity of the process encompasses some form of duty
to avoid such intrusion.
Our premise that the arbitrator has a duty to avoid intrusion does
not require resolution of the ongoing debate as to whether a
commercial arbitrator is a mere independent service provider to the
parties or if the arbitrator has a broader, adjudicative role with
responsibilities also to society and the rule of law.40 Recognizing the
deference to party autonomy that characterizes international
commercial arbitration, it is well-established that arbitrators also have
important and independent responsibilities to maintain their own
reputations and probity, to support the interests of society and to

39. See UNCITRAL Notes, supra note 26, at ¶ 58(b).
40. See ROGERS, supra note 2; Lon L. Fuller, The Forms and Limits of Adjudication, 92
HARV. L. REV. 353, 392 (1978) (common features of the power to adjudicate delegated by the
state to judges and by consent of the parties to arbitrators); Panel Discussion, Arbitrator Ethics
Through the Lens of Arbitrator Role: Are Arbitrators Adjudicators or Service Providers?, 10
WORLD ARB. & MED. REV. 3, 309 (2016); Margaret Moses, The Role of the Arbitrator:
Adjudicator or Service Provider?, 10 WORLD ARB. & MED. REV. 3, 367 (2016)
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uphold the legitimacy and integrity of the arbitral process. 41 Even the
most articulate and well-respected proponents of the arbitrator as
service provider model recognize that there are limits to party
autonomy and to arbitrators’ fidelity to the parties’ instructions. 42
There is little doubt that the use in an arbitration of data illegally
obtained by or on behalf of a party would irreparably taint
proceedings.43 Different issues arise when external actors compromise
the data security of arbitration-related information. Here, the
participants are victims of the intrusion and the matter presumably
may proceed, with such corrective or ongoing protective steps as the
tribunal may deem appropriate.44 Nonetheless, such an incident,
particularly if it follows from a failure to adequately secure data,
inevitably will erode the confidence and trust of participants, and
potentially the public, in the international private commercial

41. See e.g., Julie Bédard, Timothy Nelson and Amanda Kalantirsky, Arbitrating in
Good Faith and Protecting the Integrity of the Arbitral Process, 3 PARIS J. INT’L ARB. 737,
749 (2010); ABA/AAA CODE OF ETHICS FOR ARBITRATORS IN COM. DISPUTES, Canon 1
(“An arbitrator should uphold the integrity and fairness of the arbitration process . . . . An
arbitrator has a responsibility not only to the parties but also to the process of arbitration itself,
and must observe high standards of conduct so that the integrity and fairness of the process
will be preserved.”); ICC RULES, supra note 10, at art. 5 (“[T]he emergency arbitrator shall act
fairly and impartially and ensure that each party has a reasonable opportunity to present its
case”); JAMS FOUNDATION, JAMS ARBITRATOR ETHICS GUIDELINES, 1 (“[A]n arbitrator
should uphold the dignity and the integrity of the office of the arbitration process”); CIARB
ETHICS CODE, supra note 30, at Part 2, Rule 2 (“A member shall maintain the integrity and
fairness of the dispute resolution process.”).
42. See Luca G. Radicati di Brozolo, Party Autonomy and the Rules Governing the
Merits of the Dispute in Commercial Arbitration, in LIMITS TO PARTY AUTONOMY IN
INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION, 339 (Juris, 2016); see also Teresa Cheng,
panelist, The Theory and Reality of the Arbitrator: What is an International Arbitrator? 7
WORLD ARB. & MED. REV. 4, 639 (2013) (commenting at the 25th Annual Workshop of the
Institute for Transnational Arbitration that although arbitrators are independent service
providers, there is also a duty to oneself as well as a duty to the arbitral process); ROGERS,
supra note 2; ILA REPORT, infra note 47, at 17; Park, Arbitrators and Accuracy, supra note 1,
at n.59 (stating faithfulness to the agreement would not justify violation of international public
policy).
43. ILA REPORT, infra note 47, at 18; Bernard Hanotiau, Misdeeds, Wrongful Conduct
and Illegality in Arbitral Proceedings, in INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION:
IMPORTANT CONTEMPORARY QUESTIONS, 285 (Kluwer Law International, 2003); REDFERN
AND HUNTER ON INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION ¶ 5.76 (5th ed., 2009).
44. See Caratube, supra note 18 (considering the admissibility of illegally obtained
evidence, accepting some and excluding some).
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arbitration process.45 The arbitrator, along with the parties, counsel,
and other actors in the process, is in a position to take reasonable
protective measures to avoid that risk.
While much attention has been focused on the implied powers
of arbitrators to fill in gaps in institutional rules or the parties’
agreement where necessary to protect due process and the legitimacy
of the process, less attention has been paid to the scope of the
arbitrator’s duties.46 The ILA Arbitration Committee’s Final Report
on The Inherent Powers of Arbitrator in International Commercial
Arbitration noted that the implied powers necessary to protect the
core functions of arbitration amount to affirmative arbitral duties:
It is in such situations that a third and final category of nonenumerated powers becomes relevant, encompassing that
authority which can be said to be truly inherent, namely those
powers necessary to safeguard a tribunal’s jurisdiction and the
integrity of its proceedings. Stated differently, these powers are
45. See Jan Paulsson, Metaphors, Maxims and Other Mischief, The Freshfields
Arbitration Lecture 2013, 30 ARB. INT’L 4, 630 (2014) (“[P]ublic confidence is perforce at
stake in the arbitral context as well [as in the judicial process], because arbitration cannot
thrive without the support of the general legal system.”); Charles Brower, Keynote Address:
The Ethics of Arbitration: Perspectives from a Practicing International Arbitrator, 5
BERKELEY J. OF INT’L L. PUBLICIST, 1 (2010) (“[A]rbitrators and arbitral institutions also have
an interest in maintaining legitimacy, both for the mutual acceptance of their awards by the
parties before them and for broad public acceptance of the entire law-based system of which
they are a part.”).
46. Two widely cited cases involving the appearance of new counsel after an ICSID
tribunal was constituted focused on the arbitrator’s role in preserving the integrity of the
arbitration proceedings. Although the tribunals reached differing results on applications to
disqualify counsel and had differing views on the nature and extent of an arbitrator’s inherent
powers, both stated that the arbitrators had some inherent power, and presumably some
obligation, to protect the essential integrity of the proceeding. See Hrvatska Elektroprivreda
d.d. v. Republic of Slovenia, ICSID Case No. ARB/05/24, 15, (2008) (Tribunal’s Ruling
Regarding the Participation of David Mildon QC in further Stages of the Proceeding);
Rompetrol Group NV v. Romania, ICSID Case No. ARB/06/03, 5-6 (2008) (Decision of the
Tribunal on the Participation of a Counsel); see also Bédard, et al., supra note 41 at n.69.
Similarly, in Caratube, although the tribunal found that the claimants failed to prove the
respondent had engaged in any threatening or intimidating action that could cause an
irreparable harm to the claimants’ rights in the arbitration, including a right to the “integrity
and the legitimacy of the arbitration,” the tribunal implicitly recognized its authority to take
measures to preserve the integrity of the arbitration insofar as it stressed the “[p]arties’ general
duty, arising from the principle of good faith, not to take any action that may aggravate the
present dispute, affect the integrity of the arbitration and the equality of the Parties . . . .”
Caratube supra note 18, at ¶¶ 111, 154.
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those required to decide a legal dispute fairly and in a manner
consistent with at least the minimal requisites of due process and
public policy. They trace their roots most clearly to the original
notion of inherent powers as protecting jurisdiction and curtailing
procedural abuses, and their exercise may justify overriding party
preferences. . . . Such powers are so core to the function of
arbitration that they might be more properly termed arbitral
duties, the fulfillment of which is a necessary function of serving
as a competent arbitrator.47

We conclude, then, that the arbitrator’s duty to uphold the legitimacy
and integrity of the arbitral process, and to ensure confidence and
trust in arbitration, further supports the premise that the arbitrator has
a duty to avoid intrusion.
C. Duty of Competence
It is commonly accepted that an arbitrator has a duty of
competence.48 Various arbitrator ethics codes expressly require
arbitrators to be “competent.” Canon 1 of the ABA/AAA Code of
Ethics for Arbitrators in Commercial Disputes, which requires an
arbitrator to uphold the integrity and fairness of the arbitration
process, provides that an arbitrator should accept appointment in a
particular matter only if fully satisfied that he or she is “competent to
serve.” The IBA Rules of Ethics for International Arbitrators provide
a more general requirement that “international arbitrators should be . .
. competent” in addition to a specific requirement that the arbitrator
be competent to determine the issues in dispute in a particular
matter.49

47. INTERNATIONAL LAW ASSOCIATION, REPORT FOR THE BIENNIAL CONFERENCE IN
WASHINGTON, D.C., April 2014 (final report 2016) [hereinafter ILA REPORT], at 17,
http://www.ila-hq.org/download.cfm/docid/04ED7050-5C2A-4A56-92FCF1857A094C8B
(last visited Jan. 22, 2017).
48. See Henry Gabriel and Anjanette H. Raymond, Ethics for Commercial Arbitrators:
Basic Principles and Emerging Standards, 5 WYO. L. REV 453 (2005); ILA REPORT, supra
note 47 (stating the duty to protect integrity of the proceeding is core to necessary function of
serving as a competent arbitrator).
49. See Introductory Note and Rule 2.2; see also CIARB ETHICS CODE, supra note 30, at
Part 2, Rule 4 “Competence” (“A member shall accept an appointment or act only if
appropriately qualified or experienced.”).
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While the arbitrator ethics codes do not define competence,
important context and definition of the meaning of the term may be
drawn from the evolution of lawyer ethics codes in recent years.
Recognizing the need to provide some definition of competence and
to update ethical codes to reflect the rise of globalization and
technology, governing bar associations and disciplinary authorities
have amended lawyer ethical codes to provide explicit linkage
between general competence requirements and the need to keep
abreast of technology.50 For example, the American Bar Association
(“ABA”) Model Rules of Professional Conduct, first introduced by
the ABA in 1983, and adopted over time in various forms by most
states in the United States,51 provide the following lawyer competence
requirement:
Rule 1.1 Competence
A lawyer shall provide competent representation to a client.
Competent representation requires the legal knowledge,
skill, thoroughness and preparation reasonably necessary
for the representation.

Notably, ABA Model Rule 1.1 is limited by its terms to the lawyer
serving in a representational function. However, the Preamble to the
Model Rules notes that a lawyer may serve in other roles, including
“as a third party neutral, a non-representational role helping the
parties to resolve a dispute or other matter,” and goes on to state that,

50. Lawyer ethics rules obviously do not bind non-lawyer arbitrators. Indeed, some of
the rules are limited to the context of client representation and thus do not expressly apply
even to lawyers who, when serving as arbitrators, are not representing clients. For example,
ABA Model Rule 1.1, standing alone in the form quoted in the accompanying text, does not
apply directly to arbitrators, even if they are lawyers practicing in a jurisdiction where this
version of the Model Rules applies. In France, the Règlement Intérieur National, the French
code of ethics for lawyers, contains a general competency requirement in respect to client
work in Article 1.3 (“L’avocat . . . fait preuve, à l’égard de ses clients, de competence . . . .”),
http://codedeonto.avocatparis.org/acces-article; see also UK SOLICITORS REGULATORY
AUTHORITY, SRA CODE OF CONDUCT 2011 (Version 18, 2016) [hereinafter UK SRA CODE
OF CONDUCT] at 0-1.5 (“[t]he service you provide to clients is competent . . . . ”),
http://www.sra.org.uk/solicitors/handbook/code/content.page.
51. A notable exception is California, which maintains its own Rules of Professional
Conduct. California Rule 3-110 (A) provides a general competence requirement (“A member
shall not intentionally, recklessly, or repeatedly fail to perform legal services with
competence.”).
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“[i]n all professional functions a lawyer should be competent, prompt
and diligent."52
New York State did not adopt the Model Rules until 2009 and
did not adopt the Preamble quoted above. However, Model Rule 1.1
as adopted in New York added a more general competency
requirement, in addition to the client-oriented rule: "A lawyer shall
not handle a legal matter that the lawyer knows or should know that
the lawyer is not competent to handle . . . .”53
Thus, at least as to lawyers working as arbitrators in jurisdictions that
have adopted the ABA Preamble or who have adopted a rule similar
to Rule 1.1(b) as in effect in New York State, there is a direct ethical
obligation of competence.54From 2009 to 2013, the ABA Commission
on Ethics 20/20 recommended proposed amendments to the Model
Rules to account for, among other things, rapid changes in technology
52. AM. BAR. ASSOC., PREAMBLE: A LAWYER’S RESPONSIBILITIES, ¶ 4. By referring to
“professional functions,” the Preamble is broad enough to avoid the debate over whether
participants are engaged in the practice of law. See Birbrower, Montalbano, Condon & Frank,
P.C. v. Superior Court, 17 Cal.4th 119 (Cal. 1998), cert den., 525 U.S. 920 (1998); Schiff
Hardin LLP, Arbitration and the Unauthorized Practice of Law, 13 ARIAS QUARTERLY U.S.
1, 16-19 (2006), http://www.schiffhardin.com/Templates/Media/files/archive/binary/spectorarbitration.pdf.
53. NY Judiciary Law (Appendix: Code of Prof. Resp. §1200, Rule 1.1 (b)); The New
York State Bar Association Committee on Standards of Professional Conduct (“COSAC”)
2007 Report recommending the adoption of the Model Rules noted that the new rules were
beneficial in describing competent representation as requiring the “legal knowledge, skill,
thoroughness and preparation reasonably necessary for the representation,” in contrast to the
previous Lawyer’s Code of Professional Responsibility that “did not define or describe
competent representation.” New York State Bar Association Proposed Rules of Professional
Conduct
11
(2007),
available
at
http://www.nysba.org/workarea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=26635; New York City Bar
Association Professional Responsibility Committee Report on COSAC Proposals Rules 1.11.4, 3.1, 3.2, 3.5-3.9, and 8.1-8.4 (2006) available at http://www.nycbar.org/
pdf/report/Prof_Resp_COSAC_506.pdf (proposed Rule 1.1 “helpfully fleshes out the
definition of ‘competent representation’”). Notably also, in adopting Model Rule 1.1 (b), New
York State intended to preserve the concept in prior Disciplinary Rule 6-101 (competent
representation) and its accompanying Ethical Consideration 6-2 that a lawyer should attain and
maintain competence by keeping abreast of current legal literature and developments. Id.
54. Also useful by analogy is The Code of Conduct for Lawyers in the EU, issued by the
Council of Bars and Law Societies of the European Union, which bridges the gap from the
regulation of lawyers working in a representational capacity in the judicial system to those
working in arbitration by providing that “[t]he rules governing a lawyer’s relations with the
courts apply also to his relations with arbitrators.” CCBE, CODE OF CONDUCT FOR LAWYERS
IN
THE
EUROPEAN
UNION
(2002)
at
art.
4.5,
available
at
http://www.idhae.org/pdf/code2002_en.pdf.
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affecting the practice of law. In 2012, the ABA House of Delegates
adopted a revised Comment 8 to Model Rule 1.1, to provide in respect
to competency, that “to maintain the requisite knowledge and skill, a
lawyer should keep abreast of changes in the law and its practice,
including the benefits and risks associated with technology.” In
amending Comment 8, the ABA took the position that the revised
language did not impose any new obligations on lawyers, but, rather,
simply reminded lawyers that in the current environment, an
awareness of technology, including the benefits and risks associated
with it, is part of the lawyer’s general ethical duty to remain
competent.55 The same may be said in respect to an arbitrator’s
competence obligation.
In its 2014 report recommending that New York adopt the
revised comment 8 to Model Rule 1.1, the New York State Bar
Association Committee on Standards of Professional Conduct noted
that:
. . . to keep abreast of changes in law practice, a lawyer needs to
understand the risks and benefits of technology relevant to the
lawyer’s particular practice. For example, if a lawyer’s clients are
communicating with the lawyer by web-based document-sharing
technology or by social media, the lawyer should have some
understanding of how to ensure that confidential communications
remain confidential. The proposed amendment impresses upon
lawyers the key role that technology plays in law practice and
creates the expectation that lawyers will keep abreast of the
benefits and risks associated with the technology relevant to their
own legal practice.56
55. See Karin Jenson, Coleman Watson, & James Sherer, Ethics, Technology, and
Attorney
Competence,
available
at
http://www.law.georgetown.edu/cle/materials/ediscovery/2014/frimorndocs/ethicsinediscovery
bakerhostetler.pdf (last visited Jan. 14, 2017); see also The State Bar Of California Standing
Committee on Professional Responsibility and Conduct, Formal Opinion Interim No. 11-0004
(2014) (“An attorney’s obligations under the ethical duty of competence evolve as new
technologies develop and become integrated with the practice of law.”); INT'L BAR ASSOC.,
IBA INTERNATIONAL PRINCIPLES ON CONDUCT FOR THE LEGAL PROFESSION (2011),
https://www.ibanet.org/Article/NewDetail.aspx?ArticleUid=BC99FD2C-D253-4BFE-A3B9C13F196D9E60 (“Competence . . . includes competent and effective client, file and practicemanagement strategies.”).
56. Report of The New York State Bar Association Committee On Standards Of
Attorney Conduct (“COSAC”) Proposed Amendments to the New York Rules of Professional
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Whether or not adopted in the form encompassing the more
general obligation provided in the New York version of the rules, the
Model Rules, and particularly Comment 8 to Model Rule 1.1 as it
now reads, are relevant to inform and define the meaning of
competence as applied to arbitrators, as well as in their direct
regulation of lawyer conduct.57
Achieving digital literacy, including an understanding of the
measures reasonably necessary to avoid cyberintrusion in an
arbitration, is also closely related to the attention institutions, users,
and counsel have paid in recent years to the role of the arbitrator in
case management.58 In the highly digitized and interdependent world
Conduct
and
Related
Comments
10
(2014),
http://www.nysba.org/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=54063.
57. See, e.g., In re: Amendments to Rules Regulating the Florida Bar 4-1.1 and 6-10.3,
No. SC16-574 (Sept. 29, 2016), at http://www.floridasupremecourt.org/decisions/2016/sc16574.pdf (amending the comment to rule on competence to address technology); Law Society of
Upper Canada, Technology Practice Management Guideline, Guideline 5.5 (“Competent Use
of Information Technologies. Lawyers should have a reasonable understanding of the
technologies used in their practice or should have access to someone who has such
understanding”) & 5.10 (“Security Measures. Lawyers should be familiar with the security
risks inherent in any of the information technologies used in their practices including
unauthorized copying of electronic data, computer viruses which may destroy electronic
information and hardware, hackers gaining access to lawyers’ electronic files, power failures
and electronic storms resulting in damage to hardware or electronic information, theft of vast
amounts of electronic information stored in stolen hardware. Lawyers should adopt adequate
measures to protect against security threats and, if necessary, to replace hardware and
reconstruct
electronic
information.”),
available
at
https://www.lsuc.on.ca/ForLawyers/Manage-Your-Practice/Technology/Technology-Practice-Management-Guideline/
(last visited Jan. 22, 2017); Canadian Bar Association, Legal Ethics in a Digital World (Sept.
2, 2015), https://www.cba.org/getattachment/Sections/Ethics-and-Professional-ResponsibilityCommittee/Resources/Resources/2015/Legal-Ethics-in-a-Digital-World/guidelines-eng.pdf;
Philipe Doyle Gray, The Pillars of Digital Security, BAR NEWS: J. OF THE NEW SOUTH WALES
BAR ASSOCIATION (Summer 2014), http://www.philippedoylegray.com/content/view/56/45/
(although the Law Society of New South Wales has not adopted professional conduct rules
addressing technology, it has published guidelines for lawyers about the use of technology
such as cloud computing and social media); E-Law Committee of the Law Society of South
Africa, LSSA Guidelines on the Use of Internet-Based Technologies in Legal Practice (2015),
http://www.lssa.org.za/legal-practitioners/resources-for-attorneys; see also UK SRA CODE OF
CONDUCT, supra note 50, at O-4.5 (“You have effective systems and controls in place to
enable you to identify risks to client confidentiality . . . .”); O-7.5 (“You comply with . . . data
protection legislation.”); IB-7.5 (“Identifying and monitoring . . . IT failures and abuses.”).
58. See, e.g., ICC RULES, supra note 10, at app. IV (case management techniques);
LCIA RULES, supra note 1, at art. 14 (conduct of the proceedings); ICDR RULES, supra note
10, at art. 20.2 (conduct of the proceedings) (“In establishing procedures for the case, the
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of international arbitration, management of technology and baseline
data security competence manifestly have become critical
components of an arbitrator’s competence to organize and conduct
arbitration proceedings.59

D. Global Data Protection Laws and Regulations
In any given arbitration matter, data held by an arbitrator may be
subject to specific cybersecurity obligations arising from international
or national data protection laws and regulations that govern how
certain information can be collected, stored, and transferred.60 While
there is no universal international approach to data protection, nearly
110 countries61 have enacted laws aimed at protecting personal
information by regulating categories of data or industry sectors, such
as the financial and health care industries.62 As the key players in
tribunal and the parties may consider how technology, including electronic communications,
could be used to increase the efficiency and economy of the proceedings.”); College of
Commercial Arbitrators, Protocols for Expeditious, Cost-Effective Commercial Arbitration
(2010) 69 (arbitrators should take control of the arbitration and actively manage it from start to
finish); ICC Commission Report, Controlling Time and Costs in Arbitration (2d. ed. 2012);
Christopher Newmark, Controlling Time and Costs in Arbitration, in LEADING ARBITRATORS’
GUIDE TO INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION supra note 1.
59. The UNCITRAL Notes on Organizing Arbitral Proceedings (2016) urge that
arbitrators consider issues relating to the means of communication to be used during the
proceedings at the outset, noting that the parties and the tribunal “may need to consider issues
of compatibility, storage, access, data security as well as related costs when selecting
electronic means of communication.” UNCITRAL Notes, supra note 26, at ¶¶ 56, 58.
60. See UNCTAD, Data Protection Regulations and International Data Flows:
Implications for Trade and Development, UNCTAD/WEB/DTL/STICT/2016/1/iPub,
http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/dtlstict2016d1_en.pdf (last visited Jan. 9, 2017)
(overview of international and national laws and regulations) (“UNCTAD on Data
Protection”); see also European Union Data Protection Directive (95/46/EC) (implemented in
each of the twenty-eight EU Member States through national data protection law).
61. See UNCTAD on Data Protection at 42 (108 countries have either comprehensive
data protection laws or partial data protection laws).
62. In the United States, for example, there is no omnibus privacy or data protection
legislation, but a patchwork of federal privacy laws that generally regulate security breach
notification statutes by sector and state. See, e.g., Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1301 passim [hereinafter HIPPA] (health information);
Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 41-58 (consumer protection); Gramm-LeachBliley Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 6801-6827 (financial information); National Conference of State
Legislators,
Security
Breach
Notification
Laws
(Jan.
4,
2016),
http://www.ncsl.org/research/telecommunications-and-information-technology/security-
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international arbitrations frequently reside in different countries,
resulting in continuous cross-border exchanges of information, it
follows that the same data may be subject to multiple, and potentially
inconsistent, laws. For example, the legal concept of “personal
information” or “personally identifiable information” subject to
reasonable protection from unauthorized access is defined more
broadly under EU law than it is under US law.63
While it is beyond the scope of this article to address the
complex conflict-of-law issues that may arise in these situations,64 the
global proliferation of data protection laws indicates that: (i)
participants in international arbitrations who share the sensitive
information of others may have legal obligations to ensure that
arbitrators, acting in the capacity of service providers, safeguard that
information by complying with certain security standards65; and (ii)
increasingly, both participants and non-participants in an arbitration
may have legally enforceable interests (or rights)66 in the way that
arbitrators secure and handle e-mail correspondence, witness
statements,67 and other electronically-exchanged documents that
routinely disclose personally identifiable information. Moreover,

breach-notification-laws.aspx (forty-seven states have enacted legislation entitling individuals
to notice of breaches of information of personally identifiable information).
63. See Practical Law, Expert Q&A on Data Security in Arbitration (Dec. 1, 2016)
(stemming from the concept in EU countries that privacy is a fundamental human right, a
person’s name and place of employment can be considered protected information).
64. Although not the focus of this article, we note that the potential for the application of
disparate data protection laws strongly favors early discussions between opposing counsel
about how arbitration-related data will be handled as well as discussion of data security with
the tribunal by at least the first case management conference.
65. For example, an individual or organization that must comply with health information
privacy rules under HIPPA is required to have any “business associate” it engages to help
carry out its functions agree to comply with those rules as well. HIPPA, supra note 62. See
also EU Directive 2016/1148 (July 6, 2016).
66. See, e.g., Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (2012/C 326/02),
art. 7 (“Everyone has the right to respect for his or her private and family life, home and
communications”) & 8(1) (“Everyone has the right to the protection of personal data
concerning him or her.”).
67. See INT'L BAR ASSOC., IBA RULES ON THE TAKING OF EVIDENCE IN
INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION (2010), art. 4(5) (specifying personal information to be
included in fact witness statements).
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when security incidents occur, a web of breach notification
obligations may be triggered.68
Although it is not evident that the obligations or legal interests
that may arise under the current global data protection regime create a
bright-line duty, independent of any specific case, for arbitrators to
avoid cyberintrusion, their prevalence at least supports the notion that
to maintain user confidence in international arbitration process,
arbitrators must not only be prepared and competent to handle
sensitive information securely, but also appear to the public to be so
prepared. Global data protection laws thus behoove arbitrators to be
proactive (and not merely reactive, on a case-by-case basis) in dealing
with cybersecurity.
IV. NATURE AND SCOPE OF THE ARBITRATOR’S DUTY TO
AVOID INTRUSION
This article posits that the arbitrator’s duty in relation to
cybersecurity is one of avoiding intrusion, which we define as the
duty to take reasonable measures to prevent unauthorized digital
access to arbitration-related information. In the following sections, we
first explore the nature and scope of the duty and then discuss some
practical measures that will assist the arbitrator in fulfilling the duty.
A. An Umbrella Obligation
As we have shown above, the arbitrator’s duty in relation to
cybersecurity is not a new, independent obligation, but rather a
natural extension in the digital age of an arbitrator’s existing duties to
keep arbitration-related information confidential, to preserve and
protect the integrity and legitimacy of the arbitral process, and to be
competent. By grouping the implied cybersecurity responsibilities
arising under each of these duties under the new umbrella of the “duty
to avoid intrusion,” we recognize the unique challenges that
cyberthreats pose to the practice of international arbitration in the
digital age.
This is a matter of substance, not just terminology. Recognition
of the threat and each actor’s acceptance of responsibility to take part
68. Practical Law, supra note 63.
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in addressing it are key building blocks to effective cybersecurity in
the international commercial arbitration regime. In this article, which
focuses on the arbitrator’s role, we emphasize that the fulfillment of
existing arbitrator duties in the digital age encompasses a duty to be
proactive and vigilant in guarding against cyberintrusion.
B. An Interdependent Landscape with Independent Duties
Since the data arbitrators are entrusted to keep confidential
generally originates in the arbitration from the parties and their
counsel, it may be tempting for arbitrators to view cybersecurity as an
issue for the parties, and particularly counsel, to address on a case-bycase basis. Parties and their counsel indisputably do have legal and
ethical responsibilities to safeguard the data that they import into an
arbitration.69 In many instances, they will be uniquely positioned to
secure that data and to advise the arbitrator regarding specific security
precautions necessary in the case or required by law. Any view that
purports to isolate any one particular participant in the arbitration
process as having sole responsibility for cybersecurity, however, or to
relieve the arbitrator from any responsibility for cybersecurity outside
of the bounds of individual cases, ignores the interdependent digital
landscape discussed above and is shortsighted. Since any break in the
custody of sensitive data may affect all participants in the arbitral
process, cybersecurity is an inherently shared responsibility.
While interdependent with other actors, the arbitrator’s
cybersecurity duty also stands alone. The arbitrator who takes the
view that others are primarily responsible abjures the arbitrator’s
special role as adjudicator as well as the arbitrator’s underlying duties
to safeguard the integrity and legitimacy of the process and the
confidentiality of arbitration-related information. The obligations of
other players in the arbitral process (including the parties, counsel,
arbitral institutions and third party service providers among others)
may be governed by differing standards and other legal regimes, only
some of which overlap with those governing arbitrators.

69. See supra Section III.D (discussing national data protection laws and regulations);
Section III.C (discussing cybersecurity obligations arising from attorney ethical codes).
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Moreover, the arbitrator’s day-to-day data security architecture
and practices pre-exist individual matters and persist after the matter
is concluded. Thus, the strength of the arbitrator’s routine
cybersecurity practices will impact the overall security of arbitrationrelated data from the first moment the arbitrator becomes involved
with a case, before counsel or the parties have an opportunity to
address security protocols that may be appropriate for the specific
data involved in the matter, and will continue after the matter ends as
the arbitrator maintains at least some data for conflicts or other
record-keeping purposes.
C. Personal Accountability
As arbitrators are appointed for their personal qualifications and
reputational standing,70 it is broadly accepted in international
arbitration that the arbitrator’s mandate is personal and cannot be
delegated.71 While this notion is raised most often in discussions
about impermissible delegation of decision-making responsibilities to
arbitral secretaries, the personal nature of the arbitrator’s mandate has
implications for cybersecurity as well. In particular, it is important for
arbitrators to recognize that even if the security of their digital
infrastructure is established and monitored by IT personnel, or they
work in a large law firm setting where they have little to no influence
over firm-wide security policies, they cannot assume that their
responsibilities in relation to cybersecurity have been met.
First, effective security depends on individual choices and
conduct. 72 Hackers’ most valuable currency is human carelessness.73
70. BORN, supra note 27, at 2013. (“Arbitrators are almost always selected because of
their personal standing and reputation . . .”).
71. See Eric Schwartz, The Rights and Duties of ICC Arbitrators, in ICC International
Court of Arbitration Bulletin, Special Supplement, The Status of the Arbitrator (1995) at 86;
see also BORN, supra note 27, at 1999. (“An arbitrator’s obligations include the duty not to
delegate his or her responsibilities or tasks to third parties. … Most fundamentally, an
arbitrator cannot delegate the duty of deciding a case, attending hearings or deliberations, or
evaluating the parties’ submissions and evidence to others: these are the essence of the
arbitrator’s adjudicative function and they are personal, non-delegable duties.”).
72. To highlight the fundamental role played by individuals in protecting confidential
information, whether reliance is placed on notepads, mobile telephones, or the cloud, Philipe
Doyle Gray shares this anecdote:
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Even if an arbitrator operates in an environment with the digital
architecture of Fort Knox, important security actions will always
remain in the arbitrator’s personal control. Law firm or IT policy may
dictate to an arbitrator, for example, that strong, complex passwords
be used on all laptops and other devices and that passwords be
changed regularly. However, an arbitrator risks completely
undermining that security protocol by conveniently storing a reminder
of the password du jour on a post-it note stuck to the cover of a
laptop,74 and then working away on the laptop in an airport lounge or
other public environment, or, worse, forgetting the laptop in the
security line or the airplane seat pocket after a long international
I regularly walk from the Supreme Court of New South Wales down King Street to
stop at the intersection with Elizabeth Street. So too do other lawyers. When it’s
raining we huddle under the awning of the Sydney University Law School, but in
fine weather we gather around the traffic lights waiting for the signal that it’s safe
for pedestrians to cross. Usually, I see paper files or lever-arch folders neatly stating
the names of the clients concerned, and sometimes the nature of their confidential
affairs. Often, I can’t help but overhear a colleague talking about his matter. A few
times, sensitive material was inadvertently broadcast to passers-by that happened to
include me. Once, I even overheard a colleague—speaking on his mobile phone—
discuss settlement negotiations during a mediation that had adjourned over lunch: he
openly discussed not only the parties’ respective offers, but his own client’s bottom
line. The real security problems lie not in CLOUD COMPUTING, but in ourselves.
Gray, supra note 57. See also Harleysville Ins. Co. v. Holding Funeral Home, Case No.
1:15cv00057 (W.D. Va., Feb. 9, 2017), http://bit.ly/2mSkyuu (court held that insurer’s
attorney-client privilege was waived where entire claims file was loaded onto a cloud service
and made accessible to anyone via hyperlink without password protection, stating this was the
“cyber world equivalent of leaving its claims file on a bench in the public square”).
73. In December 2015, The Wall Street Journal reported that “[w]eeks after J.P. Morgan
Chase & Co. was hit with a massive data breach that exposed information from 76 million
households, the country’s biggest bank by assets sent a fake phishing email as a test to its more
than 250,000 employees. Roughly 20% of them clicked on it, according to people familiar
with the email.” Robin Sidel, Banks Battle Staffers’ Vulnerability to Hacks, WALL ST. J.,
(Dec. 21, 2015), https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-weakest-link-in-banks-fight-againsthackers-1450607401. See Int’l Chamber of Commerce [ICC], Cyber Security Guide for
Business, at 8, ICC Doc. 450/1081-5 (2015) (“35% of security incidents are a result of human
error rather than deliberate attacks. More than half of the remaining security incidents were the
result of a deliberate attack that could have been avoided if people had handled information in
a more secure manner.”).
74. According to Verizon’s 2016 Data Breach Investigations Report, “63% of confirmed
data breaches involved weak, default or stolen passwords.” Verizon Report, supra note 13, at
20. See also Fox-Brewster, supra note 7 (Sony hack revealed chief executive’s password was
“guessable to any semi-skilled hacker” and that passwords to internal accounts were stored in a
file marked “passwords”).
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flight.75 Similarly, although IT policy may dictate that no USB drive
can be used in a networked computer before it is manually scanned
for viruses by the IT department, an arbitrator sitting in a hearing in
Vienna may decide before the flight home to take the USB drive
handed out at a recent arbitration conference and use it to transfer
notes from deliberations stored on her laptop to a public computer in
the hotel business center for printing.
Second, there is danger in complacency. Arbitrators
understandably want to spend time on the practice of arbitration, not
on routine practice management. However, an arbitrator who
dismisses cybersecurity as an “IT issue” and who assumes that
“others are taking care of it” fails to appreciate how a failure to heed
cybersecurity may undermine his or her ability to keep arbitrationrelated information confidential as well as user trust and confidence in
the integrity of the international arbitration regime. Notwithstanding
the steady flow of news reports about cyberbreaches, it appears that
“many [attorneys and law firms] are not using security measures that
are viewed as basic by security professionals and are used more
frequently in other businesses and professions.”76 Arbitrators who rely
on IT personnel to support their practice should thus bear in mind that
their existing data security framework and digital architecture may
well require an upgrade or adaptation to the unique aspects of
international arbitration. Indeed, just as an arbitrator should not
entrust (but may be aided by) the conflicts department in his or her
law firm to determine whether he or she is bound to make any
disclosures in an arbitration,77 an arbitrator may be assisted by, but

75. Laptops and other devices are reportedly lost over 100 times more frequently than
they are stolen. Verizon Report, supra note 13, at 44.
76. David
G.
Ries,
Security,
ABA
TECHREPORT
2016,
1-2,
https://www.americanbar.org/groups/law_practice/publications/techreport/2016.html
(reporting on 2016 survey of attorneys and law firms about security incidents and safeguards).
See also Matthew Goldstein, Citigroup Report Chides Law Firms for Silence on Hackings,
N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 26, 2015), https://nyti.ms/1NkjfKo (In March 2015, Citigroup’s internal
cyberintelligence team advised bank employees to be “mindful that digital security at many
law firms, despite improvements, generally remains below the standards for other industries.”).
77. See, e.g., Ometto v. ASA Bioenergy Holding A.G. et al., 12 Civ. 1328(JSR), 2013
WL 174259 (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 7, 2013).
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should not entrust, an IT department to fulfill the duty to avoid
intrusion.78
D. Continuous and Evolving
The duty to avoid intrusion is a continuous obligation, which is
not limited in time. In part, this follows from the nature of the
arbitrator’s duty of confidentiality. Since arbitrators may maintain
digital information from their cases beyond the lifetime of an
individual matter, ranging from case administration data (including as
part of conflicts or billing systems), correspondence, procedural
decisions, awards, and parties’ evidentiary submissions, parties and
other participants have a reasonable expectation that arbitrators will
continue to safeguard the confidentiality of such information once a
case ends.79 Furthermore, as we have discussed above, because
arbitrators accept appointments in new matters with a digital
architecture and certain security practices already in place, parties and
other participants have a reasonable expectation that arbitrators will
heed cybersecurity from the time of appointment (and necessarily
before).
The ongoing nature of the arbitrator’s duty to avoid intrusion
also flows from the underlying duty to be competent. Because
cyberthreats are constantly evolving alongside advancing technology,
an arbitrator cannot take effective steps to avoid intrusion unless he or
she keeps abreast of the changing nature and scope of cyberrisks.
Otherwise, the arbitrator will not be in any position to analyze risks
and weigh appropriate responses, including, for example, with respect
78. The importance of “executive-level” attention to effective cyberrisk management is
frequently emphasized by cybersecurity experts. See, e.g., ICC, Cyber Security Guide for
Business, supra note 73, at 4 (2015); Tucker Bailey et al., Why Senior Leaders Are the Front
Line
Against
Cyberattacks,
MCKINSEY
&
CO.
(June
2014),
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/digital-mckinsey/our-insights/why-seniorleaders-are-the-front-line-against-cyberattacks.
79. Int’l Law Ass’n, Draft Report of the Committee on International Commercial
Arbitration for the 2010 Hague Conference, Confidentiality in International Arbitration, at 18
(2010), http://www.ila-hq.org/en/committees/index.cfm/cid/19 (although there is uncertainty
regarding the duration of duties of confidentiality in arbitration, the “fact that the duty of
confidentiality usually covers the award seems to point to an expectation that the regime of
confidentiality should outlive the arbitral proceedings and that the obligations will not cease
after the end of the arbitration.”).
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to whether new or additional security measures may be warranted,
what work-arounds might be acceptable when complying with an
established security protocol proves to be impossible or impractical,
or whether a new product or service is adequately secure.
E. Bounded by Reasonableness
Cybersecurity professionals routinely advise that in today’s
environment of ever-escalating data breaches, there is no longer any
question of if one’s digital infrastructure and data will be hacked, but
only when.80 As a practical reality, it follows that the arbitrator cannot
guarantee that arbitration-related information will remain safe from
hackers,81 but can only take steps to mitigate the risks of
cyberintrusion. In LabMD, Inc. v. Federal Trade Commission, the
U.S. Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) explained why
“reasonableness,” assessed “in light of the sensitivity and volume of
consumer information [a company] holds, the size and complexity of
its business, and the cost of available tools to improve security and
reduce vulnerabilities,” is an appropriate touchstone for determining
whether a company has implemented appropriate data security
measures:
[The FTC] has made clear that it does not require perfect
security; reasonable and appropriate security is a continuous
process of assessing and addressing risks; there is no one-size-

80. U.S. Attorney Preet Bharara recently made such a pronouncement in announcing
criminal indictments of hackers who traded on confidential law firm information, saying, “This
case of cyber meets securities fraud should serve as a wake-up call for law firms around the
world: you are and will be targets of cyber hacking, because you have information valuable to
would-be criminals.” Nate Raymond, U.S. Accuses Chinese Citizens of Hacking Law Firms,
Insider Trading, REUTERS, (Dec. 28, 2016), http://www.reuters.com/article/us-cyberinsidertrading-idUSKBN14G1D5. See also, e.g., Verizon Report, supra note 13, at 3 (“No
locale, industry or organization is bulletproof when it comes to the compromise of data.”);
ICC, Cyber Security Guide for Business, supra note 73, at 10 (“Even the best protected
enterprise will at some point experience an information security breach. We live in an
environment where this is a question of when, not if.”).
81. ICC, Cyber Security Guide for Business, supra note 73, at 4 (2015) (“[A]ll business
managers including executives and directors must recognize that cyber risk management is an
on-going process where no absolute security is, or will be, available.”).
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fits-all data security program; and the mere fact that a breach
occurred does not mean that a company has violated the law.82

Notably, reasonableness, not perfection, also bounds the lawyer’s
confidentiality duty under the ABA Model Rules to protect
information relating to the representation of a client from
unauthorized access.83
A risk-based approach, bounded by reasonableness, is similarly
appropriate as we examine the scope and boundaries of the
arbitrator’s duty to avoid the ever-evolving threats of cyberintrusion
in international commercial arbitration. It follows from the conclusion
there is no one-size-fits-all data security program for consumer-facing
corporations that there is no one-size fits-all data security program for
international commercial arbitrators; any such program would risk
obsolescence and fail to account for significant contextual
differences. Furthermore, as Pastore argues, a de-contextualized
approach to data security may be counterproductive “in that it overdesignates [sensitive] information (desensitizing practitioners to the
truly critical information) and results in overly cumbersome processes
for information that, in reality, needs little to no additional
protections.”84
In addition, a standard of reasonableness under the
circumstances is familiar in the law, particularly in areas where the
facts and circumstances vary widely and evolve over time. The
reasonableness approach enables consideration of the trade-offs that
will sometimes exist between increased security measures and other
interests.85 To the extent the arbitrator’s duty to avoid intrusion is in
tension with other important values such as conducting the
proceedings expeditiously and cost-effectively and in accordance with

82. LabMD, Inc., F.T.C. No. 9357, 2016 WL 4128215 (F.T.C. July 28, 2016).
California’s Attorney General notes in her Breach Report 2016 that “reasonable security” is
the general standard for information security adopted not only in California but also the major
United States federal data security laws and regulations. See infra, note 111.
83. Model Rule 1.6(c) provides “[a] lawyer shall make reasonable efforts to prevent the
inadvertent or unauthorized disclosure of, or unauthorized access to, information relating to the
representation of a client.” MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT, r. 1.6(c) (AM. BAR ASS’N,
1983). (emphasis added)
84. Pastore, supra note 15.
85. See generally Pastore, supra note 15.
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the parties’ preferences,86 arbitrators should be entitled to weigh all of
the relevant circumstances to determine the correct balance.87
Arbitrators, institutions, users, and counsel should be able to
understand and embrace such a standard for cybersecurity.
Accordingly, it is appropriate to limit the arbitrator’s duty to an
obligation to take such measures to protect digital security as he or
she deems reasonable in light of the relevant facts and circumstances,
including developments in technology and evolving security risks, the
arbitrator’s individual practice setting and digital architecture, the
sensitivity of the data to be protected, and any party preferences or
other case-specific factors present in the matters over which the
arbitrator presides.
V. IMPLEMENTING THE DUTY TO AVOID INTRUSION
In the absence of a detailed roadmap for data security, the
challenge for international arbitrators is to determine what specific
measures they should implement to avoid intrusion, in their own
infrastructure and in arbitrations over which they preside, given that
what constitutes “reasonable” measures will vary based on a risk
assessment of the arbitrator’s individual digital architecture and data
assets, the prevalent data security threats, available protective
measures and, in relation to individual matters, case-specific factors.88
Although it is by no means comprehensive, in this Part, we aim to
highlight certain practical measures and general principles that are
likely to be relevant for all international arbitrators, regardless of
86. See supra note 10.
87. The UNCITRAL Notes on Organizing Arbitral Proceedings (2016) note that data
security is but one factor to be considered when deciding whether to use electronic means of
communication for proceedings.. Other factors to be considered may include compatibility,
storage, access and related costs. See UNCITRAL Notes, supra note 26.
88. Security framework standards are generally directed at organizations rather than
business professionals. See generally NAT’L INST. OF STANDARDS AND TECH., SPECIAL
PUBLICATION 800-53 REVISION 4, SECURITY AND PRIVACY CONTROLS FOR FEDERAL
INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND ORGANIZATIONS (2013); FRAMEWORK FOR IMPROVING
CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE CYBERSECURITY (2014), available at www.nist.gov;
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR STANDARDIZATION, ISO/IEC 27002:2013 Information
Technology, Security Techniques, Code of Practice for Information Security Controls,
available at www.iso.org (last visited Jan. 22, 2017); Center for Internet Security, Critical
Security Controls for Effective Cyber Defense, Version 6 (Oct. 15, 2015), www.cisecurity.org/.
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practice setting and individual risk profile.89 In doing so, we further
aim to show that the fundamentals of effective cyberrisk management
need not be overwhelming or unduly burdensome. In addition, since
cyberintrusion in the arbitral process can potentially arise from both
intentional, targeted attacks on arbitral participants90 and from the
inadvertent91 disclosure or compromise of arbitration-related
information (e.g., by way of a weak password, lost mobile device, or
other human error),92 we discuss below potential responses to external
threats and safeguards to prevent or mitigate damage if data security
is_compromised.

89. A recent working paper from the Washington Legal Foundation suggests eight data
security best practices based on an analysis of FTC enforcement actions:
x
Limit the collection, retention, and use of sensitive data;
x
Restrict access to sensitive data;
x
Implement robust authentication procedures;
x
Store and transmit sensitive information securely;
x
Implement procedures to identify and address vulnerabilities;
x
Develop and test new products and services with privacy and security in mind;
x
Require service providers to implement appropriate security measures;
x
Properly secure documents, media, and devices.
Kurt Wimmer, Ashden Fein, Catlin M. Meade & Andrew Vaden, Data Security Best
Practices Derived From Ftc § 5 Enforcement Actions, at 6 (Washington Legal Foundation
Paper No. 199, 2017).
90. See supra notes 13-14.
91. Even a single misdirected e-mail—within an arbitration proceeding—can have
serious consequences for the perceived integrity and legitimacy of proceedings. In Horndom
Ltd. v. White Sail Shipping, Optima Shipping and Integral Petroleum (SCC Arbitration
V094/2011), the respondents challenged their own appointee to the tribunal after he
accidentally copied one of the parties’ lawyers on an e-mail complaining that counsel were
getting “above their station” and that he was “rather sick of these parties.” While the arbitrator
admitted that disagreement over the hearing date resulted in his “frustration with procedural
matters” and “intemperate expression,” according to the respondents, the inadvertent
disclosure of this otherwise private exchange among tribunal members revealed the arbitrator’s
“personal animosity” toward counsel and raised justifiable doubts about his impartiality. See
also Alison Ross, Accidental cc Triggers Double Arbitrator Challenge in Stockholm, GLOB.
ARB. REV. (Oct. 17, 2016), http://globalarbitrationreview.com/article/1069329/accidental-cctriggers-double-arbitrator-challenge-in-stockholm.
92. An episode of the popular CBS TV show The Good Wife was based on the disclosure
of confidential information resulting from an open feed when a video camera was mistakenly
left on after a teleconferenced deposition. THE GOOD WIFE, (CBS, 2014),
http://www.cbs.com/shows/the_good_wife/episodes/213197/.
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A. Keeping Abreast of Developments in Relevant Technology and
Understanding Associated Benefits and Risks
There are readily accessible resources for arbitrators to educate
themselves as to the evolving nature and scope of major data security
threats, with a view to understanding the significance and
effectiveness of specific security protocols, such as standards for
passwords. These resources have been developed by bar associations,
law firms, and others.93 For example, the ABA has taken the lead
internationally in developing guidance for legal practitioners in
responding to the challenges of the digital world and regularly posts
short, digestible articles online on topics such as ransomware and
encryption, in addition to offering educational webinars and
seminars.94 Such resources frequently highlight ethical opinions from
state bar associations on the responsible use of technology in the legal
profession. One particularly noteworthy resource, available only to
ABA members, are e-mail alerts from the FBI about evolving
cyberrisks and threats targeting law firms.
Other bar associations worldwide, such as the Law Society of
Upper Canada, also have developed helpful online resources.95 For
the most part, such resources are available for free online (i.e., to
members and non-members alike) and can assist arbitrators in finding
quick, practical answers to technical questions written for legal
professionals (such as what are the risks of public wifi and what
alternatives are available for mobile wifi access). Meanwhile, to keep
a handle on evolving data protection obligations internationally, now
that most major law firms have a dedicated data privacy or
cybersecurity practice group, arbitrators may also find it helpful to
sign up for e-mail alerts from several law firms based in different
jurisdictions.
93. See, e.g., supra note 88 and accompanying text.
94. Law Technology Resource Center, AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION
https://www.americanbar.org/groups/departments_offices/legal_technology_resources.html
(last visited Jan. 20, 2017).
95. See Technology Practice Tips, LAW SOCIETY OF UPPER CANADA
http://www.lsuc.on.ca/technology-practice-tips-podcasts-list/ (podcasts on “everything you
ever wanted to know about technology, but were afraid to ask” including “[p]ractical and
important information about passwords, encryption, social media, smartphone security,
websites and much more . . . in an accessible, conversational manner.”).
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B. Implementing Baseline Security
Cybersecurity experts agree that good cyber “hygiene”—basic
everyday habits relating to technological use—is essential to a strong,
baseline defense.96 Significantly, these are habits that every arbitrator,
regardless of practice setting, can readily implement, with minimal
cost and without the need for IT support. Basic cyber hygiene best
practices include:
x

creating access controls, including strong, complex
passwords97 and two-factor authentication when available98;

x

guarding digital “perimeters” with firewalls, antivirus and
antispyware software, operating system updates and other
software patches99;

x

adopting secure protocols such as encryption for the storage
and transmission of sensitive data100;

x

being mindful of public internet use in hotel lobbies, airports,
coffee shops, and elsewhere and considering making use of
personal cellular hotspots and virtual private networks101; and

x

being mindful of what one downloads.102

96. See, e.g., FED. TRADE COMM’N, START WITH SECURITY: A GUIDE FOR BUSINESS,
LESSONS
LEARNED
FROM
FTC
CASES
(June
2015),
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/plain-language/pdf0205-startwithsecurity.pdf;
Wimmer et. al., supra note 89.
97. On some devices, including many phones and tablets, biometric authentication
technologies such as fingerprint scanners now are available to perform the authentication and
access control function. See PWC Report, supra note 13, at 9-12.
98. Many services and sites that store sensitive information, including cloud storage and
e-mail providers, offer two-factor authentication whereby access requires a password plus
something else that you have; typically, a security code that is either sent by text message or email to a separate device or generated via an app that works offline such as Google
Authenticator, or a biometric like a fingerprint. See Two-Factor Authentication for AppleID,
APPLE, https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT204915 (last visited Jan. 22, 2017); Google TwoStep Verification, GOOGLE, https://www.google.com/landing/2step/ (last visited Jan. 22,
2017); Seth Rosenblatt & Jason Cipriani, Two-Factor Authentication (What You Need to
Know), CNET, (June 15, 2015), https://www.cnet.com/news/two-factor-authentication-whatyou-need-to-know-faq/.
99. See
Protections,
How
to
Protect
Your
Computer,
FBI,
https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/cyber (last visited Jan. 20, 2017).
100. See e.g., Alex Castle, How to Encrypt Almost Anything, PC WORLD, (Jan, 18,
2013), http://www.pcworld.com/article/2025462/how-to-encrypt-almost-anything.html.
101. Pastore, supra note 15.
102. See supra note 99.
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C. Taking a Thoughtful Approach to Assets and Architecture
As Pastore explains, determining what cybersecurity should be
implemented turns on knowledge of one’s “assets” and
“architecture.”103 That is, what sensitive information do you have
(e.g., customer lists of a client, sensitive trade secrets developed
through substantial R&D expenditures, or potentially market-moving
information about future business plans), and where do you store it
(e.g., with a third-party cloud provider, on portable (and easily lost)
external media like thumb drives, or on networks accessible by other
practitioners in the firm without regard to whether the need access to
such data).104 This exercise will be relevant in respect to the
arbitrator’s own practice-related data, such as conflicts and billing
records, closed case records, as well as the data received in matters
where the arbitrator is presiding. If the arbitrator works in an
organizational setting, it will also be relevant in respect to the
arbitrator’s use of personal devices, which are often not subject to
established security protocols.105
Once the arbitrator knows and classifies the sensitivity of the
different data he or she holds and knows where it is located, the
arbitrator will be in a position to assess what protocols may be
appropriate for storage and transfer of the information.106 In addition,
the arbitrator will be in a position to consider what steps can be taken
to reduce the risk that sensitive data will be compromised in a
cyberattack or following human error. For example:
x

Though the arbitrator may own both a tablet and laptop, do
arbitration-related documents need to be accessible on both
devices, or is it sufficient that they are loaded on one? (Here,

103. In this article, we frequently refer synonymously to one’s digital “infrastructure.”
104. Pastore, supra note 15.
105. According to the ABA TechReport 2016, most lawyers (74%) use a personal rather
than firm-issued phone for their legal work and a majority (51%) use a tablet for legal work,
the vast majority of which (81%) are personal devices. Nonetheless, “only 43% of lawyers
reported having a mobile technology policy for their firm, meaning the majority of law firms
don’t even have a policy for how mobile devices should be used and how client data should be
stored and transmitted on them.” Aaron Street, Mobile Technology, ABA TECHREPORT
(2016),
https://www.americanbar.org/groups/law_practice/publications/techreport/2016/mobile.html.
106. Pastore discusses this analysis in greater detail. See Pastore supra note 15.
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an important consideration is whether the data really needs to
be loaded onto a portable device and subjected to the
enhanced risks of travel.)
x

Can the arbitrator enable notifications for e-mail107 or cloud
services108 when unauthorized data access may have occurred
and remotely revoke that access or wipe data?

x

When working at home, does the arbitrator use a separate
device in lieu of a shared family computer? If not, are there
other steps the arbitrator can take to segregate business data
(e.g., by using separate computer logins)?

By the same token, at the conclusion of a case, the arbitrator
should seek to avoid holding onto case-related data longer than is
necessary.109 With a view to developing an individualized document
retention policy, the arbitrator should give thought to what
information will be kept, why, for how long, where case information
resides
now
(across
which
devices
and
in
what
applications/programs), and where the materials will be stored. At a
minimum, the arbitrator will want to retain basic case administration
data for the purposes of future conflicts checks. Otherwise, the
arbitrator may wish to consider questions such as:
x

During the life of a case, can the arbitrator use file-naming
conventions to facilitate identifying and segregating types of
documents, such as pleadings and exhibits, that the arbitrator
is unlikely to have any interest in retaining after a case ends?

x

Does applicable law preclude the arbitrator from retaining
certain data or mandate that it be stored or disposed of in any
particular fashion?

107. Such measures are generally not available for free consumer e-mail services. Thus it
is generally preferable to use paid professional versions of these services, which have more
robust security protocols.
108. Numerous lawyer ethics opinions have considered whether the use of cloud services
is compatible with an attorney’s obligation to maintain confidentiality. The decisions generally
have concluded that lawyers may use the services, provided that they take reasonable steps to
select a reliable vendor, implement available security and address the potential risks. See
Cloud Ethics Opinions Around the U.S., AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION,
https://www.americanbar.org/groups/departments_offices/legal_technology_resources/resourc
es/charts_fyis/cloud-ethics-chart.html.
109. Pastore, supra note 15.
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x

To the extent that it is desirable and appropriate to retain
arbitrator work product, such as procedural orders and awards,
for personal future reference, would it be workable to retain
anonymized Word documents in lieu of final PDF copies?

x

If the arbitrator practices in an organizational setting that has a
document retention policy, are documents kept longer than
necessary to comply with rules applicable to the attorneyclient relationship, which do not apply to service as an
arbitrator?

D. Planning for a Data Breach
Separate from considering data breach protocols for individual
cases, there are a number of useful reasons for the arbitrator to
consider more generally how he or she would respond to a data
breach if and when one arises. First, by thinking through what steps
should be taken in the event of various scenarios, the arbitrator may
be able to identify and remediate security vulnerabilities that he or she
had not considered. Second, the arbitrator will be in a better position
to react quickly to control or limit the damage that flows from a
security incident, and possibly avoid triggering duties to notify data
owners, regulators, insurers, law enforcement, or others that a security
incident occurred.110 This exercise is particularly important for
international arbitrators for whom international travel is a fact of life,
as travel creates special risks of inadvertent data loss and vulnerability
to unlawful intrusion.

110. See, e.g., U.S. Department of Health & Human Services, Guidance Regarding
Methods for De-identification of Protected Health Information in Accordance with the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/forprofessionals/privacy/special-topics/de-identification/#_edn1 (last accessed Jan. 21, 2017)
(explaining that there is often a safe harbor for data breach notification if sensitive information
has been encrypted or otherwise de-sensitized); Kamala D. Harris, Attorney General
California,
Department
of
Justice,
Breach
Report
2016,
available
at
https://oag.ca.gov/sites/all/files/agweb/pdfs/dbr/2016-data-breach-report.pdf (last accessed Jan.
21, 2017) (explaining major differences between state notification statutes); See Cal. Civil
Code § 1798.82 (demonstrating that in 2016, California amended its data breach notification
law effective January 1, 2017 to trigger notification obligations not only if unencrypted data is
compromised, but also if encrypted data is breached along with any encryption key that could
render the data readable or useable).
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The prospect of a lost laptop, for example, may prompt an
arbitrator to consider:
x

Is the laptop protected by a strong password?

x

Is full disk encryption enabled?111

x

Can the arbitrator make use of location tracking and/or remote
data wiping to minimize potential disclosure of sensitive
information?112

x

Can the arbitrator provide the police with the serial number for
the laptop?

x

Can the arbitrator avoid lost productivity by restoring
information on the laptop from a back-up?

x

Is there sensitive data on the laptop that could trigger breach
notification duties? If so, could that data be handled
differently (e.g., securely destroyed or encrypted)?

E. Case Management Considerations
In our view, the arbitrator must be attuned to data security issues
in the organizing phase of the arbitration. Taking into account such
factors as the size and complexity of the case, the likelihood that
confidential or sensitive data will be stored or transmitted, the parties’
resources, sophistication, and preferences, as well as potential legal
obligations arising under applicable law or rules in relation to data
privacy or confidentiality, the arbitrator should consider whether to
raise the topic of data security at the initial case management or
procedural conference.113 Thereafter, the continuing scope of the
arbitrator’s duty will depend on factors such as the extent to which the
parties or their counsel assume responsibility for data security and the
arbitrator’s own assessment of the ongoing risks and the measures he
111. See Turn On Full Disk Encryption (Windows 10), MICROSOFT,
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/instantanswers/e7d75dd2-29c2-16ac-f03d20cfdf54202f/turn-on-device-encryption; see also Use FileVault to Encrypt the Start-Up Disk
on Your MAC, APPLE, https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT204837.
112. These measures are available for Apple devices including laptops, for example, but
only if the “find my iPhone” feature has been activated first.
113. See UNCITRAL Notes, supra note 26. Consistent with the 2016 UNCITRAL Notes
on Organizing Arbitral Proceedings, we do not intend to suggest a binding requirement for the
tribunal or parties to act in any particular manner.
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or she can reasonably implement in addition to or in lieu of measures
other actors are undertaking.
The arbitrator may also seek the cooperation of the parties and
counsel in avoiding the unnecessary transmission of sensitive data to
the tribunal. For example, at the outset of an arbitration, the arbitrator
may consider telling counsel that, apart from reliance documents
submitted with the parties’ memorials, the arbitrator is not to be
copied on, or provided with, any pre-hearing disclosure that the
parties may otherwise exchange. Likewise, if the arbitrator can
anticipate that sensitive personal information (such as tax returns) or
commercial information (such as pricing information or trade secrets)
will be exchanged, consideration may be given to having irrelevant
information redacted (e.g., to show only the last four digits of a social
security number). Alternatively, it may be possible to aggregate or
anonymize data before it is provided to the arbitrator without
diminishing either party’s ability to fairly present its case.
VI. LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
We conclude this article with the well-worn maxim that “it takes
a village.” We hope that the challenge we present to arbitrators will
stimulate discussion in the international commercial arbitration
community and prompt other participants to focus on their own
responsibilities and how their individual security architecture and
practices may undermine or support the security measures taken by
others. As awareness of cybersecurity risks in arbitration increases,
we hope to see dialogue around questions such as the following:
x

Should arbitral institutions amend their rules to flag data
security for consideration in the initial organizing phase of
an arbitration, as their rules now do with respect to other
important topics,114 and/or should they expressly establish

114. See e.g., ICC RULES, supra note 10, at art. 22, (effective case management) and
Appendix IV (case management techniques); ICDR RULES, supra note 10, at art. 20(2) (noting
that the tribunal and the parties may consider how technology, including electronic
communications, could be used to increase the efficiency and economy of the proceedings)
and art. 20(7) (establishing the parties’ duty to avoid unnecessary delay and expense and the
tribunal’s power to “allocate costs, draw adverse inferences, and take such additional steps as
are necessary to protect the efficiency and integrity of the arbitration”); LCIA RULES, supra
note 1, at art. 14 (avoiding unnecessary delay and expense) and art. 30 (confidentiality).
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duties for the parties, counsel, institution and arbitrators to
implement reasonable measures to avoid intrusion?
x

Should counsel be charged with developing a data security
plan in individual arbitration matters115 and/or providing a
secure platform for the transmission and storage of data in
each matter?

x

How should tribunals resolve party conflicts about
appropriate security measures, breach notification
obligations, and related costs?

x

Should arbitrators routinely disclose their data security
practices to parties and counsel (e.g., in relation to cloud
computing or post-award document retention) and should
those practices be subject to the parties’ comments and
consent?

x

Should arbitral institutions or other participants develop
shared secured platforms for data storage and transmission
that would be available to parties as a non-exclusive choice?

x

What kinds of training and education programs should be
developed for parties, counsel, arbitrators, and other
participants to provide baseline knowledge, as well as
updated information on evolving data security threats and
updates on available protective measures?

x

Should institutions that maintain rosters of arbitrators
require their arbitrators to complete mandatory
cybersecurity training?

x

Should arbitrator ethical codes be updated to define
competence to include an obligation to keep abreast of new
developments in arbitration and its practice, and to consider
the benefits and risks associated with technology?

x

Should professional organizations like the International Bar
Association or the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators develop
cybersecurity checklists or guidance notes for arbitrators,
counsel, or other participants?

115. See David J. Kessler, et al., Protective Orders in the Age of Hacking, NYLJ, (Mar.
16, 2015), reprint at 1 (“In the age of cyber attacks, hacking, and digital corporate espionage…
[p]rotective orders should be upgraded to require reasonable levels of security to protect an
opponents’ data and more stringent notification requirements if unauthorized access does
occur . . .”).
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There will no right answer to these and other relevant questions,
but we are confident that dialogue will be constructive. What will
constitute a reasonable data security program and what reasonable
measures individual participants in the process should take will
continue to evolve. Our hope is that increased awareness will ensure
that a process will emerge in every arbitration to identify data security
risks and develop a response, having regard to the nature and scope of
the risks, the desires and resources of the parties, and other relevant
factors.
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F7HJ?;I7D:EJ>;HIIK8@;9JJEJ>; )+JE<EH;I;;>EMJ>EI;B7MI7D:
7KJ>EH?J?;I 7H; B?A;BO JE 7::H;II J>; :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED ?IIK;I J>7J C7O
7H?I; :KH?D= J>; 7H8?JH7J?ED  ->?I ?D<EHC7J?ED M?BB ;D78B; J>;
:;L;BEFC;DJ E< 7D EL;H7BB 7FFHE79> JE C?D?C?P; J>; :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED
H?IAI7D:<EHC7D7=?D=J>;C:KH?D=J>;7H8?JH7BFHE9;II 
  <?21<)5138
K; JE J>; ?D>;H;DJBO JH7DI8EH:;H D7JKH; E< ?DJ;HD7J?ED7B
7H8?JH7J?EDJ>;?IIK;J>7J>7IH;9;?L;:J>;CEIJ7JJ;DJ?EDJE:7J;<HEC
J>;?DJ;HD7J?ED7B7H8?JH7J?ED9ECCKD?JOJEJ>;.:7J7FHEJ;9J?EDB7MI
7H; J>; C;7IKH;I H;IJH?9J?D= J>; JH7DI<;H E< F;HIED7B :7J7 EKJI?:; J>;
KHEF;7D.D?ED ->;KHEF;7DECC?II?ED>7IIJ7J;:J>7J?JI?DJ;DJ
?IDEJJEA;;F.:7J7?DJ>;KHEF;7D.D?ED8KJH7J>;HJE;NFEHJ.
:7J7FHEJ;9J?EDIJ7D:7H:I8O;DIKH?D=J>7JJ>;FHEJ;9J?EDICEL;M?J>
J>;:7J77D:8O;D9EKH7=?D=EJ>;H9EKDJH?;IJE7:EFJI?C?B7HB7MIIE
J>7J :7J7 CEL;I <H;;BO 8KJ M?J> 7D 7:;GK7J; B;L;B E< FHEJ;9J?ED 7D:
:7J7IK8@;9JH?=>JI ->;H;<EH;M>?B;J>; )+?IE8L?EKIBODEJE<
KD?L;HI7B7FFB?97J?ED J>;KHEF;7D .D?ED >7I :;9B7H;:?JI?DJ;DJ <EH
J>; )+ JE 8;9EC; J>; 45 613D? ?DJ;HD7J?ED7B IJ7D:7H: <EH J>;
FHEJ;9J?EDE<F;HIED7B:7J7J>HEK=>J>;<EBBEM?D==;D;H7B7FFHE79>
 J>; KI; E< JH7DI<;H H;IJH?9J?EDI JE ?CFEI; )+IJOB;
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FHEJ;9J?EDE< F;HIED7B :7J7 ?I DEDD;=EJ?78B; ?D JH7:;

7=H;;C;DJI W 
->; KHEF;7D .D?ED >7I 8;;D IKHFH?I?D=BO IK99;II<KB ?D J>?I
;D:;7LEHM?J>J>;C7@EH>EB:EKJI8;?D=J>;.D?J;:,J7J;I;N9;FJ<EH
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,F;9?<?97BBO 9ED9;HD?D= J>; :7J7 JH7DI<;H H;IJH?9J?EDI ?D J>;
)+ J>; KHEF;7D ECC?II?EDYI L?;M ?I J>7J VJ>; . H;=?C; ED
?DJ;HD7J?ED7B:7J7JH7DI<;HI   FHEL?:;I78HE7:7D:L7H?;:JEEBA?JJE
;D78B;:7J7<BEMI?D:?<<;H;DJI?JK7J?EDIM>?B;;DIKH?D=7>?=>B;L;BE<
FHEJ;9J?ED W  ->; )+ VJEEBA?JW H;<;HH;: JE ?I :?I9KII;: ?D J>;
<EBBEM?D= ,;9J?ED E< J>?I HJ?9B; ?D J>; 9EDJ;NJ E< :7J7 JH7DI<;HI JE
J>?H:9EKDJH?;I:KH?D=?DJ;HD7J?ED7B7H8?JH7J?ED ->;?CF79JE<J>;I;
H;IJH?9J?EDI ?I J>7J M>;D :7J7 JH7DI<;H ?I F;HC?II?8B; M>?9> C7O EH
C7O DEJ 8; J>; 97I; ?J ?I 7BM7OI D;9;II7HO JE ;DIKH; J>7J 7:;GK7J;
I7<;=K7H:I7H;?DFB79;JEFHEJ;9JJ>;:7J77<J;H?J?IJH7DI<;HH;:;?J>;H
8OEF;H7J?EDE<B7MEH8O7=H;;C;DJ 
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9KBJKH; E< 9ECFB?7D9;  ->?I >7I 9>7D=;: :H7C7J?97BBO KD:;H J>;
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)+7H;KFJEJ>;>?=>;HE<<EKHF;H9;DJE<7L?EB7JEHYIMEHB:M?:;
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:7C7=;I7D:J>;H;?I7FEII?8?B?JOE<9H?C?D7BI7D9J?EDI 
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B7H=; <?D;I 7H; DEJ ;NF;9J;: 78I;DJ I;H?EKI L?EB7J?EDI 7D: FHEL?:;:
=EE:<7?J>;<<EHJI7J9ECFB?7D9;7H;KD:;HJ7A;D !EM;L;HJ>;J>H;7J
E< IK9> <?D;I 7D: EJ>;H I7D9J?EDI JE=;J>;H M?J> J>; 9ECFB?7D9;
?CF;H7J?L; J>7J >7I :;L;BEF;: 7HEKD: J>; )+ C;7DI J>7J I;D?EH
C7D7=;C;DJ7D::?H;9JEHIE<9ECF7D?;I7H;DEM?D9H;7I?D=BO<E9KI;:
ED )+ 9ECFB?7D9;  "D JKHD J>?I C;7DI J>7J F7HJ?;I M?BB IJ7HJ JE
FHE79J?L;BO C7D7=; J>; )+ H?IA 7H?I?D= <HEC ?DJ;HD7J?ED7B
7H8?JH7J?ED  KHJ>;HCEH; J>; <79J J>7J 7BB H8?JH7B 7J7 KIJE:?7DI
?D9BK:?D=7H8?JH7JEHI7H;FEJ;DJ?7BBO97K=>JM?J>?DJ>; )+YIH;79>
C;7DI J>7J ;L;HOED; >7I 7 9ECFB?7D9; ?D9;DJ?L;  ->; 9EC8?D;:
?CF79JE<J>;I;<79JEHIC;7DIJ>7JM>;DJ>; )+?I7FFB?978B;:7J7
FHEJ;9J?ED 9ECFB?7D9; M?BB 8;9EC; F7HJ E< J>; 7H8?JH7B FHE9;II  ->;
<EBBEM?D= ,;9J?ED E< J>?I HJ?9B; 7::H;II;I J>; B;=7B <H7C;MEHA
;IJ78B?I>;: 8O J>; )+ 7D: >EM J>?I 7FFB?;I JE ?DJ;HD7J?ED7B
9ECC;H9?7B7H8?JH7J?ED<EBBEM;:8O7,;9J?ED7::H;II?D=J>; )+YI
FEJ;DJ?7BFH79J?97B?CF79JED7H8?JH7J?ED 
!!!  &)$(($!+!'&'+ ()+'
!&+)&+!'&$)!+)+!'&
->; )+ =H7DJI :7J7 IK8@;9JI ;NJ;DI?L; H?=>JI M?J> H;IF;9J
J>;?H F;HIED7B :7J7  &7DO E< J>;I; H?=>JI 7H; :?<<?9KBJ JE H;9ED9?B;
M>;D 7FFB?;: JE ?DJ;HD7J?ED7B 7H8?JH7J?ED 8;97KI; E< ?JI :;9?I?ED
C7A?D= <KD9J?ED 7D: EJ>;H 9>7H79J;H?IJ?9I E<J;D ?D9BK:?D=
9ED<?:;DJ?7B?JO "J?I?CFEHJ7DJJEDEJ;J>7JJ>;I7C;9ED9;HDI7H?I;?D
J>; 9EDJ;NJ E< 9EKHJ B?J?=7J?ED M>?9> ?I M>O J>; )+ ;N9BK:;I
&;C8;H ,J7J; 9EKHJI 7D: EJ>;H @K:?9?7B 7KJ>EH?J?;I <HEC IKF;HL?I?ED
8O J>; :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED IKF;HL?IEHO 7KJ>EH?JO JE FH;I;HL; J>;?H
?D:;F;D:;D9;   ->; )+  IK==;IJI ?DIJ;7: J>7J J>; @K:?9?7B
7KJ>EH?J?;IJ>;CI;BL;IH;=KB7J;J>;:7J7KI;:?DJ>;@K:?9?7B97F79?JO  
+;9?J7B E<J>; )+FHEL?:;I7I<EBBEMI
0>?B;J>?I+;=KB7J?ED7FFB?;I?DJ;H7B?7JEJ>;79J?L?J?;IE<9EKHJI
7D:EJ>;H@K:?9?7B7KJ>EH?J?;I.D?EDEH&;C8;H,J7J;B7M9EKB:
IF;9?<O J>; FHE9;II?D= EF;H7J?EDI 7D: FHE9;II?D= FHE9;:KH;I ?D
H;B7J?ED JE J>; FHE9;II?D= E< F;HIED7B :7J7 8O 9EKHJI 7D: EJ>;H
@K:?9?7B 7KJ>EH?J?;I  ->; 9ECF;J;D9; E< J>; IKF;HL?IEHO
7KJ>EH?J?;II>EKB:DEJ9EL;HJ>;FHE9;II?D=E<F;HIED7B:7J7M>;D
9EKHJI 7H;79J?D= ?D J>;?H @K:?9?7B 97F79?JO ?D EH:;H JE I7<;=K7H:
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J>; ?D:;F;D:;D9; E< J>; @K:?9?7HO ?D J>; F;H<EHC7D9; E< ?JI
@K:?9?7BJ7IAI?D9BK:?D=:;9?I?EDC7A?D= "JI>EKB:8;FEII?8B;JE
;DJHKIJIKF;HL?I?EDE<IK9>:7J7FHE9;II?D=EF;H7J?EDIJEIF;9?<?9
8E:?;I M?J>?D J>; @K:?9?7B IOIJ;C E< J>; &;C8;H ,J7J; M>?9>
I>EKB: ?D F7HJ?9KB7H ;DIKH; 9ECFB?7D9; M?J> J>; HKB;I E< J>?I
+;=KB7J?ED;D>7D9;7M7H;D;II7CED=C;C8;HIE<J>;@K:?9?7HO
E<J>;?HE8B?=7J?EDIKD:;HJ>?I+;=KB7J?ED7D:>7D:B;9ECFB7?DJI
?DH;B7J?EDJEIK9>:7J7FHE9;II?D=EF;H7J?EDI  

->; B7D=K7=; H;<;HI JE VFHE9;II?D= E< :7J7 8O 9EKHJI 7D: EJ>;H
@K:?9?7B 7KJ>EH?J?;I W  0>?B; J>; =;D;H7B H;<;H;D9; JE V@K:?9?7B
7KJ>EH?J?;IW 9EKB: 9ED9;?L78BO 9EL;H 7H8?JH7J?ED M>?9> >7I 7
:;9?I?EDC7A?D= <KD9J?ED I?C?B7H JE 7 9EKHJ J>?I ;N;CFJ?ED <HEC
EL;HI?=>J 8O J>; &;C8;H ,J7J; IKF;HL?IEHO 7KJ>EH?JO ?I H;FB79;: 8O
;D<EH9;C;DJ8OJ>;&;C8;H,J7J;9EKHJIOIJ;CM>?9>9EKHJI:EDEJ
IKF;HL?I; 7H8?JH7J?ED  HJ?9B;  E< J>; )+ FHEL?:;I J>7J
V,KF;HL?IEHO 7KJ>EH?J?;I I>7BB DEJ 8; 9ECF;J;DJ JE IKF;HL?I;
FHE9;II?D= EF;H7J?EDI E< 9EKHJI 79J?D= ?D J>;?H @K:?9?7B 97F79?JOW
M?J>EKJ 7DO H;<;H;D9; JE 7H8?JH7J?ED  ->;H;<EH; J>?I =;D;H7B
;N;CFJ?ED <HEC J>; IKF;HL?IEHO 7KJ>EH?JO :E;I DEJ 7FFBO JE
7H8?JH7J?ED DEH :E;I ?J 7FFBO JE DED. 9EKHJI  KHJ>;HCEH; J>;
;N;CFJ?EDE<&;C8;H,J7J;9EKHJI<HECEL;HI?=>J8OJ>;IKF;HL?IEHO
7KJ>EH?JO:E;IDEJC;7DJ>7JJ>; )+:E;IDEJ7FFBOJEJ>;9EKHJI
H7J>;H ?J C;7DI J>7J J>7J J>; HKB;I 7H; ;D<EH9;: 8O J>; @K:?9?7B
7KJ>EH?J?;IJ>;CI;BL;IH7J>;HJ>7DJ>;IKF;HL?IEHO7KJ>EH?J?;I 
!EM;L;HHJ?9B; E<J>; )+:E;I=H7DJJ>;&;C8;H,J7J;I
J>;H?=>JJE;N;CFJ9;HJ7?D79J?L?J?;I<HECJ>;7FFB?97J?EDE<C7DOE<
J>; IF;9?<?9 H?=>JI =H7DJ;: JE :7J7 IK8@;9JI  ->?I H?=>J <EH &;C8;H
,J7J;I JE =H7DJ ;N;CFJ?EDI 7FFB?;I VM>;D IK9> 7 H;IJH?9J?ED H;IF;9JI
J>;;II;D9;E<J>;<KD:7C;DJ7BH?=>JI7D:<H;;:ECI7D:?I7D;9;II7HO
7D: FHEFEHJ?ED7J; C;7IKH; ?D 7 :;CE9H7J?9 IE9?;JO JE I7<;=K7H:W
7CED= EJ>;H J>?D=I VJ>; FHEJ;9J?ED E< @K:?9?7B ?D:;F;D:;D9; 7D:
@K:?9?7BFHE9;;:?D=IW7D:VJ>;;D<EH9;C;DJE<9?L?BB7M9B7?CI W->?I
?IIK8@;9JJEJ>;FHEL?IEJ>7JJ>;&;C8;H,J7J;IFKJI?DFB79;7:;GK7J;
I7<;=K7H:I JE FHEJ;9J J>; :7J7 IK8@;9J H?=>JI J>7J >7L; 8;;D
;N;CFJ;: IC;DJ?ED;:78EL;"H;B7D:?I7D;N7CFB;E<7&;C8;H
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,J7J; J>7J >7I H;B?;: ED HJ?9B;  JE ;N;CFJ 9;HJ7?D :7J7 IK8@;9J
H?=>JI JE J>; ;NJ;DJ J>7J J>; H;IJH?9J?EDI 7H; VD;9;II7HO 7D:
FHEFEHJ?ED7J;W<EHJ>;FHE9;II?D=E<F;HIED7B:7J7V?D9EDJ;CFB7J?ED
E< EH <EH J>; ;IJ78B?I>C;DJ ;N;H9?I; EH :;<;D9; E< 7 B;=7B 9B7?C
FHEIF;9J?L; B;=7B 9B7?C B;=7B FHE9;;:?D=I EH FHEIF;9J?L; B;=7B
FHE9;;:?D=IM>;J>;H8;<EH;79EKHJIJ7JKJEHOJH?8KD7BIJ7JKJEHO8E:O
EH 7D 7:C?D?IJH7J?L; EH EKJE<9EKHJ FHE9;:KH; W  ->; H;<;H;D9;I?D
J>;"H?I>;N;CFJ?EDJEVEKJE<9EKHJFHE9;:KH;W9EL;HI7H8?JH7J?ED 
FFB?97J?EDE<J>;HJ?9B; ;N;CFJ?ED?D9BK:?D=J>;"H?I>)
?BB :E;I DEJC;7DJ>;:7J7 ?I;N9BK:;: <HEC J>; )+ 8KJ H7J>;H
J>7J 9;HJ7?D E< J>; :7J7 IK8@;9J H?=>JI :E DEJ 7FFBO  ->; :7J7 IK8@;9J
H?=>JIJ>7J97D8;;N;CFJ;:7D:M>?9>"H;B7D:>7I;N;CFJ;:?D9BK:;
J>; H?=>JI E< J>; :7J7 IK8@;9J JE JH7DIF7H;DJ ?D<EHC7J?ED FEJ;DJ?7BBO
?D9BK:?D=:7J7FH?L79ODEJ?9;IHJ?9B;I  7D: 799;IIJE:7J7
HJ?9B; H;9J?<?97J?ED7D:;H7IKH;HJ?9B;I 7D: JEH;IJH?9J
<KHJ>;H FHE9;II?D= HJ?9B;  :7J7 FEHJ78?B?JO HJ?9B;  7D: J>;
H?=>JI JE E8@;9J 7D: JE 7KJEC7J;: :;9?I?ED C7A?D= HJ?9B;I  7D:
  ->;I;H?=>JI7H;F7HJ?9KB7HBO:?<<?9KBJJE7FFBOJE7D7H8?JH7J?ED
7D: 97D 8; ?D9EDI?IJ;DJ M?J> J>; 7H8?JH7JEHYI :;9?I?EDC7A?D=
<KD9J?ED ?D9BK:?D= J>; ?DJ;H79J?EDI 7CED= 7H8?JH7JEHI 7D: M?J> J>;
?DIJ?JKJ?ED  ->; ;N;CFJ?ED E< J>;I; H?=>JI C7A;I J>; )+ CEH;
9EDI?IJ;DJ M?J> ?DJ;HD7J?ED7B 7H8?JH7J?ED M>?B; 7J J>; I7C; J?C;
FHEJ;9J?D=J>;<KD:7C;DJ7B=E7BE<J>; )+JEFHEJ;9JJ>;F;HIED7B
:7J7E<:7J7IK8@;9JI "J?I8;OED:J>;I9EF;E<J>?IHJ?9B;JE7D7BOP;
;79>E<J>; )+YIFHEL?I?EDI?DB?=>JE<J>;;N;CFJ?EDI7:EFJ;:8O
J>; &;C8;H,J7J;IC7DOE<M>?9>>7L;O;JJE8;<?D7B?P;:7JJ>;
J?C; E< MH?J?D=  ->?I HJ?9B; J>;H;<EH; <E9KI;I ED J>; J;NJ E< J>;
)+ 7D: J>; FH;9;:;DJI ;IJ78B?I>;: KD:;H J>; FH;L?EKI )
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EDI?:;H?D=J>;IJH?D=;DJE8B?=7J?EDI?CFEI;:8OJ>; )+ED
:7J7 9EDJHEBB;HI J>;H; C7O 8; 7 J;D:;D9O JEM7H:I ?D9H;7I;: KI; E<
:7J7FHE9;II?D=7=H;;C;DJI !EM;L;HJ>?IM?BBEDBO8;FEII?8B;M>;D
J>;D7JKH;E<J>;79J?L?JOIKFFEHJI?JI9>7H79J;H?P7J?ED7IVFHE9;II?D=W
7D: M>;H; J>; :7J7 9EDJHEBB;H ?I M?BB?D= JE 799;FJ J>; ?D9H;7I;: H?IA
9H;7J;:8OJ7A?D=H;IFEDI?8?B?JO<EHJ>;79J?EDIE<J>;:7J7FHE9;IIEH 
EJ>J>; )+7D:H;B;L7DJ97I;B7MC7A;9B;7HJ>7J;L;D?<7:7J7
FHE9;II?D= 7=H;;C;DJ 9ECFBO?D= M?J> J>; J;HCI E< J>; )+ ?I ?D
FB79;J>;<79JI9EKB:EKJM;?=>J>7J7=H;;C;DJF7HJ?9KB7HBOM>;H;J>;
<79JIIKFFEHJ7<?D:?D=J>7JJ>;:7J7FHE9;IIEH:;J;HC?D;:J>;FKHFEI;
<EH7BBEHF7HJE<J>;FHE9;II?D= 


;D;H7BFFB?97J?EDJE"DJ;HD7J?ED7BH8?JH7J?ED

I I;J <EHJ> 78EL; J>; )+ ;IJ78B?I>;I J>7J J>; 9EDJHEBB;H E<
J>; );HIED7B H8?JH7B 7J7 ;N9>7D=;: :KH?D= 7D 7H8?JH7J?ED ?I J>;
;DJ?JOEH?D:?L?:K7BJ>7J;?J>;H7BED;EHM?J>EJ>;HI>7IJ>;78?B?JOJE
V:;J;HC?D;W J>; VFKHFEI; 7D: C;7DIW E< J>; FHE9;II?D= E< );HIED7B
H8?JH7B 7J7   0>;D 7FFBO?D= J>;I; 9ED9;FJI ?J ?I ?CFEHJ7DJ JE
H;97BBJ>7J?J?IJ>;78?B?JOJE:;J;HC?D;J>;FKHFEI;7D:C;7DIE<J>;
FHE9;II?D=?JI;B<J>7J?I:;J;HC?D7J?L; ->;GK;IJ?ED?IM>E:;9?:;I
M>O 7D: >EM J>; );HIED7B H8?JH7B 7J7 ?I FHE9;II;: ?D EH:;H JE
KD:;HJ7A; ?JI HEB; ?D J>; 7H8?JH7B FHE9;II M>;J>;H ?J 8; 7I 7 F7HJO 7
:7J7 7D7BOIJ EH B7MO;H :E?D= 7D ;B;9JHED?9 :7J7 H;L?;M JE H;JH?;L;
H;B;L7DJ ;L?:;D9; 9EKDI;B FH;F7H?D= 7 C;CEH?7B 7D ?D:;F;D:;DJ
;NF;HJMH?J?D=7H;FEHJ7JH?8KD7BFH;F7H?D=J>;7M7H:EH7D7H8?JH7B
?DIJ?JKJ?EDH;L?;M?D=J>;7M7H: 0) >7I;NFB7?D;:J>7JJ>;97F79?JO
JEV:;J;HC?D;WJ>;M7OI7D:C;7DIE<:7J7FHE9;II?D=
MEKB: KIK7BBO IJ;C <HEC 7D 7D7BOI?I E< J>; 613DE1< ;B;C;DJI EH
9?H9KCIJ7D9;I E< J>; 97I; ED; I>EKB: BEEA 7J J>; IF;9?<?9
FHE9;II?D=EF;H7J?EDI?DGK;IJ?ED7D:KD:;HIJ7D:M>E:;J;HC?D;I
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FH?C7H?BO J>; 9EDI;GK;D9; E< J>; <79JK7B 9?H9KCIJ7D9; J>7J 7D
;DJ?JO >7I 9>EI;D JE FHE9;II F;HIED7B :7J7 <EH ?JI EMD
FKHFEI;I 
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KHJ>;HVJ>;9ED9;FJE<9EDJHEBB;H?I76E>3D9?>1<9ED9;FJ?DJ;D:;:JE
1<<?31D5B5C@?>C929<9D95CG85B5D85613DE1<9>6<E5>359C 1>4D8EC21C54
?>1613DE1<B1D85BD81>16?B=1<1>1<IC9C W 
8I;DJ :7J7 FHE9;II?D= 7=H;;C;DJI <EH FKHFEI;I E< J>; )+
7I :?I9KII;: ?D :;J7?B ?D J>; <EBBEM?D= ,;9J?ED E< J>?I HJ?9B;  7BB
H8?JH7B 7J7 KIJE:?7DI7H; B?A;BO JE 8; 9EDI?:;H;: :7J7 9EDJHEBB;HI
8EJ> 8;97KI; IK9> 9EDJHEB ?I ?D>;H;DJ ?D J>;?H <KD9J?ED 7I 9EKDI;B
;NF;HJ 7H8?JH7B ?DIJ?JKJ?ED EH 7H8?JH7JEH 7D: 8;97KI; 7I 7 C7JJ;H E<
<79J J>;O V:;J;HC?D;W J>; VFKHFEI; 7D: C;7DIW 8O M>?9> J>;
);HIED7BH8?JH7B7J7?IFHE9;II;:?DEH:;HJEF;H<EHCJ>7J<KD9J?ED 
H8?JH7B 7J7 KIJE:?7DI C7O 8; 78B; JE 7BJ;H J>?I :;I?=D7J?ED 8O
;DJ;H?D= ?DJE :7J7 FHE9;II?D= 7=H;;C;DJI ?D 9;HJ7?D 9EDJ;NJI 8KJ
7LE?:?D=9EDJHEBB;HIJ7JKIM?BB8;:?<<?9KBJJE79>?;L;=?L;DJ>;D7JKH;
E<J>;7H8?JH7BFHE9;II;N9;FJ<EH9;HJ7?D:7J77D7BOIJI7D:FEJ;DJ?7BBO
B7MO;HI F;H<EHC?D= J>7J <KD9J?ED  ->?I C;7DI J>7J ?D 7H8?JH7J?EDI
9EL;H;:8OJ>; )+J>;H;B?A;BOM?BB8;7DKC8;HE<:?<<;H;DJ:7J7
9EDJHEBB;HI;79>M?J>EL;HB7FF?D=E8B?=7J?EDI<EH;N7CFB;JEFHEL?:;
:7J7FH?L79ODEJ?9;I7D:?D:?L?:K7BB;=7BB?78?B?JO<EH;79>9EDJHEBB;H
<EH <7?BKH; JE 9ECFBO M?J> J>;I; :KJ?;I   EH 7H8?JH7J?ED JE 8;
;<<?9?;DJJ>;I;EL;HB7FF?D=H?=>JI7D::KJ?;IM?BBD;;:JE8;7BBE97J;:
7CED=IJ J>; F7HJO J>7J <?HIJ 9EBB;9J;: J>; :7J7 :KH?D= ?JI 8KI?D;II
EF;H7J?EDI EH <HEC ;CFBEO;;I JOF?97BBO 7 F7HJO JE J>; :?IFKJ;
H;<;HH;: JE 7I J>; V"D?J?7B 7J7 EDJHEBB;HW 7D: J>; I;9ED:7HO :7J7
9EDJHEBB;HI ?D 7 :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED FHEJE9EB EH EJ>;H B;=7B ?DIJHKC;DJ
IK9>7I?I<EH;I;;D8OJ>; )+<EH@E?DJ9EDJHEBB;HI 
  (B9>39@<5C@@<9312<5D?1D1(B?35CC9>7
->; )+ H;GK?H;I J>; :7J7 9EDJHEBB;H JE V?CFB;C;DJ
7FFHEFH?7J;J;9>D?97B7D:EH=7D?I7J?ED7BC;7IKH;IJE;DIKH;7D:JE8;
78B;JE :;CEDIJH7J; J>7JFHE9;II?D= ?I F;H<EHC;:?D 799EH:7D9; M?J>
J>?I +;=KB7J?ED W  ->;I; C;7IKH;I I>EKB: J7A; ?DJE 799EKDJ VJ>;
D7JKH;I9EF;9EDJ;NJ7D:FKHFEI;IE<FHE9;II?D=7IM;BB7IJ>;H?IAI
E< L7HO?D= B?A;B?>EE: 7D: I;L;H?JO <EH J>; H?=>JI 7D: <H;;:ECI E<
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8; 7FFB?;: JE B?C?J J>; JOF;I E< C;7IKH;I J>7J CKIJ 8; ;CFBEO;:
H;C7?DI KD9B;7H  ->; J;NJ MEKB: ?D:?97J; J>7J J>; C;7IKH;I 7:EFJ;:
I>EKB:8;FHEFEHJ?ED7J;JEJ>;H?IA>EM;L;H0) >7I9B7H?<?;:J>7J
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E8B?=7J?EDC7OL7HOTV<EH;N7CFB;M>;H;FHE9;II?D=?IIC7BBI97B;
I?CFB;7D:BEMH?IA W "DEJ>;HMEH:I799EH:?D=JE0) ?JI;;CI
J>7JJ>;:7J7FHEJ;9J?EDC;7IKH;ICKIJ7BM7OI8;7:;GK7J;JEFHEJ;9J
J>; :7J7 IK8@;9JI H?=>JI 8KJ J>; C;7DI E< :E9KC;DJ?D= 9ECFB?7D9;
97D 8; CEH; B?C?J;: :;F;D:?D= ED J>; H?IA  "J H;C7?DI JE 8; I;;D
>EMJ>?IM?BB8;7FFB?;:?DFH79J?9;KD:;HJ>; )+ 
->; )+;IJ78B?I>;IJ>;<EBBEM?D=FH?D9?FB;I7FFB?978B;JEJ>;
FHE9;II?D=E<F;HIED7B:7J79EL;H;:8O?JIJ;HCI
7 4)5HE9;II;:B7M<KBBO<7?HBO7D:?D7JH7DIF7H;DJC7DD;H

?DH;B7J?EDJEJ>;:7J7IK8@;9JXB7M<KBD;II<7?HD;II7D:

JH7DIF7H;D9OY
845EBB;9J;: <EH IF;9?<?;: ;NFB?9?J 7D: B;=?J?C7J;

FKHFEI;I 7D: DEJ <KHJ>;H FHE9;II;: ?D 7 C7DD;H J>7J ?I

?D9ECF7J?8B;M?J>J>EI;FKHFEI;IIE97BB;:VI;9ED:7HO

FHE9;II?D=W
9 45:;GK7J;H;B;L7DJ7D:B?C?J;:JEM>7J?ID;9;II7HO?D

H;B7J?EDJEJ>;FKHFEI;I<EHM>?9>J>;:7J7?IFHE9;II;:
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:7J7H;J;DJ?ED
<)HE9;II;:?D7C7DD;HJ>7J;DIKH;I7FFHEFH?7J;I;9KH?JO

E< J>; F;HIED7B :7J7 ?D9BK:?D= FHEJ;9J?ED 7=7?DIJ
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7J79EDJHEBB;HI7H;VH;IFEDI?8B;<EH7D:CKIJ8;78B;JE:;CEDIJH7J;
9ECFB?7D9; M?J>W J>;I; FH?D9?FB;I  ->; )+ 9EDJ7?DI DE
;N;CFJ?EDI<HECJ>;I;87I?9FH?D9?FB;I 
->; )+ ;IJ78B?I>;I IJH?9J;H HKB;I <EH J>; FHE9;II?D= E<
VIF;9?7B97J;=EH?;IWE<F;HIED7B:7J7FH;L?EKIBOH;<;HH;:JE?DJ>;)
?H;9J?L;7IVI;DI?J?L;:7J7W ,F;9?7B97J;=EH?;IE<:7J77H;J>EI;J>7J
H;L;7B VH79?7B EH ;J>D?9 EH?=?D FEB?J?97B EF?D?EDI H;B?=?EKI EH
F>?BEIEF>?97B8;B?;<IEHJH7:;KD?EDC;C8;HI>?F7D:J>;FHE9;II?D=
E<=;D;J?9:7J78?EC;JH?9:7J7<EHJ>;FKHFEI;E<KD?GK;BO?:;DJ?<O?D=
7D7JKH7BF;HIED:7J79ED9;HD?D=>;7BJ>EH:7J79ED9;HD?D=7D7JKH7B
F;HIEDYII;NB?<;EHI;NK7BEH?;DJ7J?ED W ->;FHE9;II?D=E<J>?I:7J7
?I ;NFH;IIBO FHE>?8?J;: ;N9;FJ ?D 9;HJ7?D B?C?J;: 9?H9KCIJ7D9;I
?D9BK:?D= M>;H; VFHE9;II?D= ?I D;9;II7HO <EH J>; ;IJ78B?I>C;DJ
;N;H9?I; EH :;<;D9; E< B;=7B 9B7?CI EH M>;D;L;H 9EKHJI 7H; 79J?D= ?D
J>;?H@K:?9?7B97F79?JO W !;D9;VIF;9?7B97J;=EH?;IWE<:7J7C7O8;
FHE9;II;: :KH?D= 7D 7H8?JH7J?ED M>;D VD;9;II7HO <EH J>;
;IJ78B?I>C;DJ ;N;H9?I; EH :;<;DI; E< J>; 9B7?CI W ->; C;7D?D= E<
D;9;II7HO?DJ>?I9EDJ;NJ?IDEJ:;<?D;:?DJ>; )+DEH?I=K?:7D9;
=?L;D78EKJ>EM?JC?=>J8;7FFB?;: 
  .85>(B?35CC9>7(5BC?>1<B29DB1<1D1!C$1G6E<
.D:;H J>; 7FFHE79> 7:EFJ;: 8O J>; )+ 7BB FHE9;II?D= E<
F;HIED7B:7J7?IFHE>?8?J;:KDB;II?J?I;NFH;IIBO7BBEM;:  BJ>EK=>
9EKDJ;H?DJK?J?L;?D7:?=?J7BMEHB:J>?I?IJ>;M7OJ>; )+7D:J>;
)?H;9J?L;EF;H7J; HJ?9B;E<J>; )+FHEL?:;IJ>7J
)HE9;II?D= I>7BB 8; B7M<KB EDBO ?< 7D: JE J>; ;NJ;DJ J>7J 7J B;7IJ
ED;E<J>;<EBBEM?D=7FFB?;I
7 J>;:7J7IK8@;9J>7I=?L;D9EDI;DJJEJ>;FHE9;II?D=E<>?IEH
>;HF;HIED7B:7J7<EHED;EHCEH;IF;9?<?9FKHFEI;I
8 FHE9;II?D=?ID;9;II7HO<EHJ>;F;H<EHC7D9;E<79EDJH79JJE
M>?9> J>; :7J7 IK8@;9J ?I F7HJO EH ?D EH:;H JE J7A; IJ;FI 7J J>;
H;GK;IJE<J>;:7J7IK8@;9JFH?EHJE;DJ;H?D=?DJE79EDJH79J
9 FHE9;II?D= ?I D;9;II7HO <EH 9ECFB?7D9; M?J> 7 B;=7B
E8B?=7J?EDJEM>?9>J>;9EDJHEBB;H?IIK8@;9J
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: FHE9;II?D=?ID;9;II7HO?DEH:;HJEFHEJ;9JJ>;L?J7B?DJ;H;IJI
E<J>;:7J7IK8@;9JEHE<7DEJ>;HD7JKH7BF;HIED
; FHE9;II?D=?ID;9;II7HO<EHJ>;F;H<EHC7D9;E<7J7IA97HH?;:
EKJ ?D J>; FK8B?9 ?DJ;H;IJ EH ?D J>; ;N;H9?I; E< E<<?9?7B 7KJ>EH?JO
L;IJ;:?DJ>;9EDJHEBB;H
< FHE9;II?D= ?I D;9;II7HO <EH J>; FKHFEI;I E< J>; B;=?J?C7J;
?DJ;H;IJI FKHIK;: 8O J>; 9EDJHEBB;H EH 8O 7 J>?H: F7HJO ;N9;FJ
M>;H; IK9> ?DJ;H;IJI 7H; EL;HH?::;D 8O J>; ?DJ;H;IJI EH
<KD:7C;DJ7B H?=>JI 7D: <H;;:ECI E< J>; :7J7 IK8@;9J M>?9>
H;GK?H; FHEJ;9J?ED E< F;HIED7B :7J7 ?D F7HJ?9KB7H M>;H; J>; :7J7
IK8@;9J?I79>?B: 

->; ?I9BEIKH; K?:;B?D;I ;NFH;IIBO 7::H;II J>; B7M<KBD;II E<
:7J7 FHE9;II?D= <EH :?I9BEIKH; FKHFEI;I 7CED= EJ>;H J>?D=I 
BJ>EK=>DEJ:?H;9JBOEDFE?DJ8;97KI;J>;O7::H;II:?I9EL;HO<EH.,
9?L?B B?J?=7J?ED H7J>;H J>7D ?DJ;HD7J?ED7B 7H8?JH7J?ED 7D: J>;O M;H;
?IIK;: KD:;H J>; ) ?H;9J?L; H7J>;H J>7D J>; )+ J>;O FHEL?:;
KI;<KB=K?:7D9;EDJ>?I7D:EJ>;H?IIK;I ->;?I9BEIKH; K?:;B?D;I
H;9E=D?P;: J>; J;DI?ED 8;JM;;D 9ECFB?7D9; M?J> . :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED
B7MI 7D: :?I9BEIKH; E8B?=7J?EDI 7D: <KHJ>;H J>7J F7HJ?;I V>7L; 7
B;=?J?C7J;?DJ;H;IJ?D799;II?D=?D<EHC7J?EDJ>7J?ID;9;II7HOJEC7A;
EH :;<;D: 7 9B7?C 8KJ J>?I CKIJ 8; 87B7D9;: M?J> J>; H?=>JI E< J>;
?D:?L?:K7B M>EI; F;HIED7B :7J7 ?I 8;?D= IEK=>J W  0?J> H;IF;9J JE
M>;D:7J7C7O8;B7M<KBBOFHE9;II;:<EHFKHFEI;IE<:?I9BEIKH;J>;
?I9BEIKH; K?:;B?D;I 9EDI?:;H;: J>7J :7J7 FHE9;II?D= <EH :?I9BEIKH;
FKHFEI;I ?I FEJ;DJ?7BBO B7M<KB EDBO M>;D ED; E< J>H;; E< J>;
;N9;FJ?EDIB?IJ;:?DHJ?9B;E<J>; )+?I7FFB?978B;M>?9>M;H;
7BIE B7M<KB 87I;I KD:;H J>; ) ?H;9J?L; D7C;BO J>; :7J7 IK8@;9J
=?L;I9EDI;DJJ>;:?I9BEIKH;?ID;9;II7HO<EH9ECFB?7D9;M?J>7B;=7B
E8B?=7J?EDEHJ>;:?I9BEIKH;?ID;9;II7HO<EHJ>;B;=?J?C7J;?DJ;H;IJIE<
J>; 9EDJHEBB;H  'EJ; J>7J J>; B;=7B 9B7?CI ;N;CFJ?ED :E;I DEJ
9EDIJ?JKJ;7B7M<KB87I?I<EHFHE9;II?D=KD:;H;?J>;HJ>;)?H;9J?L;
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EHJ>; )+7BJ>EK=>?J>7I8;;D7::;:7I7B7M<KB87I?I<EHJH7DI<;H
KD:;H J>; )+ 7D: GK;HO >EM ED; 9EKB: JH7DI<;H M?J>EKJ
FHE9;II?D= 
 EDI;DJ
->; ?I9BEIKH; K?:;B?D;I H;9E=D?P;: J>7J 9EDI;DJ ?I 7 B7M<KB
87I?I <EH :7J7 FHE9;II?D= KD:;H J>; ) ?H;9J?L; 8KJ JEEA J>; L?;M
J>7J 9EDI;DJ 7BED; I>EKB: DEJ 8; 9EDI?:;H;: B7M<KB =HEKD:I <EH
JH7DI<;HH?D=.:7J7JEJ>;.D?J;:,J7J;I<EHJ>;FKHFEI;IE<B?J?=7J?ED
KDB;IIJ>;9EDJHEBB;H97DFHE:K9;
45B;7H ;L?:;D9; E< J>; :7J7 IK8@;9JYI 9EDI;DJ ?D 7DO F7HJ?9KB7H
97I; 7D: C7O 47BIE5 8; H;GK?H;: JE :;CEDIJH7J; J>7J J>; :7J7
IK8@;9J M7I ?D<EHC;: 7I H;GK?H;:  "< J>; F;HIED7B :7J7 IEK=>J ?I
J>7J E< 7 J>?H: F7HJO <EH ;N7CFB; 7 9KIJEC;H ?J ?I 7J FH;I;DJ
KDB?A;BOJ>7JJ>;9EDJHEBB;HMEKB:8;78B;JE:;CEDIJH7J;J>7JJ>;
IK8@;9J M7I FHEF;HBO ?D<EHC;: 7D: H;9;?L;: DEJ?<?97J?ED E< J>;
FHE9;II?D= 

,?C?B7HBOL7B?:9EDI;DJC;7DIJ>7JJ>;:7J7IK8@;9JCKIJ>7L;7
H;7B EFFEHJKD?JO JE M?J>>EB: >?I 9EDI;DJ M?J>EKJ IK<<;H?D= 7DO
F;D7BJO EH JE M?J>:H7M ?J IK8I;GK;DJBO ?< I >; 9>7D=;I >?I EH >;H
C?D: ->?I97D8;F7HJ?9KB7HBOH;B;L7DJ?<?J?I;CFBEO;;YI9EDI;DJJ>7J
?I8;?D=IEK=>J IJ>;HJ?9B; 0EHA?D=)7HJOIJ7J;I?D?JIF7F;HED
J>; ?DJ;HFH;J7J?ED E< HJ?9B;   E< J>; ) ?H;9J?L; VH;BO?D= ED
9EDI;DJ C7O    FHEL; JE 8; 7 X<7BI; =EE: IEBKJ?EDY I?CFB; 7J <?HIJ
=B7D9; 8KJ ?D H;7B?JO 9ECFB;N 7D: 9KC8;HIEC; W   ->; 0EHA?D=
)7HJO:E;IH;9E=D?P;J>7JJ>;H;C7O8;I?JK7J?EDIM>;H;J>;?D:?L?:K7B
?I7M7H;E<EH;L;D?DLEBL;:?DJ>;B?J?=7J?EDFHE9;II7D:>?IEH>;H
9EDI;DJC7OFHEF;HBO8;H;B?;:KFED7I7=HEKD:<EHFHE9;II?D=  
->?I MEKB: I;;C JE C;7D J>7J ?D:?L?:K7BI M>E 7H; 9BEI;BO
?DLEBL;:?DJ>;7H8?JH7J?ED<EH;N7CFB;I;D?EH;N;9KJ?L;I;D=7=;:?D
J>; KD:;HBO?D= JH7DI79J?ED J>7J ?I J>; IK8@;9J E< J>; 7H8?JH7J?ED 7D:
FEJ;DJ?7BBO EJ>;H M?JD;II;I IEC;J?C;I C7O 8; 78B; JE =?L; L7B?:
9EDI;DJ  !EM;L;H J>?I MEKB: 8; 7 <79JK7B :;J;HC?D7J?ED 7D: >?=>BO
<79JIF;9?<?9 KHJ>;HCEH;J>; )+9B7H?<?;IJ>7J9EDI;DJCKIJ8;7I

  *55 )+CE@B1DEJ; 7HJ  ;7J 
  *55 .?B;9>7 ?3E=5>D ?> 1 ?==?> !>D5B@B5D1D9?> ?6 BD93<5  ?6 9B53D9F5
   ?6  '3D?25B  HJ?9B;  7J7 )HEJ;9J?ED 0EHA?D= )7HJO   ' 0)
 4>;H;?D7<J;HHJ?9B; "DJ;HFH;J7J?ED5 
  *55 CE@B1 ,;9J?ED """ ?DJHE:K9J?ED :?I9KII?D= J>; ?I9BEIKH; K?:;B?D;I CE@B1
DEJ; 7J 
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;7IOJEM?J>:H7M7IJE=?L;  M>?9>B?C?JI?JIKI;<KBD;II7I787I?I
<EH :7J7 FHE9;II?D= ?D ?DJ;HD7J?ED7B 7H8?JH7J?ED 8;97KI; ED9; J>;
:E9KC;DJI>7L;8;;DH;B?;:KFEDJ>;O97DDEJI?CFBO8;M?J>:H7MD 
 ';9;II7HO<EHECFB?7D9;M?J>%;=7B(8B?=7J?ED
->; ?I9BEIKH; K?:;B?D;I 9B7H?<?;: M>?9> ?I DEM ;DI>H?D;: ?D
J>; )+ J>7J J>; D;;: JE 9ECFBO M?J> 7 B;=7B E8B?=7J?ED EDBO
B;=7B?P;I :7J7 FHE9;II?D= M>;H; J>; B;=7B E8B?=7J?ED ?I 9H;7J;: KD:;H
&;C8;H ,J7J; B7M DEJ J>?H: 9EKDJHO B7M  KHJ>;H J>?I EDBO 7FFB?;I
M>;H; J>; :7J7 JH7DI<;H ?I H;GK?H;: JE 9ECFBO M?J> IK9> 7 B;=7B
E8B?=7J?ED M>?9> MEKB: DEJ ?D9BK:; 7 JH?8KD7B EH:;H JE FHE:K9;
:E9KC;DJI  ->?I C;7DI J>7J J>?I =HEKD: <EH B7M<KB FHE9;II?D=
JOF?97BBO MEKB: DEJ 7FFBO JE ?DJ;HD7J?ED7B 7H8?JH7J?ED ;N9;FJ F;H>7FI
?DH7H;9?H9KCIJ7D9;I 
  %;=?J?C7J;"DJ;H;IJ
->; ?I9BEIKH; K?:;B?D;I J7A; J>; L?;M J>7J J>; B;=?J?C7J;
?DJ;H;IJI  E< J>; 9EDJHEBB;H EH 7 J>?H: F7HJO 9EKB: IKFFEHJ J>;
B7M<KBD;IIE<:7J7FHE9;II?D= <EH:?I9BEIKH;FKHFEI;I?<J>?I?DJ;H;IJ
?IDEJEL;HH?::;D8OJ>;?DJ;H;IJIEH<KD:7C;DJ7BH?=>JI7D:<H;;:ECI
E<J>;:7J7IK8@;9J 0) >7I;NFB7?D;:7I<EBBEMI
B;7HBO J>; ?DJ;H;IJI E< @KIJ?9; MEKB: 8; I;HL;: 8O DEJ
KDD;9;II7H?BO B?C?J?D= J>; 78?B?JO E< 7D EH=7D?P7J?ED JE 79J JE
FHECEJ;EH:;<;D:7B;=7BH?=>J ->;7?CE<J>;:?I9EL;HOFHE9;II
?I J>; FH;I;HL7J?ED 7D: FHE:K9J?ED E< ?D<EHC7J?ED J>7J ?I
FEJ;DJ?7BBO H;B;L7DJ JE J>; B?J?=7J?ED  ->; 7?C ?I JE FHEL?:; ;79>
F7HJOM?J>799;IIJEIK9>H;B;L7DJ?D<EHC7J?ED7I?ID;9;II7HOJE
IKFFEHJ ?JI 9B7?C EH :;<;D9; M?J> J>; =E7B E< FHEL?:?D= <EH
<7?HD;II?DJ>;FHE9;;:?D=I7D:H;79>?D=7@KIJEKJ9EC; 

  *55 )+CE@B1DEJ; 7HJ 7J 
  *55?I9BEIKH; K?:;B?D;ICE@B1DEJ;7J 
  )+CE@B1DEJ; H;9?J7B7J IJ7J?D=J>7J7VB;=?J?C7J;?DJ;H;IJ9EKB:;N?IJ
<EH;N7CFB;M>;H;J>;H;?I7H;B;L7DJ7D:7FFHEFH?7J;H;B7J?EDI>?F8;JM;;DJ>;:7J7IK8@;9J7D:
J>; 9EDJHEBB;H ?D I?JK7J?EDI IK9> 7I M>;H; J>; :7J7 IK8@;9J ?I 7 9B?;DJ EH ?D J>; I;HL?9; E< J>;
9EDJHEBB;H  J 7DO H7J; J>; ;N?IJ;D9; E< 7 B;=?J?C7J; ?DJ;H;IJ MEKB: D;;: 97H;<KB 7II;IIC;DJ
?D9BK:?D= M>;J>;H 7 :7J7 IK8@;9J97D H;7IED78BO ;NF;9J 7J J>; J?C; 7D: ?D J>; 9EDJ;NJ E< J>;
9EBB;9J?ED E< J>; F;HIED7B :7J7 J>7J FHE9;II?D=<EHJ>7J FKHFEI; C7O J7A;FB79;  ->; ?DJ;H;IJI
7D:<KD:7C;DJ7BH?=>JIE<J>;:7J7IK8@;9J9EKB:?DF7HJ?9KB7HEL;HH?:;J>;?DJ;H;IJE<J>;:7J7
9EDJHEBB;H M>;H; F;HIED7B :7J7 7H; FHE9;II;: ?D 9?H9KCIJ7D9;I M>;H; :7J7 IK8@;9JI :E DEJ
H;7IED78BO;NF;9J<KHJ>;HFHE9;II?D= W
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=7?DIJJ>;I;7?CI>7L;JE8;M;?=>;:J>;H?=>JI7D:<H;;:ECIE<
J>; :7J7 IK8@;9J M>E >7I DE :?H;9J ?DLEBL;C;DJ ?D J>; B?J?=7J?ED
FHE9;II 7D: M>EI; ?DLEBL;C;DJ ?I 8O L?HJK; E< J>; <79J J>7J >?I
F;HIED7B :7J7 ?I >;B: 8O ED; E< J>; B?J?=7J?D= F7HJ?;I 7D: ?I
:;;C;: H;B;L7DJ JE J>; ?IIK;I ?D >7D: 5 7  ;CFBEO;;I 7D:
9KIJEC;HI 
->?I 87B7D9; E< ?DJ;H;IJ J;IJ I>EKB: J7A; ?DJE 799EKDJ ?IIK;I E<
FHEFEHJ?ED7B?JOJ>;H;B;L7D9;E<J>;F;HIED7B:7J7JEJ>;B?J?=7J?ED
7D: J>; 9EDI;GK;D9;I <EH J>; :7J7 IK8@;9J  :;GK7J; I7<;=K7H:I
MEKB:7BIE>7L;JE8;FKJ?DFB79;7D:?DF7HJ?9KB7HJ>;H;CKIJ8;
H;9E=D?J?ED <EH J>; H?=>JI E< J>; :7J7 IK8@;9J JE E8@;9J 4JE J>;
FHE9;II?D=    5 7D: ?D J>; 78I;D9; E< D7J?ED7B B;=?IB7J?ED
FHEL?:?D= EJ>;HM?I; J>;H; 7H; 9ECF;BB?D= B;=?J?C7J; =HEKD:I
H;B7J?D=JEJ>;:7J7IK8@;9JYIF7HJ?9KB7HI?JK7J?ED 
I7<?HIJIJ;F9EDJHEBB;HII>EKB:H;IJH?9J:?I9BEIKH;?<FEII?8B;JE
7DEDOC?I;: EH 7J B;7IJ FI;K:EDOC?I;: :7J7  <J;H <?BJ;H?D=
V9KBB?D=WJ>;?HH;B;L7DJ:7J7TFEII?8BO8O7JHKIJ;:J>?H:F7HJO
?D J>; KHEF;7D .D?ED T 7 CK9> CEH; B?C?J;: I;J E< F;HIED7B
:7J7C7O8;:?I9BEI;:7I7I;9ED:IJ;F 

->; FH?D9?FB;I ;IJ78B?I>;: ?D J>; ?I9BEIKH; K?:;B?D;I <EH J>;
B7M<KBD;II E< :7J7 FHE9;II?D= <EH B?J?=7J?ED :?I9EL;HO 7H; B?A;BO 8;
7FFB?;:JEJ>;B7M<KBD;IIE<:7J7FHE9;II?D=<EH7H8?JH7J?ED8KJJ7A?D=
?DJE 799EKDJ J>; 9EDI;DIK7B D7JKH; E< 7H8?JH7J?ED 7D: 7DO
9ED<?:;DJ?7B?JO FHEL?I?EDI  ->;I; FH?D9?FB;I ;IJ78B?I>;: 8O J>;
?I9BEIKH; K?:;B?D; IKFFEHJ J>;B7M<KBD;II E< J>; FHE9;II?D= KD:;H
J>; B;=?J?C7J; ?DJ;H;IJ IJ7D:7H: FHEL?:;: J>; :7J7 8;?D= FHE9;II;:
:KH?D= J>; 7H8?JH7J?ED ?I FHEFEHJ?ED7B H;B;L7DJ 7D: 7:;GK7J;
I7<;=K7H:I 7H; FKJ ?D FB79; JE FHEJ;9J J>; :7J7 IK8@;9J ?D9BK:?D=
9KBB?D= :7J7 8;<EH; :?I9BEIKH; 7D: M>;H; FEII?8B; 7DEDOC?P?D= EH
FI;K:EDOC?P?D=J>;:7J7 ->?I7H=K;I?D<7LEHE<B?C?J?D=J>;7CEKDJ
E<:7J78;?D=FHE9;II;:?DEH:;HJE9ECFBOM?J>J>?I=K?:7D9; 
 .85>(5BC?>1<B29DB1<1D11>5$1G6E<<I+B1>C65BB54
'EDC945D85EB?@51>,>9?>
->; )+FHE>?8?JIJH7DI<;HIE<F;HIED7B:7J7JEJ>?H:9EKDJH?;I
KDB;IIJ>?I?I;NFH;IIBO7BBEM;:8OJ>; )+ ->; )+;IJ78B?I>;I
HKB;I7BBEM?D=J>?H:9EKDJHO:7J7JH7DI<;HIM>;H;

  *55?I9BEIKH; K?:;B?D;I CE@B1DEJ;7J
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  7 JH?8KD7B >7I EH:;H;: J>; :?I9BEIKH; E< :E9KC;DJI
KD:;H7JH;7JO
  J>; 9EKDJHO >7I 8;;D :;;C;: JE FHEL?:; 7:;GK7J;

FHEJ;9J?EDI?D9BK:?D=J>;.,FH?L79OI>?;B:
 J>;9EDJHEBB;HEHFHE9;IIEH>7IFKJ?DFB79;V7FFHEFH?7J;

I7<;=K7H:IW JE FHEJ;9J J>; :7J7 ?D ED; E< J>; C;7DI

;NFH;IIBOFH;I9H?8;:8OJ>; )+EH
 ED; E< 7 B?IJ E< IF;9?<?;: :;HE=7J?EDI 7FFBO ?D9BK:?D=

M>;H; J>; FHE9;II?D= ?I VD;9;II7HO <EH J>;

;IJ78B?I>C;DJ;N;H9?I;EH:;<;D9;E<B;=7B9B7?CI W 
KHJ>;HCEH;H;=7H:B;IIE<J>;C;7DI;CFBEO;:8O7F7HJOJEJH7DI<;H
F;HIED7B :7J7 EKJ E< J>; KHEF;7D .D?ED J>; H;9?F?;DJ E< J>; :7J7
CKIJ 8; H;GK?H;: 8O B7M EH 8O 7=H;;C;DJ JE 7FFBO 7:;GK7J;
FHEJ;9J?EDI ?D9BK:?D= J>; C7?D FH?D9?FB;I E< J>; )+ JE J>; :7J7
7<J;H?J?IJH7DI<;HH;: 


 -H7DI<;HI(H:;H;:8O-H?8KD7BI
0?J>H;IF;9JJEJH7DI<;HIE<:7J7EH:;H;:8O7JH?8KD7BJ>; )+
FHEL?:;IJ>7J
DO @K:=C;DJ E< 7 9EKHJ EH JH?8KD7B 7D: 7DO :;9?I?ED E< 7D
7:C?D?IJH7J?L; 7KJ>EH?JO E< 7 J>?H: 9EKDJHO H;GK?H?D= 79EDJHEBB;H
EH FHE9;IIEH JE JH7DI<;H EH :?I9BEI; F;HIED7B :7J7 C7O EDBO 8;
H;9E=D?I;: EH ;D<EH9;78B; ?D 7DO C7DD;H 96 21C54 ?> 1>
9>D5B>1D9?>1< 17B55=5>D  CE38 1C 1 =EDE1< <571< 1CC9CD1>35
DB51DI ?D <EH9; 8;JM;;D J>; H;GK;IJ?D= J>?H: 9EKDJHO 7D: J>;
.D?EDEH7&;C8;H,J7J;M?J>EKJFH;@K:?9;JEEJ>;H=HEKD:I<EH
JH7DI<;H W 

->; )+?IJ>;H;<EH;9B;7HJ>7J?<J>;:7J7JH7DI<;HEH:;H?IDEJ87I;:
ED 7D ?DJ;HD7J?ED7B JH;7JO J>?I FHEL?I?ED :E;I DEJ 7FFBO  ?L;D J>;
B79AE<7D7FFB?978B;B;=7B?DIJHKC;DJ<EH:7J7JH7DI<;HI?DIKFFEHJE<
7H8?JH7J?ED J>?I FHEL?I?ED M?BB DEJ 7FFBO ?D ?DJ;HD7J?ED7B 7H8?JH7J?EDI
;N9;FJ ?D H7H; 9?H9KCIJ7D9;I  7J7 JH7DI<;H JE J>?H: 9EKDJH?;I ?D
IKFFEHJE<7H8?JH7J?EDM?BBJ>;H;<EH;D;;:JE<7BBKD:;HED;E<J>;EJ>;H
97J;=EH?;IE<:7J7JH7DI<;HI=;D;H7BBOF;HC?JJ;: 


  *55 )+CE@B1DEJ; 7HJI 7J 
  *5594 7HJ 7J 
  !4 7HJ 7J;CF>7I?I7::;: 
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;D;H7B->?H:EKDJHO-H7DI<;H+;IJH?9J?EDI

0) >7I;NFB7?D;:J>7JJ>;;N9;FJ?EDI7BBEM?D=:7J7JH7DI<;HI
<EBBEM 7 97I97:; 7FFHE79>  0>;H; J>;H; ?I 7D 7:;GK79O :;9?I?ED
7BBEM?D=:7J7JH7DI<;HIJEJ>7J9EKDJHOJ>?IM?BB7FFBO 0>;D:7J7?IJE
8;JH7DI<;HH;:JE79EKDJHOM?J>EKJ7D7:;GK79O:;9?I?EDED;E<J>;
;NFH;IIBOB?IJ;:V7:;GK7J;I7<;=K7H:IWI>EKB:8;FKJ?DFB79;M>;H;
<;7I?8B; H7J>;H J>7D H;B?7D9; ED 7 :;HE=7J?ED  ->; :;HE=7J?EDI
J>;H;<EH; I>EKB: 8; H;B?;: KFED EDBO M>;D J>;H; ?I DE 7:;GK79O
:;9?I?ED 7D: 7:;GK7J; I7<;=K7H:I 7H; DEJ <;7I?8B;   %7IJBO EDBO
M>;DJ>;;NFH;II:;HE=7J?EDI7H;DEJ7FFB?978B;C7O7F7HJOH;BOED
?JIVB;=?J?C7J;?DJ;H;IJIW7I787I?I<EHJH7DI<;H 
->;<?HIJGK;IJ?ED?IJ>;H;<EH;M>;J>;HJ>;J>?H:9EKDJHOJEM>?9>
:7J7MEKB:8;JH7DI<;HH;:>7I8;;D<EKD:JE>7L;7D7:;GK7J;B;L;BE<
FHEJ;9J?ED  D7:;GK79O:;9?I?ED?IM>;DJ>;KHEF;7D.D?ED>7I
:;9?:;: 87I;: ED ;IJ78B?I>;: I;J E< 9H?J;H?7 J>7J 7 9EKDJHOYI :7J7
FHEJ;9J?ED B7MI 7H; 7:;GK7J; M>?9> 7BBEMI :7J7 JE 8; JH7DI<;HH;:
M?J>EKJ 7DO <KHJ>;H 7KJ>EH?P7J?ED EH DEJ?9; 8;97KI; 7:;GK7J;
FHEJ;9J?EDI 7FFBO 7I 7 C7JJ;H E< B7M   FFBO?D= J>?I IJ7D:7H: J>;
KHEF;7D .D?ED >7I ?IIK;: <7LEH78B; 7:;GK79O :;9?I?EDI 7BBEM?D=
<H;; :7J7 JH7DI<;HI JE 7 DKC8;H E< 9EKDJH?;I ?D9BK:?D= JE J>; .D?J;:
,J7J;IM>;H;J>;;DJ?JO>7II?=D;:KFJEJ>;)H?L79O,>?;B:EDBO7D:
7D7:7<EH9ECC;H9?7BEH=7D?P7J?EDIEDBO 
0>;H;:7J7?IJE8;JH7DI<;HH;:JE79EKDJHOM?J>EKJ7D7:;GK79O
:;9?I?ED?D9BK:?D=JEJ>;.D?J;:,J7J;IKDB;IIJ>;H;9?F?;DJ>7II?=D;:
KFJEJ>;)H?L79O,>?;B:J>; )+7BBEMIJ>?H:9EKDJHO:7J7JH7DI<;HI
M>;H;V7FFHEFH?7J;I7<;=K7H:IW 7H;FKJ?DFB79;8OJ>;9EDJHEBB;HEH
FHE9;II;H JE ;DIKH; FHEJ;9J?ED E< J>; :7J7 J>HEK=> 7 I;H?;I E<
C;9>7D?ICI?D9BK:?D=
 ?D:?D=9EHFEH7J;HKB;IM>?9>;IJ78B?I>78?D:?D=9E:;
E< 9ED:K9J <EH 7 =HEKF E< 9ECF7D?;I EH 7 =HEKF E<

  *55HJ?9B; "DJ;HFH;J7J?EDCE@B1DEJ;  7J 
  !4 
  *55 )+IE@B1DEJ; 7HJ 7J 
  *5594 7HJ 7J 
  *55 )+CE@B1DEJ; 7HJ  7J ->;KHEF;7D.D?ED9EDI?:;HIJ>7JJ>;
:7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED B7MI E< D:EHH7 H=;DJ?D7 7D7:7 9ECC;H9?7B EH=7D?P7J?EDI EDBO 7HE;
"IB7D:I K;HDI;O "IH7;B "IB; E< &7D #;HI;O ';M 3;7B7D: ,M?JP;HB7D: .D?J;: ,J7J;I
FH?L79OI>?;B:EDBO7D:.HK=K7O7H;7:;GK7J; #7F7D7D:,EKJ>$EH;77H;?DJ>;FHE9;IIE<
7:;GK79O :?I9KII?EDI 7I F7HJ E< J>;?H JH7:; :;7BI M?J> J>; KHEF;7D .D?ED  *55 ECC?II?ED
ECCKD?97J?EDCE@B1DEJ;7J 
  *55 )+CE@B1DEJ; 7HJ  7J 
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9ECF7D?;I ;D=7=;: ?D 7 @E?DJ ;9EDEC?9 79J?L?JO J>7J J>;O
M?BB9ECFBOM?J>7D7FFHEL;:I;JE<:7J7FHEJ;9J?EDHKB;I 
  /;H87J?C 7:EFJ?ED E< IJ7D:7H: 9EDJH79JK7B 9B7KI;I J>7J
>7L; FH;L?EKIBO 8;;D 7FFHEL;: 8O J>; KHEF;7D
ECC?II?ED 
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FEII?8B; J>7J J>; F;HIED7B :7J7 M?BB 8; JH7DI<;HH;: EKJI?:; J>;
KHEF;7D.D?ED7IF7HJE<J>;:?IFKJ;H;IEBKJ?EDFHE9;IIJ>?II>EKB:
8; ?D9BK:;: ?D J>; FEB?9O  ->; ?D<EHC7J?ED CKIJ 8; FHEL?:;: JE J>;
:7J7 IK8@;9J ?D 7 9ED9?I; JH7DIF7H;DJ ?DJ;BB?=?8B; 7D: ;7I?BO
799;II?8B;<EHCKI?D=9B;7H7D:FB7?DB7D=K7=;  ->; )+IJ7J;I
?DJ>?I9EDJ;NJJ>7JVJ>;IF;9?<?9FKHFEI;I<EHM>?9>F;HIED7B:7J77H;
FHE9;II;:I>EKB:8;;NFB?9?J7D:B;=?J?C7J;7D::;J;HC?D;:7JJ>;J?C;
E<J>;9EBB;9J?EDE<J>;F;HIED7B:7J7 W 
 ,;9ED:7HO)HE9;II?D=<EHH8?JH7J?ED
&EIJ E< J>; );HIED7B H8?JH7B 7J7 FH;I;DJ;: :KH?D= 7D
7H8?JH7J?ED M?BB >7L; EH?=?D7BBO 8;;D 9EBB;9J;: ?D J>; 9EDJ;NJ E< 7D
;CFBEOC;DJ EH 8KI?D;II H;B7J?EDI>?F 7D: ?JI EH?=?D7B FKHFEI; M7I JE
<KB<?BB J>EI; <KD9J?EDI  'EM 7 :?IFKJ; >7I 7H?I;D 7D: J>; ?IIK; ?I
M>;J>;H J>7J :7J7 97D 8; FHE9;II;: ?D J>; 7H8?JH7J?ED  ->?I ?I E<J;D
H;<;HH;: JE 7I I;9ED:7HO FHE9;II?D= 7D: J>; HKB;I 7FFB?978B; J>;H;JE
7FFBO 
->; )+ FHEL?:;I ?D HJ?9B;  J>7J F;HIED7B :7J7 CKIJ 8;
FHE9;II;:V?D7JH7DIF7H;DJC7DD;H?DH;B7J?EDJEJ>;:7J7IK8@;9JV 
7D: CKIJ 8; V9EBB;9J;: EDBO <EH IF;9?<?9 ;NFB?9?J 7D: B;=?J?C7J;
FKHFEI;I 7D: C7O DEJ 8; <KHJ>;H FHE9;II;: ?D 7 C7DD;H J>7J ?I
?D9EDI?IJ;DJ M?J> J>EI; FKHFEI;I W HJ?9B;  7BBEMI I;9ED:7HO
FHE9;II?D= <EH FKHFEI;I J>7J 7H; V9ECF7J?8B;W M?J> J>; EH?=?D7B
FKHFEI;  "D :;9?:?D= M>;J>;H J>; FKHFEI; ?I 9ECF7J?8B; J>;
<EBBEM?D=?IJE8;9EDI?:;H;:
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7 7DO B?DA 8;JM;;D J>; FKHFEI;I <EH M>?9> J>; F;HIED7B :7J7
>7L; 8;;D 9EBB;9J;: 7D: J>; FKHFEI;I E< J>; ?DJ;D:;: <KHJ>;H
FHE9;II?D=
8 J>;9EDJ;NJ?DM>?9>J>;F;HIED7B:7J7>7L;8;;D9EBB;9J;:
?DF7HJ?9KB7HH;=7H:?D=J>;H;B7J?EDI>?F8;JM;;D:7J7IK8@;9JI7D:
J>;9EDJHEBB;H
9 J>;D7JKH;E<J>;F;HIED7B:7J7?DF7HJ?9KB7HM>;J>;HIF;9?7B
97J;=EH?;IE<F;HIED7B:7J77H;FHE9;II;:   EHM>;J>;HF;HIED7B
:7J7H;B7J;:JE9H?C?D7B9EDL?9J?EDI7D:E<<;D9;I7H;FHE9;II;:
: J>;FEII?8B;9EDI;GK;D9;IE<J>;?DJ;D:;:<KHJ>;HFHE9;II?D=
<EH:7J7IK8@;9JI
; J>;;N?IJ;D9;E<7FFHEFH?7J;I7<;=K7H:IM>?9>C7O?D9BK:;
;D9HOFJ?EDEHFI;K:EDOC?I7J?ED 

->?I?I7>?=>BO97I;7D:<79JIF;9?<?97D7BOI?I EH;N7CFB;J>;
KI;E<;CFBEO;;7D:8KI?D;IIH;B7J;:?D<EHC7J?ED?D7D7H8?JH7J?EDE<
79B7?C?DM>?9>J>;:7J7IK8@;9JYI79J?EDI7H;7J?IIK;MEKB:E<J;D8;
B?DA;: JE J>; FKHFEI; <EH M>?9> J>; :7J7 M7I 9EBB;9J;: 7D:
:;F;D:?D=EDJ>;;CFBEO;;YIHEB;;NF;9J;:?DJ>;9EDJ;NJ?DM>?9>?J
M7I 9EBB;9J;:  "D C7A?D= J>?I :;J;HC?D7J?ED 7BJ>EK=> DEJ
:;J;HC?D7J?L; ?J ?I >;BF<KB J>7J J>; :7J7 IK8@;9J M7I ?D<EHC;: ?D
7:L7D9;E<J>;FEII?8?B?JOJ>7J>?IEH>;HF;HIED7B:7J79EKB:8;KI;:
?D7B7J;H:?IFKJ;H;IEBKJ?EDFHE9;:KH;7D:FH;<;H78BO>7L;9EDI;DJ;: 
 7J7+;J;DJ?ED<EHKJKH;?IFKJ;I
7J7 H;J;DJ?ED ?I 9EDI?:;H;: VFHE9;II?D=W KD:;H J>; )+ 
->; )+H;GK?H;I9EDJHEBB;HIJEI;JH;J;DJ?EDF;H?E:I7JJ>;J?C;E<
:7J7 9EBB;9J?ED M?J> J>; =E7B E< C?D?C?P?D= J>; :7J7 8;?D=
FHE9;II;:  !EM;L;H H;J;DJ?ED ?I 7D 7H;7 M>;H; ?J ?I FEJ;DJ?7BBO
:?<<?9KBJ JE H;9ED9?B; J>; H;GK?H;C;DJI E< J>; )+ M?J> J>EI; E<
?DJ;HD7J?ED7B 7H8?JH7J?ED ED9;HD?D= :7J7 H;J;DJ?ED <EH ., B?J?=7J?ED
0)  IJ7J;: ?D J>; ?I9BEIKH; K?:;B?D;I ?IIK;: KD:;H J>; )
?H;9J?L;J>7J
/7H?EKI ?IIK;I 7H; H7?I;: ?D H;B7J?ED JE H;J;DJ?ED     "J ?I
KDB?A;BO J>7J J>; :7J7 IK8@;9JI MEKB: >7L; 8;;D ?D<EHC;: J>7J
J>;?H F;HIED7B :7J7 9EKB: 8; J>; IK8@;9J E< B?J?=7J?ED M>;J>;H ?D
J>;?H EMD 9EKDJHO EH ?D 7DEJ>;H @KH?I:?9J?ED  ,?C?B7HBO =?L;D J>;
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:?<<;H;DJJ?C;B?C?JI<EH8H?D=?D=9B7?CI?D:?<<;H;DJ9EKDJH?;I?J
?IDEJFEII?8B;JEFHEL?:;<EH7F7HJ?9KB7HF;H?E:<EHH;J;DJ?EDE<
:7J7 
EDJHEBB;HI?DJ>;KHEF;7D.D?ED>7L;DEB;=7B=HEKD:JEIJEH;
F;HIED7B:7J77JH7D:EC<EH7DKDB?C?J;:F;H?E:E<J?C;8;97KI;
E< J>; FEII?8?B?JO E< B?J?=7J?ED ?D J>; .D?J;: ,J7J;I >EM;L;H
H;CEJ;J>?IC7O8; ->;.,HKB;IED9?L?BFHE9;:KH;EDBOH;GK?H;
J>;:?I9BEIKH;E<5H9CD9>7?D<EHC7J?ED "<J>;9EDJHEBB;H>7I79B;7H
FEB?9OEDH;9EH:IC7D7=;C;DJM>?9>FHEL?:;I<EHI>EHJH;J;DJ?ED
F;H?E:I87I;:EDBE97BB;=7BH;GK?H;C;DJI?JM?BBDEJ8;<EKD:7J
<7KBJ M?J> ., B7M  "J I>EKB: 8; DEJ;: J>7J ;L;D ?D J>; .D?J;:
,J7J;I J>;H; >7I H;9;DJBO 8;;D 7 J;D:;D9O JE 7:EFJ H;IJH?9J?L;
H;J;DJ?EDFEB?9?;IJEH;:K9;J>;B?A;B?>EE:E<:?I9EL;HOH;GK;IJI 
"<EDJ>;EJ>;H>7D:J>;F;HIED7B:7J7?IH;B;L7DJ7D:JE8;KI;:?D
7 IF;9?<?9 EH ?CC?D;DJ B?J?=7J?ED FHE9;II ?J I>EKB: 8; H;J7?D;:
KDJ?B J>; 9ED9BKI?ED E< J>; FHE9;;:?D=I 7D: 7DO F;H?E: 7BBEM;:
<EH 7D 7FF;7B ?D J>; F7HJ?9KB7H 97I;  ,FEB?7J?ED E< ;L?:;D9; C7O
B;7:JEI;L;H;FHE9;:KH7B7D:EJ>;HI7D9J?EDI 
->;H;C7O8;7H;GK?H;C;DJ<EHVB?J?=7J?ED>EB:WEHFH;;CFJ?L;
H;J;DJ?EDE<?D<EHC7J?ED?D9BK:?D=F;HIED7B:7J7 "D;<<;9JJ>?I?I
J>; IKIF;DI?ED E< J>; 9ECF7DOYI H;J;DJ?ED 7D: :;IJHK9J?ED
FEB?9?;I<EH:E9KC;DJIM>?9>C7O8;H;B;L7DJJEJ>;B;=7B9B7?C
J>7J >7I 8;;D <?B;: 7J 9EKHJ EH M>;H; ?J ?I VH;7IED78BO
7DJ?9?F7J;:W 
->;H;C7O>EM;L;H8;7<KHJ>;H:?<<?9KBJOM>;H;J>;?D<EHC7J?ED
?I H;GK?H;: <EH 7::?J?ED7B F;D:?D= B?J?=7J?ED EH M>;H; <KJKH;
B?J?=7J?ED?IH;7IED78BO<EH;I;;78B; ->;C;H;EHKDIK8IJ7DJ?7J;:
FEII?8?B?JOJ>7J7D79J?EDC7O8;8HEK=>J8;<EH;J>;. , 9EKHJI?I
DEJIK<<?9?;DJ 
BJ>EK=> ?D J>; ., J>; IJEH7=; E< F;HIED7B :7J7 <EH B?J?=7J?ED
>EB: ?I DEJ 9EDI?:;H;: JE 8; FHE9;II?D= KD:;H ?H;9J?L;  
7DO H;J;DJ?ED FH;I;HL7J?ED EH 7H9>?L?D= E< :7J7 <EH IK9>
FKHFEI;IMEKB:7CEKDJJEFHE9;II?D= DOIK9>H;J;DJ?EDE<:7J7
<EHFKHFEI;IE<<KJKH;B?J?=7J?EDC7OEDBO@KIJ?<?;:KD:;HHJ?9B;
9EH<E<?H;9J?L;  

->?IB7D=K7=;?CFB?;IJ>7JJ>;D;;:JE>7L;799;IIJE:7J7<EH7
B7J;H7H8?JH7J?EDC7ODEJ8;7IK<<?9?;DJ87I?IED?JIEMDJEH;J7?D:7J7
BED=;HJ>7D?IEJ>;HM?I;H;7IED78B; (DJ>;EJ>;H>7D:7D7H8?JH7J?ED
97DJ7A;FB79;BED=7<J;HJ>;:?IFKJ;:<79JIE99KHH;:7D:J>;:;9?I?ED
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C7A?D= 87I;: ED J>EI; <79JI C7O 8; I?=D?<?97DJBO >?D:;H;: ?<
9EDJ;CFEH7D;EKI :7J7 ?I DEJ 7L7?B78B; 78EKJ J>; <79JK7B 9EDJ;NJ ?D
M>?9> J>; :?IFKJ; 7HEI;  7J7 H;J;DJ?ED J>;H;<EH; M?BB 8; 7D 7H;7
M>;H; ?J ?I ?CFEHJ7DJ <EH J>; :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED J;7C JE >7L; :;J7?B;:
?DFKJ <HEC J>; B;=7B :;F7HJC;DJ 7D: ;NJ;HD7B 9EKDI;B 8;<EH;
;IJ78B?I>?D=J>;H;J;DJ?EDFEB?9?;I7I87B7D9;IC7O>7L;JE8;IJHK9A 
  EDI;DJJE)HE9;II?D=<EHKJKH;?IFKJ;I
0>;DFEII?8B;9ECF7D?;IB?A;BOJE8;;D=7=;:?D?DJ;HD7J?ED7B
7H8?JH7J?EDII>EKB:9EDI?:;H>7L?D=:7J7IK8@;9JI=?L;;NFH;IIV<H;;BO
=?L;DIF;9?<?9?D<EHC;:KD7C8?=KEKIW  9EDI;DJJEJ>;FHE9;II?D=
E< >?I EH >;H :7J7 <EH J>; FKHFEI; E< <KJKH; :?IFKJ;I  ->?I 9EDI;DJ
I>EKB:?D9BK:;79ECFB;J;KD:;HIJ7D:78B;:;I9H?FJ?EDE<J>;FEJ;DJ?7B
:7J7FHEJ;9J?EDH?IAIJ>?I9EKB:;DJ7?B "<<KJKH;:?IFKJ;I9EKB:?DLEBL;
J>; JH7DI<;H E< :7J7 JE J>?H: 9EKDJH?;I J>?I I>EKB: 8; ;NFH;IIBO
;NFB7?D;: ?D J>; :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED FEB?9O EH 7=H;;C;DJ 7BED= M?J> 7
:;I9H?FJ?EDE<J>;FEJ;DJ?7BH?IAIJ>7J9EKB:8;H7?I;: 0>;DFEII?8B;
9EDI;DJ I>EKB: 8; E8J7?D;: 8;<EH; 7DO 8KI?D;II 9EDJH79JK7B EH
;CFBEOC;DJ H;B7J?EDI>?F ?I <EHC;: 8;97KI; J>?I ?D9H;7I;I J>;
9>7D9;IJ>7J9EDI;DJM?BB8;9EDI?:;H;:<H;;BO=?L;D  
I:?I9KII;:78EL;  J>;FHE9;II?D=E<);HIED7BH8?JH7B7J7
H;GK?H;I7B;=7B87I?IED;E<M>?9>?I9EDI;DJ 0) >7IIJ7J;:J>7J
9EDI;DJ?IKDB?A;BOJE8; 7IK<<?9?;DJ87I?I<EHB7H=;I97B;FHE9;II?D=
E<F;HIED7B:7J7:KH?D=B?J?=7J?ED 7D:J>?IH7J?ED7B;?IB?A;BOJE8;
7FFB?;:JE?DJ;HD7J?ED7B 7H8?JH7J?ED  !EM;L;H :;F;D:?D= ED J>; <79JI
E<J>?I:?IFKJ;0) 7BIEB;<JJ>;:EEHEF;DJ>7J<EHJ>;A;OFB7O;HI
?D 7 :?IFKJ; 9EDI;DJ C7O 8; ;<<;9J?L; ;IF;9?7BBO M>;D J>;O 7H;
IEC;>EM ?DLEBL;: ?D J>; FHE9;;:?D= 7BJ>EK=> J>?I 9EDI;DJ 97D
7BM7OI8;M?J>:H7MD KHJ>;HCEH;;L;DM>;D9EDI;DJ:E;IDEJED?JI
EMD FHEL?:; 7 IK<<?9?;DJ 87I?I KD:;H J>; )+ <EH FHE9;II?D= EH
JH7DI<;H9EDI;DJ?I>;BF<KBJE>7L;M>;D7FFBO?D=J>;EJ>;HFH?D9?FB;I
9EDJ7?D;:?DJ>; )+JE7H8?JH7J?ED 
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  EDJH79JK7BHH7D=;C;DJI7D:H8?JH7J?ED=H;;C;DJI

ECF7D?;I7D:EJ>;H;DJ?J?;IIK8@;9JJEJ>; )+7H;9KHH;DJBO
?DJ>;FHE9;IIE<H;L?;M?D=J>;?H7=H;;C;DJIJE?DIKH;9ECFB?7D9; "D
KD:;HJ7A?D= J>7J H;L?;M 9ECF7D?;I I>EKB: 9EDI?:;H H;L?I?J?D= >EM
J>; )+ 7<<;9JI J>;?H ;N?IJ?D= :?IFKJ; H;IEBKJ?ED FHEL?I?EDI 
KHJ>;HCEH; 9EDI?:;H7J?ED I>EKB: 8; =?L;D ?D J>; <KJKH; JE >EM J>;
)+ 7<<;9JI :?IFKJ; H;IEBKJ?ED E8B?=7J?EDI ?D 9H7<J?D= 8EJ> J>;
KD:;HBO?D=7=H;;C;DJI7D:J>;7H8?JH7J?ED7=H;;C;DJ 
0>;H;:7J7D;;:IJE8;JH7DI<;HH;:EKJI?:;J>;KHEF;7D.D?ED
:KH?D= 7D ?DJ;HD7J?ED7B 7H8?JH7J?ED <EH ;N7CFB;  8;97KI; 7 9EKDJ;H
F7HJOEHJ>;7H8?JH7B?DIJ?JKJ?ED?IDEJ87I;:?DJ>;KHEF;7D.D?EDJ>;
7H8?JH7J?ED ?I I;7J;: EKJI?:; J>; KHEF;7D .D?ED EH 7D 7H8?JH7JEH EH
9EKDI;B ?I 87I;: EKJI?:; J>; KHEF;7D .D?ED EH JH7L;BI EKJI?:; J>;
KHEF;7D.D?ED7D:H;GK?H;I799;IIJE:E9KC;DJIJ>;<?HIJGK;IJ?ED
JE8;9EDI?:;H;:?IM>;H;J>;:7J7MEKB:8;JH7DI<;HH;:7D:M>;J>;H
J>; KHEF;7D .D?ED >7I C7:; 7D 7:;GK79O <?D:?D= M?J> H;IF;9J JE
J>7J 9EKDJHO EH M>;J>;H J>; JH7DI<;H;; >7I I?=D;: KF JE J>; )H?L79O
,>?;B: ?D J>; .D?J;: ,J7J;I  "< J>7J ?I DEJ J>; 97I; 7D ?D9H;7I?D=
DKC8;HE<7=H;;C;DJIM?BB9EDJ7?D;NFH;IIFHEL?I?EDI7::H;II?D=:7J7
FHEJ;9J?ED E8B?=7J?EDI ;?J>;H ?D J>; <EHC E< J>; IJ7D:7H: 9EDJH79J
9B7KI;I 7BH;7:O 7FFHEL;: 8O J>; KHEF;7D ECC?II?ED EH ED 7D 14
8?387I?I7FFHEL;:8O79ECF;J;DJIKF;HL?IEHO7KJ>EH?JO "<FHEF;HBO
9H7<J;:J>;I;97D8;H;B?;:KFEDJEJH7DI<;H);HIED7BH8?JH7B7J7JE
J>; 9EKDJ;HF7HJO 7D: FEJ;DJ?7BBO EJ>;HI ?< J>;O 7=H;; JE 9ECFBO M?J>
J>;C 
0?J> H;IF;9J JE J>; :?IFKJ; H;IEBKJ?ED FHEL?I?EDI J>; F7HJ?;I JE
7D 7=H;;C;DJ I>EKB: KD:;HJ7A; 7 :7J7 C7FF?D= ;N;H9?I; JE 9EDI?:;H
M>;J>;H 7DO );HIED7B H8?JH7B 7J7 9EL;H;: 8O H;B;L7DJ :7J7
FHEJ;9J?ED H;=?C;I ?D9BK:?D= J>; )+ ?I B?A;BO JE 8; ;N9>7D=;:
:KH?D=J>;7H8?JH7J?ED7D:?<IE>EMJ>?I7<<;9JIJ>;FEJ;DJ?7B:?IFKJ;
H;IEBKJ?ED EFJ?EDI 7D: M>;J>;H J>?I I>EKB: 8; H;<B;9J;: ?D J>;
7H8?JH7J?ED 7=H;;C;DJ  BJ>EK=> J>?H: 9EKDJHO JH7DI<;H I>EKB: 8;
FEII?8B;<EHJ>;H;7IEDIEKJB?D;:78EL;7LE?:?D=J>;7::?J?ED7BJ?C;
9EIJ 7D: H;IJH?9J?EDI J>?I ;DJ7?BI C7O B;7: . 9ECF7D?;I J>7J M?BB
D;;: JE ;N9>7D=; );HIED7B H8?JH7B 7J7 JE KI; )+ 9ECFB?7D9;
H?IA 7I 7 87I?I JE ?DI?IJ ED 7H8?JH7J?ED 8;?D= I;7J;: ?D J>; KHEF;7D
.D?ED 7D: IK8@;9J JE J>; HKB;I E< 7D ?DIJ?JKJ?ED ;IJ78B?I>;: ;?J>;H ?D
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J>; KHEF;7D .D?ED EH ?D 7 J>?H: 9EKDJHO M?J> 7D 7:;GK79O
:;9?I?ED 
ED9;HD?D= ?CFEHJ7DJ 7H8?JH7J?ED 9;DJ;HI EKJI?:; J>; KHEF;7D
.D?ED,M?JP;HB7D:>7I7D7:;GK79O:;9?I?ED BJ>EK=>?JH;C7?DI
JE8;I;;D7<J;HH;N?J?J?I;NF;9J;:J>7J7IOIJ;CM?BB8;FKJ?DFB79;
JE7BBEM<H;;:7J7JH7DI<;HIJEJ>;.D?J;:$?D=:ECM>?9>C;7DIJ>7J
7H8?JH7JEHI 87I;: ?D %ED:ED 7D: 7H8?JH7J?ED ?D J>; .D?J;: $?D=:EC
?D9BK:?D=J>;%ED:EDEKHJE<"DJ;HD7J?ED7BH8?JH7J?ED7H;B?A;BOJE
8; 9EL;H;: ?D IEC; M7O  'EJ78BO DE C7@EH I?7D 7H8?JH7B
?DIJ?JKJ?ED?I87I;:?D79EKDJHOM?J>7D7:;GK79O:;9?I?ED7BJ>EK=>
';M3;7B7D:>7I7D7:;GK79O:;9?I?ED?DFB79;7D:#7F7D7D:$EH;7
7H; 9KHH;DJBO KD:;HJ7A?D= 7:;GK79O :?I9KII?EDI M?J> J>; KHEF;7D
.D?ED 7I F7HJ E< J>;?H JH7:; :;7BI  &7DO I?7D ?DIJ?JKJ?EDI
?D9BK:?D= J>; !ED= $ED= 7D: ,?D=7FEH; "DJ;HD7J?ED7B H8?JH7J?ED
;DJ;HI 7H; 87I;: ?D @KH?I:?9J?EDI M?J> :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED H;=?C;I 8KJ
KD<EHJKD7J;BO J>EI; 9EKDJH?;I >7L; O;J JE H;9;?L; 7D 7:;GK79O
:;9?I?ED 
"D 7::?J?ED JE BE97J?ED F7HJ?;I I>EKB: 9EDI?:;H ?D9BK:?D=
FHEL?I?EDI ?D J>;?H 7H8?JH7J?ED 9B7KI;I ;NFH;IIBO 7::H;II?D= :7J7
FHEJ;9J?ED 7J B;7IJ =;D;H7BBO  EH ;N7CFB; ?D 7D 7FFHEFH?7J;
7=H;;C;DJ79B7KI;9EKB:8;7::;:FHEL?:?D=J>7J
->; )7HJ?;I 7=H;; JE 7FFBO 7D: J>7J J>; JH?8KD7B 7D: J>;
?DIJ?JKJ?ED I>7BB 7FFBO C7D:7JEHO :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED E8B?=7J?EDI
:KH?D=J>;7H8?JH7J?ED?D7C7DD;HJ>7J?IFHEFEHJ?ED7J;JEJ>;H?IA
7D:J>7J7:;GK7J;BOFHEJ;9JI:7J7IK8@;9JH?=>JIM>?B;FH;I;HL?D=
J>;F7HJ?;IY:K;FHE9;IIH?=>JI W
->?I JOF; E< =;D;H7B B7D=K7=; C7O 8; KI;<KB ?D =K?:?D= J>; F7HJ?;I
9EKDI;B J>; JH?8KD7B 7D: J>; 7H8?JH7B ?DIJ?JKJ?ED ?< :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED
?IIK;I7H?I;:KH?D=J>;9EKHI;E<J>;7H8?JH7J?ED 
  ?==5>39>7D85B29DB1D9?>
->?I IK8I;9J?ED E< J>; HJ?9B; 7::H;II;I J>; :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED
?CFB?97J?EDI:KH?D=J>;I;9ED:IJ7=;E<J>;7H8?JH7BFHE9;IIM>;DJ>;
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)E<5C ECFKJ;H 0;;ABO &7H9>
 >JJFI MMM 9ECFKJ;HM;;ABO 9EC EF?D?ED EDJ
J>?DAJ>7JH;N?JM?BBI7L;OEK<HECJ>;.:7J7FHEJ;9J?EDHKB;I
4>JJFI F;HC7 99 )-
% 57H9>?L;:&7O   
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:?IFKJ;>7I7H?I;D8KJ8;<EH;J>;7H8?JH7BJH?8KD7B>7I8;;D7FFE?DJ;: 
->?I?D9BK:;IJ>;?CFEHJ7D9;E<?D9BK:?D=J>;:7J7FHEJ;9J?EDJ;7C?D
FB7DD?D= J>; 7H8?JH7J?ED FHE9;II :7J7 C7FF?D= JE :;J;HC?D; J>;
7FFB?978B; :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED HKB;I 7D: >EM J>;O M?BB 8; ;D<EH9;:
H;J7?D?D=7D:9EDIKBJ?D=M?J>;NJ;HD7B9EKDI;B:H7<J?D=J>;7H8?JH7J?ED
DEJ?9; 7D: I;B;9J?D= J>; 7H8?JH7JEH  7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED 9EDI?:;H7J?EDI
>7L;J>;FEJ;DJ?7BJE?CF79J;79>E<J>;I;FH;7H8?JH7J?EDIJ;FI 
 EDIKBJ?D=M?J>J>;7J7)HEJ;9J?EDECFB?7D9;-;7C
->; )+?CFEI;I:;J7?B;:E8B?=7J?EDIED9ECF7D?;IDEJEDBO
JE 9ECFBO M?J> ?JI FHEL?I?EDI 8KJ 7BIE JE 8; 78B; JE :;CEDIJH7J;
9ECFB?7D9;  ->?I?D9BK:;I:E9KC;DJ?D=J>;:;9?I?EDIJ>7J7H;J7A;D
JE;DIKH; )+9ECFB?7D9;7D:J>;H7J?ED7B;<EH J>EI;:;9?I?EDI  
,&I7H;;N;CFJ;:<HECIEC;E<J>;CEH;IJH;DKEKI:E9KC;DJ7J?ED
H;GK?H;C;DJI7D:&;C8;H,J7J;I7H;;D9EKH7=;:JEJ7A;J>;D;;:IE<
,&I?DJE799EKDJM>;D;D<EH9?D=J>; )+8KJ,&IIJ?BBD;;:JE
8;78B;JEI>EMJ>7JH;7IED78B;7D:FHEFEHJ?ED7J;9ECFB?7D9;;<<EHJI
M;H;KD:;HJ7A;DJE9ECFBO  
&7DO 9ECF7D?;I >7L; EH M?BB 7FFE?DJ 7D ?D:;F;D:;DJ 7D:
7KJEDECEKI )( ;?J>;H 8;97KI; J>;O 7H; H;GK?H;: JE EH M?BB :?: IE
LEBKDJ7H?BO  "< 7 )( >7I 8;;D 7FFE?DJ;: J>; :;J7?B;: HKB;I
;IJ78B?I>;: ?D J>; )+ <EH 9EDIKBJ7J?ED M?J> J>; )( 7FFBO 
->KI ?< 7 9ECF7DO >7I 7 )( J>7J F;HIED I>EKB: 8; J>; <?HIJ IJEF
M>;D 7H8?JH7J?ED ?I 9EDJ;CFB7J;:  0)  >7I ?IIK;: =K?:;B?D;I ED
)(I M>?9> 7H; KI;<KB JE H;L?;M ?D KD:;HIJ7D:?D= J>;?H ?DJ;D:;:
<KD9J?ED 
->; )+ 7BIE H;GK?H;I J>; FH;F7H7J?ED E< 7 :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED
?CF79J 7II;IIC;DJ V)"W <EH 9;HJ7?D JOF;I E< >?=> H?IA
FHE9;II?D= 8I;DJIF;9?<?9H?IAI?J?IKDB?A;BOJ>7J7)"M?BB8;
H;GK?H;: <EH 7 JOF?97B ?DJ;HD7J?ED7B 9ECC;H9?7B 7H8?JH7J?ED 
'ED;J>;B;II J>?I I>EKB: 8; 9EDI?:;H;: 7I F7HJ E< J>; :E9KC;DJ7J?ED
E<9ECFB?7D9;7D:?J?I;NF;9J;:J>7J9ECF7D?;IC7OKI;)"I7I7

  *55 )+CE@B1DEJ; 7HJ  7J 
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  *5594 7HJ 7J 
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C;7DIE<B?C?J?D=J>;?H;NFEIKH;;L;DM>;DJ>;O7H;DEJH;GK?H;:8O
J>; )+ 
I 7 FH79J?97B C7JJ;H J>?I C;7DI J>7J <HEC J>; CEC;DJ J>7J 7
:?IFKJ;IJ7HJIJEF;H9EB7J;M>;H;F;HIED7B:7J79EL;H;:8OJ>; )+
C7O8;?CF79J;:?D>EKI;9EKDI;BH;IFEDI?8B;<EHJ>;7H8?JH7J?EDM?BB
8; H;GK?H;: JE MEHA M?J> J>; )+ 9ECFB?7D9; J;7C JE KD:;HJ7A;
IJ;FIJE;DIKH;J>7J:7J7FHEJ;9J?EDFH?D9?FB;I7H;FHEF;HBOJ7A;D?DJE
9EDI?:;H7J?ED M>;D :;L;BEF?D= J>; 7H8?JH7B FHE9;II 7D: JE :E9KC;DJ
M>7J:;9?I?EDI7H;J7A;D7D:M>O ->?IM?BB8;KD9>7HJ;:J;HH?JEHO?D
C7DO 9ECF7D?;I 7D: :?<<;H;D9;I E< L?;M C7O 8; ;N79;H87J;:7I J>;
?D:?L?:K7BIH;IFEDI?8B;<EH:?IFKJ;H;IEBKJ?ED7D::7J7FHEJ;9J?ED7D:
M?BB ;79> 9EDI?:;H J>;?H D;;:I JE 8; F7H7CEKDJ 9 5  M?DD?D= J>;
7H8?JH7J?ED L;HIKI 7LE?:?D= FEJ;DJ?7BBO I;H?EKI 9ECFB?7D9; H?IA 
?L;D J>; 7JJ;DJ?ED J>; )+ ?I 9KHH;DJBO H;9;?L?D= 9ECF7D?;I
I>EKB:8;97H;<KBJEDEJJEB;7DJEE<7H?DJ>7J:?H;9J?ED?DM7OIJ>7J
M?BBKDD;9;II7H?BO>7CIJH?D=9KHH;DJ7D:<KJKH;7H8?JH7J?EDI ->;=E7B
I>EKB:8;JE9ECFBOM?J>J>; )+M>?B;7JJ>;I7C;J?C;;DIKH?D=
J>7JJ>?I:E;IDEJKDD;9;II7H?BO?CF79JJ>;7H8?JH7BFHE9;II 
 7J7&7FF?D=
7HBO:7J7C7FF?D=E<M>;H;J>;:7J7H;B;L7DJJEJ>;:?IFKJ;?I
BE97J;: 7D: M>;H; ?J D;;:I JE CEL; ?I ;II;DJ?7B JE :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED
9ECFB?7D9; ->;:7J7FHEJ;9J?ED7D:B;=7BJ;7CII>EKB:MEHAJE=;J>;H
EDJ>?IFHE9;II;7HBOEDM>;D:H7<J?D=J>;7H8?JH7J?ED7=H;;C;DJ7D:
B7J;HM>;D79B7?C7H?I;I8KJ8;<EH;J>;7H8?JH7J?ED?IB7KD9>;: ->?I
9EBB78EH7J?ED F;HC?JI IJH7J;=?9 BED=J;HC :;9?I?EDI JE 8; C7:; M?J>
H;IF;9J JE >EM 7D: M>;H; :7J7 M?BB 8; H;L?;M;: 7D: JH7DI<;HH;:
M>?9>C7O?CF79JJ>;?H9>E?9;I?D9BK:?D=9EKDI;B7H8?JH7JEHI;HL?9;
FHEL?:;HI EH;N7CFB;J>;J;7CI9EKB:;CFBEO9H;7J?L;IEBKJ?EDIJE
7BBEM :7J7 H;L?;M <HEC 7 :7J7 HEEC EH EDI?J;  !EM;L;H 9H;7J?L;
IEBKJ?EDI E<J;D H;GK?H; ;7HBO J>?DA?D= 7D: FB7DD?D= M>?9> <7LEHI
FHECFJ9EDI?:;H7J?EDE<J>;I;?IIK;I 
  D=7=?D=NJ;HD7BEKDI;B
0>;D :?IFKJ;I 7H?I; ?D 7 H;B7J?EDI>?F J>7J ?I IK8@;9J JE 7D
7H8?JH7J?ED 7=H;;C;DJ 9ECF7D?;I JOF?97BBO 9EDIKBJ M?J> ;NJ;HD7B
9EKDI;B 7J 7D ;7HBO IJ7=; ?D J>; :?IFKJ; H;IEBKJ?ED FHE9;II  ->;
I;B;9J?ED E< ;NJ;HD7B 9EKDI;B ?I 7DEJ>;H 7H;7 M>;H; ?D J>; <KJKH;
)+ 9ECFB?7D9; C7O 8;9EC; H;B;L7DJ  N9>7D=?D= );HIED7B
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H8?JH7B 7J7 M?J> ;NJ;HD7B 9EKDI;B ?I 9EL;H;: 8O J>; )+ M>?9>
C;7DI<EH;N7CFB;J>7JM>;D);HIED7BH8?JH7B7J7?IJH7DI<;HH;:JE
7J>?H:9EKDJHO <EHFKHFEI;IE<?DIJHK9J?D=9EKDI;BJ>;JH7DI<;HCKIJ
I7J?I<OED;E<J>;9H?J;H?77BBEM?D=<EHJH7DI<;H:?I9KII;:78EL; 
&7@EH?DJ;HD7J?ED7BB7M<?HCIM?BBKIK7BBO>7L;IOIJ;CI?DFB79;
7BBEM?D= IK9> JH7DI<;H 8KJ J>?I ?I DEJ D;9;II7H?BO J>; 97I; 7D:C7O
DEJ 8; JHK; E< IC7BB;H EH BE97B <?HCI  &EH;EL;H ?J ?I ;7I?;H 7D: B;II
9EIJBO<EHJ>;7FFB?97J?EDE<J>;:7J7FHEJ;9J?EDHKB;I?<7BBJ>;H8?JH7B
7J7KIJE:?7DI>7L;7D;IJ78B?I>C;DJ?DJ>;KHEF;7D.D?EDEH?D7
9EKDJHOM?J>7D7:;GK79O:;9?I?ED?D9BK:?D=J>;.,)H?L79O,>?;B:
8;97KI; ?J M?BB DEJ 8; D;9;II7HO JE C;;J J>; H;GK?H;C;DJI <EH J>?H:
9EKDJHO :7J7 JH7DI<;H  KHJ>;HCEH; F7HJ?;I I>EKB: 8; 7M7H; J>7J ?<
J>;O LEBKDJ7H?BO JH7DI<;H );HIED7B H8?JH7B 7J7 EKJ E< J>; KHEF;7D
.D?ED 7 JH?8KD7B C7O J7A; J>?I ?DJE 799EKDJ M>;D:;9?:?D= M>;J>;H
J>; :7J7 D;;:I JE 8; :?I9BEI;: JE J>; EJ>;H I?:; ?< :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED
9ED9;HDI 78EKJ J>; JH7DI<;H 7H; H7?I;: :KH?D= :?I9BEIKH;  (< 9EKHI;
J>?I:;9?I?EDM?BB:;F;D:EDJ>;:;J7?BIE<;79>:7J7JH7DI<;H8KJ:7J7
JH7DI<;HI EKJI?:; J>; KHEF;7D .D?ED JE 9EKDJH?;I M?J>EKJ ;?J>;H 7D
7:;GK79O :;9?I?ED EH 7:;GK7J; I7<;=K7H:I C7O M;?=> 7=7?DIJ
FHE>?8?J?D= :?I9BEIKH; E< :7J7 B7J;H ?D J>; 7H8?JH7J?ED :K; JE :7J7
FHEJ;9J?ED 9ED9;HDI H;B7J?D= JE JH7DI<;H  "D 7 I;DI; 7 F7HJO C7O 8;
9EDI?:;H;:JE>7L;M7?L;:J>;H?=>JJEE8@;9J 
  'EJ?9;E<H8?JH7J?EDEH+;FBOJE'EJ?9;
"< 7 F7HJO 9EDI?:;HI J>7J J>; )+ EH EJ>;H 7FFB?978B; :7J7
FHEJ;9J?ED B7MI C7O >7L; 7C7@EH?CF79J ED J>; FHE9;;:?D=I ?JC7O
9EDI?:;H?D9BK:?D=J>?I7BH;7:O?DJ>;H8?JH7J?ED'EJ?9;EHJ>;+;FBO 
->?IM?BBFKJ;L;HOED;EDDEJ?9;E<J>;I;9ED9;HDI;7HBOIEJ>7JJ>;O
97DFB7D7HEKD:J>;C<HECJ>;EKJI;J ->?IM?BB7BIE=?L;9H;:?8?B?JO
JE J>; :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED 9ED9;HDI M>;D J>;O 7H; H7?I;: B7J;H ?D J>;
FHE9;;:?D=I 
  ,;B;9J?EDE<J>;H8?JH7JEH
"D J>; I7C; M7O J>7J :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED E8B?=7J?EDI 9EKB: FB7O 7
HEB;?DI;B;9J?EDE<9EKDI;B?<7F7HJO>7II;H?EKI9ED9;HDIKD:;HJ>;
)+?JC7O9EDI?:;H7FFE?DJ?D=7D7H8?JH7JEHJ>7J?I;IJ78B?I>;:?D
J>; KHEF;7D .D?ED EH 7 9EKDJHO M?J> 7D 7:;GK79O :;9?I?ED  ->;
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H;9?J7BIJEJ>; )+IJ7J;J>7J7D;IJ78B?I>C;DJ?CFB?;IJ>;;<<;9J?L;
7D:H;7B;N;H9?I;E<79J?L?JOJ>HEK=>IJ78B;7HH7D=;C;DJI ->;<EHCE<
J>;7HH7D=;C;DJI<EH;N7CFB;M>;J>;HJ>;O7H;97HH?;:EKJJ>HEK=>7
8H7D9>EH7IK8I?:?7HO?IDEJH;B;L7DJ EHJ>;I;FKHFEI;I7H8?JH7JEHI
<HECEKJI?:;J>;KHEF;7D.D?EDJ>7J7H;7IIE9?7J;:M?J>7DD=B?I>
9>7C8;HIEHEJ>;H&;C8;H,J7J;;DJ?JOMEKB:B?A;BO8;9EDI?:;H;:JE
>7L; 7D ;IJ78B?I>C;DJ ?D J>; KHEF;7D .D?ED <EH J>;I; FKHFEI;I
F7HJ?9KB7HBO?<J>;OKD:;HJ7A;J>;?HI;HL?9;I<EHJ>;7H8?JH7J?EDJ>HEK=>
J>7J 9>7C8;HI  0>?B; J>?I MEKB: H7H;BO 8; J>; :;9?:?D= <79JEH ?D 7D
7FFE?DJC;DJ ?J C?=>J J?FJ>; 87B7D9; 8;JM;;D JMEI?C?B7HBO I?JK7J;:
97D:?:7J;I ?D 97I;I M>;H; J>; JH7DI<;H E< :7J7 ?I ;NF;9J;: JE 8; E<
9H?J?97B?CFEHJ7D9; 
  (B?35549>7C
->?I ,;9J?ED E< J>; HJ?9B; 7::H;II;I >EM J>; :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED
HKB;I9EDJ7?D;:?DJ>; )+C7O?CF79JJ>;7H8?JH7J?ED?JI;B<7<J;HJ>;
JH?8KD7B >7I 8;;D 7FFE?DJ;: ?D9BK:?D= M>7J :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED HKB;I
7FFBO 7:EFJ?ED E< :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED FHEJE9EBI 7D: J>; ?CF79J E< :7J7
FHEJ;9J?ED ED :?I9BEIKH;  ->; GK;IJ?ED E< M>7J E8B?=7J?EDI 7FFBO JE
M>EC 7D: <EH M>?9> :7J7 I;J ?I 9ECFB?97J;: :KH?D= J>; 7H8?JH7B
FHE9;II 7D: ?I A;O JE KD:;HIJ7D:?D= J>; H;IF;9J?L; H;IFEDI?8?B?J?;I
KD:;HJ>; )+ ->?I,;9J?EDE<J>;HJ?9B;7::H;II;IJ>;<EBBEM?D=
?IIK;IJ>7JC7O7H?I;:KH?D=7D7H8?JH7BFHE9;;:?D=
x 0>E9EDJHEBIJ>;);HIED7BH8?JH7B7J7FHE9;II;::KH?D=
7D7H8?JH7J?ED
x 0>7J HKB;I 7FFBO JE J>; FHE9;II?D= E< );HIED7B H8?JH7B
7J7
x !EM M?BB )+ 9ECFB?7D9; ?CF79J J>; 7H8?JH7B FHE9;II
7D:>EM97DJ>?I8;C7D7=;:
 0>EEDJHEBIJ>;);HIED7BH8?JH7B7J7)HE9;II;:KH?D=7D
H8?JH7J?ED
I7BH;7:O8H?;<BO:?I9KII;:78EL; J>;E8B?=7J?EDI9EDJ7?D;:
?D J>; )+ 7FFBO JE 7BB H8?JH7B 7J7 KIJE:?7DI M>E 7H; ;?J>;H
V9EDJHEBB;HIWEHVFHE9;IIEHIWE<J>;:7J7 ->;H;IKBJE<J>?I7D7BOI?I?I
J>7JCEIJH8?JH7B7J7KIJE:?7DIM?BB8;9EDI?:;H;::7J79EDJHEBB;HI
IK8@;9J JE J>; J;HCI E< J>; )+ ;N9;FJ JE J>; B?C?J;: ;NJ;DJ J>;O
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C7O 8; FHE9;IIEHI   ->; F7HJ?;I M?BB JOF?97BBO 8; J>; EH?=?D7B
9EDJHEBB;HIE<J>;);HIED7BH8?JH7B7J7<EHJ>;FH?C7HOFKHFEI; <EH
M>?9> ?J M7I EH?=?D7BBO 9EBB;9J;:U:E?D= 8KI?D;II 7I M;BB 7I :KH?D=
J>; 9EKHI; E< J>; 7H8?JH7J?ED H;<;HH;: JE 7I J>; V"D?J?7B 7J7
EDJHEBB;HIW  ?L;DJ>;HEB;FB7O;:8O9EKDI;B;NF;HJI7H8?JH7JEHI
7D: J>; ?DIJ?JKJ?ED ?D 7 9ECFB;N 9ECC;H9?7B 7H8?JH7J?ED J>;H; 7H;
B?A;BOJE8;CKBJ?FB;I;9ED:7HO9EDJHEBB;HIM>E;D=7=;?DI;9ED:7HO
FHE9;II?D= E< J>; :7J7  ->; I;9ED:7HO H8?JH7B 7J7 KIJE:?7DI M?BB
8;J>;9EDJHEBB;HIEHFHE9;IIEHIEDBOE<J>;);HIED7BH8?JH7B7J7J>7J
J>;O 79JK7BBO H;9;?L; :KH?D= J>; 9EKHI; E< J>; 7H8?JH7J?ED <EH J>;
I;9ED:7HOFKHFEI;E<J>;7H8?JH7J?ED?JI;B< ->?IC;7DIJ>7JJ>; )+
E8B?=7J?EDI7FFB?978B;JEJ>;CM?BB8;B?C?J;:JEJ>;:7J7J>;OFHE9;II
:KH?D= J>; 9EKHI; E< J>; 7H8?JH7J?ED M>;H;7I J>; "D?J?7B 7J7
EDJHEBB;HIM?BBJOF?97BBO9EDJHEBJ>;;DJ?H;:7J7I;J 
->;I; EL;HB7FF?D= 7D: FEJ;DJ?7BBO 9ED<B?9J?D= 9ECC?JC;DJI E<
J>; H8?JH7B 7J7 KIJE:?7DI 9H;7J;I 9ECFB;N?JO 7D: FEJ;DJ?7B
9ED<KI?ED ?D 7FFBO?D= J>; )+ JE J>; );HIED7B H8?JH7B 7J7
FHE9;II;: :KH?D= 7 9ECFB;N ?DJ;HD7J?ED7B 9ECC;H9?7B 7H8?JH7J?ED 
"DJ;H;IJ?D=BO ?D J>; 9EDJ;NJ E< :7J7 I;9KH?JO 0)  ?D ?JI ?I9BEIKH;
K?:;B?D;I I;;C;: JE :?<<;H;DJ?7J; J>; HEB; E< J>; "D?J?7B 7J7
EDJHEBB;HI<HEC9EKDI;B7D:EJ>;HI;9ED:7HO9EDJHEBB;HIM>EFHE9;II
J>;:7J78KJM?J>EKJFHEL?:?D=<KHJ>;H;NFB7D7J?EDEH=K?:7D9;7IJE
>EM J>;I; EL;HB7FF?D= HEB;I ?DJ;H79J  ->; <EBBEM?D= :?I9KII?ED M?BB
9EDI?:;H J>; IJ7JKI E< ;79> J>; H8?JH7B 7J7 KIJE:?7DI M>;D J>;O
FHE9;II);HIED7BH8?JH7B7J7:KH?D=7D7H8?JH7J?ED 
7  )7HJ?;I
"D7JOF?97B7H8?JH7J?ED:;F;D:?D=EDM>;J>;HED;EH8EJ>E<J>;
F7HJ?;I7H;9EL;H;:8OJ>; )+EH7DEJ>;H:7J7FHEJ;9J?EDB7MED;
EH 8EJ> E< J>; F7HJ?;I M?BB 8; J>; "D?J?7B 7J7 EDJHEBB;HI E< J>;
);HIED7BH8?JH7B7J7KD:;HJ>; )+ ->?I?I8;97KI;J>;:7J7M?BB
>7L; 8;;D EH?=?D7BBO 9EBB;9J;: 7D: FHE9;II;: ?D J>; 9EDJ;NJ E< J>;
F7HJOYI8KI?D;IIEF;H7J?EDIJ>7J7H;J>;IK8@;9JE<J>;7H8?JH7J?ED7D:
<EHM>?9>J>;F7HJO9EDJHEBB;:J>;FKHFEI;7D:C;7DIE<J>;EH?=?D7B
FHE9;II?D= E< J>; :7J7 JOF?97BBO ?D J>; 9EDJ;NJ E< 7 8KI?D;II EH
;CFBEO;; H;B7J?EDI>?F  ->?I C;7DI J>7J J>; ?D?J?7B E8B?=7J?ED <EH
9ECFB?7D9; M?J> J>; )+ ?DJ>;9EDJ;NJ E< 7D 7H8?JH7J?ED JOF?97BBO
<7BBIEDJ>;F7HJ?;I7IJ>;"D?J?7B7J7EDJHEBB;HI 
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8  NJ;HD7BEKDI;B
->;<KD9J?EDE<;NJ;HD7B9EKDI;B?D7D?DJ;HD7J?ED7B7H8?JH7J?ED?I
JEH;FH;I;DJJ>;F7HJ?;I7D:JE:;9?:;>EMJEFH;I;DJJ>;?H97I;87I;:
ED J>; ;L?:;D9; M>?9> JOF?97BBO ?D9BK:;I );HIED7B H8?JH7B 7J7 
EKDI;B CKIJ :;J;HC?D; >EM 7D: M>O JE FHE9;II J>7J :7J7 M>?9>
C;7DI J>7J J>;O M?BB 9EDJHEB J>; );HIED7B H8?JH7B 7J7 FHEL?:;: JE
J>;C 8O J>; F7HJ?;I <EH J>; FKHFEI;I E< J>; )+  0)  >7I J7A;D
J>?IL?;M;NFH;IIBO?DJ>;9EDJ;NJE<787HH?IJ;HFHE9;II?D=:7J7?DJ>;
9EKHI; E< H;FH;I;DJ?D= 7 F7HJO 87I;: ED J>; <EBBEM?D= H;7IED?D=
M>?9>9EKB:8;7FFB?;:;GK7BBOJECEIJH8?JH7B7J7KIJE:?7DI
 87HH?IJ;H H;FH;I;DJI >?I >;H 9B?;DJ ?D 9EKHJ 7D: ?D H;B7J?ED JE
J>?IC?II?EDFHE9;II;IF;HIED7B:7J7H;B7J;:JEJ>;9B?;DJYI97I; 
->;B;=7B=HEKD:<EHC7A?D=KI;E<J>;D;9;II7HO?D<EHC7J?ED?I
J>; 9B?;DJYI C7D:7J;  !EM;L;H J>?I C7D:7J; ?I DEJ <E9KI;: ED
FHE9;II?D=:7J78KJEDH;FH;I;DJ7J?ED?D9EKHJ<EHM>?9>79J?L?JO
IK9> FHE<;II?EDI >7L; JH7:?J?ED7BBO J>;?H EMD B;=7B 87I?I  ,K9>
FHE<;II?EDI 7H; J>;H;<EH; JE 8; H;=7H:;: 7I ?D:;F;D:;DJ
X9EDJHEBB;HIY M>;D FHE9;II?D= :7J7 ?D J>; 9EKHI; E< B;=7BBO
H;FH;I;DJ?D=J>;?H9B?;DJI  

,?C?B7HBO0) >7I<EH;I;;DJ>7J799EKDJ7DJIM?BBJOF?97BBO8;
9EDI?:;H;::7J79EDJHEBB;HIKD:;HJ>; )+8;97KI;E<J>;D7JKH;E<
J>;?H :KJ?;I >EM;L;H 0)  >7I 7BIE ;NFB7?D;: J>7J 799EKDJ7DJI
9EKB: 7BIE 8; 9EDI?:;H;: FHE9;IIEHI M>;D J>;O 7H; F;H<EHC?D= 7
IF;9?<?9:7J7FHE9;II?D=79J?L?JOKD:;HJ>;:?H;9J?ED7D:9EDJHEBE<J>;
9B?;DJ   EBBEM?D= J>; I7C; BE=?9 B;=7B 9EKDI;B 9EL;H;: 8O J>;
)+C7OJHOJEB?C?JJ>;?H9ECFB?7D9;E8B?=7J?EDI8O;DJ;H?D=?DJE
:7J7 FHE9;II?D= 7=H;;C;DJI M>;D J>;O 7H; 7IA;: JE H;L?;M B7H=;
7CEKDJIE<:7J7?D7<KD9J?ED7A?DJEJ>7JE<J>;:7J77D7BOIJ:?I9KII;:
8;BEM   !EM;L;H B?C?J?D= 9EKDI;BYI E8B?=7J?EDI KD:;H J>; )+
H;GK?H;I J>; B7M <?HC 7D: J>; 9B?;DJ JE ;DJ;H ?DJE 7 :7J7 FHE9;II?D=
7=H;;C;DJ7II;J<EHJ>?DJ>; )+M>?9>C7O8;:?<<?9KBJ=?L;DJ>;
D7JKH; E< J>; 7JJEHD;O9B?;DJ H;B7J?EDI>?F 7D: 8;97KI; E< 9B?;DJ
H;I?IJ7D9;7BJ>EK=>7JJ>;;D:?JC7O8;7GK;IJ?EDE<9EIJ7D:H?IA 
->;I; ?IIK;I 7H; DEJ ;7IO JE H;IEBL; 8KJ 9EKDI;B 9ED9;HD;:
78EKJ7::?J?ED7BH?IA97DH;:K9;J>;7CEKDJE<:7J7J>7JJ>;OH;L?;M
8O >7L?D= J>; F7HJ?;I 9ED:K9J J>; ?D?J?7B :7J7 H;L?;M 7D: I9HK8 J>;

  EDJHEBB;H(F?D?EDCE@B1DEJ;
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:7J7 ?DJ;HD7BBO EH 8O KI?D= :7J7 7D7BOIJI  ->?I B?C?JI J>; :7J7 8;?D=
JH7DI<;HH;:JEJ>;C>;D9;H;:K9?D=J>;?H )+9ECFB?7D9;H?IA8KJ
7J J>; I7C; J?C; H;B?DGK?I>;I 9EKDI;BYI 9EDJHEB EL;H J>; ?D?J?7B :7J7
H;L?;M ->?I?I>7FF;D?D=7DOM7O<EH9EIJH;7IEDI7D:7I:7J7H;L?;M
8;9EC;I ?D9H;7I?D=BO IEF>?IJ?97J;: J>HEK=> J>; KI; E< 7HJ?<?9?7B
?DJ;BB?=;D9; 8KJ :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED 9ED9;HDI C7O FHEL; JE 8; 7D
7::?J?ED7B :H?L;H JEM7H:I J>; KI; E< IF;9?7B?P;: :7J7 7D7BOI?I 7D: ;
:?I9EL;HOI;HL?9;I 
9  7J7D7BOIJI
 :7J7 7D7BOIJ EH EJ>;H ;:?I9EL;HO FHE<;II?ED7B JOF?97BBO
FHE9;II;I:7J7ED8;>7B<E<;?J>;HJ>;F7HJOEH?JI9EKDI;B ->;KI;
E<:7J77D7BOIJI?I?D9H;7I?D=BO8;9EC?D=J>;DEHC?D9ED:K9J?D=J>;
?D?J?7B :7J7 H;L?;M JE I9HK8 7D: 9KBB ;B;9JHED?9 :7J7 8;<EH; ?J ?I
FHEL?:;:JE9EKDI;B .I?D=7:7J77D7BOIJH;GK?H;I7>?=>:;=H;;E<
JHKIJ8;97KI;J>;7D7BOIJM?BB8;H;IFEDI?8B;<EHH;:K9?D=J>;:7J7I;J
FHEL?:;:JE9EKDI;B7D:JEJ>;F7HJ?;IJEH;L?;M<EHJ>;7H8?JH7J?ED7D:
FEJ;DJ?7BBOFHEL?:;JEEFFEI?D=9EKDI;B 
 :7J7 7D7BOIJ M?BB JOF?97BBO 8; 9EDI?:;H;: 7 V:7J7 FHE9;IIEHW
KD:;HJ>; )+H7J>;HJ>7D79EDJHEBB;HM>;D?J
  79JIKD:;HJ>;?DIJHK9J?EDE<J>;F7HJOEHJ>;B7MO;H?D

KD:;HJ7A?D=?JIJ7IAI
  :E;IDEJ:;9?:;J>;FKHFEI;E<J>;:7J7FHE9;II?D=7D:
 ?I H;J7?D;: KD:;H 7 )+9ECFB?7DJ :7J7 FHE9;II?D=

7=H;;C;DJ 
->?I ?I J>; L?;M 7:EFJ;: 8O 0)  ?D J>; ?I9BEIKH;
K?:;B?D;I  !EM;L;H J>;H; C7O 8; 9?H9KCIJ7D9;I M>;H; J>; :7J7
7D7BOIJ MEHAI IE 9BEI;BO M?J> J>; B7M <?HC EH 7 F7HJO J>7J J>; :7J7
7D7BOIJ MEKB: FHEF;HBO 8; 9EDI?:;H;: 7 V@E?DJ 9EDJHEBB;HW KD:;H J>;
)+  KHJ>;HCEH; ;L;D ?< 7 :7J7 7D7BOIJ ?I :;;C;: JE 8; 7 :7J7
FHE9;IIEH 0)  >7I J7A;D J>; L?;M ?D J>; 9EDJ;NJ E< J>; )
?H;9J?L;

   9C3?F5BI %ECD #>?GC  $1>4=9>5C  1>4 .81D D85 EDEB5 ?<4C 2(.+ 
&7H 

>JJFI MMM 7C;H?97D87H EH= FK8B?97J?EDI OEKH787
 C7H9>  ;
:?I9EL;HOIF;9?7B?IJI97DFHEL?:;9ECF;J;D9;UEL;HI?=>J<EHB7 >JCB 4>JJFI F;HC7 99 !
2*57H9>?L;:&7O   
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->;;NJ;HD7BI;HL?9;FHEL?:;HIM?BB7BIE>7L;JE9ECFBOM?J>J>;
FH?D9?FB;I E< J>; 4)5 ?H;9J?L;  ->;O I>7BB ;DIKH; J>7J J>;
?D<EHC7J?ED ?I 9EBB;9J;: 7D: FHE9;II;: ?D 799EH:7D9; M?J> J>;
FH?D9?FB;I E< J>; ?H;9J?L; 7D: J>7J J>; ?D<EHC7J?ED ?I EDBO
FHE9;II;:<EHJ>;IF;9?<?9FKHFEI;I<EHM>?9>?JM7I9EBB;9J;: "D
F7HJ?9KB7H J>;O CKIJ 78?:; 8O IJH?9J 9ED<?:;DJ?7B?JO E8B?=7J?EDI
7D: 9ECCKD?97J; J>; ?D<EHC7J?ED FHE9;II;: EDBO JE IF;9?<?9
F;HIEDI  ->;O CKIJ 7BIE 9ECFBO M?J> J>; H;J;DJ?ED F;H?E:I 8O
M>?9>J>;:7J79EDJHEBB;H?I8EKD: ->;:7J79EDJHEBB;HCKIJ7BIE
F;H?E:?97BBOL;H?<O9ECFB?7D9;8O;NJ;HD7BFHEL?:;HI 

->;I;FH?D9?FB;I7H;DEM;DI>H?D;:?DJ>; )+ 
:  "D:;F;D:;DJNF;HJI
)7HJ?;I JE 9ECFB;N ?DJ;HD7J?ED7B 9ECC;H9?7B 7H8?JH7J?EDI E<J;D
;D=7=; ?D:;F;D:;DJ ;NF;HJI JE 7::H;II J;9>D?97B EH GK7DJKC ?IIK;I 
-E FH;F7H; J>;?H EF?D?EDI J>;I; ;NF;HJI JOF?97BBO H;GK?H; 799;II JE
;L?:;D9; M>?9> M?BB B?A;BO ?D9BK:; );HIED7B H8?JH7B 7J7  0) 
IK==;IJ;: ?D J>; 9EDJ;NJ E< J>; ) ?H;9J?L; J>7J 7D ;NF;HJ ?D 7
B?J?=7J?ED C?=>J 79J 7I 7 :7J7 FHE9;IIEH  !EM;L;H ED; MED:;HI
M>;J>;H J>; :;<?D;: B?C?JI ED :7J7 FHE9;IIEHI MEKB: 8; 9EDI?IJ;DJ
M?J> J>; <KD9J?ED E< 7D ?D:;F;D:;DJ ;NF;HJ  ,?C?B7H JE J>; 87HH?IJ;H
;N7CFB;=?L;D8O0) J>7JM7I:?I9KII;:78EL; ?<J>;;NF;HJ?I
FHE9;II?D= J>; :7J7 JE FH;F7H; 7D ?D:;F;D:;DJ H;FEHJ >EM 9EKB:
9EKDI;BEH7F7HJOJ;BBJ>;?D:;F;D:;DJ;NF;HJJ>;FKHFEI;EHC7DD;H
?D M>?9> ?J 9EKB: FHE9;II J>; :7J7 JE FH;F7H; J>7J H;FEHJ M>?B;
C7?DJ7?D?D= J>; ;NF;HJYI ?D:;F;D:;D9; 0>?B; ?J C7O 8; FEII?8B; JE
9EDIJHK9J IK9> 7D 7HH7D=;C;DJ ?D FH?D9?FB; J>?I I;;CI ?D9EDI?IJ;DJ
M?J>J>;HEB;E<7D?D:;F;D:;DJ;NF;HJ 
;  H8?JH7B"DIJ?JKJ?ED
->;<KD9J?EDE<7D7H8?JH7B?DIJ?JKJ?ED?IJE7:C?D?IJ;H7H8?JH7J?EDI
799EH:?D=JEJ>;?DIJ?JKJ?EDYIHKB;I7D:FH79J?9;IM>?9>E<J;DH;GK?H;
J>; F7HJ?;I JE ?D9BK:; J>; ?DIJ?JKJ?ED ED 9ECCKD?97J?EDI ;N9>7D=;:
M?J> J>; JH?8KD7B ?D9BK:?D= 7BB <?B?D=I  ->; ?DIJ?JKJ?ED :;J;HC?D;I
J>;FKHFEI;7D:C;7DIE<J>;FHE9;II?D=E<J>;);HIED7BH8?JH7B7J7
KD9EDJHEBB;:8O;?J>;HJ>;F7HJ?;IEH9EKDI;BB?A;J>;87HH?IJ;H?DJ>;
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;N7CFB; 78EL; J>; 7H8?JH7B ?DIJ?JKJ?ED ?I 7D ?D:;F;D:;DJ ;DJ?JO 7D:
FHE9;II;IJ>;:7J7?JH;9;?L;I<EH?JIEMDFKHFEI;I ->KI<EHFKHFEI;I
E< J>; )+ J>; 7H8?JH7B ?DIJ?JKJ?ED FHE9;II;I J>; :7J7 9EDJ7?D;: ?D
J>EI; 9ECCKD?97J?EDI 7D: <?B?D=I M>?9> ?D JKHD C;7DI J>7J J>;
?DIJ?JKJ?ED ?I 7 9EDJHEBB;H E< J>; );HIED7B H8?JH7B 7J7 KD:;H J>;
)+ 
0>?B;J>;7H8?JH7B?DIJ?JKJ?EDIBE97J;:?DJ>;KHEF;7D.D?ED7H;
;NF;9J;: JE 8; FH;F7H;: JE 9ECFBO M?J> J>;?H E8B?=7J?EDI KD:;H J>;
)+ J>?I C7O 8; B;II JHK; E< 7H8?JH7B ?DIJ?JKJ?EDI EKJI?:; J>;
KHEF;7D .D?ED J>7J C7O >7L; :?H;9J EH ?D:?H;9J 9ECFB?7D9;
E8B?=7J?EDIM>;DJ>;OFHE9;II);HIED7BH8?JH7B7J7=EL;HD;:8OJ>;
)+  BJ>EK=> C7DO E< J>EI; ?DIJ?JKJ?EDI 7H; I?JK7J;: ?D
@KH?I:?9J?EDIM?J>:7J7FHEJ;9J?EDH;=?C;I?JH;C7?DIJE8;I;;D>EM
J>?I M?BB EF;H7J; ?D FH79J?9;  KHJ>;HCEH; ;L;D . ?DIJ?JKJ?EDI C7O
IJHK==B; M?J> 9;HJ7?D E< J>; JH7DI<;H :7J7 JH7DIF7H;D9O FEJ;DJ?7BBO
?D9BK:?D=:7J7FH?L79ODEJ?9;I7D:EJ>;HH;IJH?9J?EDI9EDJ7?D;:?DJ>;
)+F7HJ?9KB7HBO7IJ>EI;E8B?=7J?EDI7FFBOJE97I;MEHA 
<  H8?JH7B-H?8KD7B
"J?I?D>;H;DJ?DJ>;7H8?JH7BJH?8KD7BYI<KD9J?EDJ>7JJ>;7H8?JH7JEHI
9EDJHEBJ>;FKHFEI;7D:C;7DI8OM>?9>J>;OFHE9;IIJ>;:E9KC;DJI
7D:;L?:;D9;FH;I;DJ;:8OJ>;F7HJ?;IM>?9>?DJKHDC;7DIJ>7JJ>;O
9EDJHEB J>; :7J7 J>;O H;9;?L; <HEC J>; F7HJ?;I 7D: J>; ?DIJ?JKJ?ED
:KH?D=J>;9EKHI;E<J>;7H8?JH7J?ED ->?IC;7DIJ>7JJ>;7H8?JH7JEHI7H;
IK8@;9JJEJ>; )+M?J>H;IF;9JJEJ>;?H79J?L?J?;IJ>7J9EDIJ?JKJ;J>;
FHE9;II?D= E< );HIED7B H8?JH7B 7J7  KHJ>;H J>; 7H8?JH7JEHI M?BB 8;
H;GK?H;: JE 9ECFBO M?J> 7BB J>; )+YI HKB;I J>7J >7L; DEJ 8;;D
;NFH;IIBO ;N;CFJ;: ?D9BK:?D= <EH ;N7CFB; :7J7 C?D?C?P7J?ED :7J7
JH7DIF7H;D9OFEJ;DJ?7BBO?D9BK:?D=:7J7FH?L79ODEJ?9;I:7J7JH7DI<;H
H;IJH?9J?EDI 9O8;H I;9KH?JO 7D: H;IF;9J?D= J>; :7J7 IK8@;9JI EJ>;HI
H?=>JI 0>;H;DEJ;N;CFJ;:8O&;C8;H,J7J;%7MJ>?IH7?I;II;H?EKI
9ED9;HDI F7HJ?9KB7HBO <EH ;N7CFB; M>;H; J>; :7J7 JH7DIF7H;D9O
H;GK?H;C;DJI 9EKB: 8; ?DJ;HFH;J;: JE H;GK?H; J>; :?I9BEIKH; E<
9ED<?:;DJ?7B9ECCKD?97J?EDI7CED=J>;JH?8KD7BC;C8;HIEH8;JM;;D
7H8?JH7JEHI7D:J>;?DIJ?JKJ?ED ->?I7H=K;I?D<7LEHE<;N;CFJ?D=J>;I;
H?=>JI <HEC J>;?H 7FFB?97J?ED JE ?DJ;HD7J?ED7B 7H8?JH7J?ED ;IF;9?7BBO JE
J>; ;NJ;DJ J>;O ?CF79J J>; 7H8?JH7B JH?8KD7BYI :;9?I?EDC7A?D=
<KD9J?ED 
0>;H;9EDI?IJ;DJM?J>J>;F7HJ?;IY:K;FHE9;IIH?=>JIJ>?I7H=K;I
?D<7LEHE<J>;JH?8KD7BB?C?J?D=J>;7CEKDJE<:7J7FH;I;DJ;:?DEH:;H
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JEB?C?JJ>;:7J7FHEJ;9J?EDH?IA EH;N7CFB;J>;B7J;IJL;HI?EDE<J>;
" +KB;I C7A; EFJ?ED7B M>;J>;H J>; JH?8KD7B ?I 9EF?;: ED J>;
:?I9BEIKH; ?J EH:;HI 7D: :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED H?IA MEKB: IJHED=BO 7H=K;
7=7?DIJJ>;JH?8KD7BH;9;?L?D=7DO7::?J?ED7B:7J7 KHJ>;HCEH;:7J7
FHEJ;9J?ED 7H=K;I ?D <7LEH E< B?C?J;: :E9KC;DJ H;L?;M 7D: :;<?D;:
;L?:;DJ?7HOH;GK?H;C;DJI 
=  ,KCC7HO+;EDJHEBB;HI
EH J>; H;7IEDI I;J <EHJ> 78EL; M>;D J>; )+ 7FFB?;I JEJ>;
FHE9;II?D= E< );HIED7B H8?JH7B 7J7 ?D 7D 7H8?JH7J?ED J>; H8?JH7B
7J7 KIJE:?7DI =;D;H7BBO M?BB 8; 9EDI?:;H;: 9EDJHEBB;HI E< J>;
F;HIED7B:7J7J>;OFHE9;II;N9;FJJ>;CEH;B?C?J;:9?H9KCIJ7D9;I?D
M>?9>J>;OC;;JJ>;H;GK?H;C;DJIJE8;:7J7FHE9;IIEHI !EM;L;H<EH
;79>H8?JH7B7J7KIJE:?7DJ>; )+7FFB?;IEDBOJEJ>;:7J7J>7J
?J79JK7BBOFHE9;II;I ->?I7H=K;I?D<7LEHE<H;7IED78B;H;IJH?9J?EDIED
J>;7CEKDJE<:7J78;?D=FHE9;II;: ->;?CF79JE<J>;I;HKB;IEDJ>;
7H8?JH7BFHE9;II?I:?I9KII;:?DCEH;:;J7?B?DJ>;<EBBEM?D=,;9J?ED 
 0>7J+KB;IFFBOJEJ>;)HE9;II?D=E<);HIED7BH8?JH7B7J7
->;7FFB?97J?EDE<J>; )+7D:EJ>;H:7J7FHEJ;9J?EDH;=?C;I
JE?DJ;HD7J?ED7B9ECC;H9?7B7H8?JH7J?EDC;7DIJ>7JM>;D;L;H);HIED7B
H8?JH7B7J7?IFHE9;II;::KH?D=7D7H8?JH7J?EDJ>;<EBBEM?D=M?BB8;
B;=7BBO C7D:7J;: KDB;II ;N;CFJ;: 8O &;C8;H ,J7J; B7M 7CED=
EJ>;H J>?D=I 7:;GK7J; :7J7 I;9KH?JO :7J7 C?D?C?P7J?ED JH7DIF7H;DJ
:7J7H;J;DJ?EDFEB?9?;IJH7DIF7H;DJFHE9;II?D=?D<EHC7J?EDFEJ;DJ?7BBO
?D9BK:?D=:7J7FH?L79ODEJ?9;IJ>?H:9EKDJHOJH7DI<;HH;IJH?9J?EDI7D:
:7J7 8H;79> DEJ?<?97J?EDI  ->; H?=>JI JE :7J7 FEHJ78?B?JO 7D: JE
;H7IKH;7D: JE H;IJH?9JFHE9;II?D= C7O 7BIE 8; H7?I;: 7BJ>EK=> J>;I;
H?=>JI:EDEJ7FFBOM>;H;J>;B;=7B9B7?CI;N;CFJ?ED7FFB?;I 
+;IF;9J?D=J>;I;H?=>JIH;GK?H;I79EEH:?D7J;:9ECFB?7D9;;<<EHJ
?D 7 C7DD;H J>7J ?I FHEFEHJ?ED7B JE J>; H?IA M>?B; 7J J>; I7C; J?C;
;DIKH?D=J>;JH?8KD7BIY:;9?I?EDC7A?D=<KD9J?ED7D:J>;F7HJ?;IY:K;
FHE9;II H?=>JI 7H; H;IF;9J;:  BJ>EK=> DEJ :?H;9JBO ED FE?DJ J>;
=K?:7D9; <HEC 0)  ?D J>; ?I9BEIKH; K?:;B?D;I ?I >;BF<KB ?D
=7?D?D=7DKD:;HIJ7D:?D=E<>EMJ>;9EHH;IFED:?D=E8B?=7J?EDI?DJ>;
)+C7O8;7FFB?;:JEJ>;FHE9;II?D=E<);HIED7BH8?JH7B7J7?D
J>; 9EDJ;NJ E< ?DJ;HD7J?ED7B 7H8?JH7J?ED 7D: ?I H;<;HH;: JE ?D J>?I

 )+CE@B1DEJ; 7HJI 

 7J.!7D:8EEACE@B1DEJ; 
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:?I9KII?EDM>;H;H;B;L7DJ ->?IM?BBE<J;DH;IKBJ?DJ>;F7HJ?;I7D:J>;
JH?8KD7B 7=H;;?D= 7 :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED FHEJE9EB 7::H;II?D= J>;I; ?IIK;I
M>?9>?I:?I9KII;:8;BEM 
7  O8;HI;9KH?JO
"CFEHJ7DJ ;<<EHJI 7H; KD:;HM7O JE ?CFB;C;DJ 9O8;HI;9KH?JO <EH
?DJ;HD7J?ED7B 7H8?JH7J?ED  ->?I ?D9BK:;I J>; ;8;LE?I;  )B?CFJED
(B?D?3?< D? (B?=?D5 I25BC53EB9DI 9> !>D5B>1D9?>1< B29DB1D9?>
B7KD9>;:?D
 7D:J>;" '27H )+B16DI25BC53EB9DI
(B?D?3?< 6?B !>D5B>1D9?>1< B29DB1D9?> H;B;7I;: <EH 9EDIKBJ7J?ED ?D
 0>?B;DEJ:?H;9JBOEDFE?DJM?J>H;IF;9JJEJ>;:7J7I;9KH?JO
H;GK?H;C;DJIE<J>; )+JE=;J>;HM?J>J>;,;:ED7)HEJE9EB J>;O
M?BBFHEL?:;7KI;<KBIJ7HJ?D=FE?DJ<EH7FFBO?D=7H?IA87I;:7D7BOI?I
JE 9O8;HI;9KH?JO 7D: 7I 7 IJHK9JKH; <EH >EM :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED C7O 8;
7::H;II;:?D?DJ;HD7J?ED7B7H8?JH7J?ED !EM;L;H?J?I?CFEHJ7DJJEA;;F
?D C?D: J>7J M>;D;L;H J>; )+ 7FFB?;I JE );HIED7B H8?JH7B 7J7
FHE9;II;:?D7D7H8?JH7J?ED7:;GK7J;9O8;HI;9KH?JO?IC7D:7JEHO ->;
)+ H;GK?H;I J>; <EBBEM?D= C;7IKH;I 8; J7A;D JE I;9KH; 7BB :7J7
9EL;H;:8O?JIJ;HCI
 -7A?D= ?DJE 799EKDJ J>; IJ7J; E< J>; 7HJ J>; 9EIJI E<
?CFB;C;DJ7J?ED 7D: J>; D7JKH; I9EF; 9EDJ;NJ 7D: FKHFEI;I E<
FHE9;II?D=7IM;BB7IJ>;H?IAE<L7HO?D=B?A;B?>EE:7D:I;L;H?JO
<EHJ>;H?=>JI7D:<H;;:ECIE<D7JKH7BF;HIEDIJ>;9EDJHEBB;H7D:
J>; FHE9;IIEH I>7BB ?CFB;C;DJ 7FFHEFH?7J; J;9>D?97B 7D:
EH=7D?I7J?ED7BC;7IKH;IJE;DIKH;7B;L;BE<I;9KH?JO7FFHEFH?7J;
JEJ>;H?IA?D9BK:?D=?DJ;H7B?77I7FFHEFH?7J;
7J>;FI;K:EDOC?I7J?ED7D:;D9HOFJ?EDE<F;HIED7B:7J7
8 J>; 78?B?JO JE ;DIKH; J>; ED=E?D= 9ED<?:;DJ?7B?JO ?DJ;=H?JO
7L7?B78?B?JO7D:H;I?B?;D9;E<FHE9;II?D=IOIJ;CI7D:I;HL?9;I

 " '2 7H )+ ?>CE<D1D9?> B16D I25BC53EB9DI (B?D?3?< 6?B !>D5B>1D9?>1<
B29DB1D9?>HJ   4>;H;?D7<J;H"O8;HI;9KH?JO)HEJE9EB5>JJF MMM 7H8?JH7J?ED
?997 EH= C;:?7
     :H7<J69O8;HI;9KH?JO6FHEJE9EB6<?D7B6 67FH?B F:<
4>JJFI F;HC7 99 $ )&!#%57H9>?L;:&7O   
  *55 ;8;LE?I;  )B?CFJED (B?D?3?< D? (B?=?D5 I25BC53EB9DI 9> !>D5B>1D9?>1<
B29DB1D9?>   >JJFI MMM :;8;LE?I; 9EC Q C;:?7 <?B;I 97F78?B?J?;I 9O8;HI;9KH?JO
FHEJE9EB69O8;HI;9KH?JO6?DJB67H86@KBO  F:< 
  *55"O8;HI;9KH?JO)HEJE9EBCE@B1DEJ;
*551<C?J>;;N9;BB;DJ:?I9KII?ED
J>; 9O8;HI;9KH?JO ?IIK;I H7?I;: 8O ?DJ;HD7J?ED7B 7H8?JH7J?ED ?D ,J;F>7D?; E>;D 7D: &7HA
&EHH?B1<<+?I25B1B=C+85!>D5B>1D9?>1<B29DB1D?BPCEDI+?F?94979D1<!>DBEC9?>
 (+!&"'-Y%% #    
  *55,(')+(-((%CE@B1DEJ;FF;D:?N 
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9  J>; 78?B?JO JE H;IJEH; J>; 7L7?B78?B?JO 7D: 799;II JE F;HIED7B
:7J7 ?D 7 J?C;BO C7DD;H ?D J>; ;L;DJ E< 7 F>OI?97B EH J;9>D?97B
?D9?:;DJ
: 7 FHE9;II <EH H;=KB7HBO J;IJ?D= 7II;II?D= 7D: ;L7BK7J?D= J>;
;<<;9J?L;D;II E< J;9>D?97B 7D: EH=7D?I7J?ED7B C;7IKH;I <EH
;DIKH?D=J>;I;9KH?JOE<J>;FHE9;II?D= 
"D7II;II?D=J>;7FFHEFH?7J;B;L;BE<I;9KH?JO799EKDJI>7BB8;
J7A;D?DF7HJ?9KB7HE<J>;H?IAIJ>7J7H;FH;I;DJ;:8OFHE9;II?D=?D
F7HJ?9KB7H <HEC 799?:;DJ7B EH KDB7M<KB :;IJHK9J?ED BEII
7BJ;H7J?ED KD7KJ>EH?I;: :?I9BEIKH; E<EH 799;II JE F;HIED7B :7J7
JH7DIC?JJ;:IJEH;:EHEJ>;HM?I;FHE9;II;: 

,?C?B7HBO ?D J>; IF;9?<?9 9EDJ;NJ E< ., B?J?=7J?ED KD:;H J>; )
?H;9J?L;0) >7II7?:J>7JJ>;:7J79EDJHEBB;HI>7BBJ7A;7BB
H;7IED78B; J;9>D?97B 7D: EH=7D?I7J?ED7B FH;97KJ?EDI JE FH;I;HL;
J>;I;9KH?JOE<J>;:7J7JEFHEJ;9J?J<HEC799?:;DJ7BEHKDB7M<KB
:;IJHK9J?ED EH 799?:;DJ7B BEII 7D: KD7KJ>EH?P;: :?I9BEIKH; EH
799;II ->;I;C;7IKH;ICKIJ8;FHEFEHJ?ED7J;JEJ>;FKHFEI;IE<
?DL;IJ?=7J?D= J>; ?IIK;I H7?I;: ?D 799EH:7D9; M?J> J>; I;9KH?JO
H;=KB7J?EDI ;IJ78B?I>;: ?D J>; :?<<;H;DJ &;C8;H ,J7J;I  ->;I;
H;GK?H;C;DJI7H;JE8;?CFEI;:DEJ@KIJEDJ>;:7J79EDJHEBB;H8KJ
IK9>C;7IKH;I7I7H;7FFHEFH?7J;I>EKB:7BIE8;FHEL?:;:8OJ>;
B7M <?HCI M>E 7H; :;7B?D= M?J> J>; B?J?=7J?ED JE=;J>;H M?J> 7DO
B?J?=7J?EDIKFFEHJI;HL?9;I7D:7BBEJ>;H;NF;HJIM>E7H;?DLEBL;:
M?J>J>;9EBB;9J?EDEHH;L?;ME<J>;?D<EHC7J?ED ->?IMEKB:7BIE
?D9BK:; 7 H;GK?H;C;DJ <EH IK<<?9?;DJ I;9KH?JO C;7IKH;I JE 8;
FB79;:KFEDJ>;9EKHJI;HL?9;?DJ>;H;B;L7DJ@KH?I:?9J?ED7ICK9>
E< J>; F;HIED7B :7J7 H;B;L7DJ JE J>; 97I; MEKB: 8; >;B: 8O J>;
9EKHJI<EHJ>;FKHFEI;IE<:;J;HC?D?D=J>;EKJ9EC;E<J>;97I; 

"J?I?DJ;H;IJ?D=JEDEJ;J>7JJ>?IB7D=K7=;<HECJ>;?I9BEIKH;'EJ?9;
I;;CI JE IKFFEI; J>7J J>; B7M <?HC ?I DEJ 7D ?D:;F;D:;DJ :7J7
9EDJHEBB;H ?D ?JI EMD H?=>J M>?9> 9ED<B?9JI M?J> EJ>;H 7:L?9; <HEC
0)   ?L;D J>; I?=D?<?97DJ H?IA E< =;JJ?D= J>?I MHED= J>; I7<;H
9EKHI;?I<EHB7MO;HIJE9EDI?:;HJ>;CI;BL;IJE8;9EDJHEBB;HI?DJ>;?H
EMD H?=>J 8KJ J>?I B7D=K7=; IKFFEHJI J>; L?;M J>7J ?J MEKB: 8;
7FFHEFH?7J; JE KI; 7 :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED FHEJE9EB JE 7BBE97J; J>;I; HEB;I
7D: H;IFEDI?8?B?J?;I ?D CK9> J>; I7C; M7O J>; )+ :E;I <EH @E?DJ
9EDJHEBB;HI 

  )+CE@B1DEJ; 7HJ  7J 
  ?I9BEIKH; K?:;B?D;I CE@B1DEJ;7J 
  *55EDJHEBB;H(F?D?EDCE@B1DEJ;
7J <?D:?D=87HH?IJ;HIJE8;9EDJHEBB;HI 
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"J M?BB 8; <EH J>; F7HJ?;I ?D J>; <?HIJ ?DIJ7D9; JE 7=H;; M>7J
I;9KH?JOC;7IKH;I7H;H;GK?H;:8OJ>; )+:KH?D=J>;7H8?JH7J?ED 
->?IFHE9;IIE<7=H;;?D=H;7IED78B;:7J7I;9KH?JOC;7IKH;I?DLEBL;I7
H?IA7D7BOI?IE<J>;JOF;I7D:?CFEHJ7D9;E<J>;);HIED7BH8?JH7B7J7
8;?D=;N9>7D=;:J>;B7MI7FFB?978B;JEJ>;JH7DI<;H7D:FHE9;II?D=E<
J>;);HIED7BH8?JH7B7J7J>;9O8;HI;9KH?JOIOIJ;CI7D:97F78?B?J?;I
E< 7BB J>; H8?JH7B 7J7 KIJE:?7DI J>7J M?BB 8; H;9;?L?D= 7D:
FHE9;II?D= );HIED7B H8?JH7B 7J7 J>; H?IAI ?< J>; :7J7 M;H; JE 8;
;NFEI;: 5D3  0>;H; F7HJ?;I 7H; DEJ 78B; JE 7=H;; H;7IED78B; 7D:
FHEFEHJ?ED7J; :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED C;7IKH;I JH?8KD7BI M?BB 8; 7IA;: JE
7II?IJ?DJ>?IFHE9;II7D:KBJ?C7J;BOC7O8;H;GK?H;:JE?CFEI;IK9>
C;7IKH;IM>;H;7=H;;C;DJFHEL;I7BBKI?L; 
8  7J7&?D?C?P7J?ED
0>;D J>; )+ 7FFB?;I JE J>; );HIED7B H8?JH7B 7J7 8;?D=
FHE9;II;: :KH?D= 7D 7H8?JH7J?ED :7J7 C?D?C?P7J?ED ?I C7D:7JEHO 
->?I C7O ?D9BK:; :7J7 I9HK88?D= <EH H;B;L7DJ :7J7 7D: JE ;B?C?D7J;
I;DI?J?L;:7J77I7<?HIJIJ;F8;<EH;J>;:7J7?I;L;DFHE9;II;:<EHJ>;
7H8?JH7J?ED 7D: FEJ;DJ?7BBO FI;K:EDOC?P7J?ED E< J>; H;B;L7DJ :7J7
M>;H; <;7I?8B;  0?J> H;IF;9J JE :7J7 C?D?C?P7J?ED 0)  >7I
;NFB7?D;:?DJ>;9EDJ;NJE<.,:?I9EL;HOKD:;HJ>;)?H;9J?L;J>7J
->;H;?I7:KJOKFEDJ>;:7J79EDJHEBB;HI?DLEBL;:?DB?J?=7J?EDJE
J7A; IK9> IJ;FI 7I 7H; 7FFHEFH?7J; ?D L?;M E< J>; I;DI?J?L?JO E<
J>;:7J7?DGK;IJ?ED7D:E<7BJ;HD7J?L;IEKH9;IE<J>;?D<EHC7J?ED
JEB?C?JJ>;:?I9EL;HOE<F;HIED7B:7J7JEJ>7JM>?9>?IE8@;9J?L;BO
H;B;L7DJJEJ>;?IIK;I8;?D=B?J?=7J;: ->;H;7H;L7H?EKIIJ7=;IJE
J>?I <?BJ;H?D= 79J?L?JO ?D9BK:?D= :;J;HC?D?D= J>; ?D<EHC7J?ED J>7J
?IH;B;L7DJJEJ>;97I;J>;DCEL?D=EDJE7II;II?D=J>;;NJ;DJJE
M>?9> J>?I ?D9BK:;I F;HIED7B :7J7  (D9; F;HIED7B :7J7 >7I 8;;D
?:;DJ?<?;: J>; :7J79EDJHEBB;H MEKB: D;;: JE9EDI?:;H M>;J>;H?J
?I D;9;II7HO <EH 7BB E< J>; F;HIED7B :7J7 JE 8; FHE9;II;: EH <EH
;N7CFB;9EKB:?J8;FHE:K9;:?D7CEH;7DEDOC?I;:EHH;:79J;:
<EHC  0>;H; J>; ?:;DJ?JO E< J>; ?D:?L?:K7B :7J7 IK8@;9JYI ?I DEJ
H;B;L7DJJEJ>;97KI;E<79J?ED?DJ>;B?J?=7J?EDJ>;H;?IDED;;:JE
FHEL?:;IK9>?D<EHC7J?ED?DJ>;<?HIJ?DIJ7D9; !EM;L;H7J7B7J;H
IJ7=; ?J C7O 8; H;GK?H;: 8O J>; 9EKHJ M>?9> C7O =?L; H?I; JE

  *55 5 7 "O8;HI;9KH?JO)HEJE9EBCE@B1DEJ;
 *5575>5B1<<I )+CE@B1DEJ; H;9?J7B7J 
 *55 5 7 "O8;HI;9KH?JO)HEJE9EBCE@B1DEJ;
 )+ CE@B1DEJ; H;9?J7B

7HJ   
7HJ   
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7DEJ>;H V<?BJ;H?D=W FHE9;II "D CEIJ 97I;I ?J M?BB 8; IK<<?9?;DJ JE
FHEL?:; J>; F;HIED7B :7J7 ?D 7 FI;K:EDOC?I;: <EHC M?J>
?D:?L?:K7B?:;DJ?<?;HIEJ>;HJ>7DJ>;:7J7IK8@;9JYID7C; 
0>;DF;HIED7B:7J77H;D;;:;:J>;V<?BJ;H?D=W79J?L?JOI>EKB:8;
97HH?;: EKJ BE97BBO ?D J>; 9EKDJHO ?D M>?9> J>; F;HIED7B :7J7 ?I
<EKD: 8;<EH; J>; F;HIED7B :7J7 J>7J ?I :;;C;: JE 8; H;B;L7DJ JE
J>; B?J?=7J?ED ?I JH7DI<;HH;: JE 7DEJ>;H @KH?I:?9J?ED EKJI?:; J>;
. 

,F;9?7B 97J;=EHO :7J7 I>EKB: 7BIE 8; 9KBB;: 7D: DEJ FHE9;II;:
KDB;IID;9;II7HOJE:;9?:;J>;:?IFKJ; BJ>EK=>J>; )+7BBEMI
J>; JH7DI<;H E< I;DI?J?L; :7J7 M>;D D;9;II7HO <EH J>; ;IJ78B?I>C;DJ
;N;H9?I; EH :;<;DI; E< 7 B;=7B 9B7?C EDBO J>; B?C?J;: :7J7 J>7J ?I
:;;C;:JE8;D;9;II7HO<EHJ>7JFKHFEI;I>EKB:8;JH7DI<;HH;: I
:?I9KII;: 8;BEM :7J7 C?D?C?P7J?ED M?BB 7BIE 7H=K; ?D <7LEKH E< 7
97H;<KB 7FFB?97J?ED E< J>; " +KB;I JE B?C?J J>; 7CEKDJ E< :7J7
:?I9BEI;::KH?D=J>;7H8?JH7J?ED 
9  )I;K:EDOC?P;:);HIED7B7J7
0) >7IC7:;9B;7H?DJ>;?I9BEIKH; K?:;B?D;IJ>7J?JFH;<;HI
<EH :7J7 J>7J ?I =E?D= JE 8; FHE9;II;: :KH?D= 7 :?IFKJ; H;IEBKJ?ED
FHE9;IIJE8; FI;K:EDOC?P;: KI?D=79E:?D=IOIJ;C;IF;9?7BBOM>;H;
?JM?BB8;JH7DI<;HH;:JE7J>?H:9EKDJO )I;K:EC?P7J?ED?IM>;D:7J7?I
9E:;: IE J>7J J>; F;HIED7B :7J7 IK8@;9J ?I DEJ ?:;DJ?<?;: 8KJ ?D 7
C7DD;HIK9>J>7JJ>;:7J797DB7J;H8;:;9E:;: ->?IIOIJ;C7BBEMI
J>;:7J7JE8;C7J9>;:JEJ>;:7J7IK8@;9J?<D;;:;::KH?D=J>;7H8?JH7B
FHE9;II 8KJ 7J B;7IJ :KH?D= J>; ;7HBO IJ7=;I E< H;L?;M D7C;I MEKB:
DEJ8;?D9BK:;: )I;K:EDOC?P7J?ED:E;IDEJ<?JM;BBM?J>J>;7H8?JH7B
FHE9;II -;9>DEBE=OE<9EKHI;C7A;I FI;K:EDOC?P7J?EDFEII?8B;8KJ
7J79EIJ7D:?J?I:?<<?9KBJJEI;;>EM?JMEKB:MEHA;<<?9?;DJBO7D:
9EIJ;<<;9J?L;BO?DFH79J?9;=?L;DJ>;>?=>BO<79J:H?L;DD7JKH;E<J>;
7H8?JH7BFHE9;II )7HJ?;I7H;;NF;9J;:JEH;I?IJFI;K:EDOC?P7J?ED=?L;D
J>; :?<<?9KBJ?;I 7D: 9EIJ J>7J M?BB 8; ?DLEBL;:  0>?B; DEJ
:;J;HC?D7J?L; <79JEHI M;?=>?D= 7=7?DIJ H;GK?H?D= FI;K:EDOC?P7J?ED
KD:;H 7 FHEFEHJ?ED7B?JO IJ7D:7H: MEKB: ?D9BK:; J>7J J>; );HIED7B
H8?JH7B7J7;N9>7D=;:8;

  ?I9BEIKH; K?:;B?D;I CE@B1DEJ;  GKEJ?D=*?395D5&1D9?>1<5!>4ECDB95<<5
5B?C@1D91<5F , * 9CD ?EBD6?B* 9CD ?6!?G1 . ,    
  *5594 7J 
  *5594 
  *559>6B1,;9J?ED"/   8 
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x &?D?C?P;:7D:J7H=;J;:7JJ>;?IIK;I?D:?IFKJ;7IMEKB:
8;J>;97I;?<J>;"+KB;I:?I9KII;:8;BEM7H;7FFB?;:
97H;<KBBO
x ,9HK88;: JE ;B?C?D7J; 7DO I;DI?J?L; EH DEDH;IFEDI?L;
:7J77D:
x (H?=?D7BBO E8J7?D;: 8O J>; 7H8?JH7B F7HJO M?J> J>;
ADEMB;:=;7D:FH;<;H78BO9EDI;DJE<J>;:7J7IK8@;9JM>E
M7I FB79;: ED DEJ?9; E< J>; FEII?8?B?JO E< FHE9;II?D= <EH
:?IFKJ;H;IEBKJ?ED7JJ>;J?C;E<:7J79EBB;9J?ED 
:  7J7+;9J?<?97J?ED
->; )+ =H7DJI :7J7 IK8@;9JI VJ>; H?=>J JE E8J7?D <HEC J>;
9EDJHEBB;HM?J>EKJKD:K;:;B7OJ>;H;9J?<?97J?EDE<?D799KH7J;F;HIED7B
:7J79ED9;HD?D=>?CEH>;H -7A?D=?DJE799EKDJJ>;FKHFEI;IE<J>;
FHE9;II?D= J>; :7J7 IK8@;9J I>7BB >7L; J>; H?=>J JE >7L; ?D9ECFB;J;
F;HIED7B :7J7 9ECFB;J;: ?D9BK:?D= 8O C;7DI E< FHEL?:?D= 7
IKFFB;C;DJ7HO IJ7J;C;DJ W  ->?I H?=>J :E;I DEJ 9EDJ7?D 7D B;=7B
9B7?CI;N;CFJ?ED7D:>;D9;M?BB7FFBOJE?DJ;HD7J?ED7B9ECC;H9?7B
7H8?JH7J?EDKDB;IIL7B?:BO;N;CFJ;:8O7&;C8;H,J7J;B7M !EM;L;H
0)  >7I H;9E=D?P;: J>; J;DI?ED 8;JM;;D J>?I H?=>J 7D: J>;
H;GK?H;C;DJI E< :7J7 :?I9EL;HO ?D J>; 9EDJ;NJ E< :?I9BEIKH; <EH .,
B?J?=7J?ED7D:>7II7?:
4J5>;I;H?=>JI C7OEDBO8;H;IJH?9J;:   ED797I;8O97I;87I?I
<EH ;N7CFB; M>;H; ?J ?I D;9;II7HO JE FHEJ;9J J>; H?=>JI 7D:
<H;;:ECIE<EJ>;HI ->;0EHA?D=)7HJO?I9B;7HJ>7JJ>;H?=>JIE<
J>; 41D1 CE2:53D 3?>D9>E5 D? 5H9CD 4EB9>7 D85 <9D971D9?> @B?35CC
7D:J>;H;?IDE=;D;H7BM7?L;HE<J>;H?=>JIJE799;IIEH7C;D: 
"J I>EKB: 8; DEJ;: >EM;L;H J>7J J>?I H?=>J 9EKB: =?L; H?I; JE 7
9ED<B?9J M?J> J>; H;GK?H;C;DJI E< J>; B?J?=7J?ED FHE9;II JE H;J7?D
:7J77I7J7F7HJ?9KB7H:7J;?DJ?C;7D:7DO9>7D=;IM>?BIJEDBO
<EH 9EHH;9J?ED FKHFEI;I MEKB: >7L; J>; ;<<;9J E< 7BJ;H?D= J>;
;L?:;D9;?DJ>;B?J?=7J?ED 

I0) H;9E=D?P;:J>?IH?=>JJEH;9J?<OF;HIED7B:7J7J>7J>7I
8;;D IK8C?JJ;: 7I ;L?:;D9; ?D 7D ?DJ;HD7J?ED7B 7H8?JH7J?ED 9H;7J;I
J;DI?ED  "J J>;H;<EH; I;;CI KDKIK7B 7D: FHE8B;C7J?9 J>7J D;?J>;H
J>?IH?=>JDEHJ>;H?=>JJE:7J7JH7DIF7H;D9O?D9BK:;I7D;N;CFJ?ED<EH
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B;=7B 9B7?CI M>?9> 7H; ;N;CFJ;: <HEC J>; H?=>JI E< ;H7IKH; 7D: JE
FH;9BK:; :7J7 FHE9;II?D= 7D: M>?9>H7?I; I?C?B7HJ;DI?EDI  !EM;L;H
:7J7 IK8@;9JI 97D 8; H;GK?H;: JE ?D9BK:; 7 H7J?ED7B; <EH J>;
H;9J?<?97J?EDM>?9>MEKB:8;IK8C?JJ;:JEJ>;JH?8KD7B7I787I?I<EH
J>; H;9J?<?97J?ED  ->?I C;7DI J>; JH?8KD7B MEKB: 8; 7M7H; E< J>;
H;9J?<?97J?ED7D:8;78B;JEJ7A;?J?DJE799EKDJ?D?JI:;9?I?EDC7A?D= 
;  +?=>JIJEH7IKH;EHV+?=>JJE8;EH=EJJ;DW7D:JE+;IJH?9J
)HE9;II?D=
->; :7J7 IK8@;9J >7I J>; H?=>J JE H;GK;IJ ;H7IKH; E< >?I EH >;H
F;HIED7B:7J7 ->?IH?=>J?I7L7?B78B;M>;D
? FHE9;II?D= ?I DE BED=;H D;9;II7HO <EH J>; ?DJ;D:;:

FKHFEI;
?? J>;:7J7IK8@;9JM?J>:H7MI>?IEH>;H9EDI;DJ
??? J>;:7J7IK8@;9JE8@;9JIJEJ>;FHE9;II?D=7D:J>;H;7H;

DEEL;HH?:?D=B;=?J?C7J;=HEKD:I<EHJ>;FHE9;II?D=
?L J>;FHE9;II?D=?IKDB7M<KBEH
L ;H7IKH; ?I D;9;II7HO <EH 9ECFB?7D9; M?J> 7 B;=7B

E8B?=7J?ED 
"D 7::?J?ED JE ;H7I?D= J>; :7J7 M>;D 7 9EDJHEBB;H >7I C7:; J>;
F;HIED7B :7J7 FK8B?9 J>; 9EDJHEBB;H CKIJ J7A; H;7IED78B; IJ;FI
?D9BK:?D=J;9>D?97BC;7IKH;IJE?D<EHCJ>;9EDJHEBB;HIFHE9;II?D=J>;
:7J7 E< J>; :7J7 IK8@;9JYI H;GK;IJ JE ;H7I; J>?I F;HIED7B :7J7 
BJ;HD7J?L;BO 7 :7J7 IK8@;9J 97D 7BIE H;GK;IJ 7 H;IJH?9J?ED ED J>;
FHE9;II?D=E<>?IEH>;HF;HIED7B:7J7M>;D
? J>;:7J7IK8@;9J9EDJ;IJIJ>;799KH79OE<J>;:7J7
?? J>; FHE9;II?D= ?I KDB7M<KB 7D: J>; :7J7 IK8@;9J :E;I DEJ
M7DJJE;N;H9?I;J>;H?=>JJE;H7IKH;
??? J>; 9EDJHEBB;H DE BED=;H D;;:I J>; :7J7 <EH J>; FKHFEI;I E<
J>; FHE9;II?D= 8KJ J>; :7J7 IK8@;9J D;;:I J>; :7J7 JE :;<;D: 7
B;=7B9B7?CEH
?L ?<7:;9?I?EDED79ECFB7?DJBE:=;:8OJ>;:7J7IK8@;9J?I
F;D:?D= 
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"CFEHJ7DJBO J>; H?=>JI JE ;H7IKH; 7D: JE :7J7 FHE9;II?D=
H;IJH?9J?EDI M>?9> MEKB: 8; FHE8B;C7J?9 JE 7FFBO ?D J>; 9EDJ;NJ E<
?DJ;HD7J?ED7B 7H8?JH7J?ED 9EDJ7?D 7 B;=7B 9B7?CI ;N;CFJ?ED <EH
FHE9;II?D= J>7J ?I VD;9;II7HO <EH J>; ;IJ78B?I>C;DJ ;N;H9?I; EH
:;<;D9;E<B;=7B9B7?CI ->?IC;7DIJ>7JJ>;H?=>JIE<;H7IKH;7D:JE
FHE9;II?D= H;IJH?9J?EDI MEKB: DEJ 8; 7FFB?;: JE ?DJ;HD7J?ED7B
7H8?JH7J?ED M>;H; J>; :7J7 ?I :;;C;: VD;9;II7HOW JE J>; 9B7?CI EH
:;<;D9;I ->;GK;IJ?EDM?BB8;M>7J?I:;;C;:VD;9;II7HOWM>?9>?I
DEJ :;<?D;: 8O J>; )+ 7D: C7O 8; ?D<BK;D9;: 8O J>; 7FFB?978B;
&;C8;H,J7J;B7M7JB;7IJKDJ?BJ>;)J7A;I7L?;M 
<  7J7+;J;DJ?ED
7J7 H;J;DJ?ED ?I 7DEJ>;H 7H;7 M>;H; J>; )+ ?I :?<<?9KBJ JE
H;9ED9?B; M?J> ?DJ;HD7J?ED7B 7H8?JH7J?ED  H8?JH7J?ED ?I 7 >?=>BO <79J
:H?L;DFHE9;II7D:?D79ECFB;N97I;8EJ>I?:;IM?BBM7DJJEH;L?;M
J>; H;9EH: 7D: FHE9;II );HIED7B H8?JH7B 7J7 <EH J>; J?C; F;H?E: ?D
GK;IJ?ED  !EM;L;H 7J B;7IJ ?D J>; 9EDJ;NJ E< ., :?I9EL;HO E< .
F;HIED7B :7J7 0)  >7I J7A;D J>; L?;M J>7J KDB?C?J;: H;J;DJ?ED E<
:7J7<EHJ>;FKHFEI;E<B7J;H:?IFKJ;I<EH;N7CFB;KDJ?BJ>;IJ7JKJ;E<
B?C?J7J?EDI ;NF?H;I C7O 8; KDB7M<KB   FFBO?D= J>?I BE=?9 JE
7H8?JH7J?ED ?CFB?;I J>7J J>; D;;: JE >7L; 799;II JE :7J7 <EH 7 B7J;H
7H8?JH7J?ED?IKDB?A;BOJE8;7IK<<?9?;DJ87I?IED?JIEMDJEH;J7?D:7J7
BED=;H J>7D MEKB: EJ>;HM?I; H;7IED78B;   !EM;L;H J>; ?I9BEIKH;
K?:;B?D;IM;H;7:EFJ;:?DJ>;9EDJ;NJE<=;D;H7BB?J?=7J?ED:?I9EL;HO
?DJ>;.D?J;:,J7J;IM>?9>?IL;HO:?<<;H;DJJEJ>;CEH;B?C?J;::7J7
:?I9BEIKH; ?D ?DJ;HD7J?ED7B 7H8?JH7J?ED  KHJ>;HCEH; J>; :7J7
H;J7?D;:<EH7D?DJ;HD7J?ED7B9ECC;H?9?7B7H8?JH7J?EDMEKB:8;B?C?J;:
JE J>; :7J7 H;B7J;: JE J>; 9?H9KCIJ7D9;I IKHHEKD:?D= J>; 7=H;;C;DJ
9EDJ7?D?D= J>; IF;9?<?9 7H8?JH7J?ED 9B7KI;  0>;D J>;H; ?I 7 IF;9?<?9
7=H;;C;DJ 9EDJ7?D?D= 7D 7H8?JH7J?ED 9B7KI; H;J;DJ?ED E< J>; :7J7
H;B7J?D=JEJ>7J9EDJH79JC7O8;9EDI?:;H;:CEH;H;7IED78B;J>7DJ>;
=;D;H7BB?J?=7J?EDH?IA9EDI?:;H;:?DJ>;?I9BEIKH; K?:;B?D;I 
I 7 C7JJ;H E< FH79J?9; )+ 9ECFB?7D9; ?I B?A;BO JE
D;9;II?J7J;B?C?J?D=J>;:7J7H;J7?D;:JEJ>7JM>?9>?I9EDI?:;H;:JE8;
VD;9;II7HOW<EH7<KJKH;7H8?JH7J?ED 7J7H;J;DJ?EDJ>;H;<EH;C7OB;7:
JE :?IFKJ;I :KH?D= J>; 7H8?JH7B FHE9;II 7I F7HJ?;I DEJ IK8@;9J JE J>;
)+ C7O H;J7?D CEH; HE8KIJ :7J7 J>7D J>EI; 7FFBO?D= J>; )+
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7D: J>;H;<EH; M?BB >7L; CEH; 9EDJ;CFEH7D;EKI :7J7 7L7?B78B; JE
IKFFEHJ J>;?H 9B7?CI  (D J>; EJ>;H >7D: 9ECF7D?;I J>7J H;J7?D CEH;
:7J7C7O8;H;GK?H;:JE:?I9BEI;CEH;:7J7M>?9>J>;EJ>;HI?:;C7O
>7L; :;9?:;: DEJ JE H;J7?D ;?J>;H <EH IJH7J;=?9 EH B;=7B H;7IEDI
FEJ;DJ?7BBO?D9BK:?D=:7J7FHEJ;9J?EDH?IA ->?I?C87B7D9;M?BBD;;:JE
8; 7::H;II;: 7D: :;F;D:?D= ED J>; 9?H9KCIJ7D9;I C7O >7L; JE 8;
H;9J?<?;:JE;DIKH;:K;FHE9;II 
=  7J7-H7DIF7H;D9O"D9BK:?D=7J7)H?L79O'EJ?9;I
JJ>;J?C;:7J7?I9EBB;9J;:<HEC7:7J7IK8@;9JJ>;:7J7IK8@;9J
CKIJ 8; FHEL?:;: M?J> :;J7?B;: ?D<EHC7J?ED 78EKJ J>; C7DD;H 7D:
C;7DI 8O M>?9> J>; :7J7 M?BB 8; FHE9;II;: 7I :;I9H?8;: ?D J>;
)+ ,?C?B7HH?=>JI7JJ79>M>;DJ>;9EDJHEBB;H:?:DEJ9EBB;9JJ>;
:7J7 ?D J>; <?HIJ FB79; M>?9> E<J;D ?I J>; 97I; ?D ?DJ;HD7J?ED7B
7H8?JH7J?ED EH;N7CFB;J>;B7M<?HC:?:DEJEH?=?D7BBO9EBB;9JJ>;
:7J7 J>7J ?J 9EDJHEBI 7<J;H 7 F7HJO JH7DI<;HI :7J7 JE ?J <EH KI; ?D 7D
7H8?JH7J?ED  ->; I7C; ?I JHK; E< J>; 7H8?JH7JEHI  ECFB?7D9; M?J> J>;
JH7DIF7H;D9O H;GK?H;C;DJI E< J>; )+ E8B?=7J;I 7BB J>; 9EDJHEBB;HI
E<);HIED7BH8?JH7B7J7JE;DIKH;J>7J:7J7IK8@;9JIM>EI;F;HIED7B
:7J7 C7O 8O :?I9BEI;: 7I 7 F7HJ E< 7D 7H8?JH7J?ED 7H; FHEL?:;: M?J>
JH7DIF7H;DJ?D<EHC7J?ED9ECFBO?D=M?J>HJ?9B;I  7D: E<J>;
)+?D9BK:?D=7CED=EJ>;HJ>?D=IJ>;FKHFEI;7D:B;=7B87I?I<EH
J>;FHE9;II?D=J>;FEJ;DJ?7B<EHEH<79JE<7H8?JH7J?EDJ>;D7C;I7D:
:;J7?BI E< 7DO H;9?F?;DJ E< ;79> :7J7 IK8@;9JYI :7J7 >EM J>; :7J7
IK8@;9JYI :7J7 C7O 8; KI;: ?D J>; 7H8?JH7J?ED 7D: M>;J>;H :7J7
JH7DI<;H EKJI?:; J>; KHEF;7D .D?ED ?I 9EDJ;CFB7J;: 8O J>;
7H8?JH7J?ED  "D 7 9ECFB;N 7H8?JH7J?ED ?< 7FFB?;: B?J;H7BBO J>?I 9EKB:
C;7D FEJ;DJ?7BBO J;DI E< :7J7 9EDJHEBB;HI 8;?D= H;GK?H;: JE I;D:
CKBJ?FB; :7J7 FH?L79O DEJ?9;I JE FEJ;DJ?7BBO >KD:H;:I E< ?D:?L?:K7B
:7J7IK8@;9JID7C;:?DJ>;;L?:;D9; ,;H?EKI9ED9;HDI>7L;7BIE8;;D
H7?I;: 78EKJ :7J7 IK8@;9JI H;BO?D= ED J>;I; H?=>JI JE H;GK;IJ :7J7
H;B7J?D= JE J>; 9ED<?:;DJ?7B JH?8KD7B 9ECCKD?97J?EDI FEJ;DJ?7BBO
?D9BK:?D=:H7<J7M7H:I 
0)  >7I C7:; 9B;7H J>7J :7J7 IK8@;9J H?=>JI JE JH7DIF7H;DJ
?D<EHC7J?ED 78EKJ J>; FHE9;II?D= E< >?I EH >;H :7J7 799;II JE J>7J
:7J7 7D: J>; H?=>J JE H;9J?<O ?J 9EDJ?DK; JE 7FFBO JE :7J7 M>;D
FHE9;II;:<EHB?J?=7J?EDFKHFEI;IM>?9>I;;C?D=BOMEKB:7BIE?D9BK:;
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7H8?JH7J?ED  0?J> H;IF;9J JE J>; 799;II 7D: DEJ?9; H;GK?H;C;DJI
0)  I7?: J>7J V?D J>;9EDJ;NJ E< FH;JH?7B :?I9EL;HO 4JH7DIF7H;D9O5
MEKB: H;GK?H; 7:L7D9; =;D;H7B DEJ?9; E< J>; FEII?8?B?JO E< F;HIED7B
:7J78;?D=FHE9;II;:<EHB?J?=7J?ED 0>;H;J>;F;HIED7B:7J7?I79JK7BBO
FHE9;II;: <EH B?J?=7J?ED FKHFEI;I DEJ?9; I>EKB: 8; =?L;D E< J>;
?:;DJ?JO E< 7DO H;9?F?;DJI J>; FKHFEI;I E< J>; FHE9;II?D= J>;
97J;=EH?;IE<:7J79ED9;HD;:7D:J>;;N?IJ;D9;E<J>;?HH?=>JI W 
->;H;<EH; 7DO @KIJ?<?97J?ED <EH M?J>>EB:?D= IK9> DEJ?9; ?D J>;
7H8?JH7J?ED 9EDJ;NJ MEKB:I;;C?D=BO D;;: JE 8; IEC;J>?D= KD?GK;JE
7H8?JH7J?ED <EH ;N7CFB; 9ED<?:;DJ?7B?JO  !EM;L;H J>; )+
FHEL?:;IJ>7J9ED<?:;DJ?7B?JO97DEDBO8;787I?I<EHDEJFHEL?:?D=J>;
H;GK?I?J; :7J7 FH?L79O DEJ?9; M>;D VJ>; F;HIED7B :7J7 CKIJ H;C7?D
9ED<?:;DJ?7BIK8@;9JJE7DE8B?=7J?EDE<FHE<;II?ED7BI;9H;9OH;=KB7J;:
8O .D?ED EH &;C8;H ,J7J; B7M ?D9BK:?D= 7 IJ7JKJEHO E8B?=7J?ED E<
I;9H;9O W ->?I IJ7D:7H: M?BB JOF?97BBO DEJ 8; C;J 8O 7H8?JH7B
9ED<?:;DJ?7B?JO =;D;H7BBO 7BJ>EK=> ?J C7O 7FFBO JE 9EKDI;B M>E ?I
IK8@;9J JE B;=7B FH?L?B;=; 7D: JE J>; 7H8?JH7JEHYI :KJO E<
9ED<?:;DJ?7B?JO 
->; )+ FHEL?:;I J>7JEDBO ED; :7J7 FH?L79O DEJ?9; D;;:I JE
8;I;DJJE7:7J7IK8@;9J !EM;L;H?J:E;IDEJ;NFB7?D>EMJ>?II>EKB:
MEHA?DFH79J?9;M>;DJ>;H;7H;CKBJ?FB;9EDJHEBB;HI7BBE<M>EC7H;
FEJ;DJ?7BBO B?78B; 7I ?D J>; 97I; E< 7H8?JH7J?ED  0)  I;;C;: JE
:?<<;H;DJ?7J;8;JM;;DJ>;V9EDJHEBB;HWM>E>7:EH?=?D7BBO9EBB;9J;:J>;
F;HIED7B :7J7 ?DLEBL;: ?D J>; B?J?=7J?ED 7D:EJ>;HI B?A;J>;B7M <?HC
7D: J>; 9EKHJI 8KJ M?J>EKJ FHEL?:?D= 7DO <KHJ>;H =K?:7D9;  (D;
FEII?8?B?JO M>?9> ?I ?D:?H;9JBO IKFFEHJ;: 8O J>; ?I9BEIKH; 'EJ?9;
MEKB: 8; <EH J>; H8?JH7B 7J7 KIJE:?7DI JE 7=H;; ?D 7 :7J7
FHEJ;9J?EDFHEJE9EBJ>7JJ>;F7HJ?;I7IJ>;"D?J?7B7J7EDJHEBB;HIM?BB
FHEL?:; J>; JH7DIF7H;DJ ?D<EHC7J?ED 78EKJ J>; FHE9;II?D= ?D9BK:?D=
7DO H;GK?H;: :7J7 FH?L79O DEJ?9;I 7D: J>7J J>; EJ>;H I;9ED:7HO
9EDJHEBB;HIMEKB:H;BOEDJ>EI;DEJ?9;I &EH;EL;H7H8?JH7JEHI7D:J>;
?DIJ?JKJ?ED I>EKB: 8; ;N9BK:;: <HEC 7DO :KJO E< JH7DIF7H;D9O 7I ?J
H;B7J;IJEJ>;?DJ;HD7BMEHA?D=IE<J>;JH?8KD7B7D:?JI:;9?I?EDC7A?D=
<KD9J?ED 
->?I?I9EDI?IJ;DJM?J>J>;7FFHE79>J7A;DJE@E?DJ9EDJHEBB;HI?D
J>; )+7D:?II;DI?8B;7IJ>;"D?J?7B7J7EDJHEBB;HI7H;J>;EDBO
ED;IM>E>7L;7DOH;B7J?EDI>?FM?J>J>;:7J7IK8@;9JI !EM;L;HJ>?I
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MEKB: DEJ I;;C JE I>?;B: J>; EJ>;H I;9ED:7HO 9EDJHEBB;HI <HEC
B?78?B?JO M>?9> H7?I;I J>; GK;IJ?ED 7I J>; M>;J>;H J>; "D?J?7B 7J7
EDJHEBB;H I>EKB: FHEL?:; ?D:;CD?J?;I JE J>; EJ>;H H8?JH7B 7J7
KIJE:?7DI M>?9> 9EKB: 7BIE 8; ?D9BK:;: ?D 7 :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED
FHEJE9EB  "J I>EKB: 7BIE 8; DEJ;: J>7J ?D 97I;I ?DLEBL?D= ;NJ;DI?L;
H;9EH:IH;GK?H?D=:7J7FH?L79ODEJ?9;I<EH7BB:7J7IK8@;9JID7C;:?D
J>;;L?:;D9;?IDEJEDBO7I?=D?<?97DJ8KH:;D8KJC7O7BIE;<<;9J?L;BO
C;7D J>7J J>; 7H8?JH7J?ED ?I DE BED=;H 9ED<?:;DJ?7B 8;97KI; IE C7DO
F;HIEDI M?BB FEJ;DJ?7BBO 8; H;GK?H;:JE 8;?D<EHC;: M>?9> ?I <KHJ>;H
9ECFB?97J;: ?D I;DI?J?L; 97I;I M>;D J>; FHEL?I?ED E< DEJ?9; ?JI;B<
9EKB: 8; FHE8B;C7J?9 -H7DIF7H;DJ FHE9;II?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED ?D9BK:?D=
:7J7FH?L79ODEJ?9;I;N;CFB?<OJ>;FHE8B;CI9H;7J;:8O7FFBO?D=J>;
)+JE7H8?JH7J?ED78I;DJ7:;J7?B;:J>EK=>JJ>HEK=>I;JE<HKB;I<EH
>EMJ>?I?I=E?D=JEMEHA 
>  ->?H:EKDJHO-H7DI<;HI
->;J>?H:9EKDJHOJH7DI<;HH;IJH?9J?EDI7FFBOJE7DO:7J7JH7DI<;H
EKJI?:;J>;.E<);HIED7BH8?JH7B7J7:KH?D=7D7H8?JH7J?ED8OJ>;
H8?JH7B 7J7 KIJE:?7DI ?D9BK:?D= J>; F7HJ?;I 9EKDI;B 7H8?JH7JEHI
M?JD;II;I :7J7 7D7BOIJI EH J>; ?DIJ?JKJ?ED  KHJ>;HCEH; JH7DI<;H ?I
L;HO8HE7:BO?DJ;HFH;J;:JE?D9BK:;<EH;N7CFB;7DO:EMDBE7:?D=E<
7 :E9KC;DJ EH 7D ;C7?B M>?B; EKJI?:; J>; KHEF;7D .D?ED EH
97HHO?D= 7 B7F JEF IJEH?D= :E9KC;DJI 9EDJ7?D?D= );HIED7B H8?JH7B
7J7 EKJI?:; J>; KHEF;7D .D?ED  79> E< J>;I; JH7DI<;HI E< :7J7
EKJI?:;J>;KHEF;7D.D?EDH;GK?H;I 7B;=7B87I?I7D: 7:;GK7J;
I7<;=K7H:I   ->?I C;7DI J>7J M>;D H8?JH7B 7J7 KIJE:?7DI 7H;
?DLEBL;: ?D 7D 7H8?JH7J?ED J>7J 7H; DEJ ;IJ78B?I>;: ?D J>; KHEF;7D
.D?EDEH79EKDJHOM?J>7D7:;GK79O:;9?I?EDEHM>EMEKB:B?A;JE
799;II:E9KC;DJ<HECEKJI?:;J>;KHEF;7D.D?EDEH79EKDJHOM?J>
7D7:;GK79O:;9?I?ED?JM?BB8;D;9;II7HOJE7=H;;7<H7C;MEHA<EH
;N79JBO >EM 7D: ED M>7J 87I?I );HIED7B H8?JH7B 7J7 M?BB 8;
JH7DI<;HH;: ?D9BK:?D= &;CEH?7BI M?JD;II IJ7J;C;DJI ;L?:;D9;
;NF;HJ H;FEHJI 5D3   ->; 87I?I <EH JH7DI<;H C7O 8; :?<<;H;DJ <EH
:?<<;H;DJ H8?JH7B 7J7 EDJHEBB;HI 8KJ ?J ?I D;9;II7HO JE >7L; J>?I
;IJ78B?I>;:?D7:L7D9;E<JH7DI<;H 
/EBKDJ7HO :7J7 JH7DI<;HI 8;JM;;D J>; F7HJ?;I 7D: J>;?H 9EKDI;B
7D: 8;JM;;D EFFEI?D= 9EKDI;B M?BB E<J;D 8; KD:;HJ7A;D  M?J>EKJ
?DLEBL?D= J>; JH?8KD7B >EM;L;H ?J C7O 8; H;GK?H;: JE =?L; :7J7
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IK8@;9JI7D:J>;IKF;HL?IEHO7KJ>EH?JODEJ?9;E<J>;JH7DI<;H:;F;D:?D=
ED J>; B;=7B 87I?I ED M>?9> ?J ?I C7:;  EH JH7DI<;HI E< );HIED7B
H8?JH7B 7J7 EKJI?:; J>; KHEF;7D .D?ED ?DLEBL?D= J>; JH?8KD7B EH
J>; 7H8?JH7B ?DIJ?JKJ?ED ?J M?BB 8; D;9;II7HO JE C;CEH?7B?P; IK9>
JH7DI<;HI?D7FHEJE9EBEHEJ>;H:E9KC;DJJE8;I?=D;:8O7BBH8?JH7B
7J7KIJE:?7DIH;9;?L?D=EHI;D:?D=IK9>:7J7EKJI?:;J>;KHEF;7D
.D?ED ->?IM?BBB?A;BO?D9BK:;J>;B;=7B87I?I<EHJ>;JH7DI<;H7D:7DO
H;IJH?9J?EDI?CFEI;:EDJ>;FHE9;II?D=7I787I?I<EHJ>;JH7DI<;H 
?  7J7H;79>'EJ?<?97J?ED
->; )+ 9EDJ7?DI IJH?9J DEJ?<?97J?ED H;GK?H;C;DJI ?D J>; 97I;
E< 7 :7J7 8H;79> M>?9> 7H; B?A;BO JE 7FFBO JE 7BB H8?JH7B 7J7
KIJE:?7DI  7J79EDJHEBB;HI7H;H;GK?H;:JEDEJ?<O J>;IKF;HL?IEHO
7KJ>EH?J?;I E< V7 :7J7 8H;79> J>7J ?I B?A;BO JE H;IKBJ ?D 7 H?IA <EH J>;
H?=>JI7D:<H;;:ECIE<J>;:7J7IK8@;9JM?J>?D >EKHIE<:?I9EL;HO
E< J>; 8H;79> W   7J7 IK8@;9JI CKIJ 7BIE 8; DEJ?<?;: E< J>; 8H;79>
M?J>EKJ KD:K; :;B7O ?< J>; :7J7 8H;79> VFH;I;DJI 7 >?=> H?IA <EH J>;
H?=>JI 7D: <H;;:ECI E< ?D:?L?:K7BIW M>;H;7I?< J>; :7J78H;79> EDBO
FH;I;DJI C?=5 H?IA <EH ?D:?L?:K7BI EDBO J>; :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED 7KJ>EH?JO
M?BB D;;: JE 8; DEJ?<?;: 7D: DEJ J>; ?D:?L?:K7B :7J7 IK8@;9JI  ->;
:7J7 8H;79> DEJ?<?97J?ED CKIJ ?D9BK:; J>; 97KI; 7D: D7JKH; E< J>;
8H;79> ?< ADEMD 7D: H;9ECC;D:7J?EDI <EH >EM J>; FEJ;DJ?7BBO
7<<;9J;:?D:?L?:K7BI97DC?J?=7J;J>;H?IAIE<J>;8H;79> ->;8KH:;D
JEFHEL;J>;78I;D9;E<H?IA?D7:7J78H;79>H;IJIEDJ>;9EDJHEBB;H 
"J M?BB 8; L;HO ?CFEHJ7DJ JE 7=H;; KF<HEDJ ;N79JBO M>7J M?BB
JH?==;H 7 8H;79> DEJ?<?97J?ED 7D: J>; FHE9;II <EH >EM :7J7 8H;79>
DEJ?<?97J?EDIM?BB8;=?L;D7D:JEM>EC ->; >EKHJ?C;F;H?E:?I
<EHDEJ?<?97J?EDJEJ>;)M>?9>C;7DIJ>7J7I>EHJ;HJ?C;B?D;C7O
7FFBO ?< J>;H; 7H;?DJ;HC;:?7J; IJ;FI <EH ;N7CFB;DEJ?<?97J?ED8O 7D
7H8?JH7JEH 9EKDI;B ;NF;HJ EH ?DIJ?JKJ?ED E< 7 :7J7 8H;79> JE J>;
F7HJ?;IM>EM?BBJ>;DDEJ?<OJ>;IKF;HL?IEHO7KJ>EH?JO7D:FEJ;DJ?7BBO
J>; :7J7 IK8@;9JI 7<<;9J;:  ->; <?D;I <EH L?EB7J?D= J>; :7J7 8H;79>
DEJ?<?97J?ED H;GK?H;C;DJI7H; KF JE .Z C?BB?EDEH JME F;H9;DJ E<
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7DDK7B =BE87B JKHDEL;H =HEII H;L;DK; M>?9> 7H=K;I ?D <7LEKH E< 7
H?=EHEKI:7J78H;79>DEJ?<?97J?EDFEB?9O 
@  +?=>JJE7J7)EHJ78?B?JO
0>;D7:7J7IK8@;9J:?H;9JBOFHEL?:;I79EDJHEBB;HM?J>>?IEH>;H
F;HIED7B:7J7J>;:7J7IK8@;9JCKIJ8;78B;JEH;GK;IJ79EFOE<J>;
:7J7 9ED9;HD;: ?D 7 VIJHK9JKH;: 9ECCEDBO KI;: 7D: C79>?D;
H;7:78B;<EHC7JV<HECJ>;9EDJHEBB;H?<J>;:7J7M7IFHEL?:;:EDJ>;
=HEKD:I E< 9EDI;DJ EH 7 9EDJH79JK7B 7=H;;C;DJ 7D: ?I IK8@;9J JE
7KJEC7J;: FHE9;II?D=  ->?I 7BBEMI J>; :7J7 IK8@;9J JE ;7I?BO
JH7DIC?JJ>;FHE9;II;:F;HIED7B:7J7JE7DEJ>;H9EDJHEBB;HE<>?IEH>;H
9>E?9; M?J>EKJ >?D:H7D9; 8O J>; 9EDJHEBB;H J>7J 9EBB;9J;: J>; :7J7 ?D
J>;<?HIJFB79; "D?DJ;HD7J?ED7B7H8?JH7J?EDJ>?IH?=>JMEKB:FEJ;DJ?7BBO
7FFBOEDBOJEJ>;"D?J?7B7J7EDJHEBB;HM>EEH?=?D7BBO9EBB;9J;:J>;
:7J7 7D: JOF?97BBO MEKB: DEJ ?CF79J J>; FHE9;;:?D=I  ->; EJ>;H
H8?JH7B 7J7 KIJE:?7DI M?BB JOF?97BBO 8; DEJ 8; "D?J?7B 7J7
EDJHEBB;HIIK8@;9JJEJ>?IE8B?=7J?ED 
  !EMM?BB )+ECFB?7D9;"CF79JJ>;H8?JH7B)HE9;II7D:
!EM7D->?I8;&7D7=;:
7  7J7)HEJ;9J?ED)HEJE9EBI
7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED ?IIK;I I>EKB: 8; H7?I;: 7D: 7::H;II;: 7J J>;
;7HB?;IJFEII?8?B?JO:KH?D=J>;7H8?JH7BFHE9;IIJOF?97BBOJ>;FHE9;:KH7B
9ED<;H;D9; ?< DEJ 8;<EH;  ECFB?7D9; M?J> J>; H;GK?H;C;DJI
?CFEI;: 8O J>; )+ EH EJ>;H :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED H;=?C;I C7O
D;9;II?J7J; FKJJ?D= ?D FB79; 7 :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED FHEJE9EB EH EJ>;H
7=H;;C;DJ7JJ>;EKJI;JE<J>;7H8?JH7J?ED7::H;II?D=7DKC8;HE<:7J7
9ECFB?7D9; ?IIK;I 7<<;9J?D= DEJ EDBO J>; F7HJ?;I 8KJ ;L;HOED; M>E
FHE9;II;I );HIED7B H8?JH7B 7J7 :KH?D= J>; 7H8?JH7J?ED  ?L;D J>;
9?H9KCIJ7D9;I J>?I C7O J7A; J>; <EHC E< 7 F7HJO 7=H;;C;DJ 7
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IJ?FKB7J?ED EH JH?8KD7B EH:;H 7BB E< M>?9> M?BB 8; H;<;HH;: JE >;H;?D
<EH I?CFB?9?JO 7I V:7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED FHEJE9EBIW EH VFHEJE9EBIW 
;F;D:?D= ED J>; <79JI J>;I; FHEJE9EBI 7H; B?A;BO JE 9EL;H 7CED=
EJ>;H J>?D=I JH7DIF7H;DJ :7J7 FHE9;II?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED FEJ;DJ?7BBO
?D9BK:?D= :7J7 FH?L79O DEJ?9;I 9O8;HI;9KH?JO J>?H: 9EKDJHO :7J7
JH7DI<;HI :7J7 8H;79> DEJ?<?97J?EDI 7D: J>; 7BBE97J?ED E<  HEB;I 7D:
H;IFEDI?8?B?J?;I M?J> H;IF;9J JE 9ECFB?7D9; M?J> J>; :7J7 IK8@;9JYI
EJ>;H H?=>JI    ->;I; FHEJE9EBI M?BB JOF?97BBO 8; I?=D;: 7D:
9ED<?HC;: 8O ;L;HOED; H;9;?L?D= );HIED7B H8?JH7B 7J7 :KH?D= J>;
9EKHI; E< J>; 7H8?JH7J?ED JE ?DIKH; 9ECFB?7D9; 7D: M?BB E<J;D ?CF79J
J>;J7A?D=E<;L?:;D9;  
"J ?I FH;<;H78B; <EH J>; F7HJ?;I JE 7=H;; 7 H;7IED78B; :7J7
FHEJ;9J?ED FHEJE9EB J7A?D= ?DJE 9EDI?:;H7J?ED J>; L?;MI E< J>;
7H8?JH7JEHI7D:J>;?DIJ?JKJ?EDJ>7JM?BB7BIE>7L;JE7FFBOJ>;C  ->?I
FHE9;IIE<7=H;;?D=7:7J7FHEJ;9J?EDFHEJE9EB?DLEBL;IKD:;HIJ7D:?D=
J>; 7FFB?978B; :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED B7MI J>; JOF;I 7D: ?CFEHJ7D9; E< J>;
:7J7 8;?D= ;N9>7D=;: J>; 9O8;HI;9KH?JO IOIJ;CI 7D: 97F78?B?J?;I E<
7BBJ>;H8?JH7B7J7KIJE:?7DIJ>7JM?BB8;H;9;?L?D=7D:FHE9;II?D=
);HIED7B H8?JH7B 7J7 J>; H?IAI?< J>; :7J7 M;H;JE 8;;NFEI;: 5D3 
0>;H; F7HJ?;I 7H; DEJ 78B; JE 7=H;; H;7IED78B; :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED
C;7IKH;I JH?8KD7BI M?BB 8; 7IA;: JE 7II?IJ ?D J>?I FHE9;II 7D:
KBJ?C7J;BOJE:;9?:;M>;H;7=H;;C;DJ?IDEJFEII?8B; 
->?I?I<KHJ>;H?CF79J;:8OJ>;<79JJ>7JJ>;" K?:;B?D;I7D:
EJ>;H HKB;I 7D: FHEJE9EBI FEJ;DJ?7BBO 7FFB?978B; JE :7J7 :?I9BEIKH; ?D
?DJ;HD7J?ED7B 7H8?JH7J?ED :E DEJ ;NFH;IIBO 7::H;II >EM J>; :7J7
FHEJ;9J?EDHKB;IC7O?CF79J7D7H8?JH7J?EDDEH:EJ>;:7J7FHEJ;9J?ED
HKB;I ?D9BK:?D= J>; )+ 9EDJ7?D ;NFH;II FHEL?I?EDI 7::H;II?D=
J>;?H 7FFB?97J?ED JE ?DJ;HD7J?ED7B 7H8?JH7J?ED  0>?B; ;79> I;J E< HKB;I
C7O 9EDJ7?D FHEL?I?EDI J>7J 9EKB: 8; KI;: JE H;9ED9?B; J>; JME
IOIJ;CI J>;O 7H; DEJ ;NFB?9?J 78EKJ J>;?H H;B7J?EDI>?F JE ;79> EJ>;H 
-EB;7L;J>?I<EH797I;JE97I;:;J;HC?D7J?ED7BBEMI<EHJ7?BEH?D=J>;
FHE9;II=?L;DJ>;CKBJ?JK:;E<9ED<B?9J?D=HKB;I7FFB?978B;JE7H8?JH7B
:?I9BEIKH; 7D: :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED MEHB:M?:;  !EM;L;H ?J 7BIE 9H;7J;I
I?=D?<?97DJ KD9;HJ7?DJO 7D: B;7L;I F7HJ?;I ;NJ;HD7B 9EKDI;B
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?DIJ?JKJ?EDI7D:7H8?JH7JEHIM?J>J>;KD;DL?78B;J7IAE<9EDI?:;H?D=?D
;79>97I;>EMJ>;:7J7FHEJ;9J?EDHKB;IC7OB?C?JJ>;M7OI?DM>?9>
J>;O 97D =7J>;H FHE9;II KI; JH7DI<;H 7D: FHEJ;9J );HIED7B H8?JH7B
7J77D:J>;C;7DI8OM>?9>J>;H?=>JI=H7DJ;:JE:7J7IK8@;9JIM?BB
8;9ECFB?;:M?J> 
"D FH79J?9; :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED FHEJE9EBI M?BB 8; 7=H;;: JE >;BF
C7N?C?P; 7H8?JH7B ;<<?9?;D9O M>?B; C?D?C?P?D= :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED H?IAI 
->?I?I7>?=>BO97I;IF;9?<?9;DGK?HO7D:?IB?A;BOJEB;7:JE:?<<;H;DJ
HKB;I8;?D=7FFB?;:?D;79>97I;7D:M?J>?DJ>;I7C;97I;<EH:?<<;H;DJ
H8?JH7B7J7KIJE:?7DI7D:;L;D8;JM;;D:7J7I;JI KJ?<FHEF;HBO
7D7BOI;:;7HBO?DJ>;FHE9;IIH;7IED78B;9ECFB?7D9;C;7IKH;I97D8;
FKJ ?D FB79; JE C?D?C?P; J>;I; H?IAI M?J>EKJ I?=D?<?97DJBO ?CF79J?D=
J>; 7H8?JH7B FHE9;II  KHJ>;H M>?B; ?J ?I 8;OED: J>; I9EF; E< J>?I
HJ?9B; JE 7::H;II B?78?B?JO J>; FHEJE9EB C7O D;;: JE ?D9BK:;
?D:;CD?<?97J?EDFHEL?I?EDIM>;H;J>;EH?=?D7B:7J7FHE9;IIEHI7=H;;JE
9ECFBO M?J> J>; :7J7 IK8@;9J H?=>JI <EH ;N7CFB; :7J7 JH7DIF7H;D9O
FEJ;DJ?7BBO?D9BK:?D=:7J7FH?L79ODEJ?9;IED8;>7B<E<EJ>;HH8?JH7B
7J7KIJE:?7DI<EH;N7CFB;J>;?DIJ?JKJ?ED7D: EHJ>;7H8?JH7JEHI 
->?I?I9EDI?IJ;DJM?J>J>;7FFHE79>7:EFJ;:8OJ>;"+KB;I 
0>?B; DEJ 7::H;II?D= :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED IF;9?<?97BBO J>; " +KB;I
FHEL?:;?DJ>;D;MBO7::;:HJ?9B; J>7J
 ->;H8?JH7B-H?8KD7BI>7BB9EDIKBJJ>;)7HJ?;I7JJ>;;7HB?;IJ
7FFHEFH?7J; J?C; ?D J>; FHE9;;:?D=I 7D: ?DL?J; J>;C JE 9EDIKBJ
;79> EJ>;H M?J> 7 L?;M JE 7=H;;?D= ED 7D ;<<?9?;DJ ;9EDEC?97B
7D:<7?HFHE9;II<EHJ>;J7A?D=E<;L?:;D9; 
 ->; 9EDIKBJ7J?ED ED ;L?:;DJ?7HO ?IIK;I C7O 7::H;II J>;
I9EF;J?C?D=7D:C7DD;HE<J>;J7A?D=E<;L?:;D9;?D9BK:?D=

9 J>; H;GK?H;C;DJI FHE9;:KH; 7D: <EHC7J 7FFB?978B; JE J>;
FHE:K9J?EDE<E9KC;DJI
: J>; B;L;B E< 9ED<?:;DJ?7B?JO FHEJ;9J?ED JE 8; 7<<EH:;: JE
;L?:;D9;?DJ>;7H8?JH7J?ED7D:
; J>; FHECEJ?ED E< ;<<?9?;D9O ;9EDECO 7D: 9EDI;HL7J?ED E<
H;IEKH9;I?D9EDD;9J?EDM?J>J>;J7A?D=E<;L?:;D9;  

->; (<<?9?7B ECC;DJ7HO ED J>; " +KB;I ;NFB7?DI J>7J J>;
7::?J?EDE<7C7D:7JEHO9ED<;H;D9;ED;L?:;DJ?7HO?IIK;I;7HBO?DJ>;
FHE9;;:?D=IM7I?DJ;D:;:JE7::H;IIJ>;D;;:IFEI;:8O?D9H;7I?D=BO
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B7H=; 7D: 9ECFB;N 7H8?JH7J?EDI JE ;DIKH; J>7J ;L?:;DJ?7HO ?IIK;I 7H;
7::H;II;:?D7C7DD;HJ>7JFHECEJ;I;<<?9?;DJ7D:<7?HFHE9;;:?D=I  
->;?J;CIB?IJ;:<EH:?I9KII?ED7H;DEJ?DJ;D:;:JE;N>7KIJ?L;  ->;
;NJ;DJ JE M>?9> :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED ?IIK;I C7O ?CF79J J>; J7A?D= E<
;L?:;D9; <?JI M?J>?D J>; JOF;I E< ?IIK;I JE 8; 7::H;II;: ;7HBO 7D: ?<
J>; F7HJ?;I :E DEJ FKJ J>?I ED J>; 7=;D:7 <EH J>; FHE9;:KH7B
9ED<;H;D9; J>; JH?8KD7B I>EKB: :E IE 7I J>; :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED HKB;I
FEJ;DJ?7BBO 7FFBO JE J>; JH?8KD7B ?JI;B< 7D: EJ>;H H8?JH7B 7J7
KIJE:?7DI 8;OED: J>; F7HJ?;I 7D: JE 7LE?: IKHFH?I;I B7J;H  "D
7::?J?ED JE C?D?C?P?D= =;D;H7B :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED H?IA J>?I FH79J?9;
<EIJ;HI 9ECFB?7D9; 7D: ;D9EKH7=;I :7J7 FHEJ;9J?ED 9ED9;HDI JE 8;
LE?9;: 7J J>; EKJI;J H7J>;H J>7D B7J;H ED ?D J>; FHE9;;:?D=I <EH
;N7CFB; ?D H;IFEDI; JE 7 :?I9BEIKH; H;GK;IJ M>?9> 9EKB: 9H;7J;
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Introduction
This ICCA/IBA Roadmap to Data Protection in International Arbitration seeks to provide a
framework for arbitration professionals to better understand how data protection and privacy
principles may affect their activities and what obligations they may have in the context of an
arbitration.
While the details of data protection regulation are complex, the underlying principles are not
and arbitration professionals and parties should be aware of those principles and to manage
each arbitration in a manner that is consistent with them.
The goal of data protection legislation is to protect the privacy of individuals by reducing the
volume of personal data that is processed, including in arbitration, and by ensuring that only
necessary personal data is processed in a secure manner, during as limited a time frame as
possible in light of the purpose of the processing.
This Roadmap aims at fostering a better understanding of data protection principles within the
arbitration community in a user-friendly manner with references to checklists and source
materials in the Annexes, and with further detail on the main concepts in the Explanatory Notes.
a. Why should you care?
Every participant in an arbitration who has access to personal data (including the parties, their
counsel, arbitral institutions, arbitrators, experts, vendors and service providers (e-discovery
experts, information technology professionals, court reporters, translation services, etc.)
referred to as “Arbitral Participants”) should consider for each individual case whether any
data protection laws may apply and if so, what that means for them and for the conduct of the
arbitration.
It goes beyond the scope of this Roadmap to survey the hundreds of data protection laws in
force around the world today. Instead, the General Data Protection Regulation 1 (“GDPR”) is
used in this Roadmap as the reference to explain how data protection may have an impact on
an arbitration. We chose the GDPR because:
x
x
x
x
x

it is the most comprehensive and most onerous data protection regulation in force to
date;
the European approach is widely drawn upon by jurisdictions outside the EU as a basis
for their laws, and, as a result, is quickly becoming a global standard;
it is likely to apply to you either as matter of law or contract whenever you are involved
in an arbitration with any EU nexus (whether through the parties, the institution, other
arbitrators, witnesses, experts or otherwise);
when it does apply, the GDPR applies broadly to virtually every action (or inaction) in
a typical arbitration; and
it imposes serious potential fines, civil liability (which may be joint and several),
criminal penalties, and should also be taken into account for the purposes of ensuring
that an arbitral award is enforceable.

1

Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of
natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data, and repealing
Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation), OJ L 119, 4.5.2016, p. 1.
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For your reference, Annex 8 contains a table including a non-exhaustive list of references to
some of the national and regional data protection laws of importance to arbitration.
b. What does data protection mean for arbitration?
Although many of the principles underlying the GDPR regime previously applied both in the
EU and to arbitration under the Data Protection Directive, the entry into force of the GDPR in
May 2018 has put a spotlight on the importance of data protection in arbitration [see
Explanatory Note 1].
As a result, the users and providers of arbitration services are becoming increasingly aware of
their obligations, and data subjects of their rights, whenever personal data is processed,
including in the context of arbitrations. This increased awareness comes with increased risk of
enforcement and supervision efforts of the regulatory authorities, with potential for noncompliance can add up to 4% of global gross revenue or EUR 20 million, whichever is higher
[see Explanatory Note 1].
The need for compliance with the GDPR has led companies, which are the primary users of
arbitration services, throughout the EU and elsewhere to review their data collection, retention,
processing and security policies. For the same reason, all arbitration professionals need to do
the same and consider what data they process, where, by what means, with which data security
measures, and for how long.
Arbitration plays a major role in the administration of justice in cross-border disputes.
Moreover, the processing of personal data (by means of communication, as well as
documentary and witness evidence) is an essential component of the arbitral process. The
consensual nature of arbitration, the independence of arbitral decision-making and the secrecy
of deliberations are fundamental tenets of the arbitration process. Applying the GDPR to
arbitration therefore requires balancing the rights and obligations contained in the GDPR with
the fundamental rights of defence and due process at stake in every arbitration (Art. 24).
Each arbitration case is different in nature and the application of the GDPR to an arbitration
and its participants depends on numerous factors, including (among others) where the Arbitral
Participants are established, whether they engage in targeting EU data subjects, where the
relevant data is located, where the administering institution is based, and whether the applicable
national data protection law(s) contain any relevant exemption or derogation.
The fact-specific application of the GDPR to an arbitration makes it impossible for this
Roadmap to provide one-size-fits all solutions. It is the responsibility of every individual
Arbitral Participant to ascertain in relation to each arbitration in which he/she is involved what
data protection obligations apply and what measures should be taken to comply with those
obligations and what risks they face if they don’t comply. These are individual responsibilities
with individual liability. GDPR violations may result in exposure to administrative fines, civil
and/or criminal liability and further sanctions and may even put the enforceability of an award
at risk.
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c. The structure and limitations of the Roadmap
None of the EU institutions, supervisory authorities or courts have directly addressed the
application of the GDPR to arbitration. This Roadmap attempts to fill the void by identifying
the issues that may arise when the GDPR’s provisions are applied in the arbitration context.
This Roadmap identifies solutions that may be considered to ensure that the processing of
personal data in arbitration is undertaken in a manner that is consistent with both the GDPR and
the parties’ fundamental due process rights.
The main source of guidance referred to in this Roadmap are the provisions of the GDPR itself,
as well as its recitals. While there is no specific guidance about how data protection applies in
arbitration, the European Data Protection Board (the “EDPB”) and its predecessor, the Article
29 Working Party (the “Working Party”), have provided useful general guidance about the
privacy principles addressed in this Roadmap, which is also referred to herein. Moreover, recent
ECJ decisions are important reminders that the ECJ interprets EU data protection laws very
broadly, which is worth bearing in mind when applying the GDPR in concrete cases. 2
This Roadmap is intended to serve as a concise reference to foster Arbitral Participants’
understanding of the application of data protection principles in arbitration. The Roadmap is
accompanied by:
x
x

a set of Annexes, providing practical information, a glossary, checklists and references
aimed at enabling Arbitral Participants to apply data protection principles in the practice
of arbitration; and
a set of Explanatory Notes, providing greater detail on the issues identified in the
Roadmap and examples with references to resources the Arbitral Participants may want
to refer to.

The entirety of the Roadmap, its Annexes and Explanatory Notes will necessarily be a living
document. On the date of publication of its first edition [month] 2019, there simply is no
regulatory guidance or EU case law on the question as to whether and how the GDPR applies
in arbitration. It is hoped that over time the supervising authorities and courts will provide
clarity on the implications of the GDPR for each category of Arbitral Participants and for the
arbitral process as a whole.
It bears noting that the Roadmap consistently refers to the EU, while the scope of application
of the GDPR extends to the European Economic Area (EEA), which encompasses in addition
to the EU Member States also Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway. However, as the EU is a
notion that is commonly understood worldwide, this Roadmap refers to the EU instead of the
EEA, but read EEA.
Lastly, nothing in this Roadmap, its Annexes or the Explanatory Notes can be taken as legal
advice. This Roadmap provides information and resources to enable Arbitral Participants to
more easily understand their obligations. However, compliance with the applicable data
protection regulations in a particular case remains the responsibility of each individual Arbitral
Participant. Arbitral Participants should seek legal advice with respect to their compliance with
data protection law in the specific circumstances of their data processing, where appropriate.
2

See Case C-210/16 Wirtschaftsakademie Schleswig-Holstein ; Case C-25/17 Tietosuojavaltuutettu ; CJEU
rules on joint controllership – what does this mean for companies?
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I.

GDPR FOR ARBITRATION IN A NUTSHELL
a. Broad Territorial Scope

The GDPR applies to the processing of personal data:
(i)

in the context of the activities of an establishment of a controller or a processor in
the EU; or

(ii)

where the processing activities are related to the offering of goods or services in the
EU (regardless of residence or citizenship) (Art. 3) 3.

Where even one Arbitral Participant is established in the EU or targets data subjects in the EU,
regard must be had to the GDPR by all other Arbitral Participants.
An establishment implies stable arrangements, therefore, in deciding whether the data
processing takes places within the context of an EU establishment, the first question is whether
the data processor or controller undertakes activities in the EU through stable arrangements,
and, if so, whether the data processing activities at issue are being carried out in the “context”
of those activities. If the answer to both questions is affirmative, those data processing activities
are covered by the GDPR wherever they take place in the world.
Where the data processing does not taken place in the context of an EU establishment, the
second question is whether it “relates” to the offering of a service that was targeted to EU data
subjects. If that test is met, the data processing and all related data processing is also subject to
the GDPR.
Lastly, even where the GDPR does not apply as a matter of law, its main provisions may still
apply as a matter of agreement, which agreement is required before data can be transferred
outside the EU to entities or individuals who are not subject to the GDPR. This leads to
significant scope creep, even beyond the already broad territorial reach of the GDPR.
b. Broad Subject Matter Scope
The GDPR applies whenever:
(i)

“personal data” is

(ii)

“processed”

during activities falling within its broad territorial scope or as a matter of agreement. Both of
these concepts are broadly defined and would cover most activities in the context of a typical
arbitration.
“Personal data” under the GDPR means any information relating to a natural person who can
be directly or indirectly identified from that information (Art. 4). It is irrelevant to the GDPR’s
application that the personal data is contained in a business-related document (such as work
3

Unless otherwise stated, all references to Articles and Recitals are to the GDPR.
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files, emails, lab notebooks, agreements, construction logs, etc.). Information that is clearly
about someone is also likely to constitute personal data. That includes opinions or assessments
(for example, as to their credibility as a witness), whether subjective or objective, true or false.
The notion of personal data under the GDPR is much wider than the US concept of Personally
Identifiable Information (PII), and a substantial portion of information exchanged during a
typical international arbitration contains data that qualifies as personal data in the sense of the
GDPR [see Explanatory Note 5].
Understanding the concept of “personal data” is key to understanding how the GDPR operates
in practice because each individual “data subject” is granted significant rights, which rights
potentially apply to everyone who is identified or could be identified from the documents and
evidence submitted in an arbitration. It is then the obligation of virtually everyone who has
access to that personal data not only to comply with the GDPR, but also to be able to
demonstrate compliance [see Explanatory Notes 15 - 17].
The GDPR imposes a set of rules and other obligations that must be complied with whenever
personal data is “processed.” “Data processing” is defined broadly in the GDPR to include not
only active steps such as collecting, using and disseminating data, but also passive operations
such as receiving, holding, organising and storing data. The GDPR equally applies to
electronically processed information, as well as to the manually processed data of paper files
(Rec. 15). Most activities undertaken in a typical arbitration constitute processing [see
Explanatory Note 6].
The GDPR thus attaches serious rights and obligations to information that may not traditionally
have been thought of in arbitration as confidential or sensitive and to a broad range of activities
encompassing most of what occurs during a typical arbitration.
As a result, whether or not the GDPR applies and what its effect is in a specific case is
something that should systematically be addressed and considered in any arbitration with any
EU nexus at all, even if ultimately, it is determined that the GDPR has no application in that
particular case.
c. Compliance Standards
The GDPR imposes different obligations on Arbitral Participants, depending on whether they
qualify as a (1) data controller, (2) data processor or (3) joint controller. [Link EN 13]
1. Primary Responsibility of Data Controller
The primary obligation for compliance and for demonstrating compliance with the GDPR rests
on the controller of the personal data, which is defined by the GDPR as “the natural or legal
person, public authority, agency or other body which, alone or jointly with others, determines
the purposes and means of the processing of personal data” (Art. 4(7)).
A data controller is the person who decides why and how personal data is processed. The
Working Party illustrated the point by reference to the following hypothetical:
A barrister represents his/her client in court, and in relation to this mission, processes
personal data related to the client's case. The legal ground for making use of the
necessary information is the client’s mandate. However, this mandate is not focused on
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processing data but on representation in court, for which activity such professionals
traditionally have their own legal basis. Therefore, that barrister is to be regarded as an
independent ‘controller’ when processing data in the course of the legal representation
of his/her client.
The data protection supervisory authority for the United Kingdom, the Information
Commissioner's Office (“ICO”), similarly concluded that solicitors who determine how data
will be processed, qualify as data controllers. [Link EN 13]
It is expected that the same approach would be applied to most Arbitral Participants, with the
possible exception of data analysts.
2. Delegation to Data Processor
Data controllers can delegate the processing of data under their control to a data processor,
which is defined as “a natural or legal person, public authority, agency or other body which
processes personal data on behalf of the controller” (Art. 4(8)).
Under the GDPR, data controllers can only engage data processors who commit to comply with
its terms in an enforceable agreement established in accordance with the GDPR (Art. 28).
A data processor has independent responsibility (and attendant liability) for compliance with
the GDPR’s requirements for data security and data transfer and for notifying the data controller
in the case of data breach.
In determining whether an Arbitral Participant can be classified as a data processor, the question
will be whether the Arbitral Participant:
(1)
(2)
(3)

acts under the instruction of a data controller in undertaking their tasks;
does not decide the purpose of the data processing; and
is retained under a GDPR-compliant data processing agreement.

Whether this standard is met, for example, by data analysts and other e-discovery professionals
will depend on who takes the decisions with respect the purpose and means of any and all
processing and will be influenced by number of factors, such as whether a GDPR-compliant
data processing agreement has been entered into and to whom in their contractual relationship
the decision-making power is allocated as to the purpose of the processing.
[Link EN 13]
3. Joint Controllers
In addition to data controllers and data processors, there is the third category of joint controllers,
in which Arbitral Participants may potentially find themselves. Joint controllers are those who
jointly determine the “purpose and means” of the data processing.
Joint controllership may arise without formal agreement both between independent data
controllers and between data processors and data controllers if they are considered to determine
jointly the “purpose and means” of processing.
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Under the GDPR, each of the joint controllers is responsible for protection of data and they are
jointly and severally liable for any data protection violation. Data subjects have the right to seek
compensation from joint controllers in the same way as from any independent controller. Each
joint controller is liable vis-à-vis the data subject for the entire damage caused by the processing,
unless they can prove that they are not in any way responsible for the event giving rise to the
damage. The arrangement made between controllers is irrelevant in relation to the data subject,
although it may allow the joint controller to seek compensation from the other joint
controller(s). In addition, joint controllers are each fully accountable to the regulatory
authorities for any failure to comply with their responsibilities.
Whether Arbitral Participants can be considered joint controllers involves a factual assessment,
which turns on whether they can properly be considered to determine jointly the “purpose and
means” of processing. It appears from recent ECJ case law that the notion of joint controllership
is broadly interpreted.
The possibility of Arbitral Participants becoming jointly responsible for data protection and the
risk of being exposed to joint and several liability in case of violation, emphasizes the
importance of compliance with the GDPR for every Arbitral Participant subject to its terms
during every arbitration in which the GDPR applies.
[Link EN 14]
d. Key Obligations
Data controllers, including during an arbitration, are required to comply with the following six
principles (Art. 5 GDPR), namely to ensure that all personal data is:
a. processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent manner in relation to the data subject
(“lawfulness, fairness and transparency”);
b. collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes and not further processed in a
manner that is incompatible with those purposes (“purpose limitation”);
c. adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes for which
they are processed (“data minimisation”);
d. accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date, meaning that every reasonable step must be
taken to ensure that personal data that are inaccurate, having regard to the purposes for
which they are processed, are erased or rectified without delay (“accuracy”);
e. kept for no longer than is necessary for the purposes for which the personal data are
processed (“storage limitation”);
f. processed in a manner that ensures appropriate security of the personal data, including
protection against unauthorised or unlawful processing and against accidental loss,
destruction or damage, using appropriate technical or organisational measures (“integrity
and confidentiality”). [Link EN 15]
These principles are then implemented through the other provisions of the GDPR. Data
controllers are required both to comply with the GDPR and to be able to demonstrate that they
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have complied [Link EN 17] (Art. 24). Moreover, data controllers are instructed to apply a riskbased approach to compliance. [Link EN 16].
The following Section II of the Roadmap describes how each of these principles as implemented
through the other provisions of the GDPR may apply in the arbitration context.
e. Derogations
The GDPR provides for specific areas, in respect of which Member States are expressly allowed
to derogate from its terms. Some Member States have relied on these provisions to exempt
certain data and data processing during out-of-court proceedings from coverage in their
legislation.
Analysis of the application of data protection in the context of an arbitration may therefore
require a consideration of Member State law. [Link EN 3] For example, Ireland has relied on
the right to exempt “judicial proceedings” and “the enforcement of civil law claims” to also
exempt out-of-court proceedings from the application of most of the data subject rights imposed
by the GDPR (Art. 23). No other Member State has adopted such a broad exception for out-ofcourt procedures, although, the revised Swiss Data Protection Act (Switzerland being an
adequacy country) purports to exempt arbitration altogether.
The GDPR also includes a broad right for Member States to derogate with respect to employee
data, which is also likely to have an impact on international arbitration.
[Link EN 2]
f. Supervision and sanctions
The GDPR provides that in each Member State, an independent supervisory authority will
ensure consistent application and enforcement of the GDPR in its territory, handle complaints
from data subjects, conduct investigations and adopt standard contractual clauses for data
transfers.
Data subjects have the right to complain to the supervisory authority of their country of
residence for a rights violation by an Arbitral Participant. The Arbitral Participant can in turn
request that the matter be dealt with by its lead supervisory authority. If the lead supervisory
authority declines to address the matter, any competent supervisory authority has jurisdiction.
For cross-border data processing within the EU, a lead supervisory authority is entrusted with
the enforcement of the GDPR on data controllers having their sole or main establishment in that
country. Complaints can be raised with the lead supervisory authority or with any “supervisory
authority concerned.” Only one decision should be reached on any issue, but which authority
renders that decision depends on the circumstances, with deference typically to the lead
supervisory authority, if it so requests.
The supervisory authorities also have investigative powers to carry out data protection audits,
to order the controller to disclose information and notify the controller of any alleged
infringements. They further have corrective powers to issue warnings and reprimands, order
the controller or processor to comply with a data subject’s requests, impose a temporary ban on
processing, suspend data flows to third countries, and impose administrative fines (Art. 83).
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In the exercise of their supervisory powers, authorities can impose administrative fines of up to
the higher of EUR 20 million or 4% of an undertaking’s world-wide revenue for the violation
of most the GDPR’s provisions (Arts. 5 to 7, 9, 12 to 22 and 44 to 49) and to the higher of EUR
10 million or 2% of an undertaking’s world-wide revenue for lesser violations (Arts. 8, 11, 25
to 39, 42 and 43). It is unlikely that insurance will be available for such fines, although the
position is not yet clear.
The GDPR requires Member States to impose criminal penalties for infringements of the GDPR
that are not subject to administrative fines. The GDPR further provides that every individual
who wants to enforce compliance or has suffered material or non-material damage from an
infringement of the GDPR also has the right to bring proceedings against a controller or
processor before the courts of the Member State where the data subject resides or where the
controller or processor is established (Art. 79).
A data subject also has the right to a remedy before Member State courts against a supervisory
authority for a decision rendered or the prolonged inactivity of a supervisory authority.
Under the GDPR data controllers no longer need to register with the supervisory authority in
the place where they are established. However, in some countries, like the UK, data controllers
have to identify themselves and pay an annual fee.
Furthermore, if an entity does not have an EU establishment but engages in targeting data
subjects in the EU, it may need to designate in writing a representative in the EU (Art. 27). Any
supervisory authority within the EU has regulatory authority over such an entity without the
need to defer to a lead supervisory authority.
The GDPR exempts “courts acting in their judicial capacity” from the jurisdiction of the
supervisory authority, in favour of supervision by the Member State courts. In Spain, the
Constitutional Court held that arbitration is a “jurisdictional equivalent” and a similar finding
was made in an old German case. 4 What that means for data protection remains to be seen,
although it could be that in those countries, the processing of personal data by arbitrators, when
acting in their judicial authority, could be subject to the jurisdiction of the same authority that
supervises data processing by the courts (instead of the ordinary supervisory authority). [Link
EN 2]

4

See Judgement 1/2018, of 11 January 2018 of the Plenary of the Spanish Constitutional Court. [German case to
be added].
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II.

APPLICATION OF THE GDPR TO ARBITRAL PROCEEDINGS

With that whistle-stop tour of the GDPR in mind, the remainder of the Roadmap considers how
the GDPR may affect Arbitral Participants either before, during, or after an arbitration. It is
organized around the life cycle of an arbitration case. It should be considered together with the
Annexes, which contain templates for certain data protection notices and non-exhaustive
checklists of issues that parties, counsel, institutions and arbitrators may want to consider in
establishing whether the GDPR applies to them and the arbitration proceedings.
a. Processing outside of a specific arbitration
Like everyone else, Arbitral Participants covered by the GDPR should bear in mind that they
will have general obligations under the GDPR that apply to all their data processing activities
regardless of any involvement in a specific arbitration. These obligations include adopting
GDPR-compliant data security measures, data breach procedures and ensuring that data
transfers are lawful.
Virtually all EU-based Arbitral Participants will be data controllers with respect to at least some
personal data they process. Insofar as they are data controllers, they are obliged to ensure that
the data processing is lawful, and that data subjects rights are complied with. This will often
include providing a publicly and easily accessible GDPR-compliant data privacy notice, for
example on their website, to put data subjects on notice of the processing of their data, and
putting in place a mechanism to comply with data subjects’ right requests. Annex 2 provides a
checklist of issues that Arbitral Participants subject to the GDPR should consider generally with
respect to data protection compliance.
To avoid repetition, these issues are addressed below in the context of arbitral proceedings.
However, it is important to keep in mind that they will often apply independent of specific
proceedings because of the nature of Arbitral Participants’ general activities.
b. Planning arbitration proceedings
Data protection should be considered from the time the arbitration agreement is drafted through
to the enforcement of any award (and beyond in relation to any potential subsequent disputes).
Annex 3 provides a checklist of data protection issues that parties and their counsel may want
to consider prior to the commencement of an arbitration.
It is important to be reminded again that whenever any Arbitral Participant is covered by the
GDPR, this potentially impacts the entire arbitration. This is because anyone with an EU
establishment or that targets EU data subjects will need to comply with the GDPR for their own
data-related activities during the course of the arbitration, even if no one else is covered.
Furthermore, compliance with those obligations will require them to ensure that whenever data
is transferred it is subject to the main provisions of the GDPR either by law or by agreement.
This stresses the importance of raising data protection early in the process. [Link to EN 13]
Arbitration Agreement. Parties should consider whether to address data protection laws
expressly when drafting their arbitration agreement. This could include, for example, a general
obligation to comply with applicable data protection laws, especially where some of the parties
to the agreement are established in the EU but others are not. It is also worth considering
specific language addressing data transfer and legitimate purposes for processing.
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Choice of Institution. The choice of institution may be affected by data protection rules as the
activities of institutions established in the EU are subject to the GDPR to the extent that the data
processing takes place in the context of those activities, whereas institutions outside the EU or
organized under international law (like the PCA and ICSID) may not be subject to the GDPR
themselves, although the parties to their cases may be. This can create data transfer and other
challenges. For example, when parties covered by the GDPR agree to arbitration supervised by
institutions established outside the EU, they should consider how data transfer will be achieved
and potentially discuss with the institution whether it would be possible to put in place standard
contractual clauses should a claim arise. The same issues will arise when EU institutions assign
cases to their offices outside the EU or when cases are brought before the PCA or ICSID.
Choice of Arbitrator. Like the choice of institution, the choice of arbitrator may be impacted
by data protection rules because the activities of arbitrators established in the EU are subject to
the GDPR, whereas those from outside the EU may not be, which can create data transfer and
other challenges in transferring data to non-EU arbitrators who are not subject to the GDPR.
This means that when parties subject to the GDPR select arbitrators or agree on chairs not
otherwise subject to the GDPR, they should address in advance whether the arbitrators are
willing to enter into standard contractual clauses as a means of facilitating data transfer.
Institutions subject to the GDPR may want to do the same when making arbitral appointments.
Vendor Selection and Management. Vendors may be selected based on their location and ability
to assist the Arbitral Participants in complying with their obligations under the GDPR. Vendors
will typically want to put in place arrangements that are consistent with being a data processor
in the sense of the GDPR, in which case the data controller engaging that vendor should be
aware that it is responsible for its compliance.
Preparing the Claim. When a dispute arises, the first thing that parties and their counsel
typically do is to review the facts, which requires going back through the chain of events that
led to the dispute. This often involves reviewing emails and other contemporary evidence of
the relevant events. This evidence, which almost always contains personal data, was typically
not created for the purpose of bringing a claim but rather in the ordinary course of business.
The personal data would now be collected and processed for the secondary purpose of
considering a potential arbitration claim.
Under the GDPR, Arbitral Participants are required to ensure that personal data is processed in
compliance with the principles of purpose limitation and data minimisation.
Purpose limitation means that Arbitral Participants who collect and process personal data only
process it for specific and legitimate purposes that have been notified to the data subject. Where
personal data is processed to prepare for an arbitration (or during an arbitration) by Arbitral
Participants who did not originally collect the data, the processing for the arbitration should not
be incompatible with the initial purpose, as notified to the data subject (Art. 5(1)(b)). This
means that all Arbitral Participants should consider the original purpose of the processing, as
notified to the data subject, and take a view as to whether processing for the arbitration is
compatible with that original purpose. If this is not the case, an additional notice would be
required notifying the data subject of the new purpose.
[Link EN 18]
Data minimisation requires that the amount and type of personal data processed is adequate,
relevant and limited to what is necessary for the purpose of the processing. In the context of
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arbitration, the Working Party has suggested that data minimization is likely to require the
culling of data before it is used as well as the redaction thereof in order to eliminate unnecessary
personal data.
[Link EN 19]
These requirements may be applied, together with the legitimate interests standard, requiring
the processing of data in the context of preparing for an arbitration (or during an arbitration) to
be minimized to what has been notified to the data subject and required to comply with that
interest. These issues arise both in preparing the claim and in responding to disclosure requests.
Data Mapping. Data mapping in the arbitration context involves determining where the data
that would form the basis for the claim (and the defence) is located and where it would need to
be transferred for purposes of the arbitration. This process allows parties and their counsel to
develop a strategy to minimise the necessary transfers, and to put in place appropriate
safeguards. For example, where data transfer to countries without adequate safeguards is
required and it is not feasible to put in place appropriate safeguards, parties and counsel may
be required to review, cull and potentially redact personal data in the EU before transferring a
more limited data set to parties outside the EU.

c. Data Protection Principles Applicable During Arbitral Proceedings
1. Lawfulness of the Processing of Personal Data, Sensitive Data and
Data Transfers
Based on the principle that every individual has the right to decide whether to allow, and to
exercise control over, the processing of his/her personal data, the GDPR prohibits the
processing of personal data of any data subject, unless specifically permitted on the basis of one
of the legal grounds set forth in the GDPR. [Link EN 7]
Moreover, additional requirements apply to the processing of data that is considered sensitive
and to data transfers outside of the EU.
Each of these principles applies separately, so, for example, the transfer of sensitive data outside
the EU must comply with three separate sets of rules – (i) personal data processing, (ii) sensitive
data processing and (iii) data transfer.
Furthermore, when the requirements are met to allow data processing and transfer, the
processing must then comply with the mandatory rules the GDPR establishes.
i.

Lawfulness of Processing Personal Data

Every data controller, including in the arbitration context, must have a lawful basis for
processing the personal data under its control, and must state in its data protection notice what
the lawful basis is.
The decision as to which legal basis applies is highly fact driven and case specific. The premise
of the GDPR is that the processing of personal data by a third party (including during an
arbitration) is prohibited unless expressly allowed by the GDPR, which is important to an
understanding of how the GDPR operates and how it applies to international arbitration.
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The GDPR contains no express provision allowing processing for arbitration purposes, which
means that arbitral data processing will need to be justified under one of the permissible bases
set forth in the GDPR.
The decision as to which basis applies is not straightforward. It is highly fact driven and case
specific.
The GDPR allows processing the processing of personal data where informed consent has been
obtained, but informed consent (which would need to be from the “data subjects” themselves
rather than the Arbitration Participant who provides the personal data, if different) is difficult
to obtain and easy to withdraw, which makes the application of this lawful basis for processing
in the context of an arbitration problematic.
The lawful basis for the processing of personal data that appears best suited to arbitration is the
legitimate interest of the data controller (in this case the Arbitral Participant) in processing the
personal data, except where such interests are overridden by the interests or fundamental rights
and freedoms of the data subject which require protection of personal data” (Art. 6(1)(f)).
This approach has been supported by the Working Party, which has taken the view that the
processing of personal data in order to establish legal claims and defenses does fall within the
legitimate interest of the data controller when the processing of the personal data is necessary
to make out those claims or defenses, although this is not stated in the GDPR.
Where a data controller relies upon its legitimate interest as the lawful basis for processing,
including in the arbitration context, it should do a legitimate interest analysis as a basis for
identifying and relying on the particular interest in the first place and update that analysis during
the course of the processing to ensure that the interest in question still applies to the data
processing.
ii.

Lawfulness of Processing of Sensitive Data

The GDPR applies special rules for the processing of “special category data” which is data
revealing “racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, or trade
union membership, and the processing of genetic data, biometric data for the purpose of
uniquely identifying a natural person, data concerning health or […] a natural person's sex life
or sexual orientation” (Art. 9). For example, this may include photographs on witness
statements or any health information.
The lawful processing of special category data requires a lawful basis for the processing of the
personal data plus a separate lawful basis for the processing of the sensitive data.
Processing of special category data is allowed based on express informed consent, which is a
higher bar than described above for informed consent and accordingly has even more pitfalls
(Art. 9(2)(f)).
Another lawful basis for processing special category data is where “necessary for the
establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims or whenever courts are acting in their judicial
capacity”, which is likely to be best suited for processing special category data for arbitration.
[Link EN 7]
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The GDPR refers in several places to processing which is “necessary for the establishment,
exercise or defence of legal claims.” [Link EN 12] In determining what this means, it bears
noting that Recital 111 of the GDPR states that the legal claim necessity is not limited to court
or judicial proceedings but also applies in “administrative or any out-of-court procedure,
including procedures before regulatory bodies.”
The notion of “out-of-court procedure” is not defined in the GDPR, but could be construed as
encompassing arbitration and other forms of ADR. In an opinion issued in the context of
transfers outside the EU, the EDPB indicated that:
The combination of the terms “legal claim” and “procedure” implies that the relevant
procedure must have a basis in law, including a formal, legally defined process, but is not
necessarily limited to judicial or administrative procedures (“or any out of court
procedure”). 5
According to the EDPB, the word “necessary” requires “a close and substantial connection
between the data in question and the specific establishment, exercise or defense of the legal
position.” 6 ECJ case law (on the Data Protection Directive) indicates that the concept of
“necessity” must be given its own independent meaning in EU law, to fully reflect the objectives
of data protection legislation. 7 [Link EN 12]
iii.

Lawfulness of Data Transfers

The GDPR establishes rules for transfers of personal data to third countries by all Arbitral
Participants (whether data processors or data controllers), which apply during the arbitration
process. The EU aim of subjecting data transfers to limitations is, in general, to ensure that data
is always sufficiently protected, and that the rights of data subjects in relation to their data are
not prejudiced by transfer out of the EU.
Before a data processor or controller can transfer personal data outside the EU, including during
an arbitration, there must be a legal basis for the data transfer in addition to the lawful basis for
processing. It is important to note that transfer is broadly interpreted to include, for example,
any downloading of a document or an email while outside the EU.
In the context of an arbitration, data transfer often triggers Arbitral Participants to consider data
protection. Whenever any Arbitral Participant is subject to the GDPR, they will have to
determine a lawful basis for transfer before sending any materials outside the EU.
The GDPR allows third country data transfers where:
x
x

the country has been deemed by the European Commission to provide adequate data
protection;
the data controller or data processor has put in place “appropriate safeguards” to
protect the data by one of the means expressly prescribed by the GDPR; or

5

Guidelines 2/2018 on derogations of Article 49 under Regulation 2016/679, European Data Protection
Board, (2018) (“DraftTerritorial Guidance”).
6
Id.
7
See Case C-524/06 Heinz Huber v. FRG [2008] ECR I-9705.
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x

where one of a list of specified derogations apply, including where the processing is
“necessary for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims” provided that the
transfer can be considered as “occasional” (Arts. 45-49).

Regardless of the means employed by a party to transfer personal data outside the EU, the
recipient of the data must be required by law or by agreement to apply adequate protections to
the data after its transfer, including the main principles of the GDPR (Art. 44). [FN]
In the arbitration context, it is important to recall that international organisations such as the
Permanent Court of Arbitration, the World Bank and the International Court of Justice, which
are established under international law or by an agreement between countries, are treated as
though they are outside the EU (Art. 4(26) defining international organisations, Art. 46(1)
addressing transfers to international organisations). This means that transfer to such
organizations will require compliance with the data transfer rules.
The Working Party has indicated that the exceptions allowing data transfers follow a cascade
approach, as follows:
x

First, transfer may take place if there is an adequacy decision, allowing data transfers to
the relevant country;

x

Second, if data is to be transferred to a country without an adequacy decision, one of
the expressly listed “adequate safeguards” must be put in place where feasible;

x

Third, in case there is no adequacy decision and adequate safeguards are not feasible
either, a specific derogation can be relied on; and

x

Lastly, if none of the express derogations is applicable, a party may rely on its
“compelling legitimate interests” as a basis for transfer, but this is a high standard and
requires notification to the data subjects and the supervisory authority.

The same requirements apply to “onward transfers” from the first recipient of a data transfer to
a third party, even if the two are established in the same third country unless that country is
covered by an adequacy decision (Recital 101).
This means that where feasible, the data transfer rules require Arbitral Participants to enter into
appropriate safeguards before a transfer is made outside the EU to a country without an
adequacy decision.
One of the appropriate safeguards are the so-called standard contractual clauses developed by
the EU. These standard clauses must be adopted verbatim to provide a valid legal basis for
transfer. By entering into standard contractual clauses, the non-EU entity agrees to be bound by
the main provisions of the GDPR as a condition of the transfer.
Where standard contractual clauses or other appropriate safeguards are not feasible, a
derogation may be relied upon for transfer if express consent has been obtained or where the
transfer is “necessary” for establishing, exercising or defending a legal claim, as discussed in
the previous Section. Transfers under the legal claims derogation must also be occasional which
means that they “may happen more than once, but not regularly, and would occur outside the
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regular course of actions.” 8 The standard for occasional transfers may be hard to meet in
arbitrations.
The GDPR also requires the application of all third country transfer provisions in a manner that
“ensure[s] that the level of protection of natural persons guaranteed by this Regulation is not
undermined” (Art. 44). The Working Party has reiterated that when a derogation is relied on for
transfer, safeguards must be put in place to ensure that the processing is carried out with an
adequate level of protection and the data subject rights are not circumscribed (Art. 44). This is
not required as an additional step where standard contractual clauses are put in place because
the clauses themselves accomplish this.
The application of the data transfer provisions taken as a whole support the of standard
contractual clauses as a basis for data transfers in the context of arbitral proceedings, if
appropriate.
[Link EN 8]
2. Cybersecurity requirements
The GDPR requires all Arbitral Participants, including both data processors and data
controllers, to apply adequate physical and cyber security whenever they process personal data,
failing which they risk fines and other enforcement action.
The GDPR requires data controllers and processors to implement appropriate technical and
organisational measures to ensure a “level of security appropriate to the risk” (Art. 32). This
means that whenever the GDPR applies to personal data processed in an arbitration, adequate
data security is mandatory. However, the GDPR does not define the security measures that are
required for compliance.
Article 5(1)(f) of the GDPR concerns the “integrity and confidentiality” of personal data. It
establishes the principle that personal data shall be “processed in a manner that ensures
appropriate security of the personal data, including protection against unauthorised or
unlawful processing and against accidental loss, destruction or damage, using appropriate
technical or organisational measures.”
Article 32(1) and (2) of the GDPR provides that the following measures are required to secure
all data covered by its terms:
1. Taking into account the state of the art, the costs of implementation and the nature,
scope, context and purposes of processing as well as the risk of varying likelihood
and severity for the rights and freedoms of natural persons, the controller and the
processor shall implement appropriate technical and organisational measures to
ensure a level of security appropriate to the risk, including inter alia as appropriate:
a. the pseudonymisation and encryption of personal data;
b. the ability to ensure the ongoing confidentiality, integrity, availability and
resilience of processing systems and services;
c. the ability to restore the availability and access to personal data in a timely
manner in the event of a physical or technical incident;
8

See Draft Territorial Guidance supra note 5.
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d. a process for regularly testing, assessing and evaluating the effectiveness of
technical and organisational measures for ensuring the security of the
processing.
2. In assessing the appropriate level of security account shall be taken in particular of
the risks that are presented by processing, in particular from accidental or unlawful
destruction, loss, alteration, unauthorised disclosure of, or access to personal data
transmitted, stored or otherwise processed.
Therefore, in deciding what data security measures to apply, Arbitral Participants should apply
a risk based approach.
In the context of an arbitration, each Arbitral Participant including both data controllers and
data subjects are required to ensure that their own data security meets the requirements of the
GDPR. The GPR imposes no obligation to police the data security measures of other Arbitral
Participants, provided the other Arbitral Participants are either subject to the GDPR or have
entered into appropriate safeguards as a condition of data transfer. The Standard Contractual
Clauses address data security, as should any appropriate safeguards entered into for the
purposes of a data transfer under a derogation.
Important initiatives have been undertaken towards ensuring cybersecurity in international
arbitration. These include the Debevoise & Plimpton Protocol to Promote Cybersecurity in
International Arbitration launched in 2017, the ICCA/NY Bar/CPR Cybersecurity Framework
for International Arbitration (2019) and the IBA Cybersecurity Guidelines (2018). While none
of these initiatives address the data security requirements of the GDPR directly, they provide a
useful resource for applying a risk-based analysis to cybersecurity, and the ICCA/NY City
Bar/CPR Cybersecurity Framework for International Arbitration further provides a structure
for how data protection may be addressed in international arbitration.
[Link to EN 11]
3. Notification requirements
Unless an exemption applies, the GDPR requires data privacy notices to be provided both by
the data controller that originally collects the personal data from the data subject, and by those
that receive the personal data subsequently. Most Arbitral Participants fall in the second
category. This means that unless exempted, each of the Arbitral Participants will need to
provide a notice to all data subjects whose personal data is processed during an arbitration.
Arbitral Participants who do not collect the data but receive from others, which will often be
the case in an arbitration (with the exception of the parties), are not required to provide notice
where:
x
x
x
x

the individual already has the information;
providing the information to the individual would be impossible;
providing the information to the individual would involve a
disproportionate effort;
providing the information to the individual would render impossible or
seriously impair the achievement of the objectives of the processing;
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x
x

the data controller is required by law to obtain or disclose the personal data;
or
the data controller is subject to an obligation of professional secrecy regulated
by EU or EU Member State law that covers the personal data.

[Link to EN 21]
While many of the exceptions to the notification requirement are potentially applicable to
secondary processing by Arbitral Participants, especially when the arbitration is confidential,
each Arbitral Participant will need to decide this on a case-by-case basis. Views may differ
based on where the Arbitral Participant is established, where the personal data was collected,
where the data subjects are located and where the data is processed.
One possibility, which has been implicitly supported by the Working Party would be for the
Arbitral Participants to agree that the party that originally collected the data will provide the
necessary information to the data subjects and that the other, secondary, processors would rely
on those notices and potentially receive indemnities. 9 However, in deciding whether this is
appropriate in the context of a specific arbitration, Arbitral Participants should consider that it
could increase the risk of a finding of joint controllership, and that care should be taken to
minimise the risk of creating a joint controllership that would not otherwise exist, given the
potential of joint and several liability of the joint controllers. [Link to EN 14]
Many Arbitral Participants, including parties, law firms and institutions, will already have in
place data protection policies and procedures, including data protection notices, with respect to
their activities, some of which may address dispute resolution specifically. Other Arbitral
Participants, for example independent arbitrators and smaller institutions, may be adopting data
protection notices addressing their case work for the first time. Annex 5 provides the structure
of a data protection notice for consideration by institutions, and Annex 6 for arbitrators, but
notices are highly fact specific and require careful consideration and tailoring to each Arbitral
Participant's activities and needs.
4. Data retention and destruction
Data retention and destruction are considered forms of processing under the GDPR. The GDPR
requires data controllers, including Arbitral Participants, to notify the data subject at the time
of data collection of the applicable retention periods or the basis on which those retention
periods will be calculated, with the aim of reducing the period during which data is processed.
Arbitral Participants will need to consider what data retention period is reasonable in light of
the purpose of the processing, including the arbitration itself and the enforcement of any award,
as well as any attendant processing in light of, for example, undertaking conflict checks and
complying with legal and regulatory obligations.
Parties should keep in mind that potential future use in an arbitration or other legal proceedings
may not be a sufficient basis for parties to retain data beyond an otherwise reasonable period of
time.
9

The most relevant of the Working Party guidance for our subject is the Working Document on Pre-trial Discovery
for Cross Border Civil Litigation, (Article 29 Data Protection Working Party, 00339/09/EN WP 158, 2009)
(endorsed by the EPDB) (referred to as the “Document Disclosure Guidance”).
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Article 5(1)(e) of the GDPR provides that personal data be:
[K]ept in a form which permits identification of data subjects for no longer than is
necessary for the purposes for which the personal data are processed; personal data may
be stored for longer periods insofar as the personal data will be processed solely for
archiving purposes in the public interest, scientific or historical research purposes or
statistical purposes …(‘storage limitation’).
To demonstrate compliance with this principle, organizations with more than 250 employees
may need to establish and document standard retention periods for different categories of
information held, a system for ensuring they are complied with, and for periodically reviewing
retention. Smaller firms, chambers and independent arbitrators will need to be able to
demonstrate compliance but will not need to comply with Article 30 (keeping records of
processing activities) unless they are engaged in high risk processing. However, they will still
be required to regularly review the data held, and to delete (or anonymise) any personal data no
longer required for processing.
This means that when deciding how long it can be retained, Arbitral Participants should
consider their stated purpose for the processing of the personal data in question. Arbitral
Participants can retain personal data for as long as required for the lawful purpose relied on for
processing.
Arbitral Participants should also consider whether they need to keep a record of the relationship
with the individual once that relationship ends. The data controller may need to keep some
information so that it can confirm that the relationship existed – and that it has ended – as well
as some of its details. This could apply, for example, for future conflict checks.
Arbitral Participants should also consider any legal or regulatory requirements, for example,
for income tax and audit purposes.
The bottom line is that Arbitral Participants, like all data controllers, should take a proportionate
approach, balancing their needs with the impact of retention on the data subject. This means
that data controllers, including Arbitral Participants, should:
x
x
x
x

keep personal data for only as long as required;
be able to justify how long they keep personal data, which will depend on the purposes
for holding the data;
periodically review the data held, and erase or anonymize it when they no longer need
it; and
carefully consider any challenges to their retention of data.

[Link EN 22]
5. Data breach notification
The GDPR contains strict notification requirements in the case of a data breach, which are likely
to apply to all Arbitral Participants (Arts. 33-34) during the course of the arbitration, subject to
any exemptions under national law.
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Data controllers are required to notify the supervisory authorities of “a data breach that is likely
to result in a risk for the rights and freedoms of the data subject within 72 hours of discovery
of the breach” (Arts. 33-34).
Data subjects must also be notified of the breach without undue delay if the data breach
“presents a high risk for the rights and freedoms of individuals.” If the data breach only presents
“some risk” for individuals, only the data protection authority will need to be notified and not
the individual data subjects (Arts. 33-34). The data breach notification must include the cause
and nature of the breach (if known) and recommendations as to how the potentially affected
individuals can mitigate the risks of the breach. The burden to prove the absence of risk in a
data breach rests on the data controller (Arts. 33-34). Even where no notification is required, a
record of the breach must be kept.
A data breach is the most obvious manner in which arbitration may come to the attention of the
supervisory authorities or trigger data subject claims. Considering the tight time lines and large
fines, it will therefore be important for Arbitral Participants to consider in advance, before any
breach occurs, exactly what will trigger a breach notification and the process for how data
breach notifications will be given, by whom and to which authority. Given the impact that data
breach may have on the arbitration process, it will be useful for Arbitral Participants to consider
in advance how they will be addressed and whether coordination would be helpful.
[Link EN 21]
6. Insurance and indemnities
A personal data breach or other GDPR violation can be expensive. There will be costs involved
in investigating and remedying the causes and, to the extent necessary, in notifying and
corresponding with the supervisory authorities and affected data subjects. In the event of harm,
civil liability may be incurred and damages may have to be paid. In addition, of course, there is
the possibility that a regulator or court may impose a regulatory fine.
Hence, it is unsurprising that there are insurance products available, which might help Arbitral
Participants mitigate relevant risk. Cover may also be available as part of, or as an add-on to,
professional liability insurance of lawyers and others. At this relatively early stage and in the
absence of any real claim experience, it is difficult for insurers properly to quantify the risk,
and as a result, premiums may vary substantially.
An important point is that there is some debate about whether regulatory fines can be insured
against. That is clearly a matter for the relevant national law, but in many jurisdictions,
insurance against fines is illegal, or contrary to morals or public policy. It is therefore not
uncommon for policies to be sold on the basis that they will cover fines “to the extent allowed
by law”.
The application of the GDPR to arbitration creates interlinking obligations, and the potential
for joint and several liability in the case of joint controllership. As a result, it is important to
consider the use of indemnities to allocate and minimize those risks. While there may be
arguments against the enforceability of indemnities to pay fines levied against another Arbitral
Participant, it would still be prudent to have such clauses in place.
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d. Applying Data Protection Principles During Arbitral Proceedings
Data protection issues can arise at any stage between the start and the conclusion of an
arbitration. From the moment that a file (containing personal data) is sent to an arbitrator or
institution, through documentary disclosure and the filing of witness statements and expert
reports, to the eventual issuance and enforcement of an award, it will be important for tribunals
and parties to consider the protection of individuals whose data is involved, however
tangentially.
In an institutional arbitration or where there is an appointing authority, parties subject to the
GDPR should consider raising its potential impact prior to the filing of any request for
arbitration with the institution as appointing authority. This would be especially necessary in
cases where the filing of the request itself raises data protection concerns, for example where
data transfer is required or data security is in doubt.
After the claim is filed, the arbitral institution or appointing authority may address data
protection with the parties either at the initiative of the party or at its own motion. Parties may
consider informing the institution in its request for arbitration or in the response (or even
beforehand) about data protection issues that may arise and indicating how those issues may
have an impact on the arbitral process. For their part, institutions and/or appointing authorities
may wish to consider the extent to which data protection issues arise in the context of, inter
alia, the receipt of a request for arbitration, the registration and/or administration of arbitrations,
the appointment of arbitrators, the receipt and holding of advances on the arbitration and
administrative costs, and the transfer of data to parties, their counsel and arbitrators.
After the arbitral tribunal is constituted, the parties and arbitrators can also raise any data
protection issues directly with each other. If data protection has not already been addressed or
fully addressed, it is good practice to include the topic on the agenda of the Case Management
Conference or first procedural meeting and address the relevant issues at that occasion. This
will allow the parties, counsel and the tribunal (where necessary in conjunction with the
institution) to consider at the outset of the proceedings how the applicable data protection
regime(s) will play out in the context of that particular arbitration. Additional complications
may arise with defaulting parties.
1. Risk-based approach and record-keeping
The GDPR requires data controllers, including in the context of arbitration, to apply a riskbased approach to compliance and to be able to demonstrate compliance.
The risk-based approach to compliance with the GDPR will necessarily mean balancing, in the
context of an arbitration, a data subject’s data protection rights with the parties’ fundamental
rights, including the right of defence and the right to due process (Arts. 47 and 48 of the Charter
of Fundamental Rights of the European Union). The requisite balancing of interests under the
GDPR emphasizes the need to consider these issues early so these rights can be catered for in
the process. [Link to EN 16]
The GDPR requires that controllers of data not only comply with the GDPR, but that they also
retain a record of that compliance. The obligation to document compliance is further detailed
in Article 30, which does not apply to SMEs with less than 250 employees. This makes it
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important that decisions on data protection issues be documented, including the rationale for
the decision. [Link to EN 17]
During the arbitration process (as well as beforehand), it will be up to each Arbitral Participant
to ensure that they both comply with their obligations and keep adequate records demonstrating
compliance. It may be useful for Arbitral Participants to consider in advance how they will be
comply with their record-keeping obligations and whether coordination would be helpful.
The remainder of this section will consider how data protection issues may arise in the context
of an arbitration proceeding. Annex 4 provides a checklist of issues all Arbitral Participants
should consider during the arbitration process.
2. Procedural mechanisms
After consultation with the parties, where appropriate, language addressing compliance with
the applicable data protection laws may be included in:
x
x
x
x

the terms of reference (where applicable);
a first procedural order and/or subsequent orders;
a data protection protocol or other agreement addressing data compliance
issues affecting all Arbitral Participants who process personal data during
the arbitration; and/or
to the extent not covered in the first procedural order, the procedural orders
governing the taking of evidence in general and the disclosure phase in
particular.

Issues that may be addressed through such procedural mechanisms include, among other things,
the necessity for data protection notices, cybersecurity measures, the impact of data protection
on the taking of evidence, data breach notifications, and the allocation of roles and
responsibilities with respect to compliance with data subject rights. Annex 4 contains a checklist
of items to be considered in thinking about how the GDPR may impact the arbitration.
In complex cases, the Arbitral Participants may wish to consider using a data protection
protocol. The decision of whether to employ a data protection protocol, and more generally, the
extent to which the tribunal should be involved in the management of the Arbitral Participants’
respective data protection obligations, should be evaluated taking into account all the
circumstances.
In certain circumstances, it may be necessary or appropriate for the arbitral tribunal to become
involved in data protection compliance mechanisms. This may also increase the efficiency of
the arbitration and ease the Arbitral Participants’ compliance burden. However, at the same
time, these sorts of arrangements (for example allocating responsibility for providing data
protection notices to certain Arbitral Participants) could increase the likelihood that Arbitral
Participants are considered to be joint controllers, with attendant joint and several liability. This
highlights the importance that such procedural mechanisms include appropriate indemnities,
and that potential insurance options are considered.
[Link to EN 14]
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3. Taking of evidence
None of the major arbitration rules address the manner in which data protection is to be handled
in the context of an arbitration. Neither the 2010 version of the IBA Rules on the Taking of
Evidence in International Arbitration (the “IBA Rules”), nor other guidance on the organisation
of arbitration proceedings address the impact of data protection rules on the arbitral process.
Conversely, data protection rules (including the GDPR) do not expressly deal with their
application in international arbitration nor has any guidance been issued in their respect. The
recently issued ICC “Note to Parties and Arbitral Tribunals on the Conduct of the Arbitration
under the ICC Rules of Arbitration” effective as of January 1st, 2019, does address the GDPR
generally, but without any specific indication as to how its application might affect the arbitral
process.
This leaves Arbitral Participants to decide in each case whether and how applicable data
protection rules may limit the ways in which they can gather, process, use, transfer, and protect
personal data and the means by which the rights granted to data subjects will be respected, and
how those efforts should be documented. A case-by-case determination has the benefit of
allowing the process to be tailored to potentially applicable data protection and other laws.
Consistent with the approach adopted in the IBA Rules on the Taking of Evidence in
International Arbitration, the question whether and how data protection issues may have an
impact on the taking of evidence ought to be addressed early. 10 If not addressed earlier, it is
good practice to discuss the issue during the case management conference or first procedural
meeting. In addition to minimizing general data protection risks and avoiding surprises, this
practice fosters compliance and encourages data protection concerns to be voiced at the outset,
rather than later on in the proceedings (for example in response to a disclosure request), which
could cause unnecessary costs and delays.
Insofar as personal data is concerned, the GDPR may affect the volume and nature of disclosure,
requiring among other things that the processing of personal data be minimized and limited to
what is necessary for the purpose of the arbitration. When sensitive data is being disclosed, or
insofar as data is being transferred (to a country without an adequacy decision and without
appropriate safeguards), the personal data that can be processed or transferred will often be
limited to that which is necessary for “the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims”
(Art. 17, Recital 65).
In the context of discovery for US litigation, the Working Party has stated that “there is a duty
upon data controllers involved in litigation to take such steps as are appropriate (in view of the
sensitivity of the data in question and of alternative sources of the information) to limit the
discovery of personal data to that which is objectively relevant to the issues being litigated.
There are various stages to this filtering activity including determining the information that is
relevant to the case, then moving on to assessing the extent to which this includes personal
data. Once personal data has been identified, the data controller would need to consider
whether it is necessary for all of the personal data to be processed, or for example, could it be
produced in a more anonymised or redacted form.” 11

10

IBA Rules on the Taking of Evidence in International Arbitration (International Bar Association) 2010;
Commentary on the Revised Text of the 2010 IBA Rules on the Taking of Evidence in International Arbitration
(2010).
11
Document Disclosure Guidance, supra note 9.
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When the GDPR applies to the personal data being processed during an arbitration, data
minimization is mandatory (Recital 39). However, it is important to keep in mind that the GDPR
is not concerned with the amount and volume of data that is exchanged, just the extent to which
it includes personal data. Therefore, this would mean that personal data should be reviewed first
for relevance and whether it is “necessary” to make out the claim. If so, the question is whether
personal data that is not necessary for the arbitration (including names, email addresses, and all
other data by which an individual is or could be identified) can be redacted.
The Working Party has expressed the view that parties “have a legitimate interest in accessing
information that is necessary to make or defend a claim, but this must be balanced with the
rights of the individual whose personal data is being sought” 12. Issues to be considered by
tribunals in balancing competing interests may include, among others, procedures aimed at
limiting data protection exposure though data protection protocols and other risk-reducing
procedures, reasonable measures to avoid unnecessary third country data transfers, the
objecting party’s previous treatment of data, pseudonymization where feasible, the scope of the
compliance risk, and the importance of the data for the arbitration.
The Working Party and the EDPB favour redaction of personal data and encryption.
Technology clearly makes both the culling and redaction of personal data feasible. However,
even with technological advances, redaction measures may be expensive to apply and time
consuming (and hence more costly and slower) to work with. It remains to be seen in practice,
following the entry into force of the GDPR, to which extent redaction takes place earlier and
becomes more widespread.
It is worth noting that the approach suggested by the Working Party is consistent with the IBA
Rules, 13 but may limit the personal data likely to be disclosed by limiting the disclosure itself
and requiring more extensive redaction of personal data (only) when the principles suggested
by the Working Party are applied robustly. [Link EN 20]
4. Compliance with Data Subject Rights
During the arbitration process, Arbitral Participants will also be required to respect the data
subjects’ rights with respect to their personal data.
The GDPR requires data controllers, including Arbitral Participants, to put in place a system to
address any concerns raised by data subjects and to notify them of how these rights can be
exercised. Given the impact that the exercise of these rights may have on the arbitral process,
it will be useful for Arbitral Participants to consider in advance how they will be addressed and
whether coordination would be helpful.
Arbitral Participants may potentially receive requests from data subjects seeking to exercise
their rights. These may come from any individual whose personal data is handled during the
arbitration process, including but not limited to individual parties, witnesses, experts, or even
persons not directly involved in the proceedings but about whom personal data has been
adduced (e.g., an employee of a party but who is not involved in the proceedings directly). In
order to limit potential disruption during an arbitration, Arbitral Participants may wish to
discuss at the outset of the arbitration how GDPR compliant access requests will be handled.
12
13

Id. at 1.
See supra note 11.
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The most likely rights to be enforced are the rights of access through so-called data subject
access requests and the right to rectify any data that is inaccurate. These data subject rights
requests may be aimed at obtaining data to be used in the arbitration and can raise important
issues of confidentiality and privilege, among other things.
The GDPR provides that the data subject shall have the right to obtain from the controller
confirmation as to whether or not personal data concerning him or her are being processed, and,
where that is the case, access to a broad range of information about that processing. There is a
risk that such requests are (ab)used to derail the arbitral process.
Arbitral Participants should be aware that upon receipt of a valid data subject access request,
they must provide an individual with access to their personal data that they hold. However, the
exercise of that right should not adversely affect the rights or freedoms of others (Art. 15(4)).
This may include (but is not necessarily limited to) any potential adverse impact on data
protection rights, trade secrets and intellectual property (see e.g., Recital 63).
Therefore, when assessing a data subject access request, Arbitral Participants should consider
carefully what impact meeting the request might have on others (both Arbitral Participants and
third parties). This may include identifying and implementing steps to reduce any potential
adverse impact. For example, where appropriate, Arbitral Participants might redact personal
data relating to other individuals or ensure they restrict the documents produced to those (or
portions of them) strictly necessary to meet the exact terms of the data subject’s request rather
than adopting a blanket (and likely less time consuming) approach to responding.
National courts have also suggested that striking a balance between different stakeholders’
interests might involve obtaining undertakings to restrict the onward transfer of any information
disclosed in response to the subject access request. 14 Adopting a tailored approach balancing
different stakeholders’ rights can be time consuming, but is the best way to ensure that
competing rights are respected while allowing the Arbitral Participant to comply with a data
subject access request.
Arbitral Participants should in all cases consult relevant national laws for any relevant
derogations from the GDPR with respect to individual data subject rights requests. The GDPR
permits derogations in this area and many national laws tailor (and curtail) the GDPR
considerably in specific circumstances. For example, Ireland has adopted an exemption from
certain individual rights, which covers out-of-court procedures.
Data subject right requests may be particularly problematic if aimed at gaining access to
information about the deliberations or decision-making process of tribunals. Applying the
balancing of interests in a concrete arbitration, a tribunal may well come to the conclusion that
a data subject access request that would breach the secrecy of tribunal communications is to be
rejected.
[EN 22]

14

B v General Medical Council [2018] EWCA Civ 1497, 28 June 2018 (UK).
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5. Arbitral awards
Arbitral awards are likely to contain personal data. Moreover, even in confidential arbitrations,
there is a risk that the award will become public if it is enforced in a country where awards (or
parts thereof) become public in the enforcement process. Institutions increasingly publish
awards (or excerpts thereof) as a matter of course unless the parties object. Arbitrators should
therefore consider the basis and necessity for including personal data in the award and may
want to raise this issue with the parties. In some countries it is standard practice to redact
personal data even from court decisions.
Depending on the circumstances of a particular case, the alleged failure to comply with
mandatory data protection principles could also conceivably form a basis for challenging the
award. In the line of cases starting with Eco Swiss, the ECJ has taken the view that an EU
national court must refuse recognition and enforcement of an arbitral award if the tribunal failed
to comply with mandatory EU rules. The ECJ has applied this principle in the competition
context, certain aspects of EU agency and distribution law, and consumer protection laws. A
similar approach could be taken in relation to the data protection principles enshrined in the
GDPR, which find their basis in the European Charter of Fundamental Rights (Case C-126/97
Eco Swiss [1999] ECR I-3055; Case C-168/05 Mostaza Claro [2006] ECR I-10421).
Therefore, apart from the other issues raised in this Roadmap, a tribunal seeking to render an
award that is enforceable should consider the potential impact of procedural decisions on, and
the inclusion in the award of, personal data in a manner which complies with the applicable
data protection law.

>Link EN 3]
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Introduction
Law ﬁrms hold large volumes of valuable personal and commercially sensitive information about their
ﬁrms, employees, case information and clients. This makes law ﬁrms of all sizes a highly attractive target
for cybercriminals.1 Breaches of data security can have devastating legal, ﬁnancial and reputational
consequences for a law ﬁrm’s clients and business, as well as the law ﬁrm. As such, it is critical that ﬁrms
have effective cybersecurity technologies and processes that focus on protecting the conﬁdentiality,
integrity and availability of sensitive data.2
The threat of large-scale cyberattacks against law ﬁrms is a real risk. It has been reported that attackers
have targeted law ﬁrms because they hold valuable commercial information and are regarded as ‘weak
links’ because they do not usually take cybersecurity as seriously as their clients3 or do not have the
ﬁnancial capabilities to invest in efﬁcient technologies that protect the ﬁrm from cyberattacks. Global law
ﬁrms have been the subject of targeted attacks by hackers attempting to acquire insider knowledge ahead
of major business negotiations and mergers and acquisitions (M&A).4 While smaller law ﬁrms commonly
believe that they are less likely to be a victim of cybercrime,5 experts have suggested that hackers target
small businesses, including law ﬁrms, because they usually have lower cybersecurity defences due to a lack
of ﬁnancial and human resources.6 In 2015, it was estimated that up to 50 per cent of small businesses
had been a victim of a cyberattack and 60 per cent of those who suffer a signiﬁcant cyber breach go out
of business within six months.7 Such attacks will continue with increasing sophistication and frequency.8
Consequently, it is essential that law ﬁrms of all sizes are aware of cybersecurity threats and have policies
and procedures to counter such threats.
This report forms part of the International Bar Association’s (IBA’s) ongoing work on cybersecurity. The
IBA Presidential Task Force on Cybersecurity (the ‘Task Force’) has the objective of: producing a set
of recommended best practices to help law ﬁrms: to protect themselves from breaches of data security;
assisting their ability to keep operations running if a breach of data security or ransom attack does
occur; giving their clients the best possible assurances that their data is protected; and helping protect
the reputation of the profession. It will do so by establishing a dialogue with practitioners and experts,
both in the legal profession and external bodies, such as information technology (IT) suppliers and
cybersecurity consultants. It will take a practical approach, including segmenting the market by ﬁnancial
capacity. The concepts in this report are designed to be easily understood by all lawyers, although some
recommendations will require the law ﬁrm to call on at least some technical support for assistance. Just as
lawyers have to learn new subjects for their work, often with the help of outside experts, they also need to
do so here in order to protect their clients and business from cybersecurity threats.
There are many resources that provide information on cybersecurity; some are listed in Appendices A to C
and I. The Task Force has assumed that all large law ﬁrms will have implemented cybersecurity strategies.
Accordingly, while these guidelines are relevant for all law ﬁrms, they are particularly relevant for the
following:
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•

single practitioners;

•

small ﬁrms: up to 20 employees;

•

medium-sized ﬁrms: from 21 up to 40 employees; and

•

intermediate-sized to large ﬁrms: from 41 employees.

Indeed, ﬁrms of these sizes may face greater exposure to the risk of a security breach as they are less likely
to have the infrastructure to protect themselves, unlike larger ﬁrms.
We recognise that not all of the recommendations that we make here are applicable, or applicable to
the same degree, to solo and small ﬁrm practitioners, who may not, for example, see much beneﬁt in
a particular recommendation or have the scale of network operations to warrant its use. We therefore
include, in Appendices D and E, detailed lists of the same recommendations with suggested applicability
based on ﬁrm size and the type of issue.
These guidelines can be categorised into the following three broad areas:
1. technology;
2. organisational processes; and
3. staff training.
This report discusses each of these categories in turn.
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Chapter 1: Technology
Regardless of a law ﬁrm’s size, security vulnerabilities in technology can have detrimental effects on
its legal practice. As such, it is critical that law ﬁrms employ up-to-date and efﬁcient technologies to
sufﬁciently protect the ﬁrm’s data. Our goal is to convey the security concepts which follow rather than
immerse you in the technical details. You will need to work with an IT professional to implement these
principles; however, it is important that you know to ask about them and whether – and how – they are
being put in place for your ﬁrm’s protection.
Firms should implement a layered programme of technical defences to mitigate the risk of a cyber
incident, including the following:
•

Keep system software updated. The software that runs your network will often require updating
through patches. It is very important to make these updates in a timely manner because they usually
ﬁx vulnerabilities that the programmer has found in the code. This is particularly so for law ﬁrms that
are using legacy systems due to historical factors, such as mergers or even the arrival of a new lawyer.
Your IT support should handle ﬁrm-wide patching, as opposed to leaving it up to individual lawyers
and staff. We encourage you to ask them about the following points:
Purchase business-grade antivirus and email ﬁltering software (often bundled).
Ensure operating system updates (eg, Windows and Mac OS X) are applied as soon as practicable
to mitigate the risk of cybercriminals exploiting vulnerabilities. When updating systems, be cautious
and only download updates from trusted sources (eg, Windows’ ofﬁcial website). The software
should be updated when new versions are released.
Ensure that ﬁrmware updates are applied not only to individual computers but also physical
devices, such as modems and routers.
For critical business systems, software updates should be installed and monitored by trained IT or
cybersecurity professionals.
Autoscan all email attachments – do not leave it up to users.

•

Implement endpoint protection. The computers and other internet-connected devices that have access
to your network are known as ‘endpoints’. As they are the gateway in and out of your network from the
internet, it is extremely important that they are protected and monitored. We encourage the following:
Implement ‘endpoint’ protection to ensure all interconnected devices that are part of the ﬁrm’s
network comply with the ﬁrm’s cybersecurity standards.
Endpoint protection includes both antivirus software that is designed to identify and stop malicious
code (malware), as well as ﬁrewalls that ﬁlter certain types of network trafﬁc to protect your systems
and log the trafﬁc, enabling you to monitor and investigative suspicious trafﬁc.
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Conﬁgure the settings of the default macro functions of Microsoft programs, such as Word,
Excel and PowerPoint, so that macros from the internet are blocked, and allow only macros from
controlled trusted locations and/or digitally signed macros.9
•

Use secure internet connections. Cybercriminals may intercept personal or sensitive information by
attacking unsecured Wi-Fi connections (eg, public Wi-Fi locations such as airports and coffee shops).
Ensure that devices used to access the ﬁrm’s network do so using a secure internet connection,
including by implementing the following:
If staff work remotely (eg, at home, at a client’s ofﬁce and while travelling on business), ensure
that the internet connection used is secured through a virtual private network (VPN)10 and not
an unsecured public Wi-Fi network. A VPN connection is an encrypted, virtual tunnel back to your
network, and is easily established by ordinary users with a simple software application that your IT
support can show them how to use.

•

Secure web browsing and email. Emails and web browsing (surﬁng) are the main and most successful
attack vectors used, which means they are the most common communication pathways that hackers
exploit. You should discuss with your IT support using one or more of the following defences:
Deploy at the network’s perimeter:
–

a web ﬁltering system to restrict and log web access and to prevent downloading of unwanted
content;

–

gateway antivirus/anti-malware;

–

sandbox security, which is a mechanism for separating running programs, to reduce exposure
to zero-day attacks, which are unknown vulnerabilities in software; and

–

deep package inspection (DPI) for analysing certain trafﬁc for content that you may not want to
come in to or go out of your network.

Browsers must always:
–

be updated;

–

have endpoint security solution plug-in and popup blockers enabled;

–

have autocomplete and autoﬁll features disabled; and

–

have the content ﬁlter feature enabled, if available.

Disable internet access from servers and computers that do not need it.
Do not operate on free web-based email accounts (eg, Gmail and Hotmail). Reputable paid
web-based services11 are recommended as being appropriately secure.
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•

Implement data retention, loss recovery capability. Data is critical to a law ﬁrm’s business. Yet data
becomes a liability if, as a few examples, you collect data you do not need, you keep large volumes
of email in your inboxes or you make it easy to email a ﬁle that contains a large volume of data. One
email compromise (something rather common) or an email sent by an employee of a large data
ﬁle can become a signiﬁcant incident. A data retention policy sets out a strategy for reducing these
risks. Similarly, if data is compromised in a cyber incident, then it is essential that it can be restored.
Data recovery capability is therefore also extremely important. In light of these considerations, we
recommend that you consult your IT support about the following:
Implement automatic deletion or archiving of emails and ﬁles older than designated dates that
you establish. You may need these items for later reference or to meet legal requirements, and you
can do that by archiving them in a separate and more tightly secured data repository. Similarly, if
lawyers need an older email for an ongoing case, for example, then they can also move a copy of
the email to a separate data ﬁle speciﬁc to that case.
Implement database backup technology that automatically backs up data daily. Cloud-based backup
services are a highly common and secure backup solution. It is important that ﬁrms consider the type
of cloud-based backup services they use. For example, OneDrive and similar services only protect
against local device failure or theft of the device. If local data is deleted or encrypted (ransomware),
then these changes will be replicated (possibly very quickly) to the cloud-based service. Some services,
such as Dropbox for Business, allow for the storage of multiple copies of ﬁles going back in time,
which should allow ﬁrms to recover from deletion or ransomware attacks. In addition, it is imperative
to read all the ﬁne print from third-party (cloud) vendor contracts/policies to ascertain compliance
requirements, and, more importantly, the language regarding security protection.
If practicable, also keep on-site and off-site backup copies of data. Give attention to off-site storage’s
physical distance from the main site. Do not store it too close so that it can be compromised, but
do not store it too far away so that it affects restoration time. Keeping periodic backups that are no
longer connected to the network is important to allow recovery from a ransomware attack.
Consider conﬁguring your system to block the ability to email or otherwise transmit ﬁles that
contain large volumes of data without certain approval. Your IT support can assist in establishing
these types of data loss prevention (DLP) measures.

•

Encrypt data and devices. Encryption refers to making electronic ﬁles unreadable to individuals who
do not have the encryption password or key to unlock them. Data in storage may be encrypted or
data in transmission may be encrypted (eg, a VPN creates an encrypted, virtual tunnel for the secure
transmission of ﬁles when an employee is working remotely). Encrypting entire devices, as well as
sensitive ﬁles, is an extremely important approach to reducing cyber risks. Please consult your IT
support about implementing the following steps:
Encrypt sensitive stored records and data so that only users with the encryption key or password
can access the information.
Require encryption on all laptops, tablets and other mobile devices that can store or transmit
sensitive data.
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Attempt to limit sensitive data to only the devices/employees that need it.
•

Enable remote erasure. The loss of a laptop or other mobile device that contains a law ﬁrm’s data is a
common problem with potential for signiﬁcant liability. Where the device is encrypted (as discussed
above), risk is greatly reduced, if not eliminated. Another tool to ensure data on a lost device is not
exploited is to erase or wipe the device remotely:
Consider installing software that remotely erases sensitive data and/or the entire content of a
device. The software will only be able to remotely erase data/content once the device reconnects to
the internet, but this will protect conﬁdentiality in the instance of a breach of cybersecurity when a
device is lost or stolen, or upon the termination of employment.
Consider a mobile device management (MDM) solution, which is a security software solution used
by IT support, that can be installed on employees’ business or personal mobile phones to secure
email, contacts and other types of data.

•

Ensure that the cloud computing provider is secure. If using cloud computing, it is very important to
consider the security features used by the provider. Top cloud computing providers, such as Google,
Microsoft and Amazon, are recommended as cost-effective and secure options.
When assessing which provider to use consider the following:12
–

Does the cloud computing provider physically operate in or outside the law ﬁrm’s own
jurisdiction? Client data should be stored in the jurisdiction in which the ﬁrm operates because
many jurisdictions allow third parties (notably, government authorities) to review their records
(eg, search and seizure laws may apply), which could compromise a client’s conﬁdentiality and
ability to claim client legal privilege. The question of what happens if data is not stored in the
same jurisdiction as that in which the ﬁrm operates is something that you should consider from
a legal standpoint.13

–

What security policies and measures have been implemented by the provider?

–

Has the cloud computer provider obtained information security accreditations, such as ISO
27001?

–

Is the data stored on the cloud encrypted?

–

What authentication procedures are used to access the data stored on the cloud? Is it possible
to set up multi-factor authentication processes?

–

Does the provider regularly back up data? What methods of data retention and restoration does
the provider use?

–

Carefully read all aspects of the provider’s policies and procedures. Where possible, draft a
cloud policy that is customised to address the ﬁrm’s speciﬁc needs.
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•

Strictly manage access control. Access control refers both to the rights that you grant certain
individuals (administrators) to access all or a portion of your network and particular resources and
ﬁles it contains. Consider the following steps to reduce risks related to the misuse or exploitation of
access controls on computers, systems and networks:
Keep administrative accounts (ie, those that have access beyond that of a normal user) reduced to a
minimum.
Identify elevated access needs and use speciﬁc administrative proﬁles with reduced privileges.
Each administrator should have its own account.
Restrict access to documents and assets to only users who need it to conduct their professional duties.
Promptly terminate the access of employees who depart the ﬁrm so that a former employee cannot
further access your network remotely and so that hackers do not discover unused accounts available
to them.
Prevent unauthorised devices from connecting to the network. Consider deploying MAC ﬁltering/
restriction on ports of network’s switches/routers (may suit best smaller ﬁrms) or implementing
IEEE 802.1x (‘dot1x’) on the network (may suit best larger ﬁrms). Remember to keep an updated
inventory of authorised devices.

•

Create robust network segmentation. A network with only a perimeter defence and not divided into
separate segments means that a hacker who gains access to one portion gains access to the entire
network. Discuss with your IT support how to create divisions or rings of security within your network
to make it difﬁcult for a hacker to move laterally within your network to reach your most valuable data:
Use a segmented virtual local area network (VLAN) to control and restrict access to critical assets.
Place them on a separate VLAN with ﬁrewall ﬁltering, and control users’ access.

•

Implement audit logs. Monitoring what is and is not occurring within your network on an ongoing
basis is important, both to spot suspicious activity early and to identify unused accounts that a hacker
could use to its advantage:
Audit system, user and application accounts on a frequent basis and disable any account that has
no business need.
Subject to the law ﬁrm’s budget:
–

Implement a security information and event management solution (SIEM), which is a software
solution that collects logs and events of different sources throughout the network to detect
suspicious activity that can compromise corporate data security.

–

Monitor events in real time, generate logs and analyse them periodically to understand what
is happening or what has happened in the ﬁrm (eg, monitor insider behaviour to identify
suspicious activity).
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At a minimum, logging tools should be conﬁgured to send alerts automatically whenever
pre-deﬁned suspicious activity occurs (eg, security group changes, mass ﬁle copy, export or
erasure).
•

Consider application whitelisting/blacklisting. Your network has a foundational software programme
(typically a Microsoft or Apple operating system) onto which are added various application software
programmes (apps) that perform speciﬁc functions. Apps often have code vulnerabilities that pose
a security risk in themselves, and must be evaluated and updated on an individual basis. Rather than
allowing individual users to install their own apps on your ﬁrm devices, discuss the following with your
IT support:
consider installing systems that will allow only certain types of applications to run (a whitelist) and/
or prevent others from running (a blacklist).

•

Secure mobile devices. There has been a huge increase in mobile device usage, both personal bring
your own device (BYOD) and corporate devices, to conduct professional activities. Mobile devices
are an integral part of the legal workplace. Smartphones, laptops and tablets are essential for staff
and client communication, but they contain both valuable personal and commercially sensitive
data. As noted above with respect to the importance of using encryption, this presents a number of
cybersecurity risks if the device is lost or stolen, the operating system is faulty or the device provider’s
IT procedures and policies fail to adequately protect sensitive data. In addition to encrypting mobile
devices, consider the following additional steps to reduce these risks:
Implement a strict mobile access and BYOD policy that clearly deﬁnes the conditions and limits of
using mobile devices to conduct business affairs.
Deploy a centralised MDM solution to protect corporate data on the go. If possible, prefer solutions
that separate user’s personal data from corporate data, which is kept in a secure (encrypted) logical
container and managed by corporate IT staff.
If a personal device is used in any way for business purposes, separate personal and ﬁrm data:
–

Firm data must be held and accessed in a sandboxed environment (ie, an isolated environment
to perform the testing and running of applications without affecting the main operating
system), which will be difﬁcult to achieve if an MDM solution is not used.

–

Deﬁne mandatory security settings to ensure a secure working environment (eg, strict password
protection, password expiration, lock automatically after a certain time and device encryption).

•

Secure devices that retain data. Mobile storage devices such as ﬂash or thumb drives present risks
both because of the potential loss of the data that they store and because they can become infected
with malware that is then transferred to your network when the drive is plugged into a networked
computer. Consider the following to reduce these risks:
Flash drives or memory cards are an easy way to store, back up and transfer data. Removable
devices such as these should be virus scanned and generally used with extreme caution because
they could be infected with malware.
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These devices should be kept securely to prevent theft or loss.
When used, these devices should be encrypted.
These devices should also be subject to the ﬁrm’s cybersecurity policy, and the policy must include
a procedure for the secure disposal of such devices.
Firms may consider limiting/blocking the use of removable devices, such as ﬂash drives, at work to
prevent the risk of a malware infection.14
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Chapter 2: Organisational processes
The vast majority of successful cyberattacks are due to human error. It is not possible to prevent all
attacks; therefore, organisational processes are crucial in deﬁning how the law ﬁrm’s activities, roles
and documentation are used to mitigate the risk of a cyberattack. Processes should assess the ﬁrm’s
cybersecurity risk proﬁle, identify sensitive and valuable data, and enforce cost-effective strategies to
mitigate cybersecurity threats. Cybersecurity should be supported by a clear governance structure, which
is actively maintained by the partners and senior managers of the ﬁrm. As these concepts are much less
technical, and more familiar to lawyers and other non-IT personnel, we have provided less background on
these points and more speciﬁc practical advice for ﬁrms.
Organisational processes that a law ﬁrm should consider implementing include the following:
•

Implement strong username and password management along with multi-factor authentication:
Implement strong username and password requirements. Complex passphrases are recommended
(eg, ‘50%like2sleepunder@’), but at a minimum, a combination of uppercase, lowercase, digits and
symbols are encouraged (eg, SundaY100%). Automatically require users to change their passwords
regularly: every three months is fairly common.
It is very important to implement multi-factor authentication that requires users to prove their
identity through a second method.
Encourage the use of a password manager.
Ensure that passwords are not used across multiple systems.
For one-off registrations into a system, make up a password of random characters and then use the
password reset option if you ever need to return.

•

Allocate roles and deﬁne responsibilities:
Staff must understand their roles and responsibilities to ensure cybersecurity and manage
associated risks.
If practicable, the ﬁrm should have a designated cybersecurity ofﬁcer who enforces the ﬁrm’s
cybersecurity policies.
It may also be useful to designate particular roles, such as privacy ofﬁcer, to particular staff
members in order to ensure compliance with local data protection laws, for example, law ﬁrms with
more than 250 staff who handle data of European Union residents must comply with the General
Data Protection Regulation.

•

Identify sensitive data and implement protection protocols:
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Identify sensitive data (eg, personal information, client information, information about the ﬁrm,
designs, forecasts, formulas, practices, processes, records, reports, documents, third-party trade
secrets and any other information subject to contractual or legal protection) and consider who
creates it, where it is stored and with whom it is shared.15
Implement special procedures, which should be regularly reviewed, so that the protection of this
information is ensured.
•

Conduct cybersecurity risk assessment and periodic system testing:
Identify the ﬁrm’s benchmarks: what are you comparing the ﬁrm to?
Consider additional protections for the ﬁrm’s ﬁnance team.
To conduct a cybersecurity risk assessment, ﬁrms should:
1. identify the ﬁrm’s information assets connected to the network, such as a database containing
a large volume of sensitive client information, or the human resources database with personal
data of your partners and staff;
2. identify threats: internal and external, accidental and malicious;
3. identify system vulnerabilities;
4. consider third-party service providers’ access to and responsibility for data;
5. if possible, engage external threat assessors;
6. consider the likelihood of an incident; and
7. consider the ﬁnancial, legal and reputational impact that an incident would have.
What is the state of the ﬁrm’s technical, procedural and legal protections?
Where does the ﬁrm need to go to get to an acceptable level of protection?
Repeat the risk assessment process periodically (suggested once a year).
Do not advertise defences publicly.
In addition to a risk assessment, the ﬁrm should consider more frequent testing in the form of
vulnerability assessments (to search for weaknesses in the ﬁrm’s technical defences), compromise
assessments (to search for existing breaches of the system), and penetration testing (to use a
forensic vendor to attempt to hack the network and thereby identify potential gaps to address).

•

Implement a cybersecurity policy document that aligns with identiﬁed risks and has minimum
standards:
Implement a layered programme of technical defences (ie, strong usernames and passwords,
multi-factor authentication, antivirus and malware protection, network segmentation, regular back
up of data, data encryption (Pretty Good Privacy (PGP)/Gnu Privacy Guard (GPG) encrypted
14
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attachments ), regular updating and patching software, and protection of physical devices
(encryption) and premises).
Develop a data retention policy that reduces exposure, consistent with the technical data retention
measures discussed above.
Take measures to identify security risks and breaches, including by implementing an outbreak alert
system to ensure that the right people in the ﬁrm are notiﬁed quickly.
–

Train all personnel.

–

Obtain insurance coverage.

–

The policy document should be widely circulated, readily accessible, consistently followed, and
periodically reviewed and updated.

•

Develop business continuity plans:
Segment system backups carefully; practice restoration of ﬁles from backups.
Develop system resiliency when the main network is unavailable.
Identify means of alternative communications outside the network.
Ensure that paper copies of your cyber response plan are maintained in the event that the network
is unavailable.
Consider backup plans to replace or substitute for key vendors who might experience their own
disruption from a cyber event.

•

Develop and test a comprehensive incident response plan (IRP):
List the name and emergency contact information of the members of the core team of responders,
including, where appropriate, representatives from legal, IT, information security, communications,
human resources, operations and client relations, depending on the size and nature of the ﬁrm.
This team becomes the ‘computer security incident response team’ for the incident.
Clearly explain the designated roles and responsibilities for the responders, and include a clear and
useable incident triage approach that escalates non-routine incidents for higher-level and crossfunctional review by the core team addressed above. Routine incidents should be handled by IT,
which should periodically report on trends in the number and types of attempted attacks.
Include contact information for external counsel, an outside forensic vendor, a public relations
ﬁrm (to assist with reputation management) and any other outside experts that the ﬁrm is likely to
need when responding to an attack.
The generally accepted phases of an IRP are:
1. preparation;
2. identiﬁcation;
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3. containment;
4. eradication;
5. recovery; and
6. lesson learnt.
Track the phases of the response:
–

The response team should meet to evaluate the response and identify and document any
information that could be beneﬁcial in a future incident.

–

Document the root cause of the incident, business impact and steps taken in response.

–

Continue monitoring these factors and task individuals with speciﬁc responsibilities.

–

Learning from the incident is vital. Technical controls should be improved, the IRP should be
reﬁned, and monitoring and testing should continue.

Test the IRP and core team in a live, simulated training exercise periodically, or at least twice a year,
and make adjustments to it based on observations from the exercise.
•

Evaluate legal and regulatory obligations:
Understand and comply with what is required of law ﬁrms in your jurisdiction, both legally and by
your regulator regarding data protection and breach notiﬁcations to data protection authorities,
regulators, clients and third parties.
Legal and regulatory obligations should be included in the IRP. In addition, consider the
jurisdictions of the third-party contractors that your ﬁrm engages with who may hold data in an
offshore location (eg, the General Data Protection Regulation for companies with an appropriate
nexus to the EU).
Create a decision tree or notiﬁcation matrix to allow the ﬁrm to identify obligations quickly if the
need arises.

•

Implement vendor and third-party service provider risk management:
Before they are appointed, where practicable, conduct due diligence on all vendors and third
parties that handle/store ﬁrm data or have access to the ﬁrm’s systems.
Assess all contractual obligations with vendors and third parties, and to the extent possible,
require vendors and third parties to adhere to minimum cybersecurity standards. When reviewing
contracts, ﬁrms should consider the following:
1. What are the ﬁrm’s business requirements?
2. Conduct a risk and compliance analysis.
3. Is there scope for negotiation?
16
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4. Who is responsible for investigating a data breach that affects your ﬁrm’s systems or data?
5. Who is responsible for notiﬁcation of a data breach as required in the jurisdiction?
Develop adequate controls and monitoring for vendor and third-party access to systems.
Consider sharing criteria for suppliers with other law ﬁrms.
•

Conduct training and testing:
Require regular cybersecurity awareness training of all employees using nationally accredited
trainers.
Require specialised training updates for IT and information security personnel.
Undertake penetration testing and other practical threat assessments (eg, active phishing
campaigns) to test the ﬁrm’s security and response at least once a year.
Conduct periodic vulnerability scans and compromise assessments.

•

Consider cyber liability insurance:
Even if law ﬁrms implement the best cybersecurity technologies and processes, ﬁrms will still have
some level of risk exposure.17
Law ﬁrms should assess their risk exposure as outlined and take out adequate cyber insurance as
part of the ﬁrm’s overall cybersecurity risk mitigation strategy.18
Cyber liability coverage can help a law ﬁrm to cover the costs related to a data breach, including
privacy breach, notiﬁcation expenses, litigation, loss of income, regulatory ﬁnes and penalties, and
other expenses.

•

Participate in cybersecurity information sharing:
Consider participating in an information-sharing system with similar businesses or other
organisations (eg, governments, bar associations and cybersecurity companies)19 to beneﬁt
from shared cybersecurity threats and experiences, and in accordance with any local regulatory
requirements.
Consider what cyberthreat sharing is available through your national and local law enforcement.

The Center for Internet Security (CIS) Controls™ has produced a list of controls that span both
the technology and organisational process sections. These are set out in Appendix F, with suggested
applicability based on ﬁrm size and the type of data at issue. More information on these controls can be
found at www.cisecurity.org/controls.
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Chapter 3: Staff training
People, due to lack of knowledge or inattentiveness, are usually the weakest link in cybersecurity, which
is a fact that cybercriminals exploit. Various types of cyberattacks are designed to appear legitimate but
contain malicious links that can obtain sensitive information, such as usernames, passwords and credit
card details, are commonly used by hackers because it is more efﬁcient than breaking into a computer’s
security defences.
For this reason, it is critical that staff understand the common forms of cyberattacks and receive training
on how to deal with such attacks. Staff should be educated on the applicable cybersecurity policies,
procedures and guidelines of the ﬁrm. Staff induction, onboarding, and further education and training
provided periodically should all include cybersecurity and cyberattack information sessions to maintain
awareness. Where practicable, staff should also be tested by a phishing email campaign with an inert link
to monitor organisational compliance. This will help to establish a cybersecurity-conscious culture in law
ﬁrms, which creates a strong ﬁrst line of defence.
Staff training should cover the following:
•

What cybersecurity is:
Staff should learn that cybersecurity is the state of being protected against the criminal,
unauthorised or negligent use of electronic data, as well as the measures taken to achieve this.
Staff should learn that a cyberattack can be both overt (eg, an attempt by an attacker to
manipulate, disrupt or destroy a computer network or the information contained within that
network, often with the effect of compromising national security or business proﬁtability) and
covert (eg, theft of data).

•

Why cybersecurity is important:
Staff should be aware that cybersecurity is important because cyberattacks are becoming
increasingly sophisticated and frequent. Simultaneously, the data stored in databases, including
those of law ﬁrms, is becoming more valuable.
Staff should be aware that a lawyer’s duty of conﬁdentiality is of paramount importance and
breaches of cybersecurity may have legal implications if conﬁdential information is revealed.
Staff should also be aware of the reputational and economic risks associated with breaches of
cybersecurity.
Staff should be trained in how to respond to a cyberattack to mitigate the risk of further loss.
Staff should become extremely familiar with the ﬁrm’s IRP, particularly regarding what types of
things to report and to whom.
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•

Examples of common threats:
Staff should be aware of different types of cyberattacks they are likely to face while working at a law
ﬁrm, including the following:
malware:
–

malicious software such as viruses, worms, Trojan horses, spyware and adware;

ransomware:
–

ransomware encrypts or locks valuable data and cybercriminals demand payment for the
encryption key to restore access to data;

phishing/spear phishing/whaling emails:
–

phishing is an attack contained in legitimate-looking emails, which may have links infected with
malware or links that attempt to gather personal and ﬁnancial information from recipients;

–

spear phishing and whaling are targeted forms of phishing;

denial-of-service (DoS) attacks:
–

cyberattacks designed to overload devices with requests with the intention of making them
crash and become unavailable;

digital identity theft;
–

digital identity is the body of online data information that uniquely describes an individual,
organisation or electronic device. It includes unique identiﬁers, such as an email address,
username and password used to prove a person’s individuality;

–

cybercriminals might use phishing emails and malware as methods of stealing personal and
ﬁnancial information;

–

cybercriminals might pose as senior employees within a ﬁrm by hacking or spooﬁng their email
account and convince someone with ﬁnancial authority to make a payment;20

zero-day exploits:
–

vulnerabilities in software unknown to those interested in mitigating the vulnerability (eg,
vendor of the software) and able to be exploited by cybercriminals who discover them ﬁrst.21

•

Essential cybersecurity tips and advice:
Staff should be taught the following key messages:
Do not click on links you do not recognise.
Challenge and enquire: do you need more information; does the enquiry/instruction appear usual
or uncharacteristic in terms of the sender?
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Protect your personal data.
Be aware of where you are sending your data.
Create complex passwords, protect passwords and change them regularly, do not reus
passwords across multiple systems and do not share passwords with colleagues.
Use multi-factor authentication.
Do not use public/free Wi-Fi – personal hotspots are safer.
Be aware of the risks of working from home with extended family/friends having access to the same
network.
Be alert and watch out for common characteristics of phishing/spoof emails (eg, poor or odd
spelling, emails that ask for personal or ﬁnancial information and offers that seem too good to be
true).
Use VPN and dongles (small, removable devices that have secure access to wireless broadband)
when travelling.
If you are concerned about security when travelling, use your phone rather than your desktop.
When travelling, do not remain logged on to the internet longer than necessary.
Ensure that you only use apps from a reputable source.
Uninstall apps you are not using.
Understand the permissions you are granting to apps (eg, tracking your location and access to your
contacts or camera).
Use a strong, well-regarded browser. Google Chrome is the strongest in industry tests.
Report all phishing/spear phishing to the person designated to deal with cybersecurity concerns,
even if the email is sent to your personal account rather than work.
Have good awareness of cybersecurity breach trends and attacks.
It is best to avoid using the consumer versions of public services from Dropbox, Google and so on
for sharing business content. If there is a requirement to use these services for any purpose, then it
is strongly advised to use the business versions for enhanced data security and support.
Adopt the practice of having a regular data clear out. Do not retain data or share it (eg, in
Dropbox) for longer than is necessary given its purpose, and remove shared access to data when it
is no longer needed.
Be aware of the security implications of using personal devices for professional matters. If
practicable, consider requiring staff to encrypt attachments they email if they contain a signiﬁcant
volume of sensitive data.
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Turn on your browser’s popup blocker. A popup blocker should be enabled at all times while
browsing the internet.
Check for ‘https:’ or a padlock icon on your browser’s URL bar to verify that a site is secure before
entering any personal information.
Do not use public phone chargers to avoid the risk of ‘juice jacking’.
For a guide on the minimum levels of awareness that your staff should have on cybersecurity training,
see Appendix G. For a more detailed resource on how to provide staff with cybersecurity training, see
Appendix H.
For an example of a cybercrime awareness campaign that law ﬁrms can implement in their
environment, see that prepared by LexisNexis, which can be found at www.lexisnexis.com/uk/lexispsl/
practicecompliance/document/393739/5CTY-7851-F189-118W-00000-00/Cybercrime_awareness_
campaign_for_law_ﬁrms.
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APPENDIX A: Bar Association resources
For further information and resources on cybersecurity reading material, see the following:
•

Australia: Law Council of Australia22

•

Canada: Canadian Bar Association23

•

China: All China Lawyers Association24

•

Europe: Council of Bars and Law Societies of Europe25

•

Germany: German Bar Association26

•

South Africa: Law Society of South Africa27

•

United Kingdom: Law Society of England and Wales28

•

United States: American Bar Association29

For an overview of the cybersecurity guidelines available in the above jurisdictions see
www.ibanet.org/Document/Default.aspx?DocumentUid=8B58AEA5-FF20-49B8-B021-2B29CFCC1B0E.
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APPENDIX B: Government resources
•

Australia: Australian Cyber Security Centre30

•

Commonwealth: Commonwealth Cyber Declaration31

•

Europe: EU International Cyberspace Policy32

•

New Zealand: National Cyber Security Centre33

•

UK: HM Government Cyber Aware,34 National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC)35 and
the NSCS Cyber Essentials36

•

US: National Institute of Standards and Technology37
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APPENDIX C: Corporation and organisation resources
•

Google Safety Centre38

•

International Organization for Standardization39

•

McAfee Threat Center40

•

Microsoft Ofﬁce Micro Secure41

•

Norton by Symantec42

•

SANS Institute43

•

Sophos Knowledge Center44

•

Wombat Security Awareness Resources45
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APPENDIX D: Technology by ﬁrm size
#
1

Control Description/Firm Size
Keep system software updated

Single practitioner

Small

Medium-sized

Large

E

E

E

E

2

Implement endpoint protection

E

E

E

E

3

Use secure internet connections

A

D

E

E

4

Secure web browsing and email

E

E

E

E

5

Implement data retention, loss
recovery capability

A

D

E

E

6

Encrypt data and devices

A

D

D

D

7

Enable remote erasure

D

E

E

E

8

Make sure cloud service provider
is secure

A

D

E

E

9

Strictly manage access control

O

D

E

E

10

Create robust network segmentation

O

O

D

E

11

Implement audit logs

O

O

D

D

12

Consider application whitelisting/blacklisting

O

A

D

D

13

Secure mobile devices

E

E

E

E

14

Secure devices that retain data

D

D

E

E

O – Optional; A – Advised; D – Desired; E– Expected
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APPENDIX E: Organisational processes by ﬁrm size
#

Process Recommendation/Firm Size

Single practitioner

Small

Medium-sized

Large

1

Implement strong username and
password management along with multifactor authentication

D

D

E

E

2

Allocate roles and deﬁne responsibilities

O

A

D

E

3

Identify sensitive data and implement
protection protocols

E

E

E

E

4

Conduct cybersecurity risk assessment and
periodic system testing

A

A

D

E

5

Implement a cybersecurity policy
document that aligns with identiﬁed risks
and has minimum standards

O

A

D

E

6

Develop business continuity plans

A

A

A

D

7

Develop and test a comprehensive IRP

A

A

D

E

8

Evaluate legal and regulatory obligations

E

E

E

E

9

Implement vendor and third-party service
provider risk management

A

A

D

E

10

Conduct training and testing

D

D

E

E

11

Consider cyber liability insurance

A

A

D

E

12

Participate in cybersecurity information
sharing

A

A

D

D

O – Optional; A – Advised; D – Desired; E– Expected
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APPENDIX F: Security controls by ﬁrm size*
#

Control Description/Firm Size

Single
practitioner

Small

Medium-sized

Large

1

Inventory of authorised and unauthorised
devices

A

A

D

E

2

Inventory of authorised and unauthorised
software

O

A

D

E

3

Secure conﬁgurations for hardware and
software on mobile devices, laptops,
workstations and servers

A

A

A

E

4

Continuous vulnerability assessment and
remediation

A

D

E

E

5

Controlled use of administrative privileges

A

D

E

E

6

Maintenance, monitoring and analysis of
audit logs

O

O

A

A

7

Email and web browser protections

E

E

E

E

8

Malware defences

E

E

E

E

9

Limitation and control of network ports,
protocols and services

O

A

A

D

10

Data recovery capability

A

D

E

E

11

Secure conﬁgurations for network devices

A

E

E

E

12

Boundary defence

O

A

D

E

13

Data protection

E

E

E

D

14

Controlled access based on the need to know

A

D

E

E

15

Wireless access control

D

E

E

E

16

Account monitoring and control

O

A

E

E

17

Security skills assessment and appropriate
training to ﬁll gaps

A

A

D

E

18

Application software security

O

O

O

D

19

Incident response and management

O

O

A

E

20

Penetration tests and red team exercises

O

O

E

E

O – Optional; A – Advised; D – Desired; E– Expected

* Produced by The Center for Internet Security (CIS) Controls TM
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APPENDIX G: Awareness and training programme
#

Single practitioner

Small

Medium-sized

Large

Description

1

Password management awareness.

E

E

E

E

2

Multi-factor authentication on all business
and personal accounts.

D

D

D

E

3

Awareness of the dangers (both cyber and
ethically) in the use of social media.

E

E

E

E

4

Physical access control: Training on the
importance of only allowing authorised
personnel to physically access a building.
Within the building, access to server
equipment should be limited to essential IT
staff only. An environment should be created
whereby staff members are encouraged to
challenge persons that they do not know.

E

E

E

E

5

Logical access control: Computer systems
should operate to a standard of least
privilege.

D

D

D

E

6

Where appropriate, all portable devices
should be fully encrypted. This includes hard
drives, USB ﬂash drives, memory cards and
optical media. If encryption is not available,
then password protected ZIP/RAR ﬁles provide
an alternative.

E

E

E

E

7

Staff should be encouraged to report
suspicious activity on their computer, such
as unexpected windows or applications
launching, independent mouse movement
and unsolicited emails.

E

E

E

E

8

Staff should not click on any links or open
any attachments to an unsolicited email.
However, rather than simply deleting the
email, the organisation should have a mailbox
to which suspicious emails can be forwarded
(without being opened). This allows the
organisation to develop email intelligence,
including analysis on why certain emails
were not detected by preventative security
software.

A

A

D

D

9

Staff should be made aware of when they
will be legitimately prompted (after clicking a
link) to enter their login credentials.

A

A

A

A

10

Active phishing campaigns should be
conducted as a training and educational
exercise.

A

A

D

D

11

Tips and reminders about conﬁdential
information and policies, such as information
security, clean desk policy, BYOD device
policy, remote working and removable media
policy, document retention policy, MDM
policy, privacy policy and social media policy.

A

A

D

D

12

Policies should include protocols on the use
of web-based email and storage systems (eg,
Dropbox, OneDrive, Gmail and Yahoo! Mail).

A

A

D

D
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13

Mobile phones are a potential vulnerability
for an organisation. As a guide, staff who
use their personal mobile devices for business
purposes should ensure that a minimum
passcode length is six digits, remove wiping
capabilities should be turned on, Apple iOS
devices should be conﬁgured to wipe after
ten unsuccessful login attempts, backups
to computers should be encrypted, memory
cards (if applicable) should be encrypted, and
application and operating system updates
should applied as practicable.

E

E

E

E

14

Contractors and third-party suppliers due
diligence.

E

E

E

E

15

Awareness raising of current threats and
warning signs.

D

D

D

E

O – Optional; A – Advised; D – Desired; E– Expected
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APPENDIX H: Cybersecurity staff training
Cybersecurity refers to the protection of electronic systems to maintain the conﬁdentiality, integrity
and availability of data. While it is common to consider an external attacker as the greatest threat, it is
equally important to consider that internal staff, contractors and third-party suppliers can intentionally,
accidentally or negligently cause data loss and damage to systems.
It is recommended that an organisation’s staff receive training in the following key areas as well as any
organisation-speciﬁc training that may be required.
Password management

Multi-factor authentication

Training should be provided on the importance of good password management. This should
be reinforced as applicable to both business accounts and personal accounts (to reduce social
engineering attacks). The following general rules may assist:
x

Passwords should not be recorded on paper and attached to computer equipment.

x

Passwords should not be shared between users.

x

Strong passwords should be used. This should comprise numbers, upper and lower case
letters, and special characters. Depending on the organisation’s network policy, Windows
password rule complexity may be insufﬁcient (eg, Sunday1 meets the complexity rules). Staff
should be encouraged to use passphrases such as ‘50%like2sleepunder@*’ .

x

Personally identiﬁable information such as dates of birth, postcodes, children’s or pets’ names,
should be avoided.

x

Password reuse, that is, using the same password across multiple systems, should be avoided.
Ideally, a password manager should be used where one only needs to remember the master
password and the application generates and inputs the rest.

x

When a password is required to enrol in a system or make a one-time or rare purchase,
consider making up a random one-time series of characters and then using the password
reset feature if subsequent access is required.

x

Strongly encourage users to have separate passwords for business and private accounts.

Multi-factor authentication should be activated on all business and personal accounts. Staff should
be made aware that attackers target personal accounts to gather intelligence and to send phishing
emails to colleagues for social engineering attacks.
Staff should be provided with how-to guides to implement multi-factor authentication on the most
common applications, such as LinkedIn, Gmail, Yahoo!, Facebook, Instagram and Apple iCloud.

Social media

Staff should be aware of the dangers (both cyber and ethically) in the use of social media. Social
media provides a valuable source of intelligence for potential attackers, including details of
potential clients, colleagues and suppliers.
Staff should also be trained in the dangers of posting any material to social media accounts (eg,
photographs) that could provide a would-be attacker with information about the physical layout of
a building.
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Physical access control

Training should be provided on the importance of only allowing authorised personnel to physically
access a building. Within the building, access to server equipment should be limited to essential IT
staff only.
An environment should be created whereby staff members are encouraged to challenge persons
that they do not know.
Staff members must make sure that their access/security cards are kept safely so that no one can
use them to access the building. They must also not exchange their security cards with other staff
members.
Staff should bring old devices that may contain corporate data to IT to be forensically wiped or
physically destroyed.

Logical access control

Computer systems should operate to a standard of least privilege. On this basis, staff should
only request access to systems and data that they need access to. They should be warned of the
dangers of accessing (browsing) systems and data that they do not need access to.
Where appropriate, all portable devices should be fully encrypted. This includes hard drives,
USB ﬂash drives, memory cards and optical media. If encryption is not available, then password
protected ZIP/RAR ﬁles provide an alternative.

Suspicious activity

Staff should be encouraged to report suspicious activity on their computer, such as unexpected
windows or applications launching, independent mouse movement and unsolicited emails.
Staff should not click on any links or open any attachments to an unsolicited email. However,
rather than simply deleting the email, the organisation should have a mailbox to which suspicious
emails can be forwarded (without being opened). This allows the organisation to develop email
intelligence including analysis on why certain emails were not detected by preventative security
software.
Staff should be made aware of when they will be legitimately prompted (after clicking a link) to
enter their login credentials.
Active phishing campaigns should be conducted as a training and educational exercise.

Policy awareness

Staff should be aware of the following policies, if applicable, the reason for their implementation
and the implications of not following them:
x

appropriate use of IT systems

x

BYOD device policy

x

document retention policy

x

working from home policy

x

MDM policy

x

privacy policy

x

social media policy

These policies should include protocols on the use of web-based email and storage systems (eg,
Dropbox, OneDrive, Gmail and Yahoo! Mail).
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Mobile phones

Mobile phones are a potential vulnerability for an organisation. As a guide, staff who use their
personal mobile devices for business purposes should ensure the following:
x

a minimum passcode length should be six digits

x

remote wiping capabilities should be turned on

x

Apple iOS devices should be conﬁgured to wipe after ten unsuccessful login attempts

x

backups to computers should be encrypted

x

memory cards (if applicable) should be encrypted

x

application and operating system updates should applied as practicable.

Where possible, the organisation should develop and educate staff on a BYOD device policy.
Subject to the size of the organisation, an MDM solution may also be appropriate.
Contractors and third-party
suppliers

Staff should be made aware of the risk that poorly validated contractors and third-party
suppliers can have to the organisation. Staff who engage contractors and third parties should
be encouraged to thoroughly review the security credentials of all external parties before being
allowed to access IT systems and before sending organisational data to them.
All contractors and third parties should be monitored if they are provided with access to the data
holdings of the organisation.
Unless absolutely essential, contractors and third-party suppliers should not be given
administrative-level access to the network.

Continued training

Security awareness training should be delivered on a regular basis. Continued training and the
development of a ‘cyber aware’ culture is paramount to mitigating the ongoing cyberthreat.
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APPENDIX I: Endnotes
1

See, Camilla Hodgson, ‘Law ﬁrm cyber breaches could result in huge thefts and insider trading’
Business Insider UK (London, 19 October 2017) http://uk.businessinsider.com/cyber-crime-law-ﬁrmsvulnerable-2017-10, accessed 15 June 2018.

2

Jill D Rhodes and Robert S Litt, The ABA Cybersecurity Handbook (2nd edn, American Bar Association
2017).

3

Chloe Smith, ‘M&A hack attack on 48 elite law ﬁrms’ The Law Society Gazette (London, 4 April 2016)
www.lawgazette.co.uk/practice/manda-hack-attack-on-48-elite-law-ﬁrms/5054524.article, accessed 15
June 2018; Nicole Hong and Robin Sidel, ‘Hackers Breach Law Firms, Including Cravath and Weil
Gotshal’ Wall Street Journal (New York, 29 March 2016) www.wsj.com/articles/hackers-breach-cravathswaine-other-big-law-ﬁrms-1459293504, accessed 15 June 2018.

4

Chloe Smith, ‘M&A hack attack on 48 elite law ﬁrms’ The Law Society Gazette (London, 4 April 2016)
www.lawgazette.co.uk/practice/manda-hack-attack-on-48-elite-law-ﬁrms/5054524.article, accessed 15
June 2018; Nicole Hong and Robin Sidel, ‘Hackers Breach Law Firms, Including Cravath and Weil
Gotshal’ Wall Street Journal (New York, 29 March 2016) www.wsj.com/articles/hackers-breach-cravathswaine-other-big-law-ﬁrms-1459293504, accessed 15 June 2018.

5

See Cert-UK, ‘Cyber threats to the legal sector and implications to UK businesses’ www.ncsc.gov.uk/
content/ﬁles/protected_ﬁles/guidance_ﬁles/Cyber-threats-to-the-legal-sector-and-implications-to-UKbusinesses.pdf, accessed 15 June 2018.

6

Mark Smith, ‘Huge rise in hack attacks as cyber-criminals target small businesses’ The Guardian
(London, 8 February 2016).

7

See the testimony of Dr Jane LeClair, Chief Operating Ofﬁcer, National Cybersecurity Institute at
Excelsior College, before the US House of Representatives Committee on Small Business (22 April
2015) http://docs.house.gov/meetings/SM/SM00/20150422/103276/HHRG-114-SM00-20150422SD003-U4.pdf, accessed 15 June 2018.

8

See n 2 above.

9

See National Cyber Security Centre, Government Communications Headquarters, ‘Macro Security for
Microsoft Ofﬁce’ www.ncsc.gov.uk/guidance/macro-security-microsoft-ofﬁce, accessed 15 June 2018
and Australian Cyber Security Centre, ‘Microsoft Ofﬁce Macro Security’.

10 See National Cyber Security Centre, Government Communications Headquarters, ‘End user devices:
VPNs’ 1 August 2017 www.ncsc.gov.uk/guidance/end-user-devices-vpns-1, accessed 15 June 2018.
11 Eg, G Suite by Google Cloud https://gsuite.google.co.uk, accessed 15 June 2018.
12 See National Cyber Security Centre, Government Communications Headquarters, ‘Implementing
the Cloud Security Principles’ www.ncsc.gov.uk/guidance/implementing-cloud-security-principles,
accessed 15 June 2018.
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13 See Brief of the Council of Bars and Law Societies of Europe as Amicus Curiae in Support of
Respondent, United States of America v Microsoft Corporation.
14 Australian Small Business and Family Enterprise Ombudsman, Australian Government ‘Cyber Security:
The Small Business Best Practice Guide’ http://asbfeo.gov.au/sites/default/ﬁles/documents/
ASBFEO-cyber-security-research-report.pdf, accessed 15 June 2018.
15 See n 2 above
16 PGP is used for signing, encrypting and decrypting texts, emails, ﬁles, directories and whole disk
partitions, and to increase the security of email communications. GPG is a free software replacement
for PGP.
17 See n 2 above.
18 See The Law Society of England and Wales, ‘Cyber insurance guidance for law ﬁrms’ 10 October
2016 www.lawsociety.org.uk/support-services/practice-management/cybersecurity-and-scamprevention/cyber-insurance-guidance-for-law-ﬁrms, accessed 15 June 2018 and Association of
Corporate Counsel, ‘Model Information Protection and Security Controls for Outside Counsel
Possessing Company Conﬁdential Information’ March 2017, item 12 www.acc.com/advocacy/
upload/Model-Information-Protection-and-Security-Controls-for-Outside-Counsel-Jan2017.pdf?_
ga=2.193324781.1506201640.1512572020-1373712223.1512572020, accessed 15 June 2018.
19 See, eg, the Cyber Security Information Sharing Partnership (CiSP) www.ncsc.gov.uk/cisp, accessed 15
June 2018.
20 See n 6 above.
21 See n 2 above.
22 See http://lca.lawcouncil.asn.au/lawcouncil/cyber-precedent-home, accessed 15 June 2018.
23 See www.oba.org/Professional-Development-Resources/Cyber-Security-in-Law-Firms, accessed 15 June
2018.
24 See www.npc.gov.cn/npc/xinwen/2016-11/07/content_2001605.htm, accessed 15 June 2018.
25 See www.ccbe.eu/ﬁleadmin/speciality_distribution/public/documents/IT_LAW/ITL_Guides_
recommentations/EN_ITL_20160520_CCBE_Guidance_on_Improving_the_IT_Security_of_Lawyers_
Against_Unlawful_Surveillance.pdf, accessed 15 June 2018.
26 See https://digital.anwaltverein.de/de/news/details/das-bea-in-der-praxis-neue-broschuere-zumelekronischen-rechtsverkehr-kopie, accessed
15 June 2018.
27 See www.lssa.org.za/upload/ﬁles/Resource%20documents/Information%20Security%20for%20
South%20African%20Law%20Firms%20LSSA%20Guidelines%202018.pdf, accessed 15 June 2018.
28 See www.lawsociety.org.uk/support-services/practice-management/cybersecurity-and-scam-prevention,
accessed 15 June 2018.
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29 See www.americanbar.org/groups/cybersecurity/resources.html, accessed 15 June 2018.
30 See www.acsc.gov.au/index.html, accessed 15 June 2018.
31 See http://thecommonwealth.org/sites/default/ﬁles/inline/CommonwealthCyberDeclaration_1.pdf,
accessed 15 June 2018.
32 See https://eeas.europa.eu/topics/eu-international-cyberspace-policy_en, accessed 15 June 2018.
33 See www.ncsc.govt.nz, accessed 15 June 2018.
34 See www.cyberaware.gov.uk, accessed 15 June 2018.
35 See www.ncsc.gov.uk, accessed 15 June 2018.
36 See www.cyberessentials.ncsc.gov.uk, accessed 15 June 2018.
37 See www.nist.gov/topics/cybersecurity, accessed 15 June 2018.
38 See www.google.com/safetycenter/everyone/cybercrime, accessed 15 June 2018.
39 See www.iso.org/isoiec-27001-information-security.html, accessed 15 June 2018.
40 See www.mcafee.com/uk/threat-center.aspx, accessed 15 June 2018.
41 See www.microsoft.com/en-us/security/default.aspx, accessed 15 June 2018.
42 See https://uk.norton.com/cyber-security-insights, accessed 15 June 2018.
43 See www.sans.org, accessed 15 June 2018.
44 See www.sophos.com/en-us/security-news-trends/whitepapers.aspx, accessed 15 June 2018.
45 See www.wombatsecurity.com/resource-center, accessed 15 June 2018.
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To ﬁnd out more, email: LPRU@int-bar.org
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Announcement of Cybersecurity Protocol Consultation
International arbitration in the digital landscape warrants consideration of what constitutes reasonable
cybersecurity measures to protect the information exchanged during the process.
Recognizing this need, the International Council for Commercial Arbitration (ICCA), the International Institute
for Conflict Prevention and Resolution (CPR) and the New York City Bar Association have established a
Working Group on Cybersecurity in Arbitration (the “Working Group”). The Working Group has promulgated a
Draft Cybersecurity Protocol for International Arbitration (the “Protocol”) and is now pleased to proffer this draft
Protocol for public consultation. The draft Protocol is attached hereto.
The consultative period will last until 31 December 2018. All interested parties are encouraged to provide detailed
thoughts and comments on the draft protocol, or to provide general feedback. The Working Group will hold a
number of public workshops in different parts of the world to solicit and discuss the views of interested parties. In
addition, the Working Group welcomes written comments from interested parties which should be submitted no
later than 30 September 2018, through the Working Group’s page on ICCA’s website at <http://www.arbitrationicca.org/projects/Cybersecurity-in-International-Arbitration>.
In anticipation of the public consultation, which the Working Group anticipates will include input from a variety
of sources with differing views, the draft Protocol refrains in Schedule A from offering specific cybersecurity
measures for possible inclusion in arbitration agreements or procedural orders. Instead the Protocol suggests a
procedural framework for developing specific cybersecurity measures within the context of individual cases,
recognizing that what constitutes reasonable cybersecurity measures will vary from case-to-case based on a
multitude of factors. Depending on the feedback received, the final Protocol may or may not include such
proposed measures in Schedule A.
Following the consultation period, the Protocol will be revised, refined, and finalized in accordance with the input
and comments received. After that time, the Working Group anticipates that there will be an ongoing review and
revision process, as cybersecurity issues will evolve with changing technology, new cyberthreats, changing laws
and regulatory schemes, and emerging consensus as to best practices.
The Working Group is chaired by Brandon Malone (Chairman of the Scottish Arbitration Centre and the principal
of Brandon Malone & Company). Its members include Olivier André (CPR), Paul Cohen (4-5 Gray’s Inn Square
Chambers), Stephanie Cohen (independent arbitrator), Hagit Elul (Hughes Hubbard & Reed), Lea Haber Kuck
(Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP), Micaela McMurrough (Covington & Burling), Mark Morril
(independent arbitrator), Kathleen Paisley (Ambos Law) and Eva Y. Chan (Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher &
Flom LLP) as Secretary to the Working Group.
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Draft Cybersecurity Protocol for International Arbitration
I.

Introduction: Importance of Cybersecurity in Arbitration

A.

Most exchanges of information1 today are digital, including in international arbitration and other forms of
dispute resolution.

B.

Parties expect that the providers of dispute resolution services and other participants in the dispute
resolution process will take reasonable measures to protect non-public exchanges of information, including
reasonable cybersecurity measures, to safeguard digital information from unauthorized access and
disclosure.

C.

Cybersecurity may be legally mandated when the information at issue is personal or industry-regulated
data, or if the information is relevant to national security or other matters of public interest.

D.

In an increasingly digital landscape, the credibility of any dispute resolution system, including arbitration,
depends on maintaining a reasonable degree of protection of the digital information exchanged during the
process, except where the parties intend for the information to become public. Arbitration proceedings are
not immune to increasingly pervasive cyberattacks against businesses, law firms, governmental actors,
educational institutions and other custodians of large electronic information repositories. This means that
attention to cybersecurity is required in international arbitration as it is in other sectors.

E.

Arbitration has the benefit over other dispute resolution processes of enabling parties to maintain the
confidentiality of the dispute resolution process itself where they want to, and the information exchanged
within it. Reasonable cybersecurity measures are essential to ensure that international arbitration maintains
this advantage.

F.

Even where an arbitration has not been made confidential by agreement of the parties or by application of
arbitration rules or law, maintaining the legitimacy of the process may require that certain aspects of the
arbitral process remain confidential. For example, interactions between an administering institution and the
parties, tribunal deliberations, and draft awards are generally intended to remain private and secure.

G.

Although a reasonable degree of cybersecurity is critical for international arbitration in the digital world,
what is reasonable in any given circumstance depends on various factors discussed herein.



1.

Proposed by the Working Group on Cybersecurity in Arbitration established by the International Council for
Commercial Arbitration (ICCA), the International Institute for Conflict Prevention and Resolution (CPR) and the
New York City Bar Association. Pending a period of public consultation, the Protocol is being issued as a draft for
debate and comment. The Working Group anticipates that a final version of the Protocol will be released in 2019.
This Protocol uses the broad term “information” to include all types of electronic and non-electronic information
of any type and in any form, including both commercial and personal information. When referring to personal
information specifically, we use the term “personal data” employed in many data protection laws and
regulations. This is also a very broad term and typically includes all information of any nature whatsoever that
individually or collectively could be used to identify an individual (including for example, work-related emails,
lab notebooks, agreements, handwritten notes, etc.).
3
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H.

Cybersecurity is a shared responsibility of all Participants2 in the international arbitration process. Security
of information ultimately depends on the responsible conduct and vigilance of individuals. Many breaches
arise from individual conduct; any individual actor can be the “weak link”, no matter how robust the
security of its infrastructure.

I.

The Participants in international arbitrations are, to a large degree, digitally interdependent, because the
process typically involves the transmission and hosting of information and collaborative elements such as
communications relating to the arbitration. Consequently, any break in the custody of arbitral information
has the potential to affect all Participants. Indeed, since Participants will frequently host not only their own
arbitral information, but also the information of others, intrusion into the information held by one
Participant may injure another more than the one whose information security was compromised.

J.

All Participants should take into consideration their own, regular cybersecurity practices and digital
infrastructure as a threshold matter, because Participants’ day-to-day security practices and infrastructure
pre-exist individual arbitrations, and therefore have an immediate and continuing impact on the security of
arbitration-related information. Schedule C hereto highlights general cybersecurity practices that all
Participants in an international arbitration should take into consideration.

II.

Cybersecurity Risks in International Arbitration

A.

Cybersecurity refers to the means employed to protect digitally stored information from intrusion by threat
actors not authorized to have access to that information.

B.

As a matter of good practice, reasonable cybersecurity measures should be employed whenever large
amounts of digital information are processed. This includes international arbitration.

C.

While not unique, the need for reasonable cybersecurity measures in international arbitrations is
highlighted by:
1.

the litigious backdrop, which can lead to targeting of information;

2.

the high-value, high-stakes nature of disputes, which increases the risk of breaches and the
likelihood that those breaches will cause significant loss;

3.

the exchange of information that is often sensitive or high-value confidential commercial
information and/or regulated personal or other data; and

4.

the cross-border nature of the process, which creates heightened challenges in complying with
applicable legal requirements and makes the consequences of a breach more substantial.


2.

4

The term “Arbitral Participants” or “Participant” refers to anyone who receives information that s/he would not
otherwise have as a result of the arbitral process. Hence, it includes the parties, counsel, arbitrators, arbitral
institutions, experts, and Vendors. Capitalized terms not otherwise defined herein are defined in the Glossary
attached as Schedule D, which also includes a general glossary of terms relevant to cybersecurity that are not
used in this Protocol.
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D.

The specific consequences that may result include:
1.

economic loss to parties, arbitrators, institutions, witnesses or other persons/entities whose
commercial information or personal data is compromised;

2.

reputational damage to arbitral institutions, arbitrators and counsel, as well as to the system of
arbitration overall; and

3.

potential liability under applicable laws and other regulatory frameworks.

E.

With respect to the legal and regulatory framework, the vast amounts of digital information available today
have led to increasing regulation of the security and use of information, particularly personal data. These
data protection regimes require, among other things, reasonable cybersecurity measures whenever personal
data is exchanged. This legal infrastructure has the potential to apply to, and shape how, information is
managed in international arbitrations.

F.

Applicable law may vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, and non-compliance with applicable law may
result in substantial penalties and/or litigation risk. Furthermore, data protection enforcement and other
legislative risk may be inconsistent in different jurisdictions and create obstacles to trans-border
information exchanges and indirectly international arbitration.

G.

However, the determination of what law(s) apply(ies) in a particular arbitration may be a complex issue and
it may be difficult to reconcile requirements of different jurisdictions.

H.

Given the substantial risk of non-compliance, we can expect that parties will increasingly drive data
protection compliance in all fields, including international dispute resolution, with the starting point being
that reasonable cybersecurity may be required as a matter of law, whenever personal or other regulated data
is exchanged, and good practice, whenever important information is exchanged during an arbitration. The
baseline reasonableness standard will ensure consideration of the facts and circumstances of individual
cases, including the parties’ preferences and resources.

III. Purpose of the Cybersecurity Protocol
A.

The Draft Cybersecurity Protocol for International Arbitration set forth in Section IV (the “Cybersecurity
Protocol” or the “Protocol”) is intended to encourage Participants in international arbitration to become
more aware of cybersecurity risks in arbitration and to provide guidance that will facilitate collaboration in
individual matters about the cybersecurity measures that should reasonably be taken, in light of those risks
and the individualized circumstances of the case to protect information exchanged in the arbitral process.

B.

The Protocol is intended to provide a framework that parties and arbitrators can consult in order to
determine reasonable cybersecurity measures for their individual matters. The Protocol will not apply in
any given case unless it is adopted by agreement of the parties or an arbitral tribunal determines that it will
apply.

C.

Although following the Protocol may assist in identifying applicable legal requirements, it does not
supersede applicable laws or regulations which may require that specific cybersecurity measures be
implemented. Furthermore, it is solely addressed at cybersecurity and does not attempt to address any other
potentially applicable data protection or other measures that may be required.

5
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D.

The Protocol therefore purposefully does not adopt a one-size-fits-all approach, but rather guides parties
and arbitrators in undertaking a risk-based approach to determine reasonable cybersecurity measures for a
particular matter.

E.

Rather than obligating the parties to follow a specific and immutable set of cybersecurity measures, the
Protocol provides flexibility to accommodate party preferences and risk tolerance in light of the individual
circumstances of each case.

F.

It is expected that the Protocol will necessarily evolve over time in light of:

G.

1.

Changing technology;

2.

New and prevalent cyberthreats;

3.

New laws/regulations;

4.

Any consensus that might emerge as to reasonable measures/arbitration best practices; and

5.

New cybersecurity initiatives by institutions or others.

Although the Protocol is drafted with international commercial arbitrations in mind, Arbitral Participants
may find it a useful starting point for domestic arbitration matters and/or investor-state arbitrations.

IV. Cybersecurity Protocol for International Arbitration
A.

6

The Cybersecurity Protocol is structured as follows:
1.

Articles 1-3 address general issues;

2.

Articles 4-6 address the tribunal’s authority to order cybersecurity measures and the potential scope
of such measures;

3.

Articles 7-12 address the factors to be considered when determining what cybersecurity measures to
adopt;

4.

Articles 13-17 suggest a procedural framework for adopting cybersecurity measures during an
arbitration;

5.

Article 18 addresses cybersecurity breaches; and

6.

Article 19 clarifies what is not covered.
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General Provisions
1.

This Cybersecurity Protocol governs issues of information security in an arbitration where the parties have
agreed to follow it, or the arbitral tribunal has determined to employ it.

Commentary to Article 1

2.

(a)

Article 1 recognizes the importance of party autonomy in the conduct of international arbitrations, as
well as the important role played by the tribunal in determining what cybersecurity measures are
reasonable in any given case. Among other things, the arbitral tribunal may have to interpret any
agreements reached by the parties, resolve any conflicts with applicable arbitration rules or
mandatory provisions of law, consider the interests of other Participants such as third parties or
administering arbitral institutions, and fulfill its own responsibility to maintain the integrity and
legitimacy of the adjudicatory process.

(b)

Subsequent Articles more fully address the role played by Arbitral Participants. In particular, Article
4 addresses the tribunal’s authority over issues of cybersecurity in the arbitration, and Article 13
addresses when and how parties are recommended to enter into an agreement addressing
cybersecurity.

(c)

The Protocol has been prepared as a unified set of guidelines and is not intended or recommended to
be applied in a piecemeal fashion.

The Protocol does not supersede applicable law, regulations, professional or ethical obligations.

Commentary to Article 2
(a)

The Protocol is not intended to ensure compliance with any applicable law or regulation and
adherence to the Protocol does not provide any liability shield or presumptions.

(b)

Article 11 reminds Participants that, in determining what cybersecurity measures are reasonable for
their individual matter, applicable law and regulations should be taken into account.

(c)

There are multiple sources of mandatory cybersecurity regimes including those contained in many of
the more than 100 national data protection laws, regulations, and industry norms applicable across
the globe to certain types of personal data and data of public importance, including, for example, the
European Union General Data Protection Regulation (“GDPR”) and the Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act of 1996 (“HIPAA”) in the United States.

(d)

The GDPR, for example, includes a broad-reaching set of mandatory legal requirements applicable
to the collection and processing of individuals’ personal data. There is no exception for arbitrations
and the penalties for breach may be substantial.

(e)

The Protocol is limited to cybersecurity, and purposefully does not address the broader subject of
how the application of data protection rules to any personal or other data exchanged in an arbitration
will impact the process. However, while the security required differs among jurisdictions, to the
extent personal data is exchanged during an arbitration, under the GDPR and virtually all extant data
protection regimes, keeping that information secure, including implementing reasonable and
proportionate cybersecurity adequate to such purpose, is mandatory.

7
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3.

(f)

Legal requirements may apply to all who either process or control the information, including
personal data, which may include all Arbitral Participants.

(g)

It is therefore important in each case for all the Arbitral Participants to understand their obligations
under the law(s) that may be applied to the processing of the information, including personal data.
Counsel’s obligations in some instances may extend to informing other relevant actors of applicable
legal requirements and how they will be addressed.

(h)

It is also important for counsel and arbitrators to be aware of any ethical and professional obligations
of their own that have implications for cybersecurity.

The Protocol does not establish any liability standard for any purpose, including, but not limited to, liability
in contract, for professional malpractice, or negligence.

Commentary to Article 3
(a)

Article 3 makes clear that the Protocol is not intended to establish any liability standard.

(b)

The Protocol proposes a mechanism for the adoption of reasonable case-specific cybersecurity
measures, rather than providing what those measures should be.

(c)

Article 3 is not intended to limit the rights of the parties to make agreements with respect to
cybersecurity as set forth in Article 13 or the right of the arbitral tribunal to issue directives
regarding cybersecurity as set forth in Article 4.

Authority to Order Cybersecurity Measures and their Potential Application
4.

The arbitral tribunal has the authority to determine what security measures, if any, are reasonable in the
circumstances of the case, taking into account the views of the parties (and the other Arbitral Participants,
to the extent the tribunal considers to be appropriate) and to order the implementation of such measures.

Commentary to Article 4

8

(a)

Article 4 recognizes the tribunal’s express authority to determine the cybersecurity measures, if any,
that are reasonable in the case. This authority is implied in the tribunal’s general powers, but is
expressly recognized in Article 4.

(b)

In making any determination on cybersecurity, the tribunal shall take the parties’ views into account.

(c)

As further set forth in Article 13, in cases of party agreement, the tribunal should respect the parties’
agreement on the cybersecurity measures to be employed, unless other significant countervailing
factors exist that in the tribunal’s view outweigh the significant weight to be given to party
autonomy.

(d)

Article 4 also recognizes that in some cases, third parties as well as Arbitral Participants other than
the parties, also may have an interest in the cybersecurity measures to be employed, and recognizes
the tribunal’s right to take such views into account where appropriate.
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5.

In administered arbitrations, counsel and the arbitral tribunal should consider whether the application of
certain cybersecurity measures may depend upon the consent of the arbitral institution or may need to be
adapted to respond to the institutional rules, practices or capabilities.

Commentary to Article 5

6.

(a)

If an arbitration is administered by an institution, it may be necessary for the parties and the arbitral
tribunal to consult and coordinate with that institution prior to adopting cybersecurity measures, in
order to ensure that the measures are consistent with, and can be implemented pursuant to, the
institution’s rules, practices and technical capabilities.

(b)

Depending on the degree of confidentiality of the information involved, it may be necessary to
coordinate with the institution when the arbitration is being commenced (e.g., to determine whether
the secure notification of a request for arbitration or request for emergency relief can be made or if a
more limited filing is appropriate initially; or, to request institutional attention to the secure handling
of confidential information by potential arbitrators.)

(c)

As cybersecurity receives increasing attention, some arbitral institutions may adopt their own rules
or practices relating to information security. For example, an institution might adopt or endorse a
hosting platform for some or all of the information related to arbitrations they administer, such as a
secure hosting platform for the transmission of communications and documents between the parties,
the tribunal and the institution.

(d)

The institution’s rules and practices may or may not be deemed mandatory by the institution.

In determining what information security measures will be adopted in the arbitration, consideration may be
given to establishing procedures for the following:
i.

the transmission of communications, pleadings, disclosure materials and evidence by the parties;

ii.

communications among arbitrators and between the arbitrators and any administering institution;

iii.

storage of arbitration-related information;

iv.

sharing arbitration-related information with authorized third parties such as experts, interpreters,
stenographers, and tribunal secretaries;

v.

vulnerability monitoring and breach detection;

vi.

security breach notification and risk mitigation; and

vii.

post-arbitration document retention and destruction.

Commentary to Article 6
(a)

With respect to the transmission of communications, pleadings, disclosure materials and evidence,
the following measures, among others, may be considered:
(i)

limiting all exchanges and transfers of confidential commercial information and personal data
in relation to the arbitration;

9
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(ii)

without prejudice to disclosure obligations, limiting the disclosure of confidential commercial
information and personal data (i.e., in addition to the narrow standard generally applied to
document exchange in international arbitration, the parties may consider protective measures
such as redaction, pseudonymization, or anonymization of information before it is
exchanged);

(iii)

restricting access to arbitration-related information on a least privilege and need-to-know
basis, or limiting certain information to attorneys’ eyes only (e.g., under ordinary
circumstances, disclosure material need not be shared with the arbitral tribunal or the
institution, except in respect to disclosure disputes, in which event the material shared should
be limited to what is relevant to the tribunal’s resolution of the dispute); and

(iv)

the method of transmission (e.g., e-mail, third-party platform or virtual data room, USB drive
or other portable storage device) and corresponding protective measures (e.g., encryption;
procedure for transmitting the password for a portable storage drive separately from the drive
itself).

(b)

If a third-party data storage platform is being considered, counsel should seek to agree on the party
or other individual or entity that will host it, who will have access to the platform, and for how long.

(c)

In considering which data storage platform to use, if any, counsel should consider the nature and
amount of information, the amount of time it will need to be stored, whether it includes personal or
other regulated data or confidential commercial information, and other issues related to the data
being stored.

(d)

Security breaches are addressed in Article 18 and accompanying Commentary.

(e)

Issues to be considered with respect to post-arbitration document retention and destruction may
include:
(i)

whether to require that arbitration-related information be returned or safely disposed of (or
certified as having been safely disposed of); and

(ii)

the timing of any such requirement, with due consideration for applicable legal or ethical
obligations, award recognition/enforcement proceedings, and legitimate interests in retaining
work product.

Factors to be Considered in Developing Cybersecurity Measures
7.

10

The cybersecurity measures to be adopted for the arbitration shall be those that are reasonable, taking into
consideration: the nature of the information at issue; the potential security threats and consequences of a
potential information breach; the available security capabilities of Arbitral Participants; applicable rules
and legal obligations; the Purpose of the Protocol as set forth in Section III supra, and other relevant
circumstances of the case.
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Commentary to Article 7

8.

(a)

Article 7 sets out the elements of a risk-based approach to determining what cybersecurity measures
are reasonable in individual arbitration matters. Articles 8-12 provide more detailed guidance as to
each aspect of the risk analysis.

(b)

By assessing risk according to the individual circumstances of a case and adopting a standard of
reasonableness, Article 7 recognizes that there is no one-size-fits-all approach to cybersecurity in
arbitration matters.

(c)

The reasonableness standard adopted by the Protocol is consistent with an emerging global trend in
favor of requiring “reasonable”, “reasonable and proportionate”, or “appropriate” cybersecurity
measures when attention to cybersecurity is legally or ethically required.

(d)

This approach provides flexibility to accommodate changes in technology, best practices and threats
current at the time of an actual dispute, rather than obligating the parties to follow a specific and
immutable set of steps.

(e)

This individualized approach recognizes that implementation of cybersecurity measures entails
balancing potentially competing considerations (such as cost and convenience) and that similarly
situated parties may make different but equally legitimate choices based on their own preferences,
including considerations of cost and proportionality, risk tolerance and technical capabilities, among
others.

(f)

Article 7 recognizes that there will exist categories of cases where enhanced data security protection
will be necessary in light of the sensitivity of information, legal considerations, special risks or other
factors. Provided it is legally permissible, there may also be cases in which parties consider that
information security protection somewhat below a baseline standard is sufficient and appropriate
(e.g., due to the parties’ lack of resources or infrastructure or the low-value nature of the case).

With respect to the nature of the information in the arbitration, the following factors, among others, may be
considered:
i.

what information is likely to be relevant and material in the arbitration;

ii.

whether confidential commercial information will be exchanged;

iii.

whether personal data will be exchanged;

iv.

how much confidential commercial information and personal data is likely to be exchanged in the
arbitration;

v.

who has or should have access to the information exchanged during the arbitration;

vi.

who “owns” the information;

vii.

where the information is stored; and

viii.

whether the confidential commercial information and/or personal data is subject to express
confidentiality agreements or other relevant obligations, such as legal/regulatory restrictions relating
to data protection/privacy, cross-border data transfer, breach notification, and/or privilege.
11
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Commentary to Article 8
(a)

Article 8 seeks to identify what information might be vulnerable to cyberthreats or increased legal
risk in an arbitration.

(b)

Consideration of what information is likely to be relevant and material in the arbitration can be
useful in identifying types of data that are likely to be exchanged by the parties in the case.

(c)

Examples of types of confidential commercial information and/or personal data that may require
special care include:
(i)

intellectual property;

(ii)

trade secrets or other commercially sensitive information;

(iii)

health or medical information;

(iv)

payment card information;

(v)

non-payment card financial information;

(vi)

personal data, which is also referred to as personally identifying information (“PII”);

(vii) information subject to professional legal privilege;
(viii) information related to or belonging to a government or governmental body (including
classified data and politically sensitive information); and
(ix)

9.

12

information that is subject to express confidentiality agreements or other relevant obligations,
such as legal/regulatory restrictions relating to data privacy, cross-border data transfer, breach
notification, and/or privilege.

With respect to the potential cybersecurity threats and consequences of a potential breach, the following
factors, among others, may be considered:
i.

further to the analysis conducted under Article 8, the nature of the information likely to be involved
in the arbitration;

ii.

the identity of the parties, key witnesses, and other Arbitral Participants;

iii.

the industry/subject matter of the dispute;

iv.

the size and value of the dispute;

v.

the prevalence of cyberthreats;

vi.

the nature and frequency of international travel likely to be required for the arbitration; and

vii.

the severity of potential consequences if there is a breach of information security.
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Commentary to Article 9
(a)

Article 9 sets out some factors that may be relevant in analyzing information security risk in the
arbitration. The risk is a function of the likelihood of a cybersecurity breach and the consequences of
that breach. Typically, parties and/or the tribunal will wish to determine whether the risk of a
cyberattack or other information security breach in the particular circumstances of the arbitration is
high or low, and whether the consequences of a breach are likely to be minor, moderate, or severe.

(b)

The threat of a cyberattack and consequent desirability of cybersecurity measures can be plotted on a
chart as follows:

(c)

A case with a large counsel team, for example, will have more points of vulnerability and may
necessitate stricter cybersecurity measures.

(d)

Some issues to consider in analyzing the information security risk that may attach to the identity of
the parties, key witnesses, and other Arbitral Participants (including the arbitral institution, experts,
and counsel) include:
(i)

Whether the matter involves a party or other Arbitral Participant with a history of being
targeted for cyberattacks;

(ii)

Whether the matter involves parties that handle large amounts of high-value confidential
commercial information and/or personal data;

(iii)

Whether the matter involves a public figure, high-ranking official or executive, or a celebrity; and

(iv)

Whether the matter touches upon any government, government information, or government
figure.

13
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(e)

Travel tends to increase information security risk. Consideration should be given to how often and to
where Participants are likely to travel with arbitration-related information and whether there are
particular risks associated with a particular destination. Some jurisdictions may assert the right to
access information on portable devices as a condition of entry, for example. Consideration should
also be given to how arbitration-related information is likely to be transported (e.g., whether it will
be downloaded on portable devices or accessed via a secure server).

(f)

Some questions to consider in analyzing the consequences and severity of a potential breach of
information security may include:

(g)

10.

(i)

The value of the information to the parties;

(ii)

The value of the information to third parties;

(iii)

The nature, type, and amount of personal data being processed and whether it is legally
regulated;

(iv)

Potential embarrassment or damage caused by public disclosure of the information;

(v)

Whether and how the information could be (mis)used by a third party (e.g., politically, for
extortion purposes, for insider trading purposes, or to obtain a competitive advantage).

In addition to considering the potential impact of a breach on the Arbitral Participants, consideration
should be given to the potential impact on persons outside of the arbitration process, including but
not limited to the persons to whom personal data relates. An information breach suffered by one
Arbitral Participant may cause injury to other Participants or third parties.

With respect to the available security capabilities, the existing digital infrastructure of Arbitral Participants
and any potential technical impediments to implementing cybersecurity measures should be considered.

Commentary to Article 10

14

(a)

Once parties and the tribunal have assessed the seriousness of the cybersecurity threat in the
circumstances of the particular arbitration and the desirability of cybersecurity measures, it is then
necessary to weigh the degree of cybersecurity measures suggested by the threat against practical
considerations, including what measures are proportionate to the size and value of the dispute.

(b)

Article 10 recognizes that the Arbitral Participants, including the parties, counsel, the arbitrators, and
administering institutions, may have differing technical resources and constraints on their technical
capacity that will influence what may be reasonable in a particular case.

(c)

General cyber awareness by the Participants, including their day-to-day security practices and digital
infrastructure, may also determine what security measures may be warranted in any given arbitration
matter. For example, when all Participants already employ a high level of cybersecurity, additional
measures may not be needed. Schedule C highlights general cybersecurity practices that all Arbitral
Participants should take into consideration.

(d)

While the limitations of a party’s resources are an important factor, consideration also should be
given to the security needs of the case, the accessibility and affordability of security resources, and
measures that may be taken without significant expenditure.
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11.

Applicable rules and legal obligations may dictate that certain types of cybersecurity measures be adopted
regardless of the threat inherent in the individual circumstances of the arbitration. Among the factors that
may be considered are the following:
i.

contractual obligations such as confidentiality agreements;

ii.

relevant arbitration rules;

iii.

ethical and professional obligations; and

iv.

regulatory obligations including those that are industry-related (e.g., HIPAA) and those that are
information-related, including those applicable to personal data (e.g., GDPR and other data
protection laws and other privacy rights).

Commentary to Article 11

12.

(a)

As discussed in the Commentary to Article 2, the Protocol is not intended to assure compliance with,
and does not supersede, applicable law, regulations, professional or ethical obligations.

(b)

Arbitrators and parties may also be faced with differing or conflicting mandatory obligations. The
arbitral tribunal will have to determine how to harmonize such obligations, taking into consideration
the consequences of non-compliance as well as due process considerations for all concerned.

Other relevant considerations in determining what measures are reasonable may include, but are not limited
to:
i.

workflow needs and preferences;

ii.

cost;

iii.

proportionality;

iv.

burden/relative resources; and

v.

efficiency.

Commentary to Article 12
(a)

Article 12 recognizes that if proposed cybersecurity measures would be so onerous as to prevent the
arbitration from proceeding in an orderly fashion, then the balance of “reasonableness” may weigh
against their adoption.

(b)

In particular, cybersecurity measures that are too strict or difficult: (i) risk being ignored or evaded;
and (ii) may have a negative impact on the ability of Participants to accomplish necessary tasks.

15
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Procedural Considerations When Adopting Cybersecurity Measures
13.

In the first instance, the parties should attempt to agree on reasonable cybersecurity measures, if any. Any
agreement is subject to approval by the arbitral tribunal.

Commentary to Article 13

14.

(a)

Article 13 recognizes the importance of party autonomy. Normally, counsel should be responsible in
the first instance to meet and confer on the information security protection measures to be
implemented in a particular arbitration, taking into account existing cybersecurity measures already
employed by the Arbitral Participants.

(b)

Issues that counsel should consider discussing with their clients and opposing counsel may overlap
with issues ordinarily considered in the context of disclosure and document preservation.

(c)

In principle, where possible, the parties should agree on the cybersecurity measures to be employed,
which should be reasonable taking into account the factors discussed above in Articles 7-12.

(d)

Notwithstanding the principle of party autonomy, the parties cannot bind the arbitral tribunal. Nor
can the parties bind the institution administering the arbitration. Any preliminary agreement should
be formalized only after consultation with the tribunal and, where appropriate or required, the
arbitral institution.

The tribunal should consider issues of cybersecurity, including any agreement that may have been reached
by the parties, as early as practicable, which ordinarily will not be later than the first case management
conference.

Commentary to Article 14

16

(a)

The expectation generally is for issues of cybersecurity to be discussed with the parties in
preparation for, and during, the initial case management conference or procedural hearing, and then
to be incorporated in a procedural order.

(b)

However, in certain cases, the initial hearing or conference may either be too late or too early; hence,
any party may raise cybersecurity measures for consideration at any time.

(c)

At the initial conference, the arbitral tribunal should be prepared to:
(i)

discuss the ability and willingness of its members to adopt specific security measures;

(ii)

engage counsel in a discussion about reasonable cybersecurity measures;

(iii)

resolve any disputes about reasonable cybersecurity measures;

(iv)

express its own interests in preserving the integrity of the arbitration process, taking into
account the parties’ concerns and preferences, the capabilities of any administering institution
and other factors discussed in this Protocol; and

(v)

render an appropriate order or include cybersecurity provisions in an early procedural order.
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(d)

Cybersecurity measures may also be set forth in a stipulation of the parties approved by the tribunal.

(e)

Ordinarily the tribunal should defer to the parties’ agreement, but there may be circumstances for
departure. Such circumstances may include but are not limited to:
(i)

measures to protect third-party interests, including other Arbitral Participants or third-party
witnesses;

(ii)

applicability of mandatory legal and regulatory requirements and other rules;

(iii)

capabilities of the arbitrators and administering institution;

(iv)

the tribunal’s own interest in protecting the integrity of the process, including the security of
its own communications and deliberations.

(f)

The procedures adopted at the outset of the arbitration should allow for modification as necessary
throughout the course of the proceeding, including updates as to: (i) what qualifies as the nature of
the information being processed; (ii) required procedures based on the specific circumstances of the
case as it develops; and (iii) changed circumstances, such as changes in applicable law, risks in the
proceeding, institutional rules/requirements, or technological developments. Such updates should be
made after consultation with the parties and any administering arbitral institution.

(g)

The tribunal may modify the measures previously agreed to by the parties or determined by the
tribunal at the reasoned request of any party, or on its own initiative in light of the evolving
circumstances of the case.

15.

Arbitral Participants and fact witnesses should be informed of the cybersecurity measures in place and shall
agree in writing to comply with such measures before receiving any arbitration-related information,
provided that where an essential third-party expert, fact witness or Vendor is unable or unwilling to comply
with the agreed standards, the matter shall be referred to the tribunal for consideration, and, if necessary,
direction.

16.

The technical capability of Vendors should be no less than the minimum requirements designated by the
parties.

Commentary to Articles 15-16
(a)

Third parties present a difficult area for the protection of confidential information in general and
electronically stored information in particular. They are not under the control of the tribunal and may
not suffer directly from the consequences of a cybersecurity breach. Nevertheless, there is little point
in agreeing to stringent cybersecurity measures for the parties, counsel, the tribunal and institution if
the same information is to be sent to third parties without adequate safeguards. Further, to the extent
that legal requirements apply, these may require third parties to agree to adequate safeguards before
the information is shared.

(b)

Where possible, counsel should obtain the written agreements of third parties to abide by
cybersecurity measures that have been agreed or ordered by the tribunal.

(c)

Where third parties either cannot or will not agree to comply, the tribunal shall be informed and
direction given where appropriate.

17
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17.

Cybersecurity is the shared responsibility of all Arbitral Participants involved in an arbitration. Arbitral
Participants are responsible for ensuring that all personnel directly or indirectly involved in an arbitration
are aware of, and follow, cybersecurity measures being adopted in a proceeding as well as the potential
impact of a cybersecurity breach.

Commentary to Article 17
(a)

The security of information in an arbitral proceeding ultimately depends on the decisions and actions
of all individuals involved, and any individual actor can be the cause of a cybersecurity breach.
Many security breaches result from individual conduct rather than a breach of systems or
infrastructure.

(b)

In a case with multiple parties and large counsel teams, for example, it is necessary for Arbitral
Participants to make persons directly or indirectly involved aware of any cybersecurity measures,
and of their agreement to be bound by them, whether by express agreement or as part of their
employment conditions or consulting agreement.

(c)

The Arbitral Participant providing access to arbitral information covered by cybersecurity measures
is responsible for ensuring that the persons with whom it is shared are aware of those measures and
agree to follow them.

(d)

This may involve a large number of people, each of whom could prove to be the weak link.

(e)

Arbitral Participants should identify the various team members who support them and have access to
digital information. For example, counsel appearing on behalf of a party in an arbitration may be
supported in the background by additional lawyers who are not known to the other party or tribunal,
administrative staff, and legal assistants or law clerks.

(f)

Similarly, within an arbitral institution, case administration may involve a team of case management
personnel, administrative support staff, and members of the institution’s standing court of arbitration
practitioners. To mitigate the risk of data breaches, cybersecurity awareness must permeate
organizational structures and extend beyond the core Participants in the arbitral process to such team
members and support personnel.

Cybersecurity Breaches
18.

18

The cybersecurity measures adopted for the arbitration may address material issues related to possible
information security breaches, including, among other things:
i.

what constitutes a security breach;

ii.

who shall be notified of a breach;

iii.

timing of the notification; and

iv.

specific steps to be taken to mitigate any information breach.
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Commentary to Article 18
(a)

Steps that may be taken to mitigate any information security breach may include, depending on the
circumstances:
(i)

implementing measures to identify the specific source of the breach;

(ii)

taking steps to correct any weaknesses in security systems in order to mitigate the impact of a
breach and/or prevent further breaches;

(iii)

informing all affected parties that a breach occurred, consistent with any applicable legal
obligations, in a timely manner and in a manner best preserving the confidentiality of the
arbitration;

(iv)

if appropriate, taking systems and applications offline to prevent further loss of information;

(v)

taking steps to retrieve lost information and to ensure that unauthorized recipients delete or
return information;

(vi)

if appropriate, enlisting Vendors to manage effects of breach; and

(vii) if appropriate, involving law enforcement.
(b)

Applicable laws may dictate the required procedures for addressing cybersecurity breaches. The
GDPR, for example, includes strict mandatory 72-hour breach notification requirements. Some U.S.
states have also adopted harm triggers; for example, if a lost laptop has full-disk-encryption-enabled,
no notification would be required.

(c)

There may also be a need to assess the nature of the breach, whether there has been unauthorized
access to information, and whether there is an urgent need to take corrective action to prevent further
breaches.

(d)

Until a breach occurs, it may not be possible to determine what breach notification obligations exist
as a matter of law even if compliance may require swift action.

Matters Not Covered by the Protocol
19.

The following matters are beyond the scope of this Protocol:
i.

the allocation of costs arising from the implementation of the Protocol and/or from any data breach
or alleged failure to implement information security measures as directed by the arbitral tribunal; and

ii.

the nature and scope of any authority of the arbitral tribunal to impose sanctions in the event of a
data breach or alleged failure to implement information security measures as directed by the arbitral
tribunal.

19
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Commentary to Article 19

20

(a)

The Protocol purposefully does not address either the allocation of costs or the tribunal’s authority to
order sanctions arising from data breaches or an alleged failure to implement information security
measures as directed by the arbitral tribunal.

(b)

However, while the Protocol does not expressly address such issues, it is not intended to negate
authority otherwise available to the tribunal to allocate costs or impose sanctions.
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Schedule A
Arbitration Agreement
It is not recommended that parties specify particular cybersecurity measures in their arbitration agreement because
technology may change materially by the time the dispute arises, and the circumstances of the subsequent dispute
may inform the cybersecurity measures that the parties choose to adopt. However, the parties may want to provide
generally in their arbitration agreement that the arbitration shall be conducted in a secure manner in line with the
Cybersecurity Protocol for International Arbitration. The following language would be appropriate for inclusion in
the arbitration agreement:
The parties agree that the arbitration shall be conducted in a secure manner as determined by the arbitral
tribunal, taking into consideration the views of the parties and the Cybersecurity Protocol for International
Arbitration.

21
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Schedule B
Model Language for Specific Cybersecurity Measures
Article 13 of the Protocol provides that parties should in principle agree on the cybersecurity measures to be
employed, but that these measures should not be adopted without the approval of the tribunal. Further, Article 14
provides that the tribunal should typically adopt such language into a procedural order or by stipulation of the
parties after the first case management conference, to be updated as the case proceeds.
The language set forth below providing for specific cybersecurity measures and related issues may be considered
for inclusion in party agreements and/or tribunal orders. The adoption of case-specific cybersecurity measures
whether by agreement of the parties, which will typically require tribunal approval, or by tribunal order, may
include the language set forth below or some variation thereof depending on the circumstances.
1.

[Model Language Re: Baseline Cybersecurity Measures]

2.

[Model Language Re: Enhanced Cybersecurity Measures]

3.

[Model Language Re: No Additional Cybersecurity Measures]

4.

[Model Language Re: Notification of Data Breach and/or Breach of the Cybersecurity Measures]

5.

[Model Language Re: Cybersecurity Dispute Resolution]

6.

[Model Language Re: Use of Special Expert on Cybersecurity Issues]

7.

[Model Language Re: Damages for Breach of Cybersecurity Measures]

8.

[Model Language for inclusion in Vendor Agreements]

9.

[Model Language Re: Agreement to Share Expenses of Cost of Enhanced Cybersecurity Measures]

10.

[Possible Model Procedural Order (standard provisions subject to adaptation in individual cases)]


Inclusion of Model Language to be considered based on feedback from the Consultation Process.
22
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Schedule C
General Cybersecurity Practices
1.

Because the Participants in international arbitration are, to a large degree, digitally interdependent, all
Participants (including counsel, witnesses, experts, arbitrators, Vendors and arbitral institutions) involved
in the arbitration should be conscious of good general cybersecurity practices for storing and processing
information obtained during the arbitral process.

2.

All Participants should be conscious of their own, regular cybersecurity practices and digital infrastructure
as a threshold matter, because Participants’ day-to-day security practices and infrastructure pre-date
individual arbitrations, and therefore have an immediate and continuing impact on the security of
arbitration-related information.

3.

Depending on the circumstances, examples of good general cybersecurity practices may include:
(a)

Creating access controls, such as strong, complex passwords and multi-factor authentication when
appropriate and secure password storage and controls.
(i)

Access controls, including user account management, passwords, and multi-factor
authentication, determine who has authority to access information and what privileges s/he
has to use it.

(ii)

In June 2017, the National Institute of Science and Technology (“NIST”) substantially revised
longstanding password guidance (see NIST Special Publication 800-63B). Key
recommendations include that passwords should be based on unique passphrases, at least 8
characters long, and easily remembered (“memorized secrets”). In addition, common
dictionary words, past passwords, repetitive or sequential characters, and context-specific
words (such as derivatives of the service being used) should be avoided, and mixtures of
different character types are unnecessary. The NIST further recognizes that in many cases,
password managers increase the likelihood that users will choose stronger memorized secrets.

(iii)

Multi-factor authentication allows a user to safeguard a digital account (such as an e-mail
account) from unauthorized access by requiring that the user provide additional proof of
identity beyond a password. Given the frequency with which Participants in international
arbitrations travel, to the extent they consider it is warranted to use multi-factor
authentication, they may wish to ensure that any method they use is available offline.

(b)

Guarding digital “perimeters” using measures such as firewalls, antivirus and antispyware software,
operating system updates and other software patches.

(c)

Adopting secure protocols, such as encryption for the storage and transmission of arbitral
information, that are reasonable, taking into account the nature of the data and its required use within
the arbitral process.
(i)

Arbitral information should generally be protected during transmission using industrystandard encryption technology, which prevents communications from being intercepted and
read as they travel from end-to-end. It may also be appropriate under certain circumstances
and depending on the nature of the data to encrypt individual file attachments.
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(ii)

To guard against unauthorized access of digital information due to loss or theft of a laptop or
other mobile devices, it may be reasonable to enable full disk encryption (which is often built
into device operating systems) to protect all data stored on the device while it is at rest.

(iii)

If information is stored in the cloud, depending on the nature of the information, it may
sometimes be appropriate to encrypt the information before it is uploaded and to keep control
of the encryption key out of the hands of the cloud provider.

(d)

Being mindful of public internet use in hotels, airports, coffee shops and elsewhere and considering
protective measures such as personal cellular hotspots or virtual private networks (VPNs) where
warranted in light of encryption and other measures being employed. Public Wi-Fi may provide
hackers with access to unsecured devices on the same network, allow them to intercept password
credentials, or to distribute malware. As an alternative to public Wi-Fi, Arbitral Participants may
wish to use a mobile hotspot to establish an internet connection. Where appropriate, other protective
measures could include using a VPN to encrypt communications traveling on the unsecured network
connection and/or avoid connecting to any websites that fail to use HTTPS security.

(e)

Being mindful to download programs and digital content only from legitimate sources and not to
open attachments from unknown email senders.

(f)

Keeping mobile devices close and making use of available protective measures in case of loss or
theft, possibly including full disk encryption and remote tracking and wiping.

(g)

Making routine secure and redundant data back-ups. Redundant data back-ups allow users to recover
information in the event data is lost or corrupted due to human error, hardware failure, ransomware
attack, or otherwise. One possible approach is to follow the so-called 3-2-1 rule, which means there
should be 3 copies of the data, 2 should be stored locally on different storage media, and 1 copy
should be stored offsite.

(h)

Knowing one’s data security infrastructure, including professional and personal networks, computers
and portable devices, cloud services, software program and apps, remote access tools and back-up
services.

(i)

Implementing document and data preservation policies to minimize storage of data no longer
required.

(j)

Making reasonable on-going efforts to be educated about evolving cybersecurity risks and best
practices.

4.

All Arbitral Participants should have an understanding (if not a written inventory) of where data resides in,
and flows through, their digital infrastructure, in order that appropriate controls and safeguards may be
implemented. An arbitrator who regularly uses a personal tablet to review pleadings and exhibits, for
example, should know whether the documents will be stored locally on the tablet by default, on servers for
the application(s) used to review the documents, and/or personal cloud storage.

5.

Once Arbitral Participants are cognizant of their own digital architecture, they can take steps to mitigate the
risk of data breaches from basic security vulnerabilities. More often than not, data breaches arise from
malicious actors who look for and find security vulnerabilities to exploit rather than from targeted attacks.
Many of these security vulnerabilities arise from a failure to implement and/or maintain basic, wellestablished security practices that do not require any significant financial resources, technological support,
or infrastructure investment.
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Schedule D
Glossary
(Please note that not all of the terms defined below appear in the draft document.)
Access Control – The process of granting or denying specific requests to: (i) obtain and use information and
related information processing services; and (ii) enter specific physical facilities.
Antispyware Software – A program that specializes in detecting both malware and non-malware forms of
spyware.
Antivirus Software – A program specifically designed to detect many forms of malware and prevent them from
infecting computers, as well as cleaning computers that have already been infected.
Attribution – The process of tracking, identifying and laying blame on the perpetrator of a cyberattack or other
hacking exploit.
Authentication [includes multi-factor authentication and dual-factor authentication] – Verifying the identity of a
user, process, or device, often as a prerequisite to allowing access to resources in an information system.
Backing Up – The act of making a copy of files and programs to facilitate recovery, if necessary. (See also Data
Backup.)
Breach Notification – Notification of the unauthorized movement or disclosure of sensitive information to a
party, usually outside the organization, that is not authorized to have or see the information.
Business Continuity Management – The documentation of a predetermined set of instructions or procedures that
describe how an organization’s mission/business processes will be sustained during and after a significant
disruption.
Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) – The individual responsible for overseeing and implementing an
entity’s cybersecurity program and enforcing its cybersecurity policies.
Cloud – A model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing
resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released
with minimal management effort or service provider interaction.
Computer Forensics – The application of computer science and investigative procedures involving the
examination of digital evidence – following proper search authority, chain of custody, validation with
mathematics, use of validated tools, repeatability, reporting, and possibly expert testimony.
Cyberattack – An attack, via cyberspace, targeting an enterprise’s use of cyberspace for the purpose of disrupting,
disabling, destroying, or maliciously controlling a computing environment/infrastructure; or destroying the
integrity of the data or stealing controlled information.
Cybersecurity – The ability to protect or defend the use of cyberspace from cyberattacks.
Cyber Exercise – A simulation of an emergency designed to validate the viability of one or more aspects of an IT
plan. (See also Information Technology (IT).)
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Cyber Incident – Actions taken through the use of an information system or network that result in an actual or
potentially adverse effect on an information system, network, and/or the information residing therein.
Cyber Incident Response Plan – The documentation of a predetermined set of instructions or procedures to
detect, respond to, and limit consequences of a cyber incident involving an organization’s information system(s).
Cyber Risk – The potential of loss or harm related to technical infrastructure or the use of technology within an
organization.
Data Backup – A copy of files and programs made to facilitate recovery, if necessary.
Data Breach – The unauthorized movement or disclosure of sensitive information to a party, usually outside the
organization, that is not authorized to have or see the information.
Data Integrity – The property that data has not been altered in an unauthorized manner. Data integrity covers data
in storage, during processing, and while in transit.
Data Loss – The exposure of proprietary, sensitive, or classified information through either data theft or data
leakage.
Data Privacy – Assurance that the confidentiality of, and access to, certain information about an entity or
individual is protected.
Data Recovery – The process of restoring data that has been lost, accidentally deleted, corrupted or made
inaccessible.
Data Storage – Retrievable retention of data. Electronic, electrostatic, or electrical hardware or other elements
(media) into which data may be entered, and from which data may be retrieved.
Data Transfer – The act of electronically sending information from one location to one or more other locations.
Data Wiping – Overwriting media or portions of media with random or constant values to hinder the collection of
data.
Decryption – The process of transforming ciphertext into plaintext using a cryptographic algorithm and key.
Denial of Service – Actions that prevent a system from functioning in accordance with its intended purpose. A
piece of equipment or entity may be rendered inoperable or forced to operate in a degraded state; operations that
depend on timeliness may be delayed.
Digital Perimeter – A physical or logical boundary that is defined for a system, domain, or enclave, within which
a particular security policy or security architecture is applied.
Document Destruction – Destroying, overwriting, deleting, or otherwise rendering digital, electronic, or physical
documents unusable.
Document Retention – The identification, storage, retrieval, and maintaining of digital, electronic, or physical
documents, files, or records pursuant to legal, specific contract, or other obligations.
Encryption – Any procedure used in cryptography to convert plaintext into ciphertext to prevent anyone but the
intended recipient from reading that data.
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Endpoint Monitoring – Automated tools, software, and procedures that track and ensure the security of network
devices and systems.
Firewall – A gateway that limits access between networks in accordance with local security policy.
Full Disk Encryption – The process of encrypting all the data on the hard drive used to boot a computer,
including the computer’s operating system, and permitting access to the data only after successful authentication
with the full disk encryption product.
General Disruption – An unplanned event that causes an information system to be inoperable for a length of time
(e.g., minor or extended power outage, extended unavailable network, or equipment or facility damage or
destruction).
Hacker – Unauthorized user who attempts to or gains access to an information system.
Hacking – The act of gaining unauthorized access to a digital device, network, system, account or other electronic
repository. (See also Hacker.)
Identity Theft – Wrongfully obtaining and using another person’s personal data in some way that involves fraud
or deception, typically for economic gain.
Incident Response – The documentation of a predetermined set of instructions or procedures to detect, respond
to, and limit consequences of a cyber incident involving an organization’s information systems(s). (See also Cyber
Incident Response Plan.)
Information Technology (IT) – Any equipment or interconnected system or subsystem of equipment that is used
in the automatic acquisition, storage, manipulation, management, movement, control, display, switching,
interchange, transmission, or reception of data or information by an entity or individual. The term information
technology includes computers, ancillary equipment, software, firmware, and similar procedures, services
(including support services), and related resources.
Intrusion Detection System (IDS) – A security service that monitors and analyzes network or system events for
the purpose of finding, and providing real-time or near real-time warning of, attempts to access system resources
in an unauthorized manner.
Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) – A system that can detect an intrusive activity and can also attempt to stop
the activity, ideally before it reaches its targets.
Keyboard Logger (also “Keylogger”) – A program designed to record which keys are pressed on a computer
keyboard, often used to obtain passwords or encryption keys and thus bypass other security measures.
Malware – A computer program that is covertly placed onto a computer with the intent to compromise the
privacy, accuracy, or reliability of the computer’s data, applications, or operating system. Common types of
malware threats include viruses, worms, malicious mobile code, Trojan horses, rootkits, and spyware.
Managed Services – A service provider that remotely manages a customer’s IT infrastructure and/or end-user
systems, typically on a proactive basis and under a subscription model.
Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) Proxy Server – Authentication using a server that services the requests of
its clients by forwarding those requests to other servers and uses two or more different factors to achieve
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authentication. Factors include: (i) something you know (e.g., password/PIN); (ii) something you have (e.g.,
cryptographic identification device, token); or (iii) something you are (e.g., biometric).
Password – A string of characters (letters, numbers, and other symbols) used to authenticate an identity or to
verify access authorization.
Payment Card Industry (PCI) – Commonly refers to the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI
DSS), which is a set of policies and procedures developed to protect credit, debit, and cash card transactions and
prevent the misuse of cardholders’ personal information. PCI DSS compliance is required by all card brands.
PCI Forensic Investigator (PFI) – Companies, organizations or other legal entities charged with investigating
cyber incidents related to Payment Card Industry information; organizations in compliance with all PFI Company
requirements (as defined by the Payment Card Industry Security Standards Council (PCI SSC)) and have been
qualified as PFI Companies by PCI SSC for purposes of performing PFI Investigations.
Personal Cellular Hotspot – A mobile hotspot is an ad hoc wireless access point created by a dedicated hardware
device or a smartphone feature that shares the cellular data.
Personally Identifying Information (PII) – Information which can be used to distinguish or trace the identity of
an individual (e.g., name, social security number, biometric records, etc.) alone, or when combined with other
personal or identifying information which is linked or linkable to a specific individual (e.g., date and place of
birth, mother’s maiden name, etc.).
Phishing – Tricking individuals into disclosing sensitive personal information by claiming to be a trustworthy
entity in an electronic communication.
Ransomware – A type of malware that is a form of extortion. The malware works by encrypting a victim’s hard
drive, thus denying the victim access to encrypted files. The victim must then pay a ransom to obtain a key to
decrypt the files and gain access to them again.
Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) – Provides remote display and input capabilities over network connections for
Windows-based applications running on a server. RDP is designed to support different types of network
topologies and multiple Local Area Network (LAN) protocols.
Remote Tracking – A tool designed to help remotely and proactively monitor mobile devices, laptops, or other
systems.
Server Message Block (SMB) – A network protocol used by Windows-based computers that allows systems
within the same network to share files. It allows computers connected to the same network or domain to access
files from other local computers as easily as if they were on the computer’s local hard drive.
Software Patch – A software component that, when installed, directly modifies files or device settings related to
a different software component without changing the version number or release details for the related software
component.
Spoofing – Faking the sending address of a transmission to gain illegal entry into a secure system.
Spyware – Software that is secretly or surreptitiously installed into an information system to gather information
on individuals or organizations without their knowledge; a type of malicious code.
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Trojan Horse – A computer program that appears to have a useful function, but also has a hidden and potentially
malicious function that evades security mechanisms, sometimes by exploiting legitimate authorizations of a
system entity that invokes the program.
Virtual Private Network (VPN) – A restricted-use, logical (i.e., artificial or simulated) computer network that is
constructed from the system resources of a relatively public, physical (i.e., real) network (such as the internet),
often by using encryption (located at hosts or gateways), and often by tunneling links of the virtual network across
the real network.
Vulnerability – Weakness in an information system, system security procedures, internal controls, or
implementation that could be exploited by a threat source.
Worm – A computer program that can run independently, can propagate a complete working version of itself onto
other hosts on a network, and may consume sources destructively.
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Arbitrators and Decision Making:
Can We Improve?

Mastering the
Unconscious
561

• IBA Arbitration Day - February 21, 2013- Making the
award: need we rethink the process? Deliberations:
an opaque and disorganised process?
• Swiss Arbitration Association- February 1, 2013Inside the Black Box: How Arbitral Tribunals Operate
and Reach Their Decisions
• Brunel University London- May 22-24, 2013- The
Roles of Psychology in International Arbitration

This year’s hot subject

2
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• [We] should take steps to limit the impact of
‘blinking on the bench’” Guthrie, Rachlinski, and
Wistrich, law professors and magistrate

• “Mental contamination is the process whereby a
person has an unwanted judgment emotion or
behavior because of mental processing that is
unconscious or uncontrollable.” Timothy and
Brekker, psychologists

Mental Contamination

3
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• “Deep below consciousness are other forces.
The likes and dislikes, the predilections and
the prejudices, the complex of instincts and
emotions and habits and convictions, which
make the man whether he be litigant or
judge.”
The Nature of the Judicial Process 167 ( 1921)

Justice Cardozo

4
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• “The conscientious judge will, as far as possible, make himself
aware of his biases...”
Judge Frank in In re J.P. Linahan, 138 F. 2d 650 (2d Cir. 1943)

Judge Frank

5
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• While computers function solely on logic,
human beings do not. All sorts of extraneous
factors-emotions, biases, preferences-can
intervene, most of which you can do
absolutely nothing about (except play upon
them, if you happen to know what they
are.)”
Justice Scalia, Making Your Case: The Art of
Persuading Judges (2008)

Justice Scalia
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• Kahneman (2011):
– System 1 and
System 2

• two horses
(rational/moral
and
irrational/passiona
te)

• Plato (424-348 BC)

The Brain

7
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• Informational“unringing the bell”
• Attitudinal – personal
predilections
• Cognitive – heuristicsmental short cuts

Blinders

8
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• 265 state and federal judges
• Average 9 years on the bench
• Anonymous questionnaire

Judge experiments

9
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• Privileged Communication
very damaging to plaintiff
• Half the judges saw it
• 75 % of those judges ruled
that the communication
was privileged

10

• Judges who did not see
the document- 55%
found for plaintiff
• Judges who saw it and
ruled privileged - 29 %
found for plaintiff

1. Informational BlinderInadmissible Evidence

570

• Gasoline flare up from a
gasoline can
• Company said almost
never happened
• Warning and recall
letter sent later
• Held inadmissible as a
subsequent remedial
measure

11

• Judges who saw the
evidence- - 75% said
not liable
• Judges who did not see
the evidence- 100% said
not liable

Informational BlinderSubsequent remedial measure

571

•
•
•
•
•

Hearsay
Expert witnesses
Privileged document review
Med – arb
Should we be less generous in admitting inadmissible
evidence? Risk of vacatur real?
• Should counsel highlight inadmissibility and unreliability of
evidence more without unduly disrupting the proceeding?

Application to arbitrators?

12
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• Democratic judges studies show are 1.4 times
as likely to render a liberal decision
• Our backgrounds; personal experiences and
how they influence us
• Other forms of bias? Manner of presentation
across cultures, deep pocket, plaintiff versus
defendant, corporation vs. individual, race,
culture, fill it in for yourself

2. Attitudinal Blinders
Personal predilections

13
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• Not told about the
• Was failure to take
flood, 24% found
precautions against
negligence
flooding negligent?
• Told about the flood,
• Half the judges were
57% found negligence
told that a flood
costing $1 million
occurred
subsequently

3. Cognitive BlinderHindsight Bias Heuristic

14
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• Study of what you already believe
• Study of supporters of Bush and Kerry in the 2004 electionsstatements by candidates- only the parts of the brain that
control emotions were triggered; reasoning part completely
inactive

Cognitive Blinder
Confirmation Bias Heuristic

15
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• Pedestrian hit by truck
• Half the judges heard a
motion to dismiss for
lack of $75,000
jurisdictional minimum
- they denied it
• Other judges did not
hear the motion

16

• Judges who did not
hear the motion
awarded a mean of
$1,200,000 million
• Judges who heard the
motion awarded a
mean of $880,000- 30%
spread

Cognitive Blinder
Anchoring Heuristic

576

• Auto accident- arm
amputated- facts
presented
• Some Judges heard
demand of 10 million
dollars in settlement
conference
• Other judges heard
demand for “a lot of
money”

• Judges who heard
$10,000,000 awarded
mean of $2,210,000
• Judges who only heard
large number awarded
mean of 808,000

Cognitive Blinder
Anchoring

17
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• Alan- intelligentindustrious-impulsivecritical-stubbornenvious
• Ben- envious-stubborncritical-impulsiveindustrious-intelligent
• Who did you view more
favorable?

• Film: asked how fast between
30-40 MPH car was going
• Smashed 40 MPH
• Collided 39 MPH
• Bumped 38 MPH
• Hit
34 MPH
• Contacted 31 MPH

Cognitive Blinder
Framing

18
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• Hindsight bias– our job is often to reconstruct
what must have been then – Actual outcome
makes it seem more predictable than it was.
Careful…
• Confirmation bias- our job is to listen and assess
with an open mind; An early view of the case or
our personal feelings about a subject may cause
us to only hear and process what confirms that
view. Careful…
• Anchoring Bias- Assessing damages- number
anchors can impact thinking. Careful…

Application to Us?

19
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• Careful selection of arbitrators
• More expansive arbitrator interviews
unrelated to merits to flush out biases
• Mock arbitrations
• Presentation tailored to suit particular
arbitrators
• Play to cultural norms

Application to counsel?

20
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• Does feeling certain assure you are
right?

• “People hate being in a state of doubt and will do whatever is
necessary to improve from doubt to belief.” Judge Richard Posner,
THE JURISPRUDENCE OF SKEPTICISM, 86 Mich. L. Rev. 827 (1988)
• Coherence bias
• The feeling of pleasure/reward - Triggered by the feeling of being
certain
• Brain’s mesolimbic dopamine system
• Same biology as sex, drugs and alcohol. Robert Burton, On Being
Certain, 2008

The Coherence Bias:
On Being Certain

21
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Similar statements by Judge Friendly
and Judge Hand

5th Circuit Judge Joseph C. Hutcheson,
Jr., “The Judgment Intuitive: The
Function of the ‘Hunch’ in Judicial
Decisions” (1929)

I, after canvassing all the available
material at my command, and
duly cogitating upon it, give my
imagination play, and brooding
over the cause, wait for the
feeling, the hunch—that intuitive
flash of understanding which
makes the jump-spark connection
between question and decision,
and . . . sheds its light along the
way.”

The Hunch

22
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• Awareness of the mental contaminant
• Motivation to correct it
• Awareness of the direction and magnitude of the
bias
• Control over resolve to correct it
• People, even if they believe they are biased, do
not believe their bias has infected their judgment
– the “bias blind spot"
• Awareness, knowledge and motivation do not
work; not enough; control does not follow

Overcoming Unconscious Bias

583

• DeNile
• The Illusion of
objectivity

Denial

24
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• If we form a view early does it lead
to biased assimilation of new
evidence? Confirmation bias?
25

• “A typical arbitrator concludes the initial phase with a
single dominant story in mind… Sizeable percentage of
arbitrators have established a clear leaning by the end
of the opening statement.”
• Richard C. Waites and James E Lawrence, Psychological
Dynamics in International Arbitration Advocacy, In The
Art of Advocacy in International Arbitration 109 (2010).

Decision framework

585
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Play both stories throughout the proceeding - Consider the Opposite
Marshal and constantly weigh positive as well as negative evidence for both sides
Makes sure you ask questions that elicit the full story- not just confirming
preliminary view
Identify why you may be wrong
Reduce reliance on memory
Replay how you reached your conclusions- what did you reject
Write down your reasoning
Estimate odds of your being wrong
Were you influenced by any biases /heuristics /inadmissible evidence
Consult your co-arbitrators
Leave enough time - Delay decision making - Sleep on it
What did you need to have presented to go the other way
What would the losing party feel you overlooked
If someone were writing it the other way- where and how would they differ

Debiasing:
Overcoming your “bias blind spots”

27
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Two faces, an urn or both???

28
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Young girl or old hag? Harder to
see both? Have to really try?
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Gestalt theory – law of closure
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• … They rented my room
out.

• When I was kidnapped,
my parents snapped
into action...
• (By now you have
probably constructed
your own story of what
happened next)

Woody Allen’s Story
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• Edna Sussman
• 914-472-9406
ednasussman@sussmanadr.com

•Thank you
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Diversity, Inclusion
and Elimination of
Bias - Implicit Bias
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Arbitration Ethics
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The Code of Ethics for Arbitrators
in Commercial Disputes
Effective March 1, 2004
The Code of Ethics for Arbitrators in Commercial Disputes was originally prepared in 1977 by a joint committee
consisting of a special committee of the American Arbitration Association® and a special committee of the American Bar
Association. The Code was revised in 2003 by an ABA Task Force and special committee of the AAA®.

Preamble
The use of arbitration to resolve a wide variety of disputes has grown extensively and forms a signiﬁcant part of the
system of justice on which our society relies for a fair determination of legal rights. Persons who act as arbitrators
therefore undertake serious responsibilities to the public, as well as to the parties. Those responsibilities include
important ethical obligations.
Few cases of unethical behavior by commercial arbitrators have arisen. Nevertheless, this Code sets forth generally
accepted standards of ethical conduct for the guidance of arbitrators and parties in commercial disputes, in the hope
of contributing to the maintenance of high standards and continued conﬁdence in the process of arbitration.
This Code provides ethical guidelines for many types of arbitration but does not apply to labor arbitration, which is
generally conducted under the Code of Professional Responsibility for Arbitrators of Labor-Management Disputes.
There are many different types of commercial arbitration. Some proceedings are conducted under arbitration rules
established by various organizations and trade associations, while others are conducted without such rules. Although
most proceedings are arbitrated pursuant to voluntary agreement of the parties, certain types of disputes are submitted
to arbitration by reason of particular laws. This Code is intended to apply to all such proceedings in which disputes or
claims are submitted for decision to one or more arbitrators appointed in a manner provided by an agreement of the
parties, by applicable arbitration rules, or by law. In all such cases, the persons who have the power to decide should
observe fundamental standards of ethical conduct. In this Code, all such persons are called “arbitrators,” although in
some types of proceeding they might be called “umpires,” “referees,” “neutrals,” or have some other title.
Arbitrators, like judges, have the power to decide cases. However, unlike full-time judges, arbitrators are usually engaged
in other occupations before, during, and after the time that they serve as arbitrators. Often, arbitrators are purposely
chosen from the same trade or industry as the parties in order to bring special knowledge to the task of deciding. This
Code recognizes these fundamental differences between arbitrators and judges.
In those instances where this Code has been approved and recommended by organizations that provide, coordinate, or
administer services of arbitrators, it provides ethical standards for the members of their respective panels of arbitrators.
However, this Code does not form a part of the arbitration rules of any such organization unless its rules so provide.
THE CODE OF ETHICS FOR ARBITRATORS IN COMMERCIAL DISPUTES
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Note on Neutrality
In some types of commercial arbitration, the parties or the administering institution provide for three or more arbitrators.
In some such proceedings, it is the practice for each party, acting alone, to appoint one arbitrator (a “party-appointed
arbitrator”) and for one additional arbitrator to be designated by the party-appointed arbitrators, or by the parties, or
by an independent institution or individual. The sponsors of this Code believe that it is preferable for all arbitrators
including any party-appointed arbitrators to be neutral, that is, independent and impartial, and to comply with the same
ethical standards. This expectation generally is essential in arbitrations where the parties, the nature of the dispute, or
the enforcement of any resulting award may have international aspects. However, parties in certain domestic arbitrations
in the United States may prefer that party-appointed arbitrators be non-neutral and governed by special ethical
considerations. These special ethical considerations appear in Canon X of this Code.
This Code establishes a presumption of neutrality for all arbitrators, including party-appointed arbitrators, which applies
unless the parties’ agreement, the arbitration rules agreed to by the parties or applicable laws provide otherwise. This
Code requires all party-appointed arbitrators, whether neutral or not, to make pre-appointment disclosures of any facts
which might affect their neutrality, independence, or impartiality. This Code also requires all party-appointed arbitrators
to ascertain and disclose as soon as practicable whether the parties intended for them to serve as neutral or not. If
any doubt or uncertainty exists, the party-appointed arbitrators should serve as neutrals unless and until such doubt or
uncertainty is resolved in accordance with Canon IX. This Code expects all arbitrators, including those serving under
Canon X, to preserve the integrity and fairness of the process.

Note on Construction
Various aspects of the conduct of arbitrators, including some matters covered by this Code, may also be governed by
agreements of the parties, arbitration rules to which the parties have agreed, applicable law, or other applicable ethics
rules, all of which should be consulted by the arbitrators. This Code does not take the place of or supersede such laws,
agreements, or arbitration rules to which the parties have agreed and should be read in conjunction with other rules of
ethics. It does not establish new or additional grounds for judicial review of arbitration awards.
All provisions of this Code should therefore be read as subject to contrary provisions of applicable law and arbitration
rules. They should also be read as subject to contrary agreements of the parties. Nevertheless, this Code imposes no
obligation on any arbitrator to act in a manner inconsistent with the arbitrator’s fundamental duty to preserve the integrity
and fairness of the arbitral process.
Canons I through VIII of this Code apply to all arbitrators. Canon IX applies to all party-appointed arbitrators, except that
certain party-appointed arbitrators are exempted by Canon X from compliance with certain provisions of Canons I-IX
related to impartiality and independence, as speciﬁed in Canon X.
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CANON I: An arbitrator should uphold the integrity and fairness of the arbitration process.
A. An arbitrator has a responsibility not only to the parties but also to the process of arbitration itself, and must observe high
standards of conduct so that the integrity and fairness of the process will be preserved. Accordingly, an arbitrator should recognize
a responsibility to the public, to the parties whose rights will be decided, and to all other participants in the proceeding. This
responsibility may include pro bono service as an arbitrator where appropriate.
B. One should accept appointment as an arbitrator only if fully satisﬁed:
(1) that he or she can serve impartially;
(2) that he or she can serve independently from the parties, potential witnesses, and the other arbitrators;
(3) that he or she is competent to serve; and
(4) that he or she can be available to commence the arbitration in accordance with the requirements of the proceeding and
thereafter to devote the time and attention to its completion that the parties are reasonably entitled to expect.
C. After accepting appointment and while serving as an arbitrator, a person should avoid entering into any business, professional,
or personal relationship, or acquiring any ﬁnancial or personal interest, which is likely to affect impartiality or which might
reasonably create the appearance of partiality. For a reasonable period of time after the decision of a case, persons who have
served as arbitrators should avoid entering into any such relationship, or acquiring any such interest, in circumstances which
might reasonably create the appearance that they had been inﬂuenced in the arbitration by the anticipation or expectation of
the relationship or interest. Existence of any of the matters or circumstances described in this paragraph C does not render it
unethical for one to serve as an arbitrator where the parties have consented to the arbitrator’s appointment or continued
services following full disclosure of the relevant facts in accordance with Canon II.
D. Arbitrators should conduct themselves in a way that is fair to all parties and should not be swayed by outside pressure, public
clamor, and fear of criticism or self-interest. They should avoid conduct and statements that give the appearance of partiality
toward or against any party.
E. When an arbitrator’s authority is derived from the agreement of the parties, an arbitrator should neither exceed that authority
nor do less than is required to exercise that authority completely. Where the agreement of the parties sets forth procedures to
be followed in conducting the arbitration or refers to rules to be followed, it is the obligation of the arbitrator to comply with
such procedures or rules. An arbitrator has no ethical obligation to comply with any agreement, procedures or rules that are
unlawful or that, in the arbitrator’s judgment, would be inconsistent with this Code.
F.

An arbitrator should conduct the arbitration process so as to advance the fair and efﬁcient resolution of the matters submitted
for decision. An arbitrator should make all reasonable efforts to prevent delaying tactics, harassment of parties or other
participants, or other abuse or disruption of the arbitration process.

G. The ethical obligations of an arbitrator begin upon acceptance of the appointment and continue throughout all stages of the
proceeding. In addition, as set forth in this Code, certain ethical obligations begin as soon as a person is requested to serve as
an arbitrator and certain ethical obligations continue after the decision in the proceeding has been given to the parties.
H. Once an arbitrator has accepted an appointment, the arbitrator should not withdraw or abandon the appointment unless
compelled to do so by unanticipated circumstances that would render it impossible or impracticable to continue. When an
arbitrator is to be compensated for his or her services, the arbitrator may withdraw if the parties fail or refuse to provide for
payment of the compensation as agreed.
I.

An arbitrator who withdraws prior to the completion of the arbitration, whether upon the arbitrator’s initiative or upon the request
of one or more of the parties, should take reasonable steps to protect the interests of the parties in the arbitration, including
return of evidentiary materials and protection of conﬁdentiality.
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Comment to Canon I
A prospective arbitrator is not necessarily partial or prejudiced by having acquired knowledge of the parties, the applicable
law or the customs and practices of the business involved. Arbitrators may also have special experience or expertise
in the areas of business, commerce, or technology which are involved in the arbitration. Arbitrators do not contravene
this Canon if, by virtue of such experience or expertise, they have views on certain general issues likely to arise in the
arbitration, but an arbitrator may not have prejudged any of the speciﬁc factual or legal determinations to be addressed
during the arbitration.
During an arbitration, the arbitrator may engage in discourse with the parties or their counsel, draw out arguments or
contentions, comment on the law or evidence, make interim rulings, and otherwise control or direct the arbitration.
These activities are integral parts of an arbitration. Paragraph D of Canon I is not intended to preclude or limit either full
discussion of the issues during the course of the arbitration or the arbitrator’s management of the proceeding.
CANON II: An arbitrator should disclose any interest or relationship likely to affect impartiality or which might create
an appearance of partiality.
A. Persons who are requested to serve as arbitrators should, before accepting, disclose:
(1) any known direct or indirect ﬁnancial or personal interest in the outcome of the arbitration;
(2) any known existing or past ﬁnancial, business, professional or personal relationships which might reasonably affect impartiality
or lack of independence in the eyes of any of the parties. For example, prospective arbitrators should disclose any such
relationships which they personally have with any party or its lawyer, with any co-arbitrator, or with any individual whom they
have been told will be a witness. They should also disclose any such relationships involving their families or household members
or their current employers, partners, or professional or business associates that can be ascertained by reasonable efforts;
(3) the nature and extent of any prior knowledge they may have of the dispute; and
(4) any other matters, relationships, or interests which they are obligated to disclose by the agreement of the parties, the rules
or practices of an institution, or applicable law regulating arbitrator disclosure.
B. Persons who are requested to accept appointment as arbitrators should make a reasonable effort to inform themselves of any
interests or relationships described in paragraph A.
C. The obligation to disclose interests or relationships described in paragraph A is a continuing duty which requires a person
who accepts appointment as an arbitrator to disclose, as soon as practicable, at any stage of the arbitration, any such interests
or relationships which may arise, or which are recalled or discovered.
D. Any doubt as to whether or not disclosure is to be made should be resolved in favor of disclosure.
E. Disclosure should be made to all parties unless other procedures for disclosure are provided in the agreement of the parties,
applicable rules or practices of an institution, or by law. Where more than one arbitrator has been appointed, each should inform
the others of all matters disclosed.
F.

When parties, with knowledge of a person’s interests and relationships, nevertheless desire that person to serve as an arbitrator,
that person may properly serve.
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G. If an arbitrator is requested by all parties to withdraw, the arbitrator must do so. If an arbitrator is requested to withdraw by less than
all of the parties because of alleged partiality, the arbitrator should withdraw unless either of the following circumstances exists:
(1) An agreement of the parties, or arbitration rules agreed to by the parties, or applicable law establishes procedures for
determining challenges to arbitrators, in which case those procedures should be followed; or
(2) In the absence of applicable procedures, if the arbitrator, after carefully considering the matter, determines that the reason
for the challenge is not substantial, and that he or she can nevertheless act and decide the case impartially and fairly.
H. If compliance by a prospective arbitrator with any provision of this Code would require disclosure of conﬁdential or privileged
information, the prospective arbitrator should either:
(1) Secure the consent to the disclosure from the person who furnished the information or the holder of the privilege; or
(2) Withdraw.

CANON III: An arbitrator should avoid impropriety or the appearance of impropriety in communicating with parties.
A. If an agreement of the parties or applicable arbitration rules establishes the manner or content of communications between the
arbitrator and the parties, the arbitrator should follow those procedures notwithstanding any contrary provision of paragraphs
B and C.
B. An arbitrator or prospective arbitrator should not discuss a proceeding with any party in the absence of any other party, except
in any of the following circumstances:
(1) When the appointment of a prospective arbitrator is being considered, the prospective arbitrator:
(a) may ask about the identities of the parties, counsel, or witnesses and the general nature of the case; and
(b) may respond to inquiries from a party or its counsel designed to determine his or her suitability and availability for the
appointment. In any such dialogue, the prospective arbitrator may receive information from a party or its counsel disclosing
the general nature of the dispute but should not permit them to discuss the merits of the case.
(2) In an arbitration in which the two party-appointed arbitrators are expected to appoint the third arbitrator, each party-appointed
arbitrator may consult with the party who appointed the arbitrator concerning the choice of the third arbitrator;
(3) In an arbitration involving party-appointed arbitrators, each party-appointed arbitrator may consult with the party who
appointed the arbitrator concerning arrangements for any compensation to be paid to the party-appointed arbitrator.
Submission of routine written requests for payment of compensation and expenses in accordance with such arrangements
and written communications pertaining solely to such requests need not be sent to the other party;
(4) In an arbitration involving party-appointed arbitrators, each party-appointed arbitrator may consult with the party who
appointed the arbitrator concerning the status of the arbitrator (i.e., neutral or non-neutral), as contemplated by paragraph C
of Canon IX;
(5) Discussions may be had with a party concerning such logistical matters as setting the time and place of hearings or making
other arrangements for the conduct of the proceedings. However, the arbitrator should promptly inform each other party of
the discussion and should not make any ﬁnal determination concerning the matter discussed before giving each absent party
an opportunity to express the party’s views; or
(6) If a party fails to be present at a hearing after having been given due notice, or if all parties expressly consent, the arbitrator
may discuss the case with any party who is present.
C. Unless otherwise provided in this Canon, in applicable arbitration rules or in an agreement of the parties, whenever an arbitrator
communicates in writing with one party, the arbitrator should at the same time send a copy of the communication to every other
party, and whenever the arbitrator receives any written communication concerning the case from one party which has not already
been sent to every other party, the arbitrator should send or cause it to be sent to the other parties.
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CANON IV: An arbitrator should conduct the proceedings fairly and diligently.
A. An arbitrator should conduct the proceedings in an even-handed manner. The arbitrator should be patient and courteous to the
parties, their representatives, and the witnesses and should encourage similar conduct by all participants.
B. The arbitrator should afford to all parties the right to be heard and due notice of the time and place of any hearing. The arbitrator
should allow each party a fair opportunity to present its evidence and arguments.
C. The arbitrator should not deny any party the opportunity to be represented by counsel or by any other person chosen by the party.
D. If a party fails to appear after due notice, the arbitrator should proceed with the arbitration when authorized to do so, but only
after receiving assurance that appropriate notice has been given to the absent party.
E. When the arbitrator determines that more information than has been presented by the parties is required to decide the case,
it is not improper for the arbitrator to ask questions, call witnesses, and request documents or other evidence, including expert
testimony.
F.

Although it is not improper for an arbitrator to suggest to the parties that they discuss the possibility of settlement or the use of
mediation, or other dispute resolution processes, an arbitrator should not exert pressure on any party to settle or to utilize other
dispute resolution processes. An arbitrator should not be present or otherwise participate in settlement discussions or act as a
mediator unless requested to do so by all parties.

G. Co-arbitrators should afford each other full opportunity to participate in all aspects of the proceedings.

Comment to Paragraph G
Paragraph G of Canon IV is not intended to preclude one arbitrator from acting in limited circumstances (e.g., ruling on
discovery issues) where authorized by the agreement of the parties, applicable rules or law, nor does it preclude a majority
of the arbitrators from proceeding with any aspect of the arbitration if an arbitrator is unable or unwilling to participate
and such action is authorized by the agreement of the parties or applicable rules or law. It also does not preclude ex parte
requests for interim relief.
CANON V: An arbitrator should make decisions in a just, independent and deliberate manner.
A. The arbitrator should, after careful deliberation, decide all issues submitted for determination. An arbitrator should decide no
other issues.
B. An arbitrator should decide all matters justly, exercising independent judgment, and should not permit outside pressure to affect
the decision.
C. An arbitrator should not delegate the duty to decide to any other person.
D. In the event that all parties agree upon a settlement of issues in dispute and request the arbitrator to embody that agreement in
an award, the arbitrator may do so, but is not required to do so unless satisﬁed with the propriety of the terms of settlement.
Whenever an arbitrator embodies a settlement by the parties in an award, the arbitrator should state in the award that it is based
on an agreement of the parties.
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CANON VI: An arbitrator should be faithful to the relationship of trust and conﬁdentiality inherent in that ofﬁce.
A. An arbitrator is in a relationship of trust to the parties and should not, at any time, use conﬁdential information acquired during
the arbitration proceeding to gain personal advantage or advantage for others, or to affect adversely the interest of another.
B. The arbitrator should keep conﬁdential all matters relating to the arbitration proceedings and decision. An arbitrator may obtain
help from an associate, a research assistant or other persons in connection with reaching his or her decision if the arbitrator
informs the parties of the use of such assistance and such persons agree to be bound by the provisions of this Canon.
C. It is not proper at any time for an arbitrator to inform anyone of any decision in advance of the time it is given to all parties. In a
proceeding in which there is more than one arbitrator, it is not proper at any time for an arbitrator to inform anyone about the
substance of the deliberations of the arbitrators. After an arbitration award has been made, it is not proper for an arbitrator to
assist in proceedings to enforce or challenge the award.
D. Unless the parties so request, an arbitrator should not appoint himself or herself to a separate ofﬁce related to the subject matter
of the dispute, such as receiver or trustee, nor should a panel of arbitrators appoint one of their number to such an ofﬁce.

CANON VII: An arbitrator should adhere to standards of integrity and fairness when making arrangements for
compensation and reimbursement of expenses.
A. Arbitrators who are to be compensated for their services or reimbursed for their expenses shall adhere to standards of integrity
and fairness in making arrangements for such payments.
B. Certain practices relating to payments are generally recognized as tending to preserve the integrity and fairness of the arbitration
process. These practices include:
(1) Before the arbitrator ﬁnally accepts appointment, the basis of payment, including any cancellation fee, compensation in the
event of withdrawal and compensation for study and preparation time, and all other charges, should be established. Except
for arrangements for the compensation of party-appointed arbitrators, all parties should be informed in writing of the terms
established;
(2) In proceedings conducted under the rules or administration of an institution that is available to assist in making arrangements
for payments, communication related to compensation should be made through the institution. In proceedings where no
institution has been engaged by the parties to administer the arbitration, any communication with arbitrators (other than party
appointed arbitrators) concerning payments should be in the presence of all parties; and
(3) Arbitrators should not, absent extraordinary circumstances, request increases in the basis of their compensation during the
course of a proceeding.

CANON VIII: An arbitrator may engage in advertising or promotion of arbitral services which is truthful and accurate.
A. Advertising or promotion of an individual’s willingness or availability to serve as an arbitrator must be accurate and unlikely to
mislead. Any statements about the quality of the arbitrator’s work or the success of the arbitrator’s practice must be truthful.
B. Advertising and promotion must not imply any willingness to accept an appointment otherwise than in accordance with this Code.
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Comment to Canon VIII
This Canon does not preclude an arbitrator from printing, publishing, or disseminating advertisements conforming to these
standards in any electronic or print medium, from making personal presentations to prospective users of arbitral services
conforming to such standards or from responding to inquiries concerning the arbitrator’s availability, qualiﬁcations,
experience, or fee arrangements.
CANON IX: Arbitrators appointed by one party have a duty to determine and disclose their status and to comply with
this code, except as exempted by Canon X.
A. In some types of arbitration in which there are three arbitrators, it is customary for each party, acting alone, to appoint one
arbitrator. The third arbitrator is then appointed by agreement either of the parties or of the two arbitrators, or failing such
agreement, by an independent institution or individual. In tripartite arbitrations to which this Code applies, all three arbitrators
are presumed to be neutral and are expected to observe the same standards as the third arbitrator.
B. Notwithstanding this presumption, there are certain types of tripartite arbitration in which it is expected by all parties that the two
arbitrators appointed by the parties may be predisposed toward the party appointing them. Those arbitrators, referred to in this
Code as “Canon X arbitrators,” are not to be held to the standards of neutrality and independence applicable to other arbitrators.
Canon X describes the special ethical obligations of party-appointed arbitrators who are not expected to meet the standard of
neutrality.
C. A party-appointed arbitrator has an obligation to ascertain, as early as possible but not later than the ﬁrst meeting of the arbitrators
and parties, whether the parties have agreed that the party-appointed arbitrators will serve as neutrals or whether they shall be
subject to Canon X, and to provide a timely report of their conclusions to the parties and other arbitrators:
(1) Party-appointed arbitrators should review the agreement of the parties, the applicable rules and any applicable law bearing
upon arbitrator neutrality. In reviewing the agreement of the parties, party-appointed arbitrators should consult any relevant
express terms of the written or oral arbitration agreement. It may also be appropriate for them to inquire into agreements
that have not been expressly set forth, but which may be implied from an established course of dealings of the parties or
well-recognized custom and usage in their trade or profession;
(2) Where party-appointed arbitrators conclude that the parties intended for the party-appointed arbitrators not to serve as
neutrals, they should so inform the parties and the other arbitrators. The arbitrators may then act as provided in Canon X unless
or until a different determination of their status is made by the parties, any administering institution or the arbitral panel; and
(3) Until party-appointed arbitrators conclude that the party-appointed arbitrators were not intended by the parties to serve as
neutrals, or if the party-appointed arbitrators are unable to form a reasonable belief of their status from the foregoing sources
and no decision in this regard has yet been made by the parties, any administering institution, or the arbitral panel, they
should observe all of the obligations of neutral arbitrators set forth in this Code.
D. Party-appointed arbitrators not governed by Canon X shall observe all of the obligations of Canons I through VIII unless otherwise
required by agreement of the parties, any applicable rules, or applicable law.
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CANON X: Exemptions for arbitrators appointed by one party who are not subject to rules of neutrality.
Canon X arbitrators are expected to observe all of the ethical obligations prescribed by this Code except those from
which they are speciﬁcally excused by Canon X.
A. Obligations Under Canon I
Canon X arbitrators should observe all of the obligations of Canon I subject only to the following provisions:
(1) Canon X arbitrators may be predisposed toward the party who appointed them but in all other respects are obligated to act in
good faith and with integrity and fairness. For example, Canon X arbitrators should not engage in delaying tactics or harassment
of any party or witness and should not knowingly make untrue or misleading statements to the other arbitrators; and
(2) The provisions of subparagraphs B(1), B(2), and paragraphs C and D of Canon I, insofar as they relate to partiality, relationships,
and interests are not applicable to Canon X arbitrators.
B. Obligations Under Canon II
(1) Canon X arbitrators should disclose to all parties, and to the other arbitrators, all interests and relationships which Canon II
requires be disclosed. Disclosure as required by Canon II is for the beneﬁt not only of the party who appointed the arbitrator,
but also for the beneﬁt of the other parties and arbitrators so that they may know of any partiality which may exist or appear
to exist; and
(2) Canon X arbitrators are not obliged to withdraw under paragraph G of Canon II if requested to do so only by the party who
did not appoint them.
C. Obligations Under Canon III
Canon X arbitrators should observe all of the obligations of Canon III subject only to the following provisions:
(1) Like neutral party-appointed arbitrators, Canon X arbitrators may consult with the party who appointed them to the extent
permitted in paragraph B of Canon III;
(2) Canon X arbitrators shall, at the earliest practicable time, disclose to the other arbitrators and to the parties whether or
not they intend to communicate with their appointing parties. If they have disclosed the intention to engage in such
communications, they may thereafter communicate with their appointing parties concerning any other aspect of the case,
except as provided in paragraph (3);
(3) If such communication occurred prior to the time they were appointed as arbitrators, or prior to the ﬁrst hearing or other
meeting of the parties with the arbitrators, the Canon X arbitrator should, at or before the ﬁrst hearing or meeting of the
arbitrators with the parties, disclose the fact that such communication has taken place. In complying with the provisions of
this subparagraph, it is sufﬁcient that there be disclosure of the fact that such communication has occurred without disclosing
the content of the communication. A single timely disclosure of the Canon X arbitrator’s intention to participate in such
communications in the future is sufﬁcient;
(4) Canon X arbitrators may not at any time during the arbitration:
(a) disclose any deliberations by the arbitrators on any matter or issue submitted to them for decision;
(b) communicate with the parties that appointed them concerning any matter or issue taken under consideration by the
panel after the record is closed or such matter or issue has been submitted for decision; or
(c) disclose any ﬁnal decision or interim decision in advance of the time that it is disclosed to all parties.
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(5) Unless otherwise agreed by the arbitrators and the parties, a Canon X arbitrator may not communicate orally with the neutral
arbitrator concerning any matter or issue arising or expected to arise in the arbitration in the absence of the other Canon X
arbitrator. If a Canon X arbitrator communicates in writing with the neutral arbitrator, he or she shall simultaneously provide
a copy of the written communication to the other Canon X arbitrator;
(6) When Canon X arbitrators communicate orally with the parties that appointed them concerning any matter on which
communication is permitted under this Code, they are not obligated to disclose the contents of such oral communications
to any other party or arbitrator; and
(7) When Canon X arbitrators communicate in writing with the party who appointed them concerning any matter on which
communication is permitted under this Code, they are not required to send copies of any such written communication to
any other party or arbitrator.
D. Obligations Under Canon IV
Canon X arbitrators should observe all of the obligations of Canon IV.
E. Obligations Under Canon V
Canon X arbitrators should observe all of the obligations of Canon V, except that they may be predisposed toward deciding in
favor of the party who appointed them.
F.

Obligations Under Canon VI
Canon X arbitrators should observe all of the obligations of Canon VI.

G. Obligations Under Canon VII
Canon X arbitrators should observe all of the obligations of Canon VII.
H. Obligations Under Canon VIII
Canon X arbitrators should observe all of the obligations of Canon VIII.
I.

Obligations Under Canon IX
The provisions of paragraph D of Canon IX are inapplicable to Canon X arbitrators, except insofar as the obligations are also
set forth in this Canon.
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As arbitration continues to be widely utilized in international commerce, the issue of
how arbitrators should handle conﬂict checks, and who is suitable for appointment as
arbitrator in complex cases, will remain a vital one. A pending case is likely to shed
light on challenges to arbitral awards based on an arbitrator’s conﬂicts or partiality.
Under most modern international arbitration rules (as well as those of the leading
U.S. domestic commercial arbitration bodies), all members of an arbitral tribunal are
expected to be neutral and independent of all parties. Thus, under the rules of most
international arbitral institutions as well as the arbitration rules of the United Nations
Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL), each arbitrator — not just the
chair — is subject to challenge if there is a conﬂict that compromises independence or
impartiality. Where, as often occurs, the
arbitration agreement or rules provide for a
three-person tribunal (a chair plus two arbitrators appointed by the parties), the opposing party’s choice of arbitrator is often
scrutinized to ensure there are no disabling
conﬂicts or other considerations that would
make the appointment inappropriate.
For an arbitration seated in the United
States, issues of arbitrator “conﬂicts” are
occasionally raised after an award has
been rendered, through a petition to vacate
the award under Section 10(a)(2) of the
Federal Arbitration Act (FAA) on grounds
of evident partiality. There are myriad
cases dealing with evident partiality, with
some disagreement among various federal circuits as to the precise test to apply when
an arbitrator conﬂict is alleged. For example, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit has suggested that there is a duty to check conﬂicts, and that “a failure to either
investigate or disclose an intention not to investigate [conﬂicts] is indicative of evident
partiality.” Applied Indus. Materials Corp. v. Ovalar Makine Ticaret Ve Sanayi, A.S.
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In the pending case of Republic of Argentina v. AWG Group, a challenge was ﬁled in the
U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia that raises similar points on conﬂicts
and evident partiality. In that case, a U.K. investor sought and obtained a signiﬁcant
damages award from an UNCITRAL tribunal after Argentina impaired its interests in
an action found to violate the Argentina-U.K. bilateral investment treaty. In the course
of that arbitration, Argentina challenged the claimant’s choice of arbitrator on the basis
that she was the director of an international bank that held an investment portfolio that
included shares in one of the claimants. At an early stage in the case, the challenge was
heard and rejected pursuant to Article 11 of the UNCITRAL rules, on the grounds that
the arbitrator was not aware of the investment and that it was, in any event, immaterial.
In 2015, an award of damages was rendered against Argentina, which prompted it to
seek vacatur of the award on the same grounds as stated in its prior arbitrator challenge,
but this time, the issue was framed as whether the arbitrator’s ties revealed evident
partiality warranting vacatur under Section 10 of the FAA. Among the issues to be
determined by the D.C. court is whether the prior decision rejecting the challenge
should be granted deference, or whether the question of evident partiality can be litigated afresh. The case is pending, and practitioners will be watching closely.
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To enter into a valid agreement ahead of any actual fee dispute, the
agreement must be in writing and specify that the client has read the
written materials describing the rules and procedures of the FDRP
and the appropriate local program. If you have also decided to waive
the right under the FDRP to a trial de novo, the written agreement
must specify that you understand that you are doing so. The
FDRP’s model form “Consent to Submit Fee Dispute to Arbitration
Pursuant to Part 137.2(c) of Rules of the Chief Administrator and to
Waive the Right to Trial De Novo” (UCS 137-14) contains language
that satisfies the FDRP requirements and can be incorporated into a
retainer agreement or engagement letter.

WHAT IS NEEDED TO ENTER INTO AN
AGREEMENT TO GO TO ARBITRATION AND
TO WAIVE THE RIGHT TO A TRIAL DE NOVO?

So think it over carefully. If you want to preserve your right to
go to court to resolve disputes over fees, then you may wish to
avoid arbitration, and you should not waive your right to a trial
de novo. On the other hand, if you are interested in achieving
closure quickly and inexpensively and want to avoid litigation in
the courts, then you may wish to choose arbitration in advance.
You may also want to waive your right to a trial de novo.

On the other hand, you may prefer the formality of a lawsuit,
and to have your dispute resolved by a judge or jury rather
than by arbitrators. In a lawsuit, you have the right to conduct
depositions and engage in other pretrial fact finding, which are
generally not permitted in arbitration, and to appeal a judgment
that you think is contrary to law.

It’s up to you. Remember the program is voluntary for the client
and therefore you do not have to agree to use the program. The
FDRP offers a quick, inexpensive and informal means of resolving
fee disputes. Litigation in the courts can take longer and cost
more. Unlike litigation in the courts, arbitration is confidential
and closed to the public. If you or the attorney are not satisfied
with the arbitration award, it can be rejected by filing an action in
court (a “trial de novo” – see the section titled, “Rejection of the
Award (Trial de Novo)” for a description).

AS A CLIENT, SHOULD I AGREE AHEAD
OF TIME WITH MY ATTORNEY TO
RESOLVE FEE DISPUTES THROUGH THE
FDRP RATHER THAN THE COURTS?

Both parties have the right to present evidence and call witnesses.
The burden of proof is on the attorney to prove the reasonableness
of the disputed fee by a preponderance of the evidence. Because the
burden is on the attorney, the attorney goes first and must present
documentation of the work performed and the billing history. If
witnesses are called, both parties have the right to question the
witnesses at the hearing. Arbitration is less formal than court, so
clients do not necessarily need attorneys to help prepare for and/
or provide representation at the hearing. However, parties may, of
course, appear with an attorney at their own expense.

WHAT IS THE PROCEDURE AT THE
ARBITRATION HEARING?

Prior to the arbitration hearing someone from the local program
may contact the parties in an effort to settle the dispute. In addition,
some local programs may offer mediation services and may ask the
parties whether they wish to participate in mediation. Mediation
is voluntary for both sides. If one side does not wish to mediate, or
the attempt at mediation proves unsuccessful, the next step in the
process is the arbitration hearing.

Unless the fee dispute is rejected by the local program for
jurisdictional reasons, the parties will then be given 15 days advance
notice of the time and place of the arbitration hearing and the
identity of the arbitrator(s).

If there is a pre-existing agreement to arbitrate and the attorney
files for fee arbitration, the local program administrator will
forward the request to the client, who then has 15 days to
complete the Client Response form (UCS 137-5b).

Upon receiving the Request for Arbitration, the local program
administrator will forward it to the attorney, who then has 15 days
to complete an Attorney Response form (UCS 137-5a) and return
it to the local program along with a certification that the client was
served with the attorney response and it must indicate the manner
of service.

THE CLIENT FILED A REQUEST FOR FEE
ARBITRATION. WHAT HAPPENS NOW?

FEE DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROGRAM

A trial de novo means that either party can reject the arbitration
award by filing a court action within 30 days after the award has been
mailed. The arbitration award is not used as evidence in the court
case. Since a trial de novo obviously will add significantly to the time
and expense of resolving the fee dispute, the client and attorney may
wish to waive this right ahead of time in writing. However, keep in
mind that if you do so and agree to final and binding arbitration, the
arbitrators’ decision can be appealed only on very limited grounds.

REJECTION OF THE AWARD (TRIAL DE NOVO)

In most instances, the party against whom the award has been
rendered will pay as the arbitration award becomes binding on the
parties if de novo review is not sought. However, if payment does
not occur, the arbitration award must be confirmed and entered as a
judgment of the court to be enforceable. Parties have one year after
the date of delivery of the award to confirm the award by commencing
a proceeding in the appropriate court. Confirmation of arbitration
awards is governed by CPLR 7510.

The arbitration hearing will result in a decision (arbitration award)
issued by the arbitrator(s) within 30 days of the hearing. The
arbitration award will be final and binding on both sides, unless either
party seeks a trial de novo within 30 days.

THE ARBITRATION AWARD

(877) FEES-137, (877) 333-7137

feedispute@nycourts.gov

New York, NY 10004

25 Beaver Street, 8th Floor

Providing this brochure to a client does not satisfy the
attorney’s notice requirement under the rule.

This brochure provides an overview of the FDRP. To see
the complete rules, forms and additional information,
visit us at www.nycourts.gov/feedispute. Please check
our website for the most current information.

Published as a public service by the Board of Governors
New York State Attorney-Client Fee Dispute Resolution
Program C/O UCS Office of ADR Programs

PART 137

THE NEW YORK STATE ATTORNEY-CLIENT
FEE DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROGRAM
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1. In New York State, there are special attorney disciplinary or grievance committees
charged with investigating complaints of professional misconduct. They operate
under the authority of the Appellate Divisions of the Supreme Court. For more
information on the grievance committees, including contact information, please see:
http://nycourts.gov/attorneys/grievance/complaints.shtml

The FDRP is a network of State-approved and monitored local programs
that resolve attorney-client fee disputes outside of court through
arbitration. Arbitration is a hearing conducted by one or more neutral
persons who have special training and experience. One arbitrator or a
panel of three arbitrators (at least one of whom must be a non-attorney)
hear the evidence and arguments presented by client and attorney and
decide the outcome of the dispute. Fee arbitration is inexpensive and
usually faster than going to court.

Despite the letter of engagement and discussions about fees, disputes
may arise. In general, an attorney may not sue a client in court over a fee
dispute unless he or she first provided the client with notice of the right to
utilize the FDRP. Once the client has received this notice he or she has 30
days to initiate a proceeding under the FDRP, by filing the “Client Request
for Arbitration” form (UCS 137-4a) that is included with the notice. If
the request for arbitration under the FDRP is not filed within the 30 day
period, the attorney is free to pursue the matter in court.

Attorneys in New York State are in most cases required to provide their
clients with retainer agreements or letters of engagement that set forth the
fees and expenses to be charged. At the initial conference with the attorney,
the client may request a retainer agreement or letter of engagement and
may ask questions regarding the fees to be charged.

WHAT IS FEE ARBITRATION AND THE FDRP?

Please keep in mind that the FDRP does not apply to all disputes involving
legal fees. For example, the FDRP cannot address claims of attorney
misconduct1 or attorney malpractice.

This brochure has been designed to educate clients and attorneys about
the FDRP, to help clients make informed choices about whether the FDRP
is right for them and to help attorneys satisfy their requirements under
Part 137.

The New York State court system has established a Statewide Fee Dispute
Resolution Program (FDRP) to resolve attorney-client disputes over
legal fees through arbitration (and in some cases mediation). The FDRP
is established by Part 137 of the Rules of the Chief Administrator of the
Courts.

INTRODUCTION

Fee arbitration provides clients and attorneys with an out-of-court option for
resolving fee disputes, but that does not mean it is necessary or appropriate
in every case. Sometimes, fee disputes can be easily resolved through direct
communication about the issues. For example, if the amount of the fee is in
question, the client should ask the attorney to explain why the bill is higher
than expected. It may be that the case was more complicated than the client
expected and took more time than he or she realized. Or the attorney may
agree that it is appropriate to adjust the bill. If discussion does not solve the
problem, the client has the option to take the dispute to arbitration under the
FDRP or to resolve it in court.

ALTERNATIVES TO FEE ARBITRATION

A lawyer and client may agree in their retainer or letter of engagement
to submit any future fee disputes to the FDRP even if the amount
in dispute exceeds $50,000. To see the rule and more information
about when the FDRP applies and does not apply, see our website
www.nycourts.gov/feedispute

• The attorney has rendered services to the client within two years prior
to the filing of the request for fee arbitration.

• The legal representation began on or after January 1, 2002;

• The amount in dispute is between $1,000 and $50,000 (eligible fee
disputes can involve fees that the client has already paid and for which a
refund is sought, or fees that the attorney claims are owed by the client);

• The attorney practices in New York and the case involved a civil
matter (personal injury and criminal cases are not covered);

WHEN DOES THE FDRP APPLY?

If you are interested in using the FDRP process to resolve your dispute, or
just want to learn more about the FDRP, please visit the FDRP web site at
www.nycourts.gov/feedispute.

In addition to arbitration, some local programs may offer mediation.
This is a process by which both sides meet with the assistance of a trained
mediator to clarify issues and explore options for a mutually acceptable
resolution. Mediation provides the opportunity for both parties to discuss
their concerns and reach a satisfactory result without going to court.
Unlike an arbitrator, the mediator does not issue a decision. Participation
in mediation is voluntary for both parties, and it does not waive the right
to arbitration. If you are interested in resolving your dispute through
mediation, you may indicate this on the Request for Arbitration form.
However, not every local program offers mediation.

The client now has 30 days to decide whether to utilize the FDRP
and to file the form entitled “Client Request for Fee Arbitration”
(UCS 137-4a) with the appropriate local program. The attorney
is required to include this form, along with a copy of the local
program rules and the “Standard Written Instructions and
Procedures” (UCS 137-3), with the notice sent to the client.
Clients are not obligated to participate in arbitration unless they
have agreed ahead of time to resolve disputes through arbitration
pursuant to a written agreement with the attorney. If the client
decides to participate, he or she should file the Client Request
for Fee Arbitration and pay the filing fee if one is charged. The
attorney will be required to participate in the FDRP unless the

A. A DISPUTE OVER FEES EXISTS BETWEEN THE CLIENT AND
THE ATTORNEY. THE ATTORNEY SERVES THE CLIENT
WITH THE NOTICE OF CLIENT’S RIGHT TO ARBITRATE
(UCS 137-1) BY CERTIFIED MAIL OR PERSONAL SERVICE.

There are three ways, discussed below, to initiate a proceeding under
the FDRP. The filing of a Request for Fee Arbitration form, available
on the fee dispute website www.nycourts.gov/feedispute, officially starts
the process.

HOW DOES THE FEE ARBITRATION PROCESS START?

The cost of utilizing the FDRP varies from program to program. You
can find out about local program fees by checking the local programs
section of the FDRP web site. Some programs charge no fees; others
charge about the same or less than it costs to file a case in court.

The FDRP’s Board of Governors has approved a number of local
programs which administer the FDRP on a region by region basis,
otherwise known as judicial districts. These programs are run by local
bar associations or by the court system’s regional District Administrative
Judges. The rules and procedures of all the local programs have been
carefully reviewed by the Board so that they comply with the FDRP goal
of resolving fee disputes in a fair, impartial and efficient manner. To
find out which local program has jurisdiction over your fee dispute you
need to identify the county in which the majority of the legal services
were performed. This is usually (but not always) the county where the
attorney’s office is located. If you have a question about which local
program will handle your dispute, please visit the FDRP’s web site,
www.nycourts.gov/feedispute for an updated list of local programs.

WHO ADMINISTERS THE PROGRAM
AND HOW MUCH DOES IT COST?

Both parties previously agreed in writing to resolve fee disputes
through the FDRP rather than in court. If there is a fee dispute,
either party may begin the proceeding by simply filing the
appropriate Request for Arbitration form (Client Request UCS
137 - 4a or Attorney Request 137-4b) with the local program,
together with a copy of the agreement to arbitrate through the
FDRP and payment of any filing fee. (See the section titled, “The
client filed a request for fee arbitration, what happens now?” to
find out how the rest of the process works.)

C. THE CLIENT AND THE ATTORNEY HAVE AGREED
AHEAD OF TIME TO USE THE FDRP IN A WRITTEN
AGREEMENT.

A client seeking to initiate the FDRP should read this brochure
carefully to determine if an eligible fee dispute exists. To
initiate the FDRP proceeding, complete the Client Request for
Arbitration form (UCS 137-4a) and file it with the appropriate
local program, with payment of any filing fee. The attorney will
be required to participate in the FDRP if the dispute is eligible
for arbitration. (See the section titled, “The client filed a request
for fee arbitration, what happens now?” to find out how the rest
of the process works.)

TIn some cases, the client may not have received the Notice
of Client’s Right to Arbitrate from the attorney but decided
to initiate the FDRP on his or her own. The client may have
obtained this brochure directly from the FDRP web site, from a
Court Help Center, by contacting a local program directly or by
asking the attorney for information about the FDRP.

B. THE CLIENT INDEPENDENTLY INITIATES A
PROCEEDING UNDER THE FDRP.

In order to satisfy the notice requirements, attorneys may
download packets located on the local program’s page on
www.nycourts.gov/feedispute. Each packet contains the notice
form, the standard written instructions and procedures, the
client request form, and the local program rules.

If the client does not file the Request for Fee Arbitration within
30 days, the attorney will be free to file a case in court.

local program determines the dispute is one that is not eligible
for the FDRP such as disputes that involve claims of attorney
malpractice. (See the section titled, “The client filed a request for
fee arbitration, what happens now?” to find out how the rest of
the process works.)
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How does a new arbitrator get their first appointment?
Q&A Session with Remy Gerbay

1

This Q&A Session was conducted for LexisPSL in August 2014 – http://www.lexisnexis.com

Q: A common gripe at 'Young' Arbitration conferences is the difficulty of getting a
first appointment as an arbitrator, do you think this is fair?
A: It is a difficult question. While there is little empirical evidence on the subject, in Western Europe, the
more precocious arbitrators I know seem to have seen their arbitrator career take off in the latter part of their
thirties or in their early forties.
Is that old? It is debatable...
o

o

On the one hand, you need to have the right skillset before you can be considered for appointment, and this, I think, requires suitable experience of arbitration as counsel, tribunal secretary
or otherwise. You can acquire a good theoretical understanding of arbitration by taking a degree or diploma in arbitration like the ones we have been offering at Queen Mary University for
the past thirty years, but ultimately there is no substitute for experience.
On the other hand, the statistics published by the leading arbitral institutions confirm that there
are hundreds upon hundreds of relatively small international disputes referred to arbitration
each year. Parties and institutions need to have access to a pool of qualified and reliable young
arbitrators willing to give to these smaller disputes the time and attention they deserve. Therefore, the opportunities for appointment exist.

What is perhaps difficult in the process is that there is no clear path or roadmap to getting your first appointment. Less-experienced lawyers don't necessarily know what they can do to improve their chances of being
appointed. There are, however, a number of things that one can do to become a more qualified candidate.

Q: What barriers do new arbitrators face when seeking a first appointment?
A: At the source of the problem is the obvious fact that, when making decisions on appointments, people
tend to be risk adverse (as they should be). Both arbitral institutions and outside counsel tend to be reluctant
to appoint individuals who have no track record, even if in my view arbitral institutions do a much better job of
appointing new people than outside counsel.
While, notionally, everyone agrees that it would be good to appoint new arbitrators, when you have to make
a decision in a real-life case, it becomes more complicated. Even for smaller cases, you always try to appoint
the best arbitrator you can get for your case. And to many practitioners the very best arbitrator rarely looks
like the one who has never sat on a tribunal! Sadly, in practice, there seems never to be a perfect case to
appoint someone for the very first time.
I guess that what this boils down to is the fact that people do not always see the upside of appointing a new
arbitrator. In my experience there are advantages, key among which is the fact that new arbitrators are usually keen to impress and therefore tend to dedicate more time and attention to their cases than some of the
more seasoned arbitrators.

1
Remy Gerbay is an academic member of the School of International Arbitration at Queen Mary, University of London and the former
the Deputy Registrar of the LCIA in London and Registrar of DIFC-LCIA in Dubai having previously practised at Herbert Smith LLP in
London. He is a co-Chair of YIAG. He has been appointed as sole arbitrator, co-arbitrator and Chairman in ad hoc, ICC and LCIA arbitrations.
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As an aspiring arbitrator, therefore, the challenge is to demonstrate to outside counsel and institutions that,
despite your lack of arbitrator experience, you are a reliable individual, who is perfectly capable of managing
proceedings all the way to a final (and enforceable) award. In other words, you have to demonstrate that you
are a safe pair of hands.

Q: How did you get your first appointment(s)?
A: My first appointment came in the form of a party nomination. It was an ICC arbitration and I was appointed
as co-arbitrator on a three-member tribunal. The party that appointed me was represented by the London
office of a US firm. Admittedly it was a very small case for the firm's standards (approx $1m). I knew the
partner in charge of the matter professionally from my time at the Secretariat of the LCIA.
My second and third appointments came relatively quickly after that first one. They were institutional appointments, from the ICC first, and then from the LCIA. Most other approaches and appointments so far have
been from these two institutions. I feel genuinely grateful for the confidence that they have shown me so far
with these appointments.
One recent appointment, as a Chairman of the three-member tribunal, came from the co-arbitrators. In that
particular case, a professional acquaintance of mine who is a young arbitrator himself put my name forward
to the other co-arbitrator who accepted it. It was interesting because the second arbitrator was a very senior
lawyer. Having a younger and less experienced individual as Chair did not bother him at all and we all got
along very well!
Clearly, working for the Secretariat of a leading arbitral institution for a few years has helped me immensely
in getting my first appointments. I feel that I gained some useful skills (eg case management, procedural expertise, drafting etc.) but I also got to work with many arbitration lawyers in various parts of the world. As a
result, I was able to start building a profile a little quicker than if I had remained in private practice. I also believe that being a London-based UK (and US) qualified lawyer without being English has played in my favour
for some of my appointments as sole arbitrator. Another factor is that, being based at an academic institution, I have very few conflicts of interests. This means that, statistically, I am able to accept more cases than
someone practising out of a large international law firm. I know many lawyers in large law firms who have
been approached several times before they could accept a first appointment.

Q: Are the institutions open to 'new' arbitrators in the market?
A: I think they are.
In fact, conventional wisdom suggests that most people receive their first appointment from an institution rather than a law firm.
Arbitral institutions (but normally not the parties) are occasionally called upon to select all arbitrators on a
three-member tribunal. When this is the case, they are in a unique position to appoint at least one, if not two,
new arbitrators alongside an experienced Chair. Without getting into the debate about party appointments vs
institutional appointments, there are different dynamics at play when the parties themselves nominate their
arbitrators.
The ICC is well known for appointing new arbitrators when appropriate. It is true that their large and diversified caseload means that they are in a unique position to do so. Likewise, for some time now, the LCIA has
been making a conscious effort to appoint new entrants and, more generally, to support 'diversity' (including
gender-based).
But to me the question is not so much 'Are institutions open to new arbitrators in the market?', but rather 'Are
parties and their counsel open to new arbitrators in the market?' At the end of the day, more appointments
are made by the parties and their counsel than by institutions. In 2012, for example, the ICC saw 1,341 individuals appointed as arbitrators, of which 774 were party-nominated, 195 were selected by the co-arbitrators,
and only 372 by the institution itself.

Q: Are there certain jurisdictions where first appointments are easier? Are there cultural differences on this issue?
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A: I am not sure whether there are significant cultural differences. Conventional wisdom suggests that in
some Asian jurisdictions seniority plays a more important role in society than, say, in Western Europe or
North America.
But to an extent it is a question of supply and demand. It should be easier to get a first appointment in a jurisdiction where there is a smaller pool of reliable arbitrators and a large pool of cases. Some of my colleagues in more exotic jurisdictions have indeed received their first appointment when they were still associates in their firms. This seems to be rare in places like London, Paris or New York.
In some jurisdictions language skills can help get a first appointment (eg Russian, Portuguese or Arabic). I
know a few individuals who have received a number of appointments over the years primarily because they
were amongst the few people with both the right experience/qualifications and the right language skills.

Q: Did you undertake any particular arbitrator training?
A: I did not. However, I can see how training courses like the award writing module of the Chartered Institute
of Arbitrators, could be useful. There are jurisdictions (in particular in Africa) where these certifications are
looked at very positively. They are particularly useful for non-lawyers, or for non-arbitration specialists who
are trying to transition into arbitration.
But ultimately the training that you really need is exposure to arbitration cases. I have met some students
who express the desire to become arbitrators without first practising. I guess that many assume that since in
some countries one can become a judge immediately upon graduating from law school, it should be possible
to do the same for arbitration. This, sadly, is not realistic. Any appointment requires a measure of confidence
on the part the person making the appointment, and it is difficult to foster that confidence unless you have
worked in the field for a little while.

Q: What tips do you have for those seeking a first appointment?
A: There are a number of practical things that can be done, some of which are common sense.
Let people know you are accepting appointments
It should be obvious but once you feel that you have acquired enough experience to sit as arbitrator, let people know that you are accepting appointments. This means mentioning this to outside counsel and the staff
of any relevant arbitral institution. For institutions it is useful to get to know not only the Secretariat staff but
also the members of the institution's deciding organ (the 'Court', or 'Board' etc.). More generally, it is useful to
understand how decisions on appointments are made, by whom, on what criteria etc. The process varies
greatly from one institution to the next.
Prepare an arbitrator CV, and make it available
An arbitrator CV does not have to look like a traditional solicitor's or attorney's CV (for one thing, it can be
longer). In my view, it should ideally contain a short biography followed by an anonymised list of cases as
counsel and/or secretary to a tribunal. For inspiration, you may wish to look at the CVs of the Barristers at
some of the leading commercial chambers in England.
The list of cases is useful because if someone is hesitating between you and another candidate, finding confirmation in your CV that you have done the relevant kind of work may well be the deciding factor.
Get your CV on arbitral institutions' rosters or databases. However, don't expect this to be enough, or even to
be a key step (building your profile is more important). Going forward, I believe that online networking tools
will play a greater importance than they do today. You can already use LinkedIn or other online tools to
showcase your qualifications and experience and to make your CV widely available.
Try to raise your own profile within the arbitration community
In a law firm, as a younger member of a team of lawyers, you don't really have much opportunity to impress
arbitrators and other outside counsel because of the limited opportunities for advocacy. You can, however,
show your talents in other ways.
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Speaking at conferences, for example, allows you to demonstrate a number of attributes: (1) You can show
that you are reasonably smart, (2) that you are a good technical lawyer, and (3) that you have a certain gravitas. At the beginning, I was accepting almost all proposed speaking engagements, even if sometimes they
were really inconvenient in terms of timing or location. I also try to treat every conference paper as if it were
the single most important job I have ever done. The objective is to show to your colleagues not just that you
are good, but that you are consistently good. I remember, earlier on in my career, being disappointed by a
conference presentation given by one of international arbitration's leading figures. I remember that this left
me questioning not just whether that person was unprepared, but also whether he was, in fact, as good as
his reputation. In sum, seek out and accept speaking engagements, but then ensure that you take the time to
do a good job.
Write (good) articles with (reliable) information that will be useful to practitioners. The first example that
comes to my mind is Anthony Sinclair's 2009 article ICSID Arbitration: How Long Does it Take? ((2009) 4(5)
GAR) Anthony and his colleagues analysed 115 ICSID cases that went to a final award, breaking down their
timetables and ascertaining how long, on average, each phase takes.
Becoming a member of young arbitration practitioners groups is also an easy step to start building a network.
There are many such groups including the LCIA's YIAG, the ICC's YAF, ICDR Young and International, ASA
Below40, CFA-40, Young ICCA, the Young IBA, Club EspaÒol Del Arbitraje -40, DIS 40, YAP, Y-ADR,
SCC's YAS, CPEANI40, NAI Jong Oranje etc. Once you are a member, attend as many events as you can.
Try to be involved in the preparation of events (this way you can often get a speaking slot).
Teach
One of my old professors who successfully transitioned from practice to a full time career in arbitration once
told me that teaching was a good way to build a profile. I did not quite realise at the time how insightful his
advice was. I have no doubt that many of the students that take our arbitration classes today will be successful arbitration practitioners and in-house counsel tomorrow. Nowadays, it is not difficult to find some teaching
opportunities as an "adjunct" or a "visiting lecturer" at a local University.
Build a different profile
Sometimes having a unique profile can be useful. You can be 'the' new insurance/re-insurance arbitration
specialist in Paris. Or 'the' new common law practitioner based in Geneva that speaks Arabic.
Of course, building or changing a profile is a long term project but the least you can do is think actively (and
regularly reassess) what your profile is and what it should be.
But, no matter what profile you craft for yourself, there are some attributes that any arbitrator need to
demonstrate: (1) Absolute integrity, (2) total respect for the confidentiality of the proceedings, and (3) an understanding that being an arbitrator means being at the service of the users of the system, and not the opposite.
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AAA-ICDR Mission & Core Values
The American Arbitration Association was founded in 1926,
following enactment of the Federal Arbitration Act, with the
specific goal of helping to implement arbitration as an out-ofcourt solution to resolving disputes. This legal framework was
passed by Congress and signed by President Calvin
Coolidge. The AAA's staff members and panelists continue to
live out the principles on which the Association was founded.

Expectations of AAA-ICDR and ADR Users

The AAA's official mission statement and vision statement are
based on the following core values:

Integrity
Conflict Management
Service
Diversity & Inclusion
www.adr.org

|

1

The Truth

|

2

www.adr.org

|

4

AAA-ICDR and ADR User Focus

•

Most arbitrator service is infrequent, not a
full time job.

AAA-ICDR Focus
• It’s not about AAA-ICDR or you

•

Most arbitrators (unless retired) maintain a
profession, law, academia, industry
professional, etc.

•

•

The baby boomer generation is retiring and
interested in pursuing arbitration and
mediation appointments (a lot of
competition).

•

www.adr.org

The 3 Ps: the Public, the Process
and the Parties

ADR Users
• They want Arbitrators/Mediators with
expertise in a field that uses ADR

The focus should always be on what is the
right fit for ADR users.
www.adr.org

|

3

•

The importance of industry expertise

•

Additional focus - former judges

1
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ADR Resource – www.adr.org

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ADR Resource – LexisNexis/Westlaw/BNA

Rules: Commercial, Construction, Labor,
Employment, International, Insurance
Guidelines: how to draft ADR clauses
Codes: Code of Ethics for arbitrators all areas,
including mediation
Protocols: Employment, Consumer, Healthcare
Articles: Dispute Resolution Journal
AAA-ICDR Webfile, electronically filing a dispute
Information on special programs (Storm Sandy)
eCenter – arbitrators/mediators update resume
AAAMediation.org
ClauseBuilder Program
Education Services – see the calendar of nationwide
programs

•

www.adr.org

|

Thousands of decisions, full
text, redacted (employment,
international and labor)

5

ADR Resources

www.adr.org

|

6

www.adr.org

|

8

Things That May Impact Selection

LinkedIn

•

•
•
•
•
•

High hourly rate, cancellation terms,
unreasonable cancellation or
postponement fees.

•

Poorly drafted resume.

•

Billing Practices: study time. Review
Code of Ethics and AAA-ICDR Billing
Guidelines.

•

Lack of flexibility when parties agree –
remember, PARTIES PROCESS, YOU
ARE NOT A JUDGE.

AAA-ICDR
AAA-ICDR Vice Presidents
Construction Group
Employment Group
Higginbotham Group

Twitter
•

AAA-ICDR

www.adr.org

|

7

2
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Necessity of Understanding Technology

Professional Email Address – Confidential Account
NO
jzaino@yahoo.com
adrrocks@aol.com
•
YES
esussman@sussmanadr.com

Because we work online, there is
a necessity to understand
technology and cybersecurity

Your account should be
confidential, no sharing
passwords

www.adr.org

|

9

www.adr.org

|

10

Keep Current on Rules – Rules Change/New Offerings

Know the Rules

www.adr.org

|

11

www.adr.org

|

12

3
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Know of New Services Offered By AAA-ICDR

Keep Current on the Latest AAA-ICDR Developments

www.adr.org

|

13

Know of New Services Offered by AAA-ICDR

www.adr.org

www.adr.org

|

14

www.adr.org

|

16

AAA-ICDR Panelist eCenter

|

15

4
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Know the Code of Ethics

Client Satisfaction and Staff Surveys
Arbitrators are evaluated by both CLIENTS and AAA-ICDR STAFF at
the conclusion of each case.

www.adr.org

|

17

Arbitrator Video Resume

•

Length: 2 minutes

•

Cost: $325

•

Video link will be
embedded in resume

•

Why: helping parties in
their consideration and
selection of the arbitrator

•

Importance of AAA-ICDR Notice of
Appointment (Oath)

•

Do not accept cases with too many
potential conflicts

•

Challenging and removing an
arbitrator is a waste of time and
money for the parties

•

Administrative Review Council
(Three year period – 43%
removal rate)
www.adr.org

|

18

|

20

Arbitrator Continuing Education Requirement

www.adr.org

|

19

www.adr.org

5
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AAA-ICDR Resume

•

•

•

•

Hourly Rate and Billing Practices
•

Study fees/expense section of the
Code of Ethics

Do not inflate your expertise or
experience

•

Rates range between $200 to
$1,200 per hour

Advocates know when you
inflate your resume

•

Consider necessary adjustments to
your rate

AAA-ICDR can share sample
resumes of successful arbitrators

•

Detailed invoicing: understand
AAA-ICDR Billing Guidelines

•

Transparency: parties have the
right to see your invoices

Keep resume updated

www.adr.org

|

21

Volunteer

•

MAM2

There are various pro bono
community and court programs.

•

Reduced fee, fast track and expedited
cases for AAA-ICDR

|

22

www.adr.org

|

24

Your Geographic Area

Pay your dues: volunteer your
services as an arbitrator or mediator to
develop skills and network.

•

www.adr.org

www.adr.org

|

23

•

Advocates typically do not see a
reason to “import” arbitrators for
most cases.

•

You will most likely be selected to
serve in you geographic area.

•

In your geographic area,
advocates may know of you and
your reputation.

•

It is a national panel, however,
and you could be picked outside
your geographic area. Your travel
expenses should be reasonable.

6
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Area of Expertise
•

AAA-ICDR and parties do not
want “Jack of All Trades”

•

Think hard: what areas are you
really an expert?

•

•

Keep Subject Matter Expertise Up to Date

Most panelists will not see
appointments if their area of
expertise is not using ADR.

•

Training in subject matter
expertise, not simply ADR training

•

Some industries and legal areas
change rapidly

Focus should be on cases in
your biggest area of practice

www.adr.org

|
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AAA-ICDR Educational Programs

•

•

•

www.adr.org

|
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www.adr.org

|
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Publish & Post Blogs

AAA-ICDR sponsors and
conducts hundreds of
programs each year
If you know of areas AAAICDR should offer
educational programs to
advocates, let us know

•

AAA-ICDR publishes articles by
panelists – reprints can be made

•

Articles should focus on your subject
matter expertise

•

AAA-ICDR will soon be launching a
new blog

AAA-ICDR and panelists
collaborate on educating
the public and user
communities

www.adr.org

|
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7
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Diversity Initiatives – Higginbotham Fellows Program

www.adr.org

|

Social Media

•

Advocates/parties do extensive social
media research on prospective
panelists. Be aware of what they will
find.

•

Google yourself: what should appear
is positive, free information about
you.

•

Know of potential social media
pitfalls: Guidance Note: Arbitration
and Social Media by the Chartered
Institute of Arbitrators.
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Social Media Disclaimer

www.adr.org

|
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www.adr.org

|
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AAA-ICDR Radar

In Notice of Appointment, disclosures,
not resume
“I use a number of online professional
networks such as LinkedIn and group email
systems. I generally accept requests from
other professionals to be added to my
LinkedIn profile but do not maintain a
database of all these professional contacts
and connections. LinkedIn now features
endorsements, which I do not seek and
have no control over who may endorse
me for different skills. The existence of
such links or endorsements does not
indicate any depth or relationship other than
an online professional connection, similar to
connections in professional organizations.”

www.adr.org

|
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•

Keep AAA-ICDR informed on your
speaking engagements,
publications, etc.

•

Know your local Vice President

8
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Expectations of AAA-ICDR and ADR Users

Summary

•

Be prepared to serve occasionally – not
full time

•

It will be rare that both sides agree to
your selection

•

Remember the 3 Ps – we are about:

QUESTIONS?

the Public
the Process
the Parties

www.adr.org

|
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ABOUT The ADR Providers
American Arbitration Association or AAA
www.adr.org
www.mediation.org
www.icdr.org
The AAA is a not for profit offering mediation, arbitration and other neutral
services. They are the largest administrator of alternative dispute resolution
services worldwide. The AAA offers specialty rules for sectors such as
commercial, construction and labor/employment. Their website contains
educational tools for users that provides options for drafting clauses and other
important information. The AAA also trains thousands of neutrals and advocates
each year.
The AAA provides services in the U.S and abroad through the International
Center for Dispute Resolution (ICDR). Its headquarters is in lower Manhattan but
they have twenty offices throughout the U.S. The AAA established Mediation.org
in 2013 to focus its efforts on mediation.
The AAA offers education to mediators and arbitrators through AAA Education
Services.

CPR or International Institute for Conflict Prevention and
Resolution
www.cpradr.org
CPR was formed in 1977 bringing together Corporate Counsel and their firms to
find ways to lower the cost of litigation. CPR was the first to develop an ADR
Pledge©. Today, this Pledge obliges over 4,000 operating companies and 1,500
law firms to explore alternative dispute resolution options before pursuing
litigation.
͒
CPR’s membership is comprised of executives and legal counsel from global
companies and law firms, government officials, retired judges, highly experienced
neutrals, and leading academics. Through their numerous Committees and Task
Forces, CPR uses the expertise of these legal minds to develop rules, protocols,
white papers and other tools to more effectively resolve conflict.
CPR is best known as a think tank that publishes books and best practices that
are models in the dispute resolution field. They have an award-winning
newsletter called Alternatives that previews many of the changes, and a blog
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called “CPR Speaks” that covers more fast-breaking developments.
Until recently CPR’s model was to offer non-administered rules. They developed
rules and a list of mediators and arbitrators but it was up to the parties and the
panel to administer the case unless the parties arranged for CPR administration
through a program (e.g. The Wellington Agreement) or in their contracts. CPR
will serve as billing agent for matters filed under the non-administered rules
charging the parties on an hourly basis.
On July 1, 2013, CPR launched its administered rules targeting complex
commercial disputes. The rules provide for party appointment of arbitrators but
absent party agreement, the Chair must be from the CPR arbitrator panel.
Several companies have included the administered rules in clauses and one
matter (later settled) was filed under the new Rules. In another case, the filing
party filed under the Administered Rules but in the end the case used the Global
Accelerated Commercial Rules due to the date of the clause. The International
Administered Rules were released in December 2014. A dozen cases have been
filed under these Rules.

JAMS – The Resolution Experts
www.jamsadr.com

JAMS was founded in 1998 by combining a California based dispute resolution
provider named Judicial Arbitration and Mediation Service 1 and an East Coast
dispute resolution provider named Endipute. Some JAMS’ neutrals have an
ownership interest in JAMS and take part in the management and direction of the
Organization. Historically, JAMS is known for having a panel primarily comprised
of retired federal and state judges because of its roots in California. By
combining with dispute resolution providers like Endispute and active
recruitment, JAMS has expanded its panel to include attorneys that do not have
prior judicial experience and neutrals that do not serve full-time. Similar to the
AAA, JAMS resolves disputes involving a myriad of subject matters including
business/commercial, construction, and disaster recovery. The majority of JAMS
filings are resolved through mediation; however, it has a robust arbitration
practice.

ARIAS-US
www.arias-us.org

1

Judicial Arbitration and Mediation Service was established in 1979.
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ARIAS•U.S. is a not-for-profit corporation that promotes improvement of the
insurance and reinsurance arbitration process for the international and domestic
markets.
They are promoting mediation, however most disputants in the reinsurance arena
want a resolution and not a compromise.
Most cases are resolved by a handful of arbitrators. Most of their arbitrators are
former senior executives with carriers.

FINRA
www.finra.org
FINRA operates the largest securities arbitration forum in the United States to
assist in the resolution of monetary and business disputes involving investors,
securities firms, and individual brokers. All rules related to the FINRA arbitration
program have been filed with and approved by the SEC, after publication in the
Federal Register and a finding by the SEC that such rules are in the public
interest. FINRA’s arbitration forum has 71 hearing locations—at least one in
every state. Depending on the amount of damages being sought, disputes in the
arbitration forum are heard by either a panel of three arbitrators, or by a single
arbitrator. In all cases involving investors, parties have the option to have their
case decided exclusively by public arbitrators who have no ties to the securities
industry. Brokerage firms pay for most costs, and FINRA waives fees for
investors experiencing financial hardship. The average turnaround time across all
arbitration cases is 15 months. FINRA publishes detailed arbitration statistics on
its website, including the number of cases filed and their respective outcomes. All
arbitration awards are made publicly available on FINRA’s website.

Training and Credentials for Becoming an Arbitrator or
Mediator
International Mediation Institute
www.imimediation.org
IMI is a non-profit public interest initiative that drives transparency and high
competency standards into mediation practice across all fields worldwide.
IMI has 40 Qualified Assessment Programs (QAPs) worldwide that certify
mediators. In the U.S. the AAA, CPR, JAMS, The New Jersey City University
Center for International Dispute Resolution, Columbia University’s School of
Continuing Education and The Bridges Academy are QAPs. IMI is user driven
and the feedback digest for mediators that is required as part of being a certified
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mediator is a resource for potential users considering the selection of a mediator.
The digests can be found on IMI’s website.
In 2013 IMI launched standards for certifying mediation advocates. Law firms can
use certification as a competitive edge.
IMI has a network with the Singapore International Mediation Institute/Singapore
International Mediation Center (SIMC) and the Florence International Mediation
Chamber (FIMC). Additional relationships in Africa, the Middle East, Europe, and
South America are being formed. Both SIMC and FIMC require IMI certification
for inclusion on their panels.

ABA/DR Section
http://www.americanbar.org/groups/dispute_resolution.
html
The ABA offers training for neutrals on a regular basis. Some particular programs
include:
Arbitration Institute – Three-day program developed by the College of
Commercial Arbitrators, AAA and JAMS. The program is focused on arbitrators
and arbitration practitioners and is held in the early summer.
Mediation Institute – Three-day program focused on mediator and mediation
advocacy. The program is held each year in November.
Spring Conference – The Conference will be held in Minneapolis in April 2019.
The ABA solicits presenters and programs during the summer preceding the
conference and generally accepts 90 programs.
The ABA offers international programs. In November 2014 a trip was offered for
Cuba and in 2015 a Summit was held in India. In 2019 they will be traveling to
Florence, Italy.
Monthly webinars and teleconference CLEs are offered.
Women In Dispute Resolution or WIDR was established in 2012 to develop
women neutrals. WIDR offers programs that combine practice development,
networking and substantive learning. In 2015, the ABA launched Minorities in
Dispute Resolution with similar goals to WIDR.
The ABA also offers professional liability insurance for mediation and arbitration
practice. Specifics can be found on the Section’s webpage.

AAA
The AAA roster includes over 8,000 people with backgrounds as business
executives, law firm partners, educators and others. All candidates for the AAA
panel of neutrals are required to satisfy their requirements and attend annual
trainings offered by the AAA. Information about the AAA’s educational programs
can be found at https://www.adr.org
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The AAA is committed to diversity and offers a special program for people with
diverse backgrounds to break into the field – the Higginbothem Fellows Program.
Neutrals are paid their going hourly or per diem rate for services provided.

CPR
When determining whether to accept a candidate for CPR’s panel of neutrals,
CPR considers candidates’ education, experience with complex commercial
matters, ADR training, ADR experience, references and, where appropriate,
substantive experience in a given field. CPR strives for geographic and other
diversity. All CPR neutrals are expected to maintain the highest ethical standards
as set out by the governing ethical codes and rules.
To apply to be a CPR Neutral, a candidate must complete a Neutral Application
Form and return it by email. Neutrals are approved for specific panels such as
employment, insurance, policy-holder, intellectual property to name a few.
Committees in each of the specialized areas review completed applications.
There is a three to six month backlog for Specialty Committee review of
applications to CPR's Panels.
CPR does have a listing fee to continue on its panel. The fee is $395 for the first
panel and $100 for each additional panel plus 5% of amounts billed for
hearing/mediation sessions. A refund of a portion of the fee will be made the
following year for years in which no case is received. Panelists set their own
rates for assignments. For more information go to www.cpradr.org
CPR offers arbitrator training in collaboration with other organizations like the
Chartered Institute of Arbitrators. CPR also offer mediator skills training in
conjunction with the Center for Effective Dispute Resolution (CEDR).

FINRA
FINRA maintains a roster of more than 7,500 arbitrators. FINRA regularly recruits
professionals with established careers, including attorneys, professionals with
MBAs, and business owners. More than 3,500 of FINRA’s approximately 7,500
arbitrators are attorneys. More than 100 arbitrators are currently, or were
formerly judges. Additionally, FINRA actively recruits minority and female
arbitrators, and publishes data on the diversity of the arbitrator pool on its
website.
Arbitrator applicants must have a minimum of five years of paid work
experience—inside or outside of the securities industry—and two years of
college-level credits. No previous arbitration, securities, or legal experience is
required to apply. FINRA provides free training and continuing education for
arbitrators on a broad range of topics.
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Arbitrators receive an honorarium for each hearing session they attend: typically
$600 per day or $725 per day for arbitrators serving as chairpersons.
In addition to arbitrators, FINRA has a highly qualified roster of mediators. FINRA
mediators have subject matter knowledge and significant and relevant
experience in both investor disputes and securities employment disputes. For
more information about becoming a FINRA arbitrator or mediator, go to the
Become an Arbitrator and Become a Mediator pages on FINRA’s website.

OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
ARIAS-US
ARIAS neutrals are generally senior executives or lawyers from the insurance or
reinsurance industries. ARIAS has a number of ways to become certified that
include industry experience and training. Recertification is required every two
years. Look to the ARIAS-US website at http://www.arias-us.org for details.
There is a separate website for reinsurance arbitrators in London.
Neutrals are paid their going rate. A limited number of arbitrators are appointed
to most of the cases.

ICC
http://www.iccwbo.org/Products-and-Services/Arbitration-andADR/Articles/2014/ICC-Court-further-extends-worldwide-reach-in-2013
In 2013 the ICC opened an office in New York to administer cases in North
America. The entity formed is called SINCANA, Inc. Anyone can add their name
to ICC’s directory of experts for consideration as an arbitrator or mediator. In
order to be selected, a potential neutral needs to become known by the
SINCANA staff or the lawyers who select neutrals. The ICC charges a fee to be
listed as an expert on their list of experts.
New York State Bar Association Section for Dispute Resolution
www.nysba.org
The Section for Dispute Resolution offers many education programs for potential
mediators and arbitrators. Some target new neutrals while others enrich the skills
of more experienced neutrals and advocates. Some regular offerings include:
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Mediator Skills and Advanced Mediator Skills – This is a two part multi day
program that will help qualify an attendee for the Commercial Division mediation
panel.
Arbitration Training – This is a multi-day program offered for new and
experienced arbitrators and arbitration advocates both domestic and
international.
Fall Conference – This is a one day program focused on skills for members.
Annual Meeting – This is a half day program held during the NYSBA annual
meeting in January each year.
The Section also offers programming and other opportunities for law students
and young lawyers including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arbitration Moot
NYSBA ACCTM Writing Competition
Dispute Resolution Clinic
Law Student and Young Lawyer Reception
Scholarships for women and minorities
Mentoring for women and minorities

The Section has about 20 Committees that develop policy, monitor the field, and
offer education programs. The Committees are subject and field oriented
including: Arbitration, Mediation, ADR in the Courts, International Dispute
Resolution, Diversity, and Legislation. The Mediation Committee created a video
for pro se disputants so they understand the value and goal of mediation.
Finally, the Section publishes a quarterly magazine focused on the field. The
Section regularly seeks contributors to the Dispute Resolver

Small Business Arbitration Center of New York
www.sbacnyc.com
This Center was established in New York to assist small business owners in
resolving disputes. They describe their neutrals as planning change advocates.
The Center offers several certification programs for neutrals.
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List Serves
John Jay Listserve
http://listserver.jjay.cuny.edu/cgi-bin/wa.exe?SUBED1=NYC-DR&A=1

Peter Lurie’s Arbitration Listserve
MEDIATE-AND-ARBITRATE@PEACH.EASE.LSOFT.COM

Compiled by Deborah Masucci. © 2018 Masucci Dispute Management and Resolution Services.
DISCLAIMER: This document was prepared to assist individuals who are thinking of a career as
a mediator or arbitrator. Anyone using the information should refer to the websites referenced for
the latest information on the organizations or programs.
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CLIMBING THE ADR
NEUTRAL LADDER
A NEXT STEPS GUIDE FOR NEUTRAL
OPPORTUNITIES IN NEW YORK CITY
BY: M. SALMAN RAVALA, ESQ. This guide is prepared to assist newly trained neutrals in navigating mediator and arbitrator
opportunities in New York City. The opportunities relate primarily to commercial and employment law and are outlined here for
information purposes only. Please verify final information directly with the court-annexed ADR program, ADR institution or
provider. For updates to this document or to report an inactive weblink, please contact the author at SRavala@lawcrt.com.
FINRA
FINRA has opportunities to serve as both Mediator and
Arbitrator in areas serving investors, brokerage firms, and
brokers in the securities industry. The Mediation roster is
small compared to the Arbitration roster and it is therefore
more selective, requiring significant mediator training and
experience.
Mediation
Candidates must possess mediator experience and securities
knowledge or expertise. One of the requirements for FINRA
mediators is that they have significant, relevant mediation
experience and subject matter knowledge in securities. The
program requires pre-qualification and then completion of an
application. For the application and more information, see:
https://www.finra.org/arbitration-and-mediation/become-amediator.
FINRA prefers multi-day mediator training that includes
role-playing techniques; certifications or membership on
other mediator rosters; relevant experience as a mediator in
ten to fifteen mediations in business related disputes; and
four letters of reference to be supplied with the mediator’s
application and from parties or attorneys who have mediated
with the applicant and can attest to the applicant's skills and
experience as a mediator.
Arbitration
FINRA has two classifications of arbitrators: public and
non-public. Public arbitrators are select individuals who are
not required to have knowledge of the securities industry.
Non-public arbitrators have a more extensive securities
industry background. Unless waived by FINRA at its
discretion, the program requires candidates to have a
minimum of five years of paid work experience—inside or
outside of the securities industry. For the application and
more information, see: https://www.finra.org/arbitration-andmediation/apply-now.
Background checks and employment verification will be
conducted as part of the application review process. Expect
some back and forth to clarify your entries in the application

and a final approval between 60-90 days of submission of
your application. Upon approval, Arbitrators must attend
FINRA specific arbitrator training and pass an exam.
NYS PART 137 FEE DISPUTE PANEL
Mediation
Neutrals on the Part 137 panel generally serve as arbitrators but
may also be called to serve as mediators.
Arbitration
Administrators manage local programs in various Districts
across New York State. For New York and Bronx Counties, the
1st and 12th Districts, the Administrator is NYCLA. For a list of
other Districts and to contact their Administrators, see
https://www.nycourts.gov/admin/feedispute/local_programs.sht
ml.
There are two components to the Part 137 training. The first is
to watch an online orientation video and the second is to obtain
arbitration training offered by the NYS Office of ADR. No
online orientation is required if the candidate’s arbitration
training is the actual Part 137 Fee Dispute Panel specific
arbitrator training, which is six hours long. While other
arbitration training may qualify on a case by case basis in lieu
of the Part 137 specific training, the Part 137 specific
arbitration training is highly recommended as it reviews core
principles and comes with a Part 137 training book which
provides sample forms and essential guidance on issues that
regularly come up during Part 137 arbitrations. For more
information, see
http://ww2.nycourts.gov/admin/feedispute/faqs.shtml#arbitrato
r.
For a list of upcoming trainings, see the NYCLA calendar of
events or see New York State ADR Training website at
https://www.nycourts.gov/ip/adr/Training.shtml. You may
contact NYCLA Fee Dispute Program Administrator, Elizabeth
Biberman, at Phone: 212-267-6646, ext. 207 or E-mail:
EBiberman@nycla.org.
Once training is completed, candidates must submit a bio;
resume; and Oath of Arbitrator. A complete submission packet
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should be sent to the Fee Dispute Program Administrator in the
candidate’s District for formal submission to the New York
State Office of Court Administration Attorney Client Fee
Dispute Program Board of Governors for approval.
CIVIL COURT OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
Mediation
Mediators are experienced volunteers who have training in
civil court dispute resolution. Candidates, including lawyers,
are required to obtain formal mediation training. Mediation
training can be obtained via the Peace Institute. To become
certified, candidates must complete the five-day formal
training; a three-month, once a week, apprenticeship; pass a
video course; and obtain an additional one-day civil court
training, which is also provided by the Peace Institute. A sixweek mentorship at the Civil Court is also required. Mediation
takes place at Court or at a local community dispute resolution
center, depending on where the action is brought. For more
information, see: For more information, see
https://www.nycourts.gov/ip/adr/NYCCivil.shtml.
For a list of upcoming trainings, see http://nypeace.org/basicmediation-training/. You may contact Mediation Services
Coordinator, Eddy Valdez, at Phone: 646- 386-5417 or E-mail:
mediationcivil@courts.state.ny.us.
Arbitration
Not Applicable
NYS SMALL CLAIMS PART
Mediation
Neutrals on the Small Claims Part panel generally serve as
arbitrators but may also be called to serve as mediators.
Arbitration
The only court-annexed arbitration program in New York State
Courts is the Small Claims Part Arbitration, which is cited by
many as an excellent way to get actual arbitrator training. The
program runs throughout the five boroughs of New York City.
The scope is limited to small claims cases under $5000.00.
To become an arbitrator and hear cases before the Small
Claims Part, a candidate must be licensed to practice law in the
State of New York for five or more years; complete Small
Claims court arbitration training, which is two hours long; and
observe at least two arbitrations in the program. Once training
and observations are completed, the candidate will be sworn in
and may choose the county in which he or she wishes to serve
as an arbitrator. For more information, see:
https://www.nycourts.gov/courts/nyc/smallclaims/sc_volunteer
opps.shtml.
For a list of upcoming trainings, see the New York State ADR
Training website at
https://www.nycourts.gov/ip/adr/Training.shtml. You may also
contact New York County Small Claims Part administrator,
Ananias Grajales, at Phone: 646.386.5730 or E-mail:

agrajale@nycourts.gov.
NY COUNTY COMMERCIAL DIVISION
Mediation
Cases are referred to the Program by Order of reference of the
assigned Commercial Division Justice or authorized nonDivision Justice. Mediators provide three hours of actual
mediation at no charge to the parties but are paid at the rate of
$400.00 per hour thereafter.
Candidates must have at least ten years of experience as a
practitioner of commercial law and have the requisite forty
hours of Part 146 approved mediation training, with at least
twenty-four hours in basic mediation training and at least
sixteen hours in commercial mediation techniques. Training in
arbitration does not suffice. Prior experience as a mediator is
not required, but is strongly preferred. Candidates must submit
a completed application, resume; cover letter; and satisfactorily
complete an interview in order to join the roster. Candidates
that are added to the roster are required to be available to
handle at least three mediations each year for the Commercial
Division. Candidates are also required to attend at least six
hours of additional training in commercial law every two years.
For the application or more information, see:
https://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ComDiv/NY/PDFs/ADRNeutralAp.pdf.
A recommended training is NYSBA’s 3-day commercial
mediation training but for a list of upcoming trainings, see the
New York State ADR Training website at
https://www.nycourts.gov/ip/adr/Training.shtml. You may
contact New York County, Commercial Division ADR
Program administrator, Simone Abrams, at Phone: 212-2567986 or E-mail: sabrams@nycourts.gov.
Arbitration
Not Applicable
U.S. DISTRICT COURT, SDNY & EDNY
Mediation
Any individual may apply to serve as a mediator if he or she
satisfies the following criteria, at outlined in the Mediation
Program Procedure: 1) member in good standing of any US
District Court; 2) with substantial exposure to mediation in
federal court or mediation in other settings; 3) provides letter of
reference from a party, training provider, judge, court
administrator, or ADR institution that addresses the applicant’s
mediation process skills including their ability to listen well,
facilitate communication, and assist with settlement
discussions; and 4) is willing to participate in training,
mentorship programs, and ongoing assessment. Those that join
the roster are required to be available to handle at least two
mediations.
Mediators in the SDNY serve without compensation but
qualify for pro bono service hours. For the application and
more information, see:
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http://www.nysd.uscourts.gov/docs/mediation/Mediation%20Pr
ogram%20Volunteer%20Application/Mediation%20Program%
20Volunteer%20Application.5.25.17.pdf.
Mediators in the EDNY provide four hours of actual mediation
at no charge but are paid at the rate of $300.00 per hour
thereafter. For the application and more information, see:
https://img.nyed.uscourts.gov/files/forms/adrapplicationsandyc
ases.pdf.
For those interested, observation of an actual SDNY or EDNY
mediation is permissible upon identifying a mediator that will
allow candidates to sit-in on the mediation. Follow rule 6 (g)
of the SDNY Mediation Program Procedures which requires
consent of all parties, consent of all attorneys, consent of
mediator, and written notice by mediator of the observer to the
Mediation Office. Observers must sign the Mediation
Confidentiality Agreement.
Both the SDNY and EDNY also have a Pro Bono Mediation
Counsel program for pro se clients (also referred to as the
Mediation Advocacy Program or MAP) which offers a federal
employment mediation training free of charge. This is a great
way to meet SDNY & EDNY mediators, attend networking
events, and get a candidates foot in the door.
You may contact SDNY Mediation Office, Rebecca Price, at
Phone: 212-805-0643 or E-mail:
mediationoffice@nysd.uscourts.gov. You may contact EDNY
ADR Administrator, Robyn Weinstein, at Phone: 718-6132578 or E-mail: Robyn_Weinstein@nyed.uscourts.gov.
Arbitration
Arbitration in the EDNY is governed by Local Rule 83.7 and is
limited to cases under $150,000.00. Candidates must complete
an application; submit a resume; and one letter of reference
from a person with direct knowledge of the applicant’s
experience. For the application and more information, see:
https://www.nyed.uscourts.gov/arbitration.
You may contact EDNY ADR Administrator, Robyn
Weinstein, at Phone: 718-613-2578 or E-mail:
Robyn_Weinstein@nyed.uscourts.gov.
AAA
AAA maintains a roster of both mediators and arbitrators.
AAA administered disputes typically arise out of contractual
conflicts or business disagreements, but stem from a wide
range of industries. The AAA only recruits individuals who
have expertise in areas that align with the types of cases the
AAA administers, because this ensures the candidates are
appealing to parties seeking a AAA administered arbitration or
mediation.
Mediation
Candidates must have at least ten years of senior level
experience in business, industry or profession; an education
degree or professional license appropriate to the candidate’s

field of expertise; and maintain membership in at least one
business, trade, or professional association. The candidate
must also complete at least twenty-four hours of training in
mediation process skills; and have served as mediator on at
least five mediation cases within the last three calendar years.
For the application or more information, see:
https://www.adr.org/aaa-panel.
A recommended training is AAA’s 4-day Mediator Essentials
course by Harold Coleman and/or Neil Carmichael but for a list
of upcoming trainings, see the AAA’s Education Services
website at https://www.adreducation.org/courses. You may
contact AAA, VP of Commercial Division, Jeffrey T. Zaino, at
Phone: 212-484-3224 or E-mail: zainoj@adr.org.
Arbitration
Candidates must have at least fifteen years of senior level
experience in business, industry or profession; an education
degree or professional license appropriate to the candidate’s
field of expertise; and maintain membership in at least one
business, trade, or professional association. Candidate must
submit a resume and cover letter to their local AAA office.
Upon receipt of the candidate’s application, AAA schedules an
in-person meeting or a teleconference with the candidate.
Thereafter, the candidate is required to submit to the AAA a
nomination letter and three letters of reference.
For the application or more information, see:
https://www.adr.org/aaa-panel.
A recommended training is NYSBA’s 3-day Commercial
Arbitration Training by Charlie Moxley, Lea Haber Kuck, and
Edna Sussman, and AAA’s Arbitration Fundamentals & Best
Practices for New AAA Arbitrators course by Edna Sussman
but for a list of upcoming trainings, see the AAA’s Education
Services website at https://www.adreducation.org/courses.
You may contact AAA, VP of Commercial Division, Jeffrey T.
Zaino, at Phone: 212-484-3224 or E-mail: zainoj@adr.org.
CPR
CPR maintains a roster of both mediators and arbitrators.
To become a neutral with CPR, candidates must submit a
completed application; resume; two letters of references; and a
processing fee of fee of $150.00, plus $50.00 for every
specialty panel the candidate is applying for. CPR will consider
a candidate’s education, commercial experience, ADR training
and experience, substantive experience in specific fields, and
references, in order to determine whether the candidate will be
awarded a position on the CPR neutral roster.
For the application and more information, see:
https://www.cpradr.org/neutrals/become-a-neutral.
You may contact CPR Corporate Secretary, Helena Tavares
Erickson, at Phone: 646-753-8237 or E-mail:
herickson@cpradr.org.
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GLEASON ALVAREZ
Arbitration

Mediation

ADR

Consultation

Building Your Arbitration
Practice
New York State Bar Association
Commercial Arbitration Training
June 21, 2018

1

Practice Start-up Checklist

Step one…

䃺 Self-assessment

What does your ideal day look like?

䃺 Business plan
䃺 Marketing strategy
䃺 Intellectual pursuits
䃺 Measuring progress and success
3

4

1
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Self-assessment

Self-assessment, continued

• What is your niche?

• What does your network look like now?
• Professional network

• What qualities do you possess that set you apart (and are
advantageous in the arbitration context)?

• Bar associations

• What do you need to cultivate?

• Other affiliations

5

Self-assessment, continued

6

Self-assessment, continued
• Do you know how you want to set up your practice?
• Name
• Structure
• Location
• Records management
• Insurance
• Cyber security
• Banking and finance
• Other resources you may require

• Is your online presence conveying the best message about you?
• Website
• Social networking
• Articles/blogs
• Personal information
7

8
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Business plan:
Mission

Business plan:
Vision

• Mission statement: What is the purpose of your practice?

• How do you envision the future of your arbitration practice?

• Examples:
• Not great: To arbitrate cases
• Better: To serve as an arbitrator in business to business
disputes, primarily focused in the New York Metro area
• Best: To deliver fair and efficient services as an arbitrator
in disputes relating to reinsurance, both domestically and
internationally

• Examples:
• Within two years, I will have a consistent and full-time
arbitrator practice, focused on a mix of domestic and
international matters.
• Within five years, I will conduct all proceedings online.
• Within ten years, I will conduct arbitrations from my own
spaceship.
9

Business plan:
Goal setting

10

Business plan:
Goal setting examples

• SMART Goals: What are four-five specific goals that will help
you to achieve your mission/vision?

• I will be accepted to two panels by December 31.

• Specific: who, what, when and where

• I will have at least ten speaking engagements in 2019.

• Measurable: put a number on it

• I will write one scholarly article by June 30.

• Attainable: be realistic
• Relevant: relate to your mission/vision
• Time-bound: set a deadline
11

12
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Business plan:
Tasks to support your goals

Maintaining your business plan

• What activities must you undertake in order to achieve your goals?
• Example:
• Goal: I will have at least ten speaking engagements in 2019.
• Tasks:
• Identify target organizations/conferences by July 1.
• Write three blog posts and two articles that may serve as
topic of interest at these events by September 1.
• Arrange meetings to discuss idea with potential co-panelists
by September 30.

• Review at least once a week
• Set up report out meetings with a colleague
• Helps hold you to task
• Brainstorm
• Comradery!
• Living document – revise as needed

13

Marketing strategy:

14

Intellectual pursuits:

How is anyone going to know about you?
And what do you want them to know?

There is always something new to learn

• Who is your target audience?
• What are their interests?
• Where do they spend their time?
• When is it appropriate for you to make contact? In what form?
• Why should anyone care about you? (Harsh!)

• Write

Always be mindful of and avoid the potential for creating
conflicts…

• Listen
15

• Teach
• Speak

16
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Measuring progress & success

Suggested reading

• Success metrics tied to goals/tasks
• Ask for feedback, as appropriate
• Meet with mentors and sponsors regularly and appropriately
• Develop professional support networks with colleagues

• Springboard, G. Richard Shell
• How to Make Money as a Mediator (And Create Value for
Everyone): 30 Top Mediators Share Secrets to Building a
Successful Practice, Jeff Krivis

Your health and happiness:
if it’s not off the charts, fix immediately

17

18

Erin Gleason Alvarez
Gleason Alvarez ADR, LLC
43 West 43 Street, Suite 93
New York, NY 10036
+1 646 253 2374
Erin@GleasonADR.com
www.GleasonADR.com
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FINRA Dispute Resolution
Arbitration, Mediation and the Neutrals Who Serve
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Everyday, our neutrals provide
quick, fair and efficient resolution
of securities-related disputes.

Most business in the securities industry is conducted fairly
and efficiently. But when problems arise, our neutrals stand
ready to help investors, securities firms and individual
registered representatives resolve securities-related disputes.
In 2013, more than 3,700 arbitration claims and nearly 500
mediation cases were filed with FINRA, the Financial Industry
Regulatory Authority.
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FINRA Dispute Resolution,
a division of FINRA,
operates the largest forum
in the United States to
facilitate the resolution
of securities industryrelated disputes.

About FINRA
FINRA is the largest independent regulator for all securities firms doing business
in the United States. FINRA’s mission is to protect America’s investors by making
sure the securities industry operates fairly and honestly. All told, FINRA oversees
more than 4,100 brokerage firms, nearly 161,000 branch offices and more than
635,000 registered securities representatives.
FINRA touches virtually every aspect of the securities business—from registering
and educating industry participants to examining securities firms; writing rules;
enforcing those rules and the federal securities laws; informing and educating
the investing public; providing trade reporting and other industry utilities; and
administering the largest dispute resolution forum for investors and registered
firms. We also perform market regulation under contract for major U.S. stock
markets. Authorized by the federal government, FINRA protects American
investors from fraud and bad practices.

About FINRA Dispute Resolution
FINRA Dispute Resolution operates the largest forum in the United States
specifically designed to facilitate the resolution of business and employment
disputes between and among investors, securities firms and individual brokers.
FINRA Dispute Resolution handles more than 99 percent of securities-related
arbitrations and mediations in the United States through its network of regional
offices. We conduct arbitrations and mediations in more than 70 hearing
locations, including at least one in all 50 states, Puerto Rico and London.
We maintain a roster of more than 6,400 arbitrators and nearly 250 mediators
around the country.
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Two Methods of Dispute
Resolution: Arbitration and
Mediation
Most business in the securities industry is conducted fairly and efficiently.
However, disputes or problems can arise. FINRA’s Dispute Resolution forum
offers two non-judicial processes—arbitration and mediation—to resolve
securities-related disputes between and among investors, securities firms
and individual brokers. Most securities disputes are resolved through
arbitration, unless all parties agree to mediation.

Our Forum
Arbitration and
mediation are:


Alternatives to the
legal court system



Less formal than
litigation



Often more
cost-effective than
a court case



Time-efficient



Resolved by fair-minded
professionals

Arbitration
Arbitration is a formal dispute resolution process in which the parties—
customers, associated persons or brokerage firms making or responding to
a claim—select a neutral, third party, called an arbitrator, to listen to the
arguments set forth by the parties, study the testimonial and/or documentary
evidence, and render a decision on the matter. Every day, our arbitrators hear
and decide cases, including but not limited to disputes about unauthorized
trading to breach of fiduciary duty to unsuitability of recommended
investments.
The arbitrator’s decision is final and binding, subject to review by a court on
very limited grounds. Generally, arbitration is faster, less expensive and less
formal than litigation.

Mediation
At any time before filing an arbitration or a case concludes with an award,
many parties consider mediation—a natural first step in the dispute resolution
process. Mediation is a process in which a trained and impartial person, called
a mediator, facilitates negotiations between disputing parties, helping them to
find a mutually acceptable resolution. The mediator helps parties narrow the
issues and keeps the discussion focused and productive. Mediation is flexible,
and the process can vary from case to case depending on the parties’ needs and
the mediator’s style. FINRA mediations result in settlements over 80 percent of
the time and the process is usually significantly faster than arbitration.
Unlike arbitration, mediation is voluntary and is not binding until the parties
reach and sign a settlement agreement. The mediator does not impose
a solution, but rather, helps parties to form and agree upon a solution
themselves.
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FINRA Neutrals
FINRA arbitrators and mediators, also known as FINRA neutrals, represent a broad
cross-section of fair-minded individuals, diverse in culture, profession and background.
Among other professions, FINRA neutrals may be lawyers, educators, doctors,
accountants and securities professionals. Because the role of a neutral is the most
critical component of a fair dispute resolution forum, FINRA recruits only highly
qualified and unbiased individuals to carry out this important work.



FINRA neutrals are not
employees of FINRA,
but are independent
contractors who serve
at the discretion of
FINRA. Therefore, they
are not eligible to receive
FINRA employee or
unemployment benefits.



More than 83 percent
of the parties believed
that the mediator
helped them understand
the strengths and
weaknesses of their
cases.

The skills required to become an arbitrator or mediator are unique, and the two neutral
pools are separate and distinct. Arbitrators are not required to have knowledge of the
securities industry, but they must complete FINRA’s Basic Arbitrator Training Program
and pass an examination before becoming eligible to serve on arbitration cases. FINRA
has created a solid arbitrator training curriculum that serves as a model for other
training programs across the United States. If you are an attorney, this training may
qualify you for Continuing Legal Education (CLE) credit in your state. FINRA Dispute
Resolution also offers advanced arbitrator training on specific areas of FINRA’s
arbitration rules and processes.
Some FINRA arbitrators serve as FINRA mediators and some of our neutrals serve
as mediators only. Parties prefer to work with mediators with securities industry
expertise and knowledge. FINRA mediators must have prior mediation training
and experience and preferably mediation experience in resolving securities and/or
employment matters. FINRA does not provide mediator training and seeks experienced
mediators with transferrable skills and knowledge relevant to the forum.
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Serving As a FINRA Neutral
FINRA neutrals have the opportunity to acquire a broad knowledge of the
securities industry and gain experience with a respected forum, including
the chance to:
Develop Skills. By serving in our forum, not only will you learn the skills
necessary to become a FINRA arbitrator, you will also acquire valuable skills
that can be applied in other professional, arbitration or mediation settings.
Give Back. If you’re looking for an opportunity to serve the public or give back
to your community, serving as an arbitrator or mediator enables you to help
others by applying your professional knowledge.
Build Your Network. Serving with other neutrals on a panel gives you
the opportunity to meet and network with other professionals, including
individuals who work inside and outside the securities industry.



I greatly enjoy being on
FINRA’s roster. I’ve been
on the bench for 27 years,
and FINRA provides the
basic procedures I’m used
to for arbitration service.
I especially like FINRA’s
high standards and
complete impartiality.
—Arbitrator, Philadelphia, PA

Earn Honoraria. FINRA neutrals also receive honoraria for their service on
cases. Arbitrators receive a modest honorarium for each regular or prehearing
session they attend. The honorarium schedule is established by the Code of
Arbitration Procedure. In some cases, FINRA may reimburse arbitrators for
reasonable travel expenses to attend a hearing. For further details, please
refer to FINRA’s Guidelines for Arbitration Reimbursement on our website at
www.finra.org/ArbitrationMediation.
Mediators set their own hourly rate, and FINRA bills the parties who are
responsible for paying the mediator’s fees and expenses, including the
mediator’s travel. Parties share these charges equally unless they agree
otherwise.

Interested in becoming an arbitrator?
Unless waived by FINRA at its discretion, arbitrator applicants must
have a minimum of five years of paid business and/or professional
experience and at least two years of college-level credits. Apply now at
www.finra.org/BecomeAnArbitrator or contact our recruitment team at
arbrecruitment@finra.org.

Interested in becoming a mediator?
If you are an experienced mediator with securities and/or employment
expertise, you may be eligible to join our roster. To learn more, visit our
website at www.finra.org/BecomeAMediator or email mediate@finra.org.
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Interested in learning
more?



Visit www.finra.org/
ArbitrationMediation

FINRA Dispute Resolution Offices
and Hearing Locations
FINRA offers more than 70 hearing locations for arbitration and mediation cases,
including at least one in each state in the United States; one in San Juan, Puerto Rico;
and one in London, England. We administer cases from our four regional offices:
Northeast (New York City), Southeast (Boca Raton, FL), Midwest (Chicago) and West
(Los Angeles).
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THE FINANCIAL INDUSTRY REGULATORY AUTHORITY’S
DISPUTE RESOLUTION ACTIVITIES
Revised May 24, 2019
I.

BACKGROUND

The Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) administers a dispute resolution forum
for investors, brokerage firms, and their registered employees in the U.S. through its network
of 70 hearing locations, including at least one in each state and Puerto Rico. FINRA
administers between 4,000 and 8,500 arbitrations and numerous mediations annually.
FINRA maintains a diverse roster of over 7,900 arbitrators and 270 mediators. The National
Arbitration and Mediation Committee (NAMC), which is composed of investor, industry, and
neutral (arbitrator and mediator) representatives, provides policy guidance to FINRA’s
Dispute Resolution staff. A majority of the NAMC members and its chair are public. FINRA is
regulated by the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).
FINRA’s Dispute Resolution program is administered out of four regional offices: Northeast,
Southeast, Midwest, and West, located in New York City, Boca Raton, Chicago, and Los
Angeles, respectively, with headquarters in New York City. Contact information for the
regional offices, as well as for other FINRA staff, is available on FINRA’s website at
www.finra.org. Below is a map showing the hearing locations and the regional offices to
which they are generally assigned:

Below are highlights on: Statistics and Trends; FINRA Dispute Resolution Task Force;
Recent Significant Rule Changes; Proposed Rule Changes; Regulatory Notice on Forum
Selection; Significant Initiatives; FINRA Neutrals; Office of Dispute Resolution Technology
Initiatives; FINRA Investor Education Foundation; and Mediation.
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II. STATISTICS AND TRENDS
Arbitration case filings decreased in April 2019 compared to April 2018. In April 2019, parties
filed 1,163 cases – a 24% decrease from the 1,539 cases filed in April of 2018. Customer
claims decreased by 24% compared to April 2018. In April 2019, 38% of filed claims were
intra-industry cases.
Mediation cases increased in April 2019 compared to April 2018. In April 2019, parties filed
181 mediation cases – a 5% increase compared to the 172 mediation cases filed in April
2018.
Case Filing Statistics for 2019 - This section provides key filing data and trends.
Overall arbitration case filings:
x

April 2019: 1,163 (24% decrease compared to April 2018).

Mediation case filings
x

April 2019: 181 (5% increase compared to April 2018).

Customer Award Statistics
● Cases in which customers are awarded damages
¾ 2019 through April:
o

Overall: 44% (40% in 2018, 43% in 2017, and 41% in 2016).
2
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o

Hearing cases (not including cases decided by review of documents only):
42% (42% in 2018, 45% in 2017, and 42% in 2016).

Case Processing Statistics
Processing times from service of the claim to close of the case
¾ April 2019:
o
o
o
●

Overall: 13.8 months (3% decrease compared to April 2018)
Hearing cases: 17.2 months (9% increase compared to April 2018)
Simplified cases (decided on the documents submitted without a hearing): 5.9
months (20% decrease compared to April 2018)

Percentage of cases closed by award
¾ April 2019: 18% (compared to 17% in 2018, 18% in 2017, and 21% in 2016).
¾ In April 2019, Customer cases closed by award or settlement approximately 87%
of the time.

3
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Comparison of Results of All-Public Panels and Majority-Public Panels in Customer
Claimant Cases

In April 2019, investors prevailed 53% of the time (23 out of 43 cases) in cases
decided by all-public panels and 35% of the time (8 out of 23 cases) in cases

5
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decided by majority-public panels. To find more information on Case Statistics and
Award Outcomes please visit the Dispute Resolution Statistics page at finra.org.
III. FINRA DISPUTE RESOLUTION TASK FORCE
In 2014, FINRA formed the FINRA Dispute Resolution Task Force to suggest strategies to
enhance the transparency, impartiality, and efficiency of FINRA’s securities dispute
resolution forum for all participants. The Task Force brought together a diverse group of
leading investor advocates, academics, regulators, and industry representatives to help
ensure that FINRA's arbitration and mediation processes continue to serve the needs of the
investing public. Seven Task Force members serve on FINRA’s arbitrator roster.
The Task Force established an email inbox, which was available throughout the process, to
solicit comments from interested parties. It also directly solicited written comments from
more than 30 interested organizations and individuals. Over a period of 14 months, the Task
Force held four in-person meetings, and its ten subcommittees met 57 times. On December
16, 2015, the Task Force issued its final report and recommendations Final Report and
Recommendations of the FINRA Dispute Resolution Task Force. The Task Force
recommendations focus, among other matters, on arbitrator training and recruitment, and
expanded use of explained decisions and mediation.FINRA Dispute Resolution Task Force
members:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Barbara Black – Retired Professor and Director, Corporate Law Center,
University of Cincinnati College of Law (Chair);
Philip Aidikoff – Investor attorney, Aidikoff, Uhl & Bakhtiari;
Joseph Borg – Director, Alabama Securities Commission;
Philip Cottone – FINRA arbitrator and mediator;
John Cullem – FINRA arbitrator;
Sandra Grannum – Industry attorney, Davidson & Grannum;
Mark Maddox – Investor attorney, Maddox Hargett & Caruso;
Kevin Miller – General Counsel, Securities America;
Joseph Peiffer – Investor attorney, Peiffer Rosca Wolf Abdullah Carr & Kane;
Barbara Roper – Director of Investor Protection, Consumer Federation of
America;
Lisa Roth – President, Tessera Capital Partners (formerly Principal, Keystone
Capital Corporation);
Edward Turan – Managing Director, Citigroup Global Markets; and
Harry Walters – Managing Director, Morgan Stanley Wealth Management.

On February 15, 2019, FINRA posted its intended Final Status Report on the
implementation of the Dispute Resolution Task Force's 51 recommendations.

6
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IV.

RECENT SIGNIFICANT RULE CHANGES

Rule Change to Expand Time for Non-Parties to Respond to Arbitration Subpoenas
and Orders of Appearance of Witnesses or Production of Documents
On May 6, 2019, the SEC approved rule filing SR-FINRA-2019-004 to amend FINRA Rule
12512(d) through (e) and FINRA Rule 12513(d) through (e) of the Code of Arbitration
Procedure for Customer Disputes and FINRA Rule 13512(d) through (e) and FINRA Rule
13513(d) through (e) of the Code of Arbitration Procedure for Industry Disputes to expand
time for non-parties to respond to arbitration subpoenas and orders of appearance of
witnesses or production of documents, and to make related changes to enhance the
discovery process for forum users. The amendments extend the response time for nonparties to object to an order or subpoena from within 10 calendar days of service to within
15 calendar days of receipt, exclude first-class mail as an option to serve these documents
on non-parties and for non-parties to file a response, and codify the current practice that the
Director send objections and responses to the panel at the same time (after the response
date has passed) unless otherwise directed by the panel.
The amendments are effective for cases filed on or after July 1, 2019.
Rule Change to Pay Arbitrators a $200 Honorarium for Decisions on Contested
Subpoena Requests or Contested Orders for Production or Appearance
On October 12, 2018, the Securities and Exchange Commission approved a proposal to
amend FINRA Rule 12214(c) through (e) of the Code of Arbitration Procedure for Customer
Disputes and FINRA Rule 13214(c) through (e) of the Code of Arbitration Procedure for
Industry Disputes to pay each arbitrator a $200 honorarium to decide without a hearing
session a contested subpoena request or a contested order for production or appearance.
The amendments are effective for cases filed on or after February 7, 2019.
See Securities Exchange Act Release No. 34-84418, published in the Federal Register on
October 18, 2018 (Vol. 83, No. 202, pp. 52857-52860).
Rule Change to Create a $100 Fee and Honorarium for Late Cancellation of a
Prehearing Conference
On July 31, 2018, the SEC approved amendments to FINRA Rules 12500 and 12501 of the
Code of Arbitration Procedure for Customer Disputes and FINRA Rules 13500 and 13501 of
the Code of Arbitration Procedure for Industry Disputes to charge a $100 per-arbitrator fee
to parties who request cancellation of a prehearing conference within three business days
before a scheduled prehearing conference. This rule change will also amend FINRA Rules
12214(a) and 13214(a) of the Codes to create a $100 honorarium to pay each arbitrator
scheduled to attend a prehearing conference that was cancelled within three business days
of the prehearing conference.
These amendments are effective for all cases filed on or after October 29, 2018.
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See Securities Exchange Act Release No. 34-83752, published in the Federal Register on
August 6, 2018 (Vol. 83, No. 151, pp 38327-38329).
Rule Change Relating to Simplified Arbitration
On May 17, 2018, the SEC approved SR-FINRA-2018-003, which amends FINRA Rules
12600 and 12800 of the Code of Arbitration Procedure for Customer Disputes and 13600
and 13800 of the Code of Arbitration Procedure for Industry Disputes to provide an
additional hearing option for parties in arbitration with claims of $50,000 or less, excluding
interest and expenses. This intermediate form of adjudication will provide parties with claims
of $50,000 or less an opportunity to argue their cases before an arbitrator in a shorter,
limited telephonic hearing format than a regular hearing.
There will be two options for hearings; Option One follows the regular provisions of the
Codes relating to prehearings and hearings, including all fee provisions. If the customer (or
claimant in industry disputes) chooses Option One, they will continue to have in-person
hearings without time limits, and they would continue to be permitted to question opposing
parties’ witnesses.
Option Two is the new Special Proceeding subject to the regular provisions of the Code
relating to prehearings and hearings, including all fee provisions, with several limiting
conditions, including timing limitations for hearings, making telephonic hearings the default
hearing method (unless the parties jointly agree to another method of appearance), and
limiting total hearing sessions to two sessions to be completed in one day, exclusive of
prehearing conferences.
If the customer or claimant does not request one of the two hearing options in a simplified
case, the matter will be decided by a sole arbitrator based on documents submitted by each
party.
This rule amendment is effective for cases filed on or after September 17, 2018.
See Securities Exchange Act Release No. 34-83276, published in the Federal Register on
May 23, 2018 (Vol. 83, No. 100, pp 23959-23963).
V.

PROPOSED RULE CHANGES

Proposed Amendments to the Codes of Arbitration Procedure Relating to Requests to
Expunge Customer Dispute Information
At its December 2018 meeting, the FINRA Board of Governors approved proposed
amendments to the Codes of Arbitration Procedure for Customer and Industry Disputes to
codify the Notice to Arbitrators and Parties on Expanded Expungement Guidance and
modify the fees for small claim expungement. The proposed rule would establish specific
filing fees for claimants filing expungement claims, and would prevent associated persons
from filing second requests to expunge the same customer dispute information that was the
subject of a prior request that a panel or court denied.
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Proposal to Prohibit Compensated Non-Attorney Representatives (NARs) in
Arbitration and Mediation
In December 2018, the FINRA Board of Governors approved filing with the SEC proposed
amendments to the Codes of Arbitration and Mediation Procedure to prohibit compensated
non-attorney representatives from practicing in the FINRA arbitration and mediation forum.
The rule proposal would also specify that a student enrolled in a law school, who is
participating in a clinical program or its equivalent, and is practicing under the supervision of
an attorney pursuant to state law, is allowed to represent parties in arbitration and
mediation. It would also include guidelines for resolving issues regarding the qualifications of
NARs or law students in the forum.
Regulatory Notice on Discovery of Insurance Information (Regulatory Notice 18-22)
On July 26, 2018, FINRA published Regulatory Notice 18-22 seeking comment on proposed
amendments to the Discovery Guide’s Firm/Associated Persons Document Production List
(List 1). Specifically, the amendments would require firms and associated persons, upon
request, to produce documents concerning third-party insurance coverage in customer
arbitration. The proposed amendments would strictly limit the circumstances under which
insurance coverage information could be presented to the arbitrators. The new list item
would state that it may be prejudicial for arbitrators to be given information related to
coverage or lack of coverage by liability insurance.
Any party wishing to submit insurance-related evidence at a hearing would have to
demonstrate to the arbitration panel that there are extraordinary circumstances warranting
admission of this information, or the existence of an insurance policy is directly related to the
dispute outlined in the statement of claim.
The comment period ended September 24, 2018.
Regulatory Notice on Inactive Parties (Regulatory Notice 17-33)
On October 18, 2017, FINRA published Regulatory Notice 17-33 which proposes to amend
the Code of Arbitration Procedure for Customer Disputes to expand a customer’s option to
withdraw an arbitration claim and file in court, even if a mandatory arbitration agreement
applies to the claim, to situations where a member firm becomes inactive during a pending
arbitration, or where an associated person becomes inactive either before a claim is filed or
during a pending arbitration. The proposed amendments include changes that allow
customers to amend pleadings, postpone hearings, request default proceedings and receive
a refund of filing fees under such situations.
The comment period ended on December 18, 2017.
VI. REGULATORY NOTICE ON FORUM SELECTION PROVISIONS INVOLVING
CUSTOMERS, ASSOCIATED PERSONS AND MEMBER FIRMS
In July 2016, FINRA published Regulatory Notice 16-25 to remind member firms that
customers have a right to request arbitration at FINRA's arbitration forum at any time and do
not forfeit that right under FINRA rules by signing any agreement with a forum selection
provision specifying another dispute resolution process or an arbitration venue other than
9
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the FINRA arbitration forum. In addition, FINRA reminded member firms that FINRA rules do
not permit member firms to require associated persons to waive their right to arbitration
under FINRA's rules in a pre-dispute agreement.
VII. SIGNIFICANT INITIATIVES
List of Member Firms and Associated Persons with Unpaid Customer Arbitration
Awards
In October 2018, FINRA posted a list on its website of firms and individuals responsible for
unpaid customer arbitration awards. FINRA has provided this information in an effort to
increase transparency regarding those firms and individuals with unpaid arbitration awards,
and to make this information more readily accessible to investors. The list includes the
names of firms and individuals whose FINRA registration has been terminated, suspended,
canceled or revoked, or who have been expelled from FINRA. This information will also
continue to appear on the firms’ or individuals’ BrokerCheck reports. FINRA updates this
information monthly.
The list is available on the Member Firms and Associated Persons with Unpaid
Customer Arbitration Awards page on finra.org
Expanded Expungement Guidance for Arbitrators and Parties
Notice to Arbitrators and Parties: In October 2013, the forum sent to all arbitrators a notice
and published on its website guidance for parties and arbitrators concerning expungement
requests. The guidance emphasizes the extraordinary nature of expungement relief and
advises arbitrators to consider the importance of the Central Registration Depository (CRD)
information to regulators, firms, and investors (through BrokerCheck) when considering
requests for expungement. The guidance encourages arbitrators to request any
documentary or other evidence they believe is relevant to the expungement request,
particularly in cases that settle before an evidentiary hearing or in cases where only the
requesting party participates in the expungement hearing. It also suggests that arbitrators
ask the broker requesting expungement to provide a current copy of his or her
BrokerCheck report when determining the appropriateness of expungement. The guidance
further recommends that arbitrators identify in the award the specific documentary evidence
that they relied upon when recommending expungement.
On July 22, 2014, the SEC approved FINRA Rule 2081, which prohibits conditioned
settlements, and it became effective on July 30, 2014. In August 2014, the forum sent to all
arbitrators a notice and published on its website updated guidance wherein we addressed
settlement payments and prohibited conditions relating to expungement of customer
dispute information. The updated guidance reminds arbitrators to consider whether the
party seeking expungement contributed to the settlement. Further, the updated guidance
provides that if arbitrators learn of prohibited conditions, as described in Rule 2081, they
should consult FINRA’s procedures on disciplinary referrals.
In September 2014, we e-mailed to arbitrators a notice and published on our website
updated guidance wherein we addressed the importance of allowing customers and their
counsel to participate in the expungement hearing in settled cases. This section of the
updated guidance reminds arbitrators to allow the customer, among other things, to
introduce documents and evidence at the expungement hearing, cross-examine the broker
10
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and other witnesses called by the party seeking expungement, and to present opening and
closing arguments if the panel allows any party to present such arguments.
In December 2014, we published on our website updated guidance about cases in which
an associated person will file an arbitration claim against a member firm solely for the
purpose of seeking expungement, without naming the customer in the underlying dispute
as a respondent. This section of the updated guidance reminds arbitrators to order the
associated persons to provide a copy of their Statement of Claim to the customer in the
underlying arbitration to ensure that the customer is aware that an expungement claim is
pending regarding his or her prior dispute. This will also give the customer an opportunity to
advise the arbitrators and parties (in writing or through participation in the expungement
hearing) of their position on the expungement request, which may assist arbitrators in
making the appropriate finding under Rule 2080.
In September 2017, we updated the guidance published on our website to discuss requests
for expungement prior to the conclusion of the underlying arbitration. This section states
that a broker may not file a request for expungement of customer dispute information
arising from a customer arbitration claim until the underlying arbitration has concluded. If a
broker files a request for expungement prior to the conclusion of the related customer
arbitration, the Director will deny the forum as to the second expungement-only case. This
procedure ensures that the underlying customer arbitration is resolved before any
subsequent request to expunge customer dispute information from the underlying customer
arbitration is considered.
The Notice to Arbitrators and Parties on Expanded Expungement Guidance can be
found on the Arbitration Special Procedures page of FINRA.org.
Neutral Workshop: In February 2015, FINRA filmed a neutral workshop addressing
expungement, among other matters. In May 2014, FINRA conducted a neutral workshop
that provided expanded expungement guidance and an overview of the proposed new rule
to address expungement of customer dispute information. In December 2013, FINRA
conducted a neutral workshop that provided an overview of CRD and BrokerCheck,
stressing the important role arbitrators play in safeguarding the integrity of the information in
CRD in the expungement process. The recorded workshop can be found on the Neutral
Workshop page on FINRA.org, along with other recorded neutral workshops, providing an
additional resource for information to neutrals. FINRA pre-records the workshops to allow
neutrals to pause and playback the audio file.
The Neutral Corner: The December 2013 edition (Volume 4, 2013) of the arbitrator
newsletter, The Neutral Corner, was devoted to the topic of expungement. The issue
included an article emphasizing the procedural requirements in recommending
expungement and another article discussing the limitations on the types of disclosures that
may be expunged from CRD through arbitration. The September 2014 edition (Volume 3,
2014) included articles about the revised Award Information Sheet, the new Rule 2081 to
address prohibited conditions relating to expungement of customer dispute information, and
expanded expungement guidance for arbitrators to allow customers and their counsel to
participate in the expungement hearing. The October 2015 edition (Volume 3, 2015)
included information on recent court decisions on expungement. The December 2015
edition (Volume 4, 2015) included information on parties making second expungement
requests after a previous denial.
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We also developed enhanced online training for arbitrators that expanded on and
emphasized the points addressed in our expungement guidance.
The latest edition of The Neutral Corner, along with previous issues, can be found on the
Publications page on finra.org.
Online Arbitration Claim Filing Guide: FINRA revised the Online Arbitration Claim Filing
Guide to include new information that asks claimants filing expungement claims to provide
the occurrence number for the underlying disclosure and other registration information.
Award Information Sheet: To assist arbitrators with the updated expungement guidance,
FINRA revised the Award Information Sheet.
We believe the above initiatives will help arbitrators safeguard the integrity of the information
in CRD.
Short List Option to Reduce Extended List Appointments
Forum constituents want to select their own neutrals from the roster and thus have
complained about the appointment of “extended list” arbitrators. Extended list arbitrators are
not selected by the parties and may only be challenged for cause. (FINRA has virtually
eliminated the appointment of extended list arbitrators in the initial appointment process.)
FINRA has increased parties’ options to reduce the likelihood of extended list appointments
when an arbitrator withdraws or is no longer available, no ranked arbitrators remain on the
parties’ initial ranking lists, and hearing dates are scheduled in a case. Under the “short list
option,” parties may stipulate to use a list of three arbitrators to select a replacement
arbitrator. All parties must agree to use the short list option. Each side may strike one
arbitrator’s name from the list and may rank all remaining arbitrators’ names in order of
preference within a prescribed number of days.
If a hearing is scheduled within five calendar days of an arbitrator’s withdrawal, removal, or
unavailability, parties need to postpone the hearing to use the short list option. The
postponement allows FINRA staff time to prescreen arbitrators for conflicts and to ensure
they are available for scheduled hearing dates and to provide parties with time to review the
list and strike and rank arbitrators. A postponement fee is charged in accordance with
current FINRA rules. An additional fee is assessed for postponements granted within ten
business days of the hearing date, also in accordance with current FINRA rules. Arbitrators
may allocate the fees among the parties that agreed to the postponement. Arbitrators may
also waive the fees.
More information, along with an FAQ, about the Short List Procedure can be found at the
Short List Option to Reduce Extended List Appointments page of finra.org.
Voluntary Program for Large Cases
On July 2, 2012, FINRA implemented a voluntary program in all regional offices for large
cases (i.e., cases with damages claims of at least $10 million exclusive of interest, costs,
and attorneys’ fees). FINRA Office of Dispute Resolution processes many cases that involve
very substantial amounts in dispute. While the rules give the parties flexibility to agree on an
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ad hoc basis to vary from the procedures in the Arbitration Codes, the large case program
was introduced to provide a more formal approach to these cases.
Upon receiving written party agreement to use the program, the Regional Director and an
experienced, specially trained case administrator will conduct an early administrative
conference with counsel to develop a plan for the administration of the case. Areas to be
discussed will include: arbitrator qualifications and the procedures for appointing arbitrators;
the use of depositions and interrogatories; the form of the hearing record; and different
hearing facilities (costs would be paid by the parties). Parties can use arbitrators from
outside of FINRA’s roster or provide FINRA with criteria/qualifications to screen arbitrators
on FINRA’s roster. Parties may pay additional compensation to arbitrators above the
standard FINRA honorarium. There is also a non-refundable administrative fee of $1,000 for
each separately represented party to use the program. The large case program is available
to eligible cases in each of our regional offices.
The program is targeted at cases involving damages claims of at least $10 million. However,
any case can participate in the program where all parties agree and are represented by
counsel.
A list of frequently asked questions and the news release for the voluntary program for large
cases are available on our website at the Large Case Pilot – FAQ page of finra.org
VIII. FINRA NEUTRALS
Arbitrator Disclosure
FINRA continually stresses to arbitrators the need to make complete and accurate
disclosures. Below are recent measures we have taken to emphasize the importance of
disclosing all information that may be relevant:
Arbitrator Disclosure Report Reviews
FINRA staff regularly conducts comprehensive reviews of arbitrators’ disclosure reports to
ensure accuracy and freshness of information.
x

This review includes a search of legal databases such as PACER, detailed internet
searches for new public information or publications, employment records,
professional license records, etc.

x

If new information is found, staff will contact the arbitrator for confirmation and add
the information to the arbitrator’s disclosure report.

Internet Searches
x

We verify the accuracy of arbitrator disclosure by conducting internet searches of
arbitrators prior to appointment to a case.
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x

If staff finds information during an internet search that is not disclosed in the
arbitrator’s disclosure report, staff contacts the arbitrator, confirms the validity of the
information, and adds the information to the neutral’s disclosure report.

Last Affirmation Dates
x

FINRA displays the date that arbitrators last affirmed the accuracy of their disclosure
reports at the top of the disclosure report documents.

x

Arbitrators are advised to regularly review and affirm the accuracy of their
disclosures on the DR Portal, as parties may consider the last affirmation date as a
factor when selecting arbitrators for their cases.

x

Arbitrators can confirm the accuracy of their disclosures in two ways:
o Submitting an update through the DR Portal;
o Submitting an Oath of Arbitrator when assigned to a case.

Attorney Information
x

Disclosure reports feature the names of party representatives and the city and state
in which the representative practices on each of the arbitrator’s active cases.

x

This feature helps to alert parties to potential conflicts based on legal representation.

More information on Arbitrator Disclosure can be found on the Information for Arbitrators
page at finra.org,
Arbitrator Recruitment
A primary goal of FINRA’s arbitrator recruitment program is to identify and train a qualified
pool of potential arbitrators from which parties can choose to hear their disputes. The
strategic goal has been to continue to shift the balance of the arbitrator pool to include more
public arbitrators and a more diverse roster nationwide. FINRA has implemented an
aggressive recruitment campaign to seek individuals from diverse backgrounds from across
different industries to serve as arbitrators. Ongoing recruitment initiatives thus far have
included more than 100 women and minority organizations nationwide to source and recruit
all types of people through on-site events, targeted recruiting advertisement and direct
marketing campaigns.
To help maximize our resources and opportunities further, we leveraged our staff talent in
the regions to assist with recruitment efforts, particularly in reaching women-focused groups,
LGBT communities and other untapped diverse organizations. We also hired an additional
full-time national recruiter in 2015.
FINRA began working to recruit arbitrators with the following professional organizations in
2018:
x

NASPA, Black Psychiatrists of America, The Association of Junior Leagues
International, National Academy of Elder Law Attorneys, American Immigration
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Lawyers Association, American Library Association, Links National Assembly,
National Educators Network, National Association of Blacks in Criminal Justice, The
Association of LGBTQ Journalists, The Society for the Advancement of
Chicanos/Hispanics and Native Americans in Science, NODA, and Society for
Human Resource Management
In 2019, we are hosting recruitment events in nine mid-sized cities: Nashville, Charlotte,
Oklahoma City, Kansas City, Cincinnati, Columbus, Cleveland, Portland and Seattle.
We also piloted a digital advertising campaign in 2018 Albany, Charlotte, Milwaukee and
Los Angeles. The online campaign targeted administrators and lawyers on Facebook and
LinkedIn. The campaign resulted in 132 leads and 23 arbitrator applications.
In March 2019, the second phase of the campaign launched in the following cities:
Birmingham, Buffalo, Charlotte, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, Hartford, Indianapolis,
Kansas City, Las Vegas, Milwaukee, Nashville, New Orleans, Oklahoma City, St. Louis, Salt
Lake City, Seattle and Portland.
We are continuously enhancing the diversity of our arbitrator and mediator roster. In 2018,
we saw increases in the number of women on the roster. We also saw increases in the
number of Hispanic or Latino and LGBT arbitrators. Of the new arbitrators added to the
roster in 2018, 37% were women, 8% were Hispanic or Latino, and 5% were LGBT.
Our number of mediators from diverse backgrounds also increased in 2018. We saw gains
in number of women, African-American, Hispanic or Latino, Asian, and LGBT meditators. Of
mediators (who may also be arbitrators) polled in 2018, 27% were women, 7% AfricanAmerican, 4% Hispanic or Latino, 2% Asian, and 3% were LGBT.
To learn more about FINRA’s efforts to diversify our arbitrator and mediator rosters visit Our
Commitment to Achieving Arbitrator and Mediator Diversity at FINRA at finra.org
Finally, to become more effective in how we communicate our message, we have begun
using social media to recruit arbitrators. All Office of Dispute Resolution Twitter updates can
be found under FINRA’s Twitter handle, @FINRA. We also released our first formal
recruitment video on several social media platforms including Vimeo, LinkedIn, and
YouTube in December 2016: https://vimeo.com/188349814.
Arbitrator Application and Approval
Individuals interested in becoming an arbitrator can apply to our roster using the online
arbitrator application available in the Become an Arbitrator section of our website.
Applicants can complete the arbitrator application and submit it electronically along with a
completed Consent to Background Search and Investigation Form and Social Security
Number Verification Form. FINRA conducts a review of applications and works with
applicants to ensure their submissions are complete before forwarding them to a
subcommittee of the NAMC for final approval. FINRA processes applications and notifies
applicants within 120 days from the date of receipt.
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In 2018 we received 1,051 applications, exceeding our 2018 goal of 750 applications. The
average time for application process completion was 89 days. As of May 2019, there are 3,628
public arbitrators on our roster.
Arbitrator Training
Through 2018, Arbitrator applicants were required to complete the Basic Arbitrator Training
program, consisting of: 1) online basic training; 2) online expungement training; and 3)
classroom training. After successfully completing the online basic and expungement
courses, candidates were required to attend the classroom training at one of our regional
offices or by live video. FINRA offered live video training in an interactive WebEx format to
allow candidates to participate remotely. In 2018, on average, arbitrators completed this
training in 91 days.
As of February 2019, in an effort to streamline training, FINRA discontinued the live
classroom training requirement. Instead, we now offer voluntary live Arbitrator Orientation
Sessions where new arbitrators can ask questions and learn more about the forum in an
informal setting. We are continuing to expand and improve our online training offerings.
To be considered for the chairperson roster, arbitrators must complete FINRA’s online
chairperson training and satisfy the case service requirement. FINRA staff has discretion to
select arbitrators to serve on the chairperson roster from among those arbitrators who have
completed the online chairperson training and: 1) have a law degree, are a member of a bar
of at least one jurisdiction, and served as an arbitrator through award in at least one
arbitration administered by an SRO; or 2) if not an attorney, served as an arbitrator through
award in at least three arbitrations administered by an SRO (Customer Code Rule 12400(c)
and Industry Code Rule 13400(c)).
In addition to the required trainings, FINRA offers advanced, subject-specific courses.
For more information on Basic and Advanced Arbitrator Training visit the Arbitrator
Training page at finra.org
IX. OFFICE OF DISPUTE RESOLUTION TECHNOLOGY INITIATIVES
Online Portals
Portal for Parties. Use of the Portal is mandatory for all parties, excluding pro se investors.
This rule applies to all cases filed on or after April 3, 2017. Parties using the Portal can sign
into a secure website and perform many functions online, including:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

filing a claim;
receiving service of a claim;
submitting an answer to a received claim;
submitting additional case documents;
viewing the status of a case;
viewing case documents;
striking and ranking arbitrators online;
viewing and downloading disclosure reports of prospective arbitrators;
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x
x

scheduling hearing dates online; and
paying invoiced fees.

Portal for Neutrals. Neutrals are not required to use the portal on a mandatory basis, but
arbitrators and mediators must register in the Portal to take advantage of the numerous
functions it provides, such as:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

viewing and printing their disclosure reports;
viewing and updating their personal profiles and disclosures;
accessing information about their assigned cases, including upcoming hearings and
payment information;
viewing case documents;
submitting documents;
scheduling hearing dates; and
viewing how often their names have appeared on arbitrator ranking lists sent to
parties, and how often they are ranked or struck on those lists.

Paperless Office Initiative
All Regional Offices have digitized their respective paper-based arbitration files (including
portal and non-portal cases). Any paper documents received will be converted to an
electronic format, and all case documents will be stored in electronic arbitration and
mediation case files. Staff assignments and correspondence are organized and distributed
using electronic mailboxes. FINRA is continuing the process of digitizing neutral files.
FINRA Office of Dispute Resolution Website
FINRA Office of Dispute Resolution’s website, http://www.finra.org/arbitration-and-mediation,
provides various resources for parties and neutrals regarding FINRA’s arbitration and
mediation processes. On the website users can find, among other things: an overview of
arbitration and mediation; information on how to file a claim; forms that parties and
arbitrators need in the arbitration process; arbitrator and mediator applications; The Codes
of Arbitration Procedure; and rule filing information. The website also contains a “What’s
New” section, where users can access case statistics and information on recent FINRA
initiatives and announcements.
Arbitration Awards Online
FINRA’s Arbitration Awards Online database is available without charge on FINRA’s website
at http://www.finra.org/arbitration-and-mediation/arbitration-awards. Through the database,
users can access FINRA arbitration awards from February 1989 through the present.
In addition, users can access all NYSE arbitration awards, as well as the awards of all
arbitration programs absorbed over the years by FINRA (which include the American Stock
Exchange, Chicago Board Options Exchange, International Stock Exchange, Philadelphia
Stock Exchange, and Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board) and NYSE (which includes
Pacific Exchange/NYSE ARCA).
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The database provides users with access to awards and the ability to search for awards by
using multiple criteria, such as by case number, keywords within awards, arbitrator names,
date ranges set by the user, and any combination of these features. FINRA now includes in
customer awards information about the panel selection method and panel composition.
Videoconferencing
All four of FINRA’s regional office locations have videoconferencing capabilities. With the
consent of all parties or with the permission of the arbitration panel, parties or witnesses
may appear at hearings by videoconference for hearings held in one of the regional office
locations. There is no additional cost to use the videoconferencing equipment at FINRA.
Parties are encouraged to notify their case administrator at least 30 days prior to the hearing
to request videoconferencing services. All videoconferencing requests are honored in the
order they are received.
In addition, the following companies offer videoconferencing services compatible with
FINRA’s:
x

Regus
www.regus.com
1Ǧ800Ǧ633Ǧ4237

x

Veritext
www.veritext.com
(contact phone numbers vary by region and are listed on the Veritext website).

Additional information on specific Regus and Veritext locations, costs, and reservations to
use videoconferencing services are available by contacting these companies directly. All
costs to use videoconferencing services outside of a FINRA regional office location are the
responsibility of the party reserving the facilities.
X. MEDIATION
Mediation remains an important service that FINRA offers. Since the program’s inception in
1995, FINRA’s mediation staff has administered thousands of cases involving a wide variety
of securities disputes with over 80 percent resulting in settlement between the parties.
Parties interested in mediation can fill out an online Request for Mediation Form which is
located on the Initiate a Mediation page of www.finra.org. Parties involved in current
arbitration cases can also indicate their interest in mediation by checking the box on the
Party Case Submission Form in the DR Portal. Both methods relay a message to mediation
staff, who will follow-up with other parties regarding available mediation options.
FINRA Mediation Settlement Month
In order to solicit parties’ use of mediation and raise awareness of its mediation program,
FINRA provides an annual “Settlement Month” program every October, which offers reduced
mediation fees for smaller cases.
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In 2018, we extended FINRA Mediation Settlement Month to two months. Parties were able
to take advantage of cost savings with participating mediators from September 15 through
November 15, 2018.
The Office of Dispute Resolution invites parties to take advantage of significantly reduced
mediation prices during FINRA Mediation Settlement Month each year. Our aim is to
encourage parties to experience the benefits of mediation for the first time, and to reinforce
its value and effectiveness for those who have mediated already.
Mediation Program for Small Arbitration Claims
Since February 2013, FINRA has offered reduced fee and pro bono telephonic mediation to
parties in simplified cases. Under the program, mediators serve on a pro bono basis on
cases alleging $25,000 or less in damages. We have also offered significantly reduced fee
mediation at $50 per hour on cases alleging damages between $25,000.01 and $50,000.
The program benefits forum users by: 1) increasing the number of cases that settle and
giving parties more control over the results of their cases; 2) reducing travel and preparation
costs; and 3) providing an alternative for senior, seriously ill, and physically challenged
parties who may find traveling to and attending an in-person mediation especially difficult;
and 4) offering parties in small cases an efficient and cost-effective option to meet their
needs within our forum.
Separately, the program provides newer mediators with an opportunity to demonstrate their
mediation skills. Staff has processed hundreds of requests to mediate through the Mediation
Program for Small Arbitration Claims with parties settling over 80% of cases mediated.
FINRA continues to communicate the opportunity for parties to mediate through this
program to all eligible cases, and highlights the benefits of this affordable mediation option
for small claims.
For more information on FINRA’s Mediation Program visit the Learn About Mediation page
at finra.org.
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